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We would like to dedicate this book to those who have personally given us so much support over the years:

Chris: to my wife Ann for all her help and support
Chandra: to my wife Suchitra Kumar
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It is a pleasure to be invited to write a foreword for this book which is comprehensive, needed, and above all else, timely.

The growth in the elderly population across the world, in both the developed and also in the developing countries, has been unprecedented over the last two decades. National bodies tasked in providing health, welfare, infrastructure, and pensions have all been caught unawares by the shift in population demographics. Nowhere, however, is the impact felt as much as by the health services that have to meet the exponential demand for greater volumes of high quality care. The problems are experienced both financially and as an uncontrollable operational delivery exercise.

At present in the UK there are nearly 15,000 people over the age of 100 years and half a million over the age of 90 years: worldwide, the number of people over 65 years will exceed those aged under 5 years in two years’ time—the fastest growing age group is those aged 65 and over. The chronological age at which people develop degenerative diseases is increasing and this population, when it requires anaesthesia, is presenting with more and more co-morbidities.

There is no doubt in my mind that the immediate future need of the health services is to meet the challenge of the ever-increasing elderly population with health solutions that provide high-quality care whilst simultaneously meeting the constraints of volume demand and cost-effectiveness. This book provides the way forward in anaesthesia to do just that. It is publishing at just the right time to make a maximal contribution to the problems of the immediate future. I congratulate the editors and authors and wish it every success.

Peter Hutton  
Hon Professor of Anaesthesia, University of Birmingham  
Consultant Anaesthetist, University of Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust  
Former President, Royal College of Anaesthetists
The balance of ages across populations throughout the world is changing. There are far more elderly people alive today than ever and they will profoundly alter the way we deliver healthcare. We will have to research, develop, and deliver appropriate anaesthesia, pain management, and intensive care to these increasingly frail and vulnerable patients. We have to recognize the fact that each elderly person is an individual whose needs vary to a far greater extent, one from another, than in other age groups. The prevention of complications and the associated loss of independence are vital in this age group and demand that we provide the highest standard of care.

The evidence base for our practice in the very old is woeful but improving and the contributors to this book have used the latest information in their chapters. There are still many unanswered questions. Our understanding of the specific problems of the elderly, and therefore our practice, must evolve year on year as new information comes to hand. Just as each elderly cohort differs from the previous one because of the variation in exposure to infection, nutritional problems, smoking, poor social services, and access to therapeutic advances, so too must our practice reflect this. It is this challenge that makes caring for an elderly patient so rewarding at an intellectual and practical level.

We hope this book will inform and enthuse those who read it to provide better care for the elderly patient and to increase the evidence base on which we inform our practice.
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## List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>abdominal aortic aneurysm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABA</td>
<td>American Board of Anesthesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABI</td>
<td>ankle-brachial index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>angiotensin-converting enzyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACEI</td>
<td>angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACGME</td>
<td>Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>activities of daily living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>adenosine diphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AED</td>
<td>antiepileptic drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>atrial fibrillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>advanced glycation end-product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA</td>
<td>American Heart Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHI</td>
<td>apnoea/hypopnoea index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKI</td>
<td>acute kidney injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMT</td>
<td>abbreviated mental test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANH</td>
<td>artificial nutrition and hydration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQP</td>
<td>aquaporin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARB</td>
<td>angiotensin receptor blocker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMDS</td>
<td>age-related medial degeneration and sclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>assisted reproductive technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>aortic stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA</td>
<td>American Society of Anesthesiologists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIC</td>
<td>acid-sensing ion channel (receptor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>adenosine triphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVR</td>
<td>aortic valve surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>body mass index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNP</td>
<td>brain natriuretic peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABG</td>
<td>coronary artery bypass grafting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>coronary artery disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>case-based discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBF</td>
<td>cerebral blood flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>carotid endarterectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cfPWV</td>
<td>carotid–femoral pulse wave velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGA</td>
<td>comprehensive geriatric assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID</td>
<td>Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKI</td>
<td>cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS</td>
<td>central nervous system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COX</td>
<td>cyclo-oxygenase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPAP</td>
<td>continuous positive airway pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPB</td>
<td>cardiopulmonary bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPE</td>
<td>cardiopulmonary exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPP</td>
<td>cerebral perfusion pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>C-reactive protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF</td>
<td>cerebrospinal fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>computed tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVA</td>
<td>cerebrovascular attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYP</td>
<td>cytochrome P450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBA</td>
<td>dobutamine stress echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>diastolic blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLB</td>
<td>dementia with Lewy bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLCO</td>
<td>diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNAR</td>
<td>do not attempt resuscitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNIC</td>
<td>diffuse noxious inhibitory controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>Electrocardiogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECMO</td>
<td>extracorporeal membrane oxygenation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>emergency department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>electroencephalogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>enteral nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eNOS</td>
<td>endothelium derived nitric oxide synthase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPO</td>
<td>erythropoietin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESWL</td>
<td>extracorporeal shock-wave lithotripsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET</td>
<td>Endothelin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EtCO₂</td>
<td>end-tidal carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVAR</td>
<td>endovascular aneurysm repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV₁</td>
<td>forced expiratory volume in 1 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRC</td>
<td>functional residual capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTD</td>
<td>frontotemporal dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVC</td>
<td>forced vital capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABA</td>
<td>gamma-aminobutyric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFR</td>
<td>glomerular filtration rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC</td>
<td>General Medical Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>hepatocellular carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hESC</td>
<td>human embryonic stem cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IABP</td>
<td>intra-aortic balloon pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IASP</td>
<td>International Association for the Study of Pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICH</td>
<td>intracerebral haemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>intensive care unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIS</td>
<td>insulin/insulin-like growth factor-like signalling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Interleukin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iNOS</td>
<td>inducible nitric oxide synthase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOP</td>
<td>intraocular pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>left atrial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMA</td>
<td>left internal mammary artery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMA</td>
<td>laryngeal mask airway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>left ventricle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>minimum alveolar concentration or mitral annular calcification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT</td>
<td>multidisciplinary team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEF</td>
<td>maximal expiratory flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEP</td>
<td>maximal expiratory pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET</td>
<td>metabolic equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIF</td>
<td>maximal inspiratory flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIP</td>
<td>maximal inspiratory pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMP</td>
<td>matrix metalloproteases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>Mini Mental State Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>mitral regurgitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRA</td>
<td>magnetic resonance angiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRSA</td>
<td>methicillin-resistant <em>Staphylococcus aureus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>mitral stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVR</td>
<td>mitral valve repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NADPH</td>
<td>nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFLD</td>
<td>non-alcoholic fatty liver disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF-κB</td>
<td>nuclear factor kappa B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>National Health Service (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE</td>
<td>National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIRS</td>
<td>near-infrared spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMDA</td>
<td>N-methyl-D-aspartate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>nitric oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>natriuretic peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSAID</td>
<td>non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPCAB</td>
<td>off-pump coronary artery bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaCO₂</td>
<td>partial pressure of carbon dioxide in arterial blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACU</td>
<td>post-anesthesia care unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAD</td>
<td>peripheral arterial disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaO₂</td>
<td>partial pressure of oxygen in the arterial blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCNL</td>
<td>percutaneous nephrolithotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCT</td>
<td>procalcitonin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Parkinson’s disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDD</td>
<td>Parkinson’s disease dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN</td>
<td>parenteral nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POCO</td>
<td>postoperative cognitive dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POD</td>
<td>postoperative delirium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSSUM</td>
<td>Physiological and Operative Severity Score for Enumeration of Mortality and Morbidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>progressive supranuclear palsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWV</td>
<td>pulse wave velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAAS</td>
<td>renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAS</td>
<td>renin–angiotensin system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNS</td>
<td>reactive nitrogen species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROS</td>
<td>reactive oxygen species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSI</td>
<td>rapid sequence intubation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>residual volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAH</td>
<td>subarachnoid haemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBI</td>
<td>silent brain injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOAR</td>
<td>systolic blood pressure, oxygenation, age, and respiratory rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOD</td>
<td>superoxide dismutase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO₂</td>
<td>haemoglobin oxygen saturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>surgical site infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEMI</td>
<td>ST-elevation myocardial infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
<td>Society of Thoracic Surgeons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVG</td>
<td>saphenous vein graft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>systemic vascular resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAP</td>
<td>transversus abdominis plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAVI</td>
<td>transcatheter aortic valve implantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBI</td>
<td>traumatic brain injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>transcranial Doppler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGF</td>
<td>transforming growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIA</td>
<td>transient ischaemic attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLC</td>
<td>total lung capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF</td>
<td>tumour necrosis factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOE</td>
<td>transoesophageal echocardiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOR</td>
<td>target of rapamycin pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUS</td>
<td>transrectal ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTE</td>
<td>transthoracic echocardiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURB</td>
<td>transurethral resection of bladder tumour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURP</td>
<td>transurethral resection of prostate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTI</td>
<td>urinary tract infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VaD</td>
<td>vascular dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSMC</td>
<td>vascular smooth muscle cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDR</td>
<td>wide dynamic range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We face an unprecedented challenge across the world as the balance of populations tip towards ever larger proportions of older members. This trend is not likely to begin to reverse for the next 40 years and will affect every one of us both professionally and personally. This change will alter the manner in which we live as independent adults, the age at which couples start their families, and the age at which we are able to afford to stop working.

The burden of caring for dependents will increase, whether these are children, parents, or grandparents. Increasingly families require both partners to work and their ability to maintain financial stability is undermined if one of them has to restrict their hours of work to care for a previously independent family member. This comes into sharp focus when an elderly family member has a serious illness or requires surgery. Not only is there a need for immediate support to get them back to their normal level of independence but the very prolonged nature of their convalescence means that support, of a degree, may need to be provided for many months.

Complications, following all medical interventions irrespective of the procedure, are far more common in older patients, and these are likely to have the greatest impact on their independence. Some are more to be expected as predictable side effects of the necessary clinical care whereas others are unexpected serious events. We, as a profession, continue to have a duty of care to determine what may cause these complications and try whenever possible to avoid precipitating them.

Anaesthesia because of its central role in hospital medicine has the ability to influence the outcome for patients from surgery, interventional radiology, intensive care, trauma, and pain medicine amongst others. As the majority of anaesthetists will spend most of their clinical years caring for elderly patients, it is imperative to understand why they differ from younger patients, and in what ways. The increasingly unacceptable response of ‘we do lots of them anyway so what is so special?’ has to be replaced by an attitude of providing individually tailored care based on the latest scientific data available. This evidence base is, perhaps, the most telling insight into medical and anaesthetic research into the elderly over the years. Until very recently all almost all clinical trials excluded patients over the age of 65. Exclusion criteria also included mild cognitive dysfunction and pre-existing cardiac or respiratory disease—conditions present in many elderly patients. This means that for the majority of agents used during anaesthesia, the physiological parameters which are regarded as normal and the expectations of recovery are extrapolations from data gathered on younger patients. This is simply foolhardy.

The younger, healthier, adults enrolled into trials have minimal physiological variability. It is easy to look at the data gathered and visually identify relationships even if statistical packages are used to precisely define these. The contrast to the usual elderly distribution could not be more marked. Identifying a meaningful relationship may not be visually possible at all and reliance has then to be placed on the statistical analysis. What this means is that unlike caring for a fit American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) grade 1 adult where the responses to induction, surgical challenges, and recovery are largely predictable, each elderly patient is an individual and their responses unpredictable and so has to be managed with a far higher level of vigilance and skill to ensure a safe outcome. The precise parameters of blood pressure, heart rate, and fluid status will vary and one patient’s hypertension will be another’s hypotension. Simple techniques such as spraying the larynx and vocal cords with lidocaine to ameliorate the response to laryngoscopy and intubation may cause enough lidocaine to be absorbed to cause myocardial depression and hypotension in the frail elderly patient.

Although there has been much progress since the first specialist anaesthetic society was created over 20 years ago there is still no ‘normative’ data published on the responses of patients over 90 years of age to routine surgery. The information that is being published at present usually refers to small studies on patients with specific problems, for instance, fractured neck of femur. Large surveys and national audits do provide an idea of scale and outcomes but their retrospective nature limits their ability to differentiate between specific anaesthetic techniques in all but the broadest manner. We are no closer to clearly understanding what causes the devastating cognitive dysfunction that occurs so commonly, affecting nearly one in four of the elderly after major surgery.

Research in the field of geriatrics is helping to provide some guidance, especially with regard to the emerging concepts about frailty as a complex entity in its own right. Genetics and stem cell biology are proving fertile fields in the quest to understand the ageing process and potential means to slow, stop, or even reverse the process. Nanotechnology and bioengineering are exploring novel solutions to help with protecting vulnerable or isolated elderly people and the almost universal access to the Internet is allowing interactive monitoring and tailored clinical advice for those with long-term medical conditions.

At a clinical and training level, awareness of the communication problems in the elderly, related to vision, hearing, and language, is improving but is still rarely taught formally across anaesthetic training schemes. Simple tests of cognition such as the abbreviated...
mental test (AMT) and mini-mental state evaluation (MMSE) are seldom part of routine preoperative assessment. There remains a great deal of mythology about the elderly patient’s need for analgesia and what is safe and effective across nursing and medical staff.

It is for these reasons that we have embarked on creating this textbook. We have sought leading authoritative and acknowledged world experts to write the chapters in the book. There is, inevitably, a variation in both style and detail that reflects both the nature of that specialist area and also the volume of data available on that area. The sections are ordered to provide a view of the fundamental principles underlying ageing at the most basic levels, the population changes occurring and possible social consequences of those changes, the responses to drugs that change with ageing, and the potential that modern technology may hold for us. The next section covers ageing within specific organ systems, the nervous system including cognition, the cardiovascular, renal, respiratory, and hepatic systems. The third section summarizes the common areas of practice some of which are related to the surgical speciality involved. These include pre-assessment, intensive care, pain management, obesity, frailty, and palliative care as well as covering other areas such as trauma, vascular, neurosurgery, cardiovascular surgery, urological, gynaecological, and ophthalmic surgery.

Finally there are areas where the elderly demand a greater focus than currently occurs, such as training, managing infection, maintaining heat balance, and anaesthesia beyond the operating suite. There is a review of the current medicolegal system. This is primarily from a UK perspective and we assume that it reflects practice worldwide. This emphasizes the need to seek informed consent, to identify the presence of any advanced directives or legal advocates, and to assess and support competence in decision-making.

Finally we have our view of what should happen in the future as well as a possible glimpse into where practice may evolve in the not so near future.
PART 1

Basic Science
**CHAPTER 1**

**Ageing at cellular level**

Anand Prakash and Kailash Krishnan

**Introduction**

Ageing is a collective and progressive process. There is a gradual biological impairment of normal function due to changes at a cellular level; these changes gradually affect the various organ systems and ultimately whole body. Ageing in humans refers to a multidimensional process of physical, psychological, and social change. Ageing has been defined as the collection of changes that render human beings progressively more likely to die.¹

The ageing process starts immediately after sexual maturity and the rate of progress of ageing is affected by intrinsic and extrinsic factors. The biological age is more important than chronological age. In the last 10 years tremendous academic interest in the processes of ageing has been generated and high-quality sophisticated research is helping our understanding of the biological basis of the ageing process and its consequences. Human premature ageing disorders provide valuable models for studying the ageing process. Some ageing processes like greying of hair have no pathological effect, whilst other ageing processes lead to changes at the cellular level and may trigger a cascade that results in damage to the cell and leads to functional impairment at tissue, organ, and system levels.

Age-related damage may alter the signalling mechanisms at cellular and molecular levels affecting genetic, structural proteins and other vital proteins, mitochondria, cellular membranes, and ultimately result in compromise of their structures, functions, and roles. The ageing process is extremely complex and it remains incompletely understood. Cellular damage can take place due to either intrinsic or extrinsic factors. Our environment contains many toxic substances; some of them are natural and some produced by humanity. Ultraviolet radiation, ionizing nuclear radiation, industrial toxins and products, ozone, heavy metals, smoke, pollution, adulterated food or water, and infections from other organisms are all known to cause cellular damage.

Normal cellular metabolism itself generates many compounds such as free radicals, which are themselves highly damaging and there are complex pathways to limit the impact of these toxins. Ageing is associated with an impairment of these protective processes and cellular damage and dysfunction becomes more common.

The changes at cellular and molecular levels are described in the following sections. Further details that are beyond the scope of this chapter are available elsewhere.¹

**Cell senescence and cell death**

Cell senescence and cellular death are two important processes that occur throughout the life of an organism. These processes help eliminate dysfunctional and damaged cells throughout life. But in later life these process may also contribute to ageing. Various factors (extrinsic and intrinsic) and mechanisms are responsible for the biological ageing at molecular and cellular levels. Cellular death is a complex process and involves apoptosis and necrosis. Many theories have been postulated for ageing. Cellular senescence is a continuous process, which includes changes in gene expression and morphology of cells. Damage to DNA, and expression of oncogenes can arrest cellular growth, alter cellular function and can make cells resistant to apoptosis.

**Changes at molecular and genetic levels**

Most somatic cells are programmed to divide only a limited number of times and thereafter although they do not divide they remain metabolically active. This process is termed as replicative senescence.² They are unable to replicate their DNA but continue to metabolize proteins and RNA. The germ line and stem cells and most cancer cells have unlimited division potential.

Why some cells undergo replicative senescence and some achieve replicative immortality and how this contributes to ageing is as yet unknown. It is likely to include some or all of the following factors: genetic mutation, metabolic changes, or intrinsic and extrinsic suppression of gene expression.

**Telomere shortening and ageing**

A telomere is a region of repetitive DNA sequences at the end of a chromosome, which protects the end of the chromosome from breakdown, degradation, and fusion with neighbouring chromosomes.³ This damage can lead to a loss of genetic information and can make the genome unstable and susceptible to cell death and cancer.

Telomeres shorten progressively with each round of cell division and when they reach a critical length or are completely lost, the cell stops dividing or growing. This helps the cell avoid losing genetic information and developing genomic instability.

The enzyme telomerase reverse transcriptase maintains and stabilizes the telomere end during cell proliferation. Germ and stem cells can proliferate indefinitely as they contain large amount of the telomerase enzyme thus keeping telomere lengths stable. Somatic cells have a more limited level of telomerase enzyme which may explain why they reach senescence. Shortening of telomeres also results in impairment of immunological function.⁴ Free radicals are also involved in telomeric DNA damage and shortening of telomeres.
Telomeres play a central role in both cell fate and ageing by adjusting the cellular response to stress and growth stimulation on the basis of previous cell divisions and DNA damage. Repair of critically short or ‘uncapped’ telomeres by telomerase or recombination is limited in most somatic cells and apoptosis or cellular senescence is triggered when too many ‘uncapped’ telomeres accumulate. The chance of the latter increases as the average telomere length decreases. The average telomere length is set and maintained in cells of the germ line which typically expresses high levels of telomerase. In somatic cells, the telomere length is very heterogeneous but typically declines with age, posing a barrier to tumour growth but also contributing to the loss of cells with advancing age. The alteration in genetic programming but also contributing to the loss of cells with advancing age. The alteration in genetic programming but also contributing to the loss of cells with advancing age. The alteration in genetic programming but also contributing to the loss of cells with advancing age.

**Codon restriction and ageing**

Protein synthesis requires two steps—transcription and translation. There are three bases in the DNA code for each amino acid. The DNA code is copied to produce messenger RNA (mRNA). The order of amino acids in the polypeptide is determined by the sequence of three-letter codes in mRNA. mRNA contains genetic information. It is a copy of a portion of the DNA and carries genetic information from the gene (DNA) out of the nucleus, into the cytoplasm of the cell where it is translated to produce protein. With ageing, the process of translation gets impaired and defective proteins are created leading to various changes at cellular level impairing and compromising its function.

**Alteration in gene function with ageing**

The genetic programming of cells determines the diverse functions of cells (neurons, cardiac, etc.) and the programming to produce specialized proteins (transcription). Genetic transcription is regulated by factors such as specificity factor, repressors, transcription factors, activators, and enhancers. Gene expression changes when the cell reaches maturity. The alteration in genetic programming may be seen at the molecular level resulting in abnormal protein production and damage. DNA is a highly complex and unstable molecule and both genomic and mitochondrial DNA is susceptible to damage and mutation. The stability of the genome depends upon the DNA repair mechanisms. This DNA repair becomes slower and less efficient in ageing cells. The longevity of an organism depends upon the efficiency of these mechanisms and its resistance to toxic factors.

Cells’ ability to respond and adapt appropriately to external and internal stimuli and signals depends on intrinsic signalling pathways. Many of the molecules involved in these pathways are proteins and these are adversely affected by the mechanisms described earlier.

Mitochondria are the primary site for oxygen consumption in the cell and therefore the site for production of the majority of free radicals. Mitochondrial structure and functions decline with age due to reduced mitochondrial protein synthesis rate, control of mitochondrial membrane potential, coupling efficiency of ATP synthesis to oxygen synthesis, and control of ADP. A decrease in mitochondrial DNA content was also noted.

Mitochondrial dysfunction is considered to be one of the major causative factors in the ageing process; ischaemia/reperfusion injury, septic shock, and neurodegenerative disorders like Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and Huntington’s disease, increased free radical generation, enhanced mitochondrial inducible nitric oxide (NO) synthase activity, enhanced NO production, decreased respiratory complex activity, impaired electron transport system, and opening of mitochondrial permeability transition pores all have been suggested as factors responsible for impaired mitochondrial function.

**Insulin signalling pathways**

A major breakthrough in ageing research in recent years has been the identification of the evolutionarily conserved role of the insulin/insulin-like growth factor-like signalling (IIS) pathway in modulating lifespan, and lowered IIS has emerged as an important means of extending lifespan. The IIS pathway has diverse functions in multicellular organisms, and mutations in it can affect growth, development, metabolic homeostasis, fecundity, and stress resistance, as well as lifespan.

**Target of rapamycin pathway**

The target of rapamycin pathway (TOR) is necessary for developmental growth, but upon completion of development it causes ageing and age-related diseases. Decreased TOR activity has been found to slow ageing. This signalling pathway regulates cell growth, cell proliferation, cell motility, cell survival, protein production, and transcription.

**Free radicals**

A free radical is an atom or group of atoms that has at least one unpaired electron in its outermost cells and is therefore unstable and highly reactive. The free radicals containing oxygen are called reactive oxygen species (ROS) and those containing nitrogen are called reactive nitrogen species (RNS).

Ageing may be related to the deleterious side effects of free radicals produced during the course of cell metabolism. Oxidative stress and nitrosative stress are directly related to ageing. The level of free radicals in cells increases with age. The antioxidants are protective and an enhanced level increases the longevity. There is supportive evidence that the overexpression and enhancement of antioxidants extends the lifespan.

Free radicals damage proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids. The amount of oxidatively damaged and modified protein increases in cells and mitochondria with age resulting in a decline in intracellular ATP level and impaired apoptosis. These produce multiple age-related disorders and diseases.

The increase in oxidative modified proteins has been demonstrated with age. There is a rapid increase in levels of protein carbonyl content, protein hydrophobicity, oxidized methionine, cross-linked and glycated proteins, and also less active enzymes which are more susceptible to damage by heat and proteinolysis.

Protein oxidation can involve cleavage of the polypeptide chain, modification of amino acid side chains, or conversion of the protein to derivatives that are highly sensitive to proteolytic degradation. Unlike most other types of modification (except cysteine oxidation), oxidation of methionine residues to methionine sulphoxide is reversible; thus, cyclic oxidation and reduction of methionine residues leads to consumption of ROS and thereby increases the
resistance of proteins to oxidation. The age-related accumulation of oxidized proteins may reflect age-related increases in rates of ROS generation, decreases in antioxidant activities, or losses in the capacity to degrade oxidized proteins. Lipids are major component of living organisms and are particularly vulnerable to damage by free radicals. There appears to be an age-associated increase in the steady state concentration of lipid peroxidation products.

Protein carbonyls, 8-oxo-2′-deoxyguanosine, acrolein or 4-HNE (4-hydroxy-2 nonenal) are established biomarkers of protein, DNA, and lipid oxidation. The intracellular level of protein carbonyl has become one of the most widely accepted measurements of oxidative stress-dependent cellular damage.

Organisms contain many endogenous enzymes which act as antioxidants (such as superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase, and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase) and these enzymes counteract the deleterious effect of oxidants and act as scavengers. Aerobic organisms that use the cytochrome system have both the SOD and catalase enzymes and overexpression of these in animals are known to increase lifespan.

A concept of nitrosative stress has emerged recently from the understanding that the interaction between oxidants and nitrosant may produce products that are more toxic and damaging than either reactant alone. The peroxynitrite molecule is a product of reaction between superoxide (ROS) and nitric oxide (RNS). This is proinflammatory and affects the nuclear factor kappa B (NF-kB) signalling process and results in age-related disorders. Nitrosylation can directly inhibit critical protein function and promote deleterious oxidative modifications. NO has been widely implicated in nitrosative stress at cellular level and is linked to cellular growth inhibition and apoptosis.

More recently, the role of reactive nitrogen species, such as NO and its by-products—nitrate (NO$_3^-$), nitrite (NO$_2^-$), peroxynitrite (ONOO$^-$), and 3-nitrotyrosine—have been shown to have a direct role in cellular signalling, vasodilatation, and the immune response. NO is produced within cells by NO synthesis. Presently, there are three distinct isoforms of NO synthase: neuronal (nNOS or NOS-1), inducible (iNOS or NOS-2), and endothelial (eNOS or NOS-3), and several subtypes. While NO is a relatively unreactive radical, it is able to form other, more reactive, intermediates, which could have an effect on protein function and on the function of the entire organism. These reactive intermediates can trigger nitrosative damage to biomolecules, which in turn may lead to age-related diseases due to structural alteration of proteins, inhibition of enzymatic activity, and interferences of the regulatory function. The intracellular buffering mechanisms of calcium. Impaired calcium homeostasis alters the function of intracellular organelles such as endoplasmic reticulum (which is an important calcium store) and mitochondria.

### Apoptosis and necrosis

Apoptosis is a complex process characterized by genetically programmed cell death in a controlled manner. Apoptosis is an active cascade by which cell die and apoptotic bodies are removed without triggering an inflammatory process. All cells are capable of producing the intracellular mechanism necessary for apoptosis. In contrast, necrosis is an uncontrolled passive mode of cell death due to extrinsic or intrinsic factors causing significant damage at molecular and structural levels that leads to irreversible swelling of the cell and its organelles and eventually cell lysis and death. Necrosis is associated with an acute inflammatory response.

Apoptosis eliminates damaged and dysfunctional germ cells during embryogenesis. In complex organisms, apoptosis is not only essential during embryogenesis it is also necessary for maintaining tissue homeostasis in adults and eliminating dysfunctional, damaged, and potentially cancerous cells throughout life. Failure of apoptosis can lead to an increase in incidence of cancers while excessive apoptosis can produce disorders related to degeneration.

There are two main apoptotic pathways: the extrinsic or death receptor pathway and the intrinsic or mitochondrial pathway. They are interlinked and each pathway can influence the other. There is an additional pathway that involves T-cell mediated cytotoxicity and perforin/granzyme-dependent killing of the cell.

Apoptosis can be divided into three phases: induction phase, effector phase, and degradation phase. The induction phase is initiated by physiological signals such as ROS, RNS, tumour necrosis factor (TNF), ceramide overactivation of calcium pathways, and B-cell lymphoma (Bcl)-2 family proteins.

In the effector phase, the cells become committed to die by the action of the death domain activator on the cell surface, nuclear activators such as p53, the endoplasmic reticulum pathways, and activation of the mitochondrial-induced pathways.

The degradation phase involves both nuclear and cytoplasmic events. In the cytoplasm, a complex cascade of protein cleaving enzymes called caspases (cysteine proteases) becomes activated. In the nucleus, the nuclear envelope breaks down; endonucleases are activated, causing DNA fragmentation; and the chromatin condenses. Finally, the cell is fragmented into apoptotic bodies and phagocytosed by surrounding cells or macrophages.

Researchers believe that mitochondria play extremely important roles in apoptosis and cell death. Mitochondria undergo major structural and functional changes and release apoptosis-inducing factors and cytochrome c that activates endonucleases and caspases. This results in the activation of various pathways and cascades.

Insufficient or excessive apoptosis due to extrinsic and or intrinsic factors can lead to disorders such as dementia, cancer, autoimmune disorders, neurodegenerative conditions, and others, which are more prevalent in the older person. Necrosis may also increase during ageing due to age-related defects at cellular and molecular levels resulting in inappropriate apoptosis.
Conclusion
The cellular and molecular mechanisms of ageing are believed to be due to the consequences of wear and tear as well as programmed changes at the level of gene expression. Damage and structural changes in vital proteins and DNA by various mechanisms compromise their function. This leads to physiological, pathological, and functional impairment in all systems of the human body.

The rate of deleterious changes depends upon various intrinsic and extrinsic factors, some are predictable and some are not. Some of us live longer and remain healthier and functionally active in comparison to others. Socioeconomic factors are very important in predicting quality ageing. Longevity does vary across species with some, such as the tortoise and sea turtles, living longer than humans, and this may be due to environmental selection.

Disease and disorders are more common in older people. Neurological ageing leads to different types of dementias. Changes in cardiac myocytes result in heart failure and many other cardiac disorders. Cancers are far more common. Changes in skeletal muscle and sarcopenia produce functional impairment and limitation of activity. The list gets longer and longer. These complex changes at the level of gene expression. Damage and structural changes at the level of gene expression. Damage and structural changes at the level of gene expression.
**Introduction**

There is a widely held belief that the population is ageing, largely due to an increased life expectancy, and it is expected that 10 per cent of the population in developed countries will be aged over 80 by 2050. It is important to differentiate between lifespan, which is the maximum predicted life expectancy of the human species at about 110–120 years, and life expectancy, which is the number of years of life an individual is likely to have at any given age. The number of people aged over 65 is now greater than those under 15 in the United Kingdom. These facts have importance to us as individuals and as providers of healthcare.

The underlying principles behind these calculations and their importance to us are based on the science of demography. This allows for a numerical prediction of population changes. What is also important is the concurrent increase in the health of the ageing population. The differences between previous generations of 40-year-olds and the current one is marked and the same is true for the over 60s. Simple calculations of life expectancy do not give an indication as to how much more resources, if any, an older population will need in terms of healthcare provision but they do give a clear view on pension planning. Some countries, Japan for instance, will see a fall in their total population but an increase in their elderly subjects while others will continue to grow but with a greater proportion of elderly. We need to understand the impact this will have on such societies, their healthcare, and just how important maintaining independence for these people is.

**Demography**

Demography is a statistical science that describes the dynamic changes within populations or subpopulations over time. (It is often misquoted in medical papers to describe the characteristics of the population being studied.) The main factors that affect populations are births, deaths, ageing, and migration. Populations may be stable with little change in the ratio of people in the various age ranges, even if the total number in that population is changing. It can be stationary if there is no change in the total numbers of the population or it can be unstable with changes in either numbers or age ratios.

Data on populations may be gathered directly by gathering ‘vital statistics’ or by census. The first uses data from the registration of births and deaths and is a continuous data gathering process. Census is usually performed intermittently, even if regularly, by national governments. The UK population census is currently performed every 10 years. Census gathering depends on a very high level of state funding and personnel resources.

The balance for any one group in a time period will be the difference between the number of births plus the net migration into that group from outside against the number who have died and those who have emigrated over the same time. These groups may be subdivided into cohorts related to, for example, age, gender, or social status.

Understanding how populations change and the challenges these pose to healthcare providers is especially important as we strive to provide safe and effective care for elderly patients. That provision of care also depends on the social changes that occur within populations.

**Models for population change**

There are many different models proposed to describe the features of a population and the manner in which it changes in response to internal and external forces. These may include environmental factors such as crop failure, political factors such as warfare, medical factors with epidemics such as malaria or HIV, and economic factors such as employment opportunities. Migration may occur within a nation, for example, the long-established but still growing trend for younger workers to move to urban areas away from rural ones. It may be across national boundaries and may be motivated by political or economic pressures.

**The transition model**

This is a model that describes changes in a population over time. It studies how birth and death rates affect the total population of a country.

Transition models are usually described as a series of stages that have implications for many aspects of the economic well-being of that population and therefore also issues such as affordability of healthcare provision.

- **Stage 1**—the total population is low but it is balanced due to high birth rates and high death rates.
- **Stage 2**—the total population is starting to rise as death rates start to fall, but birth rates remain quite high (see Fig. 2.1).
- **Stage 3**—the total population is still rising rapidly, but the gap between birth and death rates narrows. Now the natural increase is high.
- **Stage 4**—the total population is high, but it is balanced due to a low birth rate and a low death rate (see Fig. 2.2).
Population pyramids

One method to display these changes is through the use of population pyramids. They display males on the left and females on the right at 5-yearly intervals. They also indicate the percentage of that 5-year cohort of the total population. One of the most useful sources of these graphs is from the US Census Gateway, which is frequently used by other nations as a valuable reference source for their own population projections.

Whilst the visual representation of changes in a given population over a historical period is reasonably accurate, the projection of that population into the future is less robust. The factors that influence the development of the cohorts can be assessed and attempts to quantify their effect calculated. These are often then further refined into ‘life tables’ and may be used to calculate risks for an individual’s mortality.

An example of a historical population pyramid (Fig. 2.3) such as that for Germany after the Second World War clearly shows the reduction in both male and female cohorts aged around 19–34 years of age. The reduction in males is higher and is assumed to be due to the awful mortality within that generation at that time.

---

**Fig. 2.1** Transition from stage 1 (1980) to stage 2 (2020) demonstrating an almost trebling of population but a falling birth rate. Reproduced with kind permission from Martin De Wulf, PopulationPyramid.net. Data from United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Prospects, [http://esa.un.org/wpp/](http://esa.un.org/wpp/)

**Fig. 2.2** Transition of the global population from stage 3 to stage 4 over a 20-year projection. Reproduced with kind permission from Martin De Wulf, PopulationPyramid.net. Data from United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Prospects, [http://esa.un.org/wpp/](http://esa.un.org/wpp/)
What is also clear is the strongly pyramidal shape for the elderly groups. This high mortality is likely to be related to malnutrition, limited healthcare facilities, and the minimal impact of the newly developed antibiotics on infectious diseases. Similar, but less pronounced, effects are seen across Europe and Russia. The birth rate is also low and below ‘replacement level’ (see ‘Replacement ratio’ section). This may be due to the lack of suitable mates or may be a reflection of the extreme economic hardship of that time.

Changes in the German population describing the progress to date include a brief period of an increased birth rate and a lessening of the paediatric mortality. This bulge although not to the extent often seen in the ‘baby boomer’ years does move up the diagram over time. What is interesting is the increase in imported workers who provided a necessary workforce and a taxation income for the government. The total population of Germany is predicted to fall over the next three decades but with an increasingly old population bias.

General processes underlying the demographic changes

Birth rate

The crude birth rate, the number of children born alive each year, provides the starting point for any population. Across the world this has been falling progressively as measures such as the availability of effective contraception, education for females, and even State mandate have their effects. The ratio of boys to girls born has historically been close to equality although some states and religious groups have tried to bias the ratio in favour of more male births. Once born the next hurdle for a population relates to infant and child mortality. In the highly and moderately developed countries these have both been falling for decades, but they are still very high in the poorly developed countries.

Replacement ratio

The stability and survival of a population over time depends on enough female children surviving to childbearing age and producing the next generation of children. The exact number of children a female has to deliver to maintain the population is about 2.3 live births/female. This ratio has not been met across the majority of Europe for many years. The replacement ratio will fall slightly as infant and child mortality improves but will need to rise if there is loss of young, productive members of the population through warfare, epidemics, or natural disasters.

Fertility

In many developed countries the decision to have children is being made when the mother is in her 30s rather than late teens and early 20s as in previous generations. Whilst this frequently leads to a more financially robust family the inevitable decline in fertility related to ageing limits the numbers of births and may lead to medical interventions such as in vitro fertilization (IVF) to achieve one live birth. One benefit could be seen as the children born of these older parents will be working, and paying taxes, into the late old age of their parents. This may offset some of the financial risks facing many sovereign states in the future.

Death rates

We are all born to die, but life expectancy has progressively increased over the last century. European life expectancy in 1900 was approximately 40 years of age and when Germany created the concept of retirement only 1 per cent of men reached the age of 65, and the same proportion of women survived to 60 years of age. The provision of a state pension for such a small number was balanced by an inverse dependency ratio (see ‘Dependency ratio’ section) of almost 20:1, compared to the 4:3 expected in the coming decades as life expectancy for both males and females reaches more than 85 years of age. These figures are derived from the normal life expectancy data; others which use the concept of a productive life expectancy are more favourable.

Increased life expectancy delays the inevitable, and stretches out the population process of dying. This is seen as a fall in the elderly death rate whilst the process of extending life continues but as the population ages towards the predicted ‘physiological’ maximum this process will stop and the death rate will appear to rise again.

The fall in death rates across most of the globe is largely due to social and environmental changes, such as good sanitation and potable water. However, medical innovations such as antibiotics, vaccination, and screening programmes have all improved life expectancy. The impact of genetic, stem cell, and nanotechnological advances is yet to be seen; however, the predictably high cost of these therapies is likely to limit their impact on whole populations.

Dependency ratio

The dependency ratio is the number of dependent people in a population against the productive number, those in paid employment. The dependent group consist of the two ends of the age distribution: children and the elderly. The child dependency ratio is the number of children of pre-employment age, usually considered to be 0–14 years, and those in employment aged 15–65.

The elderly is similar, being those over 65 against those in employment. The total dependency ratio is simply the sum of pre-employment and retired totals over the employed number. Increasing the retirement age reduces the ratio whereas extending the period of education has the opposite effect. The higher the ratio the more precarious the state funding of care becomes. In the 1950s across the world there were 12 people working for every potential
age-dependent person, this is expected to fall to 4 or lower for most of the developed world by 2050.6

This is compounded in the sense that the child dependency ratio described a group with the potential to become productive whereas the elderly ratio can only become more dependent as their care costs rise with advancing age. When there is a degree of equity between the numbers of children and the elderly the balance of dependency is more sustainable than when the elderly outnumber the children. This is precisely what has happened in many developed countries over the last decade (see Fig. 2.4).

The duration of education is extending and in the moderate and highly developed countries it is rarely completed by 14 years of age. Many countries have at least 50 per cent of their young adults in full-time higher education and this may also include a second degree. The costs of providing that education are met in a mixture of ways including state funding, but losing 7 or more years of paid employment is another burden on the remaining workers.

Finally, the actual lifetime productivity of an individual is always less than 100 per cent. It is usually about 70–80 per cent of their total employed lifetime. This is because of time lost from holidays and such life events as serious illness, trauma, childbirth, and caring for elderly relatives.

Migration

Geographical movements of either individuals or larger groups also affect the balance of a population. The reasons for this movement may be environmental, political, or economic. As the ability to travel, often across great distances, is a marker of independence the remaining members of that population become imbalanced towards dependency.

Environmental reasons for migration usually lead to movement of whole family groups or even communities. The less robust the local economy and social infrastructure the more likely it is that a natural event such as flooding or drought can

Impact of demographic changes

As the balance between dependent and working life changes, and in many countries individuals spend years being dependent than actually working (14 years + 30 years (retirement at 65 die at 95) vs 43 (80 per cent of 51)) the cost of delivering comprehensive, state-funded pensions becomes unsustainable and healthcare a challenge. Even where shared healthcare, between individuals and the state, exists, imbalances will become greater and health poverty may become normal for the elderly.

Social changes

The main influences on how an ageing population will lead to changes in the social fabric of a country include the demographic pattern in that country, its existing social structure, and the structure of individual family units.7

There are certain assumptions that have been made in other reviews; all or none of them may be true in the fullness of time. One of these is that the fundamental financial stability of a sovereign nation will not change significantly over the foreseeable future if warfare is excluded. Clearly this is no longer true.
Retirement
In many parts of the world retirement has not changed and is dependent on other family members being able to support their basic needs. Usually this includes living in the family home and is for a limited number of people as the majority die before they were far beyond active work. In many developed countries, after the start of the last century, a state-funded pension was provided. It was not until 1908 that the United Kingdom passed the ‘Old-Age Pensions Act’, which for the first time gave a non-contributory pension to those over 70. It was set low to encourage workers to make their own arrangements for their future. To be eligible also meant passing both a means test and a ‘character test’ and only those of good character were eligible. Others excluded were those in receipt of poor relief, ‘lunatics’ in asylums, persons sentenced to prison for 10 years after their release, persons convicted of drunkenness (at the discretion of the court), and anyone who was guilty of ‘habitual failure to work’ according to one’s ability. A total of nearly 600,000 pensions were awarded in a population of approximately 38 million. There are now approximately 10 million people aged over 65, all of whom are eligible for the state pension, within a population of 62 million. This represents a 16-fold increase in state funding from a population that hasn’t even doubled. The more the population ages the more difficult the delivery of this level of funding becomes. It is highly likely that poverty in retirement will face many elders, even in the more developed countries.

Within the demographic changes the concept of using ‘productive’ age rather than chronological age allows for a more accurate prediction of the actual impact that an ageing population has. Productive age is usually defined as the number of years a person will survive after they become unproductive (unfit to work). This arbitrary number varies from 10 to 15 years. An example would be where a male 65-year-old has a life expectancy of 20 years. Currently this would give 20 years of retirement, whereas if a 15-year productive year calculation were used he would retire at the age of 70. This has at least two effects, firstly, the cost of providing a state pension will move more into balance because individuals will be contributing to a pension scheme for longer and the payments out to them would be for a shorter time. The implementation of laws that allow the raising of the pension age is occurring across many countries to achieve just these aims. Secondly, by identifying a smaller proportion of the population that is dependent, and no longer related to a blanket chronological age, it should be possible for states to target their financial and social support more effectively.

Social effects of migration
The polarization of mobile and younger workers into cities for employment and lifestyle opportunities on one hand and the exodus of retired people into more scenic and tranquil rural retreats on the other hand exist in many countries. This leads to a progressively older and more fragile population living some distance from immediate medical and social care and a need for universal access to integrated medical records. In some instances this can pose a serious risk to life, for example, in parts of rural northern Sweden where the average age is now over 80.

This leads to the social isolation of elderly people and often means that their nearest relative capable of providing care and support is several hours’ travel away. Indeed in some cases their family is not in the same country. If there is a need to increase support because of an illness or injury the patient will have to be moved away from their home to their families. This may not be suitable, for example, if they live in apartments or houses with several floors and no lift. Access to opticians, chiropodists, or even pharmacies may be limited as may be access to social functions. Progressive mobility limitations and poor rural public transport further their isolation. It is this generation that has been largely unmoved by the advances in computing and the Internet and are suspicious of Internet shopping and banking. They have very limited usage of social network sites although Facebook and Skype are being occasionally used.

Healthcare
The challenge for all nations to provide adequate healthcare for their populations has always been immense. The approach towards state provision of healthcare varies across the world. There are many nations who aim to provide a basic level of care to all social groups that is independent of an individual’s means. A few provide no state-supported care and leave such provision to either individuals, their families, or paid insurance schemes. Even in those states that do provide a degree of support in many cases little or no provision has been made for the increased longevity, the cost of managing long-term medical conditions, and the loss of state funding because of retirement. This is exacerbated by the speed of change in the availability of medical treatments, which shows no sign of slowing down. The cost of delivering these advances in an equitable way across a nation is daunting.

The changes in the populations outlined here will have greater impact because of the fragmentation of family units that occurred throughout the latter half of the last century. There are far more elderly living alone than before and many have little close family support. The current generation of 50–60-year-olds are much more active users of the Internet and online services including healthcare. The provision of direct access for advice, possible diagnosis, and support from telephone and Internet sites is easily accessible. Search engines such as Google, Yahoo, and others provide almost instantaneous information on the entire range of medical conditions and links to support groups. As this group age and become the most senior generation, in 20–30 years’ time, they will still be connected to their families through the Internet and able to shop online without having to maintain a great degree of mobility. What will not change is the increasing need they will have for direct nursing and personal care as their health starts to decline.

These isolated communities will become dependent, to a far greater extent than at present, on secondary care being delivered to them as an extension of the current prehospital care models in place, although largely for trauma at present. Advanced technology (see Chapter 4) will assist, to a degree in identifying the vulnerable elderly and helping them receive the assistance they need. This may simply be a call to check that they are not in trouble up to mobilizing emergency responders to visit them.

Social isolation will also occur within large urban areas where the elderly live alone in apartments, but have no contact with their immediate neighbours. The problems of isolation faced by these people may be even worse than that in isolated communities. They are often ‘housebound’ but are able to manage independently.

Both these groups are at a very high risk of being unable to return home if they are injured or suffer a serious medical or surgical...
emergency. Their families increasingly have to take up the financial and caregiving role with very limited support from the state.

Conclusion

The challenge facing us is of an ageing population that is more isolated than previous generations. The data from around the world confirms that this will be a major problem to all countries for at least the next 40 years. The impact will affect people of all ages, those entering employment who will need to work for longer before retirement to pay for their pensions, those already working who will need to work for longer before retirement to pay for their pensions, those entering employment who will need to work for longer before retirement to pay for their pensions, those already working who will need to work for longer before retirement to pay for their pensions, those already working who will need to work for longer before retirement to pay for their pensions, those already working who will need to work for longer before retirement to pay for their pensions, those already working who will need to work for longer before retirement to pay for their pensions, those already working who will need to work for longer before retirement to pay for their pensions, those already working who will need to work for longer before retirement to pay for their pensions, those already working who will need to work for longer before retirement to pay for their pensions. The elderly are more likely to be living independently, but are also more likely to need at least a period of direct personal support after major illnesses and may be unable to return to their home at all. The untoward consequences of medical interventions, including anaesthesia, pain therapy, and intensive care, have to be identified and all possible means of preventing them developed. That this is a very poorly researched area makes the task that much harder.
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CHAPTER 3

Drug mechanisms in the elderly
Ipek Yalcin Christmann and Oya Yalcin Cok

Introduction

Over the past few decades, the anaesthetic management of elderly patients has been a new and significant field for research and clinical practice. Nearly all of the main issues in the perioperative management of elderly patients are the consequences of age-related physiological alterations. These physiological changes have a remarkable impact on both the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of anaesthetics resulting in significant responses in the elderly patients. Unfortunately, elderly patients have been rarely included in studies on drug mechanisms and effects. Specific information on individual drugs has been limited in the elderly population. However, a thorough knowledge of ‘ageing’ pharmacology of anaesthetics may help anaesthetists provide safe anaesthetic management and avoid adverse events in elderly patients.

Age-related changes in the pharmacology of drugs

Ageing interferes with every aspect of the ‘drug–body’ interaction. Drug metabolism, sensitivity, clinical and adverse effects, and drug interactions are all altered variously and specifically for each drug in individuals of advanced age.

Pharmacokinetics in the elderly

Pharmacokinetics describes the relationship between dose and concentration of a drug versus time. Briefly, it refers to what the body does to the drug, in other words, to ‘the fate’ of drug in the body. Pharmacokinetics of anaesthetics is largely altered by age-related physiological changes in the organ systems. Distribution, biotransformation (metabolism), and elimination are the most affected steps of pharmacokinetics of anaesthetic drugs in the elderly.

Distribution

The changes in body composition associated with age such as decreased lean body mass, increased body fat, and decreased total body water may interfere with the anaesthetic drug distribution in the central and peripheral compartments. Since most drugs used in anaesthesia are lipid-soluble, the increased distribution volume due to increased body fat by age reduces the plasma concentration of lipophilic drugs and prolongs their elimination half-life. Indeed, the increase in adipose tissue acts as a depot for these agents. Decreased muscle mass and body water reduces the distribution volume for water-soluble drugs leading to higher plasma concentrations in the elderly.

Changes in the respiratory system by age become more important especially for the uptake and distribution of volatile agents in the elderly. Loss of recoil forces and altered surfactant production increase the number of early collapsed small airways and change the distribution volume of gases in the lungs with advanced age. This results in increased ventilation in the apices and increased perfusion of bases leading to a ventilation–perfusion imbalance. Other age-related changes in the respiratory system include an increase in anatomic dead space and a reduction of the diffusing capacity of the lung which may lead to a reduction in volatile agent transport and a decrease in inspired anaesthetic concentration. Cerebral weight and blood flow are also reduced in the elderly, which in turn may decrease the distribution rate of anaesthetic drugs to the central nervous system.

Changes in plasma binding proteins with age also affect the distribution of anaesthetic agents in elderly patients. The effects of altered protein binding depend on the concentration of unbound drugs and the type of protein, albumin or \( \alpha_1 \)-acid-glycoprotein. Most anaesthetics are acidic and bind to serum albumin. The concentration of albumin decreases in elderly patients resulting in an increase of unbound amount of anaesthetics such as benzodiazepines, barbiturates, and opioids. Some chronic disease such as cardiac and renal failure can also decrease albumin levels. Decreased protein binding increases the available amount of drug for interaction with target receptors and necessitates the reduction of the dose administered. Basic drugs bind to \( \alpha_1 \)-acid-glycoprotein and the level of this protein remains unaffected or increases with age. If the level of \( \alpha_1 \)-acid-glycoprotein increases, this leads to a decrease in unbound level of agents and requires the use of higher doses in elderly patients.

Biotransformation (metabolism)

Biotransformation of anaesthetic drugs largely depends on enzyme reactions that occur in the liver. These reactions are classified as phase I functionalization (by oxidation or hydrolysis) and phase II biosynthetic conjugation reactions. Phase I reactions introduce functional groups to the parent compound (oxidations, reductions, and hydrolytic reactions). The cytochrome P450 enzyme system of phase I reactions is the main system responsible for the metabolism of many anaesthetics, such as inhaled agents. Phase I reactions generally result in the loss of pharmacological activity. Phase II conjugation reactions lead to the formation of covalent links between a functional group on the parent compound or phase I metabolite and glucuronic acid, sulphate, glutathione, amino acids, or acetate. Phase II reactions
make compounds more water-soluble and increase the excretion into urine or bile.

A decline in liver mass occurs with advanced age as well as a corresponding decrease in hepatic blood flow and intrinsic hepatic capacity in the elderly. These changes reduce the rate of biotransformation and clearance of most intravenous anaesthetics. Decreased biotransformation and clearance prolong the duration of action of anaesthetics and decrease maintenance dose requirements. Diseases related to liver insufficiency, such as cirrhosis worsen these physiological changes. In the elderly, cytochrome P450-mediated phase I reactions are more likely to be impaired than phase II metabolism influencing the pharmacokinetics of many anaesthetic drugs.

**Elimination**

Physiological renal changes in the elderly may interfere with the elimination of some anaesthetics which are mainly dependent on renal excretion. Renal excretion is decreased in about two-thirds of elderly subjects by a decline in glomerular filtration rate as a result of renal parenchyma loss. Comorbid factors such as hypertension and coronary artery disease may also account for a decline in kidney function. Furthermore, renal blood flow decreases by approximately 10 per cent each decade. The decrease in renal clearance will obviously increase concentrations and delay the offset of action of those anaesthetics that depend on renal excretion. Reduced elimination causes drug accumulation which may lead to toxicity.

**Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic modelling in the elderly**

Recent studies suggest that age is a significant co-variable that should be considered in the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic modelling of any drug. An integrated pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic approach may provide the appropriate selection of the right drug with the optimal dosage in elderly patients. A multi-compartment model is frequently used to explain the pharmacokinetic relationship between dose and plasma concentration. According to this method, the body is divided into three virtual compartments: the central compartment (V1) where the drug is administered, the small peripheral compartment (V2) with fast redistribution, and the large peripheral compartment (V3) with slow redistribution. In the elderly, V1 and V2 are expected to be smaller because of decreased total body water and decreased lean body mass respectively, and V3 to be larger because of increased body fat. The critical pharmacokinetic parameters in the elderly are the volume of these compartments, redistribution rate constant, metabolic rate constant, and clearance which may largely be affected by age-related physiological alterations.

When anaesthetics are considered, Emax and EC50 or MAC are the parameters of interest for the pharmacodynamic studies of these drugs. Emax is the maximum response achieved by an agonist and also refers to ‘drug efficacy’. EC50 is the drug concentration at which 50 per cent of Emax is achieved and also refers to ‘drug potency’ for intravenous anaesthetic drugs. MAC, minimum alveolar concentration, is the analogous terminology to EC50 for inhalational anaesthetic agents. These clinically important parameters are also subject to alterations initiated by advancing age.

**Age-related changes in the pharmacology of specific anaesthetics**

The impact of advanced age on anaesthetic management should be considered with the continuously increasing number of elderly patients who require surgery and, as a result, anaesthesia. When anaesthetics are considered, many drugs available in many different combinations via many administration routes should be reviewed in relation with the physiological and pathophysiological status of an elderly patient. Old age alters the basic pharmacology of anaesthetic drugs. Furthermore it affects target-organ responses and...
exaggerates the side effects by minimizing physiological compensation mechanisms for surgical stress. The challenge is the optimization of anaesthetic drug dosing in consideration with possible interactions with aged body metabolism and altered physiology. In the following sections, age-related alterations in the pharmacology of specific anaesthetics will be discussed.

**Inhaled anaesthetics**

Age affects the pharmacodynamics of all inhaled anaesthetic agents. The MAC (Minimum alveolar concentration) of volatile anaesthetics decreases with age. A meta-analysis by Mapleson revealed that semi-logarithmic plots of MAC against age (age ≥1 year) for all inhalational agents were linear and parallel and the formulated alteration of MAC by age (MAC<sub>age</sub>) is as follows:

\[
\text{MAC}_{\text{age}} = \text{MAC}_{40} \times 10^{-0.00269(\text{age} - 40)}
\]

MAC<sub>age</sub>, MAC for a given age; MAC<sub>40</sub>, MAC at 40 years.

This formula applies to current volatile anaesthetics (Table 3.1). A decrease by 5–6 per cent in MAC also similarly in MAC-awake, for each decade of ageing results in a potency increase by approximately 6 per cent for each decade. This increase in potency may also be related to modifications in target receptors and neurotransmitters which provides the effects of inhaled anaesthetics in the central nervous system.

Some of the physiological respiratory changes with age, such as a small reduction in minute ventilation and a small increase in functional residual capacity, have minimal effects on the pharmacokinetics of volatile anaesthetics. Normally, alveolar anaesthetic concentration increases in an inverse proportion to the solubility of the anaesthetic when administered. However, an increased ventilation-perfusion mismatch and a decreased cerebral blood flow with advanced age will probably reduce the induction speed by reducing arterial inspired concentration of the volatile anaesthetic and the perfusion of the target organ when less lipid-soluble agents are considered. This effect may be modulated by a decrease in cardiac output when more lipid-soluble volatile anaesthetics such as halothane and enflurane are used since the increased alveolar concentration due to decreased cardiac output facilitates achieving a sufficient inspired arterial concentration of these agents for clinical effects. This difference related to lipid solubility may ensure more titrability and less adverse effects due to a rapid induction in favour of less lipid-soluble volatile agents in the elderly population. A higher distribution volume and lower hepatic function in the elderly may also prolong recovery after induction and maintenance with volatile agents. Ageing significantly decreases the required concentration of inhaled anaesthetics to suppress cerebral electrical activity in order to achieve a desired depth of anaesthesia. Decrease in MAC for a particular bispectral index value in the elderly has been compatible with the decrease in MAC and MAC<sub>awake</sub> by age. Regarding all inhaled anaesthetics, dose reduction due to increased sensitivity should always be considered in elderly patients.

**Halothane**

Halothane is an example of a more lipid-soluble inhalation anaesthetic and theoretically provides a rapid induction with more risk of adverse events in comparison to less lipid-soluble agents in the elderly. Decreased hepatic function due to age decreases its metabolism. Halothane co-administered with nitrous oxide also impairs peripheral blood flow in the elderly.

**Enflurane**

Enflurane exhibits similar age-related alterations to halothane in pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics. Furthermore, a physiological closed-circuit anaesthesia model of enflurane proved that blood gas solubility coefficients of enflurane decreased by 0.6 for each decade after 60 year, recalibrating with age-related solubility coefficients improved model predictions to align to the real pharmacology of enflurane in elderly patients.

**Isoflurane**

Isoflurane has less lipid solubility providing easier titration for induction. End-tidal and arterial partial pressures of isoflurane are comparable in the elderly to those of younger patients. Isoflurane with nitrous oxide also impairs peripheral blood flow in the elderly whereas it has no impact on younger patients. Fig. 3.1 summarizes age-related MAC changes and corresponding end-expired isoflurane concentration when using oxygen 100 per cent, nitrous oxide 50 and 67 per cent in oxygen.

<p>| Table 3.1 Age-related MAC values for halothane, enflurane, isoflurane, sevoflurane, and desflurane |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>10&lt;sup&gt;-0.00269(age - 40)&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>MAC&lt;sub&gt;age&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>MAC&lt;sub&gt;age&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>MAC&lt;sub&gt;age&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>MAC&lt;sub&gt;age&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>MAC&lt;sub&gt;age&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.75&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.63&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.13&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.80&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.6&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>5.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> MAC<sub>age</sub> is calculated according to the formula; MAC<sub>age</sub> = MAC<sub>40</sub> × 10<sup>-0.00269(age - 40)</sup> where MAC<sub>age</sub> represents MAC for a given age and MAC<sub>40</sub> represents MAC at 40 years.

<sup>b</sup> MAC<sub>40</sub> values are obtained from the article by Nickalls and Mapleson.

corresponding end-expired sevoflurane concentration when using oxygen 100 per cent, nitrous oxide 50 and 67 per cent in oxygen. Should be considered in the elderly.\textsuperscript{33} A reduction of approximately 4 per cent in MAC for each decade has been reported to provide faster recovery than sevoflurane at equivalent MAC values adjusted for the elderly however, recovery of cognitive functions was comparable with both anaesthetics.\textsuperscript{44} Fig. 3.3 summarizes age-related MAC changes and corresponding end-expired sevoflurane concentration when using oxygen 100 per cent, nitrous oxide 50 and 67 per cent in oxygen.

Sevoflurane
Sevoflurane with a lower solubility has the advantage of a more controlled induction. End-tidal brain equilibration is prolonged in the elderly, resulting in the late onset of effect on bispectral index changes.\textsuperscript{41,42} Fig. 3.2 summarizes age-related MAC changes and corresponding end-expired sevoflurane concentration when using oxygen 100 per cent, nitrous oxide 50 and 67 per cent in oxygen.

Desflurane
Despite its molecular structural similarity to isoflurane, desflurane has unique physical properties that provide it with the advantage of very low blood-gas solubility resulting in a very rapid induction and emergence that is also seen in the elderly population.\textsuperscript{43} Desflurane has been reported to provide faster recovery than sevoflurane at equivalent MAC values adjusted for the elderly however, recovery of cognitive functions was comparable with both anaesthetics.\textsuperscript{44} Fig. 3.3 summarizes age-related MAC changes and corresponding end-expired desflurane concentration when using oxygen 100 per cent, nitrous oxide 50 and 67 per cent in oxygen.

Nitrous oxide
An alteration in MAC of nitrous oxide is parallel to other inhaled anaesthetics in the elderly. A decline in MAC by 6 per cent for each decade also applies to nitrous oxide.\textsuperscript{32} However, the metabolism of this agent has no impact on altered pharmacokinetics in the elderly since it is not metabolized in humans.

Xenon
Xenon is an inert gas which has anaesthetic properties under normobaric conditions. It is reported to have advantages of fast emergence from anaesthesia, cardiovascular and haemodynamic stability, and no metabolism in the body.\textsuperscript{45} Interestingly, MAC of xenon has been reported to be higher in men than women.\textsuperscript{45} A reduction of approximately 4 per cent in MAC for each decade should be considered in the elderly.\textsuperscript{33}

Non-volatile anaesthetics

Barbiturates

Thiopentone
The pharmacokinetic alterations due to advanced age are the main factor in dose reduction requirements during thiopentone administration in the elderly. The reduced volume of distribution with age...
causes higher concentrations of thiopentone, since redistribution terminates the effect of a single bolus dose of the drug instead of hepatic metabolism.\textsuperscript{46} However, metabolism by hepatic enzymes and plasma protein binding significantly affects elimination following repeated bolus doses or continuous infusion of thiopentone.\textsuperscript{46} A 20 per cent reduction in the infusion rate is recommended to avoid a prolonged recovery.\textsuperscript{57} The pharmacodynamics of thiopentone does not seem to change with advanced age.\textsuperscript{57} Thiopentone provides a faster onset and better haemodynamic stability in comparison to propofol in the elderly.\textsuperscript{58}

\textbf{Propofol}

A dose reduction for propofol has been recommended in the elderly. This is due to the reduced size of the rapidly equilibrating peripheral compartment and decreased intercompartmental clearance. However, it is interesting to note that central compartment clearance and metabolism of propofol is not delayed with age. These changes increase initial blood concentration of propofol by 20 per cent in elderly patients.\textsuperscript{49,50} Because of the interactions between pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic alterations for propofol with advanced age, one should anticipate an increased potency and a rapid rise and decrease in blood concentrations when administering propofol in the elderly. This may be interpreted as elderly patients requiring smaller drug doses to achieve and maintain the same level of propofol drug effect in comparison to younger patients. Due to decreased clearance and the increased intrinsic sensitivity of the drug in elderly patients, a reduction of approximately 40–50 per cent of a standard dose of propofol would be reasonable to obtain the same effects as in young patients.\textsuperscript{50} Furthermore, female elderly patients require a 10 per cent larger dose of propofol than male patients to achieve the same blood propofol concentration.\textsuperscript{51} The context-sensitive half-time of propofol is also affected by age and duration of infusion. A prolonged duration of propofol infusion in the elderly may result in an excessively longer context-sensitive half-time than young patients. Ageing also prolongs recovery of psychomotor functions following propofol administration.\textsuperscript{52,53} Since ageing is a very important determinant of dose adjustments in propofol, target controlled infusion devices should provide a model using age as a covariate to administer appropriate doses for target controlled infusions of propofol in the elderly.

\textbf{Flumazenil}

Absorption, disposition, and bioavailability of flumazenil in the elderly population.\textsuperscript{64} However, the prolonged duration of clinical effects of lorazepam depends on its higher receptor affinity in the central nervous system in the elderly.\textsuperscript{56} The results are compatible with previous evidence of increased ‘sensitivity’ to benzodiazepines in the elderly and suggest that a lower starting dose of lorazepam would be appropriate for older recipients.\textsuperscript{65}

\textbf{Flumazenil receptor antagonist}

Flumazenil absorption, disposition, and bioavailability of flumazenil in the elderly are similar to younger patients.\textsuperscript{66}

\textbf{Ketamine}

Available data about pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of ketamine specific to the elderly population is limited. The reduction in the hepatic extraction ratio and microsomal enzymes may decrease the clearance and prolong clinical effects in the elderly. Structural changes in N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) type glutamate receptors and increased central nervous system sensitivity may require administration of lower doses in older patients.\textsuperscript{3}

\textbf{Opioids}

Managing opioid drugs in the elderly requires a thorough understanding of their unique mechanisms of action and side effect profiles. Each opioid via the various administration routes causes exaggerated physiological responses in the elderly population.\textsuperscript{57} Although the available data about pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of opioids in advanced age are limited, pharmacodynamic alterations in advanced age are more responsible for increased sensitivity to opioids than pharmacokinetic alterations in the elderly. Ageing affects opioid pharmacokinetics via altered
distribution volumes and decreased liver and renal blood flows. Pharmacodynamics is affected by changes in neurotransmitter synthesis and receptor site modifications with age. Dose reduction is a general recommendation when elderly patients are considered.

**Morphine**

Dose reduction for morphine is required in the elderly since the clearance is decreased by 50 per cent with advanced age causing prolonged clinical effects and increased side effects. The half-life of morphine is prolonged by approximately 50 per cent in comparison to younger adults. Furthermore, clearance of morphine-6-glucuronide, an active metabolite of morphine, is dependent on renal excretion and slows down due to age-related physiological changes in the renal system. Also increased sensitivity to morphine in the elderly is responsible for increased ventilatory dependency on renal excretion and slows down due to age-related physiological changes in the renal system. Also increased sensitivity to morphine in the elderly is responsible for extended duration of action with these agents. Dose reduction required in the elderly since the clearance is decreased by 50 per cent with advanced age causing prolonged clinical effects and increased side effects. The half-life of morphine is prolonged by approximately 50 per cent in comparison to younger adults. Furthermore, clearance of morphine-6-glucuronide, an active metabolite of morphine, is dependent on renal excretion and slows down due to age-related physiological changes in the renal system. Also increased sensitivity to morphine in the elderly is responsible for increased ventilatory dependency due to age-related complications. Another issue is the significant immunosuppressive effect of morphine via μ-opioid receptors which may impair the already decreased responsiveness of the immune system of elderly patients.

**Fentanyl**

The pharmacokinetics of fentanyl in the elderly remains unchanged. Also, the blood effect-site equilibration of fentanyl does not alter by age and fentanyl has no active metabolite to accumulate in the aged body. However, alterations in the pharmacodynamics of the drug with advanced age are responsible for the increased sensitivity and potency in the elderly. Dose requirements are halved in the elderly in comparison to younger patients to achieve similar clinical effects. In addition, fentanyl has immunosuppressive properties that are augmented in the elderly.

**Alfentanil**

Age does not significantly affect the pharmacokinetics of alfentanil, but pharmacodynamics is altered in the elderly. A decrease of 50 per cent in the dose administered to elderly patients is recommended in comparison to younger patients in accordance with a 50 per cent decrease in the ED50 and the increased potency of the drug by age.

**Sufentanil**

Data on the pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics of sufentanil suggest that a very small decrease in the volume of the central compartment along with unaffected distribution and clearance may necessitate a dose adjustment for the initial few minutes in the elderly. The difference in dose requirement between young and elderly patients has a pharmacodynamic basis. Sufentanil is roughly twice as potent in elderly patients as it is in younger patients, due to an increased brain sensitivity to opioids.

**Remifentanil**

The pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of remifentanil, the ultra-short-acting opioid, are affected by advancing age. The central compartment and metabolic clearance is reduced by approximately 30 per cent, EC50 is decreased by 50 per cent with advanced age, and the time to reach the peak effect-site concentration is prolonged. The onset of the clinical effect of the drug is slower and the recovery is more variable in the aged population. Consequently, a bolus dose of remifentanil should be reduced by 50 per cent of the dose used in a young patient and maintenance infusion should be adjusted accordingly to achieve similar clinical effects. If an adjusted dosing regimen is not used for advanced age, a more rapid EEG activity suppression, more profound respiratory and haemodynamic depression, and a delayed recovery should be expected in the elderly.

**Tramadol**

Tramadol is a centrally acting synthetic analgesic effective by binding to the μ-opioid receptor and by inhibiting noradrenaline and serotonin re-uptake. The half-life of tramadol is longer after the age of 75 in comparison to younger adults. Dose reduction and increased duration between repeated doses has been recommended. Tramadol provides the advantage of less respiratory depression in analgesic doses. However, its use is a risk factor for postoperative delirium in the elderly.

**Meperidine (pethidine)**

Metabolic clearance and terminal elimination half-time of this drug remain unchanged by age; however, the increased free fraction due to decreased protein binding may cause more profound clinical effects in the elderly. Another issue is accumulation of its active metabolite, normeperidine, resulting in serious central nervous system toxicity due to decreased renal function in the elderly.

**Neuromuscular blocking agents**

The elderly population is more sensitive to the effects of neuromuscular blocking agents due to age-related alterations mainly in pharmacokinetics. Reduced distribution volume and clearance by age result in an increase in blood drug concentrations. When hydrolysis by plasma cholinesterase is responsible for the elimination of muscle relaxants such as succinylcholine and mivacurium, an age-related decrease in this enzyme level causes a longer duration of action. For aminosteroid-type non-depolarizing neuromuscular agents whose elimination is dependent on hepatic and renal function and blood flow, age-related reductions in these parameters prolong the duration of action and delay the recovery in elderly patients. Age is not a covariate causing longer duration of action for muscle relaxants, such as atracurium and cisatracurium whose clearance occurs by Hofmann degradation. Decreased muscle blood flow and altered number of acetylcholine receptors due to reduced physical activity in the elderly may also delay the onset of action. Longer dosing intervals, fewer repeat doses, preference of short-acting neuromuscular agents and neuromuscular monitoring may help tailor the use of these agents in the elderly.

**Depolarizing neuromuscular blocking agents**

**Succinylcholine**

The level of plasma cholinesterase is decreased in the elderly. Frail elderly patients have more impaired plasma cholinesterase levels than fit older patients. Thus less hydrolysis of succinylcholine resulting in longer duration of action should be expected when it is administered to elderly patients.

**Non-depolarizing neuromuscular blocking agents**

**Aminosteroids**

Steroid-type non-depolarizing neuromuscular blocking agents are dependent on organ-based elimination and longer duration of action with these agents is expected in the elderly. Furthermore, they appear to have greater variability of duration of action in the elderly when administered during inhalation anaesthesia.
Pancuronium
Although a decrease in clearance of pancuronium is expected due to the decrease in renal function with age, the results of the studies are controversial. However, pancuronium is far from being the best choice since a higher incidence of residual neuromuscular block and pulmonary complications is reported with this agent in the elderly.

Vecuronium
Due to decreased distribution volume and plasma clearance by age, the dose of vecuronium required to provide a stable level of blockade should be reduced by about 30 per cent in the elderly in comparison to younger patients. Also recovery time is expected to be 30 per cent longer in geriatric patients. The main mechanism in the prolonged effect of vecuronium is decreased elimination due to decreased hepatic and renal blood flow.

Rocuronium
Onset time of rocuronium is similar to that in younger patients but the duration of action is prolonged due to pharmacokinetic alterations such as decreased distribution volume and plasma clearance when rocuronium is administered. Also, decreased renal function and decreased cardiac output contribute to these effects in the elderly.

Benzylisoquinolones
Atracurium
The pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics of atracurium are unchanged with age. The dose and dose intervals of atracurium need not be adjusted in the elderly. Atracurium has less variability of duration of action in the elderly when used with inhaled anaesthetics when compared to an aminosteroid-type neuromuscular agent.

Cisatracurium
Pharmacokinetic properties of cisatracurium are similar to those of atracurium except for a delayed onset of action observed with this drug in the elderly. The delayed onset is due to slower biophase equilibration. However variability in the offset of action of cisatracurium is less in the elderly in comparison to an aminosteroid-type neuromuscular agent.

Mivacurium
Clearance of mivacurium is reduced due to decreased plasma cholinesterase activity with advanced age. Duration of action is prolonged by 20–30 per cent and the infusion requirement is decreased accordingly.

Neuromuscular blocking agent antagonists
Reversal of residual neuromuscular blockade is an important issue in clinical practice of anaesthesia, since elderly patients are more vulnerable to complications associated with the delay in the recovery of ventilation and voluntary movements.

Anticholinesterase drugs
Age affects the pharmacology of anticholinesterase drugs used in anaesthesia practice. Neostigmine and pyridostigmine antagonize the neuromuscular blocking effect by longer-lasting carbamylation of esterase sites whereas edrophonium binds to cholinesterase active sites transiently. The most widely used anticholinesterase for antagonism of neuromuscular blockade is neostigmine. The initial volume of distribution of neostigmine is larger in the elderly than younger subjects. The duration of action of neostigmine is also prolonged. Altered pharmacokinetics of pyridostigmine mainly depends on a decreased plasma clearance due to decreased renal function with ageing rather than distribution volume or elimination half-life. Pyridostigmine has a prolonged duration of action in the elderly. However, the duration of action of edrophonium remains unchanged with ageing. Neostigmine and pyridostigmine with a more prolonged duration of action in comparison to edrophonium should be preferred for elderly patients since neuromuscular blocking agents already have a prolonged duration of action with advanced age.

Sugammadex
Sugammadex is a modified g-cyclodextrin selectively binding the aminosteroidal relaxant agents. The subsequently formed complex is subject to the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of sugammadex which are both altered with age. Sugammadex may bind to rocuronium and vecuronium, and to a lesser degree pancuronium. Recovery from rocuronium-induced neuromuscular blockade is significantly longer in older than younger patients. The late onset of action may be the result of reduced cardiac output and muscle blood flow in the elderly. The muscle relaxant sugammadex is primarily excreted by the kidneys resulting in a delayed clearance and an increased effective half-life due to reduced renal function in the elderly. Clearance is halved and effective half-life of sugammadex is nearly doubled in patients older than 75 years. However, data about dose adjustment to improve late onset or delayed clearance is not available.

Local anaesthetics
Ageing affects the pharmacokinetics of local anaesthetics. Local absorption of local anaesthetics limits the action of drugs where therapeutic effects occur. Age-related physiological changes in the injection site may include demyelination, impairment in connective tissue or anatomical deterioration in spinal structures such as reduction in cerebrospinal fluid changes, or impaired epidermal resistance and compliance. All these alterations may initiate influencing the fate of local anaesthetics at the initial effect-site in the elderly. Absorption from the site of delivery to systemic circulation slows down with advanced age. After local and systemic absorption, local anaesthetics tend to accumulate in highly perfused organs under normal physiological circumstances. Lung tissue rapidly extracts local anaesthetics and lowers blood concentration of these drugs and normally skeletal muscle acts as a reservoir for local anaesthetics after administration. However, all of these steps of distribution may be impaired due to decreased organ perfusion with advanced age. Equally, biotransformation of the local anaesthetic whether dependent on hydrolysis by pseudocholinesterases or enzymatic degradation in the liver is subject to physiological changes with age. Decreased enzyme levels and decreased hepatic blood flow by advanced age affect the degree of metabolism of these agents. These alterations in pharmacokinetics in the elderly may result in higher blood concentrations and longer half-lives of the drugs. However, the relationship between age and
pharmacodynamics of local anaesthetics is not very clear. Altered sensitivity to local anaesthetics may be expected due to structural and functional changes in both the central and peripheral nervous systems and response to local anaesthetics may be more intense in the elderly. Consequently, duration and intensity of blockade increases with ageing, thus lower doses of local anaesthetics are required for the initial effect and maintenance infusions to avoid increased risk of adverse effects.3

Lidocaine

Lidocaine is the least lipophilic agent in common use and a larger fraction of this drug is absorbed into systemic circulation during the fast initial absorption phase.107 Excessive elimination by hepatic first-pass metabolism may be reduced due to decreased cardiac output and decreased hepatic blood flow compartment while ageing. Accumulation of lidocaine in the central compartment increases serum concentration of lidocaine increasing the risk of toxicity.108 The half-life of lidocaine in the elderly is increased by approximately 70 per cent in comparison to the half-life in the young population when administered intravenously.

Bupivacaine

When bupivacaine is administered to the epidural and subarachnoid space, the absorption occurs first a rapid initial phase followed by a slower phase. Advanced age does not affect the systemic absorption of bupivacaine after epidural administration and consequently peak plasma concentrations and the corresponding peak times of remain unchanged.109 But a slower onset and a more profound motor blockade is observed after epidural blockade in the elderly. However, the systemic absorption of the drug after subarachnoid administration is reported to be faster with advanced age without a clinical effect on duration of action during subarachnoid anaesthesia. The total plasma clearance of bupivacaine decreases with age due to age-related decrease in serum protein binding and biotransformation by hepatic enzyme activity. The bolus and maintenance infusion doses should be reduced without causing an impaired drug effect since increased plasma concentrations and increased potency of bupivacaine is observed during subarachnoid and epidural anaesthesia in the elderly.49 Furthermore, this kind of increased sensitivity may be due to intrinsic neuronal sensitivity and may lead to an increased risk of adverse events.

Levobupivacaine

Levobupivacaine is the pure S(−) enantiomer of racemic bupivacaine and has similar properties, clinical effects, and pharmacokinetics to racemic bupivacaine. Additionally, early absorption kinetics and equilibration rate constant of levobupivacaine are altered by ageing after epidural administration.107,110

Ropivacaine

The pharmacokinetics of ropivacaine is altered in the elderly since the clearance and elimination half-times are significantly decreased, by approximately twofold.107 Decreased hepatic blood flow or decreased enzyme activity with age may be responsible for the decreased clearance since ropivacaine is mainly metabolized in the liver. Onset time and time to peak in elderly patients and adult patients are similar.111 Additionally, age affects the pharmacodynamics of this drug. EC50 in the elderly population is significantly less than in younger patients. Increased sensitivity to sensory and motor blocking effects of ropivacaine in the elderly should be counter-balanced by the use of smaller bolus doses and decreased continuous infusion rate in clinical practice.79 This may also avoid accumulation of the drug by advanced age.112

Analgesic adjuncts in the perioperative period

Current anaesthetic practice uses many agents with analgesic properties to improve analgesia in the perioperative management. However, data about age-related alterations in the pharmacology and clinical effects of these drugs is very limited and these drugs require additional care when used in the anaesthetic management of elderly patients.1

Paracetamol (acetaminophen), a centrally-acting prostaglandin inhibitor, has decreased clearance in the elderly; however, its intravenous formulation is very suitable for use during the perioperative period in the elderly with unaltered clinical effects with ageing when significant renal impairment and frailty are not encountered.56,113-115 Non-selective non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) such as ketorolac trigger more gastric and renal complications in patients over the age of 60 in comparison to younger adults. Dose reduction and longer dose intervals (up to 50 per cent) are recommended for the use of non-selective NSAIDs in the elderly.116-118 Selective NSAIDs require similar caution when used in the elderly. Another issue about NSAIDs has been their possible adverse interactions with many commonly used drugs in the elderly, such as warfarin and diuretics.3,119 Clonidine has similar effect on plasma noradrenaline and blood pressure in both older and younger patients.120 Dexametomidine, a selective alpha 2-adrenoceptor agonist, had been introduced for sedation of critically ill patients but conflicting data is available about its use in the elderly.121,122 Gabapentin is highly affected by reduced renal function in aged individuals and requires significant dose adjustments.125,126

Drug interactions

The amount of anaesthetic required in the elderly also depends on the presence of other anaesthetics. The clinical studies on drug utilization where multiple anaesthetics are used together show that maximum drug dosing for anaesthetic drugs have been used between 30–45 years of age and a decrease of approximately 30–50 per cent has been practised until the age of 80.127 These findings are compatible with literature describing a decreased requirement of each individual anaesthetic with advanced age. While the pharmacology of many anaesthetics is influenced by advanced age, they also interact with each other’s distribution volume, enzymatic biotransformation, receptor sites, and excretion as well as haemodynamic and neurological effects. Thus, there is a higher risk of increased adverse drug reaction with advanced age and multidrug administration.

Another concern in the elderly about drug actions is the use of multiple previously prescribed drugs. For example, the induction of liver microsomal enzymes, by, e.g. phenytoin, isoniazid, phenobarbital, alcohol or halothane, increases the metabolism of anaesthetics. The metabolism is highest with halothane (15–40 per cent of drug), followed by enflurane (2.4 per cent), sevoflurane
Table 3.2 Summary of basic pharmacological effects of ageing on anaesthetic drugs and recommended adjustments in dosing during anaesthetic management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agents</th>
<th>Pharmacokinetics</th>
<th>Pharmacodynamics</th>
<th>Clinical effects</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volatile agents</strong></td>
<td>† distribution volume</td>
<td>↓ receptor numbers</td>
<td>↓ MAC</td>
<td>Decrease MAC and end-tidal inspired concentration by 6% for each decade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ distribution rate</td>
<td>↓ neurotransmitters</td>
<td>Increased alveolar concentration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ hepatic function</td>
<td></td>
<td>Late onset of effect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changes in respiratory system</td>
<td></td>
<td>Late recovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-volatile agents</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbiturates</td>
<td>† distribution volume</td>
<td>Not altered</td>
<td>Increased blood concentration</td>
<td>Decrease bolus dose by 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ elimination</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prolonged recovery</td>
<td>Reduce infusion rate by 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propofol</td>
<td>† intercompartmental clearance</td>
<td>↓ EC50</td>
<td>Increased blood concentration</td>
<td>Decrease bolus and infusion doses by 40–50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>↑ brain sensitivity</td>
<td>Prolonged recovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etomidate</td>
<td>† distribution volume</td>
<td>Not altered</td>
<td>Increased blood concentration</td>
<td>Decrease bolus dose by 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ clear ance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo diazepines</td>
<td>† clearance</td>
<td>† receptor affinity</td>
<td>Increased pharmacological effects</td>
<td>Administer lower induction doses by 25–75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ hepatic function</td>
<td>↑ brain sensitivity</td>
<td>Prolonged clinical effects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ distribution volume</td>
<td>↑ receptor affinity</td>
<td>Prolonged offset time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketamine</td>
<td>† clearance</td>
<td>Changes in NMDA receptor structure</td>
<td>Prolonged clinical effects</td>
<td>Dose reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>↓ spinal cord neuron numbers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>↑ brain sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioids</td>
<td>Not altered except for morphine and remifentanil</td>
<td>Changes in receptor number and affinity</td>
<td>Slower onset of the clinical effects</td>
<td>Decrease bolus and infusion doses by 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>† clearance</td>
<td>↓ EC50</td>
<td>Prolonged physiological responses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>↑ brain sensitivity</td>
<td>Prolonged recovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuromuscular blocking agents (NMBAs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depolarizing N MBA</td>
<td>† plasma cholinesterase</td>
<td>↓ acetylcholine receptors</td>
<td>Prolonged action</td>
<td>Reduce infusion rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Longer dose intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neuromuscular monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-depolarizing N MBA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aminosteroids</td>
<td>† distribution volume</td>
<td>↓ acetylcholine receptors</td>
<td>Prolonged action</td>
<td>Decrease dose by 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ elimination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neuromuscular monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzyl isoquinolones</td>
<td>Not altered except mivacurium</td>
<td>Not altered</td>
<td>Delayed onset with mivacurium</td>
<td>Adjust the dose and dose intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>† clearance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ plasma cholinesterase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMBA antagonists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticholinesterase</td>
<td>† clearance</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prolonged action (except with edrophonium)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ elimination rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugammadex</td>
<td>† clearance</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prolonged recovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ distribution volume</td>
<td></td>
<td>Late onset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ elimination rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local anaesthetics</td>
<td>† clearance</td>
<td>† EC50</td>
<td>↑ serum concentration</td>
<td>Reduce bolus and maintenance doses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ absorption from site of delivery</td>
<td>↑ sensitivity to sensory and motor blocking effects</td>
<td></td>
<td>Decrease continuous infusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ metabolism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ elimination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(2–5 per cent), isoflurane (0.17–0.2 per cent), and desflurane (0.02 per cent). Comorbidities of elderly patients and their required medications enhance the risk of undesired interactions between drugs and lead to unexpected problems associated with anaesthetics during the perioperative period.

**Conclusion**

Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic changes usually result in decreased metabolism and clearance and an increased sensitivity to anaesthetics in the elderly (Table 3.2). Therefore, the anaesthetic effect is often prolonged and decreased doses are adequate to achieve the clinical effect. Furthermore, age-related physiological alterations make the elderly more vulnerable to adverse drug effects. Use of short-acting anaesthetics with lower doses, slower titration, and longer intervals should be advocated to avoid the increased risk of prolonged anaesthetic action and adverse events.
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CHAPTER 4

Technology in an ageing society

Stanley Muravchick

Introduction

Lifespan is a species-specific biological parameter that quantifies maximum attainable age under optimal environmental conditions. For humans, it has remained constant at about 115 years for at least the past 20 centuries. Life expectancy, in contrast, is an empirical statistical estimate of typical longevity under prevailing or predicted circumstances. In fact, recent advances in medical science and basic healthcare have increased life expectancy dramatically in industrialized nations, increasing the relative ‘agedness’ of those societies. Currently about 500 million persons 65 years of age or older live on Earth, and the social service and healthcare systems that serve them are experiencing increasingly severe financial stress as demographic forces increase both the quantity and the intensity of services required. The societal costs of age-related disability and dependence, as great as they seem, may even be underestimated: in addition to the direct healthcare costs incurred by the elderly, the lost wages and pension income incurred by an adult in the United States who must leave the workforce to care for an aged parent often exceed a quarter of a million dollars.

One pragmatic approach to managing this huge financial burden is to limit or reduce the societal costs of ageing using applied technology (gerotechnology), an approach that may also have an additional salutary socioeconomic effect as a stimulus for both scientific innovation and consumer spending. The goals of biotechnology as applied to ageing or ‘gerotechnology’ are several: promotion and maintenance of wellness to enable healthy older adults to enjoy ‘successful ageing’, a term that implies a promise of an increased portion of human lifespan during which adults remain productive and independent; early diagnosis, effective management, and perhaps even cure of age-related disease; and last, and perhaps the most ambitious, the development of technological tools capable of mitigating or even eliminating the molecular and cellular deterioration that we now know characterizes the ageing process itself.

Although there is great logical appeal to this approach, it would be naïve to believe that there are no serious obstacles to the adoption and advancement of gerotechnology, particularly with regard to establishing the primacy of ‘grey’ as opposed to ‘green’ technology agendas in contemporary society. The costs will be great and the industries and special interests that profit from the status quo are well entrenched and politically active. In addition, whenever there are significant developments in basic and in applied research, concepts of intellectual property rights, regulatory issues, and appropriate legislation all need time to evolve if they are to support a social and political climate that fosters discovery and innovation with regard to human ageing. And, for the older citizens who will be the beneficiaries of society’s support for gerotechnology, public perception and awareness must be continually enhanced by education in order to minimize the concerns and fears inevitably associated with large-scale adoption of biotechnology. Nevertheless, the goal of the discussion to follow is to demonstrate that innovative therapies for the treatment and prevention of age-related diseases and intriguing strategies aimed at the postponement of physiological ageing are not only possible but are indeed under active development.

Technological support for physiological ageing

The phenomenon of human ageing

Ageing is a universal and progressive physiological phenomenon characterized clinically by degenerative changes in both the structure and the functional capacity of organs and tissues. More specifically relevant to even ‘successful’ ageing, human senescence is invariably characterized by decreased muscle strength and postural balance, subtle but progressive auditory and visual sensory deficits, impairment of autonomic homeostasis, and a generalized decline in overall aerobic functional reserve. These changes are believed to reflect the consequences of life-long oxidative metabolism, with subsequent damage to cellular and molecular structure produced by the by-products of metabolism that eventually manifests itself as decrements in function and functional reserve. Within mitochondria, the ubiquitous process of oxidative phosphorylation that generates the energy essential to sustain life inevitably also generates free radical species, and perhaps other toxins, that degrade membranes, proteins, and nucleic acid structures, of which a small proportion fail to undergo endogenous repair and remain damaged. This insidious process of slowly accumulating cellular and subcellular debris ultimately produces the functional degeneration over time that we know as ‘normal ageing’.

For many older adults, progressive decline in cardiopulmonary aerobic capacity limits mobility and the normal daily activities and eventually makes independent living difficult or simply impractical. Nevertheless, many older adults, especially the nearly 80 million American ‘baby-boomers’, don’t wish to have their age-related
physical needs emphasized or advertised. They generally avoid buying or using products clearly aimed at the elderly customer. Hearing aids and cochlear implants, large-number telephones and display magnifiers, walkers, canes, and motorized scooters are widely accepted only when completely unavoidable. In other areas, the aggressive incorporation of gerotechnology in the form of prosthetic joints to replace those ravaged by degenerative arthritis, or ocular lens implants for those suffering from cataracts, or cardiac pacemakers and implantable defibrillators is more easily accepted because they are perceived as medical necessity.

Gerotechnology in society
Gerotechnology may also encompass items generally considered to be luxury or convenience devices, although upon closer consideration it is clear that the primary benefit for the end-user remains compensation for age-related limitations of physical or cognitive ability. Examples are particularly evident in the latest wave of automotive technology that includes automated intelligent park assist systems, radar-based cruise control, collision avoidance systems and driver attention monitoring, infrared night vision, and even pedestrian recognition systems. Though not explicitly marketed for the purpose of assisting the older adult, these systems facilitate mobility and independence in older drivers because they compensate for the mild but progressive visual impairment and increased reaction times that are inevitable with age. The availability of these technologies is also primarily a selling point within the luxury car segment and it is the older, financially-established adults who comprise the largest component of the socioeconomic segment who can afford to buy these vehicles.

Older adults also appear to be willing to use their discretionary income to pay for cosmetic surgical procedures and to purchase and use dietary supplements, over-the-counter remedies, and cosmetic pharmaceuticals (‘cosmeceuticals’) that promise to make them look younger and feel more vital. This is reflected in the aggressive marketing of everything from ‘silver’ vitamin supplements, hair colouring, dietary fibre supplements and stool softeners, pharmaceuticals that treat depression and erectile dysfunction, and anti-ageing skin treatments. Many of these products, particularly those relating to skin care, are surprisingly ‘high tech’ in nature. Nanomedicine is a therapeutic strategy to apply the use of engineered or artificial nanostructures to biological systems. Modern pharmacology, in particular, has made substantial use of nanotechnology, the realm of materials science that refers to the design and application of physical and chemical structures that are about 1 nanometre (10⁻⁹ metres) in size and utilizes the unique chemical, physical, mechanical, and electrical phenomena that occur within that tiny physical realm. Nanotechnology-based preparations are already in use in both patch delivery and timed drug release applications for skin care. In fact, cosmetic industries rank high among the nanotechnology patent holders. In the United States the L’Oreal Company is an industry leader in nanomedicine patents and designates more than $600 million of its annual research budget for use in nanomedical research.

Telehealth and communication technology
The quality and timeliness of healthcare for the elderly have always been compromised, to some degree, by the inability to easily access individual health records or get expert support for clinical decision-making at the site and at the moment that medical intervention is needed. One effort to overcome this limitation in the United States was a multiagency federal initiative, the High Performance Computing and Communications Program (HPCC) funded by the High Performance Computing Act of 1991. The National Library of Medicine was the first component of the National Institutes of Health to participate in HPCC and it initiated a request for proposals in a wide range of communication and healthcare areas. These included standardization of medical terminology, creation and maintenance of public access medical information databases, and development of intelligent agent Internet search capability using Knowledge-Based Object Technology, or ‘knowbots’, software algorithms operating autonomously to seek specific information on a network or on websites. Knowbots are ‘mobile agents’ that, in effect, travel from one website to the next using artificial intelligence in the form of knowledge-based search rules and then send a focused report of their findings back to the user’s web server.

This and other dramatic, and often unpredictable, developments in information and communication technology over the past two decades have generated a bewildering list of similar-sounding terms for concepts relating to the use of these technologies for various aspects of eldercare. Terms such as telemedicine, telecare, teleconsultation, telehomecare, even telegeriatrics have been created and popularized at various times, but rarely are they clearly defined. Perhaps these various concepts should be grouped under the larger umbrella of medical informatics, a conceptual entity better understood and widely accepted as representing the intersection between information technology and clinical decision-making.

Another related, somewhat broader concept is telehealth, defined by the United States Department of Health and Human Services as ‘the use of electronic information and telecommunications technologies to support long-distance clinical healthcare, patient and professional health-related education, public health and health administration’. Strategies used to achieve these goals include vide Conferencing, store-and-forward imaging, Internet searches, and streaming audio and video, among others, and knowbots may soon have application in collecting important healthcare information for the patient or in collating data on a specific patient for his healthcare providers. To execute these strategies, telehealth utilizes technologies such as broadband terrestrial digital communication, electronic databases, wireless sensors and transmission systems, and a myriad of specialized software applications that are designed to accomplish specific clinical and societal goals.

Although conceptually appealing in general terms, there is not yet enough experience or outcome to endorse unequivocally the social and economic benefits of the concept of telehealth. It may be more useful to consider the possible specific roles and potential uses of telehealth technology focusing upon goals that relate to healthcare and quality of life for older adults. From that perspective, telehealth has clearly been effective in a variety of clinical settings in geriatric medicine. It has the potential to greatly improve access to, and interaction with, specialists in geriatric medicine, particularly for those in assisted living facilities, frail elderly living at home with limited mobility, and older adults in rural or remote areas. Of particular appeal is the ability to monitor elderly adults in their normal, day-to-day environment in order to manage known medical conditions and to identify impending health risks. For example, it is now feasible to easily upload electrocardiographic data from a home unit to a web-based management application that
can automatically apply an algorithm for interpretation to identify impending myocardial infarction.\textsuperscript{18} Some systems use wearable motion sensors\textsuperscript{19} to assess walking speed and posture as well as individual gait-sensors that, with context-aware algorithms, can predict fall risks.\textsuperscript{20} In effect, software applications can interpret sensor-derived data and identify even subtle signs of functional decline or illness in older adults and then alert healthcare providers to these changes.\textsuperscript{21} Other inventive technology applications include automated electronic pill dispensing systems with audible reminders and a transaction log, or daily computer-generated puzzles for the mental exercise that may help to maintain cognitive function. However, as promising as the ‘smart elderhome’ appears with regard to reducing the need for institutionalization of patients with early cognitive impairment and even mild dementia, the impact of this strategy on long-term outcome remains to be demonstrated.\textsuperscript{22}

Older adults, especially the affluent, appear ready to pay for these services if they provide the peace of mind associated with easy access to general health information and near-immediate contact with healthcare specialists and providers. In some new retirement, assisted-living, or nursing home complexes, video cameras and sensor networks are pre-installed and can provide intensive medical surveillance with personalized nurse intervention as needed using the Internet to transmit data from an electronic stethoscope, otoscope, dentalscope, or other device.\textsuperscript{23} Technical requirements for acceptable wireless monitoring systems such as battery life, comfort and wearability, and data transmission range have been easily resolved by technical innovation. However, more formidable obstacles to the broader incorporation of these technologies into telehealth systems include psychological and ethical considerations such as privacy and autonomy concerns,\textsuperscript{24} administrative issues such as licensure, liability, and uncertain reimbursement for the costs of technology,\textsuperscript{25} as well as social and political hesitation to undertake the process of integration and storage of huge amounts of acquired monitoring data within existing healthcare system databases. In addition, many healthcare providers challenge the hypothesis that more information necessarily improves healthcare. They may also be reluctant to embrace telehealth initiatives because of concerns, perhaps justified, that it will decrease the direct physical involvement of caregivers, reducing the frequency of human interactions in institutionalized elders.\textsuperscript{25}

Also implicit in any truly effective remote healthcare monitoring system is the need for an electronic health record (EMR) also known as an electronic health record (EHR), a document that can be shared among several locations. Real-world experience confirms that effective telehealth requires a complex network of communication and information-exchange linkages between primary care providers and established medical institutions.\textsuperscript{12} In Singapore, for example, their effective Tele Geriatric system requires that, for each patient event requiring consultation, a healthcare provider at the remote site must forward the patient’s medical record electronically to the hospital system of the consultant geriatrician.\textsuperscript{26} Yet in Norway, an intensive survey of regional experiences to establish which telehealth services should be implemented on a nationwide scale concluded that, based on a cost/benefit analysis, geriatrics did not deserve a priority designation.\textsuperscript{27} Nevertheless, many of the current business models for this segment of the consumer population focus on developing communication and information system strategies, albeit primarily those that promise to facilitate social connectivity, autonomy, and the wellness essential for successful ageing.

Cardio fitness wrist watches, scales that assess body fat content as well as weight, and mobile phone applications that calculate and track dietary caloric input and expenditure take advantage of the huge business of making and selling consumer electronics designed to motivate healthy behaviour in older adults by presenting ‘just-in-time’ information to the user at points of decision-making and behaviour.\textsuperscript{28}

Other initiatives that represent an indirect but important aspect of gerotechnology include the development of computer-based simulation and interactive virtual reality for medical education, as seen in the creation of an Internet-based virtual nursing college.\textsuperscript{29} This requires the development and application of numerous complex information and communication technologies, including knowbots for information management, teleconferencing for multi-site collaboration in teaching and clinical research, remotely-accessible multimedia instructional materials, and virtual classrooms and clinics with simulated patients. Overextended medical school faculty members have found telehealth to be an effective and well-accepted technique for teaching students the skills needed to perform a history and physical examination of elderly residents in an independent living facility.\textsuperscript{30} Weekly videoconferencing of geriatric medicine grand rounds at the University of Alberta in Canada to numerous urban and rural regional medical centres has also been shown to effectively promote continuing education in geriatric medicine both for physicians and allied health professionals.\textsuperscript{31} Also mentioned as being of interest is the use of the Internet for ‘grid computing’ to support medical applications, although it is not currently clear how public collaboration to harness the unused processing cycles of a huge number of computers would actually contribute clinically to a geriatric-related telehealth environment.

\section*{Biotechnology and ageing research}

\subsection*{Genomics, proteomics, and other \textsuperscript{OMIC} technologies}

The extent to which lifespan is highly species-specific is strong suggestive evidence that ageing in some way reflects an evolutionary, genetically based process. One current concept maintains that the Darwinian process of natural selection favours those physical and genetic traits that promote successful species reproduction rather than those that maximize post-reproductive survival of the organism. Therefore, genetic evolution may incidentally regulate mammalian ageing by allowing the progressive post-reproductive deterioration of physiological function that generates the human ageing phenotype.\textsuperscript{32} The Human Genome Project\textsuperscript{33} and the ascendance of molecular biology have begun to reveal the intricacies of cellular function and the genetic basis of human biology at a level of detail far greater than was thought possible even a few decades ago. Technological advances that continue to provide faster and cheaper DNA sequencing are now, in large part, driving biological and medical research.\textsuperscript{34} In fact, genomics and proteomics are areas of clinical investigation and technological invention that may come to dominate twenty-first century biological science and medicine.\textsuperscript{35}

\textit{Genomics} is the systematic study of complex genetic information as contained in an organism’s genome, the entire inheritable complement of individual genes within chromosomal structures. If there is a genetic basis for the human ageing phenotype, the use of genomics and molecular biology to explore fully sequenced genomes will allow researchers to study the evolution of ageing.
in great detail. One strategy proposed to establish whether ageing reflects a relatively simple genetic mechanism or a complex, multifactorial, and multigenic process is comparative genomics: comparing the human genome to that of other organisms in order to understand which regions of the various genomes explain the marked differences in rates of ageing among mammalian and non-mammalian species. The concept has been widely popularized but productive application will require the use of systems biology, reverse engineering algorithms, and other complex computer methodologies, and it remains far from fully explored or accepted. Given the huge volume of experimental genomics data produced by the newest high-throughput genetic technologies, more widespread application of systems biology may be required to incorporate information from different sources into a useful predictive ageing model. Nevertheless, achieving the ultimate goal of identifying the specific gene loci that make humans age at a different rate than other mammals would have profound biomedical implications with regard to understanding, as well as manipulating, human lifespan.

Proteomics is the study of the genetic expression of all proteins encoded in the genome (the proteome) and their physiological as well as their pathophysiological actions within cells and subcellular organelles. This discipline includes not only the detection and measurement of proteins within biological systems but also measurement of their transcription from the DNA genome by means of various messenger RNA (mRNA) systems, using techniques of transcriptomics. Understanding the entire complex process of protein expression is essential to any proteomics endeavour related to ageing, and high-throughput proteomics using microarray technologies can examine thousands of proteins and their interactions. Protein microarrays have been used for proteome-wide analysis of protein activities and interactions in yeast, but the obvious next step is to move protein chip technology from the proteome of a single organism to that of humans in order to explore the molecular mechanisms of human ageing and age-related disease.

The ongoing search for protein biomarkers of ageing, predictors of longevity, and early manifestations of age-related disease has been creative if somewhat unfocused and lacking in a unifying hypothesis. Although the ultimate goal would be to identify an easily obtained serum profile consistently associated with longevity and ‘healthy ageing’, clinical proteomics is not yet at the level of reliability needed to establish generic ‘biomarkers of ageing’. In addition, individual molecules may not be adequate markers for processes as complex and insidious as ageing or age-related disease, although comparing large panels of a defined subset of protein molecules to establish protein patterns and changes during normal and pathological ageing might identify valuable parameters. Advances in protein profiling methods that greatly increase the detection sensitivity and accurate quantification of proteins present in very low concentrations may also be essential for individualized and predictive healthcare interventions in older adults.

Nevertheless, proteomic analysis of human oral secretions has demonstrated differences in the expression of eight proteins in men and seven in women that appear to reflect normal ageing. In Japanese subjects greater than 100 years of age, proteomic analysis has shown that 18 proteins, most associated with oxidative functions, are present in plasma at levels significantly different than in young adults. However, the techniques have some inherent limitations as tools that can be used to study and alter the course of ageing. These include the difficulty in separating the effects of ageing from age-related disease, tremendous intrinsic biological variability and individual diversity reflecting lifelong exposure to hundreds of environmental hazards, analytical and statistical problems associated with simultaneous determination of many different gene transcripts, and even uncertainty about the functional significance of observed changes in mRNA concentrations. However, proteomic strategies continue to enhance our knowledge of the role and complexity of mitochondrial proteins and can offer an approach to testing the efficacy of antioxidants or dietary restriction in order to assess claims that they can provide older adults with an anti-ageing effect.

A better understanding of post-translational protein modifications such as oxidation, glycation, and aggregation synthesis is also of particular relevance both to ageing and to age-related diseases. A recent study of human skin ageing using proteomics, rather than pure genomics, has revealed 30 proteins putatively associated with normal ageing, including several previously unrecognized, post-translationally regulated polypeptides. The modification of proteins into reactive carbonyl compounds by methylglyoxal, for example, significantly increases free radicals in the form of superoxide that produce oxidative damage in renal mitochondria. The phenomenon of protein aggregation in biological systems is also more ubiquitous than was previously believed. Recent evidence supports the hypothesis that generalized insolvability of proteins and protein aggregation is an inherent part of ageing itself. The accumulation of oxidized proteins is now believed to be a characteristic common to the tissues of aged mammals.

Combining transcriptomics and proteomics in animal models has also facilitated identification of the protein targets of trace elements. Combining nutrigenomics with human longevity studies may help to identify the mechanisms through which trace elements regulate the metabolic and physiological pathways altered during physiological ageing. Ageing may also be consistently associated with reduced responsiveness of receptor systems to external stimuli, for example, the age-related decreased phosphorylation rate of signal transduction molecules. Cellular receptors are often multi-protein complexes that require interaction between the membrane-bound and intracellular proteins that comprise signalling complexes. Even subtle disruption of these interactions have dramatic effects on cellular and tissue function and could explain the loss of neurotransmitter responsiveness that is a general characteristic of the senescent nervous system.

Epigenetics

The role of epigenetics in ageing and age-related diseases has recently become an essential area of biotechnological development. Epigenetics encompasses the disciplines of both genetics and molecular biology and refers to the study of molecular and phenotypic characteristics of cells that reflect not only the underlying DNA sequence of the genome, but also the expression of that genome subject to chemical alteration and chromatin remodelling. Epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA methylation dynamically modulate expression of genetic information and therefore profoundly influence cellular and tissue function throughout the body. Epigenetic processes are, in effect, molecular engines that power the continuing interactions between the genome and the environment. The resultant DNA plasticity and variability in gene expression
Explain much of the extreme phenotypic differences characteristic of human ageing humans that occurs despite the minimal variability of the human genome itself. Ageing can be considered as a process of lifelong genetic and epigenetic interactions at all biological levels, yet this area of clinical and basic biological research has been badly neglected in major studies of ageing.56 When studied on a larger scale, epigenetics becomes epigenomics.57 Epigenomic profiling employs genome-scale analysis with microarray-based techniques to identify cell-heritable, non-sequence-based genetic changes as well as genetic variability. This may include comparing DNA methylation levels across many DNA samples in order to identify ‘target’ loci consistently characterized by DNA methylation or hypomethylation.58

**Technology and age-related disease**

Epigenetic technology is now being used to explore the relationship between age-related diseases and an individual’s genetic background and the environment.59 Assuming that specific age-related epigenetic changes are functionally represented in the ageing phenotype, it can then be determined whether they are due to largely genetic, environmental, or random events and if there is evidence that they can be transmitted from one generation to the next.60 Recent studies suggest epigenetics plays an important role in age-related pathology, especially in autoimmune and inflammatory disorders,61 malignancy,62 and neurodegenerative disease and stroke.63 Proteomics has recently been used successfully to identify serum protein biomarkers which can be used to discriminate between aggressive and indolent prostatic cancers and may also identify those patients at risk of recurrence.64 These findings complement the important advances in imaging technology being used to improve early detection of this age-related neoplastic disorder.65

Recent application of mass spectrometry-based proteomics has also improved our understanding of the numerous molecular pathophysiological changes that occur with major muscle diseases.66 In contrast, proteomics has yet to be clinically reliable with regard to the diagnosis of osteoarthritis.67 However, proteomic identification of retinal proteins under oxidative stress is giving new insights into signalling mechanisms of retinal degeneration at the molecular level.68 The technology of proteomics has also demonstrated that peripheral concentration of apolipoprotein-E (APOE) protein and the APOE genotype are both associated with early pathological changes in brain regions known to be vulnerable to Alzheimer’s disease even before the onset of clinical evidence of the disease. Proteomics in combination with in vivo brain amyloid imaging may therefore permit risk prediction for this devastating neurodegenerative disorder.69

Oxidative stress and the degradation or modification of protein and nucleic acids are clearly associated not only with human ageing but also with the pathogenesis of many age-related chronic disease states, especially cardiovascular and autoimmune diseases. Most importantly, proteomics may be a powerful way to establish the relevance of protein oxidation to neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases. It is also well known that aggregation of oligomeric amyloid peptides are an important causative element in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease. Peptides and proteins pre-aggregated in vivo in patients with Alzheimer’s disease have been shown to be more resistant to the anti-aggregation effects of magnetite nanoparticles than those of age-matched controls.70 Proteomics and nanotechnology may offer the promise of effective and focused pharmacological treatment of neurodegenerative disorders.71 In fact, recent Canadian guidelines for the development of anti-dementia therapies urge development of nanotechnology strategies that directly target the underlying pathogenesis of these diseases, specifically through the development of protein anti-aggregants.72

Gene therapy is already in use in combination with nanotechnology to treat age-related macular degeneration, a difficult and debilitating phenomenon in older adults. A molecular polyionic micelle with a core containing DNA with a size of the order of 10 nanometres accumulates within choroidal neovascularization lesions and subsequently provides a photosensitizing action that permits photodynamic therapy for lesion ablation. The effect is highly specific, and subconjunctival injection of the complex followed by laser irradiation produces transgenic expression of photosensitivity only at the laser-irradiated site.73 Other technologies that will impact the lives of middle-aged and older adults include pharmacogenetics, the analysis of an individual’s genetic profile to predict the responsiveness and adverse effects of specific drugs or on a larger scale, pharmacogenomics74 to search for consistent age-related genetic variability in drug metabolism or responsiveness. In the past, pharmacogenomic studies of the elderly were rarely performed or considered with regard to establishing drug safety and dosage, but now there are studies underway that include assessment of the polymorphism of varying genetic expression of cytochrome P45075 a key component of many metabolic pathways, as well as investigations of the extent to which protein mutations create conformational changes that lead to a high rate of amyloid accumulation in peripheral and central nervous system tissues.76 These approaches may soon facilitate prescription of individualized or ‘designer’ chemotherapy regimens and targeted nutritional supplements that meet the specific needs of an individual, adjusting, for example, for insulin resistance or chronic inflammation.

**Technology of reproduction, prolongevity, and immortality**

Sexual health and assisted reproduction

Historically, sexual activity has been seen as the prerogative of young adults, but ageing populations have emerged as a primary market for the various biotechnologies and pharmaceuticals that promise to enhance sexual function. In fact, there appears to be a new cultural consensus that an active sex life is an important aspect of successful ageing. Sexual function itself is often seen as an important indicator of overall health status, so-called ‘virility surveillance’, where age-related decline in sexual function is assumed to be indicative of compromised wellness.77 Implicit in the term sexual function is reproduction. One aspect of ageing not often considered is the role of assisted reproductive technologies (ARTs) such as cloning. ARTs have generational consequences that are similar to the social and economic impact of lifespan extension or ‘prolongevity’ technologies.78 Most would agree that prolongevity using anti-ageing technology is socially and ethically acceptable, perhaps because it also achieves the beneficial amelioration of age-related disability and disease.79 The use of human embryonic stem cells (hESC) and cloning technologies is seen by some simply
as another form of technologically-assisted prolongevity, yet is far more controversial and emotional.

If it is to be technologically assisted, human reproduction, previously determined largely by physical fitness, passion, instinct, and economic factors, may therefore need considerable regulatory governance. In the United States biotechnology research involving hESC and cloning has been funded exclusively by the private sector, effectively removing it from governmental oversight. In addition, as a complex but relatively immature field there has not been much time for clinicians and researchers to discuss and establish criteria for safety, ethical practices, or even success. Of some concern is the fact that ART may generate unintentional germ-line genetic modifications that create defective ‘humanoids’ or that ART will be used not solely for reproduction or life extension but rather to alter and ‘correct’ existing genetic information either within germ cells or somatic cells. In fact, the same biotechnologies needed for assisted reproduction can create opportunities to enhance human traits, and some feel this is inherently problematic because it alters unique individual human identity.90 There is a similar lack of bioethical discussion on regulation of hESC in Japan with regard to prolongevity applications and some difficulty accessing resources by scientists despite relative political indifference to the topic. This appears to reflect the societal context rather than simply a focus upon religious taboos against abortion or the sanctity of embryonic life as is the case in the United States. Public policy emphasis in Japan is on resolving infertility problems in young couples in order to counteract the progressive decline in fertility rates that are driving a demographic shift towards an ever more elderly, and more dependent, Japanese society.81

### Prolongevity and immortality

Although every nutritionally balanced diet includes some antioxidant properties, the addition of dietary antioxidant supplements to counteract ageing is an attractively simple concept. Many common antioxidants such as lycopene, coenzyme Q10, vitamin C, and vitamin E are pharmacologically active but their bioavailability through dietary supplementation depends on several factors. The major drawbacks of conventional dosage forms are poor biopharmaceutical characteristics, specifically, inadequate solubility or permeability, instability during storage, or a first-pass effect and other forms of degradation within the gastrointestinal tract.

Nanopharmacology can be used to develop novel drug delivery systems (NDSSs) that can significantly improve the effectiveness of these antioxidants when they are administered orally. NDSS technologies include the design of coupling agents, liposomes, nanoparticles, and gel-based systems82 although the optimal NDSS technique for any specific antioxidant is largely governed by its physicochemical and pharmacokinetic characteristics.

Using nanotechnology to remove accumulated age-related cellular and subcellular damage might also sever the link between metabolism and pathology that currently defines our understanding of physiological ageing. DNA methylation, an important process in the regulation of gene expression, is also one of the biomarkers of age-related genetic damage. Molecular nanotechnology may make possible, for the first time, the precise and purposeful re-arrangement of the genome, atom by atom. Nanobot repair of DNA that has been damaged by oxidative metabolism on a cell-by-cell basis throughout the body is not yet a reality but exists as a plausible concept.83 Nanobots could function both as intracellular medical sensors and therapeutic devices, facilitating correction as well as detection of structural deterioration due to sustained exposure of the cellular micro-architecture to the agents of oxidative stress. Nanotechnology using cerium oxide nanoparticles as free radical scavengers84 is already a proven approach for effectively reducing oxidative damage in biological systems. Either with current or foreseeable biotechnology, indefinite postponement of ageing85—‘engineered negligible senescence’—may actually be possible.86

### Cloning and tissue engineering

Biotechnological therapies involving stem cells, recombinant DNA, and therapeutic cloning are promising but complex technologies that are expected to play major roles in making successful ageing a realistic routine expectation. Generating new, undamaged cells and tissues in the bodies of older adults is an appealing strategy for achieving prolongevity and, perhaps, the ultimate antidote to ageing. Human embryonic stem cells are a more obvious reservoir of regenerative cell mechanisms than are stem cells collected from adults, but the controversial political, religious, and ethical considerations described earlier in the ‘Sexual health and assisted reproduction’ section with regard to ART have encouraged researchers in regenerative medicine to examine more closely the relatively primitive cells residing in the bone marrow, blood, brain, liver, muscle, and skin of adults, tissues that can be harvested without sociopolitical controversy.87 However, any advances in prolongevity achieved through regenerative medicine will require a more thorough understanding of the molecular regulation of stem cell proliferation and cell differentiation than that which currently exists.

What is currently understood is that fully differentiated human cells have a finite capacity for mitotic division and then enter a state of viable cell cycle arrest termed senescence, a condition ultimately determined by erosion of telomeres88 the genetic elements that stabilize the ends of chromosomes.89 Oxidative damage, a major characteristic of ageing tissues, is also an important factor in shortening telomeres.90 The association between cellular senescence and telomere shortening has been well established in vitro and evidence is now accumulating to support the concept that telomere shortening is also associated with cellular senescence in vivo.91 Manipulation of the genetic expression of telomerase, the enzyme that repairs damaged or shortened telomeres and stabilizes the genetic information needed for continuing accurate cell replication, may therefore extend a cell’s capacity for successive mitotic cycles.

There has been a vast increase in telomerase research over the past several years, mostly with a goal of inhibiting the activity of this enzyme as a therapeutic modality to treat malignancy.92 In fact, many human cancer cells demonstrate both unlimited mitosis and high telomerase activity. However, facilitating telomerase activity in a controlled or modifiable way may also be a way to initiate the regrowth of tissues and organs to counter the degenerative effects of ageing. Finally, for most cells, terminal differentiation and replicative senescence are permanent postmitotic conditions. Although these states appear to be attained and maintained differently, they may share a common proliferation-restricting mechanism. In fact, many non-proliferating cells can be mitotically reactivated by the suppression of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs). Suppression of CKIs has been shown to be sufficient to trigger DNA
societal trends Advance in telecommunication, wireless technology agencies in establishing telehealth policies and anticipating are pooling their management and marketing expertise to form 'rehire' rather than 'retirement' as an option, and large corporations for healthcare and living arrangements in ways unforeseen a few decades ago. In what has been called the 'biomedicalization of old age' technology has forced reconsideration of what constitutes 'routine' medical care and what is encompassed by the term 'heroic measures'. As the range of therapeutic options gets broader, the choices get more difficult because the differences in risk and benefit are more subtle. Even if technology makes it possible to intervene and alter the physiological process of ageing, should it? If we could live a little longer using advanced biotechnology, should we? Which has primacy, the duration of life itself or the quality of life in later years? Who determines quality of life, the elderly individual or the caregivers? What was accepted as 'successful ageing' a few years ago now may be seen underutilization of medical, technological, and other societal resources. The social and cultural ramifications of these changes and their ethical implications remain as an evolving and unresolved matter, but all are associated to some degree with our primal fears of mortality and isolation. These same fears appear to drive some to consider and explore the extreme applications of technology even when that technology is immature and uncertain. Cryogenics, the freezing of the deceased for the purpose of future revival, for example, may be a strategy for extreme life extension that represents the emotionally driven application of biotechnology as a response to universal concerns regarding ageing and mortality.

Conclusion

It has been only a decade since the first formal textbook dedicated to this topic was published. Yet the gerotechnology available today has already improved our ability to offer older adults improved disease management and a significantly compressed period of physical and mental senescence. Rather than serving as a period of disablement, dependency, and decreasing health, for many people the later years of life are becoming a period of continued productivity, independence, and good health. Many older adults now have 'reirement' rather than 'retirement' as an option, and large corporations are pooling their management and marketing expertise to form groups such as the Global Coalition on Ageing to assist government agencies in establishing telehealth policies and anticipating societal trends. Advances in telecommunication, wireless technology and personal computing, and lifestyle choices incorporating balanced diet, exercise, stress management, and nutritional supplementation have obviously been important contributors to this phenomenon. However, biotechnological therapies involving stem cells, proteomics, therapeutic cloning, and gene-based therapies are also beginning to play major roles in promoting successful ageing. Clearly we are only at the threshold of biotechnology and nanotechnology with regard to the application of genetic reconstruction and other forms of rejuvenation therapy in geriatric medicine. Yet there is little doubt that the relentless advance of biotechnology and nanotechnology therapies in the decades ahead also promises, for the first time in history, increased human lifespan and, perhaps, physical immortality.
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CHAPTER 4 TECHNOLOGY IN AN AGING SOCIETY


PART 2

Ageing at a Systems Level
Introduction

Neurology in the ageing is being recognized increasingly as a sub-speciality and with advances in medical care and improved quality of living, there is an increasing need to understand complex neurological disease in the elderly. The focus of this chapter will be on intrinsic ageing. Extrinsic factors also play an important role in secondary ageing.

Ageing is not predictable either in terms of rate or sequence which is in direct contrast to the development of the central nervous system. Almost all cross-sectional studies reveal decline in physiological processes with increasing age. The magnitude of these changes varies in individuals. For the majority, these changes occur late in life. There is a strong correlation between cumulative pathological changes in the brain and cognitive decline, though there may be clinical consequences at any age. The loss of neurons is the most significant change in the 'older' nervous system.

The concept of brain plasticity

Neuroplasticity refers to the structural and functional adaptability of neurons and neural networks to external stimuli. This was proposed in the late eighteenth century and remained neglected for decades until revitalized in the twentieth century.

One of the key elements to neuroplasticity functioning is 'synaptic pruning.' This refers to regulatory processes, which facilitate a productive change in neural structure by reducing the overall number of neurons or connections that may involve changing the expression of neurotransmitters leaving more efficient synaptic configurations. In lay terms this could be used to describe removal of damaged or invalid neurons whilst maintaining 'efficient' neurons. Trophic interactions with target tissues are important elements of plasticity at all stages of life.

Brain

An important feature of successful ageing is intact cognition. At a cellular level in normal ageing, neuronal loss occurs only in limited areas (differential ageing) in comparison to fetal development where it occurs in all parts.

The cognitive decline related to ageing does not involve a general decline in the functioning of the memory systems. Some types of memories are spared, whereas others usually decay during normal ageing. For example, frontal lobe impairment is associated with lack of attention and loss of executive functions and working memory while cell loss in the hippocampus is associated with defects in declarative learning and memory. Interestingly behavioural, electrophysiological, and morphological evidence suggest that brain plasticity continues till the end of life.

Using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Bartzokis et al. demonstrated that grey matter volume declines linearly until old age, with no change in cerebrospinal fluid volume.

Frontal lobes

Ageing is associated with decreased activation of frontal lobes and increased activation of other cortical regions. The loss of cognitive abilities suggests that the decline of the frontal lobes is the main culprit in age-related memory decline. Positron emission tomography studies revealed that the rate of blood flow in the frontal cortex was lower in older adults. Comparison of memory in old and younger adults demonstrated less activation in the left prefrontal cortex during face recognition and retrieval of words.

The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex mediates attention, sensory information, memory and problem solving skills for the purpose of navigating our external environments. The orbitomedial prefrontal cortex coordinates connections from the subcortical regions and the amygdala to the body controlling emotional processing, fear regulation, and attachment in order to navigate our inner experience. The former develops gradually over the first two decades of life and begins to decline early in adulthood whereas the latter is well maintained into adulthood. This may explain why tasks involving working memory may deteriorate, whilst those involved in emotional regulation and social processing are retained or even show improvement as we get older.

Hippocampus

It is well known that the hippocampus is impaired by ageing and that these structural and functional alterations are regional and cell-specific. Degenerative changes include neuronal cell loss in the hilus and CA regions, reduced synaptic density, and decreased glucose utilization.

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor has been associated with hippocampal-dependent learning and memory. Polymorphism of the gene involving a single amino acid substitution in codon 66 (from valine to methionine) can lead to a decreased regulated secretion.
Remarkably, the density of granule cells in the dentate gyrus increases during adulthood and remains constant during ageing, suggesting that age-related functional decline in the dentate gyrus may not be mediated by a loss of granule cells, but rather by a decline in the birth of new granule cells.

In animal models, age-related dysfunction of glucocorticoid receptors in the hypothalamo-pituitary axis contributes to hippocampal ageing and the lack of ATP production in aged hippocampus explains the profound changes in learning and memory and the altered regulation of the stress response.

There is neuropathological correlation in hippocampal sclerosis with ageing which is different to changes seen in Alzheimer’s dementia. There is an accelerated loss of neurons in the pyramidal area in Alzheimer’s disease when compared to controls and at any age. Granulovacuolar degenerative changes are demonstrated in dementias of Alzheimer’s, Pick’s disease, and Fahr’s syndrome (idiopathic calcification of the basal ganglia and cerebral cortex).

Cross-sectional MRI studies have shown that patients with Alzheimer’s dementia have significantly greater entorhinal cortex and hippocampal atrophy than normal subjects.

The midbrain, cerebellum, and brainstem

Normal ageing in the cerebellum is selective and regional. Volume loss of cerebellum occurs to a lesser extent when compared to the cerebral cortex. MRI amongst healthy young to older adults reveals an age-related decline in the surface area of the midbrain, cerebellum, and no changes in the pons. The maximal loss occurs in the cerebellar vermis with minimal loss in the medial hemispheres. The lateral hemispheres do not appear to decline with age, no volume changes are known to occur in the midbrain, pons, and medulla.

Purkinje cell (PC) loss predominantly in the posterior cerebellar vermis occurs due to lack of neuroglobin (a neuroprotectant protein) and loss of reciprocal interaction with target neurons. It is thought that there is a decline of cell count of approximately 2.5 per cent every decade, sometimes up to 40 per cent, but this remains controversial. The greatest loss in PC densities occur in the superior cerebellar vermis. At a cellular level, there is loss of PC volume due to lack of cytoplasmic matrix, lack of nuclear elements, decrease in the width and height of dendrites, and vacuolar degeneration.

Ageing and the peripheral nervous system

Age-related changes affect all of the sensory modalities. The sensation of touch decreases with increasing age and is also directly affected by poor circulation which is more prevalent in older people.

Touch receptors are fast adapting (FA) or slowly adapting (SA). These mechanoreceptors can be subclassified into: FA I (Meissner corpuscles and hair receptors), FA II (Pacinian corpuscles), SA I (Merkel cell–neurite complexes and the touch pads), and SA II (Ruffini endings). Information is processed through various channels P, NP I, NP II, and NP III. The P channel is most sensitive for vibration sense and declines with age. In older people there is loss of large nerve fibres and Meissner’s corpuscles and at cellular level changes are attributed to distal axonopathy and atrophy of the sensory neurons.

Decreased sensitivity of the index finger with increasing age was reported in the early 1980s. Sensitivity threshold is lowest in the lips, finger tips, and tip of the tongue, and highest in the back of the hand and feet.

The lack of touch receptors with ageing overall decreases the input to the cerebral cortex and this may account for the lack of arousal in older patients. However, sympathetic overactivity could predispose to increased anxiety in the elderly.

Pain

Changes in pain perception with ageing are complex. The issue is complicated by the physical access to drugs, polypharmacy, and comorbidity. It is thought that the elderly exhibit a higher threshold for visceral pain. A study by researchers in the National University of Ageing in Australia reported that increased age was associated with differential pain perception amongst A fibres versus C fibres.

Interestingly, cognitive impairment is not known to affect reporting painful stimulus.

Balance

Two problems very commonly experienced by the elderly are dizziness and falls. Increased postural sway occurs with ageing and this could be due to loss of proprioception. Maintenance of balance control is due to coordination amongst the vestibular, visual, and the somatosensory systems. Balance maintenance whilst standing on one leg shows significant changes with ageing.

Degenerative structural changes in the vestibular system involve the epithelia, Scarpa’s ganglia, otoconia, vestibular nerve, and cerebellum. In the sensory receptors, there is a 40 per cent reduction in hair cells of the semicircular canals after the age of 70 and low cell density most obvious in the saccular maculae and the cristae ampullares. It is reported that there could be nearly 60 per cent loss of hair cells in the cristae. Movement of fragmented otoconia into the posterior semicircular canals is attributed to the postural imbalances. Microscopic changes describe ciliary loss, fusion, formation of vesicles, and cell shrinkage.

Studies investigating neural cell counts, volume, and nuclear density reported a 3 per cent cell loss for every decade in life after the age of 40. Atherosclerotic changes are more obvious in the vestibular apparatus in comparison to the cochlea.

Smell

Olfactory dysfunction can occur due to mechanical obstruction to the nasal passages, sensorineural damage of the lining epithelium, or damage to the central olfactory structures and their connections.

It is now known that olfactory dysfunction occurs in about half of the population between the ages of 65 and 80 years and in nearly 75 per cent of those 80 years of age and older.

Odour identification and perception also decline with ageing. There is no gender predisposition to this decline. The precise mechanism of this is not clearly known but suggested mechanisms include degenerative predisposition to this decline. The precise mechanism of this is not clearly known but suggested mechanisms include degenerative changes occurring in the olfactory epithelium, decreased number of receptors and their activity in the olfactory bulb due to lack of mucosal blanket, and defective transport in the odoriferous molecules to the olfactory cleft.

At a central level, degenerative changes occur in the central structures of the hippocampus, amygdala, the temporal lobes, and the
entorhinal cortex. Disruption of olfactory quality coding in the cortex mediates olfactory deficits in Alzheimer’s disease.\textsuperscript{13} In Parkinson’s disease patients cortical atrophy in olfactory-related brain regions correlated specifically with olfactory dysfunction.\textsuperscript{14} Difficulty in identifying odours predicts subsequent development of mild cognitive impairment. Olfactory dysfunction is common in Alzheimer’s disease and other neurodegenerative diseases.\textsuperscript{14–19}

Taste

Loss of taste in the elderly could be due to intrinsic factors\textsuperscript{20} including loss of taste buds (nearly 60 per cent), though the density does not decrease. Other factors include metabolic insufficiency, changes to epithelial vascularity, lack of blood flow, atrophy of the secretory glands, and lymphatics.\textsuperscript{21}

Extrinsic factors that may have an influence include: smoking; local disease; bacterial and fungal colonization; systemic disease including diabetes mellitus; head trauma; neoplasms; dental and otological operations which may damage the facial or glosopharyngeal nerve; and polypharmacy including antihypertensive, antineoplastic, antilipidaemic, and antirheumatic agents.

Hearing

Ageing with loss of high-frequency sounds of a Galton whistle was probably observed in the early nineteenth century.

The effects of ageing on the auditory system are bilateral and symmetrical. It is reported that 40–50 per cent of the elderly aged 75 and over have a hearing loss of 25 decibels.\textsuperscript{22} Loss of hearing occurs earlier in men and women retain greater acuity. The cochlea is most affected by ageing.

The commonest cause of sensorineural hearing loss in the elderly is presbycusis. On a pathological basis presbycusis is broadly classified into: sensory, neural, strial, and conductive, and histological changes occur from the cochlea to the auditory cortex in the temporal lobe.

Sensory presbycusis is a slow process involving degeneration of the basal portion of the organ of Corti (loss of hair cells) and rapid decline in high-frequency thresholds, but speech discrimination remains good. The neural variety is due to loss of spiral ganglion cells, atrophy throughout the cochlea, poor speech discrimination, rapid hearing loss, and a flat audiogram.\textsuperscript{22} Strial or metabolic presbycusis is due to atrophy of striavascularis, slowly progressive, preserved speech discrimination, and a flat audiogram. Conductive presbycusis is due to thickening of the basal membrane of the cochlea, gradually downsloping high-frequency sensory loss, and is progressive.

Vision

Vision is the last sensory system to develop and is the most complicated. Age is the leading risk factor for visual impairment, blindness, and disability.

The most common visual disability in older person is refractive errors, cataracts, glaucoma, macular degeneration, and diabetic retinopathy. Visual processing speed, light sensitivity (seeing in twilight and dark), dynamic vision (reading TV displays or digital displays), near vision, and visual search (locating a sign) become impaired with ageing. The most important functional changes are decrease in pupil size and loss of accommodation. Papillary dilatation also decreases with age. The lens, normally crystalline, thickens and turns yellow and leads to cataract. The cornea becomes thin and loses some of its transparency and curvature. The anterior chamber becomes shallow and this predisposes to glaucoma.

Colour vision diminishes with ageing and this is due to the decreased amount and spectral distribution of light. Contrast sensitivity is diminished due to drying of the eye and the small size of the pupil.

The ageing process in vitreous can make the gel more liquefied; and the vitreous can collapse and may lead to posterior vitreous detachment, retinal tears, and detachments at locations of macular holes. Sometimes calcium salts can develop in vitreous.

It is estimated that there is a loss of at least 30 per cent of the rod cells (usually 120 million) with age, though the number of cone cells remains stable. There is increased oxidative stress on the photoreceptor and ganglion cells. There is slowness and lack of blood supply to the choroid which is due to accumulation of waste and retinal pigment ischemia.

There is slowing in dark adaptation and this can be attributed to delayed rhodopsin regeneration in the retinal photoreceptors. This age-related delay in dark adaptation may also contribute to night vision problems commonly experienced by the elderly.

Ageing and the autonomic nervous system

The importance of the autonomic nervous system is much appreciated in the elderly when loss of precision in control of vital functions and deficits in effectiveness are most obvious. Systemic autonomic failure can occur as a syndrome in primary neurodegenerative disorders like Parkinson’s disease, multiple systems atrophy, or secondary to complications of systemic disorders like diabetes mellitus or amyloidosis. The significant clinical effects include: orthostatic and postprandial hypotension; impaired thermoregulation; gastrointestinal problems causing dysphagia, constipation, or diarrhoea; detrusor instability; and erectile dysfunction.

Sympathetic nervous system

Much of the current knowledge about age-related changes in sympathetic nervous function is derived from studies of circulating catecholamine levels, noradrenaline kinetics and microneurographic recordings from sympathetic nerves of skeletal muscle.

There is an age-related increase in sympathetic nerve activity, males greater than females. Evidence suggests that basal plasma noradrenaline levels increase with ageing.\textsuperscript{23} At the neurotransmitter junction, decreased sensitivity of the usual inhibitory presynaptic alpha-2 and decreased uptake of noradrenaline overrides the facilitatory effects of beta-2 adrenoceptors. Other relevant causes include decreased local metabolism and systemic clearance.

Arterial stiffening with ageing may reduce the ability of the baroreceptors to transduce changes in pressure, diminishing the magnitude of the baroreflex. As a result, both advancing age and chronic hypertension (either or in combination) are associated with impairment of baroreflex responsiveness.\textsuperscript{24} The elderly generally manifest a reduced responsiveness to beta adrenergic stimulation. The maximal attainable heart rate, stroke volume, ejection fraction, cardiac output, and oxygen delivery are all reduced in healthy older adults. The administration of beta adrenergic agonists
elicits lesser inotropic and chronotropic responses in the elderly, while beta-blocking drugs retain their effectiveness.

As ageing impairs both the diastolic filling and the chronotropic and inotropic responsiveness of the heart, the ability of the older patient to cope with perioperative stress is predictably impaired. Increased metabolic demands, such as those imposed by sepsis or postoperative shivering, may not be met when the maximal cardiac output and tissue oxygen delivery are limited by ageing.

**Parasympathetic nervous system**

Not much is clearly known about the ageing in this system. Some studies have suggested that the parasympathetic system could be spared. It is also known that the sympathetic neurons modulate the synthesis of the nerve growth factor by parasympathetic neurons. Much of the decline reported related to ageing is reductions in heart rate variability in response to respiration, cough, and the Valsalva manoeuvre. Healthy ageing is associated with reductions in both baroreflex and parasympathetic modulation of heart rate, with a greater loss of the parasympathetic component.

**Conclusion**

Neurological disorders are more common in older people due to widespread degenerative changes in the nervous system. Cognitive decline is part of the normal and natural ageing process. Although the magnitude of these changes varies between individuals, they are affected by both extrinsic and intrinsic factors. Despite many changes the functional integrity is well maintained in older people.
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CHAPTER 6

Cardiovascular ageing

Shamsuddin Akhtar and G. Alec Rooke

Introduction

The prevalence of cardiovascular disease (hypertension, coronary artery disease, and congestive heart failure) rises exponentially with age. \(^1\) Hypertension rises from 38 per cent of men and 38 per cent of women between ages 40–59, to 65 per cent of men and 77 per cent of women over the age of 80. \(^1\) Similarly, coronary artery disease increases from 7 per cent of men and 7 per cent of women between ages 40–59 years, to 37 per cent of men and 23 per cent of women over the age of 80. \(^1\) The incidence of congestive heart failure also increases exponentially. \(^1\) Though poor cardiovascular status in the elderly is frequently attributed to the presence of concomitant cardiovascular diseases, there are many independent physiological changes that occur in the cardiovascular system with ageing that result in a lower overall cardiovascular reserve. Not only does the ageing process contribute to the development of disease, ageing appears to worsen the outcome of disease. For example, elderly patients are not only more likely to experience myocardial infarction, they are also more likely to develop heart failure as a consequence of a myocardial infarction than their younger counterparts. \(^2\)–\(^4\) Furthermore, elderly patients are also more likely to die from their myocardial infarction, develop cardiac arrest, papillary muscle rupture, acquired ventricular septal defect, and free wall rupture. \(^2\)

This chapter addresses predominantly the physiological and pathophysiological effects of ageing on the cardiovascular system. It is difficult to clearly differentiate the ageing process from age-related diseases. In a particular patient, both processes interact to yield the specific physiological state of the system. In this chapter the age-related changes in the vascular system will be discussed first followed by changes in the heart. The general changes induced in vasculature and the heart are the same: stiffening, thickening, dilatation or enlargement, and endothelial or myocardial dysfunction. Further discussion will include the haemodynamic consequences of these changes, which involve arterial-ventricular coupling. Changes in the autonomic regulation and the endocrine system, which occur with ageing, and their impact on the cardiovascular system, will then be reviewed. Finally, perioperative outcomes and general principles of cardiovascular management in the elderly will be discussed. (For respiratory diseases in the elderly, see Chapter 14.)

Vascular ageing

Vascular ageing brings together a myriad of changes that result in vascular stiffness and a predisposition to atherosclerosis. Vascular stiffness is the result of increased collagen, decreased elastin, glycosylation of proteins, free radical damage, calcification and chronic mechanical stress (also described as ‘fatigue failure’). The concept of ‘fatigue failure’ is extrapolated from the effect of that observed in rubber tubing subjected to repetitive stretch/relaxation cycling. \(^5\) Small vessels are affected by ageing, while altered immunological balance within the vasculature contributes to the structural and functional changes. \(^6\)–\(^10\) Endothelial dysfunction leading to vascular dysfunction is also noted with ageing. In the arteries, vascular stiffness alters the arterial waveform, most notably causing systolic accentuation, and leads to myocardial remodelling and a diminished capacity of the heart to respond to stress. Venous stiffening impairs the ability of the cardiovascular system to buffer changes in blood volume.

Atherosclerosis, in turn, contributes to the many age-related diseases such as stroke, coronary artery disease, and peripheral vascular disease. Atherosclerosis causes occlusion of the arteries. It is a heterogeneous process, in comparison to those age-related changes that happen quite uniformly throughout the conduit arteries. The severity of blood turbulence and shear stress provide a nidus for the process of atherosclerosis. Inflammation is the hallmark of atherosclerosis. \(^6\)

Vascular stiffening

Elasticity of the vasculature primarily depends on the balance of its two major components, collagen and elastin. Elastin production essentially ceases by age 25 and collagen turnover becomes slower with ageing. With ageing, the elastic lamellae undergo thinning and fragmentation \(^11\) with gradual transfer of mechanical forces to collagen. Collagen is 100–1000 times stiffer than elastin. \(^1\) The possible cause of this elastin fragmentation is an alteration in transforming growth factor beta-1 (TGFβ-1) activity, metallo-proteinases activity, and chronic mechanical stress. The net result of these changes is an increase in the ratios of collagen to elastin in the vessels. \(^1\)

The second factor that contributes to vascular stiffening is the non-enzymatic glycosylation of proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids, leading to the formation of advanced glycation end-products (AGEs). These heterogeneous groups of poorly characterized products linked together in a complicated network also contribute to the loss of vascular elasticity. \(^13\),\(^14\) AGEs induce cross-linking of collagen, which stiffens the collagen and makes it less susceptible to normal turnover. \(^15\) Glycation also affects elastin in the aorta, leading to similar functional consequences. \(^16\) Accumulation of AGEs has also been linked to many age-related pathologies including oxidative stress, \(^16\),\(^17\) progenitor cell dysfunction, \(^18\) non-vascular cell apoptosis, \(^19\),\(^20\) and endothelial cell dysfunction. \(^20\)

The third factor that contributes to vascular stiffening with ageing is progressive vascular calcification. This is a complicated process whereby in certain disease states, vascular smooth muscles
cells, pericytes, and endothelial cells change their phenotypes to mesenchymal cells, osteoblasts, and chondrocytes. All these processes can then lead to increased calcium deposition in the vasculature and cause vascular stiffness.

Stiffening of the arteries is not uniform. Imaging/pulse wave measurement\textsuperscript{22} and in vitro\textsuperscript{23} studies of the aorta show that the abdominal aorta develops significant stiffness with ageing, whereas the ascending aorta lengthens and becomes dilated.\textsuperscript{24} This may be a compensatory mechanism to maintain capacitance in the face of increased wall stiffness.

### Vascular thickening

Vessels thicken with age primarily from intimal thickening and that is attributed to increases in collagen, fibronectin, proteoglycans, and migrating smooth muscle cells.\textsuperscript{25} These changes are stimulated by TGFβ-1, angiotensin-II, and decreased levels of inhibitory cytokines and degrading enzymes.\textsuperscript{26} Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors produce beneficial effects by reducing connective tissue remodelling, smooth muscle hypertrophy and arterial stiffness.

### Endothelial dysfunction

Endothelium is a biologically active organ, comprising approximately 1.5 kg.\textsuperscript{27} It is responsible for synthesizing and releasing a wide array of molecules, which modulate arterial structure, vaso-reactivity, thrombolytic and vaso-protective functions. Arterial endothelial dysfunction typically refers to changes in normal endothelial phenotype that promotes atherosclerosis and shifts the endothelium to a more vasoconstrictor, procoagulant, proliferative and proinflammatory state.\textsuperscript{28–30}

Changes in vascular reactivity due to endothelial dysfunction have been demonstrated in functional studies in the elderly.\textsuperscript{26,31} This is attributed to decreased production of nitric oxide (NO), which is a ubiquitous controller and modulator of many physiological processes. Endothelium-derived NO causes vasodilation and has anti-atherosclerotic properties.\textsuperscript{31} Decreased NO production is due to reduced endothelium derived nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and reduced eNOS expression.\textsuperscript{32} There is some evidence to suggest that ageing also changes the expression of intracellular eNOS binding proteins.\textsuperscript{33,34} Increased angiotensin-II decreases NO production while lower NO production decreases the ability of the vessels to dilate to mechanical stress.

Another mediator that may contribute to endothelial dysfunction is endothelin-1 (ET-1). ET-1 is 50 times more potent at vasoconstriction than noradrenaline.\textsuperscript{34} Though the ET-1 expression is variable in different vascular beds, increased levels of ET-1 have been noted with ageing and may be responsible for the glomerulosclerosis that is observed in ageing kidneys.\textsuperscript{35,36} ET-1-mediated vasoconstriction is augmented in older adults\textsuperscript{37,38} and synthesis of ET-1 is greater in cultured aortic cells obtained from older when compared with younger donors.\textsuperscript{39} There is also evidence that shows a positive association of ET-1 and oxidative stress with ageing.\textsuperscript{37}

Increased expression of prostanooid vasoconstrictor proteins and altered cyclo-oxygenase and prostaglandin H synthase activities\textsuperscript{40} have been shown with ageing. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and hypoxia-induced factor (HIF) are also reduced with ageing. Endothelial dysfunction leads to an attenuated vasodilator responses in skin microvasculature\textsuperscript{41,42} and contributes to microvascular dysfunction of the skin. The latter may predispose the elderly to impaired wound healing.\textsuperscript{43}

### Inflammation and vascular ageing

Atherosclerosis and arteriosclerosis are inflammatory processes. Increased levels of C-reactive protein and increases in erythrocyte sedimentation rate suggest an increased inflammatory propensity in the elderly.\textsuperscript{6} Some have coined the condition as ‘inflamm-aging’, and the process is thought to be due to upregulation of a range of pro-inflammatory cytokines.\textsuperscript{44,45} However, concurrent immunodeficiency has also been noted in the elderly that makes them prone to infection and immune-mediated diseases. It is not unreasonable to assume that the inflammatory milieu affects vascular ageing; however, the exact contribution of immunological balance to vascular changes in the elderly is unclear.

### Small vessel pathology and ageing

Small vessel vasculature, particularly in the cerebral circulation is also affected by ageing.\textsuperscript{46} Transcranial Doppler studies have shown evidence of increased arterial stiffness in cerebral circulation with ageing. Endothelial cells become elongated, mitochondrial content decreases, capillary number is reduced in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus, while the basement membrane thickens and becomes fibrotic.\textsuperscript{7,8} Perivascular fibrosis, replacement of vascular smooth muscle cells by fibrohyaline material and generalized small vessel atrophy is noted with ageing. Collectively these changes lead to derangement in microcirculatory controls and predispose the elderly to ischaemic and neurological events. These small vessel changes are also closely related to the development of Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and other neurodegenerative diseases such as cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leucoencephalopathy.\textsuperscript{5,10}

### Vein remodelling

Like the large arteries,\textsuperscript{5,12} veins also stiffen with increasing age.\textsuperscript{47–49} Aged veins display subintimal fibrous thickening, fibrosis of the three media layers, a decrease in elastic tissue, increased collagen cross-linking, and hyperplasia of the smooth muscle cells.\textsuperscript{50,51} About 70 per cent of the total blood volume is contained in the low pressure venous system.\textsuperscript{51} The venous system is further divided into a central compartment (splanchnic) and a peripheral compartment.\textsuperscript{51} Fluctuations in the compliance of the venous system play a very important role in the development of hypertension and compensation to hypovolaemia. An age-related decrease in venous compliance has been demonstrated, similar to that seen in the arterial system.\textsuperscript{48} This decrease in venous compliance does not seem to be due to increased sympathetic or adrenergic influences in the elderly.\textsuperscript{49} Other factors such as increased endothelin or myogenic factors may be responsible.\textsuperscript{50} However, it is clear that this decrease in venous capacitance contributes to the development of hypertension in a group of patients.\textsuperscript{52} It also impairs cardiovascular control and reduces the ability of elderly vasculature to buffer hemodynamic stresses, such as hypovolaemia.\textsuperscript{48}

### Cardiac ageing

The heart is composed of many cell types and tissues. Although cardiac myocytes contribute to the majority of the cell mass,
numerically, they constitute only half of the cell population. Smooth muscle cells, endothelial cells, adipose tissue, and cardiac fibroblasts make up the other half. The heart undergoes physiological and pathophysiological ageing. The heart stiffens and potentially dilates, myocardial and endocardial dysfunction develops with ageing, and eventually some degree of systolic and diastolic dysfunction occurs. Some of the changes are due to primary modifications in the cells and tissues due to ageing, while others are in response to changes in the vasculature, for example, in response to increase stiffness of the vasculature. Yet some changes are due to pathological effects of cardiovascular disease, which are so commonly seen in the elderly.

**Ventricular remodelling (stiffening and thickening)**

The number of myocytes decreases with ageing. By some estimates, on average the heart has lost more than 30 per cent of its myocytes by age 80 years. Greater loss of cells is noted in patients with cardiovascular disease. This is due to necrosis and apoptosis, which increase with ageing. However, cardiac myocytes also hypertrophy with ageing. The left ventricular wall thickens even in the absence of arterial hypertension. Concentric hypertrophy is noted, and the left ventricular chamber becomes more spherical. The intraventricular septum also thickens which can contribute to left ventricular outflow track obstruction and further increase the afterload.

Increased fibrosis is seen in older hearts. The fibroblasts become more dysfunctional with ageing and show an attenuated response to growth factors (TGF-β, angiotensin-II). Scar formation and extracellular matrix formation and healing are impaired in the elderly making them more prone to severe complications after myocardial infarction. The proportion of extracellular proteins also changes and increased expression of collagen, fibronectin, α1 and α5 integrins is noted. Just as in the vasculature, collagen cross-linking increases with ageing. The resulting left ventricular hypertrophy and increased fibrosis lead to increased stiffness of the heart and potential valvular impairment and diastolic dysfunction. The reasons for these changes are complex and interrelated, and are in response to mechanical, hormonal and inflammatory stress.

**Excitation–contraction coupling**

Functional responses in the myocardium change with ageing. Deactivation of L-type calcium channels and decreased outflow of potassium prolong cytoplasmic calcium release. Reduced sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase pump activity decreases the rate of calcium re-uptake into the sarcoplasmic reticulum. These phenomena lengthen the duration of contraction, and equally importantly, slow myocardial relaxation. Early diastolic filling is therefore compromised, and requires ‘catch-up’ in later diastole. Late diastolic filling depends on the atrial pressure and atrial contraction. In order to maintain an adequate end-diastolic volume, the atrial pressure rises, which increases backpressure in the pulmonary vasculature and can lead to cardiogenic pulmonary congestion and even pulmonary oedema when stressed by fluid overload (diastolic heart failure). Stiff ventricles further compound this problem. Elderly patients are much more prone to diastolic heart failure than their younger counterparts.

In contrast to the vascular system, eNOS activity and expression are maintained in the aged heart. However, several signal transduction pathways are impaired with ageing. Anaesthetic preconditioning is reduced in the elderly due to changes in gene expression and post-translational mechanisms. Myocytes become more susceptible to oxidative stress, AGE load, and the associated protein modulation by AGEs.

**Coronary vasomotor tone**

Coronary vasomotor tone is regulated by neural control, endothelium-dependent modulation, and myogenic regulation. Though resting coronary blood flow is not significantly affected, there are some animal data to suggest that the coronary blood flow reserve is significantly reduced with ageing. The adaptive reserve capacity of the endocardium is reduced compared to the epicardium and that may be responsible for the greater vulnerability of the endocardium to ischaemic episodes in the elderly. Though vascular smooth muscle function and its neural control change with ageing, myocardial oxygen demand is the principal controller of coronary blood flow even in the elderly. Hydrogen peroxide (which is a marker of cardiac metabolic activity), and local angiotensin-II production increases with ageing. Machii and colleagues have shown that ageing alters metabolic activity in cardiac myocytes, which can alter coronary vascular tone in arterioles. However, the overall effect of ageing on coronary blood flow regulation and myocardial oxygen extraction is unknown.

**Valvular changes with ageing**

The thickness of the aortic and mitral valve leaflets increases with ageing. Annular dilatation is very common and 90 per cent of healthy 80-year-olds demonstrate some form of mild multivalvular regurgitation, which is typically mild, central, and present with normal appearing leaflets. Specifically, the incidence of aortic regurgitation increases with age and 16 per cent of the elderly have been noted to have some form of moderate to severe aortic regurgitation. The incidence of mitral annular calcification and regurgitation also increases with age. Up to 50 per cent of females and 36 per cent of males were noted to have significant mitral annular calcification. It is associated with coronary events, heart failure, atrial fibrillation, endocarditis, thromboembolic strokes, and transient ischaemic attacks. Similarly, the incidence of aortic stenosis increases with age and 80 per cent of the elderly have some degree of aortic sclerosis. This is due to increasing stiffening, scarring, and calcification of valves. The presence of significant aortic stenosis is associated with a higher incidence of new coronary events and two to three times increased risk of adverse perioperative cardiac events.

**Cardiac conduction system**

Significant reduction in sino-atrial pacemaker cell numbers is noted with ageing. By some estimates only 10 per cent of the sino-atrial cells remain by the age 70. Increased deposition of adipose tissue, amyloid, and collagen is noted, which contributes to sinus node disease. Similar changes are noted in the atrio-ventricular node and other components of the electrical system. Clinically, prolongation of the PR interval, QRS duration, and QT interval is noted. The incidence of arrhythmia, especially atrial fibrillation, sick sinus
 syndrome, and ventricular arrhythmias, increases significantly with ageing.76

Cardiac remodelling after infarction
The GISSI-23 and SAVE trial4 demonstrated that older patients have a higher chance of adverse outcomes and are more likely to develop left ventricular dilatation after acute myocardial infarction than their younger counterparts. Mortality rates following acute myocardial infarction are significantly higher in older than in younger patients.3 This discrepancy in outcomes was not due to larger infarcts. One possible explanation is that older patients have an attenuated post-infarction inflammatory response.77 There is delayed phagocytosis of dead cardiac myocytes, and a diminished oxidative response by senescent macrophages and neutrophils.78 Impaired scar formation in aged hearts is associated with remodelling characterized by dilatation of the ventricle and worse systolic function.8

Ischaemic preconditioning
Another factor contributing to poor outcomes in the elderly after infarcts could be decreased efficacy of the inherent protective mechanisms that protect against ischaemic injury (ischaemic preconditioning). Reduction in the efficacy of ischaemic preconditioning has been reported in ageing hearts in many species,79–81 although unequivocal proof remains elusive.82 Impaired ischaemic preconditioning may be related to increased insulin resistance, which is seen with ageing.83–85 Anaesthetic preconditioning is decreased in the elderly.85,86 Patients under 65 who have episodic angina prior to infarction tend to have better outcomes than those who experience their infarction with no prior history of ischaemia. In other words, chronic angina may lead to preconditioning. Overall, elderly patients have worse outcomes after an MI than younger patients, but those outcomes are not reduced by a history of angina, implying a loss of ischaemic preconditioning with age.87 There is also some evidence that the elderly experience less pre-infarction angina and this difference may also contribute to poorer outcomes.88

Cardiac regeneration
Most cardiac myocytes are post-mitotic and terminally differentiated and show limited capacity for proliferation.55 It was believed that they only respond to stress by hypertrophy. However, post-myocardial infarction studies have shown the presence of cardiac stem cells that can differentiate into myocardial cells and provide small amounts of regeneration. The potential for cardiac myocytes to regenerate is tantalizing, though the clinical significance of this finding still needs to be fully elucidated.

Neuroendocrine changes with ageing that affect the cardiovascular system
Ageing of the neuroendocrine system can have a significant effect on the cardiovascular system. Changes include the number of adrenergic receptors in the cardiac and vascular tissues, attenuation of signal transduction pathways, and changes in the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic activity. The renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system, vasopressin, and natriuretic peptides are also affected by ageing.

Adrenergic receptors
Heart and blood vessel adrenergic receptor sensitivity to catecholamines declines with age.88,89 A decrease in intracellular cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) production by adenylyl cyclase appears to be the underlying mechanism.90 The response to β-adrenergic receptor stimulation is reduced in the elderly.91,92 Though the density of β-adrenergic receptors actually increases with age, coupling of the β-adrenergic receptors to the intracellular downstream pathway is reduced.93,94 The cardiac myocytes have β-1, β-2, and β-3 receptors. Typically, β-1 and β-2 receptors exist in an 80:20 ratio in the ventricles.94 However, in heart failure the ratio of β-1 to β-2 receptors changes to 60:40, hence, proportionally there are more β-2 receptors in a failing heart.94 There is some evidence that the proportions of β-3 receptors, which are implicated in the pathophysiology of heart failure and coupled to cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP)/NO pathway, also increase and may depress myocardial contractile function.95 In the elderly, isoproterenol, which has significant β-2 effects, has been shown to cause loss of an increase in heart rate than in younger individuals.92 Although this effect has not been shown consistently and to the same extent with all inotropes, it is generally considered that for the same dose of β-adrenergic agonist, chronotropic and inotropic effects are decreased in the elderly. Alpha-adrenergic receptors are also affected by ageing.96–98 Decreased expression of α-1A and α-1D receptors has been noted with ageing, (which are involved in contractile function) which may be an adaptive response to cardiac hypertrophy.99

Baroreceptor reflex
The baroreceptor reflex, defined as the change in heart rate for a given change in blood pressure decreases with age. At least part of the explanation is the diminished response to β-receptor stimulation. However, the baroreceptor reflex encompasses many components and it is likely that the stiffening of blood vessels may contribute by reducing the stretch of the baroreceptors for a given change in blood pressure.88,100

Sympathetic nervous system activity
Sympathetic nervous system activity increases with age and by some estimates the sympathetic nerve activity is almost two times higher in a 65-year-old than a 25-year-old person.100–102 This is probably due to increased catecholamine release, decreased neuronal uptake and increased sympathetic nerve activity.103 These alterations seem to be region specific and are seen in skeletal muscle, splanchic areas, and the heart.104 Circulating noradrenaline concentrations increase by 1–15 per cent per decade after adulthood.104 Similarly, the increase in noradrenaline levels during exercise is greater in elderly subjects. The decrease in catecholamine sensitivity of adrenergic receptors in the heart and blood vessels reduces the response to the increased catecholamine release.105 In the vasculature, however, the vasoconstrictor response is at least equivalent, if not exaggerated, in comparison to younger adults.100

Parasympathetic nervous system activity
One way to assess autonomic outflow of the cardiovascular system is to assess the heart rate variability. Heart rate variability has two components, a high-frequency component, which is under parasympathetic control, and a low frequency component, which is
under sympathetic control. Both components of heart rate variability decrease with age. Poor responsiveness to β-adrenergic receptor stimulation may explain depression in the sympathetic component, whereas low vagal output at rest is the likely mechanism behind the diminished parasympathetic, high-frequency variability. The decreased heart rate response to atropine is also explained by low basal vagal tone in older adults.

**Endocrine changes with ageing**
The renin–angiotensin system (RAS) is central to physiological control of sodium and water homeostasis. The RAS exists not only as an endocrine system, but also as a local network in different organs, especially in the heart and brain. Local conversion of angiotensinogen to angiotensin by regional angiotensin-converting enzyme occurs. Angiotensin-II principally mediates its effect through AT1 and AT2 receptors. AT1 receptors mediate fibrosis, oxidative stress and myocardial hypertrophy among other effects. Although ageing decreases overall RAS activity via decreased levels of systemic renin–angiotensin, increased local RAS activity has been observed in the heart. In addition, both AT1 receptors and AT2 receptors are up regulated. These changes in the RAS system contribute to age-related changes with cardiac remodelling.

Vasopressin levels increase with age both at rest and in response to increased serum osmolality. Another group of hormones that are important in volume regulation are the natriuretic peptides. Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) is secreted primarily by the cardiac atria in response to atrial stretch, while brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) is secreted by both atrial and ventricular myocardial cells. Natriuretic peptides (NPs) are primarily counter-regulatory hormones. They antagonize the effects of a number of sympathetic hormones and the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system. Seventy per cent of all cardiac BNP is derived from the ventricles under normal conditions. In pathological conditions the proportion of BNP derived from ventricles increases significantly (up to 88 per cent).

Activation of these systems is seen most frequently in congestive heart failure, although other conditions can also stimulate the release of NPs. For example, increased levels of BNP have been associated with ageing, renal insufficiency, and anaemia. The change in peptide levels are impressive enough to warrant higher cut off levels of BNP for diagnostic and prognostic purposes in the elderly.

**Physiological consequences of cardiovascular ageing**
As the heart is closely coupled to the vascular system, it is important to note that many of the changes to the ageing heart are closely linked to progressive changes in the vascular system. The vascular system serves both as a reservoir and a conductive system. It serves a critical role in buffering the effects of intermittent ejection (stroke volume). In a young person, the aorta and proximal arteries expand 10 per cent with each contraction, while the distal muscular arteries expand only 3 per cent. Generalized stiffening of the arterial tree leads to increased arterial wave reflectance, increased systolic blood pressure, decreased diastolic blood pressure, and a widened pulse pressure. Some have described the vascular ageing process as four stages.

**Stage I**
It begins with fatigue, then fracture of elastic lamellae in the proximal aorta, which leads to aortic dilation and transfer of stresses to the stiffer collagenous fibres in the aortic wall and a progressive increase in aortic systolic pressure which contributes to a widened pulse pressure. A typical increase of 20 per cent in brachial systolic pressure between 20 and 80 years of life corresponds to a twofold increase in brachial pulse pressure and a three- to fourfold increase in aortic pulse pressure.

**Stage II**
With progressive aortic stiffening, aortic impedance mismatch and early wave reflection develop. At all ages, the arterial pulse wave is reflected back from the peripheral circulation by bouncing off branch points and other structures. In young adults, the reflected wave returns to the aortic root in early diastole. However, in an older individual, stiff arteries cause the wave to travel faster. Aortic impedance and pulse wave velocity increase by twofold between 20 and 80 years of life, independent of the blood pressure. Some consider these values to be an underestimation. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies suggest as much as a tenfold increased impulse wave velocity. Faster wave velocities dictate that the reflected waves will now return to the heart at, just after, or sometimes even before, the peak of ventricular ejection. This leads to a secondary rise in aortic pressure, such that instead of a fall from the initial pressure peak at 100 ms there is a late systolic rise of around 30 mmHg after the original peak of ejection. This adds to the effects of increased aortic pressure at peak ejection and results in aortic pulse pressure being around three times higher (i.e. 60–70 mmHg) by 80 years of age, in comparison to the 20 mmHg, typically seen in the 20-year-old. This shift in timing of the arrival of the reflected wave from diastole into late systole leads to an increased systolic workload for the heart, alterations in ventricular–vascular coupling and ‘isolated systolic hypertension’ (Fig. 6.1).

A number of studies demonstrate a significant association between increased pulse wave velocity and all-cause mortality as well as adverse cardiovascular events. Data from the Framingham Heart Study shows that systolic blood pressure increases by 5 mmHg per decade until the age 60 and then increases by 10 mmHg per decade, while the diastolic pressure remains the same. Widened pulse pressure is hallmark of ageing and has been seen in all ethnic groups with ageing.

**Stage III**
There is little change in left ventricular ejection fraction with age. However, poor buffering of cardiac pulsations by the aorta transmits more of the blood pressure increase during ejection to the peripheral arteries and microvasculature, especially organs with high blood flow, including the brain and the kidneys. High pulsatile flow in the brain has been associated with ‘white matter hyperintensities’ in MRI studies. Such brain lesions have been described as ‘pulse wave encephalopathy’. Similar lesions have also been seen in the kidney microvasculature and are attributed to the same phenomena.

**Stage IV**
The fourth stage describes the changes to the heart and occurs simultaneously with stage III. Ejecting against a higher pressure,
especially in late systole, is sensed by cardiac myocytes, which triggers a multitude of pro-hypertrophic intracellular pathways.\textsuperscript{133} Left ventricular mass increases by 15 per cent from age 30 to 70 years, with subsequent effects on systolic and diastolic function.\textsuperscript{118} Diastolic dysfunction can be readily diagnosed on echocardiography.\textsuperscript{91} Furthermore, the chronic changes make the myocardium more prone to ischaemia. There is decreased oxygen supply due to increased left ventricular diastolic pressure, decreased aortic diastolic pressure and decreased duration of diastole. Oxygen demand is increased due to myocardial hypertrophy, increased left ventricular systolic pressure, and increased duration of systole.\textsuperscript{121} (Fig. 6.2).

These changes in myocardial function are thought to explain the occasional presence of myocardial ischaemia in the elderly, even in the absence of atherosclerotic narrowing.\textsuperscript{120,134} It also explains why tachycardia may not be well tolerated in the elderly and can easily lead to myocardial ischaemia and infarction. Ultimately, it is the presence of age-related cardiovascular changes and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease that leads to final decompensation of the cardiovascular system in the elderly (Fig. 6.3).

Normal age-related changes in cardiovascular physiology present as decreases in peak heart rate, peak cardiac output, and peak ejection fraction.\textsuperscript{55} Due to the overall dampening of autonomic and
baroreceptor activity with ageing, a decreased resting heart rate and a decreased ability to increase cardiac output with changes in heart rate is observed.\textsuperscript{135} Compared to younger patients, increases in cardiac output in the elderly are achieved by increasing end-diastolic volume, as opposed to increasing heart rate and contractility. This results in an increased reliance on atrial filling for maintenance of cardiac output. Overall, the ability of the cardiovascular system to withstand stress is significantly decreased.\textsuperscript{136} Aerobic capacity as evaluated by maximum body oxygen consumption decreases with ageing by 30–40 per cent per decade in healthy men and women.\textsuperscript{137} This is due to the reductions in both maximal cardiac output and the maximal arteriovenous oxygen differences. The reduction in cardiac output is primarily due to the reduction in maximum heart rate, which is approximately 1 pulse/min/year.\textsuperscript{91}

Structural changes in the myocardium, valves and the great vessels can be assessed by echocardiography and ultrasonography. Even the presence of calcium can be assessed in the vessels. Furthermore, systolic and diastolic function can be readily evaluated by echocardiography, which can help in early management of ischaemia and heart failure.

**Outcomes after cardiac and non-cardiac surgery**

Considering the burden of cardiovascular changes and limitation of cardiovascular reserve, it is not surprising that perioperative outcomes in the elderly are significantly poorer than for their younger counterparts. The operative mortality of octogenarians...
undergoing cardiac surgery in recent studies is reported to be in the range of 5.8–11 per cent, compared with 2.7–4.1 per cent in younger patients. The national database also report that the operative mortality is two to five times higher in octogenarians than younger patients, a result that is similar in non-cardiac surgery. Mortality after exploratory laparotomy can be as high as 45 per cent in the octogenarians. Though vascular procedures are known to have high risk of adverse events (5–20 per cent) the risk after major orthopaedic procedures is also significant. According to one study, urgent hip fracture surgery can have a 5–7 per cent risk of adverse cardiac events while the risk after elective knee and hip arthroplasty is 1.5–3 per cent.

Though the outcomes after surgery in the elderly seem acceptable when considered in terms of morbidity and in-hospital mortality, these variables alone are not adequate to reflect the overall success of the operation in the elderly. Quality of life after the operation, or functional recovery to baseline and discharge status after the operation should also be considered. In one study, after cardiac surgery only 52 per cent of the patients were discharged home with 28 per cent being discharged to an acute care facility, 12 per cent per cent to a nursing home and rest to other health facilities. Though quality of life in the majority of patients who survive the operation and live independently is described as equal or better than before, it is evident that a significant proportion of the elderly patients also die in the hospital, suffer significant morbidity, or may never get back to their activities of daily living after major surgery.

### Cardiovascular management of elderly patients

Cardiovascular management in the elderly should be governed by the fact that geriatric patients have decreased reserve to tolerate cardiovascular stress and acute haemodynamic changes. Furthermore, they are more prone to ischaemia, arrhythmias, and heart failure. Acute cardiovascular management typically involves optimization of the following components of the cardiovascular system: maintenance of optimal vascular tone, optimal fluid volume, adequate contractile function of the heart, prevention of ischaemia, and maintenance of an optimal heart rate with atrial-ventricular synchrony.

### Monitoring

No study to date has clearly demonstrated a difference in outcomes with advanced monitoring techniques. Right heart catheterization, which was in vogue 10 years ago, has not been shown to improve outcomes in large randomized studies. Intraoperative transoesophageal echocardiography may be considered in patients who develop significant and prolonged ST-changes or who demonstrate sustained severe haemodynamic disturbances.

### Anaesthetic management

Maintenance of the balance between myocardial oxygen demand and myocardial oxygen delivery, as well as body oxygen delivery, are probably more important than the specific anaesthetic technique or drugs selected to produce anaesthesia. It is important to avoid persistent and excessive changes in heart rate and systemic blood pressure. A common recommendation is to strive to maintain the patient's heart rate and systemic blood pressure within 20 per cent of the normal awake value. Nevertheless, most episodes of intraoperative myocardial ischaemia seen on the electrocardiogram occur in the absence of haemodynamic changes. Furthermore, myocardial ischaemia and dysfunction is not limited to the diseased vessels and does not correlate with the severity and distribution of coronary artery disease, suggesting that it is unlikely that non-haemodynamic myocardial ischaemia will be predictably preventable by the anaesthetist. Vigilance, early detection, and treatment of myocardial dysfunction is of utmost importance.

The use of inhalational anaesthesia is associated with myocardial preconditioning and their use, especially sevoflurane, is recommended in patients with coronary artery disease. Prolonged use of nitrous oxide may predispose patients to perioperative myocardial ischaemia. A large multicentre study is currently under way to better define the harmful effects of nitrous oxide. One of the key factors to keep in mind is that for all inhalational anaesthetics, the minimal anaesthetic concentration (MAC) decreases by approximately 6–8 per cent per decade after 40 years. Thus, MAC for an octogenarian is some 30 per cent lower than their younger counterpart. Intravenous anaesthetics have a more pronounced hemodynamic effect, with smaller doses being required to achieve the same anaesthetic level. This is due to pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic changes in the elderly. The dose of induction agents should be decreased by 25 per cent and opioid doses may need to be reduced by 50 per cent. Adjusting the anaesthetic dose for patient age may help reduce unnecessarily deep anaesthesia, associated hypotension and potentially reduce adverse outcomes.

### Fluid therapy

Fluid therapy should not be considered routine in the elderly. It requires as much forethought as any other medication. Due to advanced atherosclerosis, stiff ventricles, diastolic dysfunction, and occult coronary artery disease, elderly patients do not tolerate hypovolaemia or hypervolaemia. Hypovolaemia leads to hypertension and organ hypoperfusion while over hydration can lead to congestive heart failure. In 1999, the United Kingdom National Confidential Inquiry into Perioperative Deaths at the extremes of age concluded that errors in fluid management (usually excess fluid) were one of the most common causes of avoidable perioperative morbidity and mortality. Their report states that fluid management in the elderly is often poor; they should be accorded the same status as drug prescription. Multidisciplinary reviews to develop good local working practices are required. The most recent report from 2010 re-emphasizes the same issue. It discusses it in the context of preventing acute kidney injury.

Though not specifically addressed in elderly patients, goal-directed fluid therapy seems to improve outcomes. One of the primary goals of fluid therapy is to achieve adequate cardiac index/stroke volume, for a particular clinical situation, by maintaining optimal preload. In the perioperative setting, one of the biggest challenges has been to determine accurately (and easily) the fluid status of the patient. Static markers of preload (central venous pressure, pulmonary artery wedge pressure, etc.) were used for decades and are still used to guide fluid therapy. However, these markers are not very accurate. Non-invasive, dynamic indices like pulse pressure variation (PPV), systolic pressure variation (SPV), and stroke volume variation (SVV) may be better predictors of volume status. Though the British guidelines recommend using flow directed monitors to determine fluid status, one should keep in mind that most of these studies are small and results may not be applicable to elderly patients.
**Vasopressor therapy**

Elderly patients have diminished responses to commonly used adrenergic drugs. Responses to ephedrine and phenylephrine are reduced\(^9\) and higher doses may be required to achieve the desired effect especially after induction of general anaesthesia or to overcome the sympatholytic effect of neuraxial blockade.\(^9\) As with all drugs, inotropic agents should be titrated to effect.

**Rhythm therapy**

Many elderly patients suffer from supraventricular, ventricular arrhythmias or high-degree conduction blocks. They may be receiving anti-arrhythmic agents and/or have implantable devices (permanent pacemakers or cardioverter/defibrillators). Anti-muscarinic agents should be administered cautiously in patients with atrial fibrillation. These drugs may initiate a rapid ventricular rate, which may require treatment with beta-blockers, calcium channel blockers, or amiodarone.\(^16\) Management of implantable devices should be based on recommended guidelines and institutional practices.

**Conclusion**

Ageing reduces the reserve of the cardiovascular system. The elderly become less responsive to catecholamine stimulation, and more dependent on their volume status, even while it becomes more difficult to maintain the correct level of volume so as to avoid decreased cardiac output or pulmonary congestion. Rhythm disturbances may make maintenance of a reasonable heart rate problematic. Other changes predispose the elderly to patient to disease and increase the risk of perioperative complications and worsened long-term mortality and quality of life. It is hoped that by keeping in mind the physiological impact of age-related cardiovascular changes and cardiovascular ailments, practitioners will be able to manage the elderly patients more effectively and reduce the risk of adverse outcome.
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Introduction

A recent study concluded that the life expectancy of individuals born in the industrialized world at the start of the twenty-first century will exceed 100 years, and what is more important, their quality of life will be good for the most part. Yet, because of the inexorable physical deterioration that comes with time, most medical and surgical interventions will still be concentrated in the last quarter of a person’s life. Surgery after the age of 70 years has become increasingly common: on the one hand, persons of advanced age now account for a larger percentage of the population, and on the other, improvements in surgical and anaesthetic techniques have made them less invasive than they once were. We can foresee that these trends will continue, leaving us to cope with a growing demand in treatment for older patients, who will require diagnostic and therapeutic procedures similar to those we now perform on our youngest patients.

From the 6th week of gestation to the age of 8 years, the lung is growing exponentially in both size and complexity as the respiratory bronchioles and alveolar ducts branch out to increase by several orders of magnitude. By the end of this process of development the lung will have around 300 million alveoli, tenfold more than at birth. Lung function and capacity reaches its height at around the age of 20 years and is maintained for about 10 more years in men and 20 in women. Deterioration then sets in, as some 10 per cent of capacity is lost with each decade of life, even in athletes whose level of physical activity remains vigorous. At that rate of loss, it is estimated that a level of functional reserve that would be incompatible with life would be reached at some point between the age of 120 and 150 years. Deterioration originates mainly in the loss of the elastic properties of the lung itself and in the increase in chest wall rigidity that also comes with age. This process brings about a significant reduction in the surface available for gas exchange and, thus, a tendency to hypoxaemia.

The anaesthetist must understand such age-related changes in depth because declining lung function is exacerbated by many surgical and anaesthetic factors, including the body positions required for surgery, the mechanical factors related to muscle injury, and the residual effects of anaesthetics and analgesics. Furthermore, a higher incidence of cognitive decline in the early postoperative period in older patients makes it difficult for them to cooperate with measures to prevent and treat pulmonary complications.

Such complications are as common as cardiovascular ones but when the respiratory system is affected the observed mortality is higher, at around 20 per cent in one recently compiled general surgical population.

This chapter reviews the changes that age imposes on the physiology of the respiratory system, with emphasis on the aspects that are most relevant to the practice of anaesthesia. Readers wishing to go beyond the scope of this chapter will find several extensive reviews available in the literature.

Structural changes

The mechanics of the respiratory system are conventionally studied by separately analysing the physical properties of the chest wall and those of the lung itself. The chest wall is composed of two elements: the bony and cartilaginous structures of the wall (the rib cage) and the muscles that move them. The compliance of the bony and cartilaginous structures diminishes with age, probably as a result of loss of elasticity as calcification develops in spinal and costal ligaments and in the cartilage that secures the ribs. The resulting rigidity makes it more difficult to mobilize these structures. In addition, partial or complete fractures of dorsal vertebrae due to age-related osteoporosis, observed in 60 per cent of women and 30 per cent of men by the age of 80 years, will make kyphosis more pronounced. As a result, the thorax becomes rounder as its anteroposterior diameter increases. These geometric changes, along with diminished chest wall compliance, produce a right shift of the pulmonary pressure-volume curve, inducing a slight increase in functional residual capacity (FRC).

With increased anteroposterior diameter, the dome of the diaphragm loses as much as 23–25 per cent of its height in older patients in comparison with young adults, impairing the muscle’s ability to generate force. The nutritional deficiencies that are so common in the elderly also have a deleterious effect on the respiratory muscles and their ability to generate maximal inspiratory and expiratory pressures (MIP and MEP) and an acceptable level of maximal voluntary ventilation.

The course of respiratory muscle deterioration has been seen to keep pace with the decline of other musculoskeletal structures, such that lower MIP and MEP values closely correlate with handgrip weakening. Various changes in both muscle fibres and nerve structures account for weakness in the elderly. The area of the muscle cross-section shrinks, and there are reductions in the number of muscle fibres (particularly type II fast twitch muscles) and motor nerve fibres (with selective denervation of type II muscle fibres). Changes in neuromuscular junctions also take place, and peripheral motor neurons diminish in number.

Malnutrition, malabsorption, and comorbidity are common findings in patients of advanced age. Studies of the impact of poor nutrition on respiratory muscle structure and function have revealed a correlation between these deficiencies and diaphragm weight and both MIP and MEP. Neuromuscular disorders such as Parkinson’s disease and cerebral-vascular abnormalities and the observed increase in the frequency of heart failure all
Age-related deterioration of the pulmonary parenchyma is not attributable to the physical properties of the surfactants covering alveolar surfaces, as these fluids seem to remain unaffected by age. Nor have changes in type II pneumocytes or the number and function of Clara cells been detected. Therefore, an explanation for the declining performance of the parenchyma must be looked for in the elastic properties of lung tissues. Elastic recoil—7–9 cmH₂O measured at 60 per cent of total lung capacity (TLC) at its peak at around the age of 20 years—begins to decrease at a rate of 0.2 cmH₂O each year after that, leading to a loss of 50 per cent at around the age of 50 years. The likely cause is the spatial arrangement and crosslinking of elastic fibres or perhaps the presence of pseudoelastin.30 Alveolar ducts dilate as a result, leading to so-called senile hyperinflation, somewhat misleadingly referred to as senile emphysema. Since older non-smokers show no signs of tissue destruction or infiltration, age-related emphysema is distinguishable from the pathologic emphysema that comes with smoking.31 Pressure-volume curves rise and shift farther to the left than the curves of 20-year-olds.32 After the age of 60 years, some of the elastic fibres of respiratory bronchioles and alveoli will have ruptured, leading to alveolar degeneration and shrinkage, particularly around alveolar ducts, which appear dilated and perhaps more homogenous. This finding is distinct from the irregular distribution seen in smoking-related emphysema. Morphometric studies show that distances between alveolar walls are greater after the 3rd decade of life and that the surface area where gas exchange takes place decreases progressively per unit volume. Observed loss has ranged from 75 m² at age 30 years to 60 m² at age 75 years (30), and by the age of 90 years 30 per cent of the surface available at the age of 30 years may have been lost.31,33

Deep within the lung, at the most distal portions of the bronchial-bronchiolar tree and infundibular zones approaching the alveoli, bronchioles are anchored to the surrounding thin alveolar walls that lend them support. Thus, the calibre of bronchioles depends on the tethering action of the alveolar wall, and loss of its elastic recoil will promote a corresponding narrowing of the bronchiole. When an area of the lung collapses, air ceases to enter the alveoli and neighbouring bronchi, but when it is primarily the bronchioles that close, air may remain trapped in the alveolar and infundibular region even in the absence of lung collapse. Air trapping in the young adult caused by closure of terminal bronchioles only occurs in interdependent regions of the lung, usually toward the end of maximal expiration.34 This phenomenon is accentuated at advanced age, and eventually comes to affect most of the lung after the age of 70 years, when lung volume approaches residual volume (RV). Increased air trapping is largely attributable to the loss of elastic retraction but is also promoted by the ageing bronchiolar wall's diminished resistance to collapse.35 Given that long-term clearance of surface material from the small airways also decreases with age,36 this factor may also play a part in raising the prevalence of respiratory symptoms in the elderly.

### Lung function

Closing volume (CV) is defined as the difference in lung volume at the beginning of airway closure and at RV.14 Closing capacity (CC) is the sum of CV and RV. Both CV and CC can be fairly easily estimated by administering a bolus of tracer gas37 or measuring the single-breath concentration of a resident gas (molecular nitrogen),38 provided RV is also known. As early as 1970, Leblanc and colleagues39 studied CC in 80 non-smokers aged 18–82 years, demonstrating changes related to age and body posture. CC increases with age until it eventually reaches FRC and can be seen to be present throughout resting tidal breathing (CC > FRC, referred to as resting tidal closure) (Fig. 7.1). A portion of the airway will open at the beginning of inspiration, while other portions will open toward the end or remain closed throughout the cycle when the individual is at rest. This phenomenon is more evident in the decubitus position, leading to less efficient gas mixing in the lung, among other deleterious effects, and should be taken into account when protective pre-oxygenation is provided before anaesthetic induction in patients over the age of 65 years. For these older patients, breathing 100 per cent oxygen for three minutes or longer will clearly be more beneficial than taking the usual four maximal inspirations of 100 per cent oxygen, the technique used for younger patients.42

### Lung volumes

Although TLC diminishes slightly between the ages of 20 and 70 years in absolute terms, height also decreases over the same period as intervertebral discs become thinner. Therefore, TLC hardly changes when height is also taken into account. However, vital capacity (VC) is reduced by 25 per cent between the ages of 20 and 60 years,43 and RV increases proportionally, from 25 per cent of TLC in the young adult to 40 per cent in the 70-year-old (Fig. 7.1). The changes in the elasticity of lung tissue that have been mentioned are somewhat greater than chest wall changes, explaining why the FRC/TLC relation increases slightly in older individuals.29 Thus, at rest a person of advanced age breathes at a volume that is closer to maximal volume than it is in the young adult. This situation overloads the respiratory muscles, which must begin to contract during inspiration when part of their capacity for shortening has already been used. The energy expended in breathing by a 60-year-old is therefore about 20 per cent greater than that expended by a young adult of 20 years.44

### Spirometry

After the maximum value of forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV₁) is reached around age 20 years in healthy women and between 25 and 27 years in men, this volume will decrease with age at a rate of 20 ml per year until the age of 40 years; after the age of 65 years loss occurs at a rate of 38 ml per year.45 We can expect to see a 25 per cent reduction of an individual’s maximum FEV₁ by the time a woman reaches 55 years and a man reaches 60 years.45

Given that forced vital capacity (FVC) declines somewhat more rapidly than FEV₁, the FEV₁/FVC ratio rises slightly with age.46 Deterioration in spirometric variables is more marked in men than in women and is more pronounced in smokers even before pulmonary disease becomes evident. If smokers reach the age of 90 years, their FEV₁ will be half what it was when they were 65 years old,
when it was already significantly lower than that of non-smokers of the same age and height.\textsuperscript{56–48} The prevalence of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) has been found to be two- to threefold higher in persons over 60 years of age,\textsuperscript{59} an alarming statistic that requires careful consideration. The 2010 update of the Global Initiative on Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) proposes diagnostic criteria based on post-bronchodilator spirometry: \(\text{FEV}_1/\text{FVC} < 70\text{ per cent and } \text{FEV}_1 \leq 80\text{ per cent of its reference value}.\textsuperscript{50}\) If these cut-offs were applied, approximately 35 per cent of healthy never-smokers would have COPD at age 70 years or older and in the population over the age of 80 years, about 50 per cent would have COPD.\textsuperscript{51} Therefore, to minimize over diagnosis, the GOLD spirometric criteria must be used in conjunction with age-specific reference values, that is, values obtained from healthy populations of the same age. Nonetheless, even elderly subjects classified as healthy normals using a lower level of normal for \(\text{FEV}_1\) but with a ratio of \(\text{FEV}_1/\text{FVC} < 70\text{ per cent may show a higher risk of death and of COPD-related hospitalizations}.\textsuperscript{52}

While maximal inspiratory and expiratory flow (MIF and MEF) rates decrease with age, their variability increases, making it difficult to quantify loss precisely.\textsuperscript{53} When researchers have measured negative expiratory pressure, a technique that is less dependent on a patient’s active cooperation, they have been able to demonstrate the presence of expiratory flow limitation in 32.5 per cent of elderly men and 38 per cent of elderly women who are otherwise healthy.\textsuperscript{54} The age-related decline of MEF is attributable to the concurrent reduction in lung elastic recoil.\textsuperscript{55} A lower MEF and a higher FRC are key determinants of mechanical limitations on exercise tolerance in the older adult.\textsuperscript{56} In a submaximal exercise tolerance test, an elderly individual must breathe faster than a younger person. Another element that considerably curtails an older individual’s possibility of increasing ventilation other than by increasing respiratory frequency is a disproportionately high end-expiratory lung volume in comparison to the young.\textsuperscript{56} During exercise a major consequence of the loss of elastic recoil with age may be the sacrifice of optimal length of inspiratory muscles and an increased cost of breathing.\textsuperscript{57} The mechanical limits age places on expiratory flow and inspiratory pressure are present even in highly fit older subjects.\textsuperscript{58} For these reasons, fatigue sets in sooner in the person of advanced age.

Finally, regarding non-specific airway responsiveness, older age has been directly related to the slope of the methacholine dose–response curve, but only in elderly individuals who are former smokers and not in current smokers or non-smokers.\textsuperscript{59}

### Maximum inspiratory pressure and maximum expiratory pressure

Respiratory muscle force is measured by recording the pressure that develops on blocking a forced maximal inspiration at FRC or RV and during a forced maximal expiration at TLC. MIP values over 80 cmH\textsubscript{2}O in men or over 70 cmH\textsubscript{2}O in women rule out significant muscle weakness,\textsuperscript{60} but large studies such as those of Enright and colleagues\textsuperscript{19} show that the MIP of a subject over the age of 75 years is well below those levels, providing evidence of reduced muscle force in even the fittest and most active older individuals. Lower MIP may be clinically important in situations that lead to respiratory muscle overload, such as pneumonia\textsuperscript{30} or congestive heart failure.\textsuperscript{61} Nutritional deficiency is another factor related to increased muscle dysfunction. When assessing the functional status of an elderly patient the physician has to take into account that, beyond the deterioration of spirometric variables as a result of the functional decline of the lung, difficulties arise from age-related psychomotor and cognitive deficits, which interfere with patient cooperation and lead to worse results in about a fifth of elderly patients.\textsuperscript{62,63}

### Gas exchange

Regional imbalances in ventilation–perfusion relationships in the lung are exacerbated with age. Mismatching may be due to an excess in the number of ventilated alveoli with poor perfusion (dead space effect) or to excess perfusion from alveoli receiving reduced ventilation (shunting effect). Both types of mismatching increase the alveolar–arterial difference in oxygen tension (\(P_{(A-a)O_2}\))\textsuperscript{64} to a degree that is described by the equation proposed by Sorbini and colleagues:\textsuperscript{65}

\[
P_{(A-a)O_2} = 14.5 – 0.057 \times \text{age}
\]
where pressure is expressed in kilopascals and age in years, or

\[
P_{(A-a)O_2} = 109 - 43 \times \text{age}
\]

where pressure is expressed in millimetres of mercury and age in years. Appropriately lower PaO₂ reference values must therefore be used when assessing function in patients of advanced age. Over the age of 65 years an acceptable reference range would be 10.5–11.3 kPa (80–90 mmHg), so for individuals aged 82 years, a PaO₂ of 9.8 kPa (73.7 mmHg) would indicate only slightly altered gas exchange. Because of the sigmoidal shape of the oxygen–haemoglobin dissociation curve, changes in PaO₂ above 9.3 kPa (70 mmHg) are poorly detected when arterial oxygen saturation is monitored by pulse oximetry, although it is possible to detect a progressive age-related reduction in that variable when very large population samples are studied (Fig. 7.2).

PaCO₂, on the other hand, remains comparatively unchanged. The diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide (DLCO) also diminishes with age, however, as do the reference ranges used, as described by the equation of Guènard and Marthan:

\[
\text{DLCO} = 126 - 0.90 \times \text{age}
\]

where DLCO is expressed as millilitres per minute per PaCO₂ in kilopascals (\(r = 0.54, p < 0.001\)).

**Lung perfusion**

The capillary bed of the lung diminishes with age, leading to a 30 per cent rise in mean pulmonary arterial pressure as well as a rise in pulmonary vascular resistance.\(^{68}\) Attenuation of the hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction reflex occurs as a result of the greater rigidity of pulmonary vessels, leading to changes in the ventilation–perfusion relationship in older patients.\(^{12}\) These slight abnormalities become highly relevant when one-lung ventilation is required.\(^{69}\)

The impaired cough and swallowing reflexes seen in greater frequency in persons over the age of 70 years\(^{70}\) probably arise from a variety of contributing factors: increased pharyngeal and subglottic resistance in men (but not in women),\(^{21}\) loss of muscle supporting the pharyngeal wall, delayed swallowing reflex, comorbidity (COPD, cerebrovascular stroke, cognitive decline, and hypothyroidism), and loss of bronchial epithelial cilia. In addition, the tracheobronchial tree becomes less able to recognize foreign bodies or substances\(^{72}\) and the cough itself is less efficient in terms of volume, force, and expiratory flow. These impaired cough and swallowing mechanisms, especially in the presence of poor mouth care or in edentulous individuals, put the older patient at more risk for tracheobronchial aspiration of oral, pharyngeal, or gastric contents and, therefore, at greater risk for aspiration pneumonia.\(^{70}\) In a large study of hospitalized patients with community-acquired pneumonia a fivefold rise in incidence of this diagnosis was observed as age increased from 65–69 to 90 years; associated mortality doubled over the same age range.\(^{73}\) Risk rises further when the patient is placed in the decubitus position for prolonged periods and when sedatives or general anaesthetics are used.

The association of central respiratory depression with increased pharyngeal collapsibility during sleep in both sexes may be the basis for a higher incidence of sleep disordered breathing, particularly in men.\(^{74,75}\) Repeated upper airway obstructive events during sleep occur in 24 per cent to 75 per cent of older adults.\(^{76}\)

**Central regulation**

Minute ventilation in the adult of advanced age is similar to that of a young person with similar physical characteristics and in similar condition, but the older individual’s tidal volume is lower.
and respiratory frequency is higher. The ventilatory response to hypoxia is clearly attenuated in an elderly person and the response to hypercapnia is also reduced. Central respiratory drive is usually estimated by measuring the pressure generated in the first 100 ms of an occluded breath, a measure unaffected by the compliance of the respiratory system. At advanced age, in response to hypercapnia this pressure has been seen to be about half what it would have been in youth and in response to hypoxia less than half; these findings are not explained by muscle weakness. The observed decline suggests that information from chemical and mechanical receptors is processed with difficulty in the older adult and that activity along efferent neural pathways toward muscles is inadequate. Decreased perception of elastic and resistive loading during breathing has also been reported. The summary effect is one of depressed regulation of breathing control, which leads to considerable attenuation of warning systems and adaptive processes.

**Conclusion**

Ageing is marked by significant changes in the respiratory system. Lung function gradually declines after the age of 30 years, and respiratory reserve is drastically reduced after the age of 80 years. Advanced age therefore increases individual risk during any medical event such as surgery. The most important physiologic changes in the thorax are decreased compliance of the chest wall, reduced elastic recoil of the lungs, and diminished respiratory muscle force. Together these developments lead to a 20 per cent reduction in the surface area available for gas exchange and a change in the ventilation–perfusion ratio. PaO₂ and ventilatory reserve are both reduced as a result. Also important are declining reflexes governing cough and swallowing and diminished sensitivity to hypoxia and, to a lesser degree, to hypercapnia.

The anaesthetist must bear all these changes in mind in order to cope with the challenges that arise in the perioperative management of the elderly patient to assure that the outcome of surgery is successful.
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CHAPTER 8

Renal changes with ageing

Chris Dodds

Introduction

The functions of the kidneys and urinary tract are fundamental to the integrity of the biochemical balance of all cells. This balance is one of the most resilient homeostatic systems within the body and is essential for the effective functions of all other systems. Unsurprisingly, there is a close relationship between a falling glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and mortality and morbidity. Although the decline in performance of the kidneys occurs as early as 20 years of age it is only in later life that this decline erodes the renal reserve to the degree that homeostasis is compromised. The precise incidence of chronic kidney failure in the elderly is uncertain because it is diagnosed on the estimated GFR (eGFR) using values derived from younger populations. Certainly fewer elderly than would be expected develop end-stage renal failure.

The endocrine functions of the kidney relating to erythropoietin and renin produced by the juxtaglomerular apparatus and calcitriol from cells in the proximal tubule are also affected by ageing. It is important to recognize that changes in kidney function will be present in the elderly due directly to ageing even though the degree of change may vary depending on other life events such as diet, infection, or hypertension. The anatomical changes are probably due to a combination of small vessel endothelial damage that is caused by the same mechanisms as occur in the neurological and cardiovascular systems (see Chapters 5 and 6) and podocyte dysfunction, parietal epithelial injury, and mesangial cell damage as more specific renal pathology.

Changes in the ageing kidney

The anatomical changes in the kidney with age were described many years ago but in common with so much related to the elderly these descriptions were based on a limited number of subjects and no account was made of other concurrent diseases.

How much of the anatomical changes (see Fig. 8.1) and functional effects are due to age alone rather than disease states is only now starting to become clearer. Changes due to ageing alone may include intracellular changes such as falls in protein production due to transcription errors or increases in ‘protective’ elements to ameliorate the effects of increasing reactive oxidative products. One of the changes that appear to be affected by ageing alone is that linked to increases in nuclear factor kappa beta (NF-κB), predominantly in glomeruli, and affects all glomerular cell types; podocytes, parietal epithelial, endothelial and mesangial cells. Why this occurs is unclear but it is one of the few changes that appear to be purely age related.

With ageing the glomerulus enlarges, with an increase in numbers of epithelial and mesangial cells. As podocytes are limited in their ability to be replaced by cell division, although they do hypertrophy, this leads to relative podocyte depletion in proportion to other cell types. As hypertrophy is a process that also has a finite capacity, the relative depletion is finally associated with glomerulosclerosis. This process of podocyte dysfunction is related to other factors than just ageing.

Several animal models are used to investigate the effects of ageing on the kidneys, one of which is the US National Institute on Aging model using Fischer 144 rats. Rats have some known differences from humans in that calorie restriction does lead to increased longevity and better organ preservation, which has not been conclusively demonstrated in primates. Also, rats appear not to develop hypertension or diabetes, the two commonest associated conditions in the elderly human. However, they do get glomerulosclerosis when not calorie restricted.

Gene expression techniques were used in this rodent model to compare the calorie-restricted group with the free-feeding one. The results were worse for all genetic study sets in the latter group. Reductions were seen in podocyte transcription factor, nephrin,
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Fig. 8.1 Diagram of renal corpuscle structure. Reproduced with kind permission from Michal Komorniczak, MD—medical illustration—Poland.
and podocyte apical membrane protein tyrosine phosphatase as well as other factors. This damage to the podocytes and parietal epithelium is probably linked to free radicals, as the calorie-restricted group showed far fewer examples of cell damage with ageing.

The intimal thickening of vessels within the kidney by increased collagen, smooth muscle cells, as well as fibronectin and proteoglycans, is in part due to increased levels of angiotensin-II and transforming growth factor beta-1. There is also an imbalance because of a concurrently reduction in the local levels of inhibitory cytokines and other protective enzymes. The vascular endothelium in the kidney appears to be particularly susceptible to the action of endothelin-1. This highly potent vasoconstrictor is linked to oxidative stress and is increased in the elderly patient. This is likely to be one of the major vascular factors in glomerulosclerosis. The vascular endothelial damage leading to glomerulosclerosis seems to predominately affect the more cortically placed nephrons and their associated juxtamedullary bodies rather than those nearer the medullary zone.

**Functions of the nephron**

The kidneys in the healthy elderly person maintain all the necessary homeostatic functions of the body, but, as with other organ systems their ability to respond to stresses becomes increasingly limited. This limitation is in both speed and degree of response.

**Glomerular filtration**

Glomerulosclerosis leads to a reduction in the surface area available for filtration and a thickening of the basement membrane and these lead to a decrease in the volume of filtration. Absolute measurements of GFR using markers such as inulin are rarely performed clinically and surrogate markers are more commonly used to calculate the eGFR. These include creatinine and cystatin C. Both have limitations (see Table 8.1) in the elderly. Serum levels of creatinine are dependent on production largely in muscles and renal elimination. Single estimates are poor guides to renal function and creatinine clearance is a more accurate investigation. However, it is reasonably only performed when there is a high suspicion of kidney failure. Cystatin C is a small molecular-weight protein that is produced in all nucleated cells. Like creatinine it is freely filtered at the glomerulus and then passive diffusion back through the proximal tubule and then back into the glomerulus produces a negative feedback loop. The movement of water, through cells in the convoluted tubules and collecting ducts, is through specific water channels; the aquaporins (AQPs) (see Fig. 8.2). AQP1 is expressed in the descending limb of the loop of Henle as well as the proximal tubule. AQP2 is the vasopressin regulated collecting duct.

The hyperosmotic gradient within the medulla is dependent on sodium reabsorption and urea secretion and the counter current multiplier in the deep medulla. The maximum osmolality in the deep medulla falls with ageing from the normal level of 1200–1400 mOsmol to approximately 800 mOsmol.

Several processes affect the osmotic gradient within the medulla with ageing.

The loss of surface cortical nephrons leaves a predominance of the shorter more juxtamedullary nephrons and that reduces overall length of the tubules. The effective shunting of the afferent to efferent renal capillaries where glomerulosclerosis has occurred and the reduction in the efferent capillary vasa recti around the nephrons reduce the counter current osmotic gradient within the medulla. This decreases the effectiveness of the loop of Henle, the ascending tubule, and collecting ducts. Equally, there are changes in the superficial medulla in sodium and urea transporters with ageing. Sodium reabsorption occurs actively, with chloride and potassium, through the sodium/potassium co-transporter NKCC2/BSC1 in the outer medulla. There is a decrease in the absolute amount of this cotransporter with ageing. In rats, the normal response to fluid restriction of an increase cotransporter is also reduced with age. Both these effects will reduce the kidneys ability to maintain the hypertonic medullary gradient.

**Water balance**

Hydration is the balance between water intake and output; this includes water lost through the kidney combined with the non-renal losses, which are largely through sweat and gastrointestinal losses. Although the mean water intake falls in men slightly, this is offset by reductions in the non-renal losses and overall hydration is generally well maintained in healthy elderly subjects.

Water balance in the kidney is a tightly regulated process involving the ability of the kidney to respond to water loads and depletion by producing urine that varies from highly dilute to very concentrated depending on the change in plasma osmolarity. This complex process encompasses filtration through the glomerulus and then passive diffusion back through the proximal tubule with sodium, chloride, and potassium after filtration, along the high osmotic gradient maintained in the medulla through the thin descending and ascending portions of the loop of Henle, through the aldosterone-dependent systems in the distal tubule to the vasopressin regulated collecting ducts.

The movement of water, through cells in the convoluted tubules and collecting ducts, is through specific water channels; the aquaporins (AQPs) (see Fig. 8.2). AQP1 is expressed in the descending limb of the loop of Henle as well as the proximal tubule. AQP2 is the vasopressin responsive water channel and is located in the apical plasma membrane and subapical vesicles in the principal cells of the collecting duct. Once in the cells the water leaves via the AQP3 and AQP4 channels.

The hyperosmotic gradient within the medulla is dependent on sodium reabsorption and urea secretion and the counter current multiplier in the deep medulla. The maximum osmolality in the deep medulla falls with ageing from the normal level of 1200–1400 mOsmol to approximately 800 mOsmol.

Several processes affect the osmotic gradient within the medulla with ageing.

The loss of surface cortical nephrons leaves a predominance of the shorter more juxtamedullary nephrons and that reduces overall length of the tubules. The effective shunting of the afferent to efferent renal capillaries where glomerulosclerosis has occurred and the reduction in the efferent capillary vasa recti around the nephrons reduce the counter current osmotic gradient within the medulla. This decreases the effectiveness of the loop of Henle, the ascending tubule, and collecting ducts. Equally, there are changes in the superficial medulla in sodium and urea transporters with ageing. Sodium reabsorption occurs actively, with chloride and potassium, through the sodium/potassium co-transporter NKCC2/BSC1 in the outer medulla. There is a decrease in the absolute amount of this cotransporter with ageing. In rats, the normal response to fluid restriction of an increase cotransporter is also reduced with age. Both these effects will reduce the kidneys ability to maintain the hypertonic medullary gradient.
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### Table 8.1 GRF and chronic kidney failure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>GRF/cm³/min/1.73m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>&gt;90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>&gt;90 ml/min/1.73m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>60–90 ml/min/1.73m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>30–60 ml/min/1.73m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>15–30 ml/min/1.73m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5 (end stage)</td>
<td>&lt;15 ml/min/1.73m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Urea transporters are present in the inner medulla collecting ducts and they contribute to the normal hypertonicity of the deep medulla as well as responding to vasopressin by increasing urea permeability. They, like the sodium transporters, decline in numbers with age and are also likely to contribute to the fall in medullary tonicity.

Vasopressin is released from the posterior hypothalamus in response to stimulation from osmoreceptors within the hypothalamus. This response does not appear to decline with ageing and may even be heightened. Vasopressin is active on two receptor types, V1\((a, b)\) (expressed in the brain, vasculature, and the liver whereas the V2 receptor is expressed in the collecting duct principal cells. The V2 receptor is a G-protein, which generates the second messenger cyclic AMP leading to activation of the protein kinase A (cAMP/PKA) pathway. The regulation of AQP2 via the V2 receptor occurs throughout the collecting duct lumen until the fluid reaches the urea-permeable terminal inner medullary collecting duct where urea is reabsorbed into the inner medullary interstitium via the UT-A1 and UT-A3 urea transporters.

Endocrine functions

The kidney has several important endocrine roles and these are also altered in the ageing kidney.

The renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system (RAAS) and its control of circulating volume and electrolyte balance are altered during ageing even in the absence of hypertension or other cardiovascular diseases. Circulating levels of renin fall with advancing age and this is believed to mirror the degree of glomerulosclerosis with involvement of the juxtaglomerular apparatus. A similar reduction is also seen with aldosterone. Both of these falls reduce the efficiency of potassium balance and cause a tendency towards hyperkalaemia with ageing. An increase in angiotensin-II has profound effects throughout the body and also reduces bradykinin leading to a relatively unopposed vasoconstriction (see Table 8.2).

With advancing age there is an imbalance between the parasympathetic and sympathetic limbs of the autonomic system. This
results in reduced baroreceptor sensitivity and heart rate variability. This is due, in part, to increases in angiotensin-II activity within the dorsal medulla. The renal action of angiotensin-II is directly on the tubular resorption of sodium and through receptors within the adrenal glands to secrete aldosterone. Aldosterone stimulates electrolyte and water resorption in the distal tubule.

There is strong evidence that blockade of the RAAS that reduces renin and aldosterone as well as angiotensin-II improves cardiovascular performance. It is also protective against new onset diabetes through their effect on insulin regulation. RAAS blockade also improves proteinuria and delays progression of chronic kidney disease especially if there is diabetes or hypertensive glomerulosclerosis. However, it does cause a rise in plasma potassium and creatinine so close monitoring is needed. There is concern that in the very elderly patient with chronic kidney disease the use of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) or angiotensin receptor blockers causes a further deterioration in renal function. In younger patients there is a protective effect, but one small study\(^\text{16}\) that included patients over the age of 70 with more severe (stage 4/5 disease) demonstrated an improvement in eGFR on cessation of treatment with RAAS blockage.

Erythropoietin

Erythropoietin (EPO) is produced in the kidney and to a much lesser degree in the liver. It is present in low levels in the plasma but can rise over 1000-fold in response to oxidative stress. The production of EPO is from the peritubular epithelial cells in the renal cortex. As described earlier, the cortex is the area most vulnerable to age-related glomerulosclerosis and nephrosclerosis, and the scale of response to hypoxia is reduced in the elderly. Hypoxia reduces the oxygen-dependent hydroxylation of the hypoxia inducible transcription factor, altering the feedback regulation leading to an increased production of EPO.

EPO is essential for the production of red cells. It binds to EPO receptors on red cell progenitor cells and their precursors such as pro-erythroblasts in the bone marrow. This differentiation from multipotential progenitor cells into the erythroid cell line, through burst forming (BFU-E) and colony forming unit erythroblasts (CFU-E), is totally dependent on EPO for subsequent maturation. Although there are no EPO receptors on the surface of mature red cells, longevity of these cells is enhanced by circulating EPO.\(^\text{17}\)

Although EPO is essential for red cell production this is also limited by the availability of appropriate iron stores, which may be depleted in the elderly with nutritional problems.

EPO has other roles in addition to red cell function. It is protective of the renal blood vessels and mitigates against oxidative stress and atherosclerosis progression.\(^\text{18}\) There are EPO receptors on T and B lymphocytes \(^\text{19}\) within the brain and in small peripheral blood vessels. These affect immunological function, recovery after primary hypoxic brain damage and wound healing through influences on angiogenesis.

Replacement therapy with recombinant EPO or continuous erythropoietin receptor activator (CERA) restores red cell numbers and increases haematocrit towards normal. This normalization of haemoglobin restores the buffering function of the blood to oxidative stress and reduces left ventricular hypertrophy.\(^\text{20}\)

Replacement therapy does have significant side effects, including hypertension and thrombosis secondary to a raised plasma viscosity. Some patients develop a resistance to the replacement therapy\(^\text{21}\) and very rarely may develop antibodies against EPO, leading to loss of red cell production and aplastic anaemia.\(^\text{22}\)

Calcitriol

Calcitriol (1,25-dihydrocholcalciferol) is an active form of vitamin D and is produced in cells in the proximal convoluted tubule by hydroxylation of calcidiol (25-hydroxycholecalciferol) by 1-alpha hydroxylase. There is accumulating evidence that calcidiol is also an active hormone with low levels being associated with some cancers.\(^\text{23,24}\) This hydroxylation process is regulated by parathyroid hormone as an important step in calcium homeostasis. The main renal action of parathyroid hormone is on phosphate excretion, which is the counter ion of calcium. Phosphate balance is also maintained by fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF-23), which is a recently described regulator of phosphate metabolism and a counter regulator of the renal 1-alpha hydroxylase. FGF-23 is linked with the \textit{Klotho} gene,\(^\text{25}\) which has been itself identified as an anti-ageing gene. Involution of the nephrons in the renal cortex reduces the kidney’s ability to form calcitriol.

The actions of calcitriol increase circulating levels of calcium and include directly increasing gastrointestinal uptake of dietary calcium and renal tubular resorption of calcium. It also acts indirectly on osteoclasts that release calcium from bone. These actions are mediated through the nuclear calcitriol receptors, which are also called vitamin D receptors (VDRs). Binding of calcitriol forms receptor/ligand complexes, which, acting as transcription factors, cause nuclear expression of calcium binding proteins. There are VDRs in most tissues and low calcitriol has effects on many common disorders including osteoporosis, musculoskeletal pain and weakness, malignancies of prostate, colon, and breast,\(^\text{26}\) as well as diabetes and cardiovascular disease. For many of these diseases there is a U-shaped distribution against serum calcitriol concentrations, identifying that there is likely to be an optimal circulating level of calcitriol and values that are either too low or too high are either not beneficial or may be actively harmful.

There are several examples of the benefit of supplementing calcitriol to within the normal range. Falls in the elderly, which are one reflection of failing muscle function, are influenced by calcitriol and replacement supplementation reduced the incidence\(^\text{27,28}\) by 20–50 per cent. Osteoporosis is one of the most commonly occurring diseases with ageing. The reduction in bone density frequently results from a reduction in serum calcium because of reduced intestinal absorption and calcitriol deficiency due to low body stores from low exposure to sunlight in temperate climates. This combination stimulates parathyroid hormone secretion and release of calcium from bone. Treatment with calcitriol alone reduces the rate of bone loss\(^\text{29}\) and this is further improved with calcium supplementation.\(^\text{30}\)

Conclusion

The ageing kidney becomes increasingly vulnerable to acute injury by hypotension or hypoxia. Kidneys are progressively scarred from a combination of vascular, endothelial, and glomerular changes with age. This leads to a reduction in filtration and a blunting of water and electrolyte homeostasis. The endocrine functions that govern many essential processes from prevention of hypoxia to maintaining muscle strength and bone integrity are also limited by the loss of cortical nephrons. The RAAS in particular plays a fundamental role in maintaining body fluid balance and disordered
function increases the risk of hypertension, heart failure, new-onset diabetes mellitus, and further renal failure. These facts require anaesthetists to understand the likely functional renal reserve of their elderly patients and of the limitations of current tests to define chronic kidney disease, especially measurements of the eGFR. There are implications for drug handling, fluid and electrolyte therapy, and the complex interactions of the renally active drugs used to treat many diseases common in the elderly such as ACEIs and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.
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CHAPTER 9

Ageing and hepatic function

James M. Prentis and Chris. P. Snowden

Introduction
Ageing is accompanied by marked changes in the physiology of many organ systems. Unlike many other organs, the liver has remarkable reserve and regeneration capabilities. Even so, these unique properties may be altered by advancing age and although simple hepatic function is retained, recent evidence suggests that there is an increased susceptibility to liver disease and an exaggerated effect of environmental factors in the elderly population. This chapter starts with a brief review of normal liver function at vascular (macro and micro) and cellular level. The effect of ageing on each component is then described and the effect of exposure to disease and environmental factors are reviewed.

Hepatic structure and blood supply

Anatomy
Morphologically, the liver is divided into a large right and smaller left lobe by the falciform ligament. However, a more functional division divides the liver into left and right hemi-livers along a line that passes through the gall bladder bed towards the vena cava and through the right axis of the caudate lobe. This follows the line of division of the portal venous inflow. Further subdivisions of the portal inflow divide each hemi-liver into two sectors and then each sector into two segments. Divisions in the bile duct and hepatic artery mirror the divisions of the portal inflow forming a series of portal trinities.

Fig. 9.1 demonstrates the relations of the eight segments of the liver often referred to in surgical resections. The left liver comprises segments II and III (also referred to as the left lateral segment) plus IV (which in combination with segment III forms the quadrate lobe). The right liver comprises segments V to VIII. The caudate lobe is a distinct anatomical segment (segment I) and receives blood supply from both the left and right liver draining independently into the vena cava.

The right hepatic vein drains independently into the vena cava but the middle and left hepatic veins usually join prior to draining into the vena cava. There are often a few small veins draining posteriorly, and occasionally two or three inferior right hepatic veins of moderate size.

Blood supply

Macrovascular
The liver is supported by blood flow from the hepatic artery and the portal vein. The contribution of each supply is variable but is usually 75 per cent from the portal vein and 25 per cent from the hepatic artery. Hepatic oxygenation is provided in a 50:50 ratio due to the hepatic artery containing a higher percentage of oxygenated blood.

Reduction in hepatosplanchnic blood flow may be demonstrated in globally reduced cardiac output states with redistribution towards vital organs and with more regional changes in vascular resistance of other vascular beds. Importantly, hepatic blood flow may be significantly reduced wherever central venous pressure rises above portal venous critical closing pressure (approximately 3–5 mmHg). Avoidance of an excessive rise in central venous pressure is also important in blood conservation strategies during liver surgery.

Regional hepatosplanchnic blood flow is altered by hormonal, metabolic, and neurological factors. A major influence on regional hepatic flow during operative procedures is the effect of surgical...
stress and regional analgesia on the autonomic nerve components of the hepatosplanchnic area. However, some degree of regional autoregulation of the hepatic blood flow occurs via the hepatic ‘arterial buffer’ response. Wherever portal flow is reduced, hepatic artery flow is increased to maintain liver blood flow. The mechanism of this response is incompletely understood but is related to hepatic adenosine washout.1 Unfortunately, this blood flow compensatory arrangement is not reciprocal in that the portal vein does not have any such mechanism to increase hepatic blood flow. Therefore, whenever hepatic arterial pressure falls, there is a reciprocal decrease in liver blood flow. The buffer response is maintained in even severe cirrhosis.2,3 Volatile agents suppress the hepatic artery buffer response to varying extents whilst pneumoperitoneum also ablates the buffer response in an experimental setting.4 In most situations, oxygen delivery is surplus to demand and minor reductions in blood flow are inconsequential. However, in some circumstances (e.g. sepsis, reduced liver reserve including fatty liver), oxygen dependency may apply and increased demand has to be met by increased oxygen extraction.

**Microvascular**

The hepatic microcirculation includes all vessels with a diameter less than 300 micrometres. The hepatic artery and portal vein divide repeatedly within the liver to form their respective terminal branches (hepatic arterioles and portal venules). These both supply blood to hepatic sinusoids, which allow the mixing of oxygen-rich hepatic arterial blood with the nutrient-rich blood from the portal vein. This is the principal site for uptake, secretion, and multiple other processes between the blood and the adjacent hepatocytes.

The sinusoid epithelium is highly specialized with multiple dynamic fenestrations. These act as a selective sieve whose diameters are affected by luminal blood pressure, vasoactive substances, drugs, and toxins. In addition, they generally lack a basal lamina during health so that solutes and small particles have direct access to the perisinusoidal space (space of Disse). The fenestrations allow the free passage of chylomicron remnants between the plasma and the space of Disse. This means that they play an important role in the control mechanism for blood cholesterol levels and lipid metabolism.

Microcirculatory vascular changes are controlled by multiple hormonal influences including nitric oxide, endothelins (ETs), and carbon monoxide production, which derive predominantly from the hepatic vascular endothelial cells. It has been suggested that a critical balance between vasoconstrictor and vasodilator substances must exist to maintain a balanced flow at the microcirculatory level. All volatile agents have the potential to cause microcirculatory vasoconstriction and thereby reduce flow,5 although this is minimal with isoflurane and desflurane.6 Various agents have been used to promote specific hepatosplanchnic vasodilatation including dopexamine, prostacyclin, and ET-1 receptor antagonists.7 However, none of these agents have a proven clinical role in hepatosplanchnic protection.

**Cellular anatomy and function**

**Hepatocytes**

The hepatocytes are the main cell body of the liver accounting for 70–80 per cent of the cellular mass. They have multiple functions including the synthesis of albumin, fibrinogen, multiple clotting factors, lipoproteins, ceruloplasmin, transferrin, complement, and glycoproteins. They also have important roles in carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, bile salt formation, and drug excretion.

**Kupffer cells**

The liver receives multiple toxic, infective, and foreign substances from portal blood. The Kupffer cells, a form of macrophage found in the sinusoid epithelium, have a crucial role in the body’s immune response. They not only produce a variety of beneficial vasoactive mediators but are also capable of removing these potentially harmful substances before they enter the systemic circulation.

**Stellate cells**

Stellate cells are fat storing cells and also are a major storage site of retinoids including vitamin A. They are not located in the endothelium itself but they do extend throughout the space of Disse. They are thought to play a role in the local regulation of blood flow through the hepatic sinusoids and have been implicated in the etiology of hepatic fibrosis.

**Hepatic regeneration**

The liver is a unique tissue that is able to regenerate itself. Regeneration occurs as a reaction to surgical or chemical injury and is a compensatory liver growth caused by division of existing hepatocytes, rather than cellular hypertrophy. Regeneration is highly regulated by various complex signal transduction pathways, which require activation by specific genes.

**Hepatic structure and blood supply: age-related changes**

Unlike the vast majority of other organs, the ageing process does not promote major specific changes in structure, blood supply, or basic hepatic function.8 However, there is increasing evidence that at a microvascular level there are subtle changes that may predispose to certain pathologies and have clinical relevance in certain situations.

**Blood supply**

Overall liver blood supply reduces with advancing age. A reduction in liver volume goes some way to explaining this, but even when taken per unit liver volume, there remains some flow reduction. After the mid 20s, the blood supply to the liver is reduced 0.3–1.5 per cent every year.9 The blood flow through the liver at the age of 60 years is reduced by 40–50 per cent.

**Sinusoidal endothelium**

Despite the evidence that the macrovascular flow diminishes with age, the sinusoidal perfusion rate, at least in animal experiments, remains stable throughout life.10 However, it is becoming increasingly recognized that there are morphological changes in the sinusoidal endothelium and the space of Disse directly associated with the ageing process. The endothelial cells show marked thickening and a reduction in the number of fenestrations with increasing age. The diameter of endothelial fenestrations is also reduced. Sporadic deposition of collagen in the extracellular space of Disse and increased numbers of fat engorged, non-activated stellate cells are seen with advancing age.11 In addition, there is endothelial...
upregulation of von Willebrand factor and intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1 with reduced expression of caveolin-1 (important in the control of fenestration size). These changes have been termed age-related ‘pseudocapillarizations’ as the sinusoidal endothelium begins to resemble those seen frequently in non-fenestrated capillary beds.

### Cellular changes

Hepatocellular compliance and weight decreases with increasing age. The number of liver cells also reduces sharply after the age of 60 years. In addition to a reduction in cellular mass, there are also morphological changes. However, high interindividual variability may obscure the relevance of some age-related differences.

### Hepatocytes

Despite age being associated with reduced hepatic volume, blood flow, and changes at the sinusoidal level, the impact of ageing on hepatocyte function is not clear. Histological changes occur in the hepatocytes. Their volume increases as do certain cellular constituents. The cell nuclei appear larger and often become double or multinuclear. The cytoplasm also accumulates more lysosomes and lipofuscin (a pigment associated with ageing), whilst there is a reduction in the smooth endoplasmic reticulum, the site for protein synthesis. Hepatocytes in the elderly have increased levels of lipofuscin. This reflects the inability of the older cells to be able to eliminate cellular waste products and this accumulation impairs cellular function. However, as cells expand with ageing and the lipofuscin compartment accounts for only 1 per cent of the total volume, it seems unlikely that this is a major factor in reduced regenerative activity.

### Telomere length

Telomeres are specialized nucleoprotein structures at the end of eukaryotic chromosomes which have a specific role in regeneration and replication. Telomere DNA of human somatic cells shortens during each cell division thus leading to finite cell proliferation. This evolved as a mechanism to protect cells from continuous divisions leading to multiple mutations. With age there is a reduction in telomere length and the rate of telomere shortening is significantly higher in the hepatocyte compared to other cell types. The shortening of telomeric ends of chromosomes correlates with ageing and the decline in the replicative potential of the cell. There has also been a recent study showing that telomerase reactivation in an enzyme-deficient mouse reversed certain well-documented age-related deficits.

### Growth factors

The proliferative response of hepatocytes to growth factors is diminished in older animals. It has long been hypothesized that the ageing process impairs either the growth-regulating molecules or their receptor sites. It has been shown that liver cells from older animals did not respond to epidermal growth factor (EGF) stimulation as well as cells from younger animals. Furthermore, there may also be a decrease in the EGF binding capacity with age to the hepatocyte plasma membrane. Growth hormone (GH) has also been implicated in the reduced regenerative capacity of the liver. Endogenous hepatocellular levels of GH and receptor sites decline with age. It has been reported that GH treatment of old rats after partial hepatectomy enhances hepatocyte proliferation compared to similar aged cohorts.

### Pseudocapillarization

As discussed, age-related pseudocapillarization is important in the development of age-related liver disease. A recent paper has suggested that this process may also impact upon the regenerative response. Older mice treated with serotonin receptor agonist, showed enhanced liver regeneration. This response correlated with an increase in the number of endothelial cell fenestrations. This data suggests that serotonin agonist enhances endothelial cell fenestration diameter, improves hepatic perfusion, and restores the hepatic regenerative capacity.

### Hepatic regeneration and age

The most clinically relevant age-related change in liver physiology is the result of a marked decline in the rate of hepatic regeneration. There is no change in the ability to regenerate. However, it was noted many decades ago that there is a considerable reduction in the regenerative response of old livers to partial hepatectomy. In animal models, 99 per cent of hepatocytes regenerate after partial hepatectomy in young mice, compared to only 30 per cent in older mice. These findings have stimulated much research interest in defining the aetiological mechanisms behind age-related changes in regeneration ability.

#### Increase in intracellular lipofuscin

Hepatocytes in the elderly have increased levels of lipofuscin. This reflects the inability of the older cells to be able to eliminate cellular waste products and this accumulation impairs cellular function. However, as cells expand with ageing and the lipofuscin compartment accounts for only 1 per cent of the total volume, it seems unlikely that this is a major factor in reduced regenerative activity.

### Hepatic physiology: age-related changes

#### Effect of age on normal hepatic functions

The liver is an organ with considerable reserve and in health the ageing process does not cause significant alteration in clinical function. Clotting processes and protein synthesis are not directly altered. However, certain functions are implicated with advancing age.

#### Glucose metabolism

Hepatic glucose production (HGP) plays a major role in glucose homeostasis, both in the fasting and in the postprandial states. The liver is exquisitely sensitive to insulin and hepatic glucose
production is completely suppressed at plasma insulin levels well below the commonly used insulin dose in patients with diabetes. There is no difference in basal glucose production or hepatic glucose suppression by insulin between young and old individuals. However, with low-dose insulin infusions, glucose production is more rapidly suppressed in the elderly, perhaps due to a delayed suppression of endogenous insulin release in the older individuals. Hepatic insulin resistance does not seem to play a significant role in decreased glucose tolerance of elderly people.

**Enzyme and drug metabolism**

The liver plays a major role in drug clearance and ageing has been reported to diminish this capacity. Initially, most interest was centred on the clearance of drugs that undergo mandatory oxidation by the microsomal cytochrome P450-dependent mono-oxygenase systems. A number of animal studies have documented significant age-related declines in the amounts, specific activities, and rates of induction of these systems. However, most in vitro studies using human liver tissue have failed to detect age-related deficiencies in cytochrome P450-dependent microsomal mono-oxygenases. Reduction in liver volume and blood flow in the elderly may explain the disparity between these findings. Age-related decline in liver volume and blood flow may contribute to diminished clearance of drugs that exhibit extensive first-pass kinetic profiles.

**Endocytic activity**

Blood clearance of a variety of waste macromolecules takes place in hepatic sinusoidal endothelial cells (SECs). Given the extensive range of substrates metabolized by the liver, age-related changes in the hepatic sinusoid and microcirculation have important systemic implications for ageing and age-related diseases. Reduced endocytosis, demonstrated in an elderly animal model, may increase systemic exposure to potential harmful waste macromolecules. Loss of endothelial fenestration leads to impaired transfer of lipoproteins from blood to hepatocytes. This is further exacerbated by a reduction in bile acid synthesis and decreased bile flow which leads to reduced excretion and also a decline in low-density lipoprotein metabolism. These factors all contribute to provide a mechanism for impaired chylomicron remnant clearance, postprandial hyperlipidaemia, hypercholesterolaemia, and increased frequency of gallstone formation seen in elderly patients.

**Susceptibility to environmental factors and liver disease**

Mitochondrial structural integrity remains mostly unchanged with ageing. However, mitochondrial DNA may be injured through persistent endogenous free radical generation and prolonged duration of exposure in the elderly may lead to an accumulation of oxidative DNA damage. In turn, this may increase susceptibility to disease or environmental factors promoting further oxidative injury. Since the liver is the central metabolic organ, an ageing liver is uniquely positioned to be severely susceptible to disease and environmental factors (e.g. diet, alcohol intake, and viruses) that promote oxidative damage.

**Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease**

Fat storage and metabolism is an important part of liver function but the abnormal retention of lipids in hepatocytes is a pathological phenomenon termed steatosis. Severe steatosis has a greater effect on the micro- than the macrovascular circulation. The lipid swollen hepatocytes and stellate cells distort the sinusoidal lumens resulting in inefficient blood flow. These factors result in impairment of tissue oxygenation and increased susceptibility to oxidative forms of liver injury.

The most common cause of steatosis in clinical practice, and an increasing burden in Western societies, is non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). NAFLD is a metabolic syndrome closely related to obesity, type 2 diabetes, hypertension, and dyslipidaemia. It is the result of overnutrition and physical inactivity which is an increasing problem in the developed world. It is a progressive disease leading from simple steatosis through to steatohepatitis and cirrhosis. A number of risk factors have been shown to predict this progression including obesity, diabetes, AST:ALT ratio greater than 1 and age over 45 years. Whilst only 10–25 per cent of patients actually progress to cirrhosis, the high prevalence of the disease, the ageing population and the obesity epidemic will ensure that this will become a huge burden to health services in the future.

**Alcoholic liver disease**

Currently, regular alcohol usage in the elderly is lower than in other age groups (70 per cent for 20–34 years compared to 30 per cent for >75 years). However, this rate is increasing as is the rate of potentially harmful alcohol use. Despite conventional practice suggesting alcoholic liver disease typically affects patients between the ages of 50 to 60 years, recent studies have found that 20–30 per cent of patients with alcoholic cirrhosis were elderly. Psychosocial deprivation alone, caused by the increasing age of the population has the potential to increase the rate of alcohol consumption and abuse in the elderly population.

Elderly patients often have multiple associated comorbidities and have less reserve to be able to cope with the stress of illness. Elderly patients with ALD have increasing severe symptoms and complications including portal hypertension. They are also at increased risk of mortality. Three-year survival in with cirrhosis patients aged under 60 years was 76 per cent, compared to 46 per cent in those aged over 60 years. Those over 70 years with cirrhosis, have a markedly reduced survival rate (25 per cent at 1 year). Alcohol excess has the potential to cause alcoholic fatty liver disease which is a reversible state. However, approximately one-third will go on to develop alcoholic steatohepatitis and 10–20 per cent will progress to end-stage cirrhosis. An important factor in the development of alcoholic steatosis is the production of reactive oxygen species and the elderly are more prone to oxidative stress, mechanisms promoting an increase in oxygen free radicals may be related to the increased severity of alcoholic liver disease seen in elderly patients. These may be produced by alcohol-induced intestinal luminal injury leading to toxin translocation into the portal circulation. This triggers the release of various interleukins, growth factors, and cytokines, predominantly from Kupffer cells. In addition, several enzymatic systems have been implicated in the increased severity of alcoholic-induced liver disease in the elderly. In animal experiments, specific inhibitors of the cytochrome P450 (CYP)-2E1 pathway can result in improvement of alcoholic liver disease. Reduction in hepatic size and blood flow combined with a reduction in the effective volume of distribution with age alters alcohol elimination and results in higher blood alcohol
concentrations per unit consumed. Concomitant polypharmacy in the elderly, with drugs metabolized via the CYP pathway (especially those eliminated via the CYP2E1 pathway such as paracetamol, methotrexate and phenytoin) may compete with alcohol metabolic pathways. Chronic alcohol usage increases the oxidative capacity of this pathway leading to decreased serum drug concentrations but with a subsequent increase in potentially toxic metabolites.

**Hepatitis C and age**

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a RNA virus which it is estimated has infected 170 million people worldwide. As it is mainly transmitted via the parenteral route, the seroprevalence of anti-HCV was fourfold lower for patients over 70 years compared to individuals aged 30–40 years. Prolonged chronic infection can lead to fibrosis and the development of cirrhosis. The main risk factor for the development of fibrosis is the age at infection. In two studies, examining in total 5000 people, the rate of fibrosis progression was highest and disease severity was greater in those individuals aged over 50 at infection. An increased prevalence of hepatitis C-associated cirrhosis in the elderly population is to be expected, at least in the next 20 years. However, the introduction of newer antiretrovirals and monitoring methods to distinguish those at risk of progression to cirrhosis may alleviate the massive increase in disease prevalence.

**Hepatocellular carcinoma**

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common consequence of cirrhosis in the elderly. It is clear that cirrhosis of any underlying aetiology has the potential for malignant transformation. The rate of this transformation is especially high in viral hepatitis especially hepatitis C and co-infection with hepatitis B and C. The exact mechanisms for the development why HCV predisposes to HCC is not yet fully understood, although it is hypothesized that various viral protein–host cell interactions play a direct role in the malignant transformation. Older patients have been shown to be at higher risk for malignant change. In patients with HCV infection, even when stratified for degree of fibrosis, there was a 15-fold increase in the incidence of HCC. Elderly patients often develop HCC before other complications of cirrhosis become apparent and HCC was the cause of death in 71 per cent of patients in one study.

Age, obesity, and diabetes, the main risk factors for NAFLD, are all risk factors for the development of HCC. Again, the exact mechanism behind the development of HCC in NAFLD like HCV infection, remains unclear. Insulin resistance is associated with inflammatory cascade initiation with increased release of cytokines such as tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), interleukin 6 (IL6), and NF-κb that are likely to contribute to the carcinogenic potential of NAFLD. The development of NAFLD is also associated with oxidative stress due to the changes in the microvasculature. This causes a release of reactive oxygen species which may also increase the risk of malignancy. Alcohol intake further increases the risk of malignancy.

**Clinical relevance to anaesthesia in the elderly**

In health, there is minimal evidence that advancing age per se adversely affects normal liver function and physiology to any major extent. The direct clinical effect of the subtle age-related structural and cellular changes defined has yet to be elucidated.

Even so, reduced hepatic blood supply and cellular mass, in conjunction with a reduction in the rate of hepatic regeneration, combine to reduce functional hepatic reserve in the elderly population. Furthermore, prolonged exposure to oxidative stress through dietary and environmental factors ensures that the elderly liver is inherently susceptible to further insult (e.g. major surgery). There are several situations where reduced hepatic reserve in the elderly may be particularly important. These include liver resection, response to severe infection and in relation to liver donation in transplantation.

**Liver resection**

Liver resection creates a unique surgical situation where pre-existing liver reserve becomes crucially important. Increasing longevity of the population ensures that more patients surviving primary oncological resection will present for resection of secondary hepatic metastases at an older age. By definition, liver resection will reduce liver volume. The volume of liver that can be safely resected in humans is approximately 80 per cent. Under normal circumstances, the human liver initiates regeneration within 3 days and has reached its original size by 6 months, although some studies have shown full restoration at 3 months. Rapid regeneration may allow complete functional recovery within 2–3 weeks after partial hepatectomy. However, this assumes good function in the remaining liver. Wherever there is already limited hepatic reserve or where ischaemia–reperfusion manoeuvres are required during the resection (leading to significant oxidative stress), the functional reserve of the remaining liver will be an important component of good postoperative recovery. If there is a predicted risk of liver failure developing after a procedure then pre-emptive manoeuvres such as portal embolization of the affected segments some weeks prior to resection can stimulate regeneration in the proposed liver remnant prior to surgery, thereby enhancing postoperative liver function. An increase of 40–60 per cent in the size of the non-embolized liver may be anticipated in non-cirrhotic livers. Similarly chemoembolization can be used in potentially unresectable hepatocellular carcinoma to reduce the tumour mass and increase residual function to an extent which may permit definitive resection. However, wherever the regenerative capacity is reduced, as in some elderly patients, this may not provide adequate liver reserve to cope with large resections.

**Liver transplantation**

Liver transplantation criteria are expanding alongside the number of patients requiring transplantation. Given the lack of suitable donors in the UK, organs of more marginal quality are being used. Long-term graft survival is related to several factors, of which donor age and the degree of steatosis are the most important. The common interrelationship between these two factors means that donation of organs from elderly donors often leads to poor outcome. Patients receiving livers with severe steatosis (>60 per cent) have a rate of post transplantation primary non-function of up to 80 per cent compared to 2.5 per cent in those with steatosis <30 per cent. The likely cause, as for NAFLD, is the disruption to the microvasculature and sinusoidal flow leading to decreased tolerance of oxidative stress. As well as primary non-function, donor
age is also predictive of the severity of recurrent liver HCV-related disease upon the graft. 56

Sepsis
The incidence and mortality rate of severe sepsis increases dramatically with increasing age. 57 Although the process is initiated by an infectious process, it is the changes at a microvascular level that affects oxygenation and tissue perfusion. The liver has an important mechanism in actively modifying this process; however, it can also be directly affected as a result of hepatosplanchnic hypoperfusion. Kupffer cells release a host of inflammatory mediators that can induce tissue injury whilst the sinusoidal endothelium is also damaged, and can become plugged with fibrin clots and blood cells. This increases liver injury, coagulopathy, microvascular ischaemia, cell death, and hepatic cellular failure. The ageing liver, despite having preserved function is already at risk of ischaemic injury due to the changes seen at a microvascular level namely thickening of the endothelium, alterations in sinusoidal blood flow and reduction in its regenerative capacity. These factors may explain the increased susceptibility of the elderly to sepsis and increased mortality.

Conclusion
Unlike other organs, liver function is relatively well preserved into advancing age and changes seen both on a macro- and microvascular scale are more often of pathological and physiological interest. However, more subtle changes in the liver ultrastructure and reduced rates of cellular regeneration may reduce hepatic reserve and render the ageing liver more susceptible to oxidative stress and injury. This may not only promote increased overt liver disease in the elderly, but increases the risk of liver dysfunction and failure following surgery. Increases in the ageing population that require more complex forms of surgery and critical care will ensure that existing liver reserve will become a more important consideration to patient outcome in the future. Therapies to reduce injury and preserve liver function will be of benefit to the elderly population.
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CHAPTER 10

Cognitive aspects of geriatric anaesthesia

Lars S. Rasmussen and Jeffrey H. Silverstein

Introduction

Brain function may be depressed in surgical patients as a result of numerous factors, of which sedatives and general anaesthetics are only a few. A small number of patients, based primarily on anecdotal reports, may suffer profound deterioration in the perioperative period. In the community of caregivers of patients with dementia, there is a strongly held opinion that anaesthesia is directly linked to significant impairment (see, for example, the Alzheimer's Association Online community at <http://www.alz.org>). There is very little known about these cases. Fairly extensive research suggests that some lesser degree of brain dysfunction is common after surgery, especially in the elderly. Immediately following major procedures with anaesthesia, recovery of basic brain function is monitored in the post-anaesthesia care unit. However, sometimes the recovery of brain function is delayed and deterioration may also occur after recovery has taken place. When a change in behaviour is present or the change is significant, deterioration may be noted by the staff, by the relatives, and by the patient. However, more subtle changes may not be noticed until the patient has returned to his home or work environment. If the impairment causes substantial disability, it is extremely important to investigate the severity of impairment and search for possible reversible factors. The crucial question is whether the postoperative level of functioning is really different from the preoperative level. It is natural to attribute any deficit to unusual events such as surgery and anaesthesia but that may not be a correct interpretation. Unfortunately, very few surgical patients' brain function is well documented as a part of the preoperative investigation so it is frequently impossible to verify that a change has in fact occurred.

The anaesthesia clinician should be able to perform simple evaluations of brain function, to diagnose or identify the most common types of perioperative brain dysfunction and to provide patients and families with relevant counselling perioperatively. The aim of this chapter is therefore to provide the clinician with a basic knowledge about perioperative cognitive disorders and a number of definitions, risk factors, and suggested aetiological factors with emphasis on the elderly surgical patient.

Consciousness

Humans experience daily cycles of wakefulness and sleep. Wakefulness is an aroused brain state in which an individual is conscious and engages in coherent cognitive and behavioural responses. Consciousness involves awareness and orientation to self and surroundings. Alterations in consciousness are considered part of most anaesthetic regimens, either in the form of sedation or general anaesthesia. Upon completion of anaesthesia two different forms of disturbance of consciousness have been observed. These alterations have been categorized as emergence delirium and inadequate emergence. As opposed to a change in cognitive function, as described in the following ‘Cognition’ section, the diagnosis of delirium is made by observation.

Cognition

Cognition is a higher brain function involved in processing of information. Sensory input must be interpreted and acted upon, if relevant. Cognitive function is essential to select, store, and retrieve information to allow an adequate response. Cognitive function depends on active neurons connected in a network with synapses and transmitters. It is usual to describe several different cognitive domains such as memory, executive function, etc. These domains are not entirely independent and do not map onto any well-defined brain regions. The test instruments available do not clearly discriminate between specific domains. For example, memory can be profoundly impaired without significant deficits in other domains but the detection of such impairment requires testing which will also demand information processing and responding. The so-called memory tests will therefore also require a certain amount of attention and a coordinated response involving, for instance, a presentation of recalled items or words from a list. Likewise, an attention test will require that the patient is able to recall the instructions.

Ageing is associated with some loss of neurons and synapses but, more importantly, with a change in synaptic physiology and diminished integration of activation. Cognitive ability declines with increasing age in numerous studies, but it can be problematic to simply compare age groups at the same time point (cross-sectional design) because this approach will not take into account that the two groups have been exposed to different environments during life, to different educational systems, and that society and language changes over time. Any detected difference must be carefully interpreted with these confounders in mind before it can be concluded that age per se is the explanation. Age-related decline can also be examined in longitudinal studies looking at within-person changes, but practice effects must then be considered.
Cognitive function may be well preserved even at a very high chronological age in individuals who have an ability to compensate for age-related changes and pathology. Necropsy may reveal severe brain pathology in elderly people in whom no dementia was diagnosed and there is a huge variability in the clinical consequences of brain damage in terms of cognitive function. Cognitive reserve is the capacity to sustain the effect of disease or injury sufficient to cause clinical dementia in an individual possessing less cognitive reserve. The conception is that cognitive reserve allows an individual to compensate for brain damage, perhaps by recruitment of other brain areas. A greater cognitive reserve is associated with a high level of education, higher socioeconomic status, and an active lifestyle.

Brain function changes over time and there is an ongoing formation of new synapses, modification of synaptic transmission, of gene expression, and of neural network organization. These changes occur through life and are referred to by a common term, neuroplasticity, which not only provides adaption to changes in the environment and new challenges, but also may serve to restore function if needed. The ageing brain does, therefore, possess a remarkable ability to maintain function, but ageing is associated with a decline in the repair capacity, including neurogenesis. Even the adult brain contains neural stem cells which may give rise to neurons as well as glia, and there appear to be neural stem cells near the lateral ventricles and in the hippocampus, where they may be important for memory function. Neurogenesis declines with increasing age and this could be a key factor in age-related impairment of learning and memory, although the exact regulation of neurogenesis remains to be determined. Alterations in neuroplasticity appear particularly sensitive to stress in an elderly mouse model that may have relevance to postoperative cognitive dysfunction (POCD).

Assessing cognition

Questionnaires

It is not easy to obtain reliable information about cognitive function from subjects by asking them. Many normal individuals consider themselves forgetful and in demented subjects it is usual that no significant complaints are presented since only the relatives may notice the deficits. Subjective symptoms may be early signs of cognitive decline but they may also reflect expectations, self-esteem, anxiety, or depression. Questionnaires are therefore difficult to use and do not produce consistency between the scores obtained and the objective results recorded in detailed neuropsychological tests.

Neuropsychological tests

There is a wide range of different neuropsychological tests that can be combined into various tests batteries and they can be modified to a greater or lesser degree by the clinicians and researchers, for instance by slight changes in the instructions. All these tests provide some information and it is important to consider that they are all useful but that they assess different aspects of cognition with different sensitivity, meaning that the chance of detecting a deficit will be related to the composition of the test battery and the characteristics of the subjects. The interpretation of the results is greatly facilitated if data from appropriate controls are available.

Screening tests

A simple and short-lasting test can be useful for screening purposes, and a more comprehensive test battery can then be applied if one suspects that there is a cognitive deficit. Screening tests include the Mini Mental State Examination, where ten different items related to orientation, memory, attention, etc. are recorded and the maximum score is 30 points. Another test is the clock-drawing test, where the patient is given a piece of paper with a pre-drawn circle and asked to add the numbers so it looks like a clock. Then the patient should add arms so that the clock indicates a certain time, for instance ‘10 minutes after eleven’. Such brief testing can give an idea whether the patient has severe cognitive impairment, but none of the two tests can be classified as more than rather crude screening instruments.

Neuropsychological testing in surgical patients

A more detailed examination will include the administration of a whole test battery by a specially trained examiner. This will allow a much more accurate assessment with a higher sensitivity, and the recorded quantitative results are suitable for a statistical analysis and to compare with previous or subsequent tests sessions. The purpose is to obtain the best possible result for the particular subject, so the examination must take place in an undisturbed setting with consideration of the need for reading glasses and hearing aids. The examiner must be able to judge if the patient is fit for testing and well motivated. It is questionable if a reliable assessment of baseline performance can be achieved immediately prior to surgery, and it is not easy to decide when the postoperative performance can be examined. There is a risk of confounding if the patient is examined so soon that he or she is still under the influence of opioids, sedative, or even general anaesthetics. Sleep deprivation and pain are other factors than can impair performance.

The selection of the appropriate tests is a major challenge since there are so many to consider. There is a trade-off between obtaining a high probability of detecting decline, if present (sensitivity) versus the risk of chance findings if a very large test battery is administered. Large test batteries are very time-consuming and will be perceived as highly inconvenient. Furthermore, the difficulty of the tasks must be well suited to the population. No change can be detected if the tests are either too easy or too difficult, and the examiner must be sure that the subject is following the instructions. Computer-aided testing helps in standardizing the procedure and may allow testing without the need of an examiner.

Definitions of syndromes and their detection

Some types of cognitive impairment, like dementia, are well-defined conditions with published criteria in the World Health Organization (WHO) International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) or the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders from the American Psychiatric Association (DSM-V). These criteria may, however, not be easy to use in the clinical setting. For other types of cognitive impairment (like POCD), there are no agreed upon criteria, and this causes substantial difficulty in summarizing research findings and elucidating the aetiology.
Dementia
Dementia is a syndrome due to disease of the brain, usually of a chronic or progressive nature, in which there is disturbance of multiple higher cortical functions, including memory, thinking, orientation, comprehension, calculation, learning capacity, language, and judgement. Consciousness is not clouded. The impairments of cognitive function are commonly accompanied, and occasionally preceded, by deterioration in emotional control, social behaviour, or motivation. This syndrome occurs in Alzheimer’s disease, in cerebrovascular disease, and in other conditions primarily or secondarily affecting the brain. Based on individual cases, there has been concern that anaesthesia and surgery can exacerbate dementia. A number of retrospective studies of patients followed for Alzheimer’s disease have not found a correlation between surgery, anaesthesia, and dementia. There are no large prospective studies that have evaluated this issue. Laboratory evidence that anaesthetic agents can have an impact on the biochemistry of neurofibrillary tangles and hyperphosphorylated tau have led to additional speculation that anaesthetic agents are neurotoxic, leading to POCD and dementia. Recent data has added to this concern, but the issue remains speculative.13

Delirium (defined according to ICD-10)
An aetiological non-specific organic cerebral syndrome characterized by concurrent disturbances of consciousness and attention, perception, thinking, memory, psychomotor behaviour, emotion, and the sleep–wake schedule. The duration is variable and the degree of severity ranges from mild to very severe.

Criteria for postoperative cognitive dysfunction
This condition is not well defined. It has been used to describe the postoperative deterioration in cognitive function, which has been reported by patients or relatives. It is usually subtle and not apparent until the patient is discharged from hospital and tries to resume normal activity. The phenomenon is difficult to verify since a preoperative examination of cognitive function is not normally available. In the context of ICD-10, it is probably most appropriate to classify it as a ‘mild cognitive disorder’ although this may not be without problems. Most research in this field is based on a comparison of performance in neuropsychological test results before and after surgery and anaesthesia. A deficit may be detected by consideration of changes in the individual patients in one or more tests. There is much discussion how this should be done, and also how data should be analysed and interpreted.12

Large and comprehensive test batteries will probably be more sensitive but it is not straightforward to decide which of the variables that should be taken into account in the statistical analysis. More important, however, is the decision regarding what a significant decline means. A statistically significant difference in a single test may be clinically unimportant, and there is a risk of chance findings when numerous variables are analysed.14 It is therefore common to define POCD as a deterioration of a certain magnitude, for instance, a 25 per cent deterioration in a test.15 Another commonly used definition is ‘A deterioration of one standard deviation in at least two tests’.16,17 That standard deviation is calculated from the preoperative test and is a measure of variability in the population of surgical patients prior to the procedure. It would be more relevant to obtain measures of the expected, normal variability between sessions in order to separate normal variation from important deterioration. It has been shown that the definitions given here are rather liberal and the POCD incidence will therefore be relatively large in studies using these criteria.18,19 Other definitions have been based on data obtained by neuropsychological testing of healthy controls to assess not only expected variability between sessions, but also to correct for the practice effects that are well known to occur when subjects are exposed repeatedly to a task. The statistics are rather complicated but will allow the researcher to express a single patient’s change in performance in a single number, the so-called Z-score. This indicates the number of standard deviations which that particular patient deviated from the expected. That standard deviation is a measure of variability between two sessions in healthy controls, and a Z-score exceeding 1.96 would be expected in less than 2.5 per cent of subjects with no change in performance.12 A similar approach is used in the so-called ‘Reliable Change Index’.20,21

Detection of cognitive deterioration after surgery
Postoperative delirium
Postoperative delirium is a common complication, especially in elderly patients. Numerous predisposing and eliciting factors have been identified (Table 10.1).22 The incidence after major surgery is between 10 and 20 per cent but delirium is also frequent during hospitalization for medical conditions. The condition is usually fluctuating over the day and the typical duration is a couple of days. The incidence of delirium may be reduced in high-risk elderly patients if they are managed in close cooperation between surgeons, anaesthesiologists, and specialists in internal medicine, preferably in dedicated wards with specially trained nursing staff.23,24

Postoperative delirium is a serious complication that is associated with an inability to cooperate, and intravenous catheters, drains, etc. may be lost by accident. Compliance with medication is also problematic in a delirious patient and there is a risk of fractures and head trauma because patients may fall. Other postoperative complications are more common, including mortality, and hospitalization is prolonged. It is, however, somewhat difficult to separate risk factors for delirium from those important for other adverse outcomes.

Patients at high risk should therefore be identified preoperatively. If delirium occurs, then the clinician should carefully examine the patient to detect precipitating factors that can be corrected.

Emergence delirium is a special type where the patient fulfils the criteria immediately after surgery.

During the emergence process, it is fairly common for patient to regain gag reflexes and react physically to the presence of an endotracheal tube before reacting in a meaningful way to commands. A smaller group can be distinguished in which, even after extubation, thinking is highly confused and the patient may be partially or fully combative. This second state is referred to as emergence delirium or emergence excitement. It is common across all age groups but perhaps more frequent in children. Recently, Radtke has described a state in the elderly he describes as inadequate emergence, which may be a corollary of hypoactive postoperative
Delirium. Delirium is a term defined in the DSM-IV (and the soon to be released DSM 5) and can be detected by the Confusion Assessment Method (CAM) (Table 10.2). In elderly patients, delirium tends to appear between days 1 and 4 following an operation and following a prolonged period of lucidity in which their behaviour is normal.

Treatment

Treatment of delirium should be focused on supportive measures to protect the patient, including a general consideration of ventilation, oxygenation, circulation, hydration, pain, medication, and restoration of a normal sleep-awake cycle. It can be necessary to give small doses (0.5–1 mg intravenously) of haloperidol to enable adequate cooperation.

Postoperative cognitive dysfunction

Cognitive impairment after surgery and anaesthesia has been described for more than 50 years but was primarily based on anecdotal reports because it was difficult to study and verify. Cross-sectional and case–control studies have been conducted but it is not easy to obtain conclusive results and most have been unable to show an association between cognitive performance and exposure to anaesthesia. Such studies are limited by several issues. A major proportion of all elderly has been exposed to anaesthesia, but there is usually no assessment of baseline performance, and the subjects may not even recall reliably when or if they had surgery, if it was a minor or major procedure, and the interval between the test and the anaesthetic is often not well known. Age at exposure is probably also very important.

Prospective cohort studies with neuropsychological testing before and after surgery have most often been done in cardiac surgery patients where deterioration has been reported repeatedly. Incidences of deterioration between 30 and 80 per cent have been reported early after such surgery, and deficits have been detected in 10–60 per cent even several months postoperatively. The duration of cardiopulmonary bypass, valve surgery, poor cardiac function, and increasing age have been identified as risk factors and it has often been assumed that brain embolization was an important aetiological underlying this brain dysfunction. It has, interestingly, been very difficult to verify this assumption and POCD does not seem to be less common after coronary artery bypass surgery without cardiopulmonary bypass. Many other interventions have been assessed in an attempt to reduce the incidence of POCD after cardiac surgery, but only a few have been effective, and the pharmacological approach in particular has shown disappointing results.

Non-cardiac surgery constitutes a much larger proportion of the surgical spectrum but POCD has not been so well studied in this area. A typical question has been whether regional anaesthesia should be preferred in the elderly, and it has been suggested that regional techniques would lead to better preservation of cognitive function after surgery. To date, multiple randomized studies have not been able to document a difference. The early studies of POCD within non-cardiac surgery used different criteria and had difficulty in detecting any deterioration, especially if the methodology from the cardiac surgery studies was applied.

The use of control groups, other tests, and analyses has enabled better detection of cognitive deterioration after non-cardiac procedures (Fig. 10.1), with approximately 25 per cent of elderly patients fulfilling the criteria at 1 week and 10 per cent at 3 months after major surgery with general anaesthesia. The incidence seems to be lower in middle-aged patients and after minor surgery.

The most important risk factors for POCD after non-cardiac surgery seem to be increasing age, low level of education, and postoperative complications. The type of anaesthesia is probably less important, and no randomized studies have documented a lower incidence of POCD after regional anaesthesia beyond the 1st week.

Few studies have compared general anaesthetics, but a few recent studies suggest that inhalational anaesthesia may be associated with less POCD than total intravenous anaesthesia. The clinical relevance of POCD has been questioned as one could ask whether a minor deterioration in neuropsychological test results means anything to a patient. A significant correlation between POCD and activities of daily living has been found, but it also seems that POCD is associated with a higher long-term mortality, withdrawal from the labour market, and a higher need for social transfer payment. Several aspects of quality of life seem also to be affected by POCD.
It is less clear as to whether POCD is associated with dementia. No significant association has been found in epidemiological studies of subjects who have completed neuropsychological testing on several occasions over several years during which some underwent surgery and anaesthesia.46

There are many pitfalls in POCD research. Generally, only patients at a high level of functioning are included and some may decline follow-up examination. The reported incidences of POCD are therefore most likely underestimated. There is a poor consistency regarding which patients fulfil POCD criteria at the postoperative test sessions. One may, for instance, assume that those with POCD at 3 months all had POCD early after surgery as well. In contrast, only a minor proportion display POCD at all postoperative sessions, meaning on one hand, that there is a good chance of recovery, but on the other hand that POCD may only be detected after long-term follow-up where numerous other factors than surgery and anaesthesia may be important.47

Another interesting consideration is to focus on the proportion of subjects displaying improvement after surgery, since variability alone could lead to high proportions showing improvement or deterioration. Only a small proportion of surgical patients show improvement early after surgery, but these figures are seldom presented.47

Several possible aetiologies have been proposed to explain why POCD occurs (Table 10.3).48,49

Studies using animal models and cell cultures have found an association between exposure to general anaesthetics and various forms of cell injury such as apoptosis and neuronal degeneration.50–52 Animals exposed to these drugs also have displayed behavioural deficits with impaired learning and memory function compared with control animals.53 Inhalational anaesthetics increase the levels and aggregation of the Alzheimer's disease-associated amyloid beta-protein and also production of inflammatory markers in mice brain tissue.54–57 Interestingly, we have no convincing data showing that regional anaesthesia offers any long-term advantage regarding cognitive function in humans. This combined with the limited amount of evidence supporting that POCD is a problem occurring a long time after surgery should lead to a cautious interpretation of the earlier mentioned findings in animal and cell models. It must, however, be kept in mind that the clinical studies have very little data on the frail elderly with preoperative cognitive impairment, and the follow-up is not complete in such studies. Therefore, patients with deficits may not have been assessed after surgery.

Arterial hypoxaemia and brain hypoperfusion can cause cerebral hypoxia and this may have serious consequences. Short episodes of modest hypoxaemia and hypotension are quite common perioperatively but they have not been shown to be significant risk factors for POCD.35 Brain perfusion is unfortunately not easy to measure.

Brain embolism can occur in connection with numerous types of surgical procedures, either as a result of manipulation of cerebral arteries, use of cardiopulmonary bypass, or as paradoxical embolism caused by entry of, for example, air or bone marrow particles during joint surgery or procedures where the surgical field is above heart level.17 Emboli are typically easy to detect but difficult to count and it has been very difficult to show a significant association between emboli counts and cognitive impairment.58 POCD also occurs even if no emboli are detected so this is unlikely to be the most important explanation.

**Conclusion**

The elderly brain is sensitive to insults arising directly from coexisting diseases such as the vascular changes in hypertension or diabetes and more subtly from the effects of surgical procedures. The causes of the latter are becoming tantalizingly clearer although, in reality, little has changed over the last 60 years. This is despite the dramatic improvements in anaesthetic practice, monitoring, and drugs for instance, and in minimally invasive surgical techniques. Inflammation and stress are probably some of the most relevant factors to address in the elucidation of POCD pathophysiology. These mechanisms are most pronounced in connection with major procedures where POCD is most common and elderly have an altered response with difficulty in coping with long-term elevated levels of inflammatory mediators and cortisol.59,60 A few studies have supported these mechanisms but this needs to be studied in more detail. Psychological factors and the hospital environment should also be considered as it has been done for delirium.

We may be a lot closer to an understanding of the aetiology of acute cognitive dysfunction in the ill elderly patient and that raises the hope that preventative or supportive strategies will be possible in the near future.
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Introduction

Pain is one of the commonest symptoms in medicine. Pain may continue beyond its protective and diagnostic usefulness, either because the source of the pain is itself incurable or irreversible anatomical changes lead to continuing noxious stimulation long after the initial cause has ended. Pain control irrespective of its nature and description, is now a major concern especially with population ageing and the associated pain of the chronic degenerative conditions of the elderly. Basic scientific research into pain mechanisms is increasing and has revealed numerous novel targets for the advent of new pain therapies. Despite this increased interest causative factors are not always identified. Truly effective treatment can only be achieved if the underlying pain mechanisms following identified causes are known. This chapter will focus on mechanisms of pain in the elderly and will include definitions, types, and descriptions of pain, how the pain is initiated or caused, detected, transmitted, facilitated, inhibited, modulated, and finally perceived. The ‘physiology of pain’ will be discussed at peripheral, spinal (dorsal horn), and central (supraspinal) level to elucidate the mechanisms of pain. Ageing affects the characteristics and morphology of pain fibres, their ability to respond to nociceptive information processing, the expression of ion channels and receptors, neurotransmitter release, spinal modulation, and finally altered perception and reporting of pain in elderly people.

Pain and the elderly

The National Institute of Aging (NIA), in collaboration with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) pain consortium, described pain in older patients as ‘a complex and serious condition which affects their physiological, psychological and social well-being significantly’ in their executive summary. They opined that despite recent developments in the understanding of the molecular entities and neural pathways involved in pain sensation, very little is known about how ageing affects parts of the nervous system that detect and transmit painful stimuli and express painful experiences at a mechanistic level. Apart from altered pain perception, expression, and dampened modulation, the elderly have similar biological pain mechanisms to their younger counterparts. However, the elderly are more vulnerable to the deleterious effects of persistent pain. Yezierski eloquently described the ageing process as a loss of ‘buffering’ capacity in which compensatory, homeostatic mechanisms are rendered ineffective thus leading to a permissive biological environment for the development of pain.

The bio-psychosocial model of pain described by Loeser sees the whole process with nociception as a trigger, pain as a result, suffering as a consequence, and pain behaviour as an observable and measurable element. Biological responses alone to a noxious stimulus cannot be interpreted as pain. Before going any further it is important to understand what pain is.

Description of pain

Definition

The definition of pain varies widely but one accepted definition—‘pain is an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage’—is defined by the International Association for the study of pain (IASP) which also avoids tying the pain to stimulus.

Types of pain

Pain may be categorized as physiological or clinical (pathophysiological) and there are several other description of pain.

Physiological pain

Physiological pain is transmitted via the same fibres and pathways as clinical pain (see later) but has a protective function, acts as a warning for potential and impending tissue damage, and is transient and predominantly localized. The human response to physiological pain is to either ‘withdraw’ or ‘immobilize’.

Clinical pain

Clinical pain is pathological. It shares the same pathways and fibres as physiological pain, but may be associated with tissue injury, inflammation, or direct nerve damage. The hallmark of clinical or pathological pain is the feature of peripheral and central sensitization with spread to the undamaged areas. Clinical (pathophysiological) pain persists even after the cessation of stimulus and can present as an acute or chronic pain.

Acute pain

Acute pain results from tissue injury and is inflammatory in nature. It is mainly adaptive and reparative and comes as a warning sign with healing prospects. It may result from an accidental tissue or bone trauma, a surgical procedure, visceral inflammation, and ischaemia. It could even be as simple as muscular pains and sprains. In acute pain (predominantly nociceptive), the nervous system is usually intact and not unduly perturbed.
Chronic pain
Chronic pain is an outcome of ongoing peripheral or central pathology, chronic inflammation with or without any obvious lesion, tissue damage, or degenerative process. It may involve both sensory and autonomic nervous system. It can be spontaneous, provoked, or persistent and may be autonomous and independent of the initiating stimulus.

Nociceptive pain (inflammatory and trauma)
Nociceptive pain refers to acute inflammatory pain as a result of normal tissue trauma in response to a noxious stimulus. A noxious stimulus is one that is damaging to normal tissues. An example of nociceptive pain is physiological pain.

Neuropathic pain
Neuropathic pain is initiated or caused by a primary lesion or dysfunction in the nervous system and can be peripheral or central in origin. Peripheral neuropathic pain is initiated or caused by a primary lesion or dysfunction in the peripheral nervous system whereas central pain is initiated or caused by lesion or dysfunction in the central nervous system. A hallmark feature of neuropathic pain is generally sensory hypersensitivity and probable later involvement of the autonomic nervous system.

Peripheral pain
Pain sensation from the periphery to the spinal cord is carried by small diameter thinly myelinated or unmyelinated nerve fibres termed 'nociceptors'. Nociceptors are 'neurons' preferentially sensitive to a noxious stimulus or to a stimulus which would become noxious if prolonged.

Nociception is a somatosensory response of the peripheral and central nervous system to a harmful mechanical, electrical, thermal, or chemical stimulus. Peripheral nociceptors belong to the group of A-delta and C fibres with their cell bodies in the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) or trigeminal ganglion. These are present in the skin, muscles, connective tissues, blood vessels and thoracic and abdominal viscera.

There are three main types of sensory fibres in the peripheral nervous system: A-beta, A-delta, and C fibres. Each fibre has different properties allowing them to respond to and transmit different types of sensory information.

A-beta fibres are large in diameter and highly myelinated, therefore, quickest to conduct action potentials from their peripheral to central terminals. These fibres have low activation thresholds and normally respond to light touch and are responsible for conveying tactile information. Under normal conditions, rapidly conducting A-beta fibres (conduction velocities >30 m/sec) are mainly concerned with non-noxious input from specialized encapsulated receptors. The large A-beta low threshold fibre activation closes the 'gate' at spinal level by activating inhibitory interneurons and inhibiting messages from small diameter fibres thus blocking ascending pain transmission.

A-delta fibres are smaller in diameter (2–5 μm), thinly myelinated, and slower-conducting than A-beta fibres and have a higher activation threshold. They respond to both thermal and mechanical stimuli. A-delta fibre conduction velocity is 5–30 m/s and their pain is described as fast, first, sharp, and pricking.

C fibres are the smallest (<2 μm) type of primary afferents and are unmyelinated with conduction velocities 0.5–2.5 m/s thus making them the slowest conducting fibres. They have the highest threshold for activation and therefore, detect selectively nociceptive or 'painful' stimuli. Most C fibres show polymodal responses. Some are exclusively chemosensitive under normal conditions and do not respond to mechanical and thermal stimuli although responsive to noxious thermal (>45°C) stimuli.

A small proportion of 'silent' or 'sleeping' nociceptors identified in the skin as well as visceral organs are unmyelinated primary afferent neurons. These may be unresponsive, even to intense stimuli. However, in the presence of inflammatory mediators and chemical irritants they become responsive and discharge spontaneously to induce changes in receptive field and play a significant role in sensitization.

Under normal circumstances fine afferent C fibres' and A-delta fibres' activation by brief high-intensity stimuli induces little or no tissue damage or structural change but may cause a short-lasting transient pain which serves as a physiological warning. These events can also be considered as a physiological protective response as nociceptive system reverts back to normal once the initial and underlying injury is healed. In clinical settings these may be post-operative pain, visceral inflammation, infection, and mild tissue damage. A-delta and C-afferent fibres are activated by even lower intensity stimuli and produce pain that differs in quality and is more persistent. If left untreated, it is capable of inducing longer-lasting morphological and functional changes in the peripheral and central nervous system. Chronic postsurgical pain (>2 months) is one category that can be described as 'primarily acute post-operative pain which was poorly or under treated, thus turned chronic and persistent'.

As already described, A-delta and C fibres transduce noxious stimuli into action potentials and propagate these to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. The nociceptors (central terminals of primary afferent fibres) terminate in an orderly manner in layers of substantia gelatinosa (laminae) of the dorsal horn. The peripheral afferent fibres termination and organization will be discussed (see later) in dorsal horn mechanisms of pain.

Inflammatory pain
Kidd and Urban described three functions of primary peripheral afferent neurons with respect to their role in nociception i.e. transduction, conduction, and transmission. Transduction is the detection of noxious or damaging stimuli while conduction is the passage of resulting sensory input from peripheral terminals to the dorsal horn of spinal cord. Transmission is the synaptic transfer of this input to neurons within specific laminae of the dorsal horn.

In peripheral inflammatory pain mechanisms, transduction or detection of painful stimuli will be examined first to illustrate the initiation of afferent barrage of noxious stimuli and its consequent effects. Conduction and transmission processes will be elaborated while describing the role of peripheral afferent nociceptors and dorsal horn mechanisms (see later).

The tissue trauma and subsequent inflammation cause changes in local blood flow, hyperaemia, an increase in vascular permeability and oedema formation along with activation and migration of immune cells from surrounding tissues and changes in the release of growth and trophic factors. As a result of tissue injury, several inflammatory mediators are released peripherally and a few are synthesized. The so called inflammatory 'soup' is either directly algogenic or may act indirectly by sensitizing peripheral afferents
to even lower intensity, mechanical, non-noxious stimuli leading to increased responsiveness termed ‘peripheral sensitization’. Subsequent involvement of the surrounding injury area causes primary hyperalgesia.7,8 Primary hyperalgesia is the extreme sensitivity of the uninjured area surrounding injury to even non-noxious stimuli.

**Visceral pain**

Visceral afferents transmit noxious information to dorsal root ganglia where cutaneous afferents also terminate. Visceral pain fibres travel with parasympathetic and sympathetic fibres, and are therefore associated with the autonomic nervous system activity because of C fibres’ mediated effects on stimulation. Increase in heart and respiratory rate, sweating, and rise in blood pressure are associated with visceral pain. Although no clear boundaries exist, visceral pain can be distinguished from cutaneous or peripherally induced somatic pain. Visceral pain is vague, deep, and ‘diffuse’ in nature. It has the characteristics of escalation in intensity, summation, and spread, and may turn into referred pain. Referred pain arises as a result of the convergence and co-localization of visceral and peripheral (cutaneous/dermatomal) afferents in the dorsal horn.5 The sensation of visceral pain declines with age and elderly people exhibit a delayed response in reporting visceral pain.9 Their primary noxious stimulus is either visceral distention or inflammation.

**Key features of pain mechanisms**

It is commonly believed that pain is activated in the periphery only by nociceptors in response to an adequate noxious stimulus. This may be true of nociceptive pain under normal circumstances but it is perhaps too simplistic to attribute pain hypersensitivity or spontaneous pain to this. Here, a number of different input channels can lead to the pain sensation10 (Table 11.1). The different pain-evoked input channels represent the operation of multiple mechanisms10 (Table 11.2). However, keeping in view the scope of this chapter, only selected inputs and their operations are discussed here.

**Table 11.1** Input channels for pain

- Mechanical, thermal, or chemical stimuli
- Activation of sensitized nociceptors in the periphery by low-intensity stimuli
- Ectopic discharge in nociceptors originating at a neuroma, dorsal root ganglion, peripheral nerve, or dorsal root
- Low-threshold afferent activation in the periphery by low-intensity mechanical–thermal stimuli, in combination with central sensitization, synaptic reorganization, or disinhibition
- Ectopic discharge in low-threshold afferents originating at a neuroma, dorsal root ganglion, peripheral nerve, dorsal root (peripheral nerve injury associated with central sensitization, synaptic reorganization, or disinhibition)
- Spontaneous activity in central neurons (in the dorsal horn, thalamus, or cortex), ectopic discharge in low-threshold afferents originating at a neuroma, dorsal root ganglion, peripheral nerve, dorsal root and spontaneous activity in central neurons (in the dorsal horn, thalamus, or cortex).


There are two major phenomena that need to be discussed here in detail to delineate the effects of type and nature of injury on the induction of pain. Both the processes begin with either soft tissue and bone trauma alone or accompanied with a nerve injury. It is interesting to note here that the majority of accidental or surgical trauma and other injuries do not follow a pure physiological script in the development of either inflammatory (nociceptive) or nerve injury (neuropathic) pain. There is a significant overlap of events during the process of transduction, conduction and transmission depending on the magnitude of the injury (intensity of noxious stimuli), bodily responses to the insult (ageing effect and threshold), and the timely intervention of injury and pain containment (treatment). However, the inflammatory processes (acute or chronic) are considered as the beginning of the sequence of events in pain generation.

**Inflammatory mediators**

In the event of injury, damaged cells release their intracellular contents; these include macrophages, lymphocytes, and mast cells. Thus the afferent nerve terminals are exposed to painful inflammatory mediators, such as potassium and hydrogen ions, 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), histamine, bradykinin, purines, cytokines, substance P, neurokinin A, calcitonin gene related peptide (CGRP), adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and nitric oxide. Inflammation activates the arachidonic acid pathway to produce leukotrienes and prostaglandins. Bradykinin causes sensitization and sensitization of primary afferent neurons and produces pain, inflammation and hyperalgesia. Cytokines such as pro-inflammatory cytokines, tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6, and chemokine IL-8, may produce mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia.6,8

Prostaglandins play a major role as mediators of inflammation, fever, and pain. They are mainly sensitizing agents and sensitize the primary afferent neurons to bradykinin and other pro-inflammatory mediators. Prostaglandins can also directly activate nociceptors.
and reduce their activation threshold and enhance their responses to other stimuli. 5-HT released from mast cells and platelets can cause direct excitation of sensory afferent neurons during injury and ongoing stimuli. Histamine released from mast cell degranulation acts on sensory neurons and produces itch in low and pain in high concentrations.\textsuperscript{11}

Substance P degranulates mast cells to cause histamine release and also induces the release of prostaglandin (PGE\textsubscript{2}), both are the mediators of pain.\textsuperscript{6}

Damage to a peripheral nerve during tissue injury will also produce several biochemical, physiological, and morphological changes. Nerve damage increases production of a neurotrophic peptide—the nerve growth factor (NGF) which plays a significant role in the development of peripheral sensitization. Axonal transport of NGF to the dorsal horn plays a significant role in central sensitization.\textsuperscript{5}

### Primary (peripheral) afferent nociceptor activation

Peripheral tissue or nerve injury results in primary afferent nociceptor activation and the release of excitatory peptides, expression of receptors, and ion channels.

### Expression of receptors and transduction

The process of transduction or detection of painful stimuli reveals a series of ion channel-linked receptors including heat-activated vanilloid receptors, acid-sensing ion channel receptors (ASICs), and purinergic receptors.\textsuperscript{6}

The vanilloid receptors belong to a group of transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channels permeable to Ca\textsuperscript{2+} ion.\textsuperscript{6} The vanilloid receptor-related TRP channels (TRPV) are sensitive to capsaicin, heat, acid, inflammation, and are responsive to thermal stimuli (>43°C). Vanilloid receptors are distributed in small-diameter peripheral afferent neurons and in the central nervous system.

The ASICs respond to low pH and present throughout the nervous system. ASICs are activated by heat, acid, ischaemia, and inflammation.

The purinoreceptors are ionotropic ligand-gated ion channels mediating fast synaptic transmission by extracellular ATP.\textsuperscript{12} ATP activates sensory neurons and causes sharp transient pain.

### Expression of ion channels and transduction

The nerve fibres possess voltage-gated sodium (Na\textsuperscript{+}) channels which are important for normal nerve conduction. The excitation of primary afferent neurons is controlled by opening and closing of the voltage-gated sodium (Na\textsuperscript{+} inward current) and potassium (K\textsuperscript{+} outward current) channels. The Na\textsuperscript{+} channels open rapidly and transiently to allow membrane depolarization and generation of an action potential. Activation of these cationic channels is responsible for the generation of nociceptive signals. Abnormal ectopic firing is also mediated by the Na\textsuperscript{+} channels which are classified as tetrodotoxin sensitive (TTX-S) and tetrodotoxin resistant (TTX-R). The larger diameter fibres express TTX-S sodium channels while the small diameter nociceptive neurons express both.\textsuperscript{13} Prostaglandin E\textsubscript{2}, adenosine, and serotonin also enhance channel sensitivity.\textsuperscript{14} It has been suggested that Na\textsuperscript{+} channel blockers may be used to treat pain but their side effects may limit their clinical use. Selective blockade of TTX-R has been proposed as an option for treating neuropathic and chronic pain states.\textsuperscript{6}

The potassium (K\textsuperscript{+}) channels are present in the sensory neurons and stabilize the membrane potential by maintaining hyperpolarization (outward current). The downregulation of K\textsuperscript{+} channels may result in a hyperexcitable state of sensory neurons.\textsuperscript{5}

The voltage-gated calcium (Ca\textsuperscript{2+}) channels (VGCCs) are involved in sensory transduction and transmitter release. VGCCs cause a prolonged excitatory state by increasing intracellular Ca\textsuperscript{2+} in response to an action potential. VGCC activation causes release of substance P and CGRP which are potent mediators of pain.

### Dorsal horn pain mechanisms

The primary afferents terminate in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. Most nociceptive thinly myelinated A-delta fibres end in laminae I and V whereas the unmyelinated nociceptive C fibres terminate superficially in the outer laminae 1 and II, the underlying substantia gelatinosa, with a smaller number reaching the deeper lamina V as well. The large tactile A-beta fibres terminate in deeper laminae and predominantly innervate laminae III–VI. The primary role of peripheral fibres was proposed by Melzack and Wall\textsuperscript{15} (1965) in their ‘gate control theory of pain’. According to the gate control theory, central transmission (T) cells are present in the spinal cord that transmits pain to higher centres via brainstem and thalamus to the cortex for perception. Peripheral trauma activates A-delta and C fibres and their impulses excite central transmission T cells. Central transmission cells also receive input from large A-beta mechano-receptors and their simultaneous stimulation closes the gate on T cells, which is opened by nociceptive stimuli from A-delta and C fibres, thus causing inhibition of ascending nociception. Le Bars et al.\textsuperscript{16} described a similar inhibitory system triggered by noxious (not innocuous) stimulation which is activated by the stimulation of A-delta and C fibres, termed diffuse noxious inhibitory controls or DNIC. Riley et al.\textsuperscript{17} described the basic principle of DNIC as ‘pain inhibition by pain’ and coined the term ‘conditioned pain modulation’ (CPM).

Therefore the modulation of nociceptive information, i.e. the facilitation of pain and descending inhibition, takes place in the dorsal horn.

### Ascending pathways

The spinothalamic tract (STT) is considered the most important pain projection pathway in the system. Laminae I and V neurons provide cells of origin of STT and the majority of STT fibres cross over near their spinal levels of origin.

There are two main divisions of the spinothalamic tract (neospinothalamic and paleospinothalamic). The neospinothalamic tract is also referred to as the lateral STT and transmits distinct information regarding location, intensity, and duration of noxious stimuli. It projects to the posterior nuclei of the thalamus. The paleospinothalamic tract forms the medial portion of the pathway and projects to the medial thalamic nuclei. It is concerned with the autonomic and unpleasant emotional aspects of pain.

The spinoreticular tract produces arousal associated with pain perception and mediates motivational, affective and autonomic responses to pain.

The spinomesencephalic tract projects to the midbrain reticular formation and evokes non-discriminative painful
sensation. This tract may be important in the activation of descending anti-nociception processes.

The spinocervical tract is located in the dorsolateral funiculus and its fibres ascend uncrossed to the lateral cervical nucleus, a fibre relay to the contralateral thalamus. The dorsal columns are mainly associated with carrying non-painful sensation nevertheless some fibres are responsive to noxious stimuli. Large A-beta fibres travel in this pathway.

The nociceptive information carried by small myelinated and unmyelinated fibres is processed in the dorsal horn before its further relay to the higher centres. The dorsal horn is a seat of complex interactions where the peripheral high-threshold sensory fibres interact with the local intrinsic spinal interneurons and descending fibres from the brain. There are two main classes of neurons activated by these peripheral fibres, i.e. nociceptive specific (NS) and multi-receptive wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons. NS cells are mostly found superficially and synapse with A-delta and C fibres only. The NS or high threshold neurons are activated exclusively by noxious stimuli and fire action potentials when a painful stimulus is detected at the periphery. The multi-receptive, convergent or WDR neurons are located in the deeper laminae of the dorsal horn. These neurons respond to nociceptive as well as non-nociceptive input and their firing increases with an increase in intensity of the stimulus. WDR activity is generated by nociceptive input and transferred after processing in the dorsal horn, directly or via brainstem relay nuclei to the thalamus and onto the cortex. Simultaneously, parallel outputs from the dorsal horn reach ventral horn to activate flexor motor neurons to initiate ‘withdrawal flexion reflex’ hence both the sensation of physiological pain and the flexion withdrawal reflex occur together.

WDR neurons receive input from all three types of sensory fibres, and therefore respond to the full range of stimulation, from light touch to noxious pinch, heat, and chemicals. WDR neurons fire action potentials in a graded fashion depending on stimulus intensity, and also exhibit ‘wind-up’, a short-lasting form of synaptic plasticity.

Central sensitization and neuroplasticity

The increase in excitability of spinal neurons after peripheral injury is termed central sensitization. The arrival of nociceptive information from tissue or nerve injury, which is acute, continuous, and persistent, results in the release of excitatory amino acids, glutamate and aspartate from the nociceptive central terminals. Glutamate causes alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA) receptor activation to initiate a baseline response in the dorsal horn to noxious and tactile stimuli akin to physiological processing of sensory information. Repetitive high-frequency C fibres stimulation activates N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, which would not have been activated under normal physiological conditions. NMDA receptors are normally blocked (plugged) by magnesium (Mg²⁺) ion to prevent depolarization and activation. Sodium influx at AMPA receptors removes the Mg²⁺ block by membrane depolarization and allows channels to open. The loss of Mg²⁺ block with eventual entry of calcium into the cell results in immediate early gene induction (IEG—c fos and c-jun), activation of protein kinase C (PKC) and protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) which phosphorylates the NMDA receptor to produce medium or long-term changes. NMDA receptor involvement induces and maintains a state of central sensitization and secondary hyperalgesia.

If this stage is not treated effectively, long-term morphological and chemical changes will occur with structural reorganization, sprouting, expansion of receptive fields, and neuronal cross talking and results in the development of memory of pain (plasticity).

Dorsal horn inhibition (modulation) of pain

According to Melzack and Wall’s gate control theory, the first inhibitory system exists within the peripheral afferent fibres. A-delta and C fibres relay nociceptive information to the dorsal horn and the peripheral co-stimulation or co-activation of large A-beta fibres blocks it at the spinal (transmission cells) level. The closure of the pain gate by A-beta fibres may be temporary until the stimulus becomes intense and persistent, resulting in loss of inhibition. The nociceptive information released ascends to the supraspinial level to activate descending inhibitory and modulatory systems. However, the second line of defence against nociception is the release of inhibitory neurotransmitters GABA (gamma-amino-butyric-acid) and glycine and the activation of opioid and alpha-adrenoceptors in the dorsal horn. The inhibitory neurotransmitters, GABA and glycine decrease the response of NS and WDR cells, thus influencing the output of the dorsal horn.

GABA and glycine cause tonic inhibition of nociceptive input in the dorsal horn. GABA _A_ receptors mediate postsynaptic inhibition while GABA _B_ presynaptically inhibits excitatory amino acids in the dorsal horn. GABA agonists work at the chloride channel to cause hyperpolarization of the membrane and have a ‘calming effect’ on the membrane potential. Along with several other contributors, the loss of GABA inhibitory control also contributes to the development of allodynic pain.

In response to peripheral injury and inflammation and as a result of stress and immune responses, opioid peptides including B-endorphin, met-enkephalin, dynorphin, and endomorphins are released at the site of the injury and into the circulation. Opioid peptides bind to the opioid receptors which are expressed in dorsal root ganglia and transported intra-axonally to the peripheral nerve terminals. In the spinal dorsal horn, opioid receptors are present at both presynaptic and postsynaptic locations. Activation of the presynaptic receptors inhibits the release of ‘algogenic’ excitatory neurotransmitters including substance P. The postsynaptic opioid receptors mediated activation of potassium channels causes hyperpolarization of WDR and NS neurons. However, the opioid receptor sensitivity is severely affected in neuropathic pain and therefore opioid’s effective use seems to be limited in chronic persistent pain. Prolonged use of exogenous opioids may also interfere with the opioid receptor mechanism and may cause hyperalgesia, which is secondary to NMDA receptor activation.

The descending inhibitory modulatory system produces analgesia by activating presynaptic alpha adrenoceptors and endogenous release of noradrenaline in the dorsal horn. The opioid and alpha adrenoceptor agonists work synergistically. Clonidine, an alpha agonist drug, produces analgesia on spinal administration. Additionally, adenosine receptors also modulate dorsal horn nociceptive processing.

Descending inhibition or modulation

The peripheral fibres organization in the dorsal horn and their ascending route to supra spinal structures were discussed earlier (see ‘Ascending pathways’). The second-order neurons from the dorsal horn ascend and terminate in brainstem, thalamus, and the
Cortex role in pain perception and expression

Nociception has also been defined as the detection of noxious stimuli and its subsequent transmission of encoded information to the brain and the pain being a perceptual process that arises as a result of such activity. The cortical contribution in pain perception and modulation provides the basis for several non-drug therapies and treatments for managing complex pains. Those include TENS, acupuncturing, behaviour modification and the motivational strategies. The higher cortical centres have controls of perceptual (somatic-sensory) and affective (cingulate cortex) components of pain processing, perception and expression. Noxious, painful stimulus results in activation of sensory, motor, premotor, parietal, frontal, occipital, insular, and anterior cingulate regions of the cortex. The limbic system controls the motivational and behavioural responses while frontal cortex has strong perceptual controlling mechanisms. The pain perception, pain expression and the pain behaviour all rely on cortical integration. Pain as opposed to nociception, is created in the brain.

Neuroanatomical, physiological, and functional changes in pain mechanisms in elderly

Gagliese and Farrell9 described in detail the effects of ageing on neuroanatomy, variations in peripheral inflammatory mediator release and responses, perturbed central neurotransmitter release, and altered facilitatory and inhibitory modulatory functions.

The neurobiology of ageing has a considerable influence over nociception, anti-nociception, and pain under normal physiological conditions. Ageing does affect pain processing with demonstrable non-uniform morphological and biochemical changes throughout the peripheral and central nervous system. The peripheral nerves of both animals and humans, notably and selectively, lose myelinated fibres with signs of spontaneous axonal damage and wallerian degeneration.

There are three models of age-related changes in pain prevalence which influences pain mechanisms at different stages in life. Anderson et al.23 described the first model as an increase in pain with increasing age until the 6th decade with primary aetiology of mechanical and occupational origin. The second model is of degenerative disease processes which apparently occur after normal working age or post retirement. The third model is age independent and includes chest pain, back pain, stomach aches, and headaches, which do not necessarily have mechanical component aetiology.

Later in life, it may be the alterations in neurophysiology, lack of pain reporting, and stoicism altered perception of pain or neuroanatomical changes in nociceptors which may result in the reduced reporting of pain in older people.

Chakour et al.24 reported a reduction in A-delta fibre numbers in elderly people, which becomes apparent in later life because of its diminished contribution in pain transmission. The loss of A-delta fibres leads to recruitment of C nociceptive fibres. This, along with continued peripheral stimulation, results in the late transmission of pain sensation with a poor reaction time in elderly population. This phenomenon contributes to the development of chronic pain in the elderly.

Gagliese and Farrell9 reviewed animal and human experimental literature on age related effects in pain. Ageing results in diminished levels of neuropeptides, substance P, CGRP, and somatostatin in the dorsal horn along with low levels of the inhibitory neurotransmitters, 5HT, and noradrenaline which reflects an impaired peripheral and spinal descending inhibitory (modulatory) mechanism. The concentration of opioid receptors in cortex, striatum, and hypothalamus decreases with age with decreased levels of circulating B-endorphins in elderly population.

The NMDA receptor function and binding also decline with age in animal studies. The reversal of centrally mediated sensitization in older adults also suggests decrements in the effectiveness of endogenous inhibitory processes. This would also be consistent with an age-related decrease in pain tolerance. Recently it has been suggested that age-related changes in pain perception are not significant, but that pain tolerance does change and declines with advancing age.

The integrated homeostatic body systems that include endocrine, immune, and autonomic nervous systems are also affected by age, and when combined with changes and alterations in inflammatory responses, oxidative stress, and cell death contribute to the development of persistent pain in elderly. The cellular and molecular mechanisms responsible for ageing and pain provide evidence that the induction and maintenance of chronic pain depends on the integrated function of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems along with coordinated interaction with the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis. Therefore, the tissue injury or nerve damage is responsible for a perturbed autonomic nervous system which is involved in the generation of sympathetically maintained pain, complex regional pain syndromes, persistent pain, and neuralgias in elderly populations.

It has been suggested that there are deficits in endogenous pain inhibition (spinal and supraspinal) in older humans. The failure of DNIC system in elderly population shows as an increase in thermal pain ratings during noxious cold stimulation and unmasks a net facilitatory effect of noxious stimuli when compared to younger subjects.

Elderly adults who are cognitively impaired may also have difficulty modulating pain stimuli simply because the cortical centres responsible for cognitive processing and activation of descending pain modulating systems are compromised in older adults resulting in the loss of descending pain modulation.
**Conclusion**

Pain in the elderly remains a complex issue and full understanding requires a holistic approach towards understanding pain with ageing process. Pain in the elderly means a dynamic and intertwined relationship of an ‘aged’ anatomy of pain transmission, with declining physiological functions, involving physicochemical process with compromised coping mechanisms. Although in the elderly the initiation, aggravation, maintenance, excitation, and inhibition at the spinal cord level and descending modulation of pain occur in a similar way to younger people the functional, biological, and psychological responses may not be the same.
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PART 3

Applied Science and Diseases of the Elderly
Introduction

With an increase in age expectancy, older persons are more vulnerable to chronic conditions including brain dysfunction with manifestations of progressive cognitive decline and behavioural disturbance. This chapter will describe in brief the important and common neurological conditions in older people.

Dementia

The commonest syndrome is dementia, characterized by impairment of at least two cognitive functions including short-term and long-term memory, language, judgement, and abstract thinking. The greatest risk factor is age but diabetes, hypertension, stroke, traumatic head injury, and a low formal level of education are also associated risk factors.

Alzheimer’s dementia

Alzheimer’s dementia (AD) is the commonest type of dementia and affects nearly half a million people in the UK. Nearly 400 000 people have Alzheimer's disease in England and Wales. Incidence generally begins in the seventh decade of life and is estimated to be 4.9 per 1000 person-years and doubles with every 5 years afterwards. Prevalence is estimated at 40 per cent in persons aged 85 and above. Mean time from onset of symptoms to diagnosis is between 2 and 3 years.

The known risk factors are age, smoking, female sex (African American and Hispanic descent), trisomy 21, family history of the disease, and presence of the epsilon 4 allele (especially in homozygotes) of the apolipoprotein E (APOE) gene on chromosome 19.1,2 Cerebral atrophy occurs especially in the temporal and parietal lobes. Loss of cholinergic neurons occurs in the nucleus basalis of Meynert and serotonergic cells of the raphe nuclei. This may correlate with lack of attention and higher-order cognitive processing. Abnormal accumulation of extracellular amyloid protein due to defective proteolytic processing of the amyloid precursor protein and intracellular microtubular-associated hyperphosphorylated tau proteins3 are considered as hallmark events in the pathogenesis.4 These are visualized in large numbers (in comparison to normal older people) as plaques and neurofibrillary tangles using a modified silver stain and seen predominantly in the hippocampus and the neocortex.5,6

Memory impairment is often the first presenting sign and is mandatory for diagnosis.1,2 Impairment of constructional skills and naming can also be affected during the early stages. Mild dementia often involves memory and language impairment7 whereas behavioural abnormalities including nocturnal agitation and wandering occur in moderate disease. Psychiatric manifestations of anxiety, depression, delusions, florid psychosis, and hallucinations may occur and are difficult for family and carers to manage. All intellectual faculties are impaired as the condition progresses and death is usually due to pneumonia or coexisting medical illness. Essentially, the diagnosis is clinical and aided by neuropsychological tests. The clinical criteria for diagnosis was proposed by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition (DSM-5), National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA) in 1984 and revised earlier this year.1,2 Positron emission tomography and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) images analyse glucose metabolism and are useful in differentiating dementia subtypes.

Frontotemporal dementia

Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is a syndrome which includes Pick’s disease, semantic dementia, and progressive non-fluent aphasia.8 Approximately 40 per cent of patients have a family history of depression and less than 10 per cent are inherited. An autosomal dominant mode of inheritance occurs through mutations in the microtubule-associated tau protein (MAPT) or progranulin gene, both on chromosome 17.

The most important clinical characteristics are changes in personal character, social behaviour, lack of insight, early emotional blunting, and loss of speech output. Visuospatial skills, calculation, and memory are preserved in the early stages.9 Progressive fluent aphasia, inability to comprehend word meaning, anoma, and speech devoid of content are noted.8 Primitive signs of sucking, grasp, and pout reflexes occur early in FTD.10

Vascular dementia

The onset of vascular dementia (VaD) is usually within 3 months of a stroke and prevalence is from 11 to 20 per cent. Risk factors include increasing age, male sex, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, smoking, cardiac disease, a low level of formal education, and family history.11 Interestingly the presence of APOE epsilon 4 increases the risk of VaD and pathological studies have reported overlap between AD and VaD. Small vessel disease can cause subcortical syndromes of senile leukoencephalopathy and lacunar states or...
affect the frontal lobes. In Biswanger’s disease there is extensive white matter ischaemic injury to the cerebral hemispheres.

**Dementia with Lewy bodies**

Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) is the second most common variety of degenerative dementia. DLB, Parkinson's disease (PD), multisystem atrophy, pure autonomic failure, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behaviour disorder, and Hallervorden–Spatz disease may all belong to a spectrum of disorders called synucleinopathies. The hallmark of these disorders is Lewy bodies and Lewy neuritis which contain fibrillary aggregates of alpha synuclein protein. In PD such inclusions are present in the brainstem whereas in DLB they are present in the brainstem, neocortex, and limbic system. There may be concurrent AD pathology. In DLB there is a reduction in cholinergic transmission from the basal forebrain and brainstem nuclei.

Clinical manifestations include cortical and subcortical features of fluctuations in cognition but preserved memory in the early stages, recurrent visual hallucinations, features of parkinsonism, marked postural instability leading to falls, and extreme neuroleptic sensitivity. Other features may include autonomic dysfunction, REM sleep disorders, delusions, hallucinations, and depression. Neuroimaging reveals white matter changes similar to AD, but preserved temporal lobe and hippocampus.

**Corticobasal degeneration**

Corticobasal degeneration is a tauopathy (a class of neurodegenerative disease) mainly affecting the frontal and parietal lobes and substantia nigra. It may overlap with FTD or AD. Clinical features are unique involving cortical and subcortical structures presenting with executive dysfunction, visuospatial disturbances, difficulties in memory retrieval, and progressive non-fluent aphasia.

**Parkinson’s disease dementia**

Cognitive impairment may be a non-motor manifestation of PD and is a significant determinant of neuropsychiatric manifestations.

Risk factors for dementia in PD are old age, duration of PD, presence of akinetic rigid profile, and depression. Parkinson’s disease dementia (PDD) could be considered as an extended spectrum of synucleinopathies with early manifestations of impaired executive function, attention, visuospatial, and visuoperceptual problems (such as drawing figures, identifying television personalities). These patients use verbal switching less effectively but more effective semantic clustering in comparison to Alzheimer’s disease. Excessive daytime sleepiness and REM sleep disorder are common.

Progressive supranuclear palsy, spinocerebellar degeneration, Wilson's disease, and striatonigral degeneration exhibit combinations of parkinsonism, ataxia, chorea, and ophthalmoplegia. The parkinsonism dementia complex of Guam is characterized by dementia of Alzheimer’s type, PD, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

**Prion disease**

These are a group of rare, invariably fatal, neurodegenerative disorders (spongiform encephalopathies) with prolonged incubation periods affecting humans and animals. These include Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD), Kuru, fatal familial insomnia, and Gerstmann–Straussler–Scheinker disease.

CJD is the commonest human prion disease (80 per cent). Disease acquisition may be sporadic, familial, iatrogenic, or variant. The commonest variety is sporadic. CJD is characterized by a rapidly progressive dementia associated with myoclonic jerks with variable pyramidal, extrapyramidal, and cerebellar signs. Though some overlap exists amongst the two, neuropsychiatric manifestations (depression, anxiety, apathy, depression) occur early in variant CJD.

**Drug-induced dementia**

Psychotropics, anticholinergics, anticonvulsants, and cardiac drugs are associated with dementia syndromes. Alcohol abuse can lead to cognition decline and neuropsychiatric symptoms. Prefrontal and frontal damage occur due to long-term alcohol abuse leading to memory loss and executive dysfunction. Other areas affected are the hypothalamus, cerebellum, and white matter. Heavy metals such as lead, arsenic, manganese, or mercury are unusual causes of dementia in the elderly. A recent study suggested that iron deposition could lead to disruption of white matter in AD and abnormal accumulation of iron, copper, and zinc lead to oxidative stress and macromolecular damage.

**Chronic infections**

Chronic meningitis due to bacterial (tuberculosis, Whipple's disease), parasitic (malaria, cysticercosis, toxoplasmosis), or fungal (Histoplasma, Cryptococcus, Candida, Coccidioides, Aspergillus) organisms can lead to dementia syndrome with cranial nerve deficits. Syphilis can cause dementia either by chronic meningitis or meningovascular syphilis. Diagnosis is by laboratory examination and examination of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).

**Other systemic illnesses**

Other systemic illnesses that could cause dementia syndromes include cardiac failure, pulmonary failure, uraemia, and hepatic encephalopathy. Dysfunction of thyroid, parathyroid, and adrenals are also known causes. Vitamin B₁₂ deficiency is a rare cause of dementia. Temporal arteritis and vasculitis are unusual causes. Neoplasms both intrinsic and metastatic especially involving the frontal lobe can present with dementia. Traumatic brain injuries leading to subdural and extradural haematomas or obstructive hydrocephalus can produce dementia syndromes.

The treatment goals include management of cognitive and behaviour symptoms with the aim to improve overall functioning, education, training, support, and counselling of carers. The treatment for cognitive symptoms of dementia is limited. The drugs used in treatment at present belong to either of two categories: acetyl cholinesterase inhibitors (donepezil, galantamine, and rivastigmine) and NMDA (N-methyl D-aspartate) receptor antagonist memantine.

Risk factor management especially regarding hypertension (as revealed by the European Systolic Hypertension trial) reduces white matter damage in VaD. Not much evidence exists for the use of lipid lowering therapy.

Atypical and typical neuroleptics, antidepressants, mood stabilizers, and benzodiazepines have all been used in management...
of behaviour symptoms.\textsuperscript{1,2} Neuroleptics should be avoided in DLB due to extreme sensitivity. In addition to pharmacotherapy, the non-pharmacological management of patients with behavioural disturbance may include speech therapy, retraining, and rehabilitation.

**Stroke**

The World Health Organization definition of stroke is ‘the clinical syndrome of rapid onset of focal cerebral deficit, lasting more than 24 hours or leading to death, with no apparent cause other than a vascular one’. It can be classified into two categories: ischaemia due to thrombosis or arterial embolism and haemorrhage. The incidence increases with age with the risk doubling for both men and women for each successive decade after 55. Up to age 75 men have more strokes and related deaths compared to women with a reversal afterwards. Each year in England, approximately 110,000 people have a first or recurrent stroke and a further 20,000 people have a transient ischaemic attack (TIA). TIA is a focal loss of neurological symptoms due to temporary ischaemia lasting up to 24 hours.\textsuperscript{24,25} Modern imaging reveals that deficits lasting more than an hour are due to irreversible cortical infarcts.\textsuperscript{26,27}

Risk factors include age, male sex, smoking, alcohol abuse, obesity, hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidaemia, cardiac diseases (myocardial infarction, atrial fibrillation, left ventricular hypertrophy), peripheral vascular disease, previous TIA/stroke, and family history.\textsuperscript{13,28}

Hypertension is the leading risk factor for both ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke with nearly two-thirds of global stroke burden due to suboptimal control.\textsuperscript{11} Antihypertensive therapy reduces the risk of stroke by more than 30 per cent. It remains unclear as to what would be an optimal range for the over 80 age group.\textsuperscript{29,30}

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the commonest arrhythmia in the elderly with prevalence increasing from 0.1 per cent in those younger than 55 to 10 per cent in people older than 80. It is an independent risk factor for stroke with the relative risk increased by 5 per cent. Strokes that occur due to AF cause more neurological disability. Patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus have at least a twofold risk in increased risk of stroke and this is further increased by smoking, hypertension, and atrial fibrillation. The CHADS\textsuperscript{2} \textsuperscript{2} and CHA\textsubscript{2}DS\textsubscript{2} \textsubscript{VASC} scoring system is a useful tool in predicting risk factor of stroke with non-rheumatic atrial fibrillation.\textsuperscript{32,33} Unless there is a significant contraindication, anticoagulation is the preferred treatment in the elderly in preventing stroke.

A major risk factor for the elderly due to atherosclerosis is symptoms due to a stenotic carotid lesion greater than 50 per cent. The risk of stroke in these patients is 20–30 per cent. Carotid endarterectomy (CEA) is beneficial for symptomatic patients with recent non-disabling carotid artery ischaemic events and ipsilateral 70 per cent to 99 per cent carotid artery stenosis. Carotid stenting can be considered in patients who are medically unwell for CEA, high level stenosis or risk of stenosis is high after CEA.\textsuperscript{34,35}

**Ischaemic stroke**

Ischaemic stroke accounts for nearly 80 per cent of all strokes. Causes of ischaemic stroke in the elderly include atheromatous disease, lacunar infarction, cardiac embolism secondary to AF, mural thrombus in the left ventricle, bacterial endocarditis, prosthetic valve thrombosis, coronary artery bypass graft or coronary angiography, mitral or aortic valve repair, cardiac arrest, hyperviscosity states, and syphilis. The commonly used Bamford classification helps to localize stroke lesions on clinical findings and aids to identify pathology and prognosis.

**Stroke ‘mimics’**

Stroke ‘mimics’ are common conditions which may present like a stroke and include metabolic disturbances including hypo- and hypernatraemia, hypo- and hyperglycaemia; seizures; and other central nervous system disorders including subdural haematoma, brain abscess, primary brain tumour, migraine, previous stroke with a residual deficit, and sometimes functional disorders.

Cerebral computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are indicated for localizing the vascular territory of infarcts and distinguishing from haemorrhage.\textsuperscript{36} Some patients with transient or even persisting neurological symptoms may have a normal CT scan. Magnetic resonance angiography and spiral CT scans are used in imaging intra- and extracranial arteries. B-mode ultrasound and Doppler are used to quantify severity of disease in the internal carotid and vertebral artery.

The initial management of a patient with stroke involves stabilization of the airway and adequate oxygen therapy. Full blood count, urea, electrolytes, coagulation screen, and an electrocardiogram are considered routine. Urgent CT of head is performed to rule out haemorrhage or for signs of early ischaemic change. Blood pressure is usually monitored closely. Thrombolysis with intravenous tissue plasminogen activator has been effective in improving functional outcomes following an acute ischaemic stroke.\textsuperscript{37} New methods of catheter-based thrombolysis and clot retrieval measures and devices are being evaluated.

**Haemorrhagic stroke**

These include subarachnoid (SAH) and intracerebral haemorrhage (ICH). SAH accounts for about 8 per cent of all strokes. CT scan is the test of choice in diagnosis and identifying source of haemorrhage with sensitivity of 90 per cent in the first 24 hours. If in doubt, lumbar puncture should be performed and the CSF is analysed using spectrophotometry to check for xanthochromia. Cerebral angiography is indicated to detect any underlying aneurysm and identify the size and location.

ICH occurs at least twice as commonly as SAH, with age and hypertension being the most important risk factors. Trauma, underlying coagulopathy, and amyloid angiopathy are other recognized risk factors. The typical presentation is focal neurological deficit that progresses over minutes to hours with accompanying headache, nausea, vomiting, decreased consciousness, and elevated blood pressure.\textsuperscript{38,39} Seizures (6–7 per cent) are more common in lobar haemorrhage. It rarely occurs during sleep. CT is the imaging of choice and MRI is equally effective in detecting haemorrhage. The prognosis of ICH is worse than ischaemic stroke with 30-day mortality of the 40 per cent as compared to 20 per cent.\textsuperscript{40}

**Epilepsy in the elderly**

Epilepsy is the third commonest neurological diagnosis with a major psychosocial and economic burden on older people and society.\textsuperscript{41} Seizures and epilepsy in this population are much more
common than is often realized. The prevalence of epilepsy increases with age and is greatest in patients older than 75 years. The diagnosis of epilepsy in the elderly is challenging and misdiagnosis can occur in up to 30 per cent of cases. There may be lack of aura, automatisms, and rarely transition from focal to generalization. Intermittent confusional episodes or light headedness, dizziness, and cramps could be clinical manifestations. Status epilepticus is more common compared to the young. The causes of late-onset epilepsy are cerebrovascular disease (most common cause), neurodegenerative disorders, trauma, and brain tumours. Seizure risk increases up to 20-fold in the first year following a stroke and is more common in the haemorrhagic variety.

Seizure ‘mimics’
Seizure mimics can happen during syncope, TIA, transient global amnesia, cardiac arrhythmia, drop attacks, hypoglycaemia, panic attacks, cataplexy associated with narcolepsy, migraine, and sleep disorders.

The most reliable method of diagnosis is an accurate history. It is important to investigate for metabolic disturbances, side effects of drugs and withdrawal, and substance abuse. Epilepsy protocol MRI is the imaging of choice and is indicated in patients with refractory partial seizures or tumours. A normal electroencephalogram (EEG) does not rule epilepsy. If in doubt, a video EEG or inpatient monitoring is recommended.

There is lack of data in terms of effective seizure control with antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) in the elderly. Factors to be taken into consideration are age-related physiological changes in the nervous system, other comorbidities, and age-related decrease in hepatic blood flow and glomerular filtration rate, drug interactions, and pharmacokinetics, compliance, and nutritional state may influence absorption or promote drug toxicity. The principles of treatment are seizure control with minimal side effects. Lamotrigine and gabapentin are the drugs of choice in partial seizures. Lamotrigine, sodium valproate, levetiracetam, and topiramate are recommended for generalized seizures (International League against Epilepsy guidelines). Levetiracetam has been suggested for the treatment of status epilepticus in elderly people when comorbidity and respiratory insufficiency does not permit the use of benzodiazepines or phenytoin.

Parkinson’s disease and parkinsonism
Parkinsonism is a broad term to describe any of two or more of akinesia, rigidity, resting tremor, and postural instability. It includes PD and other neurodegenerative disorders.

Idiopathic PD is a clinicopathological correlate with levodopa responsive parkinsonism, loss of dopaminergic pigmented neurons especially in the ventrolateral and ventromedial nuclei of the substantia nigra, and Lewy body inclusions. The motor manifestations tend to occur when 60 per cent or more of the dopaminergic reserve is depleted. PD is typically an asymmetric disease and initial symptoms may include loss of dexterity on fine tasks of fingers, tremor, and generalized slowing down. Akinesia or bradykinesia is essential for diagnosis. Other features may include micrographia, mask-like face, reduced blink rate, soft and monotonous speech, drooling of saliva, and lead pipe rigidity. Resting tremor is common in both PD and drug-induced parkinsonism and occurs in the thumb and index finger in a pill rolling fashion of frequency 4–5 Hz. PD is unilateral in the beginning but in later stages of disease spreads to the contralateral side. The parkinsonian patient develops a simian posture with flexion of knees, elbows, wrists; trunk and metacarpophalangeal joints and inadequate protective postural responses lead to propulsion, retropulsion, and falls. Episodes of freezing can occur during gait initiation, turning, or in front of an obstacle. Approximately 15–20 per cent of patients develop dementia. Non-motor manifestations of PD such as salivorrhoea, depression, apathy, drenching sweats, REM sleep behaviour disorder, urinarv frequency and urgency, erectile dysfunction, anxiety, and pain can precede motor symptoms.

Drugs associated with parkinsonism
Parkinsonism may be induced and be associated with the use of certain drugs such as neuroleptics (phenothiazines, butyrophenones, thioxanthenes), antihypertensives such as reserpine, alpha methyl dopa, and verapamil), gastrointestinal drugs (antiemetic such as metoclopramide or prochlorperazine), and exposure to carbon monoxide or heavy metals such as cyanide, manganese, and mercury.

Neurodegenerative syndromes associated with parkinsonism
Certain neurodegenerative diseases such as multisystem atrophy, progressive supranuclear palsy, corticobasal ganglionic degeneration, Alzheimer’s disease, CJD, and Huntington’s disease may present with features of parkinsonism.

A commonly used scale for staging is the Modified Hoehn and Yahr staging and UPDRS (Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Score). PD is primarily a clinical diagnosis. In cases of diagnostic uncertainty a dopamine transporter-SPECT scan be performed and if a structural lesion is suspected an MRI brain is indicated.

Levodopa is the mainstay of treatment in PD. Other treatment options are dopamine agonists including ergot derivatives (bromocriptine, pergolide, cabergoline) and non-ergots (pramipexole and ropinirole). Catechol-O-methyl transferase inhibitors tolcapone and entacapone are used as second-line agents. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAO-B) selegiline and rasagiline, anticholinergic agents such as benzotropine and trihexyphenidyl are also used in treating tremor but are poorly tolerated in the elderly due to severe neuropsychiatric manifestations.

Apo-morphine is used as an infusion to treat severe motor fluctuations and on-off syndrome which hasn’t responded to other medical therapy. The main side-effects are sedation and vomiting. Stereotactic neurosurgery with insertion of deep brain stimulators (DBS) following the principles of high-frequency electrostimulation in the ventral lateral nucleus of the thalamus is the procedure of choice in patients with failed medical therapy or late complications. Internal pallidum (GPi) DBS is effective in treatment of dyskinesia in older patients. DBS is, however, associated with a risk of intracerebral haemorrhage, infection, and mechanical failure.

Progressive supranuclear palsy
Progressive supranuclear palsy is a rapidly progressive tauopathy characterized by paresis of vertical gaze and later horizontal (hence
the name), proximal axial muscle rigidity, loss of postural reflexes leading to falls, dysarthria, personality change with dementia, during the later stages.19,21

Normal pressure hydrocephalus
Normal pressure hydrocephalus is a triad of dementia, ‘magnetic gait’ or ataxia and urinary incontinence. CT and MRI reveal ventricular enlargement which is out of proportion to the sulci. It is important to recognize this as ventriculoperitoneal shunting may lead to marked improvement of symptoms.68

Spinal diseases in the elderly

Degenerative disc disease, lumbar spinal stenosis, and lumbar spondylosis are also common disorders in the elderly. Nearly 60 per cent of cases of metastatic cause of spinal cord compression are due to breast, prostate, and lung cancer. Extramedullary spread is more common than intramedullary. Other malignant causes include renal cell carcinoma, myeloma, colonic carcinoma, and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Pain is the commonest symptom with weakness in up to 75 per cent of cases and sphincter involvement in 50 per cent of cases. X-rays of spine can reveal ‘winking owl sign’ which is obliteration of the bony pedicle. MRI is the diagnostic investigation of choice. Treatment is tailored towards ameliorating symptoms and is an oncological emergency.

Conclusion
Neurological disorders are more common in older people and result in a loss of functional independence leading to institution-alization and an increase in carer burden, and have a major impact on society as a whole. Involvement of the appropriate specialty, early diagnosis, investigation, and multidisciplinary management is extremely important.
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CHAPTER 13

Cardiovascular diseases in the elderly

Heinrich Cornelissen, Ivan L. Rapchuk, and John F. Fraser

Introduction

The ageing population of the Western world continues to grow exponentially with cardiovascular disease now the leading cause of morbidity and mortality. Currently in the United Kingdom, 12 million people are pensioners and 1.25 million people are 85 years of age or older. In the United States, more than 15 million people are aged 80 and older. Cardiovascular disease is significantly more prevalent in the elderly population and cardiovascular events related to ageing are the main contributors to overall adverse outcome after surgery. Advanced age is heavily weighted in scoring systems, such as EuroSCORE, logistic EuroSCORE, and Parsonnet score, in predicting the risk of operative mortality from cardiac surgery. Vascular ageing is an independent risk factor for cardiovascular disease in the absence of other traditional risk factors. Anaesthetists in the Western world are faced with an increasing workload of elderly patients in their practice and need a full understanding of the biology of ageing and its effects on the cardiovascular system, as well as having an understanding of the therapies in the elderly. Through a more complete understanding of cardiovascular ageing, the anaesthetist can more effectively plan and manage the perioperative care of the elderly patient. (See also Chapter 6.)

Physiology

The function of the central vasculature is to cushion and dampen the pressure oscillations produced by ventricular ejection. Energy from ventricular ejection is then transferred along the vascular tree. The peripheral pulse that results is due to the pressure wave generated by ventricular ejection and distension of the aorta. During ventricular systole, pressure waves are propagated antegrade. When the pressure wave reaches branch points or when there are abrupt changes in lumen diameter, the waves are reflected back to the central circulation. The resultant wave in the aorta is the sum of the forward and reflected wave (Fig. 13.1). Most reflected waves return to the central circulation during early diastole and augment coronary blood flow.

The healthy arterial tree fulfils the cushioning and conduit function very efficiently, with minimal drop in mean pressures between central and peripheral arteries and minimal energy expenditure. Potential energy is stored in the elastic vessel walls during systole and converted to kinetic energy assisting vascular flow during diastole. Energy is dissipated in the major arteries, so that blood flow is almost continuous and laminar through peripheral arteries and capillaries, except in brain, kidney, and coronary capillary beds. These vascular beds are similar to central vessels, as they are exposed to pulsatile blood flow and energy. Unlike other organs that are protected by vasoconstriction, small vessels of the brain and kidney are exposed to highly pulsatile flow as they have very low vascular resistance. The vessels in the brain and kidney also have minimal wave reflections, so pressure pulsations may even extend to the venous system.

Systolic blood pressure (SBP) increases with distance from the heart while diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and mean blood pressure decrease slightly (1–2 mmHg). Pulse pressure (SBP − DBP) thus increases to between 10 and 15 mmHg from the aorta to peripheral arteries. This change in pressure allows the left ventricle (LV) to eject against a lower systolic BP and lower afterload.

The neurohumoral cascade of ageing

As has been described, advancing age is the major factor for cardiovascular disease and dysfunction, and is associated with morphological changes in the vasculature that result in atherosclerosis, central aortic dilatation, collagen accumulation, and thickening of the arterial wall. These changes produce an increase in vascular stiffness, increased blood pressure (both systolic and pulse pressure), and central blood pressure augmentation. Investigations into mechanisms of this ageing process now revolve around the recurring theme of age-related perturbations in immune function, and the pro-inflammatory response upregulated with ageing.

The ageing process is associated with a reduced leucocyte telomere length, altered binding of inflammatory cells to the vasculature, and bone marrow progenitor cell depletion or exhaustion—all leading to an inability of the ageing individual to cope with oxidative stress and inflammation. The pro-inflammatory state of the ageing individual is caused by an upregulation in the pro-inflammatory cytokines and adhesion molecules, cyclo-oxygenase (COX)-2, and lipoxygenases, and alterations in the production of nitric oxide (NO). Accumulated data strongly suggest that continuous (chronic) upregulation of pro-inflammatory mediators (e.g. tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), interleukin (IL)-1β, IL6, COX-2, inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS)) is induced during the ageing process due to an age-related redox imbalance that activates many...
pro-inflammatory signalling pathways, including the nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) signalling pathway. These pro-inflammatory molecular events are basic mechanisms underlying ageing and age-related diseases as well as age-related physiological functional declines and the accompanying chronic diseases concomitant with ageing. A clear correlation has been identified between inflammation and worse outcomes in heart failure and other cardiovascular diseases with the upregulation of many pro-inflammatory cytokines and a decrease in the anti-inflammatory mediators. Pro-inflammatory mediators (Table 13.1) that are implicated in vascular ageing include: TNFα, which causes necrosis of myocardial cells as well as disturbances in the inducible nitric oxide synthetase system and beta receptor sensitivity; IL6; C-reactive protein (CRP)—an acute phase protein strongly associated with cardiovascular risk; and platelet derived growth factor—involved in endothelial dysfunction and ultimately atherosclerosis. RAAS blockade has an age-retarding effect on the vasculature by slowing the production of reactive oxygen species, decreasing the hypertrophic and apoptotic signals, and blocking fibroblast proliferation and collagen synthesis. The exact molecular mechanism of action of the RAAS on human vasculature is not entirely clear, however a number of pathways have been shown to be affected: the Klotho gene, which protects against oxidative stress and ageing changes in renal vasculature, is suppressed by activation of the RAAS; the NAD-dependant protein deacetylases of the Sirtuin family (SIRT1 and SIRT3) have a critical role in DNA repair, stress resistance and longevity, and the activity of these genes is decreased by RAS activation causing vascular angiogenesis and senescence; the gene encoding for the mitochondrial protein p66 has a positive effect on the vasculature by protecting...
mediators and upregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines and SIRT1 and SIRT3, forkhead transcription factors (FOXOs) play diseases. The redox-sensitive transcription factors such as NF-κB, mines the degree of ageing and hence the progression of age-related in the ageing animal. An organism's pro-inflammatory status deter-

Table 13.1 Pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory agents that are elevated in patients with heart failure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro-inflammatory effects</th>
<th>Anti-inflammatory effects</th>
<th>Pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α</td>
<td>sTNFR</td>
<td>Adiponectin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sTNFR2</td>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>Resistin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANTES</td>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>Anti-inflammatory effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP-1</td>
<td>MIP-1a</td>
<td>Pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiotrophin</td>
<td>NOS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

against the accumulation of oxidative damage that occurs as we—however, this gene activation is blocked by action of the RAS, NF-κB is a transcription factor activated in inflammatory processes that controls the expression of many inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, immune receptors, and cell surface adhesion molecules—and it is upregulated by the RAAS causing remodelling and fibroblast proliferation in the vasculature. In animal studies the blocking of RAAS activation protects against neurodegenerative processes and promotes longevity, and it is postulated this action extends to humans.

There is a significantly pleiotropic effect of many of the agents involved in the inflammation and activation of vascular remodelling in the ageing animal. An organism's pro-inflammatory status determines the degree of ageing and hence the progression of age-related diseases. The redox-sensitive transcription factors such as NF-κB, SIRT1 and SIRT3, forkhead transcription factors (FOXOs) play essential roles in the downstream expression of pro-inflammatory mediators and upregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines and adhesion molecules. The intricate interplay among the pro-inflammatory factors and the resulting changes in the vasculature to become more sensitive to reactive oxygen species and chronic age-related disease suggest certain inevitability to the ageing process. However, the pliability of these genetic inflammatory factors and their connection with modifiable neurohumoral pathways does point to the potential of therapeutic interventions to significantly retard vascular ageing.

The endothelium is a key modulator of the intravascular coagulation balance, and determinant of atherosclerosis. Endothelium-derived NO generated by endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) is a major regulator of this endothelial protection. Vascular NO relaxes blood vessels, prevents platelet aggregation and adhesion, limits oxidation of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, inhibits proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells, and decreases the expression of pro-inflammatory genes that advance atherogenesis. Oxidative stress—an increased production and/or impaired inactivation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)—leads to reduced bioactivity of NO. Risk factors for cardiovascular disease—such as ageing, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hypercholesterolemia, and atherosclerosis, all impair endothelial function. These risk factors lead to dramatic increases in ROS in the vascular wall, a situation that culminates in oxidative stress. ROS include free oxygen radicals, oxygen ions, and peroxides. There are several enzyme systems that can potentially produce ROS in the vessel wall, with four systems being of major importance. These include NADPH oxidase, xanthine oxidase, a dysfunctional eNOS (in which oxygen reduction is uncoupled from NO synthesis), and enzymes of the mitochondrial respiratory chain. Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) activity and local AT-II concentrations are increased in atherosclerotic plaques, as inflammatory cells in the vessel wall can produce these mediators. The stimulating effects of AT-II on the activity of NADPH oxidases suggests that an activated renin–angiotensin system could cause increased vascular O₂ production and thus vascular dysfunction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiotrophin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anti-inflammatory effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiotrophin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiotrophin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Endothelial dysfunction and oxidative stress have been identified as common denominators of many cardiovascular risk factors as they support pro-inflammatory, prothrombotic, proliferative, and vasoconstrictor mechanisms involved in the initiation, progression, and complications of atherosclerosis. The pathophysiological changes that occur with ageing produce inflammation and oxidative stress, and are likely to involve changes in a number of different enzyme systems; most importantly, there is an upregulation of NADPH oxidases and ENOS. Together this causes an increased production of peroxynitrite (ONOO⁻) that conveys oxidative damage to eNOS and/or its cofactor BH₄, leading to ‘uncoupling’ of the enzyme. As a consequence, the uncoupled ENOS most likely leads to an increased production of ROS (Fig. 13.2), which contributes significantly to vascular oxidative stress and endothelial dysfunction. These changes in NO production and ROS activity are also associated with RAAS activation and pro-inflammatory cytokine release. This interaction produces a large and intertwined clinical picture that displays the highly complex nature of ageing and its effect on the vascular system's delicate neurohumoral balance.

Pathophysiology of vascular ageing

Changes that occur in ageing are likely to be the result of both genetic and environmental factors. The hallmark of vascular ageing is vascular stiffening. Vascular ageing and atherosclerosis are often confused with each other, but are two separate entities. The stiffening of the vasculature with vascular ageing chiefly occurs in the media and adventitia, even in the absence of atherosclerosis. Atherosclerosis mainly results in intimal thickening. The change in the media is known as age-related medial degeneration and sclerosis (ARMDS). The rate at which this vascular stiffening develops varies so vascular age, rather than chronological age, is the best predictor of cardiovascular events and mortality. Markers of vascular age are predictive of adverse cardiac, cerebrovascular, and renal outcomes. Vascular changes are not uniform throughout the vascular tree, but are often patchy. The changes of vascular ageing occur in central and conduit vessels, while sparing more peripheral vessels. Age-related dilatation occurs in the ascending and descending thoracic aorta, with dilatation more marked in the ascending aorta. Diseases, such as hypertension, diabetes, atherosclerosis, and renal impairment as well as the effects of smoking
further exacerbate the age-related changes. However, the relative importance of cardiovascular risk factors diminishes with age.29 Compliance and stability of the vessel wall is related to the relative proportions of collagen and elastin. The proximal aorta is more elastic and contains relatively more elastin than peripheral arteries and arterioles. The inflammatory process of ageing disturbs the balance between the slow turnover and production of collagen and elastin. This leads to fragmentation of elastin and excessive collagen accumulates due to the slow turnover of elastin (Fig. 13.3). Slow turnover of elastin result in glycation and glyco-oxidative reaction of this protein.28 This alteration in the metabolism of tissue proteins leads to excessive production of abnormal collagen and diminished quantities of normal elastin. Endothelial cells become abnormal and more permeable in this process. Vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs), macrophages and mononuclear cells, matrix metalloproteases (MMPs), transforming growth factor (TGF)-β, intracellular cell adhesion molecules, and cytokines infiltrate the intima of stiffened vessels, further contributing to the increased intimal thickening. MMPs degrade the extracellular matrix (ECM) by their enzymatic action, creating less effective collagen and fragmented elastin molecules.29 Macroskopically, these changes manifest as a doubling or tripling of intima-media thickness between the ages 20 and 90, as well as a hypertrophied vascular smooth muscle layer.29

Collagen provides the tensile strength of the vessel wall and these proteins are enzymatically cross-linked to render them insoluble to hydrolytic enzymes. Non-enzymatic glycation produces cross-linking of collagen by advanced glycation end-products (AGEs), which contributes to the stiffening of the arterial wall. AGEs stimulate inflammatory responses and increase proinflammatory cytokines, radical oxygen species formation, and vascular adhesion molecules. AGEs accumulate in the media of the aorta with advancing age. All of these processes cause an increase in vascular stiffness via MMPs.

Transglutaminase is also responsible for irreversible cross-link formation between structural proteins. Increased activity of this enzyme contributes to increased vascular stiffness.27 Disruption of the non-enzymatic cross-linking of elastin also predisposes the vessel wall to increased mineralization by calcium and phosphorous. Calcification occurs in the intimal layer in plaques and in the medial elastic fibre network (medial elastocalcinosis).30 Microcalcification is frequent in the media of the aorta in elderly people. Ultimately, the age and inflammation related alterations in elastin production and molecular repair mechanisms contribute to the loss of elasticity of the vasculature. Genetic polymorphisms that are reported to increase vascular stiffness have been identified on loci of ACE or AT1R, endothelin receptors, fibrillin-1, and metalloproteinases.27

Effect of ageing on the cardiovascular system

As a consequence of the effects of ageing on the cardiovascular system, cardiovascular reserve becomes markedly reduced and elderly patients are prone to heart failure. The incidence of heart failure rises exponentially with age and heart failure is the most common indication for hospitalization in elderly patients, with a huge cost burden.31–34

The increase in vascular stiffness results in the reflected wave-form being returned earlier than if it was cushioned in normal vasculature (Fig. 13.1). This effect is due to pressure waves travelling faster in a stiffer medium. The pulse wave velocity (PWV) can be
measured and the velocity increases in parallel with vascular stiffness (Fig. 13.4). Pulse wave velocity can double between ages 20 to 80, and corresponds with a fourfold decrease in aortic distensibility. The resultant pressure waveform shows the reflected waveform occurring in late systole, which imposes increased loading conditions on the LV and causes a decrease in ejection efficiency. The LV afterload is increased by arterial stiffening and by the early return of the reflected wave. Coronary blood flow is also impaired, both as a consequence of loss of augmentation of flow during diastole (because the reflected wave occurs earlier) and due to an increased reliance on flow during systole, causing the heart to be excessively sensitive to decline in systolic pressure when coronary ischaemia is present. Vascular stiffening results in elevated SBP, both centrally and peripherally, decreased DBP, a widened pulse pressure (SBP − DBP) and increased arterial wave reflectance. Isolated systolic hypertension is the most common form of hypertension in elderly patients. This, together with increased pulse pressure and increased aortic PWV are markers of significant risks of myocardial events, heart failure, strokes, and mortality in older patients.

As discussed previously, the brain and kidneys are exposed to high pulsatile pressure and their degree of protection by vasoconstriction is less than that of other organs. During vascular stiffening, microcirculatory damage occurs in these organs, due to dissipation of excess pulsatile energy. Microcirculatory damage takes the form of micro infarctions and micro haemorrhages, which manifests clinically in the brain as cognitive dysfunction and dementia (small lacunar infarcts and white matter defects). Ageing affects the heart directly, as well as a consequence of vascular ageing. As early as 1937 Sir Thomas Lewis (in Diseases of the Heart. Described for Practitioners and Student) recognized the syndrome of dyspnoea, normal systolic function and absence of histologic myocardial abnormalities at autopsy in elderly patients—a syndrome we recognize today as diastolic dysfunction. Increased loading conditions result in LV ejection into a stiffer vasculature and greater systolic pressures have to be generated for the same stroke volume. The stroke volume increases with a decreased heart rate to maintain the same cardiac output. In non-compliant vasculature, as occurs in ageing vessels, this causes the central aortic pressures to increase. The increased aortic pressure results in myocardial hypertrophy. Interstitial fibrosis, collagen deposition and remodelling cause increased stiffness in the ventricular wall and although the cardiac myocytes hypertrophy, the total number of cardiac myocytes decrease with age, as a result of cellular senescence and apoptosis. Myocyte hypertrophy is exaggerated in ageing, when myocytes die and are not replaced. This results in both impairment of relaxation during diastole, as well as impairment during systolic contraction. Calcium flux slows, reducing the speed of myocardial contraction and dP/dT, but not diminishing the actual contractile strength. Altered calcium flux (slow uptake by the sarcoplasmic reticulum, as a result of cardiac myocyte hypertrophy) contributes to sustained contraction in systole, as well as delayed and impaired relaxation during early diastole. The sustained contraction prolongs the time for ventricular ejection into the stiffened vasculature, thus maintaining cardiac output and ventricular function. The main effect is a reduction in LV diastolic compliance and filling time and an increase in left atrial (LA) pressures required during late diastolic filling to maintain the same LV filling volume (LVEDV). The elevated LA pressure transmits pressure retrograde to pulmonary veins and capillaries, resulting in interstitial fluid oedema, dyspnoea, and other symptoms of heart failure. Patients with diastolic dysfunction may be asymptomatic at rest, so it is prudent to ask about dyspnoea on exertion. This diastolic dysfunction explains the high incidence of heart failure in elderly patients with normal systolic function. Current
estimates are that more than half of all elderly patients with heart failure, have diastolic heart failure (i.e. LV ejection fraction more than 45 per cent, with systolic function unable to account for heart failure).\textsuperscript{34} As occurs in systolic heart failure, neurohumoral activation is triggered in diastolic heart failure and it is thus a true heart failure syndrome.\textsuperscript{39} The ageing heart is increasingly reliant on the contribution of atrial contraction for late diastolic filling and adequate LVEDV, thus atrial fibrillation and dysrhythmias may have a significant negative effect on cardiac output. The LA size increases with age, reflecting the significance of the contribution of atrial contraction for late diastolic filling and adequate LVEDV.
activity to late diastolic filling. LA enlargement from pressure overload may contribute to atrial fibrillation being the most common dysrhythmia in elderly patients. Atrial fibrillation is also the most common cause of strokes in the elderly (Framingham Heart Study). Similarly, LV preload is important to maintain adequate stroke volume and cardiac output. However these patients are volume sensitive. They easily develop pulmonary oedema or low cardiac output and prerenal failure perioperatively or due to antifailure medication and vigorous diuresis.

Systolic function is maintained, despite an age-related increase in LV systolic stiffness (as measured by increasing end-systolic elastance (Ees)). Comparable increases in arterial elastance maintain the Ea/Ees ratio, but as they are both increased, the ventricular–arterial interaction becomes limited, such that even small changes in ventricular filling can result in large changes in arterial pressure. This phenomenon may contribute to the increased prevalence of hypotension during postural shift and fluid depletion.

**Measurements of ageing**

Vascular ageing may be undetected in subjects who are normotensive, with no overt cardiovascular disease. Preventative therapy can be targeted at these individuals, to reduce vascular and cardiac remodelling and dysfunction and prevent cardiovascular events. Assessment of vascular stiffness may assist in evaluating risks during anaesthesia.

As pathological changes of vascular ageing affect central and conduit vessels more than peripheral vessels, peripheral blood pressure measurements can be a poor indicator of vascular ageing in asymptomatic individuals. Most arterial stiffness occurs in the aorta and thus indices of aortic stiffness are more accurate predictors of mortality and morbidity from cardiovascular events. Carotid–femoral pulse wave velocity (cfPWV), carotid augmentation index (AIx), and central pulse pressure have predictive value for mortality and morbidity from cardiovascular events and end-stage renal failure. However, other indices are a more accurate reflection of vascular stiffness and therefore vascular ageing. Ascending aortic (AA) strain and distensibility and aortic arch pulse wave velocity determined by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), are reliable (sensitive and specific) markers of vascular ageing. Of these, AA distensibility in younger individuals less than 50 years of age and aortic arch PWV in older individuals, reflect most accurately subclinical large artery stiffening.

Pulse pressure is a surrogate measure of arterial stiffness and has been shown to have predictive value for cardiovascular events. A raised pulse pressure represents generalized stiffening of the large arteries and more advanced arterial disease.

Carotid–femoral PWV is considered the gold standard measurement of arterial stiffness in an expert consensus document on arterial stiffness from the European Network for Non-invasive Investigation of Large Arteries. Carotid–femoral PWV can be measured non-invasively by applanation tonometry of peripherally acquired waveforms (as velocity is change in distance over change in time, velocity can be calculated if distance and time are known). The distance is measured between the carotid artery and suprarenal notch and the femoral artery and the suprarenal notch and the time interval is measured from the R wave of the electrocardiogram to the start or peak of the pulse wave at each artery, allowing the calculation of the velocity. Obesity or large breasts may overestimate the distance measured and heart rate significantly influences cfPWV. In young people, the velocity is approximately 6 m/s and increases to approximately 10 m/s by age 65 and continues to increase with age. Several commercially available non-invasive devices can be used to determine PWV. A cfPWV greater than 12 m/s is considered to be abnormal.

The degree of aortic stiffness, as measured by cfPWV, is associated with the magnitude of decrease of the systolic arterial pressure, during induction of anaesthesia with propofol/remifentanil. It may be a more useful risk predictor than more commonly used measures, such as age, American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) classification of physical state, and drug quantity, and provide additional information in risk assessment for patients with a history of cardiovascular events. It may be particularly useful in assessing risk of haemodynamic instability and cardiovascular events during anaesthesia in patients with undetermined or low risk.

Carotid augmentation index (AIx), a marker of waveform reflection, is analysed, using the right common carotid waveform. Carotid blood pressure is obtained from the carotid waveform, calibrated with the mean and diastolic brachial pressure. Carotid augmentation index is the ratio of the augmented pressure (height above the inflection point to late systolic peak) to the pulse pressure, as a percentage. Aortic distensibility and aortic strain (together with aortic arch PWV) can be determined by MRI and is determined using maximal and minimal aortic lumen area and relative change in area, respectively. These parameters begin to significantly decrease early in life (from 3rd decade) and are stronger correlates of ageing than more peripheral indices.

Aortic arch PWV is calculated using the transit time of the flow curves and the distance between the ascending and descending aortic locations of the phase-contrast acquisition. The normal range for aortic arch PWV is still to be determined, but in some studies, the normal range in older individuals is shown to be 9–10 m/s.

**Diagnosis of diastolic dysfunction**

Diastolic dysfunction is diagnosed by cardiac catheterization and by Doppler assessment using transmitral diastolic filling patterns by pulsed wave Doppler echocardiography. Increased LV diastolic pressures, above 16 mmHg, are seen with normal LV systolic function and volumes during cardiac catheterization.

With normal diastolic transmitral filling patterns, two peaks of filling occur. Early filling, following mitral valve opening when LV pressure falls below LA pressure, and late diastolic filling with atrial contraction. Peak flow velocities can be measured by Doppler echocardiography (Fig. 13.5), the E peak, corresponding with early diastolic filling and the A peak, with atrial contraction. In normal healthy young people, the E/A ratio is greater than 1, due to predominant rapid filling early in diastole and modest additional filling during atrial contraction.

With ‘delayed relaxation’ (impaired relaxation), the amount and rate of early filling is reduced and the amount of filling during atrial contraction is enhanced, resulting in an E/A ratio of less than 1. This is seen in normal healthy older people, with no overt cardiovascular disease, but also in patients with LV hypertrophy, atrial hypertension and coronary artery disease. This corresponds with a mild degree of diastolic dysfunction.
Two other filling patterns occur, that is always abnormal and corresponds with moderate and severe diastolic dysfunction. ‘Pseudonormalization’ occurs where the E/A ratio is greater than 1 (as in normal subjects), yet there is still diastolic dysfunction. Here the LA pressure is increased and restores the diastolic pressure gradient between the LA and LV. The increased LA size and pressure seen is a compensatory response to impaired relaxation of the LV. Pseudonormalization can be differentiated from normal filling patterns by obtaining mitral annular velocities via tissue Doppler, or by preload reduction using the Valsalva manoeuvre or nitroglycerine infusions—two manoeuvres that uncover the underlying E/A pattern.

The other abnormal filling pattern is ‘restrictive’, whereby early filling is abnormally increased due to high LA pressures. Reduced atrial contraction leads to a reduction in atrial filling and the E/A ratio may be greater than 2. This restrictive pattern is indicative of severe diastolic dysfunction.

**Therapies to prevent or retard vascular ageing**

Advancing age has been shown to be the major risk factor for the development of disease in the cardiovascular system. At the macroscopic level an intimal thickening and increased vascular calcification produce a generalized stiffening of the arterial tree.\(^9\)\(^,\)\(^26\) The mechanisms by which this happen include mechanical shear stress on the intravascular structures; a reduction in endothelium dependant dilation of the peripheral arteries in response to either chemical or mechanical stress; a reduction in the bioavailability of the molecule NO as production decreases due to ageing endothelium; and an upregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines and pathways.\(^26\),\(^43\) These mechanisms all lead to either oxidative stress or the inability to deal with normal levels of oxidative stress, and cause a reduction in the ability of ageing arterioles to undergo adequate endothelium dependant dilation.\(^9\),\(^26\) The various mechanisms of intravascular ageing, and the signalling pathways relevant to the ageing process are all potential targets of vascular anti-ageing treatments that hope to reduce oxidative damage or enhance cellular defences.\(^16\) The treatments that follow are either pharmacological, non-pharmacological and lifestyle related, or emerging therapies based on fighting the inflammation of ageing that occurs within the vascular system.

**Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers**

The RAAS has been recognized to have a functional role in the treatment of blood pressure for over 50 years. ACE generates AT-II, which then acts through two receptor subtypes—AT\(_1\)R and AT\(_2\)R (Table 13.2).\(^15\) Binding of AT-II to AT\(_1\)R activates a cascade of intracellular protein kinases that result in vascular remodelling through induction of hypertrophy, hyperplasia and alterations in smooth muscle cells.\(^15\) AT\(_2\)R, when stimulated by AT-II exerts an opposite effect including anti-inflammatory, anti-proliferative, and anti-apoptotic actions.\(^15\) With ageing, upregulation of AT\(_1\)R occurs with a similar decrease in the expression of AT\(_2\)R, and there is evidence that this altered ratio of AT\(_1\)R to AT\(_2\)R results in elevated blood pressure and inflammation.\(^15\),\(^44\)

Recent studies have now lent molecular credence to this concept by pointing to anti-atherosclerotic, anti-inflammatory, antiproliferative, and antioxidant properties that occur with blockade of the RAAS.\(^45\) AT-II also enhances the production of reactive oxygen species by activating NADPH oxidase and uncoupling eNOS—this increases protein and lipid oxidation and results in vascular ageing.\(^17\) RAAS blockade has an age-retarding effect by protecting against the neurodegenerative and pro-inflammatory processes that generate reactive oxygen species and damage tissue by causing mitochondrial dysfunction.\(^17\),\(^44\) A number of studies have shown a large benefit for patients taking angiotensin receptor blockers and
ACE inhibitors in treatment of hypertension, diabetic nephropathy, cerebrovascular disease and heart failure. Additionally, both ACE inhibitors and AT-II receptor blockers have been definitively shown to reduce arterial stiffness, wave reflections and central pulse pressure independent of the blood pressure lowering effect.

β-blockers

β-blockers have been shown to reduce blood pressure to an equivalent extent as diuretics, ACE inhibitors, calcium channel blockers, and angiotensin receptor blockers. However, treatment with β-blockers has been shown to be less effective at reducing cardiovascular events—especially stroke—when compared with these other therapies. It has been postulated that β-blocker therapy may lead to a reduction in blood pressure, but the slowing of the heart rate induced by this medication maintains the disturbed wave reflections and augments central aortic systolic pressure. The studies performed on atenolol demonstrate that β-blocker therapy may have little effect on the micro and macrovascular structure of arteries, and does not enhance endothelial function or the endothelium's ability to handle oxidative stress. Never β-blockers such as nebivolol and carvedilol—endowed with the additional vasodilating activity mediated by endothelial NO release—may produce a more favourable metabolic profile, beneficial effects on arterial stiffness, and antioxidant and endothelial protective properties. This theoretical effect however, has yet to be borne out in human clinical trials.

Statins

There has been significant interest in the utilization of 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase inhibitors (statins) as a treatment for both cardiovascular disease and the stiffening of the arteries that occurs as we age. Treatment with statins can significantly reduce cardiovascular events and mortality in patients at risk, and the relative risk reduction is even greater in the elderly because the event rate is that much higher. Clinical trials such as JUPITER, AURORA, EUROASPIRE, and GALAXY provide further evidence that early treatment with a statin (and possibly the specific drug rosuvastatin) achieves great benefit not only in lipid lowering, but also in decreasing the low-grade systemic inflammation that characterizes ageing and leads to negative vascular changes in the elderly. The anti-inflammatory, antiproliferative, and immunomodulatory actions of statins lead to a reduction in arterial stiffness in middle-aged and older adults independent of baseline cardiometabolic risk factors, and it has been suggested that statin treatment equates to reversing 15 years of age-related arterial stiffening.

Physical activity

The cardiovascular benefits of exercise are well known, with many studies delineating that habitual moderate to vigorous intensity physical activity attenuates arterial stiffening. Endurance trained individuals demonstrate a lower large elastic artery stiffness and greater endothelial-dependant dilation as they increase in age in comparison with sedentary peers. The exact mechanisms of this effect on the endothelium and elasticity of large and medium arteries is still largely unknown, however there is putative evidence of why it occurs. The ageing individual that is physically active has an increased bioavailability of nitric oxide and increased expression and activity of eNOS allowing for greater endothelial dilation. These active individuals have decreased oxidative damage in their arterial tree associated with an increased activity of the antioxidant enzyme superoxide dismutase. Additionally, active elderly individuals have a reduction in the activity of the oxidant enzyme NADPH oxidase, an increased release of tissue-type plasminogen activator allowing for greater intrinsic fibrinolytic capacity, and an increase in the release of endothelial progenitor cell number and function over their sedentary peers. Although much progress has been made, current research is still ongoing to elucidate the exact mechanisms by which individuals who regularly perform aerobic exercise mitigate the functional changes that occur in the cardiovascular system with advancing age—changes that decrease the incidence of cardiovascular events and strokes, frailty, functional decline, and cognitive impairment over sedentary individuals.

Lifestyle modification

Alterations in lifestyle such as smoking cessation, caloric restriction, and stress avoidance have been shown to slow the ageing process within the vascular tree. Caloric restriction significantly reduces ageing-related deaths in both rhesus monkeys and rats; and humans on low-calorie diets have lower levels of the pro-inflammatory cytokines TNFα and CRP. The pathophysiology of smoking-related hastening of vascular damage has been linked, at least in part, to cigarette-induced increases in oxidative stress. By enhancing the production of superoxide and other reactive oxygen species, cigarette smoke inactivates NO within the vasculature, thereby disrupting endothelial function. Cigarette smoking has been shown to definitively hasten vascular ageing. High dietary salt intake increases vascular stiffness with advancing age. Vascular smooth muscle cell (VSMC) tone is increased and there is a marked increase in the medial layer with hypertrophy of VSMCs. The production of NO is reduced by the effect of sodium on the endothelium and the stimulation of ROS results in arterial stiffening. Arterial compliance is improved by low dietary sodium intake in older subjects.

The moderate consumption of alcohol is associated with significantly lower PWV. The protective effect of alcohol appears to be related to increased cellular cholesterol efflux and reverse cholesterol transport.

---

**Table 13.2 Opposing functions of AT₁R and AT₂R which might be linked to ageing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AT₁R</th>
<th>AT₂R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vasconstriction</td>
<td>Vasodilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell growth</td>
<td>Antigrowth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell proliferation</td>
<td>Cell differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antinatriuresis</td>
<td>Natriuresis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production of O₂⁻</td>
<td>Production of nitric oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition of fibroblast proliferation and collagen synthesis</td>
<td>Inhibition of fibroblast proliferation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apoptosis</td>
<td>Anti-apoptosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reprinted from Clinics in Geriatric Medicine, 27, 1, Abadir, P.M., "The frail renin-angiotensin system", pp. 53–65, copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier.
Emerging therapies

Vascular ageing can now be viewed as having a pathogenetic mechanism that includes neurohumoral deregulation, with disturbance of the sympathetic and parasympathetic balance, disruption of the renin–angiotensin system, and excessive inflammation. There are many cytokines implicated in the pathogenesis of vascular ageing and heart failure such as TNFα, TRAIL, CRP, IL6, IL8, sFas. The signalling pathways and molecular inflammation involved are under extensive investigation as potential targets for protection of the vasculature against the ageing process.

Inhibition of the pro-inflammatory cytokines and inflammatory genes, or upregulation of the anti-inflammatory cytokines and anti-inflammatory genes may lead to reduced oxidative stress and a lessening of the effect that ageing has on the vasculature (Fig. 13.6). There are a number of pathways currently being investigated. For example, the genetic deletion of the p66Shc protein—which plays a role as a redox enzyme implicated in mitochondrial ROS generation and activation of apoptosis—leads to an extended lifespan via protection from ageing-dependant endothelial dysfunction. This and other therapies are currently being applied only in animal models; however, they may hit at the heart of the process that leads to endothelial ageing and stiffening of the arteries in the aged.

Conclusion

Although the Western world has an ageing population, the health burden is less than expected as the health of the elderly has improved. In addition to stiffening of the vasculature and myocardium, blunted β-adrenergic responses and impaired autonomic reflex control of heart rate seen in advanced age, contribute to the increased perioperative risk seen in the elderly. Changes in the cardiovascular system related to ageing, may affect cardiovascular performance in the perioperative period or in periods of cardiovascular stress. Even in the absence of overt clinical disease, resting organ function declines with advancing age (e.g. impaired respiratory gas exchange and decline in renal capacity to conserve and eliminate water and sodium), which further increases cardiovascular risk. Parameters of vascular ageing, rather than chronological age, may be the best predictors of adverse outcome following surgery as biological and chronological age may differ considerably. Rather than using chronological age as a measure of old age, the use of other parameters of vascular ageing, such as diastolic dysfunction and pulse wave analysis may be more useful, especially in asymptomatic individuals. Subclinical large artery stiffening is reliably detected using ascending aorta distensibility in patients younger than 50 years of age and aortic arch PWV in older patients. Utilization of these tests may be useful in risk stratification and improving patient outcome, with complex surgical or anaesthetic procedures.

Vascular ageing is associated with upregulation of pro-inflammatory mediators, a generalized pro-inflammatory state, and an altered neurohumoral response to stress. Therapeutic measures, such as blockade of the RAAS, avoidance of smoking, and maintaining physical activity, mitigate the changes of ageing on vasculature.

![Fig. 13.6 Proinflammatory cytokines act on cardiac and extra-cardiac tissues, thereby participating in the pathogenesis and progression of heart failure. Reproduced with permission: Oikonomou, E., et al., 'The role of inflammation in heart failure: new therapeutic approaches', Hellenic J Cardiol, 2011; 52(1): 30–40.](image-url)
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Introduction
Respiratory diseases are a major feature in elderly patients presenting for surgery. In the 2010 National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death (NCEPOD) report entitled An Age Old Problem which reviewed care received by elderly patients undergoing surgery, respiratory disease was the third commonest (28 per cent) comorbidity present at the time of admission. A substantial proportion of postoperative morbidity and mortality is due to respiratory complications postoperatively. This excess risk is due to the interaction between functional changes with ageing of the respiratory system (e.g. changes in the mechanical properties of the lung leading to decreased vital capacity, increased residual volume, and changes in gas exchange parameters) and common respiratory diseases found in this age group resulting in reduced reserve and respiratory insufficiency. This chapter will focus on the common respiratory diseases found in the elderly surgical patient that contribute to postoperative morbidity and which are amenable to preoperative optimization therefore excluding pulmonary malignancies and interstitial lung diseases.

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a preventable and treatable disease which is slowly progressive and characterized by airflow obstruction that is not fully reversible. The disease is associated with an inflammatory response due to inhalation of noxious gases. COPD affects mainly the lungs but also has significant systemic effects. In most patients, cigarette smoking is responsible for the inflammatory response but other factors such as chronic exposure to indoor airborne pollutants, e.g. cigarette smoke and house dust, and fumes and smoke generated from burning biomass fuel also play a part in the pathogenesis of the disease. COPD is a major health burden worldwide and affects more than 5 per cent of the adult population in the United States. It is the third leading cause of death and the 12th leading cause of morbidity. Unlike other chronic diseases which are projected to decrease in prevalence, the diagnosis of COPD is expected to increase worldwide.

COPD diagnosis
A diagnosis of COPD is confirmed when patient has symptoms of dyspnoea, chronic cough with or without sputum production, wheezing and poor exercise tolerance with airflow obstruction as demonstrated by spirometry. The obstructive ventilatory defect in this case is defined as forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV₁)/forced vital capacity (FVC) ratio of less than 70 per cent on postbronchodilator spirometry. Using this definition, the prevalence of COPD is age dependent. In one population-based study, the prevalence of COPD in patients aged 75–80 years was 41.7 per cent compared with 16.8 per cent in patients aged between 50 and 54 years. This doubling in the number of patients may be related to the increase in survival of patients with COPD and the increase in new cases detected due to ageing itself.

However, as ageing of the respiratory system is associated with a natural decrease in FEV₁/FVC, this may represent overdiagnosis in the elderly. In a cross-sectional population-based study, the increase in the rate of airflow obstruction in asymptomatic non-smoking elderly population was such that in the over 80s 50 per cent met the COPD criteria. For this reason, the authors proposed different cut-off points for diagnosing COPD in the elderly (Table 14.1)

This acknowledges that there are several similarities in the histological appearances of the lung between an elderly non-smoking adult and in patients with COPD. For example, there is increased bronchial thickening and dilatation of alveoli with an enlargement of airspaces and a reduction in the gas exchange surface area coupled with a loss of supporting tissue for peripheral airways (senile emphysema). This results in a decrease in elastic recoil of the lung and increased residual volume and functional residual capacity. This loss of elastin is similar to the loss of skin elasticity and wrinkling of the skin which occurs in ageing. The major difference between the changes in lung ageing and COPD is the presence of active alveolar wall destruction in COPD.

In patients unable to perform spirometry adequately, the use of high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) might provide useful information in the diagnosis of COPD, e.g. the combination of the extent of emphysema as seen on HRCT and lung function measurements (lung diffusion capacity) provided good physiological information for the assessment and diagnosis of COPD patients. The related term chronic bronchitis is a clinical diagnosis describing the presence of cough and sputum production for at least 3 months in each of two consecutive years. Although useful as a clinical and epidemiological term, not all patients with chronic bronchitis will have or will develop chronic airflow obstruction.
Pathology and pathogenesis of COPD

The pathological changes of COPD can be usefully divided up into the four different lung compartments:

- **Central airways**—mucous gland hyperplasia leading to mucous hypersecretion and ciliary dysfunction (responsible for the chronic cough).
- **Peripheral airways**—chronic inflammation and fibrosis, characterized by macrophage, neutrophil, and CD8 lymphocyte infiltration (responsible for airflow limitation).
- **Lung parenchyma**—alveolar wall destruction resulting in irreversible enlargement of air spaces distal to the terminal bronchioles (emphysema). Different patterns have been described, e.g. panacinar emphysema (dilated air spaces evenly distributed across acini), proximal emphysema (dilated air spaces mainly in the respiratory bronchioles), and paraseptal emphysema (dilated air spaces abutting the pleura or blood vessels). This alveolar destruction gives rise to hyperinflation, decrease in elastic recoil, expiratory flow limitation due to dynamic compression and gas exchange abnormalities.
- **Pulmonary vasculature**—thickened arteriolar walls and remodelling (especially with hypoxia) resulting in increased pulmonary vascular resistance and pulmonary hypertension and gas exchange abnormalities.

The most convincing evidence for a direct causal link in COPD is for cigarette smoke. Many epidemiological studies have shown that cigarette smoking is by far the most important risk factor for the development of COPD. A history of greater than 40 pack-years of smoking is the single best predictor for airflow obstruction consistent with a diagnosis of COPD and smoking causes a greater annual rate of decline of FEV₁ than do non-smokers. Stopping smoking slow the decline in FEV₁.

Worldwide, indoor air pollution may be a significant factor especially with the use of heating and cooking with biomass fuel in poorly ventilated dwellings. This leads to a high level of particulate matter indoors. Intense occupational exposure to dust, gases and fumes have also been implicated in the development of COPD and the effects of occupational exposure and smoking is additive.

Although cigarette smoke and other inhaled noxious particles cause the inflammatory response seen, an imbalance of proteinases and antiproteinases in the lungs and oxidative stress are also involved in the pathogenesis. This results in a variable natural history and not all individuals follow the same course. This may well explain why not all smokers develop clinically significant COPD. Genetic factors certainly play a role with the best known genetic factor being a deficiency of the serine protease α1 antitrypsin which affects 1–3 per cent of patients with COPD. Other genetic factors have been implicated, e.g. genes coding for transforming growth factor β, microsomal epoxide hydrolase and tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα) however, results were inconsistent.

It is often quoted that between 15 and 20 per cent of smokers develop clinically significant COPD but this may be an underestimate as the criteria for COPD diagnosis has changed since the classic study by Fletcher and colleagues (1976). It may be as high as 50 per cent. Furthermore, it has been shown that the distribution of FEV₁ shifts as a function of smoking dose in a population study and the conclusion reached was that with enough smoking, almost all smokers will have measurably reduced function but only some will be severely affected.

Systemic effects of COPD

Although COPD principally affects the lungs, it also produces significant systemic consequences. The cardiovascular and the musculoskeletal systems are frequently affected and there is an increase in the diagnosis of the metabolic syndrome (defined as the presence of three of the following factors: abdominal obesity, elevated triglycerides, reduced high-density lipoproteins, hypertension and hyperglycaemia). As COPD is regarded as an inflammatory disease, it is likely that circulating cytokines and other inflammatory mediators may contribute to the development of these extrapulmonary manifestations. Systematic reviews have identified a relationship between COPD and increased levels of C-reactive protein, fibrinogen, circulating leucocytes and the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNFα. It has even been suggested that the term chronic systemic inflammatory syndrome be incorporated into the diagnosis of COPD to emphasize the systemic nature of the disease.

Cigarette smoking which is the major risk factor for COPD may be the common link between COPD and systemic inflammation as it causes both lung and systemic inflammation, systemic oxidative stress, marked changes in vasomotor and endothelial function and increased procoagulant factors.

A high prevalence of cardiovascular complications is found in COPD patients. A twofold increase in hypertension, ischaemic heart disease, cardiac arrhythmias and congestive cardiac failure was found in a population-based study comparing COPD patients and an age-matched control group of smokers without COPD. Furthermore, in two large studies on therapeutic agents in moderate to severe COPD patients, nearly one-third of all-cause mortality in the trial population was accounted for by cardiovascular causes.

Skeletal muscle wasting and dysfunction are recognized as important features of COPD and are important causes for disability. Low exercise tolerance leads to physical deconditioning and a reduction in quality of life. It is postulated that muscle mass depletion is caused by mitochondrial abnormalities and loss of contractile proteins with muscle malfunction of the remaining muscle. Apart from the role of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the development of peripheral muscle weakness, other factors, e.g. deconditioning, oxidative stress, imbalance in protein metabolism, use of systemic corticosteroids, hypoaemia, hypercapnia, electrolyte disturbances, and cardiac failure, have all been implicated.

Reduced bone mineralization and osteoporosis is highly prevalent in COPD patients with estimates ranging from 35–60 per
cent. Systemic inflammation is associated with loss of bone mineral density although there are other contributory factors include smoking, corticosteroid use, and low body mass index (BMI). A serious consequence is the increase in the rate of pathological vertebral fractures which further contribute to immobility, pain, and reduced sputum clearance. Nutritional depletion in COPD is well recognized. Body weight is directly related to the severity of lung function as determined by the FEV₁, and mortality is increased as the body weight decrease irrespective of lung function. Low body weight is therefore an independent marker of poor outcome. Malnutrition affects approximately 10–15 per cent of patients with mild-to-moderate disease and 50 per cent of patients with advanced-stage disease and chronic respiratory failure. Weight loss has been postulated to be the result of a high metabolic rate that is not compensated for by increased dietary intake. The raised basal metabolic rate is in part due to systemic inflammation but other factors include medications used to treat COPD (β₂ agonists and theophylline), increased catecholamines and the oxygen cost of breathing.

What is less well recognized is the high prevalence of obesity among patients with mild-to-moderate COPD particularly in males. Recent reports suggest that fat mass contributes to systemic inflammation in COPD and is postulated to compound the systemic adverse effects. However, this theory is at odds with the observation of lower mortality in COPD patients with a high body mass index compared to those with a low BMI (also known as the obesity paradox).

A threefold increase in the prevalence of the metabolic syndrome was found in patients with COPD. Insulin resistance was also found to be higher in COPD patients and these authors found a correlation between insulin resistance and circulating interleukin-6 and TNF-α suggesting that glucose homeostasis may be another systemic complication of COPD.

**Psychosocial factors**

Psychosocial factors, e.g. cognitive function, mood status, self-sufficiency (confidence to perform activities of daily living) and social support play a role in determining the health status of COPD patients. For example, cognitive impairment may interfere with self-management and is an under-recognized problem amongst patients. There is even a specific pattern of cognitive dysfunction involving verbal memory impairment, attention and deductive thinking in patients with severe COPD with hypoxia and hypercapnia which is only partially reversible with oxygen therapy.

The prevalence of depression is high in COPD patients independent of both age and disability and is associated with an increased symptom burden, poorer physical and social functioning, increased healthcare utilization, longer hospital stay and poorer survival. In one study in elderly patients with disabling COPD, almost half of them showed symptoms of a depressed mood compared to 11 per cent of age-matched non-COPD controls.

Social environment is also important. COPD patients who live alone have a higher risk for a prolonged hospital stay and lower family support and care was found to be a risk for depression among patients hospitalized with an exacerbation of COPD.

**Assessment and management of the elderly COPD patient**

COPD severity is graded according to the severity of airflow obstruction (Table 14.2) as mild, moderate, severe, and very severe according to the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 2010 clinical guideline.

It is useful for guiding management but is less predictive of the risk of hospitalization and mortality when compared with the BODE index (Table 14.3). The BODE index is a multidimensional grading system using BMI, airflow Obstruction, Dyspnoea and Exercise capacity as its scoring variables. Patients are scored between 0 and 10, with higher scores indicating a higher risk of death.

However, even this scoring system may be inadequate in assessing the impact of pulmonary systemic effects and psychosocial factors on the health status of elderly patients as discussed earlier. Therefore, the multidimensional assessment in the form of the comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA) tool has been advocated in elderly COPD patients. This approach in the older COPD patients is appropriate as apart from underestimating their own level of disability, their quality of life and functional status are poorer compared with similarly aged persons. They are also more at risk of becoming frail and once hospitalized are less likely to return to independent living. The CGA tool is an effective instrument for minimizing disability and loss of independence in older patients.

The management of COPD consists of assessment of severity, reduction of risk factors, management of the stable disease and accompanying comorbidities, and prevention of exacerbations. The management of COPD in the elderly is similar to their younger counterparts with regards to pharmacological treatment but a more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Points on BODE index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEV₁ (% of predicted)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥65</td>
<td>50–64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance walked in 6 min (m)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥350</td>
<td>250–349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMRC dyspnoea scale</td>
<td>≥21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

holistic approach is required. For example, achieving independence in activities of daily living should be regarded to be more important than improvement in FEV₁.

Smoking cessation remains the only intervention that is proven to decrease the smoking-related decline in lung function and should be offered to all patients regardless of age. All elderly COPD patients should be offered influenza and pneumococcal vaccines to prevent precipitating an exacerbation of the disease.

Pharmacological management consists of short-acting bronchodilators (either β agonist or muscarinic agonist) for breathlessness and exercise limitation. If breathlessness persists, long-acting bronchodilators are added or alternatively combination long-acting and inhaled corticosteroids depending on FEV₁ status. Triple therapy may be considered for persistent breathlessness. In the elderly, extra care should be taken in the assessment of adverse effects of these pharmacological agents, e.g. with inhaled corticosteroids, there is an increased risk of cataracts, fragility fractures and an excess of severe pneumonia.

Furthermore, in this age group, the correct inhaler technique is essential as even with the most competent inhaler technique, only 15–30 per cent of each actuation is deposited at the site of action. It has been established that cognitive impairment and loss of manual dexterity are barriers to effective inhaler technique and the delivery of bronchodilator and corticosteroid therapy. An Abbreviated Mental Test Score of less than 7 out of 10 and a Mini Mental State Examination score of less than 24 out of 30 were predictive of an inadequate inhaler technique. These global cognition tests should be performed to evaluate suitability of elderly patients to use inhalers and whether alternative methods, e.g. nebulizers should be used. Inhaler therapy, especially inhaled corticosteroids should not be interrupted as an observational study found that there was a ninefold increase in the rate of exacerbations on interruption of inhaled corticosteroids in stable moderate to severe COPD patients. Apart from treatment targeted at the lungs, the future may lie in the treatment of the chronic systemic inflammation, e.g. limited evidence suggests the use of statins to treat systemic inflammation reduces morbidity and mortality in patients with COPD.

Pulmonary rehabilitation programmes are individually tailored and are designed to optimize physical and social performance and autonomy. In particular, elderly patients will benefit from targeted muscle training. Exercise training has been shown to improve exercise capacity in COPD patients. Apart from exercise training, pulmonary rehabilitation programmes offer education, psychosocial/behavioural interventions, nutritional therapy, and outcome assessment.

Avoidance of exacerbations is important in the elderly as their frequency is increased with age and the outcome poorer when compared to younger patients. Connors and colleagues found that the mortality rate of acute exacerbation increased by 30 per cent for every 10 years. COPD exacerbations in older patients were also more likely to be associated with bronchial infections: evidence of pathogens were seen in 78 per cent of patients over 70 years. Optimizing treatment for stable COPD helps to reduce exacerbations, e.g. maintaining high levels of physical activity in daily life.

Preoperative optimization of elderly COPD patients include:

- Drug therapy optimization—substitution of inhalers for nebulized therapy.
- Assessment and management of systemic effects, e.g. concomitant cardiovascular disease.
- Detection of drug interactions from polypharmacy.
- Involvement of care of the elderly team early for additional management.

This is important as patients with a diagnosis of COPD have a 2.7–4.7-fold increased risk of postoperative pulmonary complications and the further away the surgery is from the diaphragm, the lower the complication rate.

**Asthma**

Asthma is a chronic airway inflammatory disorder associated with airflow obstruction and bronchial hyper-responsiveness in which many cells and cellular elements play a role. Airflow obstruction is variable in severity and is reversible either spontaneously or with treatment but may become irreversible over many years. A history of recurrent episodes of wheezing, chest tightness, breathlessness and cough especially at night and in the early morning is suggestive of asthma but in the elderly, these symptoms may be poorly recognized. For example, elderly asthmatics experience less intense respiratory distress during histamine bronchoprovocation challenge compared to their younger counterparts and there may be cough impairment secondary to the presence of other comorbidities such as Parkinson’s disease. This contributes to the underdiagnosis of asthma in the elderly.

**Prevalence and diagnosis**

As asthma is a chronic and generally incurable disease, its prevalence should be similar in both the older and younger population. However, asthma is less recognized in the elderly as it is considered a disease of childhood and adolescence. Apart from reduced perception of asthma symptoms, other reasons for underdiagnosis include dyspnoea due to physiological ageing, self-limitation of activities, social isolation, the misconception that adult-onset asthma is rare and comorbid conditions, e.g. congestive cardiac failure. The prevalence of asthma in the over-65s has been estimated to be between 3.8–7.1 per cent—this may well be an underestimate due to equivocal criteria for diagnosis and the partial loss of reversibility which complicates diagnosis and makes distinction from COPD difficult. Nevertheless, it is important to try to distinguish the two conditions as although both are characterized by the presence of airflow obstruction, they have distinct pathogenesis and different treatment goals. In a population-based study, the overall age and sex-adjusted incidence of asthma in the elderly is 95 per 100 000 (declining from 103 per 100 000 in subjects aged 65–74 years to 58 per 100 000 in subjects aged >85 years). Risk factors for asthma in the elderly include atopy (genetic tendency to mount abnormal responses to common allergens), airway hyper-responsiveness (bimodal distribution: early and late phases of life), smoking, environmental pollution, and gastro-oesophageal reflux.

Although asthma is mainly a clinical diagnosis, it should be supported by objective measurements. Either clinical spirometry or pulmonary function tests demonstrating airflow obstruction that improves significantly in response to bronchodilators (12 per
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This is termed airway remodelling and is believed to be responsible for the non-reversible component seen in long-standing chronic asthma including elderly asthmatics. One of the hallmarks of a prolonged asthma duration is an accelerated decline in lung function. In the 15-year follow-up study of ventilatory function in adults with asthma performed in Copenhagen, the decline in lung function was quantified as 38 ml/year in asthmatics compared with 22 ml/year in normal individuals even after adjustments for height and sex. Furthermore, long-standing asthma and ageing is associated with reduced acute responsiveness to bronchodilators.

Two distinct patterns of asthma are found in the elderly: early and late onset asthma. They have different clinical presentations and responses to treatment. The differences are shown in Table 14.5. Elderly patients with early-onset asthma complain less about asthma symptoms but tend to have more impairment of lung function and a poorer response to bronchodilators. This poor response to bronchodilators is related to airway remodelling and diminished responsiveness of airway β2-adrenoceptors.

The importance of recognizing asthma in the elderly cannot be over-emphasized as this patient group is associated with more frequent and severe attacks which increases the number of episodes of hospitalization and emergency department visits. Furthermore, asthma deaths in older patients account for greater than 50 per cent of asthma fatalities annually due to underdiagnosis, undertreatment, and the presence of other comorbidities. In one study of elderly asthmatics, only 6 per cent of subjects with a peak expiratory flow rate lower than 70 per cent predicted were on any respiratory medications.

### Natural history of asthma in the elderly

Airway inflammation in asthma is a multicellular process involving eosinophils, T-helper 2 lymphocytes and mast cells. Apart from a reduced eosinophil degranulation response to interleukin-5 stimulation, older asthmatics (55–80 years) had similar eosinophil adhesion and chemotaxis responses to stimulation when compared with younger asthmatics (20–40 years). Over a prolonged time, there is basement membrane thickening, collagen deposition, increased smooth muscle mass, and mucous gland hypertrophy leading to a thickened airway wall and a reduced airway calibre. This is termed airway remodelling and is believed to be responsible for the non-reversible component seen in long-standing chronic asthma including elderly asthmatics. One of the hallmarks of a prolonged asthma duration is an accelerated decline in lung function. In the 15-year follow-up study of ventilatory function in adults with asthma performed in Copenhagen, the decline in lung function was quantified as 38 ml/year in asthmatics compared with 22 ml/year in normal individuals even after adjustments for height and sex. Furthermore, long-standing asthma and ageing is associated with reduced acute responsiveness to bronchodilators.

### Management of asthma in the elderly

Treatment goals in the elderly are no different from that of the younger asthmatics which include symptom control, prevention of exacerbations and hospital admissions, maintenance of pulmonary function as close to normal levels as possible, improving quality of life, avoidance of side effects from medications, and prevention of the development of irreversible airflow limitation. However, with elderly asthmatics, the response to bronchodilators may be sub-optimal, other comorbidities may increase side effects of therapy,
cognitive impairment may preclude an adequate inhaler technique, and polypharmacy may increase the likelihood of drug interactions.

Non-pharmacological management should be optimized in the elderly asthmatic. The withdrawal of medications that can aggravate asthma, e.g. non-selective β-blockers, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, should be considered. All elderly asthmatics should be offered influenza and pneumococcal vaccines and encouraged to stop smoking and to lose weight if obesity is an issue. Before inhaler therapies are offered, it is essential to ensure that elderly patients are able to use the devices and are not cognitively impaired. Other alternative devices such as nebulizers should be used if patients are unable to use the inhaler correctly. Recommended pharmacological medications are divided into controllers or relievers. Controllers are taken daily on a long-term basis to keep asthma under clinical control predominantly through their anti-inflammatory effects. These include inhaled corticosteroids, leukotriene modifiers, long acting β2-agonists, sustained-release theophyllines and oral corticosteroids while relievers are medications used on an as-needed basis, to relieve bronchoconstriction (short acting β2-agonists).

Inhaled corticosteroids are the cornerstone of treatment for persistent asthma. Although inhaled corticosteroids were demonstrated in the elderly to reduce the risk of rehospitalization and mortality from all causes, this therapy remained underused in this population. This is probably related to the side effects seen with inhaled corticosteroids. One of the most common being pain and dysphagia caused by oropharyngeal and oesophageal mycotic infections, usually due to Candida albicans. Hoarseness and cough are also more frequently reported in the elderly due to oral deposition of steroids as a consequence of faulty inhaler technique. All this may be reduced by the use of a spacer device and by teaching patients to rinse their mouth after each inhalation. Furthermore, corticosteroids may induce an increase in β2-adrenoceptor density which would partially offset the diminished responsiveness of airway β2-adrenoceptors seen in older asthmatics.

Long-acting inhaled β2-agonists (LABA) including formoterol and salmeterol have been demonstrated to be efficacious and safe in the elderly. They have a steroid sparing effect when added to a moderate dose of inhaled corticosteroids and should be considered before raising the dose of the inhaled corticosteroid. The use of anticholinergic drugs (ipratropium bromide and tiotropium) may be used as an alternative to β2-agonists in selected patients who are not responsive to β2-agonists although there are conflicting results regarding their efficacy.

Close monitoring for adverse reactions to asthma drugs should be undertaken as the number of comorbid conditions increase with age especially cardiovascular disease. β2-agonists may induce tachyarrhythmias, hypokalaemia, and hypertension whilst theophylline may induce potentially fatal ventricular arrhythmias in the elderly especially as its pharmacokinetics are different compared to younger individuals. Corticosteroids apart from local adverse side effects from the inhaled route may worsen osteoporosis if administered systemically.

As with COPD patients, preoperative optimization includes minimizing symptoms and airway hyper-responsiveness by smoking cessation and avoidance of wheeze-inducing medications. Regular nebulizer therapy and a short course of systemic corticosteroids (prednisolone 40 mg orally for 1 week) may be required prior to surgery.

**Obstructive sleep apnoea**

Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) is defined by the occurrence of more than five obstructive respiration events per hour of sleep associated with nocturnal or daytime symptoms (loud snoring, nocturnal choking, nocturia, daytime sleepiness, and poor concentration) or by the occurrence of more than 15 obstructive respiratory events per hour of sleep.

The prevalence of OSA increases with age and ranges from 30–80 per cent depending on the chosen threshold for diagnosis using the apnoea/hypopnoea index (calculated from the number of apnoea and hypopnoea periods lasting 10 s or more per hour of sleep (apnoea/hypopnoea index: AHI): AHI >5 or AHI >15 commonly chosen in studies). It affects older men and women equally. Age-related alterations in respiratory anatomy and physiology may be a contributory factor in the increased prevalence. There is some evidence of increased upper airway adipose tissue deposition, structural bony changes of the pharynx leading to narrowing of the airway, sleep-induced changes in upper airway muscle activity and ventilatory control instability in this age group although these changes are not universally seen. There appears to be no specific pathophysiological mechanism responsible for the increased incidence.

Clinical presentation in the elderly may be classical (history of snoring in an overweight male, associated with nocturnal choking, nocturia, daytime sleepiness and a witnessed apnoea during sleep) or non-classical, modified by comorbidities and general health status. In some patients, the presence of nocturia, mild cognitive dysfunction, accidental falls, driving accidents, glaucoma, and non-articulial anterior ischaemic optic neuropathy may be suggestive of OSA which can be easily missed. Diagnosis should follow referral to a formal sleep medicine unit and may be based on full polysomnography which will allow discrimination between obstructive and central events, other sleep disorders (e.g. periodic leg movements) as well as an assessment of the amount and quality of sleep. The AHI cut-off value to diagnose OSA in elderly patients is usually greater than five events per hour of sleep although some studies have used higher cut-off values of 10–20 events per hour. There is as yet no universal agreement for an age-adjusted threshold for the diagnosis of OSA.

Epidemiological studies have suggested that OSA increases the risk of arterial hypertension, stroke, and ischaemic disease. However, studies have indicated that middle-aged patients are more at risk of cardiovascular morbidity than older adults. One possible explanation is an age-related resistance to oxidative stress in the myocardium and this would explain a greater tolerance to OSA in older patients. Nevertheless, apart from cardiovascular morbidity, excessive daytime sleepiness is commonly reported and may contribute to cognitive impairment, poor quality of life and depression in the elderly which may be improved with treatment.

Treatment of OSA in the elderly is no different from the younger patient. Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) remains the gold standard treatment although in older patients a lower level of CPAP is needed to abolish the apnoeas and hypopnoeas. Studies examining compliance in older patients with CPAP found no difference compared to younger patients therefore should not be withheld. However, ‘living alone’ is a factor associated with poor compliance. In obese patients, weight management should be encouraged. Treatment of OSA in elderly patients apart from
reversing neuropsychological impairment also reverses the no
turia which can be troublesome in this age group.

As the presentation of OSA in the elderly may be atypical and
often missed, at preoperative assessment, a high index of suspicion
is required. The importance of recognizing OSA is the increased
risk for partial or total airway obstruction in the elderly especially
when sedative and opioid analgesics are given. A monitored post-
operative placement is warranted and CPAP use may be necessary.
Referral to a sleep medicine unit for diagnosis is required.

Conclusion

An understanding of these common respiratory diseases in elderly
patients presenting for surgery is required to optimize and to mini-
mimize complications. As with other comorbidities, a multidiscipli-
nary approach is necessary for achieving the best outcomes for the
older patient.
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Introduction

Over the past 20 years, the number of older people undergoing surgical procedures has increased at a faster rate than the rate of population ageing.¹ This is likely to be related to changes in anaesthetic and surgical techniques, patient expectations, and increasing evidence of improved morbidity and mortality following surgery even in the oldest old.² Despite these benefits older people remain more likely to be considered to have a clinical profile that is ‘too risky for surgery’, potentially reducing access to effective elective procedures. Furthermore, adverse postoperative outcomes, particularly medical complications, remain more common in older people compared to their younger counterparts.³ This is related in part to age-related changes in physiology resulting in lower physiological reserve and in part to pathological changes secondary to comorbidities. A combination of these factors results in an impaired ability to withstand and respond to the stress of surgery. It is not surprising that functional reserve and comorbidities (particularly the cumulative effect of multiple comorbidities) are consistently identified as independent predictors of poor postoperative outcome. This is important, as some of these predictors of poor outcome are potentially modifiable, suggesting that in the older population, careful preoperative assessment and optimization may be the key to improving outcome.

With these factors in mind, the preoperative assessment process in the older population serves two broad purposes. First, to risk-stratify patients in order that health professionals, patients, and their relatives or carers are fully informed of the inherent risks in undergoing a procedure. Second, to proactively identify and optimize modifiable factors, thus improving the patient’s likelihood of a successful outcome.

In older patients therefore the role of preoperative assessment is more extensive than in younger patients. It affords an opportunity to:

- Assess capacity to consent for surgery and discuss issues around advanced directives.
- Predict postoperative risk to inform discussion regarding risk/benefit ratio of surgery with the patient.
- Provide information that will aid decision-making in the intraoperative and immediate postoperative period (including appropriate provision of level 2 and 3 care).
- Predict likely postoperative complications and facilitate a collaborative approach towards prompt identification and standardized management of medical complications.
- Reduce risk of postoperative complications.
- Facilitate multidisciplinary working between surgical, anaesthetic, intensive care, and elderly medicine teams.
- Facilitate early discharge planning with identification of those who are most likely to require additional postoperative support and/or rehabilitation.
- Reduce in-hospital length of stay through improving quality of care.

Preoperative assessment is equally critical in elective, urgent, and emergency settings (Table 15.1), but should be tailored to the time available. For example, a patient presenting with a hip fracture will need to be risk assessed and optimized within 24 hours for surgery, whereas the same process in a patient undergoing an elective hip replacement will not be so time pressured.

Perioperative risk can be organ specific (e.g. risk of cardiac event) or relate to overall mortality. It is influenced by two distinct factors: (1) risks related to the surgical procedure and (2) risks related to the patient’s premorbid condition. The overall perioperative risks should guide the depth of preoperative assessment. For example, a patient undergoing minor surgery, with good functional reserve and no comorbidities will not require the same form of preoperative assessment as the frail older person undergoing major elective surgery or that required by the hip fracture patient. It is important to ensure that preoperative assessment is targeted at intermediate-to high-risk cases to allow effective allocation of resources. The decision to proceed with surgery is then based on perioperative risk, the potential risk related to delaying surgery for investigation...
or treatment, and the risk of not performing surgery. An individual's life expectancy should also be taken into account.

**Risk related to the surgical procedure**

Clinical series provide information on risks of postoperative complications and mortality in specific surgical subspecialties. Emergency surgery of any type carries a higher risk of postoperative complications and mortality than elective surgery. Furthermore, specific procedures are associated with higher cardiac complication rates and mortality than others (Table 15.2).

It is important to recognize the risk related to the procedure itself, as while it may be non-modifiable, the surgical pathway can be adapted to reduce the overall risk. For example, many experts now advocate routine postoperative critical care in level 2 or 3 facilities in all older patients undergoing high-risk surgery. Furthermore, an alternative surgical procedure that is less risky may be considered in a high-risk patient.

**Risk related to the patient: functional reserve, comorbidities, frailty, and health**

**Patient**

Whilst age itself is not a good predictor of perioperative risk, ageing is associated with changes in physiology and an increasing prevalence and severity of comorbidities. Both these factors influence the risk related to the patient. More recently the contribution of geriatric syndromes such as frailty to perioperative risk is emerging. At present, none of the instruments routinely used for preoperative assessment of older patients are all-inclusive. They each relate to various aspects of the patient's overall 'condition'. In order to provide a complete picture it may be necessary to use a combination of subjective and objective instruments. In most centres routine preoperative clinical care incorporates self-reporting of comorbidity and American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) grading, but this alone is now considered insufficient to identify and manage the high risk older patient.

**Functional reserve**

Physiological ageing impacts on the resting function of many organs as discussed in other chapters. In particular these physiological changes affect the cardiorespiratory systems, resulting in a lower functional reserve even in the fit older person, causing a reduced ability to deal with physiological stress. When pathology is superimposed on physiological change, then there may be a further reduction in functional reserve. It is that reserve that is called upon during times of stress such as surgery, with increases in metabolic requirements, often in the setting of a catabolic state (i.e. cancer or inflammatory processes).

It is not surprising that poor functional reserve is consistently identified as an independent risk factor for adverse postoperative outcome. On the other hand, a high functional reserve, regardless of age and comorbidity predicts good postoperative outcome. In these cases, perioperative management is unlikely to be altered by further testing and the patient should proceed with surgery, even in the presence of other risk factors. Attention should be focussed on patients with poor functional reserve, where risk factors must be meticulously identified and optimized, and the risk/benefit ratio of surgery be carefully considered.

**Describing and measuring functional reserve at preoperative assessment**

Over the years various methods for assessment of functional capacity have been developed. The emphasis in all of these measures is on cardiorespiratory functional capacity. One of the most commonly used methods is the measurement in metabolic equivalents (METs). One MET is defined as the basal metabolic rate of a 40-year-old male of 70 kg at rest (3.5 ml/kg/min). Although METs can be assessed objectively using exercise testing, they can be estimated from the ability to perform activities of daily living (Table 15.3). A patient who is unable to climb two flights of stairs is considered to have poor functional capacity at less than 4 METs. Poor functional capacity defined by METs has been associated with an increased risk of postoperative cardiac events and mortality in certain surgical specialties, in particular thoracic surgery. However, in other non-cardiac surgery poor functional capacity measured in METs does not appear to add predictive value (to age and ASA) for adverse cardiac outcomes and was not associated with increased mortality. Furthermore, METs can be low for reasons other than cardiorespiratory, for example, arthritis, visual impairment or dementia and many older people fall below the threshold of 4 METs, limiting its use as a discriminating tool.

As an objective measure of functional reserve, cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET) (see Chapter 19) has become increasingly popular. It involves exercising a patient on a cycle ergometer...
attached to 12-lead electrocardiography whilst measuring oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide production. The data obtained are analysed to assess cardiopulmonary fitness. Various parameters can be measured, but anaerobic thresholds (AT) have been used to triage into high and low risk for major abdominal surgery. This can allow tailored perioperative interventions to help reduce morbidity and mortality, as demonstrated initially in colorectal surgery and more recently in vascular surgery. However, similar to METs, there are concerns that older patients may not be able to complete CPET due to factors other than cardiorespiratory fitness, such as musculoskeletal disorders and that this may inadvertently limit access to surgery.

**Comorbidities**

Comorbidities are defined as ‘diseases or medical conditions unrelated in aetiology or causality to the principal diagnosis and that coexist with the disease of interest’. The prevalence of comorbidities increases with advancing age, with more than 60 per cent of those aged 65 years and above having at least one comorbidity. Furthermore with increasing age the multiplicity of comorbidities increases. In the surgical population a clear relationship between multiplicity of comorbidities and postoperative complications, poor postoperative functional outcome, and mortality exists. However, it is not purely the presence of a comorbidity which dictates outcome. More important is whether the comorbidity is associated with other risk factors or related complications which may affect postoperative outcome. For example, diabetes mellitus with associated obesity and vascular complications would be a significant comorbidity, in comparison to well-controlled asthma.

**Describing and measuring comorbidity at preoperative assessment**

There are many ways in which comorbidities can be described and measured. Patient identification and self-reporting of comorbidities is accurate and reliable and is better than reliance on administrative data (coding, insurance documentation). However, some authors do promote specific instruments to aid self-reporting and to allow objective self-recording of medical history (e.g. the Self-Administered Co-morbidity Questionnaire).

Whilst all experts acknowledge the need to account for comorbidities, some elect not to use a formal instrument, merely counting a patient’s additional diagnoses. Others advocate the use of comorbidity indices derived from the number of coexistent diseases as well as their individual severity, with this information condensed into a single numeric score.

The most widely used comorbidity indices include the Charlson Index, the Index of Coexistent Disease (ICED), and the Functional Co-morbidity Index (FCI). The Charlson Index has been widely used in large studies based on administrative data to predict functional outcome, mortality, and length of hospital stay and resource use. Although it is a valid and reliable tool, it is less sensitive to functional outcomes and is now considered out of date. In contrast the ICED measures both disease severity and overall functional severity (disability). More specifically, it was developed with physical function as the outcome of interest and unsurprisingly performs better than the Charlson Index in this respect. These comorbidity indices are useful as research tools, allowing for comparison between patient groups and stratification of risk, but are too imprecise to replace clinical judgement for a specific patient. Furthermore they fail to assess for common geriatric syndromes (Fig. 15.1) and their use is limited in the busy clinical setting.

**Frailty**

In comparison to functional capacity and its emphasis on cardiorespiratory reserve, frailty reflects decreased physiological reserve across multiple organ systems. As a consequence the frail person is at increased risk of disability and death from minor external stresses. Studies in various surgical populations have identified frailty as an independent risk factor for major morbidity, mortality, protracted length of stay (LOS), and institutional discharge. The appeal of measuring frailty in an older surgical population lies in its utility both as a tool for preoperative risk stratification and also as a method for identifying potentially modifiable factors that can be optimized preoperatively. (Also see Chapter 30.)

**Health**

In comparison to comorbidity, health is a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. Preoperative health status can be measured generally or specifically. For example, generic instruments, such as the SF-36 cover both physical and mental components of health, whilst tools such as the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Score (HADS) or Hip Osteoarthritis Outcomes Scale (HOOS) are disease or condition specific. Activity scales express actual levels of patient activity, which may change in the event of successful surgery. Both general scales and more specific rating scales may be used postoperatively in order to monitor the effect of treatment. At preoperative assessment implicit assessments of health status are often made, but at present measurement of health is limited to research settings.

**Assessing the older surgical patient**

The following section will focus on the practicalities of assessing and optimizing an older patient for surgery.

**History**

A thorough history, utilizing the tools described, incorporating medical and surgical history, current symptoms, exercise tolerance, and a full medication list (and drug compliance) is important. Previous anaesthetic history, postoperative complications, and previous postoperative recovery should be noted. Levels of functional dependency should be described and social circumstances be clarified to allow timely discharge. Comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA) methodology can be utilized to assess across these domains.

### Table 15.3 METS and equivalent activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METS</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Resting basal metabolic rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Walking slow pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>House work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Climbing two flights of stairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Jogging/swimming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Establishing the history can be difficult for many reasons. Older people are less likely to seek medical advice and medical diagnoses may not have been previously documented. This may be because:

- They are less likely to mention symptoms such as decreasing exercise tolerance, incontinence, or becoming more forgetful considering these symptoms to be inevitable consequences of ageing.
- Typical symptoms are masked, for example, a patient presenting for arthroplasty may not complain of symptoms of ischaemic heart disease because their exercise level is reduced to such an extent that the classical exertional symptoms of ischaemic heart disease do not occur.
- Communication difficulties arising from sensory impairment (impaired hearing), language impairment (e.g. related to cerebrovascular events), and cognitive impairment which may limit the history given by the patient or result in inaccuracies.

**Examination**

In older patients, the depth and focus of preoperative examination should be guided by the same two factors: risk related to surgery and risk related to the patient. In cases of intermediate- or high-risk surgery and/or if the patient has poor functional capacity, comorbidities, or poor health status the examination must be thorough. In low-risk surgery, in a patient without comorbidities and good functional reserve, the examination may be limited to the area of surgical concern and the cardiorespiratory system.

**Investigations**

Again, investigations should be guided by the risk related to surgery and risk related to the patient. Blood tests should be performed in all elderly patients undergoing intermediate and high-risk surgery and considered in low-risk procedures. This is not because they are prognostic indicators but because they allow diagnosis and assessment of severity of physiological change, coexisting disease and effect of drugs. Blood tests should include full blood count, renal function, liver function, and bone profile, amongst other more specific tests prompted by the history or examination findings.

Recent guidance has been published for non-cardiac surgery but as a generalization preoperative electrocardiograms (ECGs) should be considered in all patients aged over 65 years other than those having low-risk surgery. If indicated, ECGs should be performed in the 30 days before surgery (Table 15.4).

Further investigations should be considered on a case-by-case basis. See organ-specific chapters for more details.

**A structured approach in the older preoperative patient: comprehensive geriatric assessment**

Preoperative assessment in older patients is complex. It is important to assess comorbidity, cardiorespiratory reserve, frailty, and health in order to make considered and shared decisions regarding surgery. Routine clinical assessment does not allow this in a systematic manner. In comparison CGA allows objective assessment...
Table 15.4 Indications for preoperative ECGs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definitely required</th>
<th>Consider</th>
<th>Not routinely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-risk surgery</td>
<td>Intermediate-risk surgery and no risk factors</td>
<td>Low-risk surgery with no risk factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate-risk surgery with risk factors for cardiac or peripheral vascular disease (PVD)</td>
<td>Low-risk surgery with risk factors for cardiac or PVD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Risk factors: ischemic heart disease, heart failure, cerebrovascular disease, diabetes, renal impairment.

Table 15.5 ASA scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Physical status</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Mortality (%)—in general</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Normal healthy individual</td>
<td>A fit patient</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mild systemic disease that does not limit activity</td>
<td>Essential hypertension, mild diabetes without end-organ damage</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Severe systemic disease that limits activity but is not incapacitating</td>
<td>Angina, moderate to severe COPD</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Incapacitating systemic disease which is constantly life threatening</td>
<td>Advanced COPD, cardiac failure</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Moribund, not expected to survive 24 hours with or without surgery</td>
<td>Ruptured aortic aneurysm, massive pulmonary embolism</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Preoperative risk assessment

The next step in preoperative assessment is to collate information relating to the risk related to the surgery and the risk related to the patient. This leads to an overall assessment of individual risk of perioperative mortality and morbidity which should be clearly documented, allowing the following:

- An informed discussion with the patient regarding risks and benefits of the proposed surgery.
- Planning for intraoperative care (the use of appropriate devices, e.g. cardiac output monitoring in a patient at risk of cardiac decompensation, or the decision regarding type of anaesthetic, e.g. general or regional).
- Planning for postoperative care (ensuring the patient is monitored in the correct location, e.g. an intensive care bed for the high-risk patient undergoing high-risk surgery).
- Clinical governance, by providing a tool for allowing comparison between units; and appraisal for individual consultant surgeons.

Across multiple domains (medical, psycho-social, and functional) and differs from standard medical evaluation since it:

- Focuses on elderly individuals with complex problems.
- Allows identification of the so-called Geriatric giants or the ‘Five I’s of Geriatrics’ (intellectual impairment, immobility, instability, incontinence and iatrogenic disorders). These syndromes affect large numbers of older people, are often unrecognized, unmanaged, cause a significant personal burden to the patient and also impact on short and long-term outcomes.
- Emphasizes assessment of functional status and quality of life.
- Uses multidisciplinary skills.
- Allows development of goal orientated interventions.

CGA has been used to good effect in elective orthopaedic patients and in cancer populations. However, in order to be effective it must be targeted at the right patient (i.e. those with complex risk factors), it must involve hands on care and appropriate follow-up of relevant issues. If used in this manner CGA can facilitate case management (including the identification of the most appropriate clinical area), determine long-term care requirements, and make the best use of healthcare resources. However, at present there are no randomized controlled studies providing evidence for this approach in the older general surgical patient.

Describing and measuring risk of mortality

A number of risk assessment scores for estimation of risk of perioperative mortality are available. The most frequently encountered is the ASA score. ASA subjectively categorizes patients into five subgroups on the basis of preoperative history and examination, without the need for specific tests (Table 15.5). In population studies ASA is an independent predictor of outcome in terms of intra- and postoperative complications, morbidity, mortality, cost, and length of stay. It is therefore useful as a descriptor of surgical populations for both research and audit purposes. However, it was devised as a statistical tool for retrospective analysis of hospital records and makes no adjustment for age, sex, the nature of the planned surgery, or the relative contributions of comorbidities. Therefore, ASA does not predict risk for an individual patient or a particular operation. Further issues limiting the usefulness of ASA in the clinical setting include its highly subjective nature, its low reliability, and its lack of subtlety especially in the older population who often fall into the ASA 3 or above categories.

An alternative tool is the Physiological and Operative Severity Score for the enUmeration of Mortality and Morbidity (POSSUM). This was also developed as a tool to compare morbidity and mortality for audit purposes. It incorporates six surgical parameters and 12 physiological parameters with each factor weighted to a value of 1, 2, 4, or 8, depending on measurement, to allow for a simplified calculation. Since its conception in 1991, it has been applied to a number of surgical groups including orthopaedics, vascular surgery, head and neck surgery and gastrointestinal and colorectal surgery. The original POSSUM score was thought to over-predict death in certain groups of patients especially in low-risk patients and was therefore modified to the Portsmouth version (P-POSSUM). Subsequently it has become apparent that POSSUM and P-POSSUM predict mortality equally well and that both over-estimate risk. In response more specialty-specific scores, such as V-POSSUM for use in elective vascular surgery, have emerged.
Optimizing the older surgical patient

Preoperative assessment often stops at the risk assessment stage. However, it should be seen as an opportunity to optimize the patient in order to improve postoperative outcome. This focus on optimization is imperative especially in older people who are at higher risk by virtue of physiological changes, comorbidity and frailty. Although specific guidelines relating to management of individual comorbidities in the preoperative setting exist and are useful, their application should be carefully considered in the context of the older population.

The following issues may cause deviation from usual guidelines:

- The presence of multiple coexisting comorbidities: e.g. a patient with reversible ischaemic heart disease and postural hypotension associated with Parkinson’s disease undergoing vascular surgery may not benefit from beta-blocker therapy.

- Medications and problems associated with polypharmacy, drug interactions and compliance: e.g. a patient on numerous drugs may not take additional therapy started for an asymptomatic condition such as hypertension unless clear reasoning is provided.

- Practical considerations: e.g. a patient with multiple comorbidities may not want to attend multiple hospital appointments with organ specialists to be optimized for surgery, but may prefer to be seen by a single physician. In this setting a geriatrician with an interest in perioperative medicine may be the most appropriate specialist.

Assessment and optimization of organ-specific disease and commonly encountered comorbidities will be discussed in the relevant chapters elsewhere in this book. In the following section, assessment and optimization of frequently encountered issues more specific to older people and which are often overlooked in routine clinical practice, are discussed.

Dementia

Cognitive impairment and dementia are common in the older population, affecting 10 per cent of those aged over 65 years and 20 per cent of those aged 80 years and above. Despite this, these issues are often unrecognized. This may be because they are accepted as part of normal ageing, or because they have an insidious onset, or because social skills are often preserved until late in the disease process. In the older preoperative patient recognition of cognitive impairment is important as it can impact on:

- Preoperative assessment. These patients may provide unreliable or incomplete histories, may be difficult to examine, or non-compliant with investigations.

- Capacity to consent to the procedure.

- Postoperative complications. Patients with underlying cognitive impairment or dementia are at increased risk of postoperative delirium and postoperative cognitive decline.

All older preoperative patients should be screened for cognitive impairment and dementia. The process and tool used in cognitive assessment needs to be tailored to the individual patient and the time frame to proposed surgery. For example, in emergency surgery the Abbreviated Mental Test (Table 15.6) or even a simple question to the carer or relative such as ‘Have you or your carer noticed a change in your memory?’ provides a quick and simple approach. In comparison, in high-risk elective surgery detailed assessment may be possible and more appropriate. The Mini Mental Score Examination (MMSE) is the most widely used tool. However, it does not provide an adequate assessment of executive function which is particularly affected by vascular cognitive impairment. For this reason the Montreal Cognitive Assessment tool which examines executive functioning in slightly more detail is being increasingly advocated.

If cognitive impairment is identified then:

- The patient should be informed of the finding.

- The patient should be referred to either the primary care physician or to specialist services for further assessment and diagnosis.

- The implications for the planned surgery should be considered:
  - the capacity to consent (whilst recognizing that mental tests assessment per se does not provide assessment of capacity)
  - the related perioperative risks in particular postoperative delirium.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 15.6 Abbreviated mental test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Time (to the nearest hour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 west street (ask patient to repeat the address to ensure it has been heard correctly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Name of hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Recognition of two persons (e.g. doctor and nurse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Date of birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Year of start of the First World War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Name of monarch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Count downwards from 20 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Recall address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Postoperative delirium can occur following any surgical procedure but occurs frequently in particular patient groups with an incidence of up to 60 per cent after hip fracture and 35 per cent after certain vascular procedures. Postoperative delirium is associated with increased mortality both in the short term following hospitalization but also at longer-term 12-month follow-up. Furthermore, in those who do survive, delirium is also associated with increased morbidity from postoperative complications and increased rates of institutionalization at hospital discharge.32

The pathogenesis of delirium remains incompletely understood, yet it can be useful to think of delirium as occurring due to an insult (in this case, the surgical procedure) in a susceptible individual. Neurochemical changes, neuronal atrophy, and differences in cerebral vasculature in the ageing brain put older patients at increased risk from delirium following the cytokine storm which can result from a surgical procedure. Various cytokines have been implicated in the pathogenesis of delirium including increased levels of interleukin (IL)-6 and IL8 and reduced concentrations of the neuroprotective insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-1 and IL1-receptor antagonist.33

The process for identifying and reducing risk of POD should begin at preoperative assessment. Recognition of predisposing factors should occur for two reasons. First, many of these factors are modifiable. Second, non-modifiable risk factors should be actively sought since proactive identification of a patient at risk of delirium can facilitate interventions to reduce the incidence, severity, and/or duration of delirium.

Prevention of delirium is more effective than cure. Prevention strategies can be multi-component interventions or single pharmacological interventions. Multi-component interventions include simple protocols which target the risk factors for delirium. Examples include: optimizing sensory impairments using glasses, magnifiers, hearing aids or amplifiers, maintaining diurnal routines through non-pharmacological promotion of sleep and daytime mobilization, preventing dehydration, and regularly re-orientating patients to time and place. Such simple strategies when systematically employed can significantly reduce the incidence of delirium in high-risk patients groups such as those following hip fracture and have been shown to be cost-effective.34,35 At present pharmacological prevention of delirium is not mainstream practice, although promising work is ongoing using various medications including haloperidol and melatonin.36,37

Malnutrition

Malnutrition is highly prevalent in the older population and is a strong predictor of postoperative complications and mortality, across different surgical specialties. In particular those undergoing gastrointestinal surgery are at risk due to reduced oral intake and catabolic states induced by carcinoma and surgery in the perioperative period.38 Although serum albumin is not purely a marker of nutrition (but also of acute phase response), levels <35 g/L are an important predictor of 30-day perioperative morbidity (particularly wound infections) and mortality.39

Preoperative assessment in older people should therefore include nutritional assessment. Various nutritional indices are effective at identifying surgical patients at risk, and most incorporate body mass index (BMI) and greater than 5 per cent weight loss in three months. The Malnutrition Universal Screening Tool (MUST) and the Mini-Nutritional Assessment are standard instruments used in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predisposing factors</th>
<th>Precipitating factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Change in environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td>Sleep deprivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Loss of sensory aids/clues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of delirium</td>
<td>Physical restraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe illness or hip fracture</td>
<td>Constipation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polypharmacy</td>
<td>Urinary retention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malnutrition/dehydration</td>
<td>Sepsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional dependency</td>
<td>Acute illness (e.g. myocardial infarction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory impairment</td>
<td>Untreated pain or excess use of analgesics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the older population. Both are screening tools to identify patients who are malnourished, at risk of malnutrition, or obese. They also include management guidelines that can be used to develop care plans across healthcare settings.40

It is well recognized that oral nutrition with supplements (if necessary) is the most effective intervention to improve nutritional status. However, there is no clear evidence regarding the impact of timing, duration and type of intervention. If oral nutrition is not possible, enteral nutrition (EN) should be started preoperatively and continued perioperatively. It is more effective than parenteral nutrition (PN), with lower rates of sepsis and shorter length of stay. Meta-analyses have concluded that EN contains immunonutrients that PN lacks, has potential benefits in maintaining gut mucosa and flora, and is cheaper.41

Although nutritional assessment tools have not been designed to detect deficiencies of minerals and vitamins, these insufficiencies can impact on outcome. The role of treating subclinical nutritional anaemia preoperatively in elective orthopaedic patients is now accepted as a method of reducing morbidity and mortality in the older surgical group. Current recommendations suggest replacing iron, vitamin B12 and folate at least 28 days before scheduled elective surgery.42 Vitamin D is implicated in the pathogenesis of frailty and sarcopenia, which may affect outcome. Levels should be reviewed and supplementation considered, although at present there is no clear evidence of benefit in older preoperative patients. With a move towards promoting preoperative nutrition as part of enhanced recovery programmes, the potential effect of nutritional supplementation and pharmaconutrients on surgical outcomes in older individuals is being explored.43

Preoperative physiotherapy and occupational therapy intervention

There is increasing interest in the use of preoperative multidisciplinary interventions to treat frailty as an independent predictor of poor postoperative outcome in older people. This is particularly relevant as the natural history of frailty shows that it is more common to progress to a state of greater frailty than to improve to a state of lesser frailty and that the transition from one frailty state to another has a resultant impact upon mortality.44 However, at present there is no conclusive evidence supporting nutritional, therapy, or pharmacological interventions for frailty in older preoperative patients.

In elective surgery, the not atypical 3-month waiting period for surgery such as hip replacement surgery, is associated with significant decline in hip abductor and flexion strength in older people.45 In these cases preoperative physiotherapy does show some postoperative mobility related gains in elective hip surgery patients, especially with longer (6-week) interventions. Similar benefits were not seen in knee replacement patients across these parameters, but a proactive approach of preoperative assessment with targeted intensive postoperative rehabilitation for higher-risk patients has reduced length of stay in arthroplasty patients.46 There is also increasing interest in prehabilitation to enhance functional capacity prior to cardiopulmonary and abdominal surgery. Many of the programmes used to date have focussed on education and positive reinforcement, but data on exercise programmes is emerging.47

Planning for the surgical admission should commence at preoperative assessment. Preoperative social care needs should be identified and potential postoperative care needs evaluated (e.g. one-level living, need for equipment, or need for postoperative rehabilitation). Coordination with patient, families, carers, and social services should be initiated as soon as possible to reduce in-hospital delays. Although there are few published data on occupational therapy intervention, preoperative home visits with equipment provision can reduce discharge delays from surgical wards.23 These interventions now form part of enhanced recovery programmes in orthopaedic surgery.

Legal issues

Under the Mental Capacity Act and similar legislation across the developed world, all patients are considered to have capacity to consent unless proven otherwise. In cases where there is doubt regarding capacity to consent the relevant legal framework should be applied, for example the Mental Capacity Act in England and Wales. If the patient is deemed not to have capacity, then advanced directives made by the patient whilst they still had capacity may help to inform the situation or the patient may have appointed a durable power of attorney for health care. In the absence of such directives, the best interests of a patient should be reviewed by all relevant persons (health care professionals, families and carers, advocates) and surgery can proceed if considered to be in the patient’s best interest. In cases of emergency surgery, lifesaving treatment can proceed in the best interests of the patient despite the more condensed timeframe. Clear documentation of these issues is paramount. (See also Chapter 36.)

Models of care for preoperative assessment

Many pre-assessment clinics are nurse or junior doctor led and delivered. In most settings these individuals have surgical or anaesthetic backgrounds but very little experience in elderly medicine. In most units preoperative assessment is conducted using proforms and focuses narrowly on the surgical issues or the ‘on-table risk’. The patient is identified as being ‘fit for surgery’ or as requiring further assessment. Further assessment is typically undertaken by primary care practitioners, organ specialists or anaesthetists. There is little formal training for any of these groups in the specific preoperative management of older people. This is illustrated by surveys and case note reviews suggesting that preoperative referrals for medical assessment to organ-specialist physicians rarely results in advice that impacts either on perioperative management or outcome of surgery. In one study, 40 per cent of cardiac consultations made no recommendation other than ‘proceed with surgery’ or ‘cleared for surgery’.48

In order to provide a high-quality and cost-effective service, new models of care need to be considered for the high-risk older surgical population. These models should allow the full scope of preoperative assessment, from recognition and optimization of the relevant issues, to formal risk assessment, to shared decision-making and appropriate perioperative planning. This in turn would allow the translation of existing evidence into routine clinical practice, particularly in those with complex comorbidities and functional dependence.
In response, some units have developed anaesthetist led pre-assessment clinics. Often these clinics are for individual patients identified as having complex anaesthetic concerns or specific types of complex surgery. These clinics provide thorough review, risk assessment, and allow informed decision-making, but if optimization is required then the patient may need to attend for further reviews with physicians. In other units general physicians or geriatricians with an interest in perioperative medicine have taken on the role of preoperative assessment. One such model (proactive care of older people undergoing surgery: POPS) (Fig. 15.2) ensures that older patients with medical comorbidities or functional dependence are followed throughout the surgical journey by a multidisciplinary elderly care medicine team. Preoperatively, the team utilizes CGA methodology to assess and optimize the patient for surgery, predict postoperative complications, predict postoperative rehabilitation or care needs, and communicate these issues with health care professionals and families and or carers. The team then follows the patient through to admission and provides regular medical input during the perioperative period. The team aids the surgical team in the early identification and standardized management of medical complications as well as in early, safe, and effective discharge planning. This constitutes a proactive rather than reactive approach. It allows discussion between geriatricians, surgeons, and anaesthetists regarding decisions to proceed with surgery in a patient with complex comorbidities and ethical issues, or whether to withhold treatments, decisions regarding settings for in-hospital care and decisions regarding the discharge destination.

Various models of perioperative care for older surgical patients are emerging, but they all emphasize the need for cross- and multidisciplinary working, utilizing the skills of surgical teams, anaesthetic teams, organ specialists, and elderly care medicine teams.

**Fig. 15.2** A model for proactive care of older people undergoing surgery used at Guy’s and St Thomas’ Hospital, London. Reproduced with permission from Jugdeep Dhesi, copyright Guy’s and St Thomas’ Hospital, London.
Conclusion

The evidence base for improving outcomes in older people having surgery exists and is growing. However, many questions with regards to the clinical management of this population remain unanswered. Amongst many there are questions related to the following:

- Geriatric syndromes: for example, whether multi-component preoperative interventions for frailty can improve postoperative outcome?
- Specific medical conditions: for example, should iron stores be checked in all older surgical patients and does supplementation improve clinical outcome?
- Translation of evidence into the clinical setting: can evidence from comorbidity specific studies be translated into routine clinical practice?
- Process and cost-effectiveness of care: for example, what is the most effective way of delivering care, where should it be delivered and by whom, should a new specialty of perioperative medicine for the elderly be considered?
- Education and training of the workforce: how should this be delivered across a large multidisciplinary workforce and how can the impact on clinical practice be measured?
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PART 4

Specific Clinical Issues
**Introduction**

Prehospital care is about doing ‘just enough’ to ensure a patient can be safely delivered to hospital for definitive care. Given that it is generally carried out in austere environments with limited equipment, there has to be a high threshold before doing anything, but when it is done, it has to be done with an absolute eye to detail, in a well-governed system, with crews who are well rehearsed in their drills.

Traditionally prehospital care has focused on trauma care, but as the population ages the requirement to provide a high level of care outside the hospital to the older person will increase. Indeed the elderly have a disproportionate use of ambulance assets; 17 per cent of the UK population is aged over 65, but around 45 per cent of those who arrive in emergency departments (EDs) by ambulance are over 60. Although there is a second peak for trauma-related admissions in the later decades, many of these admissions are for medical reasons, and the prehospital carer will need to be an expert in all areas.

It is, therefore, difficult to discuss prehospital anaesthesia (PHA) in isolation. This chapter will discuss the various presentations that the prehospital carer will encounter, with specific regard to the elderly, but focus on the issues of providing quality anaesthetic care outside the hospital. This is especially difficult in this group of patients, many of whom will have comorbid disease that may not be known to the provider. It is also clear there will be some difficult ethical dilemmas and there must be an awareness that not all possible interventions will be in the best interests of the patient.

**Common presentations**

The main aim of providing PHA is to secure an airway and/or control ventilation, to enable the safe transfer of a patient to hospital with no further deterioration in their condition (Fig. 16.1). In the majority of cases this is done for victims of trauma, but this almost certainly reflects the tasking that advanced prehospital care teams are given. It is clear that a significant number of elderly patients present to hospital with inadequate airways and poor gas exchange from medical causes, and may benefit from PHA and critical care.

**Cardiovascular accident**

The outlook for victims of cardiovascular accidents (CVAs) has been transformed by the introduction of thrombolysis, which can result in dramatic improvement of symptoms. However, this is not without its risks, and is therefore usually only carried out in specialist centres. As such these patients may need to be transported considerable distances, which may mean they need airway support in the field.

The first priority, therefore, is recognition of the possible diagnosis. Tools such as the ROSIER score should be useable by all clinicians (Table 16.1), in order to speed the diagnosis. Once diagnosed, a rapid assessment needs to be made to decide if the patient will need further intervention and to get them safely to the correct centre (Fig. 16.1). If anaesthesia is required, special attention is needed to ensure that their cardiovascular parameters are not compromised during induction and maintenance. Hypotension should be avoided in particular, due to the risk of increasing ischaemia in watershed areas. Also note that blood sugar should be measured to exclude hypoglycaemia.

**Chest pain**

The key decision in the management of the patient with chest pain is to differentiate acute myocardial infarction from other causes. This is principally to identify patients who might benefit from coronary revascularization. Primary percutaneous coronary intervention is often the management of choice although in more rural areas, where this service is not available, thrombolysis is offered, with transfer for rescue angioplasty reserved for those who do not respond to drug therapy.

Should myocardial ischaemia be suspected, glyceryl trinitrate should be given either buccally or sublingually. If no contraindication is present, aspirin 300 mg should be given. Oxygen has been shown to potentially increase myocardial cell death if given too enthusiastically, and should be reserved for patients who are hypoxic.

PHA may be required if the patient is in severe cardiogenic shock, but should be undertaken with great caution as it may worsen the outcome.

**Hypothermia**

Hypothermia, defined as a core body temperature of less than 35°C, is common in the elderly. It is associated with poverty, isolation, and inadequate heating. It also occurs with falls, poor mobility, or confusion. A particular danger is the elderly person who cannot get up after a fall, and cannot adjust heating or put clothes on.

Hypothermia in the elderly carries a poor prognosis, with mortality as high as 34 percent. There remains considerable debate about the best management of hypothermia in this age group, as rapid warming risks vasodilatation, and reductions in blood
pressure. Also, the high incidence of cardiovascular disease makes rapid infusions of warm fluid dangerous, with the risk of precipitating fluid overload. These complications can be managed in hospital with relative ease, but are potentially very dangerous in the prehospital setting. The mainstay of management should therefore be prevention of further cooling, and rapid transport in a warm ambulance to hospital.

Again, PHA should only be attempted with great caution. There is an incidence of ventricular fibrillation on intubation and maintaining anaesthesia risks worsening the hypothermia. It should be reserved for those deeply unconscious and unable to maintain their airway.

**Pulmonary oedema**

In the prehospital phase even the most acute, severe pulmonary oedema can usually be managed medically without resorting to positive pressure ventilation. If this is not possible, then continuous positive airway pressure can be attempted, but even with the Bousingac type valves this requires high-flow oxygen, which is
often limited outside hospitals. In extremis PHA allows for positive pressure ventilation and an improvement in gas exchange.

**Acute abdominal pain**

This common presentation may result from a number of pathologies. The mainstay of prehospital management is judicious oxygen, analgesia, and fluids. As the elderly tend to have differing inflammatory responses, the classical signs of a surgical abdomen may not be present, even if there is peritonitis.

Abdominal aortic aneurysm dissection or rupture may present with pain or collapse. Should the rupture be contained, the only management is surgical. As the containment may depend on the abdominal muscle tone, any administration of muscle relaxants may precipitate profound hypotension and cardiac arrest. This should therefore only be done if a surgeon is immediately available to quickly cross clamp the aorta, and stop the bleeding. Therefore the only viable option if this is suspected is to get to hospital as soon as possible, avoid anaesthesia until in hospital (even if deeply unconscious), even forgoing intravenous access at scene to expedite transfer.

**Exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease**

Patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease may present with infective or non-infective exacerbations. These exacerbations may cause type II ventilatory failure, resulting in $\text{CO}_2$ narcosis. Patients often require non-invasive ventilatory (NIV) support, and this has been shown to improve mortality, and avoid the complications of endotracheal intubation. Many modern prehospital ventilators have settings which allow NIV and it should be employed in preference to invasive ventilation.

However, in extremis, invasive ventilation may be employed to manage pending respiratory arrest. These patients, however, generally have poor prognosis in intensive care, and so this treatment should only be employed if the patient generally enjoys good health, and is likely to return to an acceptable level of function.

**Acute confusion**

This is a common presentation to emergency medical services, normally alerted by a concerned friend or carer. The confusion may be as a result of almost any pathology, and may occur de novo, or as a result of deterioration in long-standing memory impairment. Common causes include infection, derangement in electrolytes, and abnormalities in blood glucose. Other possibilities include thyroid disease, intracranial pathology, and alcohol abuse. The patient requires careful transfer to hospital for full assessment. As part of this, a judicious use of sedation may be required if the patient is very agitated, especially if the transfer is to be by air. PHA should be avoided if at all possible, as the subsequent sedation required will make in hospital assessment significantly more difficult.

**Major trauma in the elderly**

The rate of trauma in the elderly is much higher than one might imagine. When one describes trauma, the mind immediately imagines high-speed motor vehicle collisions, shootings, and other such dramatic occurrences. In the elderly population, the majority of trauma is far less spectacular, but all the more life changing. The fall from one’s own height, common in the young, and dismissed as quickly, becomes a serious threat to the elderly. So much so that falls are the leading cause of trauma-related death in those over 75. Major trauma also affects the elderly, and age does increase the risk of mortality. This is likely due to the reduction of cardiovascular reserve which occurs with ageing, which makes the patient more susceptible to the effects of haemorrhage. The elderly patient lacks the ability to increase cardiac output in response to stress, making organ hypoxia more likely. They are also likely to have a pre-existing element of age-related organ damage, which the stress of major trauma can exacerbate.

The management of major trauma in the elderly follows standard Advanced Trauma Life Support protocols. In terms of treatable causes of death, they are no different from any other patient. Once the scene is safe, assessment should follow an ABCDE approach, detailed as follows.

**Airway**

Lack of teeth may make facemask ventilation challenging, and dentures should be left in place if they are well fitting. Tissues in the mouth and nose are more fragile, increasing the risk of bleeding during instrumentation. In addition, oesophageal tone lessens with age, making aspiration more likely. The elderly are also likely to have reduced movement in their necks, producing difficulties in intubation.

If rapid sequence intubation (RSI) is required for airway protection, it should be remembered that age-related cardiovascular changes make hypotension a serious issue. As this can have significant effects on mortality—clinicians should consider the risks and benefits with great care.

**Breathing**

With age, comes a decline in respiratory function, partly as a result of decreased muscle mass and chest wall compliance. They also have reduced central response to hypoxia and hypercarbia. In addition,
As intimated earlier, every effort should be made to avoid PHA and indications. Prehospital anaesthesia

Hypothermia should be looked for and actively managed. In the elderly, these patients must be protected from the elements, and trauma patient at greater risk of hypothermia. As this impairs coagulation ability to respond to lower temperatures place the elderly skin changes and reduction of body fat, along with reduction in the bone, made more fragile with the osteoporosis of age. They can occur with more lower levels of force than in younger patients, even in head-injured patients, and so these patients require hospital admission.

Disability

As the brain shrinks with age, elderly patients are at increased risk of subdural haematoma. This risk is increased considerably in conjunction with anticoagulant medication, and can occur with minimal trauma. As there is generally more space around the brain, there is room for blood to collect, and hence patients may appear well on initial examination. Only a period of observation can identify those who are showing signs of neurological deterioration. Patients taking anticoagulants are at particularly high risk of subdural haematoma, made more fragile with the osteoporosis of age. They can occur with much lower levels of force than in younger patients, even in falls from the patient’s own height.

Exposure

Skin changes and reduction of body fat, along with reduction in the central ability to respond to lower temperatures place the elderly trauma patient at greater risk of hypothermia. As this impairs coagulation, these patients must be protected from the elements, and hypothermia should be looked for and actively managed.

Prehospital anaesthesia

Indications

As intimated earlier, every effort should be made to avoid PHA and intubation, especially in the elderly. As the evidence of benefit is less than clear, it follows that if it is undertaken it must be done effectively, and only if the patient would not survive to hospital (or morbidity increase) without it. Having said that, the threshold to secure the airway in the prehospital arena is often lower than in hospital as factors such as time to definitive care and mode of transport (with associated difficulties in maintaining the airway in cramped spaces) need to be taken into account (see Tables 16.2 and 16.3).

It equally follows that the only real absolute contraindication to PHA is an inability to carry it out safely. This would be the case if there was either inadequate equipment or a poorly trained team. It can therefore be seen that the decision to undertake PHA is complex. However, as it has been shown that increasing on-scene time may increase mortality, so the decision has to be made quickly. A simple decision-making algorithm is given in (Fig. 16.1).

Conduct

As PHA will be carried out as an emergency drill, a RSI will always be required. Although this is a complex procedure involving over 100 distinct psychomotor skills, it can be broken down into six distinct phases (see Table 16.4).

Phases of rapid sequence induction (the 6 Ps)

Preoxygenation

In the chaotic prehospital environment it can be tempting to abbreviate this phase, however it is a vital safety measure that should never be curtailed. At least 3 minutes of high-flow oxygen needs to be administered whatever the circumstances. This may require careful small doses of sedation such as midazolam to facilitate it if the patient is agitated. If the respiratory rate is low, gentle ventilation via a bag/valve/mask system may also be required.

Preparation

This is possibly the most important part of the whole process. Normally anaesthesia is carried out in a resuscitation bay or operating theatre with everything to hand. The prehospital team has to work out of their bags, so it is essential that this phase is carried out with an absolute eye to detail. For this reason it is recommended

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 16.2</th>
<th>Indications for prehospital anaesthesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unable to safely manage to hospital without intubation/ventilation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway problems, not easily resolved by other measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory insufficiency, impending respiratory collapse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapidly falling Glasgow Coma Score</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement for sedation to facilitate safe transport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian, e.g. profound analgesia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected in-hospital course, i.e. to expedite transfer to CT or theatre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 16.3</th>
<th>Contraindications for prehospital anaesthesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Untrained team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not supported by prehospital system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known anaphylaxis to drugs to be used</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obvious anatomy likely to make intubation impossible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croup/epiglottitis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stridor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that the team frequently rehearses the drill and uses a checklist to ensure nothing is forgotten. An example checklist is included in Fig. 16.2. This phase can be broken down into five subphases, but can be carried out whilst pre-oxygenation is ongoing.

Pre-assessment
This should be an abbreviated version of the traditional in-hospital pre-anaesthetic assessment, and can follow the ABCDE approach, even in the medical patient. It should be focused on predicting any possible problems that might occur during induction.

Airway
It can be predicted that airway maintenance and intubation will be difficult in this group of patients. It is known that the incidence of poor views of the glottis increases in the trauma patient, and it can be difficult with an edentulous patient to get a good seal with a face mask for ventilation. Quite how difficult the prehospital airway can be is open to debate, some papers have reported intubation failure rates of up to 25 per cent, whilst others report 100 per cent success. On balance, it would appear that skilled practitioners, using sedation and muscle relaxant drugs have a higher success rate.

What is clear is that traditional methods of airway assessment in the prehospital environment are impossible; the Mallampati score is impractical and the thyromental distance is difficult to estimate, therefore, every prehospital airway should be considered ‘difficult’.

Breathing
This will have been assessed as part of the decision-making process, but by this time, there will have been some pre-oxygenation carried out. If a pneumothorax is present it may be wise to drain it prior to induction, or, at the very least, get the equipment ready to do soon after. If the patient is to be ventilated, it can be appropriate to perform a thoracostomy without a drain. It is not recommended to transport an intubated, ventilated, and sedated patient with just a needle decompression as this can easily fall out or become occluded.

Circulation
It must be anticipated in this group of patients that their blood pressure will fall on induction, not only will the anaesthetic drugs unmask incipient hypovolaemia, but most of them have direct cardiodepressant effects. Therefore, it is imperative that there is good working access to the circulation, which is well secured. Often it is difficult to achieve this via a peripheral vein, central cannulation is not indicated in the prehospital arena, and peripheral cut-downs take time. It is therefore recommended that after a single attempt at peripheral intravenous cannulation, an intrasosseous approach is used. This can be easily achieved using proprietary needles such as the EZIO or FAST.

Equally the team must prepare to counteract hypotension; therefore it is advisable to have a free flowing bag of fluid attached and some vasopressors to hand. Care must be taken in the elderly to not

Table 16.4 The 6 Ps of prehospital anaesthesia

| Pre-oxygenation | Use high flow oxygen  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assist ventilation if respiratory rate low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Preparation     | Pre-assessment  
| Prepare equipment  
| Position patient and team  
| Protect C spine/trachea  
| Pre-medications | If required |
| Paralyse and sedate | Use sedation and relaxant drugs |
| Pass the tube | Use a bougie every time |
| Postintubation care | Maintain safety in transfer |

Fig. 16.2 Emergence pre-intubation checklist. Reproduced from Andrew Griffiths, Tim Lowes and Jeremy Henning, *Pre-Hospital Anaesthesia Handbook*, 2010, with kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media B.V.
give too much fluid, but equally not to mask hypovolaemia with vasopressors.

Disability
As the patient is about to be sedated this will be the last opportunity to make a meaningful assessment of consciousness. It is particularly important to note the Glasgow Coma Score (and in particular the motor component), as this may have prognostic significance. This part of the assessment may also guide whether or not the patient should go to a neurosurgical centre.

Exposure
Not only will the patient need to be protected from the elements, driving rain and bright direct sunlight can make laryngoscopy more difficult. It is therefore advisable to either move the patient under cover, or to get a sheet held over the team.

It may be important to also ensure the patient does not get cold. As previously mentioned, the hypothermic patient should be protected from further cold stress, but also it is known that the cold trauma patient has a worse prognosis. Conversely recent evidence suggests that a post-cardiac arrest patient and the head injured may benefit from moderate hypothermia. Local experts should be consulted as to what is right for each specific prehospital system.

Prepare patient, personnel, drugs, and equipment
At this stage all the equipment that may be needed should be put to hand and checked. This can be achieved by either having the kit in a tool roll, or by getting it out of the bags and onto a clean surface (such as a plastic bag) as a kit dump. Laryngoscopes should be inspected and endotracheal cuffs tested. Each system will vary as to how they do this, but it must be as a well-practised drill.

Any drug that may be needed should be drawn up and ready to use. The person giving the drugs must be appropriately briefed as to how much to give and in which order (remembering that the elderly patient may need significantly reduced doses, and require a longer time for them to work). It may be useful to get them to repeat these instructions back.

It is also important to institute vital signs monitoring at this point (if not already started). These should comply with the minimum monitoring standards for in-hospital anaesthesia, although it has to be noted this may not always be possible. Pulse oximetry can be unreliable in the cold, shut down patient and non-invasive blood pressure monitors may not work in a vibrating helicopter. End-tidal carbon dioxide monitoring should, however, be seen as absolutely vital, indeed the absence of it may be considered a contraindication to PHA. Not only does it help confirm endotracheal tube placement, it also gives an indication of cardiac output.

Pre-RSI checklist
Once all of this is complete the checklist must be completed. No matter how experienced the team is, and no matter how well drilled they are, this is another vital safety step and must not be abbreviated. One team member should read out the list (challenge) and the other check and verbally acknowledge the point (response).

Positioning
One of the best ways of ensuring a good view at laryngoscopy is to ensure the patient is in the optimal position, at the intubator’s waist height and with their head in the ‘sniffing the morning air’ position. This is often impossible in the prehospital environment, often the neck will need to be held in the neutral position and the patient will be on the ground.

If it is not possible to bring the patient to waist height, the intubator must change their position to bring their waist to the patient’s level. If the patient is put on an ambulance trolley, then the intubator can kneel, if they are on the floor then the same can be achieved if the intubator sits with the patient’s head between their knees and ankles in their axilla.

It is also important to have clear all round access to the patient during induction. As they will almost certainly be in extremis, they may need cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and the institution of positive pressure ventilation may reveal a pneumothorax which needs urgent drainage. Therefore the patient should be extricated to an open area before embarking on anaesthesia.

Protection
Cervical spine
There is a clear risk of damage to the cervical spine during trauma, and any patient who has had a significant injury should be treated as at risk. Whilst it is true that much of the damage will be caused during the initial event, when muscle relaxant is given any inherent splinting by the muscles of the neck will be lost. Therefore, at all times the anaesthetized trauma patient must have three-way immobilization (stiff neck collar, head tapes, and blocks) or have someone providing manual in-line stabilization. It should be noted that a well-fitting stiff neck collar with a chin piece will make oral intubation almost impossible, and therefore must be removed prior to laryngoscopy.

Airway and cricoid pressure
This group of patients must be assumed to have a full stomach, and whilst the significance of aspiration is uncertain (it often occurs before anaesthesia, and is a marker of significant disease/injury, rather than caused by anaesthesia), every effort must be taken to avoid it. Therefore, cricoid pressure should be used; however, it must be noted that it will often make the view at laryngoscopy worse and can make face mask ventilation impossible. If this is the case it should be abandoned early, inability to ventilate and failure of oxygenation will always be more significant than aspiration.

Premedication
Once all the equipment has been made ready, the drugs drawn up and the team briefed, pre-medication can be given. This should be aimed at preventing the predictable side effects of the anaesthetic agents to be given, and is usually limited to high-dose opioids (e.g. fentanyl) to obtund the pressor response to laryngoscopy and atropine in children (to prevent bradycardia). Some operators choose to give a small fluid bolus at this point to try to offset hypotension.

Paralysis and sedation
The main aim of this phase is to give drugs to allow safe intubation; as previously discussed, success is markedly increased if both hypnotic agents and muscle relaxants are given.

It is impossible to give clear guidance on the choice of drugs to be used. Essentially the right drugs are the ones that the operators
are familiar with, therefore it is important that a narrow range is chosen by each system and the teams are experts in their use. Traditionally etomidate has been the usual induction agent of choice. It has a relatively wide therapeutic range and is more cardiovascularly stable than many other agents. However, it does decrease adrenal steroid production, and there is increasing evidence that even in a single dose this can affect outcome. Ketamine is becoming more popular, it is also relatively cardiac stable (indeed it may even increase blood pressure) and as a single dose probably does not worsen outcomes from head injuries (as previously thought).

Suxamethonium is the muscle relaxant of choice in most reported systems. It has the advantage of providing profound muscle relaxation quickly with a very clear end point (fasciculations). It also has a place in many 'difficult' airway algorithms as it wears off quickly, allowing spontaneous respirations in the 'can't intubate, can't ventilate' scenario and therefore the potential for the patient to 'wake up' in this difficult situation. It must be noted in the prehospital arena the 'wake up' is not an option—if the patient could make it to hospital without their trachea being intubated, they should never have been anaesthetized in the first place. Therefore, it will be wearing off at just the point when critical desaturation is taking place and alternative airways are being placed. For this reason many systems are now using rocuronium, which, if used in high enough doses, has a similar time to onset, but does not wear off for at least 20 minutes.

### Passage of the tube

Clearly this is the whole aim of PHA. A clear view of the glottis is required to do this swiftly yet is rarely achieved, so every technique of maximizing success must be used. As discussed earlier the patient (or intubator) must be in as good a position as possible, and a gum elastic bougie used for every attempt. Traditionally a MacIntosh laryngoscope is used, but there may be some benefit in using other types. The McCoy blade is reported to give better views if the neck is immobilized and there is increasing evidence that other devices (e.g. Airtraq® and Glidescope®) can improve the chances of success. As with the choice of drugs, the choice of laryngoscope will often be down to system and personal preference, but whatever is used the whole team must be practised and familiar with its use.

If it proves impossible to intubate the trachea via the oral route a 'failed intubation' drill must be followed. Each system should have a set drill for use in this circumstance, which again must be regularly practised. The aim of these drills must be to maintain oxygenation, possibly at the expense of not using a 'gold standard' tube. It should be noted that repeated attempts at oral laryngoscopy rarely achieve tracheal intubation, and must be discouraged. Most failed intubation drills will only allow one further attempt before moving on to another technique, and this will only ever be useful if the operator can do something different to their first attempt. An example failed intubation drill is given in Fig. 16.3.

### Postintubation care

Many consider that induction of anaesthesia and the successful placement of a tracheal tube as the most difficult part of this procedure. However it is clear that without close attention to detail continuing through the postintubation phase, into hospital there is significant risk of harm. It has been shown that a single episode of desaturation or hypotension can worsen the prognosis in head injury, and there is no reason to believe this is not the case in other conditions, so postintubation care must be considered just as important. This is the reason why this chapter has referred to the technique of PHA rather than prehospital rapid sequence intubation/induction.

The first part of postintubation care is confirmation of tube placement. Ideally it will have been seen to pass through the vocal cords, and bilateral chest movement seen. Auscultation can be carried out to confirm bilateral breath sounds, but is rarely useful in the noisy prehospital environment. Therefore capnography, with a visible waveform, must also be used to confirm placement.

Once the tube has been confirmed as being in position, drugs must be given to facilitate ventilation and to prevent the patient from waking up. A long-acting muscle relaxant should be given at this point and sedation started. Many systems use a mixture of 1 mg midazolam/1 mg morphine per ml saline, which can either be bolused or used as a continuous infusion. Propofol infusions are also used, however hypotension must be avoided and the careful use of vasopressors may also be required.

Before further onward movement a final check must be undertaken to ensure that all cannulae and tubes are securely in place, and monitors are connected and working. Even in transport it is vital that anaesthesia is maintained and the patient closely supervised. Experience from interhospital transfer of critically ill patients show that many will have a significant deterioration in condition en route, therefore the team must be ready to react. Again this can be set out as a drill and an example algorithm (Fig. 16.4).

### Ethical issues

#### Elder abuse

Regrettably, this is a common and underreported crime. Vulnerable elderly people are at risk of neglect, physical, sexual, and financial...
abuse. Estimates on frequency vary, and can be as high as 14 per cent, although many patients are unable or unwilling to report it. This abuse can be at the hands of family members, neighbours, professional carers, or strangers. The prehospital carer is in a unique situation to observe the patient in their own environment and must be aware of this possibility.

**Futility**
It has to be realized that many elderly patients will simply be at the end of their lives if they are in such a critical situation. As such it may be that the burdens of treatment are too much for them to bear in the face of the fact that whatever the practitioner does they are likely to die. In these circumstances, it may well be better to not intervene and let the patient die with dignity at home. If this is the case, this does not stop the prehospital practitioner from providing care, and close liaison with the patient’s normal medical team will be needed. Often it is impossible to ascertain absolute facts in the short time given to make a decision, so the presumption must be made towards full active treatment. Care must however be taken in these circumstances to not give an overly optimistic view of prognosis to friends and relatives who may be with the patient.

---

**Fig. 16.4** Actions on deterioration en route. Reproduced from Andrew Griffiths, Tim Lowes and Jeremy Henning, Pre-Hospital Anaesthesia Handbook, 2010, with kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media B.V.
Systems issues

From all of the earlier discussions, it can be seen that for PHA to be successful, not only does the individual need to be skilled, but the team has to be practised and this will require the prehospital system they work in to have processes in place to ensure safety. Both the National Association of Emergency Medical Systems in the United States, and the Association of Anaesthetists in the United Kingdom have produced guidance to safely provide this potentially lifesaving procedure, which should be followed closely.

Conclusion

It is clear that PHA, especially in the elderly, is not for the faint hearted. However, it can be provided safely if an absolute eye to detail is maintained and the team doing it is well versed in it, and regularly practises it. As with many controversial areas, only time will tell if it truly saves lives, so in the short term it is vital that any system providing it ensures it does not harm their patients—*primum non nocere*. 
**CHAPTER 17**

**Perioperative management of the geriatric trauma patient**

Aris Sophocles III and Ashish C. Sinha

**Introduction**

Trauma is a life-altering event, and a frequent cause of death, among people 65 years of age and older. The elderly have less physiological reserve to tolerate trauma, recover more slowly, and have a higher morbidity and mortality than younger patients with the same level of injury. The elderly are also more predisposed to traumatic accidents from age-related changes in sensation including decreased proprioception, visual field disturbances, impaired auditory acuity, and delayed reaction time. Progressive changes in cardiovascular function place this population at an increased risk for falls and motor vehicle accidents from syncope, cardiac dysrhythmias, and orthostatic hypotension. The most common causes of geriatric traumatic injuries, in order of frequency, are falls, motor vehicle collisions, and pedestrians versus motor vehicle accidents. Falls are responsible for as much as 50% of geriatric trauma. There is a lack of consensus in the geriatric, trauma, and perioperative literature as to what age defines the terms 'elderly' and 'geriatric'. Sixty-five years and older is commonly used to define the lower limit of the geriatric population, and 80 years and older has been used to look for more extreme effects of ageing. For the purpose of this chapter, 'geriatric' and 'elderly' applies to people aged 65 and older. This group represents greater than 12% of the US population, undergoes approximately one-third of the 25 million surgical procedures performed annually, and consume about one-third of all health expenditures and one-half of the $140 billion annual US federal healthcare budget. There is consensus that physiological age, which is affected by lifestyle, luck, and the presence or absence of chronic disease, is a more accurate predictor of morbidity and mortality than chronological age, but with increase in age comes an increase in chronic disease. This chapter focuses on the physiological changes that affect the incidence of, response to, and perioperative management of traumatic injury in the elderly.

A common finding in geriatric trauma literature is that for any given accident the geriatric population sustains more serious injuries and has an increased mortality. Traumatic injuries are often emergency cases. In the geriatric population emergency cases have a significantly increased level of morbidity and mortality compared to the same level of injury in elective cases. A study by Hosking et al. looking at surgical outcomes in 795 elderly patients aged 90 and older found that the mortality rate in the first 48 hours was 7.8 per cent for emergency surgery versus 0.6 per cent in aged-matched patients undergoing similar elective surgery. The increased prevalence of age-related disease and decreased functional reserve hinders the ability to recover from the physiological challenges of trauma, surgery, and anaesthesia, especially in the setting of trauma without the luxury of preoperative optimization.

The geriatric trauma patient is a unique subset of geriatric patients. Paramount to optimal care is having the appropriate questions and differential diagnosis at the forefront of your mind. For example, in the preoperative assessment try to identify 'what preceded the accident'? Was it just a fall or was there an event that preceded the fall? Slipping on the ice may be a reasonable assumption in a young adult, but with the elderly it is important to rule out a preceding cardiac, neurological, pathological fracture, or metabolic event. Elder abuse is a less common cause but must be on all clinicians' list of differential diagnosis. The incidence of elder abuse and neglect may be as high as 25 per cent. Mandatory reporting of elder abuse exists across the United States. It is preferable to diagnose an occult pathology before the operation rather discovering it as a result of an unforeseen intraoperative event or in the post-anaesthesia care unit when the patient fails to return to his or her baseline. Owing to the extent of physiological variability and the increased propensity towards haemodynamic instability, another pressing question in your preoperative assessment is 'what monitoring do I need to safely guide this patient through surgery?'. Further along in your evaluation of the patient you will need to develop anaesthetic and postoperative plans to minimize haemodynamic perturbations and help the patient return to his baseline functional status as quickly as possible.

Geriatric trauma patients have a greater morbidity and mortality from infection and multisystem organ failure than younger adult trauma patients, but with aggressive treatment the outcome differences decrease. By optimizing the perioperative management of geriatric trauma patients we can enhance their ability to regain full function as much as possible and maintain it for the remainder of their lives.

Common thoracic injuries affecting ventilation in geriatric trauma include rib fractures, sternum fractures, and pulmonary contusions. A study by Lee et al. found that motor vehicle accidents...
in patients 65 years and older had a higher rate of chest injuries (23.4 per cent versus 18.2 per cent in younger patients; \( p = 0.003 \)) with the most common injuries being rib fractures (23.58 per cent), flail chest (9.55 per cent), and sternal fractures (6.0 per cent). These patients also had nearly twice the mortality of younger patients. A decreased ability to heal fractures and the loss of pulmonary functional reserve make thoracic trauma particularly dangerous in the elderly.

Because no organ system functions independently, changes in one organ system invariably impact upon other organ systems. A central nervous system change that affects the pulmonary system is decreased sensitivity to hypoxia and hypercarbia. Between the ages of 25 and 70 there is an approximately a 50 per cent reduction in minute ventilation in response to hypoxia and hypercarbia. One cardiovascular change is decreased diastolic function, which can lead to pulmonary congestion and reduced pulmonary functional reserve.

Decreased functional reserve complicates anaesthetic management. Pedersen et al. examined over 7000 perioperative geriatric patients and found that 10.2 per cent of patients 80 years of age and older developed pulmonary complications. Lui et al. found a similar rate of 7 per cent pulmonary complications in patients 80 years of age and older. The decrease in immune function with ageing predisposes geriatric trauma patients to respiratory failure, acute lung injury, the need for mechanical ventilation, and ventilator-associated pneumonia. Avoiding anaesthetic-related pulmonary complications will improve ventilation, increase oxygen delivery to vital organs, and decrease mortality in elderly trauma patients.

Precise fluid management is crucial in patients with decreased renal and cardiovascular reserve. Geriatric patients are less able to tolerate hypovolaemia or fluid overload. Early resuscitation with fluids and inotropes guided by invasive monitoring has been shown to decrease mortality in elderly trauma patients. There is evidence from both the orthopaedic and geriatric literature that perioperative fluid deficits are associated with a worse long-term prognosis. Venn et al. found that invasive intraoperative haemodynamic monitoring with fluid challenges during repair of femoral fracture under general anaesthesia shortened the time to becoming medically fit for discharge. Clifton et al., in a retrospective analysis of geriatric traumatic brain injury (TBI), found that a fluid balance deficit greater than 594 ml was associated with an adverse effect on outcome, independent of its relationship to intracranial pressure, mean arterial pressure, or cerebral perfusion pressure. Fluid resuscitation in geriatric trauma should be approached thoughtfully and with caution. For suspected hypovolaemia, a crystallloid bolus of 1 or 2 L can be given gradually. If there is no significant improvement in vital signs, invasive monitoring, blood products, and colloids should be considered. Of note, decreased renal reserve makes this population more vulnerable to hyperchloroemic metabolic acidosis with high volume, normal-saline resuscitation.

Elderly trauma patients are at a higher risk of head injury and TBI than younger adults. They also have increased length of hospital stay and an increased mortality rate from head injuries. Falls, followed by motor vehicle and pedestrian accidents, are the most common causes of geriatric head injuries. Almost expectedly, age is an independent predictor of worse outcome. Structural changes that influence the effect of head injuries include a decrease in brain mass from loss of neurons and a decrease in epidural space as the dura becomes more adherent to the skull bones. These changes contribute to the threefold increase in the incidence of subdural haematomas. The presentation of subdural haematomas may be more subtle and gradual because of the increase in intracranial space that gives blood more time to collect before compressing the brain or compromising blood flow. Common presenting symptoms include headache, loss of balance, and syncope.

### Anaesthetic considerations in the geriatric trauma patient

#### Preoperative assessment in the geriatric trauma patient

While performing your preoperative assessment and primary survey you should ask yourself, ‘What preceded the traumatic event?’

If the injury resulted from a fall or motor vehicle collision, was there a physiological event that preceded the accident? If this is a possibility, was the change cardiac, neurological, or metabolic in origin? Myocardial infarction, transient ischaemic attacks, falls resulting in the slow development of subdural haematomas, and metabolic deprivations are all more common in the elderly.

The anaesthetist should perform a modified primary survey in the geriatric trauma patient as part of the preoperative evaluation. The classic ABCD (airway, breathing, circulation, disability) approach to assessment and resuscitation is useful for organizing the physical exam. Common to trauma patients of all ages are the increased risks of full stomach and airway obstruction from direct injury, tissue swelling, or a foreign body. As already mentioned, the elderly are more prone to aspiration and have decreased protective airway reflexes secondary to muscular and neural degenerative changes in the larynx. Pre-emptive preparation should include first-, second-, and third-line difficult airway equipment, and appropriate resources for rapid sequence intubation. There is cadaveric evidence that cricoid pressure worsens cervical spine instability, so the risks of aspiration must be weighted with the risks of worsening a cervical spine injury. Elderly patients have a higher prevalence of fixed and removable dental hardware. The removable ones may be left in the mouth for mask ventilation but should be removed prior to intubation.

An important part of the airway exam in the geriatric trauma patient is assessment of the cervical spine. The cervical spine is the most common location of vertebral fractures in the elderly trauma patient. Central cord syndrome and spinal cord injuries are more common in the elderly because of underlying osteoporosis, narrowed cervical canals, and muscle atrophy. Elderly trauma patients with cervical spine injuries have worse outcomes than their younger counterparts. Identifying areas of tenderness and decreased movement will aid with transferring, positioning, and intubation. It is paramount to maintain cervical spine immobilization until cervical spine injury has been ruled out. Degenerative and arthritic changes in the atlanto-occipital joint restrict cervical spine mobility and impair visualization during intubation. Video laryngoscopes and fibreoptic bronchoscopes can be very useful for intubating patients with decreased neck mobility and cervical spine precautions.

Assessment of breathing includes visual inspection, palpation, and auscultation. Common thoracic injuries affecting ventilation in geriatric trauma include rib fractures, sternum fractures, flail chests,
and pulmonary contusions. Pulmonary contusion is common in blunt thoracic injuries. Hypoxaemia from pulmonary contusion responds to positive pressure ventilation via mask until a definitive airway is established.\(^{29}\) Also, as mentioned earlier, geriatric patients have an increased risk of both chronic and acute aspiration.

The effects of ageing on organ systems and the increased prevalence of chronic disease alter the cardiovascular response to trauma. The clinician should have a higher index of suspicion for diagnosing and treating shock, as typical compensatory signs such as tachycardia will be dampened by concurrent age-related cardiovascular changes. A normal or borderline low blood pressure in a geriatric trauma patient may be a sign of imminent decompensation.\(^{14}\)

Disability assessment includes inspecting for bodily and neurological injuries. Geriatric trauma patients are more susceptible to orthopaedic injuries because of their decreased bone density. Long bone and pelvis injuries are common and place geriatric trauma patients at an increased risk for fat embolism. Signs and symptoms of fat embolism include alterations in mental status, tachypnoea, tachycardia, and petechiae.\(^{30}\) Abdominal trauma in the elderly has a fourfold increase in mortality compared to younger adults.\(^{7}\)

Assessing for neurological injuries in the elderly trauma patient may be complicated by the concurrence of sensory deficits and pre-existing neurological conditions such as prior strokes or dementia. It is prudent not to assume that decreased mental status is normal even with a history of dementia because confusion and fluctuations from baseline may be secondary to decreased cerebral perfusion, impending shock, or intracranial pathology. Geriatric trauma patients are more prone to intracranial venous bleeding. Slow intracranial bleeding may manifest as delayed changes in mental status. The Glasgow Coma Scale is a common assessment tool in the emergency department (ED). Using this in the preoperative assessment and comparing the results with those from the ED may be useful to evaluate acute changes in mental status. If a venous bleed is suspected, an emergency head computed tomography scan is necessary.

After the primary survey, every effort should be made to perform a thorough physical examination and obtain a detailed history within the time constraints of the emergency. There is tremendous individual variability in health and functional reserve in the geriatric population. The preoperative assessment is an invaluable opportunity to assess functional reserve, by organ system, for each patient to better understand the patient’s health status. When elderly trauma patients are unable to appropriately answer questions, friends and family members can offer valuable information about the accident, prior mental and functional status, and past medical history. A thorough preoperative evaluation helps differentiate trauma related injuries from the patient’s baseline health status.

Additional areas that deserve attention in the elderly are functional status, nutritional status, and do not attempt resuscitation (DNAR) status. Functional status is different from functional reserve, and refers to behaviours necessary to maintain daily life, also known as activities of daily living (ADL). These include aspects of social and cognitive functioning necessary to function independently. Multiple studies indicate that functional status is as important a predictor for postoperative morbidity and mortality as the burden of chronic disease indices.\(^{31}\)

Malnutrition is more common in the geriatric population and may be predictive of poor surgical outcomes. One of the more studied markers for nutritional status is the serum albumin. A study by Gibbs et al. looking at 30-day operative mortality and morbidity in over 50 000 patients found those patients with serum albumin concentrations less than 21 g/L versus greater than 46 g/L had an increase in mortality (29 per cent vs 1 per cent) and morbidity (65 per cent vs 10 per cent).\(^{32}\)

The preoperative assessment is an opportunity to discuss DNAR preferences and identify a surrogate decision-maker. Relying on family members to make decisions on the patient’s behalf when the patient no longer has decision-making capacity is a poor substitute for discussing these preferences with the patient in advance. Studies have shown that family proxy decision-makers come no closer than chance at predicting what a patient would want under hypothetical circumstances.\(^{33}\) Physicians don't fare much better. A study by Krumholz et al. found that physicians are incorrect in predicting resuscitation preferences in 25 per cent of their patients.\(^{34}\)

### Practical anaesthetic considerations

Also see Chapter 3.

#### Choosing an induction agent

One of the most common induction agents is propofol, a rapidly acting alkylphenol with a short half-life. Induction doses are approximately 60–70 per cent those for young adults (1.2–1.7 mg/kg versus 2.0–2.5 mg/kg). There is also a decrease in clearance of propofol in the elderly resulting in decreased maintenance requirements.\(^{35,36}\) A significant adverse effect of propofol is dose-dependent cardiac depression and peripheral vascular dilatation that result in hypotension. This response is exaggerated in the elderly owing to the cardiovascular changes described earlier, and can be minimized with slow administration, reduced loading dose, and vigilant re-dosing with titration to effect.

Etomidate has the advantage of being more cardiovascullarly stable than propofol. This is advantageous in elderly patients with little to no cardiovascular functional reserve. Like propofol, induction doses should be reduced in the elderly. Arden et al. found that 80-year-old patients required half the amount of etomidate to reach the same electroencephalographic endpoint correlating with hypnosis and amnesia as 20-year-old patients. Interestingly, they found the increased sensitivity was more likely from age-related changes in redistribution than brain sensitivity. The initial distribution volume for etomidate decreased significantly with increasing age leading to a higher initial blood concentration in the elderly following any given dose of etomidate.\(^{37}\) Etomidate has its own deleterious side effects including increased postoperative nausea and vomiting and adrenal suppression.

Ketamine is another induction drug that is less likely to decrease systemic vascular resistance and blood pressure than propofol. Potential contraindications for ketamine include its sympathomimetic effects on the cardiovascular system, which can increase myocardial oxygen demand, and have an increased incidence of postoperative delirium, along with an increase in intracranial pressure. Its psychotropc and cardiovascular effects can be attenuated with benzodiazepine premedication.

#### Analgesia

Of note, transdermal opioids such as fentanyl patches are not easily titratable and are relatively contraindicated in the elderly for acute postoperative pain.\(^{38}\)
Elderly patients may demonstrate increased sensitivity to opioids. Therefore careful titration and frequent assessment for inadequate pain control or adverse side effects will optimize pain management in the postoperative period and improve patient comfort and satisfaction. Adequate pain decreases postoperative morbidity, shortens hospital stay, and reduces healthcare costs.

Regional anaesthesia

Regional anaesthesia has several potential benefits compared to general anaesthesia in the elderly depending on the surgery. These include: decreased blood loss, decreased endocrine stress response, decreased incidence of postoperative thromboembolic complications, and improved postoperative cognition. However, found similar levels of postoperative cognitive dysfunction when regional anaesthesia was combined with minimal intravenous sedation.

The most significant increased risk of spinal anaesthesia in the elderly is haemodynamic instability.

Monitoring

The anaesthetist should have a low threshold for deciding to use invasive monitoring in the elderly trauma patient. There is evidence for improved survival when early invasive monitoring is used to guide resuscitation in elderly trauma patients. Invasive monitoring allows for detection of occult low flow states, perfusion deficits, and shock that can occur when the patient appears cardiovascularly stable by conventional, non-invasive monitors. Early detection and intervention are crucial in patients with limited functional reserve to reduce the incidence of multisystem organ failure from inadequate tissue perfusion. Candidates for invasive haemodynamic monitoring include those with chronic systemic disease, significant injury, high-risk mechanism of injury, uncertain cardiovascular status, or renal disease.

Blood gas analysis is another important component of intraoperative monitoring. The base deficit may be particularly useful in the elderly as a measure of tissue perfusion, oxygen debt, and adequacy of resuscitation. A study by Davis et al. evaluating the significance of base deficit in trauma patients 55 years and older found that a base deficit of 6 mmol/L or less was associated with increased mortality compared to similar trauma patients under 55 years of age.

Positioning

Despite the urgency to begin the procedure in emergent trauma operations, time and care must be taken to position the patient carefully with adequate padding around pressure areas and bony prominences. Geriatric patients have decreased skin turgor and loss of subcutaneous soft tissues that provide padding to younger adults and are particularly vulnerable to pressure sores. Loss of subcutaneous tissue and decreased elasticity of skin increase the potential for damage to superficial tissues and neural structures. Increased skin fragility also predisposes the elderly to burns from improperly placed electrosurgical dispersive pads. Metabolic attention to detail when transferring and positioning patients will help prevent iatrogenic injury.

Thermoregulation

See Chapter 34. Treating heat loss is especially challenging in the elderly trauma patients. Many are already hypothermic on admission following their injuries and may require aggressive heat management to prevent further loss as they are assessed and resuscitated prior to definitive management. Minimizing exposure during examination and using forced air body warmers, fluid warmers, and increasing all treatment room temperatures to 26.6°C (80°F) should be routine in this population to minimize preventable heat loss.

Postoperative considerations

A major goal for the perioperative care of the geriatric trauma patient is rapid return to prior functional status. Musculoskeletal injuries are the most common traumatic injury in the elderly and can lead to prolonged periods of immobility and decreased functional status. In turn this leads to a loss of independence, decreased quality of life, and depression. In the geriatric hip fracture literature, early fracture fixation facilitates earlier mobilization, improves ADL scores, and decreases postoperative mortality. Delayed ambulation after hip fracture surgery is associated with delirium, postoperative pneumonia, and increased length of hospital stay. Physical therapy helps with early mobilization and may reduce the risk of future falls and fractures. A multidisciplinary approach to perioperative management of elderly hip fracture trauma patients is associated with decreased medical complications, decreased surgical delays, and shorter hospital stays.

Conclusion

As the elderly population increases, so too will the incidence of geriatric trauma. Relatively minor trauma can be a life-altering event, transforming a relatively independent member of society to a person requiring prolonged rehabilitation and full-time assistance. A thorough understanding of the physiological changes seen in the ageing process and the response to traumatic injury will allow you to tailor an anaesthetic plan that will optimize the patient’s recovery.

Common threads addressed in this chapter include the progressive, age-related decrease in functional reserve, the significant variability among elderly trauma patients, and the need for meticulous attention to detail in all stages of perioperative care. Ageing affects all organ systems and decreases the capacity for adaptation to stress and ability to compensate for a perturbation in homeostasis. The variability between patients requires a thorough preoperative assessment and an individualized plan. Finally, meticulous attention to detail in all stages of perioperative care is paramount to avoiding iatrogenic harm and optimizing care.
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Introduction

The populations of the Western world are becoming older. Their expectations are rising, in part by changing health technology and pharmacology that has altered the management of disease, and part by the evolution of a societal perspective that suggest that both old age and disease can overcome by a combination of individual choice and the application of resources. Both are only partially correct and the result is an ageing population often with significant acquired comorbidities presenting to intensive care with an acute illness. Neither the acute presentation nor the comorbidities are peculiar to the elderly and the management of the problems are the same as in the rest of the population. It has been said that intensive care medicine is becoming a specialty largely focused on care of the elderly. In spite of the present and increasing predominance of elderly patients in critical care units both in sheer numbers and in total bed days this remains a relatively understudied area. This chapter seeks to look at the implications of managing the elderly presenting to critical care.

Definitions

Intensive care has the nursing ratios, usually one to one, medical input, and technological capability to provide supportive and therapeutic care to the critically ill. The intention is to restore health but, as the World Health Organization (WHO) has described, health is a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease and infirmity (WHO Constitution). Even approaching this goal is a huge challenge. Inevitably, in a proportion, it will fail but in doing so may subject the patient and their families to unnecessary discomfort and physical and emotional hardship. In some of these cases the prolongation of dying is not a justifiable goal. This is a relevant concept across the entirety of the critically ill population but it is often more so in the elderly, where life expectancy may be limited and comorbidities most prevalent, where the balance can be most difficult. The term old or elderly is easily used but hard to define.

There is no clear or agreed definition of elderly. It has been defined by chronology, social role or status, capabilities, and physical status. It has also been defined as when the population life expectancy is less than 10 years or in some cultures ‘when active contribution is no longer possible’. Most commonly it is taken as the national pension age, 60 for females and 65 for males, although this is now a more fluid end point. It has varied with time so that in 1875 it was over 50, currently around 65, and the ‘over 80s’ also seem to be becoming an ‘identifiable’ group. There are the additional problems; even the simple device of using pension age is confounded by the paradox that longevity in females reverses the pension age position. Beyond the Western world, the country’s socioeconomic situation impacts heavily on age demographics.

In medicine the position is more complex. To all clinicians it is quite clear that in later life there is increasingly poor correlation between chronological and physiological age. The medical literature has no common definition and uses a wide range of arbitrary values from 67 to 70, over 70s, and more recently over 80s to describe population groups.

Demographics of ageing in the intensive care unit

In a classic paper the United States and the United Kingdom were compared in terms of the elderly and hospitalization. In the over-85-year-old population, 47 per cent died in hospital in the United Kingdom, whilst it was only 31 per cent in the United States. So a larger proportion of this population died in hospital in the United Kingdom but only 1.3 per cent received intensive care in the United Kingdom compared with 11 per cent in the United States. If only surgical patients are considered then 1.9 per cent of those over 85 died in the intensive care unit (ICU) in the United Kingdom compared to 31.5 per cent in the United States. There are similar hospital mortalities between countries but very different locations at time of death, with more patients dying in the ICU in the United States.

From a different perspective, of all hospital discharges in the United Kingdom only 2.2 per cent had been in the ICU while in the United States it was 19.3 per cent. This may be in part because of the available facilities. It is changing but in 2005 the United Kingdom had 3.3/100 000 population ICU beds, Australia 7.8/100 000, Germany 24/100 000 and 20/100 000 in the United States.

The pattern of admission is also evolving; in Australia and New Zealand 13 per cent of ICU admissions were older than 80 years and the numbers increased by about 5 per cent per annum between 2000 and 2005. Of those patients dying in the ICU only 10–20 per cent died through unsuccessful resuscitation and the rest died through some form of limitation of treatment.

Approaching the problem from a different direction is to consider what happens to a whole cohort of elderly people. One such
longitudinal study from America following over 1 million patients (mean age 79 years) over a 5-year follow up period found that over one-half were admitted to ICU at some point. Admission rates are known to be higher in the USA but nevertheless, contrary to expectations, only a third of these critical care admissions happened in the final 6 months of life and over two-thirds of elderly patients were still alive 6 months after the initial ICU admission. However, 3 per cent of the cohort were multiple users and accounted for 23 per cent of total ICU admissions and 15 per cent of the total cost (approximately $3 billion).

The ageing process
See also Chapter 1.

Profound physiological changes accompany ageing but they are both extremely variable and relatively unpredictable across any population. What is clear and of far greater importance is that with age most individuals accumulate a range of comorbidities with pathophysiological implications. Hence ageing is the combination of both inevitable physiological change and accumulated pathophysiology.

The influence of factors other than age is best illustrated by epidemiological studies. A good example is cardiovascular risk in males. In 55-year-olds who are relatively fit and well the risk of dying from cardiovascular disease by age 80 is about 4.7 per cent, so there is clearly an intrinsic risk. If, however, they had any two of the following risk factors—smoking, diabetes, poor blood pressure control, or high cholesterol—the risk increases to 29.6 per cent. This significant change in the predicted risk of mortality is only the tip of the morbidity iceberg. Clearly, these risks arise from an individual’s genotype, evidenced by their family history, but long-term environmental factors such as nutrition or occupational exposures are also crucial. It is extremely hard to separate out those changes that are solely age related.

Functional capacity
See also Chapter 15.

This should be considered in terms of both physical and intellectual function. One aspect of physical functionality is exercise capability. The current way of looking at this is with metabolic equivalents (METs). One MET is the oxygen consumption by the aerobic demand of a 70 kg male in a resting state and approximates to 3.5 ml/kg/min. As activity increases so do the METs and so different types of activity can be looked at in terms of the METs they need. In general terms moderate exercise would be 4–7 METs.

This approach has been widely used in assessing surgical risk as an overall measure of respiratory and cardiovascular function and hence reserve. It should be a good indicator of ageing if ageing were predictable and if no other factors were present. Even advanced age, which is often associated with reduced functionality, may also be relatively normal. Nevertheless the concept of METs can be used as a global assessment of functionality. It is only one measure. Musculoskeletal capability may be limited by arthritis, body shape or neurological deficits and all these will impinge on METs as an accurate indicator of true functionality. Likewise neurological and psychological functions are important in terms of activity, responsiveness, and motivation and so these are important in a global assessment that must go beyond simply METs. Age is relevant but rarely is the sole limiting factor on functionality, which is more often associated with the acquired comorbidities.

The organ systems
It is impossible to separate age-related changes and the pathophysiology accrued over the years. Nevertheless age carries with it physiological decline and the likelihood of comorbidity so patients present as a variable combination of the two. As each organ system has defined changes associated with age it seems relevant to describe these briefly (as they have been described in earlier chapters) and to then look at the impact of the commoner comorbidities and the net effect. It cannot be comprehensive.

In the assessment of the patient both components need to be integrated and therefore in terms of probability, age carries potential morbidity and mortality. As with every other population presenting to ICU determining what is recoverable and what is futile, poses significant problems.

Cardiovascular
See also Chapter 6.

There are some well recognized changes to the cardiovascular system with the main ageing changes being myocardial and vascular stiffening, with impaired cardiac and vascular compliance. The blunted sympathetic responses produce the ‘hyposympathetic heart’ with a tendency to increased end-diastolic volume (see Table 18.1). This is in addition to the age-related reduction in cardiac contractility. Overall cardiac reserve and flexibility of response is reduced, but is usually more than able to deal with the normal physical requirements of the elderly—but not with more excessive demands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 18.1 Cardiovascular ageing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cellular changes; reduced excitation contraction coupling, calcium homeostasis, myocyte function and increased atrial natriuretic peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease in myocytes, altered connective tissues, increased ventricular wall size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in conductive tissues and numbers of sinus node cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased contractility, reduced ventricular compliance, increased ventricular filling pressure, blunting of beta adrenoreceptor responsiveness, reduced coronary flow reserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffer arteries, reduced elasticity. Thicker media and intima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alterations in autonomic tone with reduced beta adrenoreceptor mediated vasodilation. Reduced nitric oxide activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced heart rate, increase end diastolic volume, increased stroke volume, reduced peak values for ejection fraction, cardiac output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired conduction, atrial fibrillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced preload reserve, reduced overall cardiac reserve and predisposition to cardiac failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More arrhythmias, hypertension, reduced exercise tolerance, dyspnoea and heart failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the critically ill, it is probably the general reduction in cardiac reserve reducing the patient’s ability to cope with the stress of illness that is the greatest concern. Arrhythmias such as chronic atrial fibrillation are common in the elderly but often new-onset atrial fibrillation develops in the postoperative patient. In one study of non-cardiac surgery, 22 per cent of over-70-year-olds developed atrial fibrillation in the postoperative period. When it does occur reduced reserve means that there is more likelihood of cardiac compromise so they may be more at risk from hypotension, cardiac failure, and then ischaemia. In the postoperative population over 85 years old the commonest cause of death is myocardial infarction. Cardiac surgery exemplifies the age problem. If patients are selected on the basis of lack of comorbidity and good functional status, then there is little difference between octogenarians and younger populations. Those with risk factors such as previous bypass grafts, heart failure, chronic airways disease, and renal disease tend to do badly, as do those presenting as emergencies. Interestingly, long-standing problems such as diabetes, hypertension, and vascular disease are of lesser importance.

**Respiratory**

See also Chapter 7.

There is a less compliant chest wall, with reduced gas exchange and impaired reflexes to both hypoxia and hypercapnia. These factors alone make it more likely that weaning will be problematic but there is also evidence of diminished antioxidant defences, and bronchial lavage sampling shows changes in both immunoglobulin and CD4/CD8 ratios implying chronic antigenic stimulation. Additionally, there is an increasing burden of age-associated, non-pulmonary problems such as nocturnal gastro-oesophageal reflux, kyphosis and vertebral collapse, and sleep apnoea. Far more important across the entire population is that time related deterioration in lung function associated with environmental exposure and in particular smoking which will tend to accrue. These added comorbidities are of far greater consequence than the effects of ageing.

The associations with ageing are clear but what is cause and what is effect? The chances of requiring ventilation increases with age and an American study put this likelihood at approaching 10 per cent in the over 75s. Several studies of patients requiring ventilation demonstrate an association between mortality and an age greater than 70. Esteban quantified mortality in age bands such that for those less than 40 years it was 21 per cent; between 40 and 70 years, 30 per cent; and for greater than 70 it was 36 per cent. Going beyond ICU to discharge there is also a clear association between mortality and an age greater than 21 days, there is also a clear association with ongoing chronic illness and a high 1-year mortality. The issue is somewhat confounded by the ventilation of those with known chronic obstructive airways disease. In this group acute exacerbations tend to do well and have a lower mortality at 28 per cent, which is lower than other causes of respiratory failure. Despite doing relatively well, there is a strong correlation between both subsequent mortality and the severity of lung disease. This is significantly influenced not only by the extent of pre-existing problems but also their need for ongoing care at the time of hospital discharge. If they were not fit to go directly home, then post-discharge mortality was increased. At 5 months a high proportion will need assistance with at least one aspect aspects of daily living. Twenty-seven per cent will score a low quality of life although similar to their pre-existing state. The rest will do well with minimal impairment.

The main considerations are the factors present at admission in terms of acute illness by severity score, and also the pre-morbid functional state of the patient. In those who have severe acute respiratory failure not only will the outcome be worse but also the likelihood of ongoing chronicity is increased, especially if ventilation is prolonged. Under these circumstances the physiological reserve of the patient will be important in determining the likelihood of a successful outcome both in the short and in the longer term.

**Renal**

See also Chapter 8.

The likelihood of renal failure increases with age (see Table 18.2). Against this background there is definite association between acute renal failure and mortality and hence, as the incidence rises, mortality increases. The actual attributable mortality to acute kidney injury (AKI) itself remains similar between old and young. The mortality in the elderly is quoted variously between 15 and 40 per cent, although in those requiring renal replacement therapy it has been quoted at 62 per cent.

The increased risk of AKI is associated with acquired preconditions that accumulate with age. Risks such as renovascular disease, congestive cardiac failure, the increased use of drugs that might impair renal function, such as non-steroidal analgesics, invasive interventions and surgery all increase with age. The causes of acute renal failure are ill defined but a third are obstructive in origin and of course prostatic disease is prevalent. Of the implicated drugs; non-steroidal analgesics, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors and contrast medium have all been implicated, although a time-honoured cause, contrast medium was not a risk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 18.2 Acute renal failure in the elderly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-renal causes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypovolaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoperfusion, cardiac failure, shock such as sepsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacological, e.g. non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renovascular, hepatorenal syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Renal causes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute glomerulonephritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstitial nephritis, drugs, e.g. NSAIDS, antibiotics-penicillins, allopurinol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute tubular necrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxicity-contrast medium, rhabdomyolysis, Gentamicin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-renal causes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostatic disease, stones, malignancy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
factor in elderly trauma patients in a recent study. Surgery provides additional risk, not just because of changes in volume status and blood pressure, but also the possibility of abdominal hypotension. Sepsis is also implicated and as the risk of sepsis rises with age so does the mortality although, again, age is not the independent risk factor. In one study only three out of 23 biopsies of AKI of unknown cause showed evidence of acute tubular necrosis. The cause of death in this population was multiple organ failure 29 per cent, disseminated infection 41 per cent, gastrointestinal bleeding in 16 per cent, myocardial infarction 5 per cent, and stroke in 19 per cent.

The outcome from acute renal failure is determined by the underlying cause and the functional status rather than the disease severity (see Table 18.2). Drug related AKI does better than most other causes.

The relationship between age renal failure and outcome is complex. Age itself has little effect on acute renal failure. However long-term effects may be significant and the mean survival of octogenarians after an episode of acute renal failure was 19 months. Schiff reported a mortality of 18 per cent in the first year, 4 per cent the next year, and then about 2 per cent per year. This is similar to a study of 700 patients with a mortality of 41 per cent at 28 days, 57 per cent at 1 year, and 70 per cent by 5 years. The quality of life was lower in these patients than in the general population but not dependent on age. The likelihood of needing ongoing dialysis has also been reported. Schiff and colleagues looked at 226 survivors (47 per cent survived) and none was dependent on RRT at discharge. About half had complete recovery of renal function. Even at 5 years very few needed dialysis.

**Chronic renal failure**

Patients with chronic renal failure tend to be older and are more prone to acute kidney injury. But when they get renal failure it tends to be with a lower severity of illness and hence has shorter stay and lower mortality. As the elderly are more likely to have worse baseline creatinine clearance due to comorbidities, such as diabetes and cardiac failure, they tend to have worse recovery rates. They are more likely to need longer-term dialysis and the risk may be increased by up to seven times. The issue again is that although chronic renal failure is more common in the elderly the age itself is not really directly related.

A secondary but important effect is that in the elderly there is often a reduced ability to excrete drugs. The consequence may be prolonged half-life (by a factor of 1.4), altered volumes of distribution (+24 per cent) and reduced clearance. This is probably a source of excess morbidity in the elderly.

**Liver**

See also Chapter 9.

This is relatively unaffected and has huge intrinsic reserve so that a reduced mass of up to 30 per cent at 80 years probably has little effect, other than loss of reserve. There is a tendency to reduced liver blood flow by up to 40 per cent at 80 years and also reduced metabolic function, in particular demethylation and the production of cholinesterase. It may have some effect on drug handling. These rarely translate into clinical relevance.

It is acquired liver disease, cirrhosis, that is the potent predictor of mortality and this is relatively independent of age.

**Central nervous system**

See also Chapter 12.

Deterioration in the central nervous systems may be massive, minimal, or anything in between, but frequently there is some decline in cognitive performance with age, though this is contentious. There are many postulated mechanisms and there are even some semi-specific changes that can be identified on magnetic resonance imaging. Amongst these are cerebrovascular disease associated with atherosclerosis and the secondary effects of hypertension. There is some linkage between the decline of the sex steroids and neural function but also a wide range of neurochemical alterations including melatonin levels have also been demonstrated. There are alterations in the blood–brain barrier and changes in the ability of the brain to adapt to circumstances such as the loss of the mild hypoxia acclimatizing effect. Another area of interest is the influence of sleep disorders which are more common in the elderly and neurocognitive dysfunction.

Specific features include memory loss which is apparent in at least 10 per cent over the age of 70 and about 50 per cent of these have some variant of Alzheimer’s disease. This increases by doubling each decade. These patients are especially vulnerable to developing delirium in the ICU. There is age-related decline in hearing in 25 per cent of patients at around 65 but this increases to over 70 per cent in those over 75. Likewise there is a decline in the sensory modalities such as touch.

Acquired neurological deterioration is common. Some cognitive decline is almost inevitable and probably irrelevant but it is dementia that causes more concern. It is multifactorial and while cerebrovascular pathology and a strong association with strokes, small and large, is important as is a previous head injury amongst many other factors. Often deemed irreversible in ICU there are now potential interventions on the horizon which may alter the ICU perspective. At present delirium is the bigger issue with up to 70 per cent of elderly patients (>65 years) experiencing delirium while in hospital. A third are admitted with it and another third develop delirium while in ICU. Delirium is ‘an acute confusional state that occurs in the face of an underlying organic aetiology’. It is different from dementia in that the onset level of inattention is rapid as is the change in level of consciousness. Clinically it has a broad spectrum of presentation from inattention, disorientation and agitation through to apathy, immobility, and depression. Coma, sedatives, and infection are risk factors but other pharmacological agents, noise, light, and other sleep disturbing factors may all be important. Immobility and bed rest is also associated with disturbed sleep patterns and loss of diurnal rhythms. Pre-existing impairment whether from alcohol or drug dependency or previous cognitive impairment are obviously predisposing factors. It is common after major surgery and in particular hip fracture with rates of up to 60 per cent of patients. Up to 80 per cent of ventilated patients are delirious. Following cardiac surgery it is very common but tends to show improvement fairly rapidly after discharge in about half of these patients but in the remainder neurocognitive decline can persist for years. This is common in ICU and on discharge many elderly patients still have delirium much of which will persist as cognitive dysfunction. This would translate into longer hospital stay and likely a higher mortality. Delirium is an independent predictor of 6-month mortality. Part of this is post-traumatic stress disorder which is seen in all age groups, when searched for,
and influences mental health related quality of life. Age is a risk factor for persistent psychological issues. Despite this, Stoll et al. showed a high level of life satisfaction in the elderly. What is obvious is that the psychological assessment of the elderly post intensive care is in its infancy. The occurrence of delirium is common and often persistent. The existing tools for assessing delirium are the confusion assessment method for ICU (CAM-ICU) and intensive care delirium screening checklist (ICDSC). ICDSC score of more than 4 correlates with both increased mortality and in survivor’s persistent cognitive dysfunction. More recently the ten risk factor assessment tool for the prediction of delirium in ICU (PRE-DELIRIC) which has been validated for ICU. Awareness of the problem should lower the threshold for diagnosis and then these scores, which have been hard to implement, may be used more widely. Anecdotally, the families of elderly patients discharged home often report behavioural and other changes which imply long-lasting sequelae.

The literature on formal follow-up and assessment is in its infancy but it is the authors’ belief that the optimistic statistics in the literature belie a significant underestimated problem that should be the focus of proper investigation in the immediate future.

**Gastrointestinal**

The elderly often complain of issues with gut motility. From an intensive care perspective conditions such as diverticulitis are common. Immobility and bed rest might affect absorption and this might include vitamin B₁₂ or D. Both should be considered. Poor nutrition may also influence other potential deficiencies.

**Skin**

Ageing skin has characteristic changes. There is a decrease in elastin fibres, and thinning of both dermis and epidermis. Mechanically this leads to a reduced cohesion between the skin layers. Some of these changes in the skin may be associated with the reduction is the sex steroids. There is very little literature on the effects of healing and the skin in the elderly in critical care.

**Endocrine**

There may be non-specific alterations in endocrine function. Impaired thyroid function is common. The incidence of type 2 diabetes increases with increasing age. Adrenal activity is rarely affected but obviously does occur, often in association with other comorbidities. In males both testosterone and adrenal androgens decrease with age and this is associated with loss of muscle strength and mass. In women the reduction in oestrogen post menopause has various effects although the overall impact appears to be one of sarcopenia. This can be partially reversal by hormone replacement therapy but is best counteracted by exercise. Physical activity is fundamental to muscle functionality and the declining activity often found in the elderly results in reduced mass and increased likelihood of disability.

**Metabolic**

Over the age of about 70 there is a tendency for weight loss associated with a general change in body composition with increased fat and reduced muscle mass. There is less protein turnover and less fat oxidation. It has been estimated that there is a 2 per cent decrease in basal metabolic rate per decade and there is a reduced requirement for calories as one ages however protein requirements stay the same. Despite reduced caloric requirements malnutrition and inadequate caloric intake is common. This ‘anorexia of ageing’ is multifactorial including the social impact of eating alone, the time taken to eat, and psychological states such as depression. There are also some fundamental changes physiologically. Early satiation is common particularly after larger meals. Delayed gastric emptying is partly due to reduced gastric fundal compliance with impaired smooth muscle relaxation. The consequent feeling of fullness suppresses ghrelin which also reduces appetite. There are also raised levels of cholecystokinin in the elderly inducing satiation.

Dehydration and micronutrient deficiencies are also common; loss of water-soluble vitamins such as thiamine with diuretic therapy, folate and vitamins A, C, and E deficiency, and vitamin B₁₂ deficiency due to atrophic gastritis and reduced intrinsic factor secretion.

Ageing is associated with changes in muscle mass, muscle composition, and hence in strength and functionality termed sarcopenia. The main muscle groups’ strength are reduced by about 30 per cent by the 7th decade and continue to decrease to over 50 per cent in octogenarians. There is a real reduction in motor unit numbers which curiously does not affect strength until a critical point is reached.

With less musculoskeletal activity there is less energy use and hence heat production. This is associated with altered heat regulation and although the elderly often die with either hyperthermia or hypothermia the tolerance to either is not significantly compromised. The old may be more susceptible to extremes of temperature.

The relevance to this physiology in ICU is that sarcopenia in the elderly needs to be taken in the context of the chronic disease which may accentuate the negative energy balance, such as chronic heart failure or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). These patients have reduced nutritional reserve. There is a close association between weight loss and frailty, and thereby functionality. That is related to both complications and mortality. This aspect of functionality may be a very significant phenomenon in the recovery phase and may determine the ability of a patient to regain independence.

**Pharmacology**

See also Chapter 3.

There are marked changes in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in the elderly with those influenced more by renal than liver changes predominating. The impaired ability of the kidneys to excrete drugs influences half-life which may be prolonged. The volume of distribution may also either increase or decrease depending on the drug and changes in body composition. There may be changes in sensitivity to drugs partly through altered pharmacokinetics as described, or interaction with physiology such as the decline in sensitivity to beta-adrenergic agonists and antagonists with age. By a similar mechanism the incidence of orthostatic hypotension with anti hypertensives increases. The central nervous system however becomes more sensitive to centrally acting drugs.

Fluid management must incorporate some general considerations. These include the potential presence of both cardiovascular and renal impairment, a reduced flexibility in cardiac output and an increasing dependence on alterations in systemic vascular
resistance. This and other changes in muscle and fat may alter fluid redistribution. This is unpredictable across the population but should be assessed in the individual.

The biggest single problem in the pharmacology of the elderly is the polypharmacy which is rife. Many elderly patients will be on a panoply of different medications depending on their chronic health problems. Most drugs have side effects and interactions and as the number of medications increases so does the likelihood of complications from their use especially when the patient is ill. The classic example is antihypertensives in the elderly causing postural hypotension. There is a literature relating to the role of polypharmacy in hospital and ICU admission with two very different mechanisms. The drugs being the source of the problem and the inadvertent discontinuation of important medications also has implications. It is not a minor issue and is an important part of the assessment of the elderly should be rationalization of medication.

**Infection**

See also Chapter 35.

Nutritional reserve, immobility, and comorbidities may all predispose to infection so it is not surprising that Clostridium difficile is more common in the elderly accounting for 50 per cent of all admissions with C. difficile. This may also be related to their normal place of residence with institutionalized care being a further predisposition. The associated 30-day mortality is higher than in younger patients and is particularly high in those older than 75 years old, or those who have chronic respiratory disease, a high APACHE score, or septic shock.

The incidence of nosocomial bloodstream infection is relatively low but in the elderly the impact is very high, with a reported 90-day mortality of 26 per cent compared with 15 per cent in a younger population. In the elderly severe infection is more common and has a higher mortality both in and out of hospital so that at 2 years the standardised mortality ratio for the elderly was 2.56 compared to the young. In these studies age is a surrogate for functional state immobility and comorbidity.

**Surgery outcome**

More elderly patients are having increasingly complex surgery. Both operative mortality and postoperative complications are higher in the elderly and again relate to lack of reserve and more comorbid illnesses. This is true for both cardiac and non-cardiac surgery. After cardiac surgery only 47 per cent of octogenarians returned straight back home. One set of mortality figures for coronary artery bypass are 8 per cent in the elderly versus 3 per cent in the younger group and for coronary artery plus mitral valve, 19.6 per cent versus 12.2 per cent. The elderly had twice the incidence of stroke and renal failure. The complications correlate with the comorbidities present and if the patient is fit the results are similar to the young. Of the common comorbidities type 1 diabetes, hypertension, and COPD are all known risk factor across age groups.

In the over 80s, medical and orthopaedic patients had far greater mobility and self-care problems than either abdominal surgical patients or age-matched controls. This study also demonstrated that mortality rates at 6 months after ICU discharge was 76 per cent for unplanned emergency surgical patients against 30 per cent for planned surgical patients. Orthopaedic surgical patients had 6-month mortality somewhere in between these quoted figures.

Emergency surgery poses major problems with higher complication rates. The elderly presenting as emergencies have been eloquently described as ‘a heterogeneous cohort of both potentially treatable patients and those who are dying’. This defines a very significant issue that impacts on intensive care. Identifying the treatable from the futile is difficult across all age groups but in the elderly with limited life expectancy and severe comorbidity the difference may be committing the patient and their family to emotional and physical hardship and this is clearly justifiable with a good outcome but far harder to defend if the outcome was never likely to be good. The patient’s wishes or preferences should ideally be taken into account but frequently that is not possible. It is one of the few circumstances where ‘acting in a patient’s best interest’ is actually the line of least resistance and not in their interest at all.

Important decisions need to be taken at appropriate times, and usually this is before embarking on heroic actions, futile surgery which, once started, are difficult to stop. This is an area of practice that has not been studied but anecdotally is very poorly managed.

See also Chapter 36.

**ICU outcome**

Given the lack of clarity of what constitutes the elderly the general picture would suggest survival at discharge of around 75 per cent falling a further 10 per cent by 6 months. One study suggests that, for the over 80s, half will not survive ICU but half the survivors will be alive 2 years later. There is also some lack of clarity over whether age itself, the severity of the acute illness or the accumulated comorbidities and declining functional status that accompany the ageing process affects ICU outcome. APACHE scoring attributes only 7 per cent of the outcome predictive power to age alone. Nevertheless, in some studies of ICU admissions, increasing age does appear to be independently associated higher 30-day hospital mortality. Intuitively, the pre-morbid functional status and presence of comorbidities should significantly affect ICU outcome. In patients over 85 years of age there is a higher mortality but this appears to be somewhat predicated by the pre-morbid state.

In a study of over 15,000 elderly patients compared to non-elderly ICU admissions, the elderly were more likely to have greater comorbid illnesses and higher illness severity scores which led to a higher ICU mortality and these patients were more likely to be discharged to either rehabilitation or long-term care. Even supposedly soft indicators such as coming from a care home was associated with higher in-hospital mortality and the medium term mortality at 6 months is also increased if discharged to care facilities. Conversely, other studies have failed to find an association between outcome and pre-existing comorbidities or functional status. Amongst those discharged from ICU but who went on to die most were predictable at the time of discharge and tended to die in the first 3 months.

If age itself is not an indicator then its use as a surrogate for general status is also unpredictable. Nevertheless, it is possible to conclude that the outcome for elderly patients admitted to ICU for medical indications or after emergency surgery is poor and that outcome relates to the pre-morbid state, the severity of the acute illness and the presence of an underlying fatal illness, as in other
A knowledge of pre-morbid functionality and the severity of comorbid illnesses is a prerequisite to deciding on suitability for admission. This is taken in the context of the acute insult and an analysis of whether the disease process is reversible and if the patient is salvageable. If not then the application of intensive care is likely to impose a physical and mental burden on the patient and their family that cannot be justified by the likely negative outcome. It is worth stating that physicians may overestimate the mental and functional status of patients accepted for admission and underestimate it for those whose admission is rejected.

Age has little role to play in this decision other than its association with physiological decline and the acquisition of comorbidity. It is also worth noting that many elderly patients will have one form or another of advanced directive.

**Clinical signs**

The general habitus is useful. Posture, muscle bulk or more often wasting, and the condition of the skin all help indicate physical well-being or otherwise. In the long-term ill health is a potent cause for self-neglect and so the state of the teeth, the lower legs and the feet are very important indicators. Peripheral oedema and infection indicate potential comorbidities, while chest wall shape may suggest chronic airways disease.

Movement and agility is less easily evaluated in acute conditions but again some impressions can be gained by the previous factors. All of these provide a picture of the level of their functionality and the degree to which comorbidity exists.

**Table 18.4 History**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Important factors</th>
<th>Less important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over 75 years of age</td>
<td>Planned surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplasia</td>
<td>Visceral surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic heart failure</td>
<td>Chronic renal disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological or neurosurgical cause for admission</td>
<td>Living alone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 18.3 Factors that influence elderly patients getting home from ICU**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Important factors</th>
<th>Less important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over 75 years of age</td>
<td>Planned surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplasia</td>
<td>Visceral surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic heart failure</td>
<td>Chronic renal disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological or neurosurgical cause for admission</td>
<td>Living alone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assessment for admission**

A knowledge of pre-morbid functionality and the severity of comorbid illnesses is a prerequisite to deciding on suitability for admission, which has rarely been assessed but is often a very important consideration for the individual. 

**Table 18.3** Factors that influence elderly patients getting home from ICU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Important factors</th>
<th>Less important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over 75 years of age</td>
<td>Planned surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplasia</td>
<td>Visceral surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic heart failure</td>
<td>Chronic renal disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological or neurosurgical cause for admission</td>
<td>Living alone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The physiological changes with age correlate poorly with actual age, and it is the acquired comorbidities that accumulate with age that influence functionality. Then the acute nature of the presentation needs to be evaluated and its reversibility taken in the context of the other problems. The patient’s preferences either declared or previously informed are a very important part of this assessment. Most importantly no individual part of this should overwhelm all other considerations. Examination should try to integrate the physiological changes of age with the comorbidities and assess these in the context of the acute insult that has necessitated admission.

**Treatment intensity**

Over the last decade the average SAPS score on admission to ICU for patients over 80 years, has increased. These patients tend to have a more severe acute illness but with less pre-existing functional disability. Consistent with this has been a general increase in treatment intensity with more renal replacement therapy and more vasopressors. This has been accompanied by a step-wise change in the odds of survival. A similar approach but with less ventilation, fewer tracheostomies, less renal support, and a lower ICU cost but similar outcome has also been reported. The suggestion from both studies is that this is due to better patient selection. The ELDICUS study looked at the benefit of intensive care in reducing mortality across different age groups by comparing patients who were triaged to receive intensive care or not. Mortality was highest in patients rejected for intensive care as compared with those who were accepted and this difference was largest in the elderly population.

The conclusion is that with careful patient selection, high-intensity treatment is appropriate and can produce good results but selection is important.

**Expectations and preferences**

An important consideration at the time of admission is the likely expectation in terms of the outcome. This will in large part be related to the quality of life before admission, as this will have a significant effect on physical and mental capabilities in the aftermath of intensive care. As age is frequently associated with a reduction in physical reserve so lifestyle is an accommodation to these circumstances. Hence the accepted physical limitations of the elderly prior to admission may be an easier goal to achieve following ICU than in the young where full recovery to the pre-morbid state may be more difficult and the loss of reserve more obvious. Issues about quality must be geared to the expectations of the patient both physically and psychologically.

Despite the growing likelihood that end of life is increasingly a hospital death, 86 per cent of patients wanted to die at home. Only 16 per cent would take life-prolonging drugs if they made them feel worse and most would want palliation even if it shortened life. Most would not want to be put on a ventilator to gain a week of life and the numbers were similar if it were for a month of extra life. Of those octogenarians who survive ICU half declared they would not want ICU treatment again if it were required. However, one must be careful about making assumptions in this group of patients. The SUPPORT study showed a poor understanding by physicians of patients’ preferences and further declared that, despite the fact that more than half of over 70-year-olds would want CPR most physicians substantially underestimated this. In 1999, Singer and his colleagues identified the following as being most important to patients:

- Receiving adequate pain and symptom management.
- Avoiding inappropriate prolongation of dying.
- Achieving a sense of control.
- Relieving burden on others.
- Strengthening their relationship with loved ones.

Key to acting on patients’ preferences means ensuring the patient has a clear understanding about their acute illness and its ramifications including prognosis so they can make a personal cost/benefit analysis not just about survival but about the implications of the treatment.

**End of life**

Death in ICU is usually through some form of withdrawal. Only 10 per cent of patients dying in ICU die through failed cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Limitation of life support is very common as is either withdrawing or withholding treatment. Active shortening of the dying process, defined by a circumstance in which someone performed an act with the specific intention of shortening the dying process, is rare in most countries. There is huge variation in practice between countries not only in the decision process but in the issuing of ‘do not attempt resuscitate’ orders and the modes of withdrawal and withholding treatment.

Patient preferences are very important as is physician recognition of medical futility. Key to this area of management is a clear view of what ICU is intended to provide. An understanding of whether the goals are achievable and acceptance that subjecting a patient and their family to the unpleasant rigours of ICU in the sure knowledge that it will achieve no useful outcome is unacceptable. These determinations must be made objectively. Although age itself is not a strong risk factor for treatment withdrawal, a physician’s opinion that the outcome was probably going to be poor and that intensive care treatment was not wanted by the patient did significantly increase the likelihood of treatment withdrawal. Increasingly advance directives are likely to be present and there is an obligation to seek these out early and to respect patient preference.

**Conclusion**

In developing the APACHE score Knaus showed that most predictive power for outcome was derived from the acute physiological condition, a much smaller component was the admission disease, 13.6 per cent, but age only constituted about 7 per cent. In the elderly the physiological changes of ageing are not contraindications in their own right. The comorbidities present are far more important but need to be assessed in company with the acute condition and the reversibility of the combination of all three components. In this approach it is the same as for any patient of any age. It is more likely that an older patient will have advance directives and so will have already voiced their personal preferences.

A simplistic view might be to suggest intensive care enables an acute episode to be reversed with the intention of returning the patient to the position they were in before that episode or close to it. There needs to be recognition that majority of treatment is
supportive, and provides the physiological reserve they have lost until it can be regained. Those with less reserve will need more support. The patient will invariably need a certain amount of physical reserve to meet the challenges of the treatment and the recovery. The decision to use ICU requires acknowledgement that ICU has negative as well as positive aspects and that it can be a very unpleasant experience with far reaching sequelae both physical and mental, for both patients and relatives. Justification is provided by a good outcome so it is implicit that the opinion at the time of admission is that full recovery is possible or indeed probable. As in every other population appropriate use of intensive care can produce impressive results but inappropriate use can be disastrous for the patient and their family. Age itself is not a contraindication.
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Introduction
With an increasingly ageing population, the number of vascular procedures performed on elderly patients is rising globally. Around 95 per cent of vascular procedures in the United Kingdom are performed on the elderly, and a fifth of these operations are in individuals over the age of 80. Vascular surgery is classified as high-risk surgery and has an overall perioperative mortality of 5 per cent. Also, an age greater than 74 was shown to be one of the key factors predicting a fivefold increase in the likelihood of death following vascular surgery. Despite the upward trend for minimally invasive vascular surgery, the older patient with multiple comorbidities requires the same degree of perioperative care as would be offered for an open procedure.

Preoperative assessment and optimization

See also Chapter 15.

Ideally all patients should be seen in a pre-assessment clinic (PAC) by an anaesthetist with an interest in vascular anaesthesia. This assessment should happen as soon as possible after the surgery is scheduled to provide sufficient time to screen for various comorbidities and optimize any newly diagnosed conditions. Preoperative evaluation allows the clinician to risk stratify the patient and provides a window of opportunity to medically optimize the patient prior to surgery. It also ensures the appropriate level of care is available after the surgery.

Coexisting medical diseases and management

Patients presenting for vascular surgery generally have a host of comorbidities as a consequence of genetic predisposition and lifestyle factors such as smoking. The diseases commonly associated with vascular patients are coronary artery disease (CAD), diabetes mellitus, renal insufficiency, cerebrovascular disease, and smoking-related lung disease. The basic pathophysiology in patients with vascular disease is atherosclerosis which is a generalized inflammatory disorder affecting medium to large arteries with associated endothelial dysfunction. Atherosclerosis commonly involves the coronary arteries, the carotid circulation, abdominal aorta, and the peripheral arterial tree. The implication of the systemic nature of atherosclerosis is that patients with arterial disease in the aorta or carotid arteries are at a very high risk of having significant CAD.

Ischaemic heart disease

The emphasis of pre-assessment in vascular surgery pertains to the cardiovascular system as cardiac events account for the majority of perioperative morbidity and mortality. Less than 10 per cent of vascular patients have normal coronary arteries and over 50 per cent have severe disease.

A robust pre-assessment should encompass a thorough clinical history and examination combined with functional capacity assessment. Recently published European guidelines segregate clinical risk factors into three categories; major, intermediate, and minor (Table 19.1). Major risk factors are a threat to life and should be treated prior to elective surgery. Intermediate risk factors are the same as the risk factors in the Revised Cardiac Risk Index and have a high predictive value for perioperative cardiac events. Current American College of Cardiology (ACC)/American Heart Association (AHA) recommendations state that patients with three or more intermediate risk factors and an unknown or poor functional capacity presenting for vascular surgery may benefit from non-invasive testing for CAD if it will alter the management. Patients with two or fewer clinical risk factors can safely proceed to surgery with heart rate control (Fig. 19.1).

Testing for ischaemic heart disease

Amongst the various stress tests for diagnosing CAD, dobutamine stress echo (DSE) has the highest sensitivity (85 per cent) and specificity (70 per cent) for perioperative cardiac events. Although the positive predictive value is low, the negative predictive value of DSE for perioperative cardiac events ranges from 90–100 per cent, which is reassuring in patients with negative tests. Alternative methods of non-invasive testing include myocardial perfusion scanning, cardiac magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) and computed tomography (CT). Although stress electrocardiography (ECG) has a lower sensitivity and specificity, it has the additional benefit of providing an assessment of functional capacity.

Coronary angiography remains the gold standard for diagnosing CAD and is reserved for patients who are symptomatic or who have strongly positive non-invasive tests.
Assessment of functional capacity is an essential component of the pre-assessment process. Traditionally, functional capacity has been ascertained based on history and is expressed as metabolic equivalents (METs). One MET corresponds to oxygen consumption at rest and represents basal metabolic rate which equates to 3.5 ml/kg/min of oxygen consumption at rest. A history of being unable to climb two sets of stairs equates to less than 4 METs and is representative of poor functional reserve, which is a predictor for poor postoperative outcome. However, subjective assessment of functional capacity may be unreliable and it is preferable to have an objective test to accurately quantify exercise tolerance.

Cardiopulmonary exercise testing

Cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET) is the gold standard for assessing functional capacity. It is a safe, non-invasive investigation which provides a global assessment of the oxygen delivery system and provides an integrated assessment of the cardiac, respiratory, haematological, neurological, and musculoskeletal systems. It is invaluable in the risk stratification of patients prior to major surgery and now there is an increasing body of evidence supporting its use to predict short- and medium-term outcomes in vascular surgical patients. During a test, patients perform a ramped work effort either on a cycle ergometer or on a treadmill.

Table 19.1 Categorization of clinical risk factors

| Major risk factors | • Unstable coronary syndromes  
| Unstable or severe angina  
| Recent MI (within 1 month)  
| Significant arrhythmias  
| Severe valvular disease  
| Decompensated heart failure  |
| Intermediate risk factors | • History of ischaemic heart disease  
| History of compensated or prior heart failure  
| Cerebrovascular disease  
| Renal insufficiency (creatinine > 170 μmol/L or Cr clearance < 60 ml/min)  
| Diabetes mellitus requiring insulin  |
| Minor risk factors | • Age > 70  
| Abnormal ECG  
| Rhythm other than sinus  
| Uncontrolled systemic hypertension  |

until maximal or sub maximal exertion. The oxygen consumption (VO$_2$) and the carbon dioxide production (VCO$_2$) are the two vital parameters measured throughout the test. Anaerobic threshold (AT) refers to the point in the exercise where the metabolic demand exceeds the oxygen supply and marks the onset of anaerobic metabolism. The commonly interpreted and reported variables are VO$_2$ peak /max (maximal oxygen consumption for the duration of the test), VO$_2$ AT (oxygen consumption at anaerobic threshold) and VE/VCO$_2$ at AT. VE/VCO$_2$ is a marker of ventilatory efficiency and values above 34 suggest a degree of ventilatory impairment secondary to either heart failure or lung disease. Snowden et al. demonstrated that an anaerobic threshold below 10.1 ml/kg/min was an independent predictor of increased postoperative complications and length of stay. A poor performance during CPET also translates to lower medium-term survival rates despite successful aneurysm repairs. In the presence of risk factors, a VE/VCO$_2$ value above 42 was shown to be a strong predictor of a lower early and late survival following successful open aortic surgery.

**Medical optimization**

**Beta-blockers**

The perioperative use of beta-blockers has been the subject of much recent controversy with the pendulum now swinging against the routine institution of beta-blockers in patients presenting for major surgery. POISE, which is the largest randomized controlled trial to date on perioperative beta blockade, concluded that beta-blockers offered a cardioprotective effect with a significant reduction in cardiac events; however this was achieved at a higher overall mortality and stroke rate. Previous studies have shown a positive effect of perioperative beta blockers. Mangano et al. demonstrated a survival improvement from perioperative beta blockers which lasted up to 2 years after major surgery. We need to take this line out as the author has now been discredited for fraudulent research in this trial. Please remove the reference as well.

The updated American College of Cardiology Foundation (ACCF)/American Heart Association (AHA) guidelines on the perioperative cardiac evaluation for non-cardiac surgery recommend that patients already on beta-blockers should remain on them in the perioperative period (Class Ic). Prior to major vascular surgery, it is considered reasonable to institute beta-blockers (titrated to heart rate and blood pressure) in patients with known IHD or at high cardiac risk as defined by the presence of more than one clinical risk factor (Class Ib). The benefits of starting beta-blockers in patients at low cardiac risk (≤1 clinical risk factor) are uncertain and it may be potentially harmful.5

When implemented, therapy should be ideally initiated 7–30 days before surgery and should be titrated to achieve heart rates of between 60 and 80 beats/min with the absence of hypotension.

**Statins**

In addition to cholesterol lowering effects, statins also have powerful anti-inflammatory effects. They improve endothelial function and also have plaque stabilizing properties. Current guidelines suggest that it is reasonable to initiate statin therapy prior to high-risk surgery in patients at cardiac risk. Patients who are already on statin therapy should remain on them as abrupt discontinuation is associated with an increased postoperative cardiac risk.

**Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors**

Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) have been shown to improve long-term survival in high-risk patients with or without evidence of left ventricular (LV) systolic dysfunction. Patients already on ACEI for heart failure should continue it perioperatively. It is also recommended that patients with LV dysfunction who are not already on ACEI may benefit from initiation of treatment preoperatively.

**Aspirin**

Aspirin has been shown to reduce the incidence of stroke in patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy (CEA). Current European guidelines recommend that patients on low dose aspirin should remain on them throughout the perioperative period.

The role of the earlier mentioned medication as therapy to prevent or retard vascular ageing is described in Chapter 13.

**Role of multidisciplinary teams**

A multidisciplinary team (MDT) is a fundamental part of the patient care pathway for vascular surgery and should aim to deliver an integrated care package based on the best available evidence. The Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Quality Improvement Programme (AAAQIP) recommends that the MDT should consist of a vascular surgeon, interventional radiologist, specialist vascular nurse, and a clinical vascular scientist. The input from a vascular anaesthetist is an essential component of the decision-making process between an endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) and open repair as a proportion of patients might not be physiologically ‘fit enough’ to survive an open repair.

**Abdominal aortic aneurysm and the elderly**

The prevalence of abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) is increasing due to an ageing population and an improved awareness, due to the introduction of screening programmes. The introduction of the AAAQIP has led to a marked reduction in the morbidity and mortality of AAA in the United Kingdom.

The National Health Service (NHS) AAA Screening Programme was introduced in 2010, following research and analysis of data from existing screening programmes, which showed a reduction in mortality from AAA when men were offered ultrasound screening in their 65th year. Surgery is considered when an AAA has reached 5.5 cm or greater.

There are two surgical options, either open or endovascular repair. The choice of procedure depends on patient, anaesthetic, surgical, and radiological factors. EVAR is associated with an initial early advantage of lower morbidity and mortality, but this may be offset by an increasing long-term morbidity including re-intervention. Despite the outcome from the EVAR 2 trial, EVAR tends to be the option offered more frequently for high-risk patients, providing the anatomy of the aneurysm is suitable for a stent. Improvements in stent technology have made more aneurysms amenable to stenting including suprarenal AAA. However, if the risk profile from the comorbidities exceed the risk of rupture per year significantly,
conservative management may be appropriate. It is vital that the patient is involved in the decision-making process and fully understands the risk and nature of the disease process.23

**Preoperative care**

Pre-assessment forms a vital tool for the assessment of this high-risk group of patients, and should ideally occur in a multi-disciplinary vascular pre-assessment clinic. In England, the development of the Quality Improvement Programme for AAA has aimed to improve and standardize the care received. This should include assessment of comorbidities, especially focusing on cardiovascular and respiratory limitations, other systemic disease processes, and impact on functional capacity. The development of CPET has helped in this evaluation and stratification.10,11,24 Specialist referral may be required for optimization of cardiovascular or respiratory disease. The UK Small Aneurysms study showed poor preoperative lung and renal function to strongly associate with the risk of postoperative death.25 At the end of the pre-assessment process a decision should be reached about fitness to proceed to surgery or a decision to delay surgery to improve patient fitness.

**Intraoperative care for elective endovascular aneurysm repair**

There are several anaesthetic options available for the management of elective EVARs, depending on patient factors, surgical and radiological preferences, and expected duration of procedure. The duration of an infrarenal procedure makes them amenable to local infiltration, central neuraxial blockade (spinal or combined spinal-epidural) or a general anaesthetic technique. Sedation may improve patient satisfaction with the infiltration or central neuraxial technique, as patients with multiple comorbidities such as respiratory or arthritic disease may find it uncomfortable or impossible to lie flat on a narrow radiology table for a couple of hours. The duration of procedure for a suprarenal, fenestrated stent makes it more amenable to a general anaesthetic technique.

The recommended monitoring for any of the discussed techniques is basic monitoring with the addition of five-lead ECG with ST-segment analysis, invasive blood pressure and urine output monitoring. The major periods of haemodynamic stress occur during stent expansion and if an intra-aortic balloon is used to assist in stent placement. This has the same effect on the left ventricle, as brief aortic clamping.

The patient’s temperature must be monitored and active warming is usually required despite the minimally invasive procedure. Blood loss is usually less than 500 ml in an uncomplicated stent procedure.

Postoperatively high dependency/level 2 care is required to ensure maintenance of haemodynamic stability.

**Anaesthetic management for elective open AAA surgery**

The focus of anaesthetic management is to maintain cardiovascular stability, minimize respiratory complications and provide renal protection. An acceptable technique would be a general anaesthetic with a thoracic epidural, however intraoperatively remifentanil may be useful.

Monitoring should include basic monitoring with the addition of five-lead ECG monitoring with ST-segment analysis, invasive blood pressure monitoring, central venous line, urine output, and temperature monitoring. Cardiac output monitoring may be useful but there is no evidence that it improves outcomes or which technique is superior. But it is useful if the patient has known LV dysfunction, as assessment of volume status allows for better prediction of volume status prior to aortic clamping and unclamping.

Cell-salvage techniques have minimized the requirement for exogenous blood transfusion and should be available for open aortic surgery. Temperature monitoring is vital and patients should be actively warmed as hypothermia increases the risk of coagulopathies, increases oxygen requirements postoperatively and wound infection rates.

If there are no contraindications, a thoracic epidural provides good postoperative analgesia and can be used for intraoperative management. The level of epidural insertion should be optimized depending on whether a transverse or vertical incision is planned.

There is limited evidence to support the role of drugs for renal protection during the clamping phase.

Meticulous attention to fluid management is required to minimize cardiovascular stress during clamping and unclamping of the aorta. In the pre-clamp phase, the induction drugs, the technique used for maintenance (whether it be a volatile or total intravenous anaesthesia technique) and the local anaesthetic used for the epidural, will all cause a reduction in the systemic vascular resistance (SVR) and hence the blood pressure. Maintenance of blood pressure is vital to ensure perfusion, however excessive fluids prior to aortic clamping will strain a full ventricle when the clamp is applied, so judicious use of fluid and a vasoconstrictor is recommended prior to aortic clamp application. The vasoconstrictor can then be titrated prior to clamp application; a slightly under filled ventricle is better able to manage the sudden increase in SVR, when the clamp is applied.

During the clamp phase, the focus is on optimizing the fluid status to facilitate clamp release and return of the lower limbs into the circulation. Fluid resuscitation during this period can be guided by the arterial line trace, the central venous pressure, and/or cardiac output monitoring. By the time of clamp release the circulation should be optimally full to minimize the acute re-entry of each limb into the circulation. Regular assessment of arterial and venous blood gas analysis will assist in fluid management. A combination of crystalloid and colloid fluids is usually required depending on the amount of blood lost. An acceptable transfusion trigger (around 8–9 g/dl) should be decided upon depending on comorbidities and rate of blood loss. All cell-salvaged blood should be re-transfused and banked blood and products given as required. If there is extensive blood loss near patient coagulation tests (e.g. TEG®) may assist in guiding which clotting products are required.

The re-entry of blood from the limbs after iliac clamp release will have a negatively inotropic effect on the heart. Even if filling has been optimized a positive inotrope may be required to assist the heart during this period. Depending on the preoperative ventricular function this may be small incremental doses (e.g. ephedrine) or may require an infusion (e.g. dobutamine or low-dose adrenaline). The heart should be given time to recover, and fluid re-optimized prior to the other limb being released.

The epidural if not used intraoperatively should be topped-up to establish a block above the incision, prior to attempting to wake the patient. The preoperative assessment and risk scoring will assist in the decision about level 2 or level 3 care postoperatively. Intraoperative difficulties and extent of blood loss need to
be considered. If at the end of the procedure the patient is warm, well perfused with an acceptable blood gas and haemoglobin level, and on no or only a small degree of inotropic support, extubation should be aimed for.

Postoperative care
Patients are cared for in a critical care environment. The commonest complications are cardiac in origin and can range from benign arrhythmias to fatal myocardial infarctions. Patients with pre-existing respiratory disease are at a higher risk of developing complications such as atelectasis and pneumonia. Renal failure is a potential complication, especially in cases where there is a prolonged period of clamping around the renal artery. One should also be watchful for rare but serious complications such as colonic ischaemia which may manifest as bloody diarrhoea in the postoperative period.

Ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms
Ruptured AAA still represents a considerable challenge and has a very high morbidity and mortality rate. The morbidity is high because of the acute physiological insult of major blood loss with vital organ hypoperfusion and increased cardiovascular stress in an attempt to compensate.

Open surgery was traditionally the only surgical option, but specific cases based on CT findings may be suitable for an emergency EVAR procedure. This requires considerable expertise and logistics and is not an option available in all centres. Ongoing trials are investigating how this option compares with open repair for improving patient outcomes.

The management of an open repair of ruptured AAAs still poses major logistical challenges. Effective early communication between all members of the team minimizes delays. The patient should initially be resuscitated cautiously, aiming for a systolic blood pressure of around 100 or lower provided the patient maintains consciousness with that blood pressure. A high blood pressure may cause further bleeding from the rupture site. Time should be taken to discuss with the patient about the anaesthetic and surgical plans. The patient should be anaesthetized on the operating table. Minimal monitoring is acceptable at this stage, i.e. blood pressure, pulse oximetry and ECG. An arterial line is not essential, as it may delay the surgery. Large-bore intravenous access will be required to facilitate rapid fluid infusion during the surgical procedure. A urethral catheter is usually placed prior to induction. The patient is prepped and draped whilst awake, and only when the surgeon is scrubbed and ready next to the operating table, should the anaesthetic induction occur. During the preparation process it is useful to preoxygenate the patient as a rapid sequence induction is usually required. There are several choices for induction drugs, however cardiac stability should be aimed for with a combination that the anaesthetist is familiar with using. Once the induction drugs and the muscle relaxant are given the patient will lose their abdominal tamponade effect and their SVR will decrease, together with a drop in their catecholamine production. Cumulatively, this leads to a rapid fall in blood pressure and cardiac output. Cautious fluid resuscitation and inotrope use should be employed until the aortic clamp is applied, as a rapid increase in blood pressure will encourage further bleeding from the rupture site. Once the aorta is clamped, full resuscitation of the circulation is required. When a period of cardiac stability is achieved after clamp application, an arterial line and central venous access can be inserted.

The development of major haemorrhage protocols and the use of cell-salvaged blood have assisted in optimizing the resuscitation intraoperatively. A rapid infusion device assists in the delivery fluids at the appropriate temperature. Hypothermia should be actively treated. The transfusion of blood should be guided by estimated initial blood loss and ongoing losses. Regular assessment of the haemoglobin and arterial blood gas analysis should assist in fluid management and blood transfusion. Near patient clotting tests may help in correcting clotting abnormalities and should be used to guide blood product usage.

The preoperative condition of the patient, the complexity of the repair, the extent of blood loss and the physiological state of the patient at the end of the repair usually necessitate level 3 care at the end of the procedure.

Carotid endarterectomy
Carotid endarterectomy (CEA) is beneficial in reducing the incidence of stroke and mortality in patients with severe ipsilateral carotid artery stenosis (50–99 per cent), with the greatest benefit being available to patients who are symptomatic.26 CEA does not provide any benefit to asymptomatic patients with moderate ipsilateral carotid artery stenosis (30–49 per cent) and is harmful to patients with only mild stenosis (0–29 per cent).27

The benefits of CEA are only evident after a period of 2 years due to the inherent stroke rate associated with the procedure. A perioperative mortality in excess of 3 per cent eliminates the long-term benefits gained by CEA performed on asymptomatic individuals. Therefore, CEA should only be performed in institutions with a combined perioperative mortality of less than 3 per cent.

Investigations
Angiography is considered the gold standard for estimating the severity of carotid artery stenosis. However, due to its invasive nature and associated costs, most institutions routinely use non-invasive tests such as carotid duplex ultrasound, CT angiography or MRA. When compared to cerebral angiography, carotid duplex ultrasound was shown to have a sensitivity and specificity greater than 0.8 to diagnose severe carotid artery disease.28

Medical therapy
Low-dose aspirin has shown to significantly reduce the incidence of postoperative stroke following CEA.26 There is recent evidence that low-dose clopidogrel (75 mg) commenced the night before surgery significantly reduces the number of periprocedural embolic events without a significantly increased risk of bleeding complications.29

Statins have shown to be beneficial in improving outcomes following CEA30,31 and should be started on all patients undergoing CEA in the absence of contraindications.
Risk factors
Traditionally, the presence of the following factors has been considered as high risk for undergoing CEA.\textsuperscript{52}
- Age > 80 years.
- Stroke as an indication for CEA.
- Contralateral carotid artery stenosis (> 50 per cent).
- Coronary artery disease.
- Diabetes mellitus on insulin.

With advances in perioperative care, this has been challenged as the perioperative complication rate for high-risk patients has been demonstrated to be similar to the low-risk patients.\textsuperscript{33,34} However, patients with multiple comorbidities may not benefit from CEA due to a reduced 5-year survival and this should be considered when deciding to operate on them.

Intraoperative care
The primary aim of the anaesthetic care is to minimize any potential ischaemic cerebral and cardiac injury. All patients should have been appropriately pre-assessed, with a series of blood pressure and heart rate recordings obtained to estimate baseline values. Blood pressure recordings should be obtained from both arms preoperatively to account for possible vascular disease in the subclavian and brachial arteries. Intraoperative haemodynamic parameters should ideally be within 15 per cent of baseline recordings.

The anaesthetic options for CEA are either general anaesthesia (GA) or a regional anaesthetic (LA) technique. Previously, there has been weak evidence suggesting that a regional anaesthetic technique, with the patient kept awake during surgery, was possibly better for overall outcomes.\textsuperscript{35} However, the GALA trial, which is the largest randomized controlled trial comparing GA versus LA for CEA, failed to demonstrate any significant difference in outcomes between the two anaesthetic techniques.\textsuperscript{36} Therefore, the choice of anaesthetic technique for the procedure should be decided on an individual basis following discussions between the patient, surgeon, and anaesthetist.

Regional anaesthesia
Regional anaesthesia can be provided by performing deep cervical plexus blocks, superficial cervical plexus blocks, subcutaneous infiltration by the surgeon, or various combinations of these techniques. Current evidence has shown deep cervical plexus blocks to have higher complication rates when compared to superficial and intermediate cervical plexus blocks, with no added analgesic benefit.\textsuperscript{37}

General anaesthesia
GA is usually provided via an endotracheal tube and controlled ventilation. There have been case reports of CEA performed using a laryngeal mask airway,\textsuperscript{38} but this is uncommon and not recommended in the majority of cases. It is a standard practice in many institutions to maintain anaesthesia with the use of volatile anaesthetic agents in combination with a remifentanil infusion. The use of remifentanil may necessitate the use of a vasopressor infusion to maintain blood pressure, but overall a stable intraoperative haemodynamic profile is achieved. This also ensures a rapid, good quality wake up following cessation of the anaesthetic to allow for immediate neurological assessment in the postoperative period.

Surgical technique
Following a standard neck incision, the internal carotid artery is identified through meticulous dissection. Following systemic heparinization, clamps are placed both proximal and distal to the diseased arterial segment, which is commonly the carotid bifurcation. During this period, blood supply to the ipsilateral hemi-brain is reliant on collateral supply via the circle of Willis. There are a number of modalities available for estimating the adequacy of the collateral blood supply. Any evidence of cerebral ischaemia is an indication for a shunt across the clamped arterial segment.

The diseased segment, which is commonly the carotid bifurcation, is opened via an arteriotomy incision and the plaque is meticulously cleared. The arteriotomy is then closed employing a patch which has been shown to be superior when compared to primary closure. It is common practice to leave drains in situ for 24 hours.

Monitoring
In addition to standard monitoring, it is paramount to monitor ‘beat to beat’ blood pressure with an arterial line due to the intraoperative haemodynamic lability which can persist for the first 12–24 hours postoperatively. Invasive arterial monitoring should be instituted in the awake patient to observe and expediently treat any precipitous drops in blood pressure that may occur during induction of anaesthesia.

Neurological monitoring
The ‘gold standard’ for monitoring intraoperative neurological monitoring is considered to be the awake patient undergoing surgery under a loco-regional technique. This allows for continuous monitoring for cerebral ischaemia and is easy to perform, reliable, and inexpensive.

However, for patients undergoing surgery under GA, there are a variety of other options available for neurological monitoring.\textsuperscript{39}

Transcranial Doppler (TCD) employs ultrasound waves to estimate the mean velocity of blood in the middle cerebral artery (VMCA\textsubscript{i}). Absolute values below 30 cm/s or a relative reduction of more than 50 per cent following application of the clamp are indications for performing a shunt. TCD also offers the additional benefit of detecting embolization in the intra and postoperative period.

Stump pressures can be measured in the carotid stump after application of the carotid clamp. Pressures in excess of 30 mmHg are indicative of an adequate collateral circulation. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a non-invasive method to measure regional oxygen saturation in the brain and reduction below a certain threshold is used as a trigger to selectively place a surgical shunt.

Other modalities include electroencephalography, somatosensory evoked potentials, and jugular oxygen saturation.

Current evidence suggests that although these modalities have very high sensitivity approaching 100 per cent, the specificity is low and ranges from 43–86 per cent.\textsuperscript{40}

Postoperative care and complications
Wound haematoma is one of the most common postoperative complications with the majority responding to manual compression.
Any evidence of airway compromise or significant bleeding is an indication for prompt surgical exploration and evacuation.

Hypertension and hypotension are common postoperative complications in the first few postoperative hours, but this usually does not persist beyond the first 24 hours. Blood pressure should be maintained within pre-determined parameters (typically between systolic blood pressures of 100–160 mmHg) according to local protocols. This might require the use of pharmacological agents such as labetalol or phenylephrine as infusions. It is important to exclude common causes of hypertension such as pain, bladder distension, hypoxia, and hypercapnia.

Cardiac morbidity is the most common cause of postoperative morbidity and mortality and the importance of a thorough preoperative cardiac workup cannot be overemphasized. Perioperative strokes are the second most common cause of mortality commonly occurring due to cerebral hyperperfusion during the period of clamping and/or embolization. Less common causes include carotid artery thrombosis and cerebral hyperperfusion syndrome.

Historically, patients have been managed in a critical care environment postoperatively. However, this has been questioned with an increasing number of institutions having an extended stay in the recovery room (6–8 hours) as this is when most acute complications manifest themselves. If they remain stable over this period, they are discharged to the ward. High dependency care is reserved for high-risk patients with multiple comorbidities.

Peripheral arterial disease

Lower limb peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is associated with significant morbidity and mortality and results in a reduced quality of life due to reduced mobility.41

There are a number of risk factors for the development of PAD which include smoking, diabetes, hypertension, dyslipidaemia, chronic renal impairment, increasing age, and male gender. Of these, smoking and diabetes are the strongest etiologic risk factors with a relative risk in excess of 2.

Diagnosis

Although intermittent claudication is the classical symptom in patients with PAD, it may not be present in a substantial proportion of patients suffering from the disease and a high index of suspicion is required. The ratio of the systolic pressure at the ankle and the brachial artery is called the ankle–brachial index (ABI). Normal values lie between 1 and 1.29 and a ratio less than 0.9 confirms the diagnosis of PAD. Values less than 0.4 are suggestive of severe PAD and an ABI of 1.3 or higher is indicative of a calcified incompressible artery. ABI has been shown to be an independent predictor of increased cardiovascular risk and can be used for risk stratification.42

Diagnostic methods to delineate the anatomical obstruction include Duplex imaging, MRA and CT angiography, and contrast angiography.

Management

Most patients are initially managed with a combination of medical therapy and lifestyle modification (smoking cessation, exercise therapy). Unfortunately, 10–15 per cent of patients progress towards critical limb ischaemia (CLI) despite best medical therapy.43 CLI with severe claudication, rest pain, or gangrene is an indication for surgery. Options for revascularization include minimally invasive endovascular techniques, open surgical exploration, or combined approaches.

Elective revascularization procedures

The choice of technique for restoring perfusion to the limb is dependent on the site and extent of thrombosis.

Endovascular techniques such as angioplasty and stenting are well established for short (≤3 cm) stenotic lesions in the iliac arteries. With recent advances in endovascular techniques, more complex lesions are increasingly being managed via the endovascular route.

For stenosis not amenable to endovascular treatment, surgery remains the only option and the type of surgery is dependent on the anatomical site of lesion and the overall fitness of the patient.

Aorto bi-femoral grafts are recommended for patients with significant inflow disease (aorto-iliac occlusive disease) with significant lifestyle limitations due to the disease. However this is a high-risk operation on a par with an open aortic repair and may not be suitable for patients with significant comorbidities. An axillo-femoral graft is a less stressful alternative as it does not involve surgery on the thoracic or abdominal aorta. Despite having a lower long-term graft patency rate when compared to aorto-bifemoral grafting, it remains a reasonable alternative in high-risk patients with limited life expectancy who develop limb-threatening ischaemia.43 Infrainguinal or outflow disease is treated by femoro-popliteal bypass, femoro-femoral crossovers, or femoro-distal depending on the level of obstruction.

Anaesthesia

Infrainguinal revascularization procedures may be performed under regional anaesthetic techniques such a combined spinal epidural (CSE) which provides an option for extending the duration of anaesthesia if required. It also provides effective postoperative analgesia and minimizes systemic opiate requirements. There are several theoretical benefits to using regional anaesthetic techniques. However, a recent Cochrane review failed to demonstrate significant differences in mortality or morbidity between regional and general anaesthesia for lower limb arterial reconstruction, but there was a trend towards a reduced incidence of pneumonia in the regional anaesthesia group.44

Aortic reconstruction is a major surgical undertaking and requires the same degree of perioperative care as one would offer an open abdominal aneurysm repair. Epidural anaesthesia is generally provided for postoperative pain relief.

Postoperative care

In view of the accompanying co-morbidities, all major reconstruction work should be nursed in a critical care environment. Following revascularization, it is essential to regularly monitor pulses to ensure graft patency as graft occlusion is an indication for emergency re-exploration.

Lower limb amputation

Lower limb amputations are performed for severely ischaemic limbs which are not amenable to surgical revascularization. Diabetes mellitus with refractory local sepsis is the other major indication.
for amputation. Lower limb amputations are very high-risk procedures with 30-day mortality approaching 20 per cent.45

Patients presenting for lower limb amputation suffer from multiple comorbidities. In a significant proportion of patients, there are acute derangements of coagulation, fluid, or electrolyte status, all of which should be corrected prior to surgery.

Anaesthesia
For below-knee or above-knee amputations, anaesthesia can be provided by GA or regional anaesthesia. Postoperative pain relief can be provided by LA infusions through a surgically placed sciatic nerve catheter which has an opioid-sparing effect. The general condition of the patient may dictate the need for high-dependency care postoperatively.

Phantom pain can be a significant problem following limb amputations. Unfortunately, there is no convincing evidence for any interventions (pre-emptive analgesia, ketamine, gabapentin) to reduce the incidence of this debilitating complication. Early involvement of the pain team is recommended.

Acute limb ischaemia
Acute limb ischaemia is a surgical emergency and warrants treatment as soon as possible to ensure limb survival. The cause is either embolization in a previously well patient or thrombosis in an already diseased vascular tree. It may be possible to differentiate between the two clinically, but angiography is almost always performed to confirm the diagnosis and establish the extent of the obstruction. In cases of small emboli, perfusion may be restored by catheter embolectomy via a femoral arteriotomy performed under LA. However, in extensive thrombosis and cases not amenable to catheter embolectomy, GA is required for immediate surgical revascularization via either an arterial thrombectomy or a bypass procedure. A non-survivable limb is an indication for amputation.

Conduct of anaesthesia
Patients are generally commenced on anticoagulation once the diagnosis is made, and this precludes the use of regional anaesthetic techniques. Despite the high prevalence of coronary and cerebral vascular disease, clinical urgency limits the extent of preoperative evaluation and optimization that can be performed.

It is common to have significant electrolyte derangements in the perioperative period as a consequence of the ongoing cell death and release of intracellular ions into the circulation, most importantly potassium. Postoperatively, it is important to be watchful for reperfusion injury following successful revascularization. Compartment syndrome requiring fasciotomies has been reported in up to 5 per cent of patients and up to 20 per cent of patients demonstrate biochemical evidence of rhabdomyolysis.46

Conclusion
The increase in the need for vascular surgery due to the ageing of the population is not likely to fall for some decades. Although social changes such as population reductions in smoking and better control of hypertension and diabetes may reduce the absolute incidence of major vascular disease there will be continue to be a progressive rise in the number of patients who require surgical intervention to preserve and restore their circulation. Better understanding of the demands such surgery places on patients has informed the process of perioperative management including intensive preoperative assessment, modification of surgical and endovascular techniques, and the provision of skilled anaesthetic and intensive care. This chapter has covered current practice but this will need constant review as future research provides a clearer basis for practical management of these challenging patients.
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Introduction

Orthopaedic procedures in the elderly can be broadly split into emergency and elective operations. Over the past 20 years more information has been collected in some European countries that makes the analysis of both urgent and planned operations much easier. These reveal that more procedures are being carried out on the elderly and on the very elderly. The success of the orthopaedic prostheses has also meant that more patients are returning for revision operations, sometimes many years after the initial operation was performed.

There are two main disease processes that may lead to an orthopaedic operation in those who are older. These are osteoarthritis and osteoporosis. A rather oversimplified approach to these diseases dictates that osteoarthritis leads to elective joint replacements and osteoporosis leads to emergency or urgent operations for the consequences of fragility fractures.

The elective section will deal mainly with lower limb procedures, knee, and hip replacements. These operations are now routine and more time will be spent on revision operations. Upper limb surgery will also be mentioned.

Emergency orthopaedic surgery in the elderly will be focused on the consequences of fragility fractures. For the upper limb this usually involves a forearm fracture. For the lower limb fractured femur predominates and for the vertebral column operations to restore vertebral body height have gained popularity.

Elective surgery

Lower limb

Arthroplasty registries

The first national registry of elective orthopaedic procedures was started in Sweden in the 1970s\(^1\),\(^2\) where hip and knee arthroplasties are kept on separate databases. The Swedish knee registry has been published since 1975\(^3\) and they comment that the incidence has probably not yet peaked. In Sweden most joints are put in for those who are aged 65 to 84.

In England & Wales, The National Joint Registry (NJR) was started in 2003 and the eighth report was recently published.\(^3\) There are many other countries with records for joint replacements, including Canada, Denmark, and Australia.

Examination of the NJR can inform the anaesthetic community of the changing demographic pattern of the patients over the past decade. This includes types of operations performed and also the ages of the patients. There is a separate registry for Scotland,\(^4\) which also has a useful section on the complications of anaesthesia. The NJR does not collect data on type of anaesthesia performed but the demographic information, which does include body mass index and American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) grade, does point to an ageing population, which is getting sicker and fatter.

Initially the NJR was a voluntary register but since 2011/2012 NJR reporting is a mandated dataset for acute hospitals in England & Wales. Since 2003 information has been collected on hip and knee operations and since 2010, ankle replacement data has been collected. There are plans to collect information on the upper limb, which is already the case in Scotland.

In 2010, of the almost 77,000 primary and hip revision operations, over 31 per cent of the procedures were in patients who were over 75. 6 per cent of the primary hip operations in women were for those over 85. Almost 11 per cent of the operations were for revision surgery and 86 per cent of these were single-stage operations. Since 2009 more cement-less prostheses have been used, but this is not the case for older patients. Bone cement does pose a few problems\(^5\) but the revision rate is lower for these operations and in those over 75, cemented hip replacements are more popular. As time progresses the revision rate increases and 7 years following the primary operation there is an almost 1 in 20 chance that a revision will be needed. The commonest indication is aseptic loosening of one of the components.

There were almost 82,000 knee procedures carried out in England & Wales in the latest NJR report.\(^3\) The demographics are very similar to the hip data, although the average body mass index for a knee arthroplasty is now clinically obese at 30.6. 33 per cent of the primary knee procedures were carried out in those over 75, with 5 per cent in those over 85.

The NJR does highlight how safe primary hip and knee arthroplasty are. The 30-day death rate for a hip is 0.6 per cent and for a knee is 0.2 per cent. By the end of 7 years, 17 per cent of hip replacements are dead. There is no comparable data for those who have undergone revision procedures. It can only be assumed that they will be older and have more comorbidities than those undergoing the primary operation.

Before any elective orthopaedic operation meticulous preoperative assessment and preparation are needed. The risks of the primary procedure are relatively low and the quality of life benefits are considerable.
**Hip arthroplasty**

Hip arthroplasty is now a very common surgical intervention that has helped many individuals lead a more active and pain-free life. The primary operation is relatively safe and there are many different anaesthetic and analgesic techniques that can be used to treat these patients.

For the primary operation the emphasis is on good quality pre-operative preparation and optimization before surgery. Regional or general anaesthetic techniques, often combined with a variety of peripheral nerve blocks, are the mainstay of anaesthesia practice for these cases. The operation is mostly performed in the lateral position, which can become uncomfortable after 60 minutes or more. Care should be taken to pad the lower arm and ensure that the shoulder of the dependant arm is not in an unusual position. For most patients over 75, cemented prostheses are used. Surgical technique has improved and the problems of bone cement are now infrequent in elective cases.

20 per cent of primary hip arthroplasties performed in NHS hospitals in England & Wales are classified as ASA 3 or 4. These are the group who may need more invasive monitoring or a period on a level 2-facility postoperatively.

There is very little published data on sub groups of the older patient. The average ages of patients in studies that claim to have level 2-facility postoperatively. Th e average ages of patients in studies that claim to have level 2-facility postoperatively. Group who may need more invasive monitoring or a period on a level 2-facility postoperatively.

For the primary operation the emphasis is on good quality pre-operative preparation and optimization before surgery. Regional or general anaesthetic techniques, often combined with a variety of peripheral nerve blocks, are the mainstay of anaesthesia practice for these cases. The operation is mostly performed in the lateral position, which can become uncomfortable after 60 minutes or more. Care should be taken to pad the lower arm and ensure that the shoulder of the dependant arm is not in an unusual position. For most patients over 75, cemented prostheses are used. Surgical technique has improved and the problems of bone cement are now infrequent in elective cases.

A group of European experts, entitled Prospect, short for specific systematic review and consensus recommendations for postoperative analgesia, have published articles on lower limb arthroplasty. For hip surgery they recommend general anaesthesia combined with a peripheral nerve block or spinal anaesthesia supplemented with an opioid.

Blood loss can be a problem during primary hip arthroplasty and there is conflicting advice on whether anaemia impedes functional recovery and outcome from the operation. A large observational series on all types of non-cardiac surgery showed the detrimental effect of letting haematocrit drop or rise, leading to increased 30-day mortality and cardiac morbidity. This happened when the haematocrit fell below 39 per cent or rose above 51 per cent. This study is part of the US Veterans Administration’s National Surgical Quality Improvement Programme. Over 300 000 patients were included in this retrospective case series. Most of the patients were male but the fourth and sixth most frequent operation performed in the whole group were total knee arthroplasty and total hip arthroplasty.

The adverse effect of low haemoglobin preoperatively has not been proven in other case series. A much smaller study, involving only 391 patients failed to detect if anaemia was a risk factor for myocardial infarction or mortality in lower limb joint replacement.

**Knee arthroplasty**

Knee arthroplasty can be a painful postoperative experience. The Prospect consensus group, mentioned earlier, published guidelines on analgesia following knee arthroplasty in 2008.

The knee recommendations, which are less than 4 years old are already being succeeded by centres that focus on ‘fast track’ surgical programmes for lower limb joint arthroplasties. In some countries these novel techniques are called ‘enhanced recovery’, which is a misleading label, as it does not reflect the total surgical experience. Peripheral nerve blocks are being replaced by local anaesthesia infiltration and infusions. There is some evidence that femoral nerve blocks may delay mobilization and a personal observation is that nerve blocks can cause significant quadriceps weakness in patients over 80, which may delay mobilization.

A large series from Scotland emphasizes the benefits of spinal anaesthesia in combination with the local anaesthetic infiltration. Spinal anaesthesia is favoured by the Scandinavian clinicians in a number of publications highlighting ‘fast track surgery’. Preoperatively patients are given gabapentin and selective cyclo-oxygenase 2 (COX-2) inhibitors, to help with pain management. The use of any non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agent in the older patient should be viewed with caution. The COX-2 inhibitors do not appear to be devoid of problems. The mean age of the patients in the Scottish study was 70. There does not appear to be many large series with the over 75s undergoing this type of surgery.

Gabapentin has been shown to be beneficial for analgesia in knee arthroplasty but has limited value for hip arthroplasty. There should be some caution exercised with the use of gabapentin to the older patient who is receiving the drug for the first time. Gabapentin may cause chorea and ataxia and this may make the older patient susceptible to falls, which may hinder mobilization from the surgical procedure. There does not appear to be very large series of primary arthroplasties that focus solely on those over 80. Gabapentin and COX-2 inhibitors should be used with caution in patients in this age range.

Primary operations are now routine, but with the population ageing and patients becoming more active joint revisions are increasing in frequency.

**Revision arthroplasty for hips and knees**

A quick glance at the NJR report for England, Wales, and Northern Ireland from 2010 reports that there were 5082 revision knee operations, of which 76 per cent were single stage with an average age of 70. In the same report there were 7852 hip revision operations, 86 per cent of these were single stage and the average age was the same as for knee revisions. The complexity of these operations varies considerably, depending on the reason for the failure of the joint.

Early revisions may be for infected primary prostheses and usually take place shortly after the first operation. Eradication of infection may take a while and can result in two- or even three-stage operations. Close communication with surgical colleagues determines the type of anaesthesia employed. Knee revisions can be done under spinal anaesthesia but any procedure over 2 hours may need a general anaesthetic. The ‘fast track’ approach to primary knee arthroplasty has now been applied to knee arthroplasty revisions. There were only 29 patients in this study with ages ranging from 34 to 84, all received spinal anaesthesia. The real applicability of spinal anaesthetic and local infiltration analgesia has not been fully explored in a significant group of patients over the age of 80. Later revisions are often for failure of one of the components of the joint replacement. Knee revisions have the advantage of being...
performed under a lower limb tourniquet, which may limit the blood loss at operation.

**Hip revision arthroplasty**

Hip revisions can be lengthy operations with the potential for considerable blood loss, especially from the femoral component. Every precaution should be taken to be able to react to any massive blood loss. Direct arterial monitoring should be considered, which enables beat-to-beat blood pressure variation and the ability to sample frequently for blood gas and haematocrit estimations. Non-invasive cardiac output monitoring should also be considered, although there is a paucity of data on older patients having hip revision surgery with this technology to guide fluid replacement. All fluids should be warmed and temperature monitoring instituted, with warming devices used to reduce any sources of heat loss.

Level 2 care should also be considered for at least 24 hours providing the opportunity for more intensive monitoring because significant blood loss can continue from drainage sites.

**Upper limb surgery**

**Shoulder surgery**

Upper limb joint arthroplasty procedures are soon to be collected by the NJR. The success of these operations has improved the quality of life of many older patients. For shoulders the usual position is the ‘beach chair’ sitting position, which has theoretical disadvantages for cerebral circulation. There is a reduction in cerebral oxygen saturation, as measured by a near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). The significance of this finding for the older patient should not be ignored and appropriate advice given regarding the possibility of neurological morbidity, with appropriate positioning which is not so upright.

Ultrasound-guided inter-scalene local anaesthetic blocks are effective analgesia for shoulder operations and avoid the need for opioids in the immediate post-operative period. There is an incidence of phrenic nerve paralysis, although this problem is reduced by using smaller volumes of local anaesthetic.

Joint replacement procedures can now be performed on the elbow, wrist, and joints of the hand. Regional analgesic techniques have become more specific depending on the location of the surgery with the advent of ultrasound guided nerve blocks. Any reduction in systemic analgesics such as opioids and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs is welcomed in the older patient.

**Emergency surgery**

Emergency orthopaedic surgery in the older patient is often the result of either falls or the consequences of osteoporosis. These latter fractures can be termed ‘fragility fractures’ and include lesions of the vertebrae, proximal femur, and forearm.

In 2000 there were 9.0 million osteoporotic fractures worldwide.

**Vertebroplasty**

In 2000 there were 1.4 million vertebral fractures worldwide, and with the population ageing this number is likely to increase. Vertebral fractures are part of the osteoporotic spectrum and the frequency increases, as patients get older. Most happen spontaneously and until the last 10 years they were treated conservatively.

There are two interventional techniques for trying to restore the height and integrity of the fractured vertebra, these are called *vertebroplasty* and *kyphoplasty*.

**Vertebroplasty** is a procedure that is performed by radiologists in X-ray suites and involves the percutaneous placement of a needle into the fractured vertebra. The patient is supine for this procedure. Once the vertebra has been punctured by the needle, bone cement, polymethylmethacrylate, is injected into the affected vertebral body.

**Balloon kyphoplasty** is a similar procedure to vertebroplasty but involves the placement of a balloon, percutaneously, into the fractured vertebral body. The balloon is inflated so that the end plates of the vertebra are pushed apart before the space created by the balloon is filled with bone cement.

In one large study of kyphoplasty involving 138 patients in the active treatment arm, almost all of the patients were given a general anaesthetic for this procedure. A small number in this study did receive conscious sedation with local anaesthetic adjuvant injected by the radiologist performing the procedure.

Initially the results of small observational studies and case reports were encouraging and pain relief and better function was seen following these limited studies.

In the author’s experience vertebroplasty procedures are performed under conscious sedation. This can be via a propofol infusion or with benzodiazepines. Small amounts of opioids are also administered, as these procedures can be painful, despite the use of local anaesthesia to place the needles into the vertebral bodies. All the precautions for delivering safe anaesthesia in a remote environment, a radiology suite, should be undertaken including the presence of a suitably trained anaesthetic assistant. If general anaesthesia is used all the precautions for a prone patient must also be followed.

There is still some debate as to whether types of vertebroplasty are cost effective treatments for vertebral fractures. There is conflicting evidence about the efficacy of these interventions. The debate concerns patient selection, the natural history of a vertebral fracture and the design of the studies that have been performed to evaluate the procedures.

In a multinational trial of kyphoplasty, patients were randomized to an active surgical intervention group or a non-surgical care. The primary outcome measure in this study was a validated global quality of life measure, the SF-36. The kyphoplasty group did show an improvement in this scale compared to the non-surgical group but a lack of blinding and the lack of a true control group limit the interpretation of the data.

An Australian study, which did have a control arm that included a sham vertebroplasty procedure, showed no benefit from vertebroplasty at 3 months. The main outcome was a reduction in pain. The patients selected for this trial had painful lesions before randomization.

There have been other studies which point to a benefit from these invasive procedures but there is still doubt as to whether it truly benefits patients compared to letting the natural history of the condition progress. Only better designed studies will answer these questions and determine whether anaesthetists will be asked to provide continued services for repair of vertebral fractures.

**Fractures of the proximal femur**

**Demographics of Hip Fracture**

Robust audit data has been collected in some European countries for a number of years. Sweden had the first hip fracture...
database in 1988 and although there were some small projects, such as in Peterborough, it was not until 2008 that there has been a National Hip Fracture Database in England & Wales, termed the NHFD. This collects some important information but to date has only recorded very limited information that may be of use to anaesthetists. This is likely to change in the near future. There is a real possibility that important questions, such as, does spinal anaesthesia offer any advantages over general anaesthesia and do nerve blocks contribute to faster rehabilitation, may be answered.

Every anaesthetist will face the challenges of the fractured femur patient during their career. It is probably a benchmark operation that shows the quality of healthcare that is delivered to older patients, if this is done well it is very likely that other procedures in older patients are also done well.

In contrast to elective hip replacement surgery there are very few ASA 1 and 2 patients who present with a hip fracture. The latest NHFD report reports that 65 per cent of all the patients were either ASA 3 (54 per cent) or ASA 4 (11 per cent). This contrasts with 20 per cent ASA 3 and 4 for elective hip replacement in NHS hospitals and only 7 per cent in independent hospitals. The average age of a hip fracture patient in England & Wales is now 84 and despite reservations about the completeness of the data from the NHFD, the latest report has data on over 50 000 hip fractures in England, Wales, and Northern Ireland. There was a slight increase in the mortality figures reported, from 7.7 per cent in 2010 to 8.4 per cent in 2011, but the latter report did have 20 000 more patients included, so this figure is almost certainly a truer reflection of the mortality of hip fractures patients.

There are a number of publications that have guided the clinical management of hip fracture patients, with variable input from anaesthesia organizations. Guidelines for anaesthetists have recently been published by the Association of Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland and the reader should refer to these for a comprehensive account of the pre-, intra-, and postoperative management of hip fractures.

Anaesthesia Technique for Hip Fracture

Some important ‘pearls’ about hip fractures. There is very little evidence that regional or general anaesthesia offer any significant advantages over each other. Surgery is the best form of analgesia, but initial analgesia should be with paracetamol, which can be administered immediately the patient is seen by a healthcare professional. Treatment can be escalated, with opioids and nerve blocks, but with constant assessment. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs are best avoided in the elderly, although there is a paucity of research with these drugs in this patient group.

Surgery should be planned as soon as possible, on a daytime fully staffed trauma list. There is evidence that delaying surgery may increase morbidity and even mortality. Planning for surgery and optimization is a dynamic process, and no time should be lost in sorting out any medical conditions before surgery.

There are some controversial areas of management in these patients, which are also relevant to all patients with ‘fragility fractures’.

A comprehensive medical assessment is key to understanding the important medical issues. Close liaison with orthogeriatrics is the key to successful multidisciplinary management of hip fracture. All anaesthetists should be familiar with the abbreviated mental test score (AMTS) and this should be included in the preoperative assessment.

One-third of hip fracture patients have cognitive impairment and assessment of pain in these patients is particularly difficult. Many of the drugs used to alleviate pain are associated with delirium so the advice should be to administer simple analgesics such as paracetamol. A French study showed that for the post-operative pain associated with hip fracture surgery, intravenous propacetamol was as effective as morphine or a continuous femoral catheter. There is no reason not to extrapolate these findings to the preoperative phase. Propacetamol is metabolized to paracetamol and is effectively the same drug.

There are a number of important clinical points that should be looked for in the history and examination. Has the patient had a history of recent falls? Is there a heart murmur? Comprehensive falls assessment should follow the acute episode and is conducted by the orthogeriatrics team, but acutely the presence of falls may highlight the possibility of cardiac arrhythmias or an aortic valve lesion. Anaesthetists should be aware of the history of any fall and the possible medical reasons why it has happened.

The Cardiac Murmur

The presence of a heart murmur should highlight the possibility that the patient may have aortic stenosis/sclerosis. A retrospective analysis of patients, who underwent echocardiography because of a previously undetected cardiac murmur following a hip fracture in a busy UK hospital, revealed that approximately 30 per cent of these patients had aortic stenosis/sclerosis. These patients were older and more likely to have a lower AMTS. As the severity of the valve lesion increased general anaesthesia and invasive arterial blood pressure monitoring was more likely. However, some with severe stenosis received regional anaesthesia and with careful monitoring and the use of lower doses of intrathecal local anaesthetic agents this is a viable alternative to general anaesthesia.

Over all, in this retrospective study the incidence of undiagnosed aortic stenosis was in the region of 7 per cent. The investigations in this study did take a number of days to complete and evidence suggests that any delay in optimization and surgery is detrimental to hip fracture patients.

When all eligible patients are given a bedside echocardiogram, during the weekdays, the following information was discovered from a large UK hospital: 2 per cent had severe aortic stenosis, 6 per cent had moderate disease, and 30 per cent had mild stenosis or sclerosis. Of this cohort, with no murmur detected clinically had aortic stenosis on echocardiography. Conversely, of the patients who had a murmur preoperatively, 30 per cent of these had a normal echocardiogram. Don’t abandon the stethoscope, as if a murmur is heard it is more likely to be moderate or severe. Where does all this leave the anaesthetists faced with an older patient, with a painful hip and a murmur? A pragmatic approach is needed, surgery is the best form of analgesia, get an echo, if it will not delay surgery, but do not wait for days for cardiac investigations. Use invasive arterial monitoring if at all worried, the ability to be able to sample frequently for estimations of haematocrit and blood analysis is invaluable.

Blood Loss From Hip Fracture

Blood loss from a proximal femoral fracture can be considerable. It is likely to be greater from extracapsular and sub-trochanteric...
fractures, than intracapsular fractures. Haemoglobin should be assessed preoperatively, ideally intraoperatively and also monitored in the postoperative period. Blood loss can be ‘hidden’ in hip fracture and the finding of a much lower postoperative haemoglobin level than expected is not a surprise.\textsuperscript{42,43} The Cochrane review on transfusion triggers\textsuperscript{44} does contain information from a couple of hip fracture studies but most of the information comes from either intensive care or paediatric patients. A liberal transfusion approach throughout the perioperative period does appear to be beneficial.\textsuperscript{45}

The much awaited FOCUS study\textsuperscript{46} has just added to the confusion around transfusion strategies in hip fracture. The authors have claimed that there is no difference between a liberal and restrictive transfusion policy in over 2000 patients randomized to the transfusion policy within 3 days of surgery. They did not see a difference in their outcome variables, which were death at 60 days or the ability to walk across a room at 60 days. The patients recruited were supposed to have cardiovascular disease, although, the recruitment criteria were changed during the study. This study had a negative outcome but it failed to answer the important question of whether a high haemoglobin is beneficial during an acute hip fracture episode. It is surprising that the authors did not comment upon the obvious findings of the study. They confirmed that hidden blood loss is a problem, with an average of a 2.5 g drop in haemoglobin, despite only a moderate amount of blood loss recorded at operation. The cardiovascular complications were also three times more frequent in the restrictive group, which was also not highlighted.

Blood loss is a problem; it can hinder rehabilitation and every anaesthetist should be aware that the haemoglobin may fall more than anticipated. The haematocrit or haemoglobin should be measured more frequently around the perioperative period, at least after surgery and the following day.

Drugs that inhibit the action of platelets are important for treating cardiovascular and thromboembolic diseases. Aspirin poses no problems and should be continued throughout the perioperative period. General or regional anaesthesia are safe.

**Clopidogrel**

Clopidogrel is a prodrug that is metabolized into an active constituent and irreversibly inhibits platelet activity. The drug should be continued throughout the perioperative period and there is evidence that blood loss at operation is only marginally increased.\textsuperscript{47} A retrospective analysis of patients with hip fracture, in which, clopidogrel was stopped showed a detrimental effect and an increased mortality.\textsuperscript{48} The drug should be continued, the only caution is with the application of regional anaesthesia. There is no need to delay surgery, administer general anaesthesia and measure the blood loss accurately.

**Post Surgery Care**

There is very little evidence for the use of level 2 or level 3 care in hip fracture. Patients may benefit form a period of intense monitoring although there are no studies on the effectiveness of this intervention.

**Hip Fracture Peri-Operative Network**

There is a very effective network of anaesthetists and orthogeriatricians in the United Kingdom\textsuperscript{49} that aims to improve the care of hip fracture patients. The network has been renamed ‘Hip Fracture Peri-Operative Network’, to reflect the growing contribution of orthogeriatrics to the acute hospital episode. Team working and the involvement of senior doctors, nurses, and other healthcare professionals are essential for rapid assessment, treatment and rehabilitation of hip fracture patients. Anaesthesia has a key part to play in this process.

Features of emergency care are transferrable into elective care. The concern about bone cement implantation syndrome,\textsuperscript{5} have been alleviated by vigilance, better surgical technique and close attention to monitoring. However, despite the increasing use of cemented hemiarthroplasties and total hip replacements for hip fractures,\textsuperscript{50} great care should be exercised when using cement in the very old and frail hip fracture patient.

**Conclusion**

Orthopaedic procedures are common in the older patient and following good basic medical principles and constant vigilance are essential features of anaesthesia for these patients, whether the operation is elective or urgent. More patients will be out living their primary joint replacements and needing revision surgery. This is likely to be a growth market, in which anaesthetists will be providing comprehensive assessment, anaesthesia, and analgesia.
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CHAPTER 21

Cardiac anaesthesia
in the elderly

Ivan L. Rapchuk, Pragnesh Joshi, and John F. Fraser

Introduction

Life expectancy is steadily increasing, with the number of individuals over the age of 75 growing at a faster rate than any other demographic. European population projections estimate that all Member States of the European Union (EU) can expect an increase in the median age without exception due to persistently low fertility and continuously increasing numbers of survivors to higher ages. The percentage of persons aged 65 years and over in the EU is expected to increase from 17.1 per cent in 2008 to 30.5 per cent in 2060—constituting a real number of 151.5 million individuals. In particular, the population aged 80 years and over is projected to increase the most in relative terms for all countries. These changes affect the workload for anaesthetic providers—especially those involved in anaesthesia for cardiac surgery and cardiovascular procedures.

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is an organ specific manifestation of the systemic process of atherosclerosis and the incidence of CAD increases with age. The reported incidence of cardiovascular disease is 63 per cent in people over 75 years in Australia (<http://www.abs.gov.au>). Autopsy studies of octogenarians reveal that 60 per cent of patients have significant CAD and the most common cause of death is myocardial infarction. The discussion surrounding the provision of healthcare resources, medical economics, and medical ethics for this demographic is complex, and places great demands on individual healthcare practitioners and those making larger sociopolitical decisions on who to offer high levels of care. Data suggest that case selection rather than chronological age determines the success of cardiac procedures. In fact, cardiac surgery in the elderly patient can be performed with low operative mortality, excellent long-term survival, and postoperative quality of life exceeding that of the general elderly population if selection of patients is appropriate. Preoperative planning for the elderly patient undergoing cardiac surgery optimizes outcomes and maximizes the chance for success, while decreasing the likelihood of a complicated and prolonged postoperative course (see Figs 21.1–21.3).

The physiological changes of ageing

There are significant changes in the physiology of the elderly patient that occur with increasing chronological age. These changes are ubiquitous across all organ systems and will only be summarized here as they are covered by other chapters in this textbook. Fig. 21.4 highlights a number of the changes.

The cardiovascular system undergoes well-documented changes due to ageing that occur even in apparently healthy and unaffected older individuals (see also Chapter 6). Thickening and stiffening of large and medium-sized arteries causes an increase in systolic blood pressure and decrease in diastolic blood pressure concomitant with every increase in decade after age 60. These changes are due to the loss of elastic fibres, calcium deposition, and collagen build-up in the medial layer of the arteries. Oxidative stress and inflammation increase with advancing age leading to inflammation and impaired vascular function—a morphological change that is distinct and additive to the arteriosclerotic changes. Ventricular systolic function is relatively preserved, however concentric wall thickening occurs due to cellular hypertrophy and diastolic function declines by up to 50 per cent from the 3rd to 9th decades. There is an age-related decline in aerobic capacity, and deficits in both number and efficiency of β-adrenergic receptors and signaling contribute to this reduced cardiovascular performance.

The ageing thoracic system is compromised both in parenchymal tissue and chest wall—characterized by a significant reduction in lung elasticity, compliance of the chest wall, respiratory muscle strength, and an overall small reduction in diffusing capacity. Forced vital capacity (FVC) begins to decline later than forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV₁) and at a slower rate—this natural fall in the FEV₁/FVC ratio may result in over-diagnosis of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in the elderly. The diminished response to hypoxia in the elderly heightens vulnerability to ventilatory failure during the high-demand states seen in the perioperative setting, and increases the likelihood of worse outcomes. This ventilatory failure can be exacerbated by the decreased ciliary function and force of cough in this cohort.

Poor nutritional status and cognitive impairment decrease the elderly cardiac patient’s ability to deal with perioperative stress. The major central nervous system diseases in the elderly are depression, dementia, delirium, and Parkinson’s disease; and the ageing of the autonomic nervous system is characterized by progressively limited capacity to adapt to stress and other changes. The ageing process results in changes in the kidney that are both anatomical and functional, and cause the increased propensity of the elderly to develop acute renal failure in times of physiological
Fig. 21.1 Unadjusted (A) and adjusted (B) Kaplan–Meier survival curves after coronary artery bypass grafting surgery for octogenarians. After a mean follow-up of 4.0 ± 2.5 years, 1-year and 5-year survival rates were 90.7% ± 1.8% and 66.3% ± 3.6% for octogenarians versus 96.2% ± 0.4% and 86.8% ± 0.8% for younger patients. Predictors of late death in octogenarians included extensive aortic calcification, concomitant CABG, previous renal failure or stroke and low body mass index. Silvay G, Castillo JG, et al., ‘Cardiac anesthesia and surgery in geriatric patients’, Seminars in Cardiothoracic and Vascular Anesthesia, 12, 1, pp. 18–28, copyright © 2008 by Sage Publications, reprinted by Permission of SAGE Publications.

Fig. 21.2 Kaplan–Meier survival for of octogenarians after coronary artery bypass grafting compared with the survival of an age-matched and gender-matched US population. Late survival of octogenarians undergoing CABG was similar to the expected survival of an age and sex matched population according to actuarial data from the 2003 US population. Silvay G, Castillo JG, et al., ‘Cardiac anesthesia and surgery in geriatric patients’, Seminars in Cardiothoracic and Vascular Anesthesia, 12, 1, pp. 18–28, copyright © 2008 by Sage Publications, reprinted by Permission of SAGE Publications.

Fig. 21.3 Unadjusted (A) and adjusted (B) survival curves after aortic valve replacement for octogenarians compared with non-octogenarians. Our analysis revealed that after a mean follow-up time of 3.6 ± 2.5 years, 1-year and 5-year survival rates were 90.3% ± 2.1% and 63.8% ± 4.8% for octogenarians versus 96.3% ± 0.6% and 88.8% ± 1.3% for younger patients (Figure 3B) (P < .001). These figures suggest the burden of comorbidity in this elderly patient group may negate any benefit on long-term survival gained by improvements in early outcome. Silvay G, Castillo JG, et al., ‘Cardiac anesthesia and surgery in geriatric patients’, Seminars in Cardiothoracic and Vascular Anesthesia, 12, 1, pp. 18–28, copyright © 2008 by Sage Publications, reprinted by Permission of SAGE Publications.
challenges. A drop in glomerular filtration and changes in glomerular haemodynamics decrease the ability of the kidney to cope with alterations in renal sodium and potassium handling, which negatively affects diluting and concentrating ability.\(^\text{10}\) The incidence of, and susceptibility to, type 2 diabetes increases with age, as the proliferative and regenerative capacity of beta cells and beta cell mass decrease.\(^\text{11}\) Ageing is characterized by progressive impairment in homeostatic mechanisms which influences both pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. Elderly patients are susceptible to the effects of frequently prescribed drugs acting on central nervous system (e.g. benzodiazepines) with a high potential for adverse drug reactions, and there is reduced effectiveness of conventional doses of cardiovascular drugs (e.g. diuretics and β-blockers).\(^\text{12}\) Anaemia is more common in the elderly.\(^\text{13}\) The most common cause is idiopathic anaemia with increased inflammatory markers and relatively low erythropoietin levels, next most common being iron deficiency anaemia and myelodysplastic syndromes.\(^\text{14}\)

Physiological changes in the elderly are highly variable depending on the individual patient and it is critically important to assess older patients using a range of individualized clinical and physiological parameters rather than on the basis of age alone.
Cardiac surgical perspectives in the elderly

Ischaemic heart disease in the elderly

Coronary arteries in the elderly are commonly tortuous with diffuse atherosclerosis and calcification in the arterial wall. Coronary calcification is quite difficult to negotiate at the time of surgical anastomosis which increases the likelihood of incomplete revascularization and complications such as plaque separation, distal embolization, dissection, or inadvertent endarterectomy. It is common practice to identify the segment of coronary artery with the least disease for grafting, and to avoid grafting an artery that is of small calibre with poor distal run-off. Coronary arteries with diffuse disease and poor distal flow likely have little prognostic significance. The elderly also have increased aortic calcification. The exact mechanism of aortic calcification is not known, but widely accepted theories include active model theory—incorporation of autologous cell type cytokines, similar to bone remodelling—and the passive physiochemical model theory. The Framingham study showed that the prevalence of calcified atheromatous plaque doubles with each decade of age. Aortic calcification increases the complexity of surgery and the risk of stroke. Off-pump aortic coronary artery bypass grafting (OPCAB) is an option for surgical revascularization with calcification of ascending aorta but is a challenging task for surgeons not experienced in the technique and is equivocal in benefit.

Atherosclerosis is a systemic process with risk factors, such as advancing age, that are identical for the development of coronary, cerebrovascular, and carotid atherosclerosis. The prevalence of carotid stenosis in patients undergoing CABG is reported to be between 6.1 per cent and 38 per cent, and the prevalence of severe carotid stenosis is reported to be 4.1–13.3 per cent. Carotid artery disease is a risk factor for postoperative cerebrovascular attack (CVA). Elderly patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) should be screened for carotid artery disease with a duplex scan or computed tomography (CT) angiogram. The timing and approach for treating carotid and coronary artery disease varies among surgeons and institutions. Symptomatic carotid artery disease should be treated as a staged, reversed staged or synchronous procedure with CABG depending on the severity of CAD. Carotid artery stenting is another option, however the International Carotid Stenting Study favoured endarterectomy over stenting due to unacceptable early stroke risk in the stent group. It is well known that the left internal mammary artery (LIMA) provides the best long-term patency rate. Saphenous vein grafts (SVGs) are totally occluded in about 30 per cent of patients after 10 years, and a further 30 per cent of the patent SVGs show varying degrees of graft disease. It is not common for octogenarians to undergo re-operative CABG due to advances in percutaneous technology. The main goal of CABG is to provide symptomatic relief rather than prognostic benefits, except for those who present with tight left main CAD. Despite the lack of evidence of long-term benefit of LIMA in octogenarians, it is quite common to utilize this conduit for grafting the left anterior descending artery. It is likely to provide long-term benefit and also removes the need for aorto-coronary bypass. There is a risk of sternal wound infection in diabetic patients when IMA is utilized, however age has not shown to be a risk factor for sternal wound complication. The radial artery is used only if the veins in the lower limb are not available or affected by varicosities. In such situations the radial artery should be assessed with preoperative ultrasound to exclude calcification—a not uncommon finding in the elderly.

Urgent and emergent operations are associated with higher morbidity and mortality across all age groups. Elderly patients are affected greatly by urgent/emergent status of the operation compared to younger patients, with resultant higher morbidity and mortality. If possible, preoperative status should be optimized to reduce morbidity and mortality, and patients should be medically stabilized to delay surgery from emergent to urgent or to elective status. Patients presenting with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) should be delayed for at least a week, and patients presenting with stable left main CAD or those who have received clopidogrel should be delayed a few days. Intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP) can be utilized to achieve and maintain stability in patients with high-risk features. Elderly patients who present with high-risk features, and are not amenable to optimization, should be considered for percutaneous intervention or a hybrid approach. In complex patients a multidisciplinary approach involving cardiologists, cardiac surgeons, intensivists, and geriatricians is necessary for planning appropriate treatment.

Aortic valve surgery

Senile degenerative aortic stenosis (AS) is the most frequently encountered aortic valve pathology in the elderly. Senile degenerative aortic stenosis is the most frequently encountered aortic valve pathology in the elderly. In the Helsinki study, the prevalence of moderate aortic stenosis was 5 per cent, and the incidence of critical AS increased from 1–2 per cent in people younger than 76 years of age to 6 per cent in people above 86 years. The natural history of symptomatic AS is very poor with average survival of 5 years, 3 years, and 2 years after development of angina, syncope, and heart failure respectively. A multivariate analysis of almost 6000 patients showed that the five most important predictors of mortality after aortic valve surgery (AVR) were age greater than 80 years, NYHA class more than or equal to III, ejection fraction (EF) less than 30 per cent, emergency AVR, and concomitant bypass surgery. The hospital mortality after AVR in octogenarians varies between 5 and 7 per cent. Mortality figures after AVR in the elderly are quite high compared to younger patients but still better than medical management. Varadarajan et al., in a comparison of 5 years survival with and without AVR in octogenarians, showed that survival was 68 per cent in patients who underwent surgery compared to 22 per cent for those who did not have surgery. Current evidence suggests that age is not a contraindication for AVR and there is considerable functional and symptomatic improvement after surgery (see Fig. 21.5).

Calcification in the aorta makes the aortic wall rigid and impenetrable—features that make closure of the aorta challenging. Aggressive approaches include decalcification of the aorta and endarterectomy or replacement of the ascending aorta. These additional procedures increase cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) time, add complexity to the operation and significantly increase the risk of stroke and mortality in the elderly age group. There should be a low threshold to perform CT scans to assess the aorta in elderly patients, as it shows calcification and provides guidance for surgeons to avoid localized calcific areas during application of cross clamp or aortic cannulation.

Increasing numbers of patients are being referred for AVR who have had previous CABG, and many have patent grafts, which makes redo surgery quite complex. A patent, anteriorly located SVG or LIMA graft requires isolation and occlusion during the operation. Handling of previously placed venous grafts makes them
of more than 40 studies revealed mortality of 9.7 per cent—significantly higher than the mortality and morbidity of isolated AVR in octogenarians. Moderate mitral regurgitation (MR) or mitral stenosis (MS) due to degenerative mitral calcification is not uncommon in the elderly. MR from moderate functional lesions is best left alone as the addition of a mitral procedure can increase perioperative risk substantially. However, if the MR is due to intrinsic valve pathology then surgical correction should be considered for more than moderate degrees of MR. Baumgartner et al. reported that the presence of moderate organic MR has an adverse impact on survival in the elderly undergoing aortic valve replacement. Mitral valve repair in a patient with a calcified mitral annulus can be quite challenging. The technique of Alfieri repair when suitable is a good option to minimize complexity of the procedure. For a dilated aortic root, supracoronary replacement of the ascending aorta can be undertaken with relatively lower morbidity compared to aortic root replacement. Tailoring aortoplasty of the dilated ascending aorta, by excising a longitudinal ellipse of aorta instead of aortic replacement is also a reasonable option in high-risk elderly. Patients with a contraindication to sternotomy or a porcelain aorta should be considered for aortic valve bypass surgery or percutaneous AVR. Left ventricle apico-aortic conduit (aortic valve bypass surgery) has been performed in high-risk patients. This procedure utilizes a valved Dacron conduit whereby inflow is attached to the apex of the left ventricle, outflow is connected to the descending thoracic aorta, and the procedure is carried out via left thoracotomy without CPB. It is an alternative for high risk or inoperable patients not suitable for sternotomy. Main indications are porcelain aorta, previous multiple sternotomies/AVRs complicated by infection and severe patient prosthesis mismatch, and advantages of on-pump AVB include the avoidance of aortic cannulation, cross-clamping, and cardiopulmonary bypass. Aortic valve replacement by upper hemi-sternotomy has been done for quite a few years but has not received widespread acceptance. Minimally invasive AVR by right mini-thoracotomy with peripheral cannulation for CPB is another alternative to AVR via sternotomy. Glower et al. published the experience of mini-thoracotomy AVR in 306 patients including all age groups, reporting early mortality of 1.5 per cent and a return to preoperative activity within 2 weeks of operation. The role of minimally invasive methods to replace the aortic valve in elderly is yet to be fully explored.

**Mitral valve surgery in elderly**

The most common mitral valve lesion in the elderly is MR. The most common causes of MR in the elderly are degenerative or ischaemic heart disease, with less frequent causes being rheumatic valvular disease and endocarditis. MS is much less common than MR in this cohort. Severe symptomatic MR in the absence of contraindications requires surgical treatment and guidelines for the same are well established. Chronic severe MR associated with pulmonary hypertension, right heart failure, and coronary atherosclerosis is a high-risk group. Patients with such risk factors should be investigated thoroughly with cardiac catheterization and MRI to assess right ventricular function. Limited data is available about the outcome of elderly patients with poor right ventricular function. Management of moderate MR coexisting with aortic valve disease or ischaemic heart disease is controversial. The surgical approach to address the mitral valve with other coexisting cardiac lesions should be based on multidisciplinary discussions and individualized patient assessment.

Mitral valve surgery is challenging in the elderly. A database registry showed mortality increased from 4.1 per cent in patients less than 50 years to 17 per cent in patients more than 80 years undergoing mitral valve replacement. Even more striking was the finding that the major postoperative complications increased from 13.5 per cent to 35.5 per cent. This was a database analysis rather than randomized study, yet reflects the facts of current practice. Although mitral repair is the gold standard for treatment of MR, a trend of decreasing mitral valve repair with increasing age is seen in a study analysis of the STS database. A non-randomized study with adjusted propensity scores comparing mitral valve repair to mitral valve replacement in the elderly showed that repair was better than replacement. In this study, 30-day mortality for mitral repair was 11 per cent while it was 18.9 per cent for valve replacement. Isolated segmental prolapse of the posterior mitral leaflet, or MR due to annular dilation, is highly likely to result in a durable

---

**Fig. 21.5** Patients New York Heart Association (NYHA) class distribution preoperatively (pre-op) and at follow-up. At follow-up, one hundred and twenty-seven patients were in NYHA class I or II. The 4-year actuarial survival was 70.5%, the event-free survival was 60.6%, and almost all (97.5%) of the interviewed patients thought that they had benefited from the operation. Reproduced from Cerillo AG, Assal Al Kodami A, et al., ‘Aortic valve surgery in the elderly patient: a retrospective review’, Interactive CardioVascular Thoracic Surgery, 6, 3, pp. 308–313, copyright 2007 by permission of Oxford University Press, European Association for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery, and The European Board of Cardiovascular Perfusion.
repair and would be a reasonable procedure to attempt. However, mitral valve repair (MVR) for more complex mitral pathology frequently results in prolonged cross-clamp time. MVR with preservation of subvalvar apparatus is often a more appropriate choice in complex pathology. MVR for moderate ischaemic MR is a controversial issue. No randomized trials compare repair versus replacement for ischaemic MR in any age group. The likelihood of good short and long-term outcomes after MVR need to be balanced against the higher perioperative risks and increased complexity of surgery when considering repair versus replacement in the elderly patient. Surgery for ischaemic MR is associated with higher immediate mortality and poor long-term outcome in the elderly.56 The need for any other procedures (CABG or valve procedure) further increases the risk and reduces long-term survival.54 A multidisciplinary approach should be adopted in complex patients.

Degenerative mitral annular calcification (MAC) is common in the elderly. Diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and female gender are implicated in the development/progression of MAC.57 MAC presents a significant challenge to the surgeon. The most aggressive approach is to decalcify the annulus by detaching the posterior leaflet, reconstructing the atrio-ventricular junction with a pericardial patch, and reattaching the posterior leaflet or implanting a prosthetic valve. This procedure is complex, requiring both experience and a prolonged cross clamp time. The other approaches include a repair of leaflet pathology with neo-chordeae, or edge-to-edge repair if technically suitable (Alfieri technique). For MS, valve sutures can be passed through the tough portion of posterior leaflet or left atrial wall without removing calcium from the annulus. Minimally invasive mitral valve surgery has been shown to result in shorter hospital stays and improved early recoveries in a general population.58 In this technique, a small anterolateral thoracotomy is performed and CPB is instituted with femoral arterial and venous cannulation. A large retrospective study by Vollroth et al.,59 and a subgroup analysis in the series of Iribarne et al., showed that minimally invasive mitral surgery in the elderly was as safe and effective as standard sternotomy with equivalent long-term survival.58,60 Minimally invasive mitral surgery has an associated learning curve that results in prolonged bypass and cross-clamp time early in the experience.

Aortic surgery in elderly

Commonly seen aortic pathologies in the elderly are degenerative aneurysms and aortic dissections, and it is not uncommon to see coexistent aortic valve disease or CAD.61 An aortic aneurysm is a dilatation of the aorta 50 per cent more than expected for that individual. The natural history of untreated ascending aortic aneurysms shows a 5-year survival of 13 per cent compared to 75 per cent in patients without aneurysms.61 As aortic diameter grows, the risk of dissection also increases. A retrospective review by Shah et al. showed no significant difference in early mortality following repair of ascending aortic aneurysms in patients over 80 years of age versus less than 80 years; however, stroke rate was significantly higher in the older age group.62 When survival was compared with an age-matched population of octogenarians at 1 year, it was significantly lower in patients operated on for aortic aneurysms.62 The prognostic benefit of the operation is not clear in the elderly, and major aortic surgery in octogenarians requires careful patient selection to ensure ascending aortic aneurysm repair can be undertaken with acceptable mortality.

Surgical management of dissection is indicated if the entry tear is located in ascending aorta or arch (Stanford type A). If the entry tear is located distal to the origin of subclavian artery (Stanford type B), medical management or endovascular stenting is offered first. It is well known that the mortality of an untreated type A dissection is more than 50 per cent in 48 hours.63 Due to the high mortality of non-surgical management, surgery is an obvious choice in type A dissection.64 According to IRAD data 83.8 per cent of patients were alive at median follow up of 2.8 years, however the outcomes were substantially worse in octogenarians.65 Although operative mortality increases with age, it is less than the mortality of medically treated type A aortic dissections in octogenarians, which was 58 per cent as reported by IRAD.64 A multicentre study on post-surgical outcome of type A dissection by Piccardo et al. reported an in-hospital mortality 45.6 per cent and complication in 69.2 per cent for patients older than 80 years.66 A similar mortality was observed in patients older than 70 years undergoing type A dissection repair by IRAD.67 Although age has been identified as an independent risk factor for mortality, it alone should not be used as a criteria to exclude patients from being a surgical candidate for treatment of type A dissection.66,67 The presence of high risk features such as cardiogenic shock, cerebrovascular stroke, coma, myocardial infarction, and multiple organ malperfusion syndrome are associated with very high morbidity and mortality.68,69 The higher incidence of prolonged hospitalization, CVA, institutional discharge, and mortality after repair of type A dissection in the elderly brings into question the role of surgical treatment.70 Judicious use of resources is advocated due to dismal short- and long-term outcomes, but it is also important to consider ethical and moral issues, legislation, culture, and the accepted standard of practice in each institution. A multidisciplinary approach involving intensive care specialists, surgeons, and family is helpful in decision-making.

Preoperative preparation for cardiac surgery

The ageing process is characterized by an increased potential for failure to maintain homeostasis under conditions of physiological stress (outlined in Chapter 6). Increasing age independently predicts morbidity and mortality; however, it is not the only important factor. Appropriate testing such as echocardiography, pulmonary function testing, angiography and other imaging is essential. A dental examination is critical in the geriatric population as advanced caries, oral/gingival infection, and other dental pathology must be identified and addressed prior to elective cardiac surgery.4 Preoperative chest radiographs document the baseline appearance of the lungs, and allow for recognition of a deviated trachea and left main stem bronchus which may complicate the placement of single- or double-lumen endotracheal tubes (and lead to the need for fibreoptic guidance to prevent tracheal trauma).4 The history and preoperative workup prior to cardiac surgery in the elderly patient should assess physiological parameters and functional status, including assessment of the cardiovascular reserve sufficient to withstand a very stressful operation. Elderly patients who are otherwise acceptable surgical candidates should not be denied surgery based solely on their age. Several scores are currently available to assess the perioperative risk of cardiac patients—the two
most widely used are the European system for cardiac operative risk evaluation (EuroSCORE) and the Society of Thoracic Surgeons (STS) score.\textsuperscript{71} These commonly used scores focus on medical diagnoses and medical comorbidities as the main variables in assessing and predicting risk, but take very little into account relating to the biological status of the patient. To improve risk assessment in the elderly it is important to integrate this biological status—focussing on the geriatric syndrome of frailty (see also Chapter 30).

Frailty is an emerging concept and poorly incorporated into the risk assessment of the cardiac surgical patient. Frailty and disability in the elderly include such variables as the Fried criteria (weight loss, weakness assessed by grip strength, self-reported exhaustion, gait speed and activity level for instrumental activities of daily living), physical performance (balance tests, body control tests), and a visible estimate of patient frailty by two independent physicians skilled in this area.\textsuperscript{71} A number of newer studies that include a comprehensive assessment of frailty, in addition to clinical features and laboratory measurements, seem to better predict outcomes for patients at this extreme of age.\textsuperscript{71,72} A simple and commonly used method to assess frailty is the Katz index of independence in the activities of daily living (Katz ADL).\textsuperscript{73} In a multicentre cohort, the addition of frailty over the Parsonnet or STS PROM (Predicted Risk Of Mortality) alone provided incremental value and improved model discrimination.\textsuperscript{72} A single-centre study found frailty to be an independent predictor of in-hospital mortality, institutional discharge, and mid-term survival.\textsuperscript{73} Clinicians should use an integrative approach combining frailty, disability and pre-existing validated risk scores to better characterize elderly patients referred for cardiac surgery, and identify those at increased risk of perioperative complications (see Fig. 21.6).

Cardiac surgery in the elderly is not just about surgical success or discharge from ICU, but returning the patient to a fully functional postoperative state. The comprehensive, multidisciplinary, and proactive preoperative assessment to detect the multiple risk factors and comorbidities common in older patients requires more resources to complete compared with the conventional assessment; yet is justified by the benefits of identifying high-risk patients, improving communication between surgeon and patient, and preventing perioperative adverse events by optimizing physical and mental reserve. The American Geriatrics Society and American College of Surgeons have recently completed a position paper on the optimal preoperative assessment of the geriatric surgical patient.\textsuperscript{75} Although not specific to cardiac surgery, the recommendations can be viewed as universal for this patient population (see Table 21.1).\textsuperscript{75}

Depression is more common in the elderly, and should actively be screened for, as preoperative depression has been associated with increased mortality after CABG and longer postoperative length of stay after both CABG and valve operations.\textsuperscript{76} Delirium is known to complicate surgery in the elderly and has an association with higher mortality, higher rates of institutionalization, greater costs and use of hospital resources, longer lengths of stay, and compromised functional recovery in many types of surgery.\textsuperscript{77} Risk factors for delirium should be identified and modified. Postoperative pulmonary complications (PPCs) incur the highest total hospital cost compared with infectious, thromboembolic, and cardiac adverse events, require the longest median length of stay, and predict long-term mortality in elderly patients (≥70 years) undergoing non-cardiac surgery.\textsuperscript{78} Strategies to decrease the
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**Table 21.1** Checklist for the optimal preoperative assessment of the geriatric surgical patient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In addition to conducting a complete history and physical examination of the patient, the following assessments are strongly recommended:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Assess the patient’s cognitive ability and capacity to understand the anticipated surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Screen the patient for depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Identify the patient’s risk factors for developing postoperative delirium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Screen for alcohol and other substance abuse/dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Perform a preoperative cardiac evaluation according to the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association algorithm for patients undergoing non-cardiac surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Identify the patient’s risk factors for postoperative pulmonary complications and implement appropriate strategies for prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Document functional status and history of falls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Determine baseline frailty score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Assess patient’s nutritional status and consider preoperative interventions if the patient is at severe nutritional risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Take an accurate and detailed medication history and consider appropriate perioperative adjustments. Monitor for polypharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Determine the patient’s treatment goals and expectations in the context of the possible treatment outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Determine patient’s family and social support system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Order appropriate preoperative diagnostic tests focused on elderly patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carotid angiography or duplex studies are appropriate in elderly patients. Cerebral imaging using CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) remains the gold standard for defining cerebral pathology. As physicians ultimately responsible for the surgical patient, the referring cardiologist, surgeon and anaesthetist must advocate for the patient to receive all the appropriate preoperative evaluations and interventions to ensure the patient can make informed decisions and receive the highest quality care.

**Cardiopulmonary bypass and the elderly**

Beside surgical trauma and ischaemia, blood contact with the non-physiological surfaces of the extracorporeal circuit is a major trigger of the so-called systemic inflammatory response syndrome occurring after cardiac surgery—an inflammatory reaction associated with CPB that has been recognized for more than three decades. Despite enormous efforts to understand the complex mechanisms underlying this phenomenon, and to avoid its related systemic deleterious effects, it is still quite poorly understood. The incidence and severity of complications increases with length of time spent on CPB, as many of the deleterious effects are secondary to blood exposure to non-endothelial surfaces (contact activation) and the consequent activation of the coagulation, kallikrein, fibrinolytic, and complement systems. Miniaturized CPB systems—a closed CPB with a shorter circuit line, and without cardiotomy suction and venous reservoir thus avoiding air–blood contact—have been evaluated as a promising alternative to conventional CPB by reducing the inflammatory response, postoperative organ complications and blood transfusion.

Animal studies have shown that the cardioprotection afforded by cardioplegia is modulated by age and gender, and is significantly decreased in the aged female. Specific pathways in the mitochondrion modulate cardioprotection on CPB in the aged (particularly in the elderly female), and alterations in these pathways significantly contributes to decreased myocardial functional recovery and increased myonecrosis following ischaemia. Autoregulation of cerebral blood flow (CBF) ensures delivery of oxygenated blood to the brain commensurate with cerebral O₂ demand. Impaired cerebral autoregulation may predispose patients to cerebral hypoperfusion during CPB, and disturbed autoregulation is independently associated with mortality after brain injury. Impaired CBF autoregulation might contribute to brain ischaemic injury when the arterial pressure is low (such as during CPB), and by leading to brain hyperaemia with high arterial pressure increasing cerebral embolic load and promoting cerebral oedema in the setting of the systemic inflammation from CPB. Increased age predisposes to impaired cognition after cardiac surgery, however cognitive dysfunction after CPB in the elderly cannot be explained by impaired CBF autoregulation as autoregulation is not affected by increases in age. Use of IABP peripherally does not adversely affect cerebral autoregulation, but reductions in the inflation ratio during counterpulsation weaning can progressively worsen the efficiency of cerebral autoregulation and increase the risk for cerebral hypoperfusion.

Cognitive deficits after cardiac surgery were thought to be caused by the physiological disturbances associated with CPB, and that ‘off-pump’ coronary revascularization (OPCAB) may potentially be associated with improved outcomes. However, long-term follow-up studies have failed to demonstrate a significant reduction in the incidence of postoperative cognitive dysfunction with OPCAB versus ‘on-pump’ CABG. It is important to note that there are relatively few trials that compare the various options for myocardial revascularization in the elderly and high-risk patient, and it is difficult and inappropriate to extrapolate the results of trials including younger, low-risk patients to the high-risk groups. Demaria et al. (125 octogenarians, observational study) reported significantly lower operative mortality and stroke after OPCAB; Ricci et al. (269 octogenarians, observational study) reported significantly lower perioperative stroke and a higher freedom from major perioperative complications—however, the patients also required a higher need for re-operation and had a non-significant trend towards higher operative mortality in the OPCAB group. Another study found that OPCAB and CABG had similar rates of operative mortality but a significant reduction in major complications occurred in the OPCAB group except for a higher rate of perioperative myocardial infarction. For octogenarians OPCAB offers a safe and effective alternative to CABG which confers a number of short-term benefits, but may have adverse differences in mortality or outcomes in the long term. A recent meta-analysis summarized that OPCAB in patients over 80 years of age is associated with significantly lower postoperative stroke and with a trend toward better early survival; however, suboptimal quality of the available studies, particularly the lack of comparability of the study groups, prevents conclusive results. Additionally, a Cochrane Database systematic review of 86 trials did not demonstrate any significant benefit for OPCAB regarding mortality, stroke, or MI; and in contrast observed better long-term survival in patients undergoing on-pump CABG (see Figs. 21.8 and 21.9).

Stroke is a significant cause of the high morbidity and mortality in elderly patients undergoing CABG. However, the focus is starting to shift from CPB towards factors common to both on and off-pump techniques such as surgery, anaesthesia, postoperative critical care, and patient-related predisposing factors. Priming of the immune system by ageing and atherosclerosis may result in an exaggerated systemic and cerebral inflammatory response to cardiac surgery and
anaesthesia, causing neuronal loss or dysfunction resulting in cognitive dysfunction independent of any effects from CPB.87

**Intraoperative management and the elderly**

Appropriate selection of the elderly patient for cardiac surgery generally means that intraoperative management does not differ significantly from comparative younger patients. There are, however, certain practices that pertain to this age group that yield improved results and outcomes.

The main complication of cardiac surgery in the elderly patient compared with the younger patient is the increased incidence of cerebrovascular damage and stroke.90 One explanation is increased atherosclerosis of the ascending aorta, which correlates significantly with the age of the patient and may be a good predictor of early
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**Graph A**

- **Years after operation**
  - 0: 1.00, 0.90, 0.80, 0.70, 0.60, 0.50
  - Number at risk: >90mls/min/1.73m² 821, 60–90 2798, 30–59 1549, < 30 125, DDRF 52
  - Survival: >90mls/min/1.73m², 60–90, 30–59, < 30, DDRF

**Graph B**

- **Years after hospital discharge**
  - 0: 1.00, 0.90, 0.80, 0.70, 0.60, 0.50
  - Number at risk: >90mls/min/1.73m² 815, 60–90 2775, 30–59 1510, < 30 110, DDRF 52
  - Survival: >90mls/min/1.73m², 60–90, 30–59, < 30, DDRF
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**Fig. 21.7** The Kaplan-Meier survival curves of the study sample stratified by preoperative renal function (eGFR) using the simplified Modification of Diet for Renal Disease (MDRD) formula with follow-up data obtained from the National Death Index. The greatest early mortality occurred in the severe renal dysfunction group; however, the DDRF group showed increased mortality over time compared with the other groups. An eGFR of approximately 90 mL/min/1.73 m² was associated with the best survival outcomes. A, The sample from the time of surgery. B, The actuarial survival for those discharged alive from the hospital. DDRF, Dialysis-dependent renal failure. Reprinted from *The Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery*, 146, 1, Dhanani J, Mullany DV, et al., ‘Effect of preoperative renal function on long-term survival after cardiac surgery,’ pp. 90–95, Copyright 2012, with permission from Elsevier, The American Association for Thoracic Surgery, and The Western Thoracic Surgical Association.
postoperative cognitive dysfunction (POCD) and stroke due to the resultant cerebral emboli.\textsuperscript{93,94} Epiaortic ultrasound scanning is strongly recommended in the elderly to ensure an appropriate site of aortic cannulation and cross-clamping, and can lead to consideration of OPCAB or an aortic no-touch surgical procedure.\textsuperscript{95,96} Intraoperative epiaortic ultrasound scanning changes the operative planning in 4 per cent of patients, improving neurological outcome in a large series of 6051 patients by reducing the rate of postoperative stroke, and is superior to transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) for aortic assessment.\textsuperscript{97,98} In addition to aortic atheroma, microvascular disease and impaired cerebral autoregulation may predispose patients to cerebral hypoperfusion during CPB and resultant stroke or cognitive dysfunction.\textsuperscript{84} Cerebral autoregulation is not impaired in the average elderly patient on CPB; however, 20 per cent of all patients do suffer from impaired autoregulation, and the elderly may suffer a greater adverse outcome from the presence of this impaired autoregulation.\textsuperscript{84} Patients with impaired autoregulation are more likely than those with functional autoregulation to have perioperative stroke.\textsuperscript{84} Most patients undergoing on-pump cardiac surgery undergo mild hypothermia. It is known that re-warming can disrupt cerebral autoregulation—and in particular, since such a large proportion of the cardiac output passes through the brain, fast re-warming can cause cerebral hyperthermia, which is known to be associated with adverse cognitive outcomes.\textsuperscript{87} Cerebral oximetry is a non-invasive method to detect imbalances in the cerebral oxygen supply/demand-ratio and can lead to changes in the intraoperative care to improve the cerebral oxygenation—an important consideration when studies show that a low preoperative and intraoperative cerebral saturation is associated with postoperative delirium after on-pump cardiac surgery in the elderly, and is significantly associated with an increased risk of cognitive decline and prolonged hospital stay after CABG.\textsuperscript{99,100} Measurement of cerebral oxygen

\begin{figure}
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\caption{Incidence of postoperative outcomes contributing to composite incidence of major complications for patients undergoing primary, isolated CABG or OPCAB operations. Compared with OPCAB, conventional CABG incurred more postoperative atrial fibrillation (28.4\% vs 21.5\%; \(P = .003\)), prolonged ventilation (14.7\% vs 11.4\%; \(P = .05\)), and major complications (\(P = .04\)). Importantly, postoperative stroke (2.6\% vs 1.7\%; \(P = .21\)) and renal failure (8.1\% vs 6.2\%; \(P = .12\)) rates were no different between groups. Despite more complications in CABG patients, operative mortality was similar after both CABG (5.1\%) and OPCAB (5.9\%; \(P = .53\)) operations. Moreover, patients had similar total hospital (\(P = .75\)) and postoperative (\(P = .41\)) lengths of stay as well as similar total costs (\(P = .43\)). MI, Myocardial infarction; CABG, conventional coronary artery bypass grafting; OPCAB, off-pump coronary artery bypass grafting. Reprinted from The Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery, 141, 1, LaPar DJ, Castigliano M, et al., ’Is off-pump coronary artery bypass grafting superior to conventional bypass in octogenarians?’, pp. 81–90, Copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier, The American Association for Thoracic Surgery, and The Western Thoracic Surgical Association.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}
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\caption{Incidence of primary cause of mortality for decedents after isolated CABG or OPCAB operations. There were several different causes for mortality among those undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting operations. Overall, the most common primary cause of patient mortality was cardiac in origin (47.6\%), followed by pulmonary (17.1\%) and neurologic (10.5\%) etiologies. Renal causes accounted for 5.7\% of patient mortality whereas infections were responsible for 4.8\% of deaths. CABG, Conventional coronary artery bypass grafting; OPCAB, off-pump coronary artery bypass grafting. Reprinted from The Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery, 141, 1, LaPar DJ, Castigliano M, et al., ’Is off-pump coronary artery bypass grafting superior to conventional bypass in octogenarians?’, pp. 81–90, Copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier, The American Association for Thoracic Surgery, and The Western Thoracic Surgical Association.}
\end{figure}
saturation has been shown to be an early prediction tool in POCD if desaturation occurs—a feature that may allow for early intervention and therefore prevention (see Fig. 21.10).99,101,102

Haematopoietic mechanisms are depressed with ageing, and geriatric tissue fragility and atherosclerosis may cause increased bleeding.4 Coagulopathy is a common occurrence after any procedure with CPB—as the plasmatic system is affected by haemodilution, hypothermia, rewarming, contact factor activation, and non-physiological flow patterns.103 In the elderly, blood conservation strategies such as antifibrinolics, cell saver, and point-of-care tests such as thromboelastography (TEG®) or ROTEM® can be used to guide post-CPB transfusion of fresh frozen plasma, platelets, or other clotting factors if required.4,80,103 Avoidance of blood or blood product transfusion during or after cardiac surgery is important, as it is associated with increased short-term and long-term mortality.104 There is no doubt that the physiological reserve of elderly patients is decreased, and excellent/expedient surgery, meticulous haemostasis, accurate organ perfusion and perfect myocardial protection are absolutely critical for cardiac surgical success.

Postoperative critical care

Depleted physiological reserves and substantial burden of chronic disease place the elderly at greatly increased risk of morbidity and mortality following cardiac surgery. They enter the cardiac theatre with a substantial burden of chronic morbidities, and the stressors of surgery, cardiopulmonary bypass, non-pulsatile circulation, relative hypoperfusion, induced hypothermia, and haemodilution add insult to injury—manifesting as a number of organ dysfunction syndromes. Whilst the surgical procedure is generally similar to younger cohorts, the STS risk calculator demonstrates that the risk incurred with coronary grafting doubles in a 65-year-old versus a 50-year-old—and is increased fivefold in a patient of 80 years.105 These risks are the result of dysfunction in several organ systems—subclinical in isolation, but significant in combination (see Table 21.2).

Postoperative organ dysfunction begins subclinically in the cardiac theatre. Hence meticulous preprocedural planning and optimal intraoperative management have great relevance to successful outcomes of elderly patients undergoing cardiac surgery.

ICU management

Respiratory

Age-dependant changes are standard in pulmonary function—a progressive decline in FRC and FEV1 occurs from age 65 upwards, with FEV1 change of 50 ml/year.106 Changes occur at the parenchymal level, as well as the mechanical properties of the lung and chest wall, and decreased oxygen diffusing capacity is associated with survival changes as opposed to FEV1 which is not.107

Postoperatively, prolonged ventilation is an independent marker of cost, morbidity and short- and long-term mortality.108 Early extubation minimizes the need for sedation and therefore potentially reduces vasopressor requirements, optimizes the ability to expectorate, and maximizes chances of early mobilization. Extubation, however, is dependent on adequate and stable cardiac function, minimal bleeding and normal neurological function. Recent data indicates the strong association of positive fluid balance with prolonged ventilation, and all the associated problems. Extubation, however, is dependent on adequate and stable cardiac function, minimal bleeding and normal neurological function. Recent data indicates the strong association of positive fluid balance with prolonged ventilation, and all the associated problems.109 Early diuresis should be encouraged, though not to the detriment of cardiac output or renal dysfunction. High-flow oxygen delivery devices that produce a degree of positive end-expiratory pressure and optimize FRC particularly in patients with a high body mass index, may facilitate early extubation.110 If early extubation is not safely possible, percutaneous tracheostomy should be considered to allow liberation from the ventilator, optimal toileting of airway and minimization of sedative agents.111

Cardiovascular

Protection of perfusion pressure and cardiac output are non-negotiable in post-cardiac surgical patients. Surgical manipulation, cardioplegia, anaesthesia, and CPB all reduce cardiac function in the early postoperative phase, particularly when pre-operative cardiac function is impaired. Despite minimal robust data to support its use, it is the authors’ opinion that low-dose inotropy may be associated with less adverse effects than copious quantities of fluid given to support the circulation until the heightened inflammatory process diminishes and systolic and diastolic function normalize. Monitoring cardiac function is essential, although data does not support the routine use of a pulmonary artery catheter. Echocardiography in experienced hands provides more direct information on both physiological function as well as mechanical issues including new regional wall motion abnormalities, pericardial collections, and valve function with minimal risk. Whilst

Fig. 21.10 Intraoperative changes in cerebral oximetry (ScO2;ox) in patients with or without delirium classified by normal or low preoperative ScO2.

Delta ScO2;base: difference between preoperative regional cerebral oxygen saturation with oxygen supplementation and minimal intraoperative regional cerebral oxygen saturation; ScO2;base: regional cerebral oxygen saturation with supplemental oxygen. In patients who started with low ScO2;ox, the groups with and without delirium did not differ in delta ScO2;ox. But in patients who started at a normal level of ScO2;ox, those patients who developed delirium had larger intraoperative drops in ScO2;ox. The positive predictive value for ScO2;ox of not more than 59.5% on delirium was 0.56, and the negative predictive value was 0.80. Schoen J, Meyerrose J, et al., Preoperative regional cerebral oxygen saturation is a predictor of postoperative delirium in on-pump cardiac surgery patients: a prospective observational trial, Critical Care, 15, 5, pp. R218. © 2011 Schoen et al. Licensee BioMed Central Ltd. Reproduced with permission under the Creative Commons Licence 2.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/legalcode.
optimal imaging with transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is difficult in the ventilated postoperative cardiac patient, it can be supplemented with TOE. Contrast echocardiography may be utilized to substantially increase the power of TTE, and avoid the sedation and airway support necessitated for TOE.112,113

Management of bleeding
Early and immediate management of bleeding minimizes transfusion requirements, reduces hospital stay, and prevents the risk associated with transfusion. Infective risks of transfusion still exist, but are dwarfed by TRALI (transfusion-related acute lung injury) and the mounting data associating perioperative transfusion with increased short- and long-term morbidity and mortality.104 Determining the cause of bleeding can be difficult, but the perioperative use of point of care technology such as ROTEM® and TEG® may aid in determining the cause of bleeding and is associated with reduced product requirement.114 Prolonged blood loss indicates that an early return to theatre may be required to exclude surgical causes of bleeding. Patients who return to theatre in the first 12 hours postoperatively are discharged at the same time as patients who do not require re-opening.115 Those allowed to bleed for more than 12 hours prior to their return to theatre have a prolonged ICU and hospital stay. There is no randomized controlled study proving blood transfusion is associated with a worse outcome; however data continues to support the association, though more research is needed to guide transfusion requirements in the post cardiac surgical patient.116

Renal function
Age-related deterioration in renal function is typical even in a 20-year-old, and the slope of deterioration is increased due to autoregulatory dysfunction typical in the elderly.117 Non-pulsatile CPB, relative hypoperfusion, inflammation, hypothermia, and

---

Table 21.2 Physiological comorbidities and changes in the elderly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physiological system</th>
<th>Age-induced changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>↓ cardiac output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ response to inotropes / catecholamines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>↓ vital capacity/DLCO/VO2 max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ elastic recoil of the lung (senile emphysema)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ maximum midexpiratory flow rate / FEV1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ mucociliary function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal</td>
<td>↓ renal size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ glomerular number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ creatinine clearance (GFR decrease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ tubular function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ Na and K reabsorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central nervous system</td>
<td>↓ brain size (but no change in intelligence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ motor neuron function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ autonomic nervous system adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haematological</td>
<td>↓ bone marrow response to blood loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ platelet number (thrombocytopenia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ immune function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>↓ oesophageal function (presbyoesophagus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ intrinsic factor production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ colon peristaltic function (chronic constipation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ liver size and synthetic function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrine</td>
<td>↓ lean body mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ number and function of pancreatic β cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ glucose homeostasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ vitamin level (vitamin C/folate/thiamine deficiency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal and</td>
<td>↓ turnover of dermal cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integument</td>
<td>↓ wound healing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↑ muscle mass/strength/endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↑ ability to mobilize and exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↑ peripheral insulin resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↑ adiposity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↑ osteoporosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↑ epidermal atrophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↑ skin ulcers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↑ degenerative joint disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
relative hypovolaemia all play a part in inducing postoperative renal dysfunction. Preoperative renal dysfunction has been shown to be an independent predictor of long-term mortality in cardiac surgery patients. It is common, although the majority of patients reach their nadir at the 2nd to 3rd day and begin to recover with optimal fluid management and avoidance of hypoperfusion and nephrotoxins. Drugs such as dopamine and frusemide may induce a diuresis, but do not alter the incidence of renal failure. They may, however, be useful in achieving a negative fluid balance preventing further pulmonary insults or adverse sequelae. If fluid excess cannot be reversed, or metabolic abnormalities are overwhelming, renal replacement should be instituted with the knowledge that post-cardiac surgery patients requiring renal replacement have substantially worse outcomes.

Neurological dysfunction

Neurological dysfunction, common in the standard cardiac surgical population, is much more common in the elderly, and can manifest as delayed wakening post surgery, a confusional state, delirium, or even a dense hemiplegia. Inflammation, hypoperfusion, and embolization in the setting of an abnormal vascular tree all collude to induce alternation in neurological function in up to 70 per cent of patients. Excellence in intraoperative management and monitoring of brain perfusion has been shown to reduce both ICU stay and neurological complications. Again, OPCAB has not resulted in improved neurological function.

Nutritional status

Catabolism is normal following any large operation, but may be even more profound in the elderly, who often present to surgery nutritionally depleted. Preoperative assessment and assistance to obtain a nutritionally optimized patient minimizes the risk of postoperative refeeding syndrome and puts the patient in the best position for recovery.

Postoperative pain control

Perioperative pain is poorly assessed and managed, with elderly patients at a higher risk of adverse consequences from under-relieved and under-treated pain. Pre-emptive analgesia has been attempted for cardiac surgery with medications such as gabapentin, although the results have not consistently shown an improvement in postoperative pain scores or decreased opioid usage. Oral paracetamol is effective in this patient cohort, and the intravenous form is useful when concerns arise of postoperative gastrointestinal tract stasis. Management of postoperative opioid analgesia in elderly cardiac patients is challenging—effectively treating pain decreases the occurrence of a stress reaction and may even prevent chronic postoperative pain; however, large doses of opioids are associated with sedation and respiratory depression. In addition to producing deterioration in physiological, physical, mental and cognitive functions, natural ageing causes changes in the pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics of drugs, and sensitivity to the actions of opioids is increased with age while clearance of opioids is reduced. No specific study on the ideal opioid for the elderly has been performed, but it can be concluded that opioids are efficacious in both acute and chronic non-cancer pain in the elderly. Functional impairment of excretory organs is common in the elderly, affecting both the liver and kidneys. For all opioids except buprenorphine, the half-life of the active drug and metabolites is increased in the elderly and in patients with renal dysfunction. It is recommended that—except for buprenorphine—doses be reduced, a longer time interval be used between doses, creatinine clearance be monitored, and that buprenorphine may be considered to be the top-line choice for opioid treatment in the elderly once extubated if both hepatic and renal function is affected.

One study on postoperative pain control elucidated that after cardiac surgery with inhalation anaesthesia and a fentanyl regimen based on body weight, the fentanyl concentration in plasma was higher in elderly (mean 80 years) than in younger patients (mean 52 years) (see Fig. 21.11). Additionally, after extubation the plasma levels of intravenously administered standardized doses of oxycodone hydrochloride were similar in the older and the younger patients, but older patients had better pain relief and became more deeply sedated after the 3rd dose of oxycodone hydrochloride (see Fig. 21.12). Attempting to avoid systemic opioids and utilizing pain control methods such as thoracic epidural anaesthesia or spinal opioids may be better in the elderly, because thoracic epidural anaesthesia produces a higher stroke volume index and central venous oxygenation without an increase in heart rate or mean arterial pressure in elderly cardiac surgery patients. However, significant discourse still occurs on this topic, as thoracic epidural anaesthesia does not reduce the time in the ICU or improve the quality of recovery, while unduly putting patients at risk for catastrophic bleeding and neurological complications. Systemic opioids still remain the mainstay of treatment for acute pain post-cardiac surgery in the elderly patient. However, particular attention needs to be paid to the dosing of opioids in elderly surgical patients, who often need a smaller amount for adequate analgesia than younger adults and may require different types of opioids based on organ system dysfunction. There are no clearly superior drugs or regimens, however the appropriate drug should be chosen based on safety and tolerability considerations with an understanding of the differences in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in the elderly patient.

Fig. 21.11 Plasma concentrations of fentanyl after the continuous i.v. infusion at the end of cardiac surgery and 2 h later. At the end of surgery and 2 h later, the mean plasma concentrations of fentanyl were significantly higher in the elderly patients than in the younger ones (P = 0.042). Reproduced with permission from Pesonen A, Suojaranta-Ylinen R, et al., ‘Comparison of effects and plasma concentrations of opioids between elderly and middle-aged patients after cardiac surgery’, Acta Anaesthesiologica Scandinavica, 53, 1, pp. 101–108, 2009, Wiley

Neurocognitive changes after cardiac surgery

The neurological consequences of CABG are well known, but there remains uncertainty about the severity and timing of postoperative cognitive decline and its relationship with any underlying damage to the brain. Adverse cerebral complications after cardiac surgery—including postoperative stroke (CVA), POCD, brain injury (BI), and silent brain injury (SBI)—are associated with prolonged hospitalization, excessive operative mortality, high hospital costs, and altered quality of life.96 There is a continuum of decline from mild, transient cognitive impairment without evidence of brain insult, to the more devastating occurrence of clinical stroke, and perhaps enhancing the onset of dementia.139 The American College of Cardiology and the American Heart Association have classified neurological complications after cardiac surgery into two categories, namely type I and type II.140 Type I neurological deficits include stroke and transient ischaemic attack, coma and fatal cerebral injury; type II neurological deficits are diffuse and not well-defined, and include delirium and POCD, involving deficits of memory, concentration, and psychomotor speed. An understanding of the magnitude, time course, and profile of any cognitive decline following CABG surgery is necessary for risk assessment and possible implementation of neuroprotective strategies.139 There is a significant divergence in the literature on what the definition of delirium and postoperative cognitive decline after cardiac surgery should encompass, and when patients should be assessed for this cognitive impairment. Murkin and colleagues provided some coherence on the topic in 1995, drafting a consensus statement on the assessment of cognitive function after cardiac surgery.141 Despite years of study many facets of the incidence, pathogenesis, and consequences of SBI remain to be clarified. It has long been assumed that cerebral embolism associated with CPB, or triggered by intracardiac and intra-aortic manipulation, accounts for both postoperative stroke and POCD.142 There is a significantly decreased rate of stroke when manipulation of the ascending aorta was avoided during CABG.143 No studies isolated the impact of aortic manipulation in the elderly population to determine the true nature of this question, however given that the atherosclerotic burden increases with age it is very likely to be relevant. There are alternative explanations however (e.g. procedure-associated cerebral hypoperfusion or the effects of perioperative drug therapy), with perhaps the most telling observation that POCD can occur in one-third of elderly patients after major non-cardiac surgery.142 Ageing without any comorbidities is associated with low-grade systemic inflammatory activity which may predispose the elderly individual to a higher likelihood of POCD.87 Whether focusing on surgery or patient-related causative factors of POCD, a recurring theme is the inflammatory response—and speculation that the systemic inflammation known to be associated with cardiac surgery and to cause dysfunction of several organ systems via inflammatory effects also results in neuronal inflammation and cognitive dysfunction (see Table 21.3).87 Two recent meta-analyses demonstrated only very limited differences between on- and off-pump groups.139,144 OPCAB patients tested better at the Digit Symbol subtest at the earlier time points, while conversely the on-pump group performed better at late follow-up.139,144 The speculation is that brain vulnerability to transient hypoxia might help explain certain findings in this population—such as the association of early postoperative cognitive decline with intraoperative mean arterial pressure and cerebral oximetry abnormalities—however, simple measures to improve intraoperative brain oxygenation do not improve early cognitive outcome.100,139 Cardiac surgery may provide the catalyst for a new cognitive deficit in some elderly patients, yet in others it may be an added burden on a neurocognitive system that was already suffering decline. In these cases it is important to explore potentially modifiable perioperative risk factors that may be associated with further brain insult. EEG, transcranial Doppler sonography (embolus detection) and cerebral oximetry can indicate acute deficits in brain perfusion and oxygenation during surgery; in fact the simple presence of such neuromonitoring can reduce the incidence of neural injury.139 SBI is common in healthy elderly people and...
describes a focal ischaemic lesion detected by brain imaging without a history of transient ischaemic attack (TIA) or CVA to explain the imaging findings. The prevalence of postoperative neurological complications in patients with SBI is related to advanced age, renal dysfunction, preoperative cognitive dysfunction, atherosclerosis of the ascending aorta, and intracranial arterial stenosis. Preoperative cognitive impairment is common in patients with SBI and BI, and may reflect diffuse cerebral vascular lesions present preoperatively. MRI examination of the brain both pre- and postoperatively provides a means of identifying and quantifying brain injury even in the absence of clinical signs, and potentially reduces or eliminates the problem of accurate ascertainment of perioperative SBI by neurocognitive testing. However, MRI is contraindicated with certain valve replacements and pacing wires.

### Heart transplantation and mechanical assist devices

Data suggests that carefully selected elderly patients have good outcomes and an improved quality of life after cardiac surgery; however, surgical interventions such as heart transplantation and implantation of ventricular assist devices (VADs) are not universally indicated. The lack of biological reserve to withstand such invasive procedures, the severe systemic inflammatory response from VADs, the challenge of extreme immunosuppression for heart transplantation and the higher risk of thromboembolism in the elderly patient top the list of factors that mitigate against their inclusion in such programmes. Additionally, the current climate of a worldwide organ shortage and healthcare cost rationing often precludes the very elderly from these life-sustaining procedures.

Individuals being considered for LVAD implantation fall into two general categories: bridge to transplant (BTT) and destination therapy (DT). VADs are approved as DT (permanent use without plans for transplantation) in individuals with advanced heart failure who are not candidates for a cardiac transplant, and as such, they are being increasingly used in older adults. Data from the United States shows that the mean age of individuals undergoing DT from June 2006 to January 2010 was 61.7 (range 23–82), compared with 52.7 (range 19–88) for individuals receiving LVADs for all other indications. Technology is rapidly evolving, and DT is becoming available in many centres, such that an increase in the numbers of older adults considered for this therapy can be expected. Recent studies suggest positive effects of DT on symptom management, quality of life, and functional capacity prompting consideration of mechanical circulatory support as a viable treatment option for individuals with advanced heart failure seeking palliation. LVAD patients 70 or more years of age in one research analysis had good functional recovery, survival, and quality of life at 2 years, and the authors stated that advanced age should not be used as an

### Table 21.3 Binary logistic regression with preoperative predictors of delirium in patients undergoing cardiac surgery. Age, MMSE, neurological disease, and ScO\textsubscript{2} ox could be identified as independent predictors of delirium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Prevalence delirium, percentage</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>&lt;70 years</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥70 years</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>1.54–12.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE score</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>&gt;27</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24–27</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.76–6.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≤23</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>1.75–24.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additive EuroScore</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0 to 3</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 to 6</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.19–2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7 to 9</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.24–3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥10 to 20</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.17–3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological disease</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>2.02–19.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemoglobin</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>&gt;120 g/L</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≤120 g/L</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.27–1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTproBNP</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>&lt;1000 pg/ml</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥1000 pg/ml</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.57–3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline ScO\textsubscript{2} with O\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>&gt;59.5%</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≤59.5%</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.14–9.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI, confidence interval; MMSE, Mini-Mental Status Examination; NTproBNP, N-terminal pro B-type natriuretic peptide; O\textsubscript{2}, oxygen; ScO\textsubscript{2} ox, cerebral oxygen saturation.

independent contraindication when selecting a patient for LVAD therapy at experienced centres. Although LVADs increase quality of life and survival, the associated treatment burdens and complications deserve careful consideration. Clear guidance regarding the use of DT that addresses the risks, burdens and societal costs in older adults is required. In addition, the full inclusion of palliative care and geriatric medicine teams in the care of individuals receiving destination mechanical support is absolutely essential for these devices to be used successfully in this age group.

Weaning from CPB entails the progressive transition from full mechanical support to spontaneous heart activity that provides sufficient blood flow and perfusion to body systems. Elderly patients with numerous comorbidities may require additional pharmacological support, and additionally 1 per cent of patients may need additional mechanical assistance to bridge the gap between CPB and full self-sufficient perfusion.\(^1^{51}\) Insertion of IABP should be considered in patients with ongoing instability to reduce LV afterload, improve coronary diastolic blood flow, and increase systemic oxygen delivery.\(^1^{52}\) High-risk patients should have the IABP inserted preoperatively or pre-CPB. A recent cohort study of 7440 patients confirms that preoperative IABP is associated with strong trends to reduced mortality despite higher predicted mortality based on risk scoring.\(^1^{53}\) Additionally, post-CPB IABP insertion is associated with a higher operative mortality (10 per cent vs 16 per cent).\(^1^{52,1^{53}}\) Extra-corporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) is also a consideration for short-term therapy of cardiorespiratory failure after cardiac surgery—especially for patients with RV failure, severe pulmonary oedema and persistent ventricular dysrhythmias.\(^1^{52}\) The advantage or peripherally inserted fem-fem ECMO in comparison to IABP is that it provides not only cardiopulmonary support, but biventricular support, oxygenated blood flow to vital organs, and flow even during periods of severe bradycardia or tachycardia.\(^1^{51,1^{54}}\) ECMO is a good option for temporary (up to 1 week) support of critically ill patients to gain time for biventricular function to improve and allow for unhurried decisions to be made on the usefulness or futility of further therapy.

**Minimally invasive and transcatheter valvular techniques**

Emerging techniques are coming to the fore to treat valvular heart disease. Aortic valve stenosis is the most common debilitating valvular heart lesion in adults, and surgical aortic valve replacement is the treatment of choice for the vast majority of affected individuals.\(^3^{1}\) Advanced age is a risk factor for mortality after AVR. Hospital mortality after AVR in octogenarians varies from 5–7 per cent; and except for Thourani et al. who reported a mortality of 16.4 per cent in high-risk elderly patients undergoing AVR, there are few studies focusing on mortality in the high-risk elderly group.\(^1^{34,35,1^{55}}\) In some series, 30–40 per cent of patients are considered too high a risk for surgery and remain untreated—a cohort expected to increase due to the ageing population and improved therapeutic options in patients with multiple comorbidities and advanced medical conditions.\(^1^{56}\) Medical management carries a poor prognosis and the effects of percutaneous balloon aortic valvuloplasty are modest and short lived.\(^1^{57,1^{58}}\) Since AVR in high-risk elderly is associated with higher early morbidity and mortality, and poor 5-year survival, non-conventional methods of AVR are increasingly being offered. Transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI), a minimally invasive technique, minimizes surgical trauma by avoiding sternotomy, aortotomy, and the use of CPB; and by implanting the prosthesis into a beating heart, avoids cardiac arrest in order to improve post-operative patient outcome. The PARTNER trial compared TAVI to open surgery or medical management with the primary outcome measure to prove non-inferiority to conventional AVR.\(^1^{59,1^{60}}\) The trial showed TAVI was no worse than surgery at 1 year and better than medical management, albeit with a higher stroke rate—a situation that was maintained at 2-year follow-up.\(^1^{60}\) Nevertheless, according to the ACCF/AATS/SCAI/STS expert consensus document TAVI is a complex procedure that requires meticulous attention to detail to avoid complications, and the multi-specialty nature requires a team-based approach at selected high-volume centres.\(^1^{56}\)

Patient selection should be based on published randomized data. TAVI is recommended in patients with predicted survival more than 12 months, high surgical risk (EuroSCORE ≥20 per cent/STS score ≥10 per cent), and prohibitive surgical risk patients (50 per cent + risk of mortality or morbidity at 30 days) who are judged to have the potential to benefit—although indications are likely to evolve and encompass additional patients in the future.\(^1^{56,1^{57}}\)

Percutaneous mitral valve procedures are also being performed. Percutaneous edge-to-edge leaflet stitching technique (MitraClip—Abbott Vascular, Menlo Park, California) for mitral regurgitation is safer than surgery, although less effective.\(^1^{61}\) The MitraClip works on the principle of edge-to-edge (double orifice) repair which involves grasping the free edges of the anterior and posterior leaflets and clipping them together (see Fig. 21.13). Safety and feasibility of this procedure was demonstrated in the EVEREST1 trial.\(^1^{62,1^{63}}\) EVEREST II trial showed non-inferiority of the MitraClip to surgery; however MitraClip was less effective in reducing MR and led to higher rates of surgery requiring MVR on potentially repairable valves.\(^1^{61}\) The majority of mitral techniques are under development and include: transcatheter leaflet repair, coronary sinus annuloplasty, direct annulus modification, chamber remodelling therapy and transcatheter mitral valve implantation.\(^1^{61}\) Currently the mitral procedures are more experimental than practical, and are utilized in trial patients in highly specialized centres (see Table 21.4).\(^1^{61}\)

Implantation of both the Edwards SAPIEN and the CoreValve in AS is usually performed via the transfemoral approach, which requires femoral artery access, retrograde crossing of the aortic
valve, and retrograde valve deployment within the native aortic valve (see Figs 21.14–21.16). 164,165 Deployment may be performed by balloon inflation under rapid ventricular pacing (RVP) or by slowly retracting the outer sheath without RVP. 164 The transfemoral approach may not be feasible in patients with significant aortic or ilio-femoral arterial disease and the transaxillary approach (performed via surgical isolation and direct puncture of the left axillary artery), transapical approach (access to the left ventricular cavity is typically obtained through a small anterolateral thoracotomy), and open surgical access to the retroperitoneal iliac artery and the ascending aorta are other options. 156,157,164 The presence of a patent LIMA graft is a relative contraindication to the use of the transaxillary approach because of the risk of occlusion or dissection, and the transapical approach raises concerns about chest wall discomfort and potential for respiratory compromise and prolonged ventilation in patients with severe respiratory dysfunction. 164,166 A complementary approach using both CE-approved devices and alternative routes tailored to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>MR types</th>
<th>Vascular access</th>
<th>Current development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge-to-edge leaflet repair</td>
<td>MitraClip®</td>
<td>Abbott Vascular Inc.</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>Femoral vein, transeptal</td>
<td>Largest world experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary sinus annuloplasty (indirect annuloplasty)</td>
<td>MONARC</td>
<td>Edwards Lifesciences</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Internal jugular vein, coronary sinus</td>
<td>First-in-man study published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARILLION®</td>
<td>Cardiac Dimensions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Internal jugular vein, coronary sinus</td>
<td>First-in-man study published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTMA®</td>
<td>Viacor Inc.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Subclavian vein, coronary sinus</td>
<td>First-in-man study published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct annulus modification</td>
<td>Percutaneous annuloplasty system (PAS)</td>
<td>Mitralign Guided delivery system</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Femoral artery, retrograde to LV</td>
<td>First-in-man study performed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AccuCinch® QuantumCor®</td>
<td>QuantumCor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Femoral artery, retrograde to LV</td>
<td>Preclinical evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber remodelling therapy</td>
<td>PS3</td>
<td>Ample Medical Inc.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Transseptal, coronary sinus access</td>
<td>First-in-man study published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percutaneous mitral valve implantation</td>
<td>EndoValve</td>
<td>EndoValve</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>Minithoracotomy and LA purse-string approach, transcatheter approach to follow</td>
<td>Preclinical evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a QuantumCor access is currently unknown, possibilities are transseptal or femoral artery then retrograde to the left ventricle.


the anatomy and the comorbidities of the appropriately selected patient is a main component for success. Antithrombotic guidelines for TAVI are not universal, however common practice is administration of aspirin and clopidogrel loading doses before the procedure. To minimize the risk for renal impairment, pre-procedural hydration and N-acetylcysteine can be beneficial from non-invasive cerebral monitoring. Periprocedural ing doses before the procedure. To minimize the risk for renal impairment, pre-procedural hydration and N-acetylcysteine can be administered the day before the TAVI and pre-procedural hydration and N-acetylcysteine can be administered the day before the TAVI.

Antihypertension drugs, including angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, should be discontinued. During aortic valve ballooning and balloon pros-thesis implantation transient partial cardiac standby is induced, usually by RVP permitting aortic valve deployment and preventing malposition and embolization of the prosthesis. RVP is a key feature of the procedure and needs full attention and communication by the anaesthetist as the patient’s haemodynamic response to RVP initiation and termination is important. Initial pacing wire testing or valvuloplasty can create severe or prolonged hypotension during and after RVP, and the patient may either require vasopres-sor before the subsequent pacing period or before initially starting RVP to avoid significant hypotension (see Table 21.5). Anaesthesia techniques for TAVI vary with the aim of providing less-invasive anaesthesia without compromising the safety of the patient. Local anaesthesia plus sedation is a reliable alternative to general anaesthesia. General anaesthesia should provide good haemodynamic stability, cardio-protection, adequate attenuation of stress response, and early awakening. Many centres prefer general anaesthesia with endotracheal intubation because it facilitates valve positioning by maintaining patient immobility; controlling respiratory motion; may be a necessity when the patient is unable to tolerate the operation due to fatigue or difficulty in lying supine; facilitates the potentially complicated introducer sheath placement, removal and eventual surgical repair of arterial access sites; allows the use of TOE; and facilitates management of procedural complications.

However, general anaesthesia is associated with potential respiratory complications and haemodynamic instability, and protocols for local anaesthesia plus sedation—sedation accomplished with remifentanil, propofol, local infiltration or preoperative ilioinguinal/iliohypogastric block—are well documented. With transapical TAVI general anaesthesia is generally considered mandatory; and with transaxillary TAVI, general anaesthesia or local anaesthesia plus sedation can be performed—although superficial cervical plexus block in addition to local infiltration has also been reported. Complications to be vigilant for include: hypotension and myocardial ischaemia secondary to RVP; high-degree A-V block and heart block, especially with the CoreValve; vascular complications, blood loss and arterial damage at the site of device insertion; aortic regurgitation, malposition and embolization of the device post-deployment; left main coronary artery occlusion; cardiac tamponade; and postoperative renal failure and neurological complications. Poor left ventricle function is not a contraindication to extubating the patient immediately post-procedure if the haemodynamic stability is maintained and the procedure went as planned. Postoperative pain is effectively managed with non-steroidal agents/paracetamol and a low dose of opioids if renal function is adequate. A brief time in the recovery room and early transfer to an intermediate care unit provided with bedside telemetry is a suitable alternative strategy in selected patients with an uneventful operative course is preferable to ICU admission and remaining intubated (see Table 21.6).

There is no doubt that with proper planning, an appropriate hybrid operating theatre set-up, and clear guidelines on patient assessment, TAVI can be done safely and effectively in high-risk patients. Preprocedural multidisciplinary assessment of the patient is essential, and the anaesthetist plays a large role in this process. Bailout strategies, such as intraoperative ECMO, that are clear, planned and individualized to each patient, should be discussed prior to the procedure. It is our practice that ECMO is discontinued prior to moving the patient from the operating theatre.
### Table 21.5 Key stages of TAVI procedure and possible complications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAVI stage</th>
<th>Purpose of TAVI stage</th>
<th>Complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vascular access</td>
<td>Placement of guidewires for valve introduction; placement of catheters and guidewires for CPB or ECMO support</td>
<td>Dissection of femoral artery/ascending or descending aorta; vascular perforation and retroperitoneal hematoma; haemorrhage; distal embolic phenomena; distal hypoperfusion; LIMA occlusion if left trans-axillary approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans-apical access</td>
<td>Placement of guidewires for valve introduction; placement of catheters and guidewires for CPB or ECMO support</td>
<td>Lung injury; pneumothorax; haemothorax; chest wall pain; respiratory compromise requiring ventilation; air embolism during LV cannulation; tamponade; stroke; myocardial infarction; atrio-ventricular block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement and testing of RVP wires</td>
<td>Testing temporary pacemaker to achieve ventricular tachycardia (VT) and brief cessation of aortic ejection</td>
<td>Perforation of right atrium or right ventricle with pacing wires; sustained VT; myocardial ischaemia; haemodynamic compromise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balloon valvuloplasty under RVP</td>
<td>Dilation of the calcified aortic annulus to prepare for valve implantation</td>
<td>Displacement of calcification particles and risk of stroke or myocardial infarction from coronary embolization; acute aortic regurgitation; atrio-ventricular block; aortic root rupture; aortic dissection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve positioning</td>
<td>Identification of the position of the transcatheter valve in the native aortic annulus</td>
<td>Displacement of calcification particles and risk of stroke or myocardial infarction from coronary embolization; valve embolization; flow obstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve deployment</td>
<td>Implantation of the valve in the native aortic annulus</td>
<td>Coronary artery occlusion; myocardial infarction; valve embolization; paravalvular regurgitation (poor adherence of valve to aortic annulus); valvular regurgitation (damaged valve by implantation, patient–prosthesis mismatch); displacement of calcification particles and risk of stroke or myocardial infarction from coronary embolization; atrio-ventricular block; aortic root rupture; aortic dissection; aortic annular rupture; cardiac perforation and tamponade; mitral valve injury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPB: cardiopulmonary bypass; ECMO: extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; LIMA: left internal mammary artery; RVP: rapid ventricular pacing; TAVI: transcatheter aortic valve implantation.


### Table 21.6 Comparison of anaesthetic techniques for transfemoral TAVI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Local anaesthesia</th>
<th>General anaesthesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pros</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster preparation time</td>
<td>Increased patient discomfort for catheter placement</td>
<td>Allows use of procedural TOE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows for neurological assessment at critical stages</td>
<td>Precludes use of TOE</td>
<td>Painless insertion of catheters and guidewires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May incur more stable haemodynamics during RVP</td>
<td>Movement of patient may occur (making catheter placement, balloon valvuloplasty and valve deployment more concerning stages)</td>
<td>Allows faster interventions if bleeding occurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorter implantation time</td>
<td>Haemodynamic instability can occur due to sedation</td>
<td>No patient movement at any stage of procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster recovery time</td>
<td>Time delay if intubation needed</td>
<td>Precludes neurological assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Either no need or shorter stay in ICU</td>
<td>Depressed ventilation and hypercapnia due to sedation</td>
<td>No need to rush into a GA if instability occurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorter hospital stay</td>
<td>Limited airway access due to fluoroscopy and TTE access</td>
<td>Increased need for inotropes during and after RVP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early ambulation more likely</td>
<td></td>
<td>Delayed extubation times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cons**

- Facilitates management of complications
- Higher comorbidities
- Alters temperature management
- Longer operation time
- Possibly increased requirement for ICU/longer hospital stay/increased hospital costs

ICU: intensive care unit; RVP: rapid ventricular pacing; TOE: transoesophageal echocardiography; TTE: transthoracic echocardiography.

Postoperative standardized monitoring, and patient care pathways and management protocols are required to smooth functioning of the process and patient safety.169

Conclusion

The procedures that are being developed and are available for younger patients are also of great value to the elderly patient with cardiovascular disease. Outcomes both functional and symptomatic are good and there is no longer any age limit to the provision of cardiac surgical intervention. Relatively non-invasive interventional techniques offer clear advantages to the elderly who are more prone to cognitive dysfunction following operations based on CPB provided that full rescue facilities are available in the event of procedural complications. The improvement in functional ability achieved by these cardiac surgical procedures can make all the difference between maintaining an independent life and one of increasing dependency and isolation but this depends on meticulous assessment and planning throughout the patient’s perioperative journey.
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CHAPTER 22

Neuroanaesthesia in the elderly

Bernard Graf and Chris Dodds

Introduction

The administration of anaesthesia to aged neurosurgical patients is increasingly common and requires not only an understanding of the basic principles of neurophysiology and the effects of anaesthetic agents on intracranial dynamics but also an understanding of the anatomy and physiology of the central nervous system in elderly patients. The practice of neuroanaesthesia is unique in that the target organ of both the surgeon and the anaesthetist is the same. The impact of the surgery has a profound influence on the anaesthetic management of the elderly patient especially as often the only aspect of the elderly patient that does not suffer from loss of reserve appears to be their personality.

General preoperative evaluation

Neurosurgical procedures generally differ from other surgical procedures by their length of operating time, the positioning of the patient, and the need for techniques such as hyperventilation, cerebral dehydration, and deliberate hypotension. When assessing the elderly patient for these procedures their comorbid status and medication must be incorporated into the anaesthetic plan. Not all elderly patients will be able to tolerate either the duration of surgery, positioning, or use of means to reduce intracranial volume.

The common comorbidities in the elderly of cardiac, pulmonary, and renal diseases have to be evaluated in the context, for instance, of the risk of administering osmotically active agents such as manitol with sudden changes in intravascular volume or using hyperventilation to reduce intracranial volume. When the duration of surgery is likely to be long optimization of cardiac, respiratory, or renal dysfunction is important and unless surgery is urgent should be instituted before operation.

The preoperative evaluation in these patients must also include a complete and written neurological examination with special attention to the patient’s level of consciousness, presence or absence of increased ICP, and extent of focal neurological deficits. This evaluation is important for the postoperative judgement of the neurological status as well as the postoperative detection of cognitive dysfunctions. Preoperative activity levels and cognitive function have to be screened and documented accurately, because these parameters will determine postoperative outcome and therefore the choice of the surgical and anaesthetic techniques.1

The elderly have a greater tolerance of a rising intracranial pressure (ICP) (see later) and exhibit the typical signs of intracranial hypertension relatively late compared to younger patients. The presence of a headache, nausea, papilloedema, unilateral pupillary dilation, and oculomotor or abducens palsy indicate the need for urgent action to reduce ICP whereas a depressed level of consciousness and irregular respiration is a life threatening neurosurgical emergency. Clinical signs do not reliably indicate the level of the ICP. Only directly cerebrospinal pressure measurement can be used to quantitate this; however, indirect evidence of elevated ICP can be determined by evaluating the computed tomography (CT) or more commonly the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan for a mass lesion that is accompanied by a midline shift of 0.5 cm or greater and/or an encroachment of expanding brain on cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) cisterns.

Fluid and electrolyte abnormalities are very common in patients with reduced levels of consciousness. Elderly patients are usually dehydrated and develop electrolyte abnormalities because of age-related decreased fluid intake, iatrogenic water restriction, neuroendocrine abnormalities, and diuresis from diuretics. Fluid and electrolyte abnormalities should be corrected before the induction of anaesthesia in order to prevent cardiovascular instability. Normally, except for acute neurosurgical emergencies (e.g. head trauma, impending herniation, and spinal cord compression with paraplegia), most neurosurgical procedures can be delayed in order to optimize patients with medically unstable conditions.

General intraoperative management

In common with the anaesthetic management of elderly patients for other forms of surgery a balanced technique with a smooth induction and recovery is important. This is especially true to maintain an appropriate cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP). In particular, intracranial hypertension or hypotension should be avoided to provide optimal surgical conditions but also to ensure perfusion to vascular watershed areas of the brain. At the moment there are few indications for regional anaesthesia during neurosurgery (see ‘Awake craniotomy’ section).

Invasive monitoring is required for all but the most minor procedures. It is especially indicated in prolonged procedures in frail elderly patients. Full haemodynamic monitoring allows for the provision of a stable ICP and an adequate CPP. Beat to beat haemodynamic monitoring allows rapid identification of changes and opportunities to restore CPP.

Most anaesthetic agents reduce neuronal activity and in parallel reduce the cerebral metabolic requirement for oxygen (CMRO₂). They therefore provide a protective mechanism when oxygen demand may outweigh supply.
Unfortunately, many anaesthetic agents also reduce the mean arterial blood pressure by causing arterial vasodilatation. This induced hypotension directly reduces the CPP.

Anaesthetic drugs with minimal effects on arterial blood pressure should be used in the critically ill aged patients. However, if hypotension does occur the use of directly acting vasoconstrictors can restore perfusion pressure and may provide a stable CPP during induction and maintenance of anaesthesia provided that the patient does not have incipient cardiac failure.

Intraoperative positioning, especially if marked head up or sitting, can lead to postural hypotension which can be difficult to treat. Recovery after surgery should be swift to allow neurological assessment postoperatively. The modern anaesthetic agents and opioids provide both intraoperative control and a fast return of consciousness. As the surgical procedures may last many hours, drugs with prolonged context sensitive half-times are best avoided if early neurological assessment in necessary.

**Principle of neuroanaesthesia**

The cornerstone of neuroanaesthesia is the maintenance of a stable CPP. One of the major determinants of the CPP is the pressure/volume relationship within the cranial vault. The CPP is the calculated difference between the mean arterial pressure (MAP) and the sum of the intracranial pressure (ICP) and the central venous pressure (CVP):

\[
\text{CPP} = \text{MAP} - (\text{ICP} + \text{CVP})
\]

Under normal physiological conditions, the ICP remains at 1–2 kPa (5–12 mmHg). The venous pressure is physiologically zero in younger subjects but is normally increased in the elderly because of an age-dependent rise in venous pressure due to diastolic dysfunction and tricuspid insufficiency. MAP is the main factor for determining the CPP. In the presence of a raised ICP, a raised venous pressure or a low MAP, the CPP is explicitly reduced. As the therapeutic aim is to maintain an optimal CPP, this can be achieved by lowering ICP with the use of drugs, hyperventilation, or decompression, by increasing the MAP moderately using drugs or volume, and by avoiding obstruction of venous backflow and venous volume overload.

Physiological stability of cerebral blood flow (CBF) during changes in MAP and CPP cerebral vessels is maintained by alterations in cerebrovascular resistance as a process of cerebral autoregulation. If the perfusion pressure falls or metabolic activity increases the cerebral vessels dilate to keep the CBF constant or vice versa they constrict if MAP increases or metabolism decreases. This autoregulation is active between 50 and 150 mmHg, but it can be disturbed by anaesthetics, other drugs, metabolic disorders, and intracranial bleeds (either from strokes or aneurysmal bleeds). Although cerebral autoregulation is normally maintained throughout life, the CBF by itself is decreases with age probably caused by diminished metabolic activity and fewer neurons.

In the presence of a space-occupying pathological lesion, e.g. blood, tumour, or oedema, the brain has only limited compensatory mechanisms before ICP increases significantly. The geriatric brain itself has more space within the cranium for compensation than the younger because the cerebral ventricle system as well as the epidural space is relatively increased because of the decreased amount of cerebral tissue. Daily nearly 50 000 neurons die and most of them are not replaced by neuronal connective tissue, so that more space is available for compensating intracerebral pressure undulations. As the compensating mechanisms are exhausted there is a rapid increase of ICP. The increase of ICP is a late sign in elderly patients but the rapidity of rise once compensation is lost is much worse.

To avoid displacement of brain tissue and cerebellar tonsillar herniation through the foramen magnum caused by increasing ICP moderate hyperventilation to reduce carbon dioxide tensions and ensure adequate oxygen tension and achieve vasoconstriction as well as intracranial liquid mobilization by hyperoncotic mannitol or sodium chloride infusions have to be initiated. If these manoeuvres fail to reduce ICP then emergency decompressive craniectomy may be necessary. The symptoms of a slowly increasing ICP are headache and nausea, whereas a sudden catastrophic increase in ICP by intracerebral haemorrhage causes widespread ischaemia and infarction. This ischaemia in turn initiates a vicious circle of swelling around the infarcted tissue and a further increase in ICP.

If signs of raised ICP are identified, attempts to temporarily reduce the ICP until more definitive management can be instituted include:

- Hyperventilation reduces brain volume by decreasing the CBF through cerebral vasoconstriction. This effect may be effective for 4–6 hours depending on the pH of the CSF. For every 1 kPa change in PaCO₂, CBF changes by 7–14 ml/100 g/min. Hyperventilation is only effective as long as the CO₂ reactivity of the cerebro-vasculature is intact, which can be affected by ischaemia, trauma, tumour, and infection. Anaesthetic agents do not appear to have an impact on the efficacy of hyperventilation. Whilst in humans hyperventilation-dependent vasoconstriction is preserved lifelong, the aged brain (as in neonates) is more vulnerable to ischaemia with profound cerebral vasoconstriction, and special care has to be taken to avoid excessive cerebral PaCO₂-lowering. The typical target PaCO₂ is 4–4.5 kPa (30–35 mmHg), whereby a PaCO₂ less than 4 kPa (30 mmHg) may be associated with ischaemia caused by extreme cerebral vasocstriction in elderly patients.

- For most neurosurgical patients, a neutral head position, elevated 15–30°, is recommended which decreases ICP by improving venous drainage. Conversely, flexing or turning of the head may obstruct cerebral venous outflow causing a dramatic ICP elevation that resolves with resumption of a neutral head position. Lowering the head impairs cerebral venous drainage, which can quickly result in an increase in brain bulk and ICP. The application of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) to mechanically ventilated patients can potentially increase ICP, however a compromise between effects on ICP and optimizing ventilation is normally agreed.

- The administration of pharmacological agents that increase cerebral vascular resistance can acutely reduce ICP. Thiopentone and propofol are used for this purpose as they lower CBF by reducing cerebral metabolism. Hypertonic saline (HTS) and hyperoncotic mannitol are also used to treat intracranial hypertension. The principal mechanism underlying these effects is the induction of a water shift from brain tissues to the intravascular space by the hyperosmolarity of HTS and mannitol because the blood–brain barrier is impermeable to sodium and mannitol. Mannitol is also an osmotic diuretic and can have significant beneficial effects on ICP, CBF, and brain metabolism. Immediately after
bolus administration they expand circulating volume, decrease blood viscosity and therefore increase CBF and cerebral oxygen delivery. Their hyperoncotic properties set up an osmotic gradient and draw water out of neurons. This is however a short term effect, since a continuous infusion or repeated boluses of mannitol do penetrate the blood-brain-barrier and thereby may exacerbate cerebral oedema. Therefore mannitol is best used by bolus administration for acute reduction in ICP. In elderly patients careful consideration should be given before either mannitol or hypertonic sodium chloride are administered, since they are wholly excreted in the urine and cause a rise in serum urine and osmolality. As the elderly are more prone to renal dysfunction, they are at risk from developing acute tubular necrosis, particularly in connection with hypovolaemia.

Fluid restriction is option in less acute situations to reduce ICP but in elderly patients especially with compromised renal function this is relatively contraindicated. This is because it is frequently necessary to induce general anaesthesia for surgical management and maintained normovolaemia is important to limit the potential hypotension in response to anaesthetic agents and positive-pressure ventilation.

**Anaesthesia for craniotomy for tumour or intracranial bleeding**

Craniotomy in geriatric patients is usually for the removal of intracerebral tumours or more often decompression of intracerebral bleeding. In both groups the patient’s history and examination are important to detect signs and symptoms of convulsions, nerve palsies and reduced levels of consciousness. Depending on the location of the tumour neuronal lesions, bulbar palsies and lower cranial nerve paralysis can be seen, whereby lesions of cranial nerves increase the risk of laryngeal incompetence and lead to chronic or acute aspiration of gastric contents and hypoxia.

Intracerebral bleeds are far more common in the elderly, and both acute subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) and chronic subdural haematoma (SDH) are seen. SAH usually presents as an emergency and can cause massive release of catecholamines leading to acute heart failure and malignant arrhythmias with no-specific electrocardiogram (ECG) changes. SDH shows a clear male predominance in older patients, and in most cases follows, often long forgotten minor trauma, or chronic anticoagulation by antiplatelet drugs.

**Intracerebral tumours**

Tumours (meningiomas, gliomas, and metastatic lesions) are initially small and slowly expanding. Particularly in aged patients with their increased ventricles and sulci it takes longer for identifiable increases in ICP because volume-spatial compensation occurs by compression of the CSF compartment and cerebral veins. Because of this increased ability of the elderly intracranial compartment to compensate, patients may exhibit minimal neurological dysfunction despite the presence of a large mass, an elevated ICP and shifts in the position of brain structures. But as soon as the compensatory mechanisms become exhausted any further increase in tumour mass will cause progressively greater increases in ICP. In addition ICP is increased by the brain oedema surrounding the tumour. Cerebral autoregulation is compromised in the area around the tumour. Inadvertent increases in arterial pressure, hypercarbia, hypoxia, vasodilating agents, and jugular venous obstruction can produce significant increases in CBF, which can increase intracranial volume and ICP causing potentially life-threatening cerebral ischaemia and herniation.

If the tumour is located in the posterior fossa, which is a relatively confined space because it contains the medulla, pons, cerebellum, major motor and sensory pathways, primary respiratory and cardiovascular centres, and lower cranial nerve nuclei, decompensation occurs early. This is true even in the elderly with relatively more available space within the skull, where a small, localized tumour can compromise vital structures, causing profound neurological damage at an early stage and without increased ICP compared to tumours in the cerebrum.

**Anaesthesia for cerebral tumours**

Premedication should be prescribed with special care, particularly if there is any doubt about the patient’s level of consciousness. A gross neurological examination should anyways be repeated and documented before induction of anaesthesia to have a documented neurological status quo. Preoperative medications, especially anti-convulsants, steroids, and cardiac drugs, should be continued until and including the day of surgery if possible. In addition to the routine monitoring, direct measurement of arterial blood pressure, arterial blood gases, central venous pressure, and urine output is recommended for all major neurosurgical procedures. In elderly patients invasive haemodynamic monitoring should be placed before induction of anaesthesia because they are at high risk for severe hypotension during induction of narcosis. In addition the arterial cannula allows measurement of the PaCO₂ and an estimate of the ventilation–perfusion mismatch that is more evident in the elderly and means that the end-tidal CO₂ may correlate poorly with the PaCO₂. ICP is normally not available for induction of anaesthesia. In more patients where aggressive ICP management has been instituted before surgery ICP monitors may have been placed but this is a relatively painful procedure that itself may cause bleeding or infection.

It is most important to maintain blood pressure near the preoperative values to preserve CBF during induction of anaesthesia. The prolonged circulation time in the elderly can make this difficult if induction doses of anaesthetic agents are not titrated carefully. The same is true for non-depolarizing muscle relaxants as their onset time will be prolonged by several minutes to full relaxation. The stress response to intubation may be ameliorated by opioids, or a small bolus of propofol or lignocaine. If a rapid sequence technique is necessary, for instance because of known oesophageal reflux, high-dose rocuronium may be preferable to suxamethonium to avoid the potential spike in ICP which can occur with depolarizing relaxants. If there is concern about any difficulty in achieving tracheal intubation a planned approach is necessary because prolonged attempts at laryngoscopy are extremely stimulating and increase cerebral oxygen demand and ICP.

A major challenge of neurosurgical procedures is related to the positioning of the patient for difficult to access tumours, for example, those with an infratentorial location. Positioning can have direct problems from the actual position itself, from postural hypotension, from venous air embolism, or from direct pressure damage. Exploration of the posterior fossa has been traditionally performed in the sitting position because it provides excellent
surgical exposure and facilitates venous and CSF drainage. From the anaesthetic perspective the sitting position compared to the Concorde or modified park bench positions provides better ventilation and easier access to the chest, airway, endotracheal tube, and extremities and reduces facial and conjunctival oedema. However, the sitting position is associated with significant risks for older patients, since it can produce intractable cardiovascular instability. The main risk of this position is that of venous air emboli, which can be lethal. In many centres worldwide the sitting position is no longer used in elderly or frail patients as there is no evidence of long-term differences in outcome dependent on the surgical positioning alone.

Independent of the decision for sitting or semi-reclined positions in elderly patients any flexion of the head on the cervical spine may be hazardous. This may occur on any occasion when pin fixation of the head is necessary. A preoperative examination of the mobility of the cervical spine, including a review of radiological studies to determine the width of the cervical canal, should be performed and recorded in geriatric patients.

Recovery has to be actively managed following neurosurgery, especially if this involves removal of a tumour or evacuation of haematoma when bleeding or rebleeding can be catastrophic. As with all such procedures the conduct of the anaesthetic is aimed at awakening and extubating the patient to permit an early assessment of surgical results and postoperative neurological status.

When the patient is completely stable, the risk of rebleeding is minimal and the reflexes of the patients are fully reversed, the choice of an early versus a delayed recovery in aged neurosurgical patients can be made. In our institution an intravenous lidocaine bolus (1.5 mg/kg) is routinely administered 90 seconds before suctioning and extubating to minimize coughing, straining, and hypertension. Close monitoring and frequent neurological examinations are continued in the recovery room and for elderly patients this may be extended into overnight observation in the neurosurgical intensive care unit.

**Awake craniotomy**

Awake craniotomy is increasingly being used for neurosurgical procedures for removal of tumours involving the eloquent cortex. A neuropsychologist performs neurocognitive testing and/or monitors motor responses during tumour resection, which allows maximal tumour resection with minimal postoperative neurological deficits from retraction, oedema and/or resection of eloquent tissue. In our institution we perform awake craniotomy without any sedation, using only cranial blocks with long-acting local anaesthetics. The preoperative evaluation and preparation of these patients for awake craniotomy is rather different than for general anaesthesia. The main requirements for these patients are that they are cooperative, able to participate in neurocognitive testing, and stoical enough to cope with the stress of an awake craniotomy. At the moment the use of awake craniotomy is very restricted in the elderly and not routinely used in our institute.

**Intracranial bleeding**

Intracranial bleeding can be caused by direct traumatic brain injury (TBI) or by the rupture of an intracranial vessel or aneurysm. Both are devastating diseases and despite considerable advances in their management the outcome remains poor, particularly for geriatric patients. Intracranial bleeding may be from the rupture of a superficial arterial aneurysm causes in subarachnoid haemorrhage or hypertensive leaking from an intracerebral vessel leading to a deep intracerebral haematoma. Whilst SAH has an overall incidence of 8–10 per 100 000 people and a peak incidence for rupture in the fifth and sixth decades, the incidence of stroke continues to increase after 55 years of age. Approximately 15 per cent of strokes are haemorrhagic and rapid assessment and differentiation between thrombotic or haemorrhagic causes allows the choice of appropriate early treatment.

In subarachnoid bleeds, as soon as blood enters the subarachnoid space an abrupt, marked rise in ICP occurs, which causes an acute onset of severe headache with a stiff neck, photophobia, nausea and vomiting, systemic hypertension, and dysrhythmias. Frequently this is seen in parallel with a transient loss of consciousness. Warning symptoms and signs tend to be mild and non-specific (headache, dizziness, orbital pain, slight motor or sensory disturbance), so that they are generally ignored or misdiagnosed particularly by older patients and their physicians. The diagnosis of SAH is routinely made by the combination of clinical signs and a non-contrast CT scan of the head, where high density blood clot can be seen in the basal subarachnoid cisterns. Recently, sensitive spiral CT angiography as well as MRI scans have been used for detection and evaluation of intracranial aneurysms, which have high specificity, sensitivity, and diagnostic accuracy in detecting intracranial aneurysms. Increasingly, the choice of management of acute and multiple aneurysms in by interventional neuroradiology aimed at embolizing the aneurysmal sac. The care of unruptured aneurysms may be either by surgical clipping and occlusion or by interventional neuroradiology as for acute bleeds. The 2003 the International Study of Unruptured Intracranial Aneurysms (ISUIA) demonstrated that no significant differences were observed in outcome between open surgical or endovascular procedures. In this study the strongest predictors of surgical outcome were the patient's age, size, and the location of the aneurysm.

Surgical decompression of an intracranial bleed from a stroke is becoming increasingly common, as the management of strokes is more active and interventional. A bleed volume of 30 ml or more with signs of raised ICP is the usual trigger for intervention. The procedure may vary from simple aspiration of the haematoma to decompressive hemicraniectomy. The risk of further neurological damage associated with an acute intervention in these critically ill elderly patients is high but lacks the detailed evidence available for aneurysmal bleeds.

**Conduct of anaesthesia for intracranial bleeding**

Aneurysmal SAH is usually classified according to either the Hunt and Hess (see Table 22.1) or the World Federation of Neurosurgical Societies (WFNS) classifications. The outcome of these patients is also strongly influenced by the presence of cerebral vasospasm and intracranial hypertension, although the patient's age, the size, and location of the aneurysm are the main predictors of surgical mortality and outcome.

Severity, acuteness, and the stage of the SAH as well as the presence of complications determine the time of surgery. The debate over ‘early versus late’ surgery has still not been resolved. The outcomes appear to show a benefit from early surgery in high grade
and to manage fulminating complications. During embolization procedures it is important to maintain a stable cerebral circulation to enable the neuroradiologist to enter the vessel and safely embolize the aneurysm. If the flow changes this may flush the embolizing material into normal vessels with clear adverse effects.

For intracranial aneurysm surgery the primary aim of anaesthesia is to prevent rupture of the aneurysm by maintaining a stable transmural pressure within the affected vessel and sac and keeping the CPP above the ischaemic threshold. Once the craniectomy is complete and the dissection is about to start most surgeons prefer a ‘slack’ brain to limit traction damage to the underlying brain tissue.

Standard monitoring, including placement of an arterial line and if necessary advanced haemodynamic monitoring as well as electrophysiological monitoring to assess the adequacy of cerebral perfusion, is recommended before induction.

Induction drugs should maintain mean arterial pressure and ICP, so that CPP is constant, since this keeps the transmural pressure also stable, while an increase in mean arterial pressure or fall in ICP will increase transmural pressure and consequently the risk of the life-threatening aneurysm rupture. Intravenous lidocaine and the short-acting β-adrenergic antagonists are recommended to avoid hypertension during laryngoscopy and intubation.

If ICP following induction is normal, then the anaesthetist should maintain normoxia, normocarbia, normothermia, normovolaemia, normotension, and normoglycaemia. If intracranial hypertension is present, the PaCO₂ can be moderately lowered to 4–4.5kPa (30–35 mmHg). General anaesthesia should be deep enough to avoid a hypertensive response to insertion of head pins, the scalp incision, turning the bone flap, and opening the dura. The drugs most frequently used to maintain anaesthesia during aneurysm surgery are intravenous opioids such as fentanyl or remifentanil and propofol infusions with or without 0.5 minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) of a potent inhalation agent such as sevoflurane or desflurane in oxygen and a non-depolarizing muscle relaxant. Where there is very poor intracranial compliance, a continuous infusion of thiopental (1–3 mg/kg/hour following a bolus dose of 5 mg/kg) may be substituted for propofol as the primary anaesthetic although this may be more hazardous in elderly patients because of the blood pressure instability and prolonged recovery from anaesthesia.

If further reduction in intracranial volume is necessary osmotic diuretics, CSF drainage or further hyperventilation may be effective but are more risky in the elderly because of the risk of sudden transmural pressure changes.

For the definitive aneurysm clipping either induced hypotension or temporary occlusion of a major intracranial vessel may be necessary to allow safe placement of the permanent clip. When considering the use of controlled hypotension during aneurysm dissection, the risk/benefit ratio must be assessed for the older patients. Older patients with their higher incidence of cardiovascular diseases, of occlusive cerebrovascular diseases, anaemia, and renal diseases are at high risk during controlled hypotension. The first choice in elderly patients should be temporary occlusion with normotension in order to maintain maximal collateral perfusion. Only if this fails can a moderate reduction in systemic blood pressure (20–30 mmHg) be accepted. This may be achieved with short-acting drugs like sodium nitroprusside, inhalational anaesthetics, and esmolol. Mild intraoperative hypothermia (32 to 34°C)

### Table 22.1 Hunt and Hess classification of patients with subarachnoid haemorrhage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unruptured aneurysm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Asymptomatic, or minimal, headache and slight nuchal rigidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Moderate to severe headache, nuchal rigidity, no neurological deficit other than cranial nerve palsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Drowsiness, confusion, or mild focal deficit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Stupor, moderate to severe hemiparesis, early decerebration, vegetative disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Deep coma, decerebrate rigidity, moribund</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

during aneurysm surgery to enhance the brain’s ability to tolerate ischaemia is not indicated and doesn’t improve outcome in geriatric neurosurgical patients. When the aneurysm is secured, any intraoperative fluid deficits are replaced and additional volume is moderately administered.

When an aneurysm ruptures intraoperatively, there is a high risk of major ischaemic damage or haemorrhagic death if the surgeon can’t gain control with suction and apply either a temporary or the permanent clip to the neck of the aneurysm. When bleeding is excessive and the surgeon loses control of the blood loss, aggressive fluid resuscitation and blood transfusion must commence immediately. Immediate, high-dose administration of cerebroprotective agents is questionable because of associated negative haemodynamic effects.

Cerebral vasospasm

Cerebral vasospasm is a severe and frequent complication in SAH patients and as dangerous as rebleeding, intracranial hypertension, and hydrocephalus. The clinical syndrome of vasospasm is often heralded by a worsening headache and increasing blood pressure; characterized by progressive symptoms of confusion and lethargy, followed by focal motor and speech impairments depending on the arterial territory involved. The syndrome may resolve gradually or progress to coma and death within a period of hours to days. The diagnosis of vasospasm was confirmed by angiography but is increasingly being assessed with transcranial Doppler (TCD). This is a safe, repeatable, non-invasive method to identify and quantify vasospasm and to guide therapeutic interventions. Although the mechanism responsible for vasospasm is still unknown, there is evidence that vasospasm after SAH correlates with the amount of blood in the subarachnoid space, and is possibly caused by oxyhaemoglobin. Another theory is that spreading depolarization from the bleeding spot causes the vasoconstriction. The oral calcium channel blocker nimodipine has become standard prophylactic therapy, although meta-analysis could not proof significant outcome improvements with nimodipine prophylaxis. At present the ‘triple-H’ therapy—hypervolaemia, hypertension, and haemodilution—is the treatment of first choice for ischaemic neurological deficits caused by cerebral vasospasm. However in elderly patients with compromised cardiac reserve hypervolaemia and haemodilution are restricted to prevent cardiac decompensating. Therefore advanced haemodynamic monitoring is required to avoid cardiac failure and pulmonary oedema. Caution is also necessary because hypervolaemia and hypertension can worsen cerebral oedema, increase ICP, and cause haemorrhagic infarction. In the geriatric population the preferred therapeutic interventions for treating symptomatic vasospasm are controlled moderate hypervolaemia supported by inotropic drugs where necessary, and cerebral trans-luminal angioplasty under general anaesthesia and continuous superselective intra-arterial infusion of papaverine, nimodipine or verapamil, which can dilate distal vessels not easily accessible to angioplasty.

Traumatic brain injury

TBI is dependent not only on the extent of the direct irreversible neuronal damage at the time of injury, but also on the occurrence of any secondary insults. These additional insults include:

- Systemic factors such as hypoxaemia, hypercapnia, or hypotension.
- Formation and expansion of an epidural, subdural, or intracerebral haematoma.
- Sustained intracranial hypertension.

Post-traumatic surgical and anaesthetic management is focused on preventing these secondary insults. The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score (see Table 22.2) generally correlates well with the severity of injury and outcome.

Depending on the mechanism of injury cerebral contusions in elderly patients may be limited to the surface of the brain or may involve haemorrhage in deeper hemispheric structures or the brain stem, and each will present with different clinical symptoms. The operative treatment in this population group is usually for depressed skull fractures, evacuation of displacing epidural, subdural, and some intracerebral haematomas, and debridement of penetrating injuries. Developing intracranial hypertension (ICP) can be treated with moderate hyperventilation, mannitol or hypertonic sodium chloride infusions and boluses of barbiturates or propofol. Placing an intracranial pressure sensor appears to be reasonable, since during increases in ICP the CPP should be maintained constantly. An ICP greater than 60 mmHg results in irreversible brain oedema in geriatric patients.

Conduct of anaesthesia for traumatic brain injury

The anaesthetic care of patients with severe head trauma begins in the emergency department. Elderly patients are at risk for hypoxaemia, hypoventilation, and hypotension from other injuries. Therefore supplemental oxygen should be given to all geriatric trauma patients. All trauma patients must be assumed to have a cervical spine injury until proven otherwise. Patients with obvious hypoventilation, an absent gag reflex, and/or a persistent score below 8 on the GCS require immediate tracheal intubation and moderate hyperventilation.

For emergency intubation all patients should be regarded as having a full stomach. Consequently a rapid sequence induction with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eye opening</th>
<th>Best verbal response</th>
<th>Best motor response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneously 4</td>
<td>Oriented, conversing 5</td>
<td>Obeys verbal commands 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To verbal command 3</td>
<td>Disoriented, conversing 4</td>
<td>Localizes to pain 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To pain 2</td>
<td>Inappropriate words 3</td>
<td>Flexion/withdrawal 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None 1</td>
<td>Incomprehensible sounds 2</td>
<td>Abnormal flexion (decorticate) 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No verbal response 1</td>
<td>Extension (decerebrate) 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

manual in-line axial stabilization of the cervical spine is necessary. Administration of thiopental, 1–2 mg/kg, or propofol, 1.0 mg/kg, opioids and suxamethonium or rocuronium as relaxant is indicated. The lower doses of induction agents is important in elderly patients and even more so if they are haemodynamically unstable or hypotensive.

If a difficult intubation is anticipated, consideration of the need for awake fiberoptic intubation or even tracheostomy is necessary, since the head should be immobilized for intubation because of the potential unstable cervical spine. Blind nasal intubation is absolutely contraindicated in the presence of a basilar skull fracture, which is suggested by CSF rhinorrhoea or otorrhoea or haemotympanum. Once the patient is stable the decision between operative and medical management of head trauma is made based on radiographic as well as clinical features; not all TBI patients have to be operated upon. In the event of neurological deterioration and increased ICP, administration of intravenous mannitol and thiopental could be considered, followed by moderate hyperventilation.

If surgical intervention is planned the anaesthetic management is no different to that for other mass lesions associated with intracranial hypertension. Invasive arterial blood pressure and central venous pressure monitoring should be established if not already present. However, in an emergency procedure arterial or venous cannulation should not delay surgical decompression in a rapidly deteriorating patient. An intravenous technique is commonly used, while nitrous oxide is contraindicated since air could be entrapped within the cranium.

For hypertension additional doses of the induction agent can be administered, but also increased concentrations of inhalational anaesthetics or antihypertensives may be used. CPP should be maintained between 70 and 110 mmHg. Disseminated intravascular coagulation may be seen with severe head injuries and is in addition to the bleeding caused by the routine use of antiplatelet and anticoagulant drugs in this age group. The decision whether to extubate the trachea at the end of the surgical procedure depends on the severity of the injury, the presence of concomitant abdominal or thoracic injuries, comorbidities, and the preoperative level of consciousness.

Chronic SDH represents one of the most frequent clinical entities encountered in daily neurosurgical practice for older patients with other associated serious systemic problems. Minor trauma, often long forgotten by the time of presentation, is postulated to be the initial cause in most cases. Pathophysiologically, cerebral atrophy and the concomitant stretching of the bridging veins are the main reasons for SDH. These veins rupture following even minor insult such as a fall, particularly when the patient is on antiplatelet or anticoagulant medication. Because of the cerebral atrophy in ageing patients significant blood collection can occur in the subdural space before a rise in ICP is seen, which is probably the reason for the late presentation. Clinical signs are seizures, focal neurological signs, subtle cognitive deficits such as confusion, memory loss, etc. which mimic many neurological and psychiatric illnesses. The diagnosis of SDH is usually confirmed by CT scan. Surgical intervention and evacuation of the haematoma by burr holes or the wait-and-see attitude depends on the progression or otherwise of symptoms and signs of spreading. For surgical intervention coexisting systemic diseases usually pose a problem for general anaesthesia in this particular patient group, so that an alternative method to general anaesthesia, local anaesthesia, has to be discussed. As this is a relatively superficial procedure many units use a local anaesthetic technique, usually without any sedation.

**Novel neurosurgical procedures**

Stem cell implantation for neurodegenerative disorders or following trauma/stroke has been suggested for many years. Early trials, which did show some effects, used mesodermal rather than ectodermal cell lines and thus were unlikely to provide new neurological tissue. Recent use of ectodermal progenitor cell lines has been reported to improve outcome following stroke. Conditions such as Parkinson’s disease or Alzheimer’s disease where a more progressive cell loss occurs may also benefit from such therapy. The surgical procedures would be stereotactic in nature and may be prolonged. As the majority will be provided for elderly patients anaesthetists will have to develop appropriate techniques to provide optimal surgical operating conditions whilst developing an understanding of the impact that anaesthetic agents may have on such vulnerable cell lines.

**Anaesthesia for surgery on the spine**

Spinal surgery is most often performed for symptomatic nerve root or cord compression secondary to degenerative diseases or trauma. The compression of the spinal cord may occur, on the one hand, by the severe forces caused by blunt trauma, falls, motor vehicle collisions, etc. The spinal cord can also be scrunched or totally severed by disrupted intervertebral bands or dislocated vertebral bodies. On the other hand, age-dependent osteophytic bones, osteoporosis, or protrusion of an intervertebral disc into the spinal canal can severely damage the spinal cord or nerve roots. Spondylitis, a common feature of rheumatoid arthritis, tends to affect the lower cervical spine more than the lumbar spine and typically affects older patients. Operations on the spinal column can decompress the cord, and fuse the spine if disrupted by blunt trauma. Spinal surgery may also be performed to resect a tumour or vascular malformation or to drain an epidural abscess or haematoma in elderly patients. Spinal decompression, discectomy as well as vertebroplasty are also performed in geriatric patients, since the outcome in terms of restored/retained function nearly match those of younger patients.

The blood flow to the spinal cord is dependent on relatively few arteries and these can be compromised by the same medium vessel diseases as coronary or peripheral vessels. As the vertebral column is progressively subject to stresses from posture and minor injuries throughout life, the elderly are more prone to compression from osteophytes, ligamental calcification, and rigidity. The combination of these two processes means that the spinal cord perfusion pressure must be maintained to preserve cord perfusion. The same care that is necessary to maintain the CPP has to be delivered in spinal surgery in the elderly.

**Conduct of anaesthesia for spine surgery**

As the majority of spinal surgery is performed in the prone position the preoperative evaluation of these older patients should particularly focus on their ability to compensate for the changes in physiology in that position and the magnitude of the surgical procedure and its associated stress response. Anterior cervical procedures are less
derning of the patient but do have their own risk of serious complications. In common with cranial surgery it is important to document accurately all existing neurological deficits for legal reasons and this is best performed by an independent specialist or neurologist.

The movement of the patient into the prone position means that a thorough examination of the patient’s musculoskeletal system should be performed to assess limitations to movement and especially flexion/extension of the neck in case of vertebro-basilar compromise. Osteoporosis and cervical spondylosis may be asymptomatic but close to critically compressing the nerve root canals and cord. Increasingly, obesity is more common in the elderly and this can have a marked influence on the abdominal pressures generated once prone.

Many elderly patients with severe arthritis or degenerative spinal diseases will be on analgesic and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Some will also be on potent opiates. The peroperative management of these patients is complex and may require support from an acute pain management team. Stopping the drugs will immobilize the patient and manipulation of tender joints under anaesthesia will cause extreme, widespread pain on recovery that is unrelated to the spinal surgery itself. The risk of renal dysfunction caused by dehydration and the NSAIDs in the elderly is very real. Premedication should be used sparingly especially in patients with difficult airways or ventilatory impairment. The risk of airway compromise or hypoxia from obstructive sleep apnoea means that these patients should be very closely monitored if premedication is prescribed, whether opioid or sedative.

Monitoring and induction should be as precisely controlled as for craniotomy because the spinal perfusion pressure is just as precarious as the CPP. As mentioned earlier, the anaesthetic management is complicated by the prone position, which is preferred for most surgical procedures on the spine. Following induction of anaesthesia and tracheal intubation in the supine position, the patient is normally turned prone. Special care must be taken to maintain the neck in a neutral position to secure spinal cord perfusion. Once in the prone position, the head can be turned to the side or can remain face down on a special soft holder. Extreme caution is also necessary to avoid positional and pressure damages to the eyes, nose, breasts, and genitals as well as to nerve and muscle. Corneal abrasions or retinal ischaemia from pressure occur, albeit infrequently. The prone position also needs appropriate positioning supports to aid ventilation and maintain cardiac function. The chest should rest on rolls or special supports whilst the arms may be at the sides in a comfortable position or extended with the elbows flexed as far as this is possible in elderly patients. Turning the geriatric patient prone is a critical manoeuvre for the patient and the anaesthetist. There is a risk of hypotension resulting from abdominal compression, particularly in obese patients, where venous return is impeded because of caval compression and cardiac filling is diminished. The caval compression also leads to the engorgement of epidural veins, which makes the operative field hazardous and if the epidural veins are damaged contributes to massive intraoperative blood loss. For this reason the abdomen should be dependent and free of direct compression. One occult cause of massive bleeding is damage to the aorta if the anterior longitudinal ligament is damaged during dissection for complex disc or vertebral surgery. This blood loss may catastrophic but into the retroperitoneal space.

The supine position is used for an anterior approach to the cervical spine. This approach may indeed facilitate the anaesthetic management of spine surgery in the cervical and upper thoracic areal, but increase the risk of surgical complications involving the trachea, oesophagus, recurrent laryngeal nerve, sympathetic chain, carotid artery, or jugular vein. Cervical traction through a two-pin system may be used to improve the operative access but is more hazardous in the elderly patient who may not tolerate the distraction. The transoral approach is necessary for anterior surgery on the first three cervical discs and odontoid process. The postoperative oedema from these anterior approaches may compromise the airway in recovery, especially if there is also poor haemostasis and a haematoma forms. This may cause a life-threatening loss of airway.

Anterior surgery on the thoracic spine, for instance, for decompression of vertebral collapse may require a transthoracic approach and the need for one-lung ventilation. This may be poorly tolerated in the elderly and modification of the surgical approach may be necessary. A sitting or lateral decubitus position may occasionally be used but is the exception for these procedures.

Spinal surgery may have as massive and acute blood loss as major vascular surgery. This is more likely if there is caval and abdominal compression. In the elderly with reduced cardiovascular reserve identical monitoring and provision for rapid, warmed blood transfusion and red cell salvage should be available as for major vascular cases. Elective hypotension carries a much greater risk of critically reducing cord perfusion and should be avoided.

Some forms of spinal surgery require intraoperative assessment of function and techniques for ‘wake-up’ are well developed. It is rare for this to be necessary in the elderly and the increasing use of somatosensory and motor evoked potentials are more likely to be utilized. There is, however, still a need for the rapid neurological assessment of function after surgery and therefore a need for a rapid and full return to consciousness. Close haemodynamic monitoring should continue until postoperative variables confirm that insidious blood loss is absent. Pain control and rapid mobilization are important to recovery and may need support from the acute pain team if there is a degree of cognitive impairment. The inhumane restriction of appropriate analgesia to the elderly neurosurgical patient is more likely to trigger delirium than cause respiratory complications.

Rehabilitation and convalescence of the elderly neurosurgical patient may be slow and take some months to achieve the maximum outcome following surgery. This is partly due to the elderly’s limited physiological reserve and partly to the reduced resilience of their neuronal pathways. There is little scientific evidence on the impact of ageing on recovery but major surgery does appear to take at least 6 months to return to their pre-surgical fitness.

Conclusion

The elderly patient is just as likely to benefit from neurosurgery as their younger cohorts. Increasingly, the acute management of intracranial bleeds by decompression has improved outcome from stroke in terms of both mortality and morbidity. Reconstractive and decompressive spinal surgery for trauma and tumour relieve pain and increase mobility that in turn maintain independence of individual patients. The challenges for the future when stem cell implantation becomes feasible and modification of degenerative diseases realistic will change neurosurgical demands and the anaesthetic care that allows these novel procedures to be performed safely.
References
Introduction

The elderly population represents a considerable consumer of healthcare resources. Approximately 25 per cent of surgical patients in Western countries are over 65 years old, a figure that is set to increase. Data from UK Office of National Statistics estimates that the number of people over the age of 85 will double by 2030. In addition, the number of elderly patients undergoing surgery is also increasing independently of this rise. This chapter will consider management of the elderly patient undergoing major intra-abdominal surgery. It begins with an overview of general anaesthetic management, and then continues with a more in-depth discussion of specific clinical issues.

Preoperative assessment

See also Chapter 15.

Patients aged 80 and above have a high incidence of chronic medical illness when compared to younger patients. In particular, cardiorespiratory and cerebrovascular disease, diabetes, and renal impairment are all common place. The impact of this is compounded by the loss of physiological reserve brought about by the ageing process, and it can sometimes be difficult to distinguish between the two. The challenge of preoperative assessment for major intra-abdominal surgery is to:

◆ Accurately define the extent of existing disease states.
◆ Identify areas where the patient might benefit from optimization of their medical condition, taking into account the time constraints imposed by the surgical pathology. The surgical window may also be constrained by preoperative chemo- and radiotherapy.
◆ Ensure the patient is fully informed of the risk and benefit of the proposed surgery

Preoperative investigations for major abdominal surgery

There are various guidelines published that provide evidence based approaches to preoperative tests. National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines include specific recommendations for patients aged over 80 years. Patients undergoing major surgery aged 80 and over, should have a full blood count and renal function performed, regardless of American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) grade. An electrocardiogram should also be performed. Tests of clotting function are unlikely to be abnormal without significant liver disease or anticoagulant therapy, and the NICE guidelines state that the clinician should consider tests of coagulation on an individual patient basis.

Anaemia is relatively common in the elderly due to poor nutrition and chronic diseases states. Patients may not have sufficient haematocrit stores to restore their haemoglobin levels themselves in the postoperative period. In addition, haemoglobin levels may be low due to gastrointestinal losses from a tumour site.

Major surgery is associated with significant fluid shifts in the perioperative period, and hence estimation of renal function is important. Abnormal serum urea and electrolyte values are relatively common. However, reduced dietary intake and muscle mass mean that the respective values of urea and creatinine are lower in the elderly, and hence normal values may still be seen despite a reduction in renal function. Estimation of glomerular filtration rate may be useful in these cases.

Assessing risk and benefit in major intra-abdominal surgery

Whilst 30-day mortality rates for patients of all ages undergoing major surgery may be in the region of 5 per cent, major surgery clearly holds a higher risk for the elderly patient. One of the challenges facing the anaesthetist is accurately assessing that risk for an individual patient. Without it, it can be difficult to have an informed discussion with the patient about the consequences of proceeding to surgery. Age and ASA classification have clearly been identified as predictors of mortality in several scoring systems. However there are limitations to many of these. POSSUM (Physiological and Operative Severity Score for Enumeration of Mortality and Morbidity) is well validated, but is designed to compare risk on a population basis rather than an individual patient basis.

Disease-specific models, such as that available for colorectal surgery (CR-POSSUM), and the model developed by the Association of Coloproctology of Great Britain and Ireland generally outperform generic models in estimating operative mortality.

Given these difficulties in accurately predicting individual patient risk, it is of vital importance that the anaesthetist has a full and frank discussion with the patient in advance of surgery. This will allow the anaesthetist to discuss with the patient their expectations and desires for the forthcoming surgery. It is not uncommon for
patients with cancer to still opt for surgery, despite being quoted an estimated 30-day mortality of 15–20 per cent. There is still a stigma associated with a cancer diagnosis, especially in this age group of patients, and patients will often express a strong desire for surgery in order for the cancer to be removed. Quality of life also features highly for elderly patients. Symptoms may be a limiting factor, particularly if the surgical diagnosis (such as colorectal cancer) is associated with symptoms of faecal frequency and incontinence. Similar issues arise in patients with entero-vaginal fistulae from severe diverticular disease. These may be of such severity that the patient does not venture outside their home. Hence surgery is perceived as being associated with an immediate improvement in their quality of life, even if the disease process is not life threatening.

Another important factor that needs to be considered is the length of time that it will take for the patient to resume their normal daily activities. Whilst the patient might be discharged from hospital within a week or so, full return to the same preoperative level of functioning may take much longer. For major surgery, this may be up to a year. For an elderly patient who is just coping to live independently in their own home, this protracted recovery period may mean that they cannot return to their own home in the immediate postoperative period without additional help. Failing to recognize this in the preoperative period will lead to delays in discharge whilst this additional support is put in place. In some cases, major surgery may mean that a patient is unable to return to their current home at all. It is also not uncommon for the patient undergoing surgery to be the main carer for a spouse whose needs will also need to be considered. The availability of family support can be vital in reaching a decision.

It can be helpful to have a patient’s relatives present at the preoperative assessment visit. Deafness and cognitive impairment may severely restrict the ability to obtain an accurate history, and relatives may be able to corroborate the history. Patients will often require time to consider the implications of any discussion, and it is helpful if relatives have been present at that discussion. Prehabilitation and comprehensive geriatric assessment may also be important in improving patient outcomes. The risk/benefit assessment is particularly difficult when considering emergency surgery. There is debate about the appropriateness of surgery when faced with an elderly patient with acute abdominal pathology and significant comorbidities. On one hand, a small study demonstrated that 66 per cent of elderly ASA 5 patients survived 30 days and 33 per cent were discharged from hospital. On the other hand, the Scottish Audit of Surgical Mortality found that the most common ‘adverse event’ was an assessment that, in retrospect, other hand, the Scottish Audit of Surgical Mortality found that the majority of major abdominal surgery will require a general anaesthetic technique due to the requirements for adequate surgical access, especially if laparoscopic surgery is planned. In addition, major surgery can be prolonged; whilst an open hemicolectomy is frequently performed within 2 hours, an abdomino-perineal resection may take over 4 hours. Laparoscopic surgery may take longer still. Hence whilst a regional technique might be feasible, it may be difficult for patients to tolerate regional anaesthesia for this duration. Despite this, there are several series published that have successfully used continuous regional techniques for open surgery particularly in patients considered high risk for general anaesthesia due to respiratory comorbidity.

Minor rectal surgery, such as rectal prolapse repair, is more amenable to a regional technique, especially as these procedures are shorter and therefore better tolerated. The anaesthetist needs to be aware of the risks of haemodynamic instability in an elderly patient with reduced cardiovascular reserve, and ensure that any treatment is provided promptly. Major surgery is not infrequently preceded by more minor surgery such as examination under anaesthesia and per-anal resection of polyp in order to gain a tissue diagnosis. This provides the anaesthetist with the opportunity to assess the patient’s response to anaesthesia prior to more definitive surgery.

The usual technique for major abdominal surgery is endotracheal intubation, facilitated by appropriate muscle relaxants, and intermittent positive pressure ventilation. The use of pressure controlled modes of ventilation may have benefits in terms of reduction in volutrauma. Small amounts of positive end-expiratory pressure (e.g. 5 cmH₂O) may be beneficial in reducing basal atelectasis.

Maintenance is usually with a volatile anaesthetic agent, although total intravenous techniques may also be used. Analgesia may be provided by a variety of techniques and is covered later in the chapter.

**Fluid management**
Patients undergoing major abdominal surgery require careful attention to fluid management. Large-bore intravenous access is generally required, and due to skin fragility, care is required when securing intravenous cannulae with adhesive tape and dressings.
The National Enquiry into Perioperative Deaths highlighted hypovolaemia as a major contributor to hypotension during the peri- and postoperative period, particularly after emergency abdominal surgery.16 In the past, preoperative fluid depletion was a common occurrence due to prolonged starvation periods and the use of purgative bowel preparation. However with the adoption of enhanced recovery programmes, purgative bowel preparation is now used less, and patients are actively given oral fluids as part of preoperative carbohydrate loading.

Fluid replacement may be guided by various means. Traditionally, central venous pressure monitoring was the mainstay of monitoring, particularly if extensive fluid loss was anticipated. A worsening base deficit on arterial blood gas analysis may suggest inadequate fluid replacement. A urinary catheter allows urine output to be monitored throughout the perioperative period.

More recently, goal-directed fluid therapy, particularly using the oesophageal Doppler, has been seen as offering advantages over conventional invasive monitoring, and many of these trials have included elderly patients.17 Its use is associated with the administration of increased volumes of fluid earlier on during surgery, with quicker recovery of bowel function and shorter postoperative stay.18 However it may be difficult to isolate the benefits of cardiac output monitoring from the benefits of enhanced recovery programmes.

Furthermore, there is controversy surrounding which fluid is best for goal directed fluid therapy, and whether liberal or restrictive regimes should be utilized.19–22

Blood loss

Blood loss may be variable depending on the extent of surgery. Whilst straightforward surgery may result in minimal blood loss of less than 300 ml, losses in excess of 3000 ml may occur especially if extensive pelvic dissection is required, or if there has been previous intra-abdominal surgery or radiotherapy. Blood loss may be insidious, with the majority of it collected in swabs rather than in suction containers. The use of laparoscopic surgery means that blood loss may not be immediately apparent until it is suctioned from the abdomen, and will be diluted with irrigation fluid. All irrigation fluid should be measured to aid accurate blood loss estimation, and swabs should also be weighed. For operations where large blood losses are expected, cell salvage may also be used and is associated in a reduction in the need for allogeneic blood transfusion.23 The need for blood transfusion should be guided by transfusion triggers based on near patient testing of haemoglobin or haematocrit. The actual transfusion trigger should reflect patient pathology, particularly cardiac disease, and also account for anticipated ongoing blood loss in the postoperative period.

Monitoring

Minimum standards of patient monitoring should be commenced upon entering the anaesthetic room and should continue until the patient is ready to leave the recovery area.24 The use of invasive monitoring should be guided by both the patient’s clinical status and planned surgery. An invasive arterial cannula allows real time beat to beat monitoring of arterial blood pressure. This may be advantageous in the elderly, not only because of the presence of cardiac disease, but also because of the high incidence of atrial fibrillation. The latter may render automated non-invasive blood pressure monitoring inaccurate and prone to delay due to the beat-to-beat variation in pulse pressure. Arterial access also allows the clinician to more easily monitor haemoglobin concentration and acid–base status due to the ease of blood sampling for near-patient testing.

In addition, there are several cardiac output monitors that utilize waveform analysis from an invasive arterial line in order to derive values for cardiac output. The introduction of newer monitors now allows for real time continuous measurement of haemoglobin concentration without the need for patient sampling. A central venous catheter allows the clinician to monitor central pressures, provides appropriate venous access should vasopressors be required, and also facilitates blood sampling. Access is most easily achieved via the internal jugular vein, whilst the use of a long-line sited in the antecubital fossa offers a less invasive alternative. Core body temperature should be monitored in all but the shortest surgery.

Temperature management

See also Chapter 34.

Maintenance of body temperature is an important part of perioperative care and should start before the patient enters the theatre environment. Major intra-abdominal surgery is usually lengthy and therefore the elderly patient is at high risk of hypothermia. There is evidence that failing to maintain normothermia may increase complications such as cardiac morbidity, wound infection rates and blood loss, all of which may result in increased length of hospital stay.25 The elderly are more prone to developing hypothermia during surgery than younger patients. This is predominantly due to the effects of ageing which cause both an increase in heat loss, and a reduction in the ability to restore body temperature via the usual metabolic processes. Whilst the elderly have an increased body fat content compared to younger patients, they are more likely to have a reduced body mass index (BMI) due to poor nutrition, the effects of ageing, and the disease process, and hence will lose heat at a greater rate than patients with a higher BMI. There is also a reduction in metabolic and muscular reserve such that the elderly may be unable to restore their body temperature back to normal levels. Despite this reduced muscle bulk, the oxygen demand created by shivering may still impose a requirement that exceeds respiratory and cardiac reserve.

It is not unusual for an elderly patient to arrive in the theatre complex from the ward environment with a degree of hypothermia. Preparation for surgery involves the patient changing into hospital gowns that do not provide the same heat conservation as normal clothing. Hence attempts to preserve normal body temperature are required throughout all stages of the perioperative process and should ideally start before the patient enters the theatre environment. Active warming with hot air blankets have been successfully used on the ward prior to transfer to theatre.26 The patient is at additional risk of increased hypothermia in the anaesthetic room if there is a need to perform regional anaesthesia and site invasive monitoring. Once in theatre, additional evaporative heat losses occur from the exposed surgical site, although this is reduced in laparoscopic surgery. Because of these factors, steps should be taken to preserve normothermia in all elderly patients. It may be difficult to restore normothermia in patients undergoing anything but the shortest surgery, unless all available measures are used. Reflective drapes and warmed intravenous fluids are passive measures that can only help to prevent heat loss. Heat loss from the lower extremities is magnified through the use of epidural anaesthesia due to
sympathetically mediated vasodilatation. Active warming with forced warm air systems and warming mattresses will be required to restore a hypothermic patient to normothermia, particularly if placed on the lower extremities. However patient positioning may make it difficult to effectively use all these techniques, especially the Lloyd-Davis position where the legs are held in an adducted position in order to provide surgical access. In this case the author’s preference is to use reflective drapes on the legs and head, and forced air warming on the torso. It may be necessary to continue active warming in the recovery area, and core temperature should be within normal limits before the patient leaves the recovery area.

Core temperature is easily monitored in the awake patient by tympanic measurement, and with a naso-pharyngeal temperature probe in the asleep patient.

**Patient positioning**

Colorectal surgery often takes place in the Lloyd-Davis position where the legs are elevated and adducted in stirrups. The left lateral position is often used for peri-anal procedures, and the prone jack-knife position is increasingly used to perform the peri-anal part of an abdomino-rectal resection. Patient positioning may be challenging in the elderly because of several factors. Ageing itself is associated with a loss of joint mobility. This is compounded by the high incidence of arthritis in the elderly. In addition, these patients frequently have a prosthetic joint replacement which both reduces range of movement, and requires care in positioning in order to avoid dislocation. Even in the supine position this can cause problems as it is not always possible to place patient’s arms flat by their sides, or out on arm boards due to a reduction in elbow extension. It is important to assess the patient for vertebro-basilar insufficiency as prolonged neck extension in the prone position may lead to arterial occlusion, and alternative positions should be considered.

It is vital that care is taken to ensure that pressure areas are well padded in order to avoid nerve injury. Appropriate mattresses should be used in order to prevent pressure sores which may be particularly debilitating and entail a hospital stay longer than that for the original surgery.

**Perioperative and postoperative analgesia**

Simple oral analgesia may be sufficient for less invasive procedures. Single shot caudal injections are useful in surgery such as repair of rectal prolapse. For major intra-abdominal procedures, patients will require significant levels of peri- and postoperative analgesia. Inadequate postoperative analgesia may increase the risk of adverse outcomes in addition to be inhumane.\(^\text{27,28}\) Perioperative analgesia is usually provided by long-acting opiates such as morphine, or short-acting opiates, such as remifentanil infusions or alfentanil, supplemented by regional anaesthesia. Intravenous paracetamol is a useful adjunct to more invasive analgesia techniques.

Postoperative analgesia traditionally involved either patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) using morphine, or patient-controlled epidural analgesia (PCEA).\(^\text{29}\) With the increased use of laparoscopic techniques for intra-abdominal surgery, the need for epidural analgesia has been questioned as being unnecessary due to the less invasive nature of surgery. The same applies for laparoscopically assisted surgery where the patient will have a lower midline or Pfannenstiel incision rather than a traditional full midline incision.

Transversus abdominis plane (TAP) blocks may be used to provide postoperative analgesia, and may reduce postoperative analgesic requirements. Spinal analgesia may be used for laparoscopic surgery, and may be associated with improved outcomes compared to epidural analgesia. However, specific studies of the efficacy of TAP blocks and spinal analgesia in the elderly are lacking. Local anaesthetic wound infusions may also be used, but again further studies are required.\(^\text{30–34}\)

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) can provide useful benefits in the treatment of postoperative pain, but their use needs to be carefully considered in the elderly patient undergoing major abdominal surgery. There is a real risk of renal complications when using these drugs in patients due to pre-existing age-related renal dysfunction and impaired fluid handling, coupled with the fluid shifts that accompany major surgery. Whilst COX-2 inhibitors may provide some protection against further renal dysfunction, there have been concerns over increased cardiac morbidity.\(^\text{35,36}\)

The choice of analgesic technique is dependent on the risks and benefits of each option, and should take into account facilities available for postoperative care. Patient preference also needs to be considered. In addition, confusion and cognitive dysfunction may make assessment of pain problematic, and patients may not necessarily have the ability to understand how to use patient-controlled techniques effectively.

For major abdominal surgery, the choice of postoperative analgesia is usually between epidural analgesia and patient-controlled intravenous analgesia. Either option offers advantages and disadvantages. The evidence that epidural analgesia is associated with improved outcomes is not overwhelming.\(^\text{37}\) Whilst a reduction in respiratory and thrombotic complications have been demonstrated, this has not translated into improvements in long-term outcome.\(^\text{37}\) This may be in part due to the high levels of care that patients receive regardless of analgesic regimen, particularly with the introduction of enhanced recovery programmes that emphasize the importance of each element of care. In addition, whilst epidural analgesia may offer better quality postoperative analgesia than other regimens, there is little evidence from trials carried out exclusively in the elderly. Epidural analgesia may also be associated with a significant failure rate unless intensive and active follow-up is implemented.\(^\text{28,38,39}\) PCA analgesia is an acceptable form of analgesia in the elderly and is associated with good quality pain relief.\(^\text{40}\)

**Postoperative care**

The elderly are at highest risk of postoperative complications following major abdominal surgery when compared to all other surgical populations and therefore should receive postoperative care in an environment that reflects this increased risk.\(^\text{28,41}\) The use of high dependency care, and even intensive care, may be advantageous in reducing postoperative complications. Whilst age is an un-modifiable risk factor for higher morbidity and mortality, there is evidence that attention to treating postoperative complications in a prompt and timely fashion can reduce early mortality after major surgery.\(^\text{42}\) Patients who are electively admitted to a critical care environment following high-risk surgery also show an improved...
outcome compared to patients who require subsequent admission from a ward due to deterioration in their condition.43

High dependency care allows invasive monitoring to be continued such that closer attention may be paid to oxygenation, fluid balance, acid–base status and analgesia. The patient should receive continuous humidified oxygen particularly if epidural or PCA opiates are being used. Chest physiotherapy and incentive spirometry may be required. The success of enhanced recovery programmes has emphasized the importance of early mobilization, prompt resumption of enteral feeding, and minimal use of intravenous fluids. Some of these aims are clearly in conflict with some of the care provided within a high dependency environment where invasive monitoring effectively confines a patient to the bed. It is therefore important that care is individualized as appropriate. Epidural and intravenous PCA is usually continued for 1–4 days (the shorter durations being used in enhanced recovery), supplemented by simple analgesics such as paracetamol. Oral analgesia is then usually provided as step-down analgesia.

Gastric surgery

The majority of gastric surgery is for either gastric carcinoma or gastric haemorrhage. Gastric cancer is the third most common cause of cancer death in men in the United Kingdom, with a peak age of 60 years of age.44

Whilst the elderly are underrepresented in clinical trials the outcome following surgery is such that it is a viable option for treatment of gastric cancer in the elderly.45 However it is associated with longer length of stay, higher risk of complications and a higher mortality compared to younger patients.46

The surgical approach is dictated by the tumour site and usually results in either a subtotal or total gastrectomy. Morbidity and mortality is higher with more extensive surgery, and this is exacerbated by increasing age. Hence the elderly may be offered a more limited gastric resection due to concerns over limited physiological reserve, in an attempt to reduce perioperative morbidity.

Distal and antral tumours can cause gastric outflow obstruction and these patients are at risk of regurgitation and aspiration on induction of anaesthesia. Hence a 'rapid sequence induction' which protects the airway during induction may be appropriate. There is also a predisposition to oesophageal reflux. This, coupled with a fall in sensitivity of the cough reflexes in the elderly, may mean that the patient’s lung function is reduced preoperatively due to silent aspiration. The anaesthetist needs to be aware of this possibility as there may be potential to improve lung function with appropriate treatment.

Gastric haemorrhage due to peptic ulcer disease is usually treated in the first instance by endoscopic techniques. If this is unsuccessful then surgical intervention is required as an emergency procedure. In this case, the patient is likely to be in a moribund state due to blood loss and hypovolaemia. Their poor preoperative status may be compounded due to the effects of any sedation given for the initial endoscopy. These patients require careful attention in order to ensure safe conduct of anaesthesia. It may not be possible to fully resuscitate the patient prior to induction of anaesthesia due to ongoing haemorrhage, as the surgical procedure in fact constitutes part of the resuscitation technique.

Hepatobiliary surgery

Hepatic surgery is carried out for resection of primary hepatocellular carcinoma, or for resection of colorectal metastases following colorectal resection. There is a lack of clinical trials that include elderly patients. However retrospective reviews suggest that such surgery is a feasible option for the elderly as it offers a reasonable outcome.47 For instance, one review of over 900 patients found that patients over 70 years of age had similar mortality and morbidity rates to younger patients. Although age was found to be associated with poorer outcome, 5-year survival in the over 70s was 31.8 per cent compared to 37.5 per cent in younger patients.48 A similar situation is found in patients undergoing surgery for hepatocellular carcinoma.49

Conversely, pancreatic surgery is not often performed in elderly patients. Whilst the incidence of pancreatic cancer increases with increasing age, the only viable surgical option is a pancreaticoduodenectomy (Whipple’s procedure). It is only of value if the primary tumour is small, free of major blood vessels with no metastatic spread. Few patients meet these criteria, and the magnitude of surgery is such that it is only contemplated in the fittest of patients.44

Colorectal surgery

The elderly patient may undergo colorectal surgery for a variety of different pathologies, including diverticular disease, cancer, and inflammatory bowel disease.

Diverticular disease is very common in the elderly, affecting around half those aged over 80 years of age. A proportion of these patients will require surgical resection for the treatment of diverticular abscess, bowel obstruction, perforation, or fistulae.50

The incidence of inflammatory bowel disease (ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease) has a secondary peak in the 70s. Elective surgery takes place to relieve chronic debilitating symptoms, or if there is a high risk of cancer. For ulcerative colitis, a panproctocolectomy with formation of an ileo-anal pouch is the procedure of choice in the elderly, assuming there is adequate sphincter function. In Crohn’s disease, the options for surgery will depend on whether additional parts of the bowel are affected. Emergency surgery may be performed if there has been failed medical treatment of an acute flare-up of colitis, and toxic dilatation of the colon may develop. Patients with inflammatory bowel disease are often very debilitated due to chronic disease and long-term steroid use.51

Colorectal cancer is the fourth most common form of cancer worldwide, and is also increasing.52 It is approximately four times more common amongst 80-year-olds compared to 60-year-olds, and in Great Britain and Ireland over 70 per cent of patients undergoing surgery for colorectal cancer are older than 65 years.8 Resection depends on the cancer site. For colonic cancers, this will involve either a hemicolectomy, sigmoid colectomy, or a total colectomy if there are multiple malignant polyps. An anterior resection is performed for high rectal tumours, and an abdomino-perineal resection for low rectal tumours.

A loop ileostomy is often performed to defunction the distal bowel and allow the anastomosis to heal. The patient will require this to be reversed, usually 9–12 months following the initial resection. The impact of repeat surgery needs to be borne in mind when the elderly patient is being offered their initial surgery.
Enhanced recovery

Enhanced recovery programmes have received considerable attention in the last few years. They have been successful in reducing not only length of stay, but there is also evidence of improved long-term outcome. The main elements of enhanced recovery consist of:

- Preoperative assessment, planning, and preparation prior to admission.
- Reducing the stress response to surgery.
- A structured approach to perioperative and immediate postoperative management, including pain relief.
- Early mobilization.

This is achieved with measures such as:

- Minimal bowel preparation, preoperative carbohydrate loading, and goal-directed fluid therapy.
- Minimally invasive surgical techniques.
- Early postoperative oral nutrition and avoidance of naso-gastric tubes.
- Minimal use of drains, postoperative intravenous fluids, and urinary catheters.

The initial enhanced recovery programmes were set up within colorectal surgery, and have more recently been extended to other forms of surgery such as urological, gynaecological, and orthopaedic surgery. Prior to these programmes, length of stay following major colorectal resection was in the order of 12–14 days, but this has fallen steadily to around 3–4 days.

Whilst the recovery of mobility and the length of stay is more prolonged than in younger patients, elderly patients do not have a worse outcome, and still benefit from an enhanced recovery programme when compared to more traditional perioperative care.53,54

Laparoscopic surgery in the elderly

Minimally invasive laparoscopic surgery has received considerable attention with advantages in short-term outcome and length of stay. These benefits are just as applicable to the elderly patient. There is evidence for improved early mortality and shorter length of stay compared to open surgery, and hence age should not be considered a barrier to laparoscopic surgery.55–58 However, recent reviews have stated that whilst there are short-term advantages to laparoscopic surgery compared to open surgery, there is less evidence demonstrating improved long-term outcomes. It may be difficult to tease out the benefits of laparoscopic surgery as this technique is frequently performed as part of an enhanced recovery programme.59,60

Emergency intra-abdominal surgery in the elderly

Emergency laparotomy is one of the commonly performed surgical procedures in the NHS. The majority of the procedures are performed for bowel related pathologies, usually obstruction or perforation, with associated intra-abdominal sepsis. It accounts for the largest number of emergency general surgical deaths in the United Kingdom.61 Approximately 40 per cent of these patients get admitted to critical care, making it the commonest surgical admission to critical care unit in a district general hospital without vascular or neurosurgical services.62 Emergency surgery in the elderly is potentially a catastrophic event. Outcomes are poor when compared to both elective surgery in the elderly, and emergency surgery in younger patients.3,26,63–65

Pearse43 reviewed mortality rates following high risk surgery according to UK Healthcare Resource Groups, and found that major emergency intra-abdominal surgery in patients over 69 years of age had the third highest mortality of 15 per cent. Several other retrospective studies have also found that patients older than 80 years of age undergoing emergency colectomy have a worse outcome, with a greater incidence of complications and less likely to return home when compared to similarly aged elective patients. Louis reports a 32 per cent mortality rate for emergency colorectal surgery in the elderly, and Ford reports a 42 per cent mortality rate for emergency general surgery.66,67

A prospective audit by the UK Emergency Laparotomy Network of almost 1900 patients undergoing emergency laparotomy found a mortality rate of 15 per cent. However this increased to 22 per cent in patients aged 71 to 90, and was found to be 32 per cent in patients over 90 years of age.68 Elderly patients are also more likely to undergo emergency intra-abdominal surgery than elective surgery.

Several factors have been identified that are associated with poorer outcome. These include age, septic shock at presentation, large estimated intraoperative blood loss, delay to operation, and development of a postoperative complication.66,69 One study found that mortality increased fivefold in patients whose surgery was delayed greater than 24 hours.70 This supports evidence back as far as 1990 that found that death rates amongst the elderly undergoing laparotomy increased from 6 per cent to 45 per cent when surgery took place more than 24 hours after admission.71 Given the role that sepsis plays in the pathophysiology of the patient requiring an emergency laparotomy, prompt antibiotic administration is associated with improved outcome.72

The Royal College of Surgeons of England has published guidance on standards of care that should apply to the patient undergoing emergency laparotomy. These include standards in the use of pre- and postoperative risk prediction in order to identify higher risk patients who require postoperative critical care, grade of clinical staff, the use of goal-directed fluid therapy, and prompt antibiotic administration.73

Conclusion

Elderly patients undergoing major intra-abdominal surgery represent an extremely heterogeneous group. On one hand, the elderly have been successfully included in accelerated recovery programmes. On the other, they have the highest incidence of postoperative complications, especially after emergency surgery. There is a range of pathophysiological disease and ageing processes that need to be considered during the perioperative period. In addition, risk prediction is an inexact science that is not well suited to providing patient-specific risk. When providing anaesthesia for major intra-abdominal surgery, the anaesthetist needs to consider tailor perioperative care to ensure that patients’ needs are met on an individual patient basis.
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Introduction

Individuals over 65 years of age are estimated to constitute 20 per cent of the population by the year 2030. More notably, the most recent 2010 Census data indicates that women comprise 50.8 per cent of the current 308.7 million people in the United States. With the projected increase in women aged 65 and older in the next few decades, the number of women seeking routine and acute gynaecological surgical interventions is expected to increase dramatically.

A basic understanding of the elderly population and the common surgical procedures that are expected to increase as the population ages is therefore critical. The goal of this chapter is to discuss some of the common gynaecological surgical procedures as well as the anesthetic implications involved in caring for the elderly. The elderly woman will remain a significant part of our society in the future and will continue to require an extensive array of medical services including gynaecological surgeries well into their advanced age.

Common gynaecological surgical procedures in the elderly

Mains et al. (2007) reported an increased risk of perioperative morbidity and mortality in elderly women (mean age 83.1 years) undergoing major gynaecologic surgery. In their retrospective chart review, results showed a postoperative complication in approximately 45 per cent of the patients with 8.1 per cent experiencing a major complication. Although advanced age (85+ years) was not associated with any of the outcomes of interest in this study, the increased perioperative morbidity in the elderly should be considered when performing surgery on women in this age group. Most studies have limited power and are susceptible to bias given the study design. Larger and better-designed prospective studies are definitely needed to confirm these results.

Some of the major gynaecological surgeries in this population include procedures performed for cancer or a mass, for pelvic organ prolapse (POP) or urinary incontinence. These procedures can be performed abdominally, vaginally, or laparoscopically.

Urinary incontinence surgery

Urinary incontinence is a significant health problem among elderly women worldwide with considerable social and economic impact. The magnitude varies by geography, culture, and definition, hence the reason for the wide variation in actual statistics. Luber describes an observed prevalence of stress urinary incontinence (SUI) ranging from 4 per cent to 35 per cent. Elderly women are twice as likely as men to experience incontinence. POP is another ailment affecting millions of women worldwide with a woman possessing an estimated lifetime risk of 11 per cent to undergo surgery for either prolapse or incontinence. Despite the high prevalence of this disease, there is a paucity of high-quality epidemiological studies to accurately estimate its prevalence.

According to Whiteside and Walters, the current consensus on the pathophysiology of SUI is that multiple physiological factors contribute to the presence and severity of this condition in women. Some theories include maternal characteristics like age and anatomical or neurological injury during childbirth. These can subsequently unmask a genetic susceptibility to SUI and can be exacerbated by environmental factors such as nutrition, smoking, and exercise. Optimal therapy for urinary incontinence depends on several factors, including the type and severity of the incontinence, the presence of associated conditions such as prolapse or other abdominal pathology, prior surgical or nonsurgical therapy, the patient’s medical status, and her ability or willingness to cooperate with treatment. Recent advances in non-surgical treatments for SUI and POP have made this mode of treatment a reasonable choice especially in the elderly. Non-surgical therapy include behavioural intervention (pelvic floor muscle training and exercise, bladder training, and the use of a bladder diary), electrical stimulation, weight loss, pharmacological agents like oestrogen replacement therapy and other non-Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved agents like adrenergic agonists (midodrine), beta adrenergic receptor antagonists and agonists, tricyclic antidepressants, and serotonergic and noradrenergic reuptake inhibitors (duloxetine). Urethral devices including inserts and occlusive devices also exist and may be options in selected patients.

Nevertheless for patients who fail with non-surgical interventions, surgical procedures exist. Marshall et al. first described retropubic urethrovésical suspension for the treatment of SUI in 1949. All the different variants of retropubic procedures aim at suspending and stabilizing the anterior vaginal wall and consequently, the bladder neck and proximal urethra, in a retropubic position to prevent descent and allow urethral compression against a stable suburethral layer. The Burch colposuspension is often preferred for urodynamic stress incontinence with bladder neck hypermobility and adequate resting urethral sphincter function and is combined...
with a paravaginal defect repair when the patient has a stage 2 or 3 anterior vaginal prolapse. Retro pubic retropubic suspension procedures are therefore indicated for the diagnosis of urodynamic SUI with a hypermobile proximal urethra and bladder neck. Although these procedures can be used for intrinsic sphincter deficiency with urethral hypermobility, other more obstruction procedures like a sling most likely yield better long-term results. The postoperative complications of wound and urinary infections are the most common surgical complications. Other rare complications include bladder lacerations, sutures through the bladder and urethra resulting in vesical stone formation, painful voiding, recurrent cystitis, or fistula. Ureteral obstruction, although rare, can also be seen. This results from ureteral stretching or kinking after elevation of the vagina and bladder base. 

Postoperative voiding difficulties vary widely among patients after colposuspension. Other well recognized postoperative complications include overactive bladder, osteitis pubis, and enterocoele/rectocoele formation.

The use of laparoscopy and mini-incision laparotomy to perform similar procedures in the retropubic space is now expanding. Both the Burch colposuspension and paravaginal defect repair can be performed laparoscopically. Nevertheless, most laparoscopic colposuspensions have been done only for primary SUI due to the difficulty with dissection with the presence of prior retropubic adhesions. Advantages to laparoscopic surgery in this population include improved visualization of the peritoneal cavity due to magnification, improved haemostasis, shortened length of hospital stay resulting in a potential cost reduction, decreased postoperative pain, rapid recovery and return back to work (if necessary), and better cosmetic appearance due to smaller incisions. The existing disadvantages have however, limited the widespread use of this technique for the treatment of SUI and POP. These include inadequate experience and technical skills of the operator, increased operating time early in the surgeon's career, which could lead to increased hospital costs. Of note however is that outcomes (e.g. cure rate) of the laparoscopic approach appear to be subjectively comparable to open techniques. A meta-analysis of four randomized clinical trials (RCTs) demonstrated no difference in the subjective perception of cure between the laparoscopic group and the open group after 6–18 months of follow-up. Urodynamic studies, however, showed a significantly lower success rate for laparoscopic compared to open colposuspension techniques. With the exclusion of one of the poor quality RCT, cure rates remained lower for the laparoscopic approach but not statistically significant. The choice between laparoscopic versus open retropubic colposuspension depends on several factors: age, weight, the ability to undergo general anaesthesia, history of previous pelvic or anti-incontinence surgery, presence or history of severe abdominopelvic infection or adhesions, patient preference, operator experience, and ability.

Suburethral sling procedures, including proximal urethral and midurethral tension-free slings, are the most commonly used procedures for the surgical correction of urodynamic SUI. These vaginal procedures have been reserved for patients with severe SUI, previous surgical failures, and patients with intrinsic sphincter deficiency. It was first described in 1907 and has evolved since with many variations of muscular and fascial slings. The procedure involves the use of two strips of rectus fascia sutures in the midline below the urethra through a separate incision. These fascial strips are brought down through the rectus muscle, behind the symphysis pubis and united as a sling behind the urethra. Synthetic grafts can also be used as a replacement of the autologous sling material. These have been demonstrated to be comparable. Complications include injury to the bladder or urethra, voiding dysfunction and retention, detrusor overactivity, and irritative voiding symptoms (frequency, urge incontinence, dysuria, urgency), recurrent or persistent incontinence, haemorrhage, infection and erosion, nerve damage (most commonly, the common peroneal nerve due to lithotomy positioning, ilioinguinal nerve damage). Long-term data suggest comparable objective cure rates of about 80 per cent and additional improvement in about 10 per cent of patients for the Burch colposuspension and the sling procedures.

Gynaecological cancer surgery

Procedures performed for cancer or the removal of a mass remain quite prevalent among the elderly population. Endometrial cancer is the most common gynaecological malignancy in the United States, with advanced age as an independent predictor for survival and poor outcomes. With the increasing ageing population, gynaecological oncologists are also faced with an increasing prevalence of geriatric ovarian cancer. The appropriate and aggressiveness of the treatment for such patients given age and a higher incidence of pre-existing comorbidities still remains a topic of debate. Many studies indicate feasibility and acceptable complication rates for debulking or cytoreductive surgery in women over 70 years of age with improved survival among optimally debulked patients. This early management of ovarian cancer however, demands a critical clinical assessment for appropriate patient selection. Limited data exists on patients over 80 years of age. For these oldest patients (over 80 years of age) however, the decision is often a less aggressive treatment regimen. A disparity of surgical operations performed in older patients compared to younger patients exists with optimal cytoreduction decreasing with age. This disparity is often not due to older patients being less willing to undergo surgery but the presence of severe medical comorbidities and a concern for higher surgical mortality and morbidity in these patients. Higher rates of serious morbidity, postoperative mortality, and intensive care monitoring have been reported with cytoreductive surgeries in this patient population. However, with improvements in surgical techniques and postoperative care, surgical morbidity in the elderly has improved over the past decades with women older than 70 having significantly shorter hospital stays, lower transfusion rates, morbidity, and perioperative mortality when compared to similar patients at the same hospital a decade earlier. Of note, the mean age in this study was 73 and most of these studies have been retrospective reviews hence, the susceptibility for bias. Prospective trials in higher-risk populations such as patients 80 years and above are still lacking. Unfortunately, a bias against performing surgery in the elderly still exists with misconceptions of age as a surgical risk. There is no ethical or moral basis for denying appropriate care based on age alone if the proposed surgery can improve the quality of the remaining years. Delaying or refusing surgery based on age alone is still not supported by existing literature.

Quality of life (QOL) is positively altered by surgery in elderly women with ovarian cancer especially in the physical and functional domains. Most studies, however, follow women who had a combination of surgery and adjuvant chemotherapy. Others are quite varied with no controls or different definitions for elderly.
Palliative surgery, especially for ovarian cancer, can be non-curative but is done to alleviate symptoms of tumour or complications that can arise from medical treatment. At this point, optimizing QOL becomes the goal of medical care.

**Anaesthetic considerations in the elderly**

The anaesthetic management of elderly patients presents special challenges due to multiple factors including, physiological processes of ageing, numerous coexisting age-related diseases, and a variety of pharmacological agents often prescribed for chronic diseases. The anaesthetic technique of choice (sedation, regional, or general) would therefore depend on the patient's medical condition including her comorbidities and current medications, the procedure to be performed (its invasiveness and expected complications), the urgent/emergent nature of the procedure, history of tolerance to prior surgery, and most importantly, the patient's wishes. In the elderly, the optimal anaesthetic technique is designed on an individual-to-individual basis.

**Preoperative evaluation and preparation**

See also Chapter 15.

**Detailed medical history and physical examination**

The care of the elderly female begins with eliciting a detailed medical history investigating the presence or absence of comorbidities prevalent in older adults, determining the functional status of all vital organs, performing a physical exam, and obtaining a complete medication list. Functional capacity provides an excellent estimate of reserve. This may involve obtaining medical information from family members or a caregiver. A thorough pre-op evaluation cannot be overemphasized in this population. The adequacy of the optimal medical management of pre-existing comorbidities is determined at this stage and recommendations are made for further management if necessary.

**Preoperative tests**

Based on the elicited history and physical exam, pre-op tests are obtained as needed. Routine pre-op testing in geriatric surgical patients without any clinical indications yields a small percentage of abnormal results. For intermediate risk surgery, pre-op testing should be obtained only if the functional status of the patient is questionable. No invasive testing is required for patients with moderate functional capacity (4–7 metabolic equivalents (METs)) and intermediate clinical predictors (mild stable angina, prior myocardial infarction, diabetes mellitus, compensated or prior congestive heart failure). Most gynaecological procedures are low or intermediate risk procedures. Tests should be ordered when the history or physical examination would have indicated the need for testing even if surgery had not been planned.

**Education/informed consent**

The patient, caregiver, and family are educated about the procedure including the efficacy, complications, and expectations. A thorough and well-documented consent form delineating details, possible outcomes, and risk both of the surgery and anaesthesia should be completed to ensure that the patient's expectations of surgery, recovery, and final outcomes are realistic and appropriate. The patient should be aware of her right to refuse surgical therapy. Her wishes through living wills, healthcare proxies, and healthcare directives should be evaluated to ensure that both parties understand what will or will not be performed in the case of an event.

**Premedication**

Maintain home medications unless discontinuation is absolutely indicated. Data suggests that withholding beta-blockers in patients on chronic beta blockade increases the risk of perioperative ischemia.

**Support**

For the elderly female, issues like adequate living conditions post surgery to provide support for a successful recovery should be addressed.

**Intraoperative management**

**Induction**

A reduction in induction doses of intravenous anaesthetic agents remains key. Almost any standard technique is safe if performed carefully. Regional anaesthesia (RA) has been shown to possess some advantages over general anaesthesia (GA) especially in the elderly including decreased incidence of postoperative thromboembolic events, decreased stress response to surgery, decreased blood loss and decreased incidence of postoperative cognitive delirium. There is however no superiority of RA over GA when considering outcome measures like mortality and morbidity in this patient population. Regardless of technique, caution should be taken to consider physiological implications associated with the elderly during induction.

**Maintenance**

Intravascular volume status in the elderly is critical because of the greater dependence of cardiac output on preload. Invasive monitoring should be considered in patients with significant cardiovascular/pulmonary disease or where volume status is unknown. Other pertinent issues like correct positioning, adequate padding and sufficient warming to prevent hypothermia should be optimized during this phase. Hypothermia is more pronounced and prolonged in the elderly due to several factors including a low basal metabolic rate, hypothyroidism, high ratio of surface area to body mass, impairment of autonomic mechanisms for thermoregulation, less effective cold-induced vasoconstriction and delayed shivering. Shivering is delayed in persons over 80 years old until core temperature falls much lower than that in younger adults. Consequently, a reduction in skeletal muscle mass decreases in post-op shivering and inhibition of thermoregulatory responses by anaesthetics limits the rate at which temperature homeostasis is re-instituted in the elderly.

**Emergence**

The older patient often exhibit slower emergence from general anaesthesia than their younger counterparts due to a longer duration of action for drugs, synergistic drug interactions, relative drug
overdoses, and a higher propensity for hypothermia which further prolongs the duration of drug action.\textsuperscript{37}

**Postoperative management**

Supplemental oxygen is often required during transport to the post-anesthesia care unit (PACU) due to a blunted response to hypoxia and hypercapnia in the elderly.\textsuperscript{29,36}

**Postoperative analgesia**

Adequate pain control is a major goal with cautious titration of opioid to desired effect due to increased sensitivity. Optimal analgesia is needed to prevent associated adverse outcomes of sleep deprivation, respiratory impairment, ileus, suboptimal mobilization, tachycardia, hypertension, and insulin resistance which all result in subsequent longer hospitalization and delirium.\textsuperscript{38,39}

Patients should be frequently monitored for sedation and respiratory depression. Epidural analgesia has been shown to be superior to intravenous therapy even in the elderly.\textsuperscript{29,40}

**Triage**

It is important to safely triage the elderly to the appropriate area for immediate acute recovery (PACU vs ICU).

**Conclusion**

An ageing population increases the number of patients who would require surgical treatment for urological and gynaecological diseases in the future. The outcome from these interventions depends on careful assessment of the patient’s ability to withstand the demands of surgery. This chapter addresses specific problems encountered by the elderly during gynaecologic surgery and offers suggestions for their safe management.
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CHAPTER 25

Anaesthesia for urological surgery in the elderly

Ian Whitehead and John Hughes

Introduction

Anaesthesia for urological surgery increasingly involves the management of large numbers of elderly patients. The elderly (>65 years) population is one of the fastest growing parts of the population in the developed world and advancing age increases the probability of a person requiring surgery.

The incidence of urological conditions increases with age. In addition to the procedure itself, the older patient has a greater likelihood of having other pre-existing medical disease. Bladder cancer is associated with smoking and these patients are likely to have an element of coronary artery and obstructive airways disease.

Urological surgery performed in the elderly includes a wide range of procedures, ranging from outpatient or day case procedures to major interventions that may cause marked physiological disturbances.

Physiology

Even in the absence of other pre-existing medical disease, physiological changes occur as a normal consequence of ageing. Those of particular reference to urological surgery include:

Renal function

Renal blood flow and kidney mass reduce with age. Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) decreases by 50 per cent by the age of 80. The plasma creatinine usually remains within the normal range as there is associated age related reduction in muscle mass. The elderly also have decreased concentrating and diluting ability along with impaired sodium handling.

The underlying pathology for which the patient requires urological surgery can add to the deterioration in renal function, e.g. chronic renal tract obstruction.

Temperature control

See also Chapter 35.

Protection from hypothermia is an essential part of the care of the elderly patient. The elderly are particularly susceptible to hypothermia as they show a decreased ability to detect changes in environmental temperature. Their capacity to respond to changes in body temperature is impaired by reduced muscle mass, impaired autonomic function and decreased basal metabolic rate (BMR). The elderly patient may therefore, not be able to restore themselves to a normal body temperature. Consideration of methods to maintain a patients temperature should occur at all stages of the perioperative pathway, from leaving the ward to the preoperative holding area, the operating theatre, recovery area, and back to the ward.

All patients undergoing anaesthesia lose heat, with losses of 0.5–1.0°C being common within the first hour due to redistribution from core to periphery. In addition to heat loss via conduction, convection, evaporation, radiation, and respiratory losses, endoscopic urological procedures exacerbate the heat loss due to irrigation of the bladder with large volumes of often cold fluid.

Fluid balance

Total body water as a proportion of body weight decreases with age, the elderly patient having approximately 40 per cent body water in comparison to a young adult’s 60 per cent. As stated earlier, the normal homeostatic mechanisms which control fluid and electrolyte balance are decreased, therefore reducing their concentrating ability. The ability to conserve sodium is reduced. Elderly patients are therefore at increased risk of dehydration.

The National Confidential Enquiry into Peri-Operative Deaths (NCEPOD) report *Extremes of Age* emphasized the need for careful management of fluid balance. Hypovolaemia was considered a major factor in morbidity resulting from hypotension during anaesthesia.

Hypervolaemia is also poorly tolerated in the elderly and can occur as a result of overhydration with intravenous fluids or resulting from excess absorption of irrigation fluid. The kidney is unable to excrete excess water or salt with excess circulating volume precipitating cardiac failure and pulmonary oedema, this is often exacerbated as elderly patients often have impaired cardiac function.

Urological procedures

Non-tumour-related procedures performed commonly in the elderly are; transurethral resection of prostate (TURP), bladder neck incisions, urethral dilatation, meatalplasty, optical urethrotomy, insertion or change of ureteric stents, extraction of stones (bladder, kidney, or ureter), percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL), transrectal ultrasound (TRUS), and prostatic biopsy and bladder washout.

Urological malignancies have a higher incidence in the elderly. Prostatic cancer has a significant relationship to age with 75 per cent of cases seen in men over the age of 75. Renal carcinoma increases with age, 75 per cent of cases occurring in men and women over the
age of 60 and bladder cancer is the most frequent tumour occurring within the urological system with incidence increasing significantly in men over the age of 65.5

Procedures for these include transurethral resection of bladder tumour (TURBT), open cystectomy, prostatectomy, and nephrectomy. More recently laparoscopic surgery has been used for resection of bladder, kidney, or prostate.

**Cystoscopy**

This can be a ‘flexible cystoscopy’ which is usually performed under topical anaesthesia. Rigid cystoscopy requires either regional or general anaesthesia and is usually performed in the lithotomy position.

**Surgery for renal tract stones**

Renal stones are frequently idiopathic; however they can be caused by hypercalciuria from a variety of sources. Elderly patients may present with renal stones but the majority have had previous urological interventions for renal stones.

Stones in the lower ureters and bladder are treated with endoscopic procedures. These include flexible and rigid urethroscopy with basket stone extraction and laser lithotripsy. Stones in the upper ureters and kidneys are removed via extracorporeal shock-wave lithotripsy (ESWL) or percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL). ESWL utilizes ultrasound to disintegrate the stones. The procedure may take up to 60 minutes and can be painful.

Many patients require or have had ureteric stents inserted as a temporizing procedure or to allow drainage of urine following the procedure.

**Percutaneous nephrolithotomy**

The removal of renal stones via PCNL is used in the treatment of large stones in the renal pelvis. The procedure requires general anaesthesia with the patient in the prone position.

A retrograde pyelogram is performed initially in order to locate the stone in the kidney and ureteral stent inserted to facilitate drainage following the procedure. The patient is then turned prone and a percutaneous sheath is inserted into the kidney using an endoscope, the stones are visualized and then broken up with ultrasound. The fragments are removed via irrigation through the endoscope.

**Transurethral resection of prostate**

Despite the development of alternative forms of treatment (Holmium-YAG laser resection or laser ablation; KTP-laser photo-selective vaporization of the prostate) TURP remains a commonly performed procedure for benign prostatic hyperplasia. Indications include symptomatic bladder outlet obstruction in patients who have not responded to medical therapy, recurrent urinary infections, renal insufficiency, or gross persistent haematuria.6 It is performed in the lithotomy position and involves the introduction into the bladder of a resectoscope and then resection of the prostatic tissue is performed via an electroresection technique that utilizes a monopolar, high-frequency current passed through a metal loop that acts as an electrode. This causes coagulation whilst cutting. The operation lasts up to an hour. During the procedure a continuous flow of irrigation fluid through the resectoscope is required to remove resected prostatic fragments and provide adequate visibility. The most commonly used irrigating fluid is glycine, the fluid chosen as it must not allow electrical conduction as this would cause dispersion of the diathermy current. Attempts to assess the quantity of glycine absorbed have used ethanol as a tracer. Breath-ethanol levels being compared to serum glycine levels. As the absorption of glycine is unpredictable, the use of this technique cannot accurately determine serum glycine levels.7

Up to 60 per cent of patients presenting for TURP have cardiovascular or respiratory comorbidities. Despite the increasing mean age of patients who present for TURP, morbidity is estimated as less than 1 per cent and mortality 0.25 per cent in large studies.8 This has decreased significantly during the last few decades, as a result of improvements in the surgical technique and advances in anaesthesia.

The risk of complications increases with increased operative time especially with resections lasting greater than 60 minutes. TURP can be associated with several serious complications that include:

**TURP syndrome**

The TURP syndrome is a clinical condition characterized by mental confusion, nausea, vomiting, hypertension, bradycardia, and visual disturbances.2,5 It is caused by the absorption of the irrigation solution into the circulation from the prostatic venous sinuses. It is recognized that the amount of fluid absorbed correlates well with the duration of the resection and the height of the irrigation fluid above the bladder. Absorption is normally about 20 ml/min and 1.5 L is typically absorbed but can be as much as 5 L. Absorption of the fluid leads to hyponatraemia and fluid overload.2 The type of anaesthesia also affects the quantities of irrigation fluid absorbed, those spontaneously breathing under spinal anaesthesia absorbing more than those who had a general anaesthetic with positive pressure ventilation.

The symptoms described are as a result of hyponatraemia and water intoxication. Hypervolaemia is likely to lead to pulmonary oedema especially in those patients with poor cardiovascular reserve. In combination with hyponatraemia it may lead to cerebral oedema and increased intracranial pressure. Patients under spinal anaesthesia may show agitation, cerebral disturbance or shivering as early signs. The incidence of TURP syndrome is approximately 1 per cent. As soon as the diagnosis of TURP syndrome is suspected then treatment should be instigated; this includes stopping the surgery as soon as is practical, replacement of the irrigating fluid with saline, administration of diuretics, and checking the serum electrolytes specifically sodium. Symptoms of hyponatraemia do not usually occur until the sodium concentration is <120 mmol/L. In most cases treatment with fluid restriction and diuretics will suffice. In severe hyponatraemia or in patients who develop neurological complications (e.g. fitting, coma) require treatment with hypertonic saline.

**Infection—in the perioperative period**

Infection of the urinary tract is common in patients with outflow obstruction. Recurrent infection is an indication for TURP. The prostate has a rich blood supply and can contain significant bacteria. Penetration of antibiotics into the prostatic tissue is poor. Instrumentation of the urinary tract in the presence of infection is likely to lead to bacteraemia and possibly septic shock. This may be confused in the elderly with TURP syndrome.
Preoperative urinalysis is performed and it is mandatory not to operate on patients who have an untreated urinary tract infection. All patients undergoing TURP surgery should receive prophylactic antibiotics at induction of anaesthesia.

Patients with indwelling catheters require careful consideration regarding antibiotic therapy prior to surgery. These patients frequently have chronic urinary colonization and it is impossible to render the urine ‘sterile’ whilst the catheter is in situ. These patients are treated with antibiotics tailored to the urine culture to reduce the risk of bacteraemia during surgery.

**Bladder perforation**

Accidental perforation of the bladder during TURP is rare. This occurs as a result of the resectoscope going through the bladder wall or due to over-distension of the bladder with irrigation fluid. In most cases the perforation is extra-retroperitoneal and may initially be indicated by reduced return of irrigation fluid from the bladder. Later signs of bladder perforation include lower abdominal pain and distension, hypotension, and nausea.

**Haemorrhage**

Haemorrhage remains a major complication of both TURP and bladder tumour surgery. Significant blood loss can occur and is difficult to estimate as a result of the constant irrigation of the bladder. Clinical judgement and measurement of haematocrit gives a better estimate of blood loss and can be used as a guide for blood transfusion. All patients undergoing TURP should have a Group and Save so that blood can be rapidly cross matched if required. In the past a haemoglobin concentration of <10 g/dl would have been a trigger for transfusion, nowadays the clinical situation with regards to ongoing blood loss and the patients comorbidities must be considered with an individualized approach to blood transfusion.

The development of new surgical techniques (photoselective vaporization and laser resection) has almost eliminated significant blood loss during resection.

**Transurethral resection of bladder tumour**

This procedure can range from diathermy of a small lesion in the bladder to resection of large tumours. The larger resections have similar problems to TURP with regards blood loss, although the absorption of irrigation fluid is seldom a problem as the large venous sinuses of the prostate are not opened.

**Laparoscopic surgery**

Laparoscopic surgery is now increasingly utilized in urology. It is used for nephrectomy, pyeloplasty, prostatectomy with or without pelvic lymph node dissection, and retroperitoneal lymph node dissection. Anaesthesia is similar to that for other laparoscopic procedures.

**Radical cystectomy**

This is a major operation often undertaken in patients with multiple comorbidities and may carry a significant mortality risk. It is not uncommon to see elderly patients listed. The procedure may have significant blood loss which may be rapid requiring transfusion and lasts between 4–6 hours. Invasive arterial monitoring is mandatory and most patients have central venous pressure monitoring if they have limited cardiorespiratory reserve. For an open cystectomy general anaesthesia is often supplemented with epidural anaesthesia that can be continued into the postoperative period.

**Patients on anticoagulants and antiplatelet agents**

See also Chapter 13.

Antiplatelet therapy has become a major treatment for both primary and secondary prevention of myocardial infarction or stroke and for the prevention of coronary stent thrombosis following percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). As a result of this many patients and increasingly elderly patients are treated with these agents. More than 25 per cent of the elderly population are receiving aspirin. It is therefore common for anaesthetists to be presented with an elderly patient on antiplatelet drugs for an endoscopic procedure.

The systemic inflammatory response syndrome and acute phase response associated with surgery are known to increase platelet adhesiveness and decrease fibrinolysis resulting in a hypercoagulable state. This combined with increased circulating endogenous catecholamines increases thrombosis risk.

Aspirin is recommended as a lifelong therapy and should not be interrupted for patients with cardiovascular disease. Clopidogrel therapy is mandatory for 6 weeks following the placement of bare metal cardiac stents, 3–6 months following MI, and at least 12 months following drug-eluting cardiac stent placement.

After cessation of aspirin or clopidogrel, platelet aggregation returns to baseline in 5–7 days. There is no difference in bleeding risk between the two drugs when given alone. A newer drug prasugrel increases risk of haemorrhage by 30 per cent. Cessation of these drugs is associated with increased cardiac complications, which for aspirin has a risk of death causing an acute coronary syndrome (ACS) leading to death or MI of two to four times greater than that of a patient continuing on the drug with the risk peaking at 10 days. Stopping clopidogrel is the most significant predictor of stent thrombosis (drug-eluting stents being greater risks than bare metal ones). Stopping dual antiplatelet therapy within 6 weeks after angioplasty or stenting has a mortality of up to 71 per cent, compared with 5 per cent if it is continued throughout the perioperative period.

Overall urological surgery is associated with a 2 per cent risk of postoperative MI and cardiac-related mortality. Most perioperative MIs occur within the first 3 days following surgery.

There is lack of consensus amongst urologists regarding the management of these patients in the perioperative period. Patients are commonly advised to stop these drugs 7–10 days prior to surgery in order to decrease the haemorrhage risk that may occur if the drug is continued. The evidence suggests that this practice may be putting patients at significant risk of cardiovascular events during the perioperative period.

Patients on oral anticoagulants should always have these interrupted before urological surgery. If necessary they can be substituted with alternatives during the perioperative period depending on the indication for anticoagulation.
**What are the bleeding risks?**

Endoscopic urological procedures are not without risk of significant bleeding. If this continues into the postoperative period patients may require further surgery. The majority of published literature for urology in patients continuing on antplatelet therapy surrounds aspirin and TURP. These followed two case reports of deaths after prostatectomy due to bleeding.\textsuperscript{14} The results of these studies have been contradictory, some stating that there is increased risks of haemorrhage and others reporting no difference. A randomized controlled study looking at the effects of bleeding following TURP found no difference in operative blood loss or transfusion requirements but did find a higher postoperative blood loss in the aspirin group. This did not lead to higher morbidity or mortality.

A large meta-analysis looking at the effects of aspirin on surgical blood loss in non-cardiac surgery found that although the risk of interoperative blood loss increased by 1.5 times there was no increase in the severity of bleeding complications, surgical morbidity, or mortality with the exception of transurethral prostatectomy which was associated with higher morbidity and mortality.

The risk of cardiovascular complications following withdrawal of antplatelet agents is higher than the risk of haemorrhage. Careful consideration should be given to continuing aspirin as a minimum in these situations and stopping clopidogrel for the minimum time possible (Fig. 25.1). In high-risk patients this requires close communication with the patient’s cardiologist.\textsuperscript{15}

**Patient positioning**

There are various patient positions used for urological surgery. The position chosen should allow optimal access by the surgeon to perform surgery without causing injury to the patient. Positioning may be more difficult in the elderly due to fixed posture or reduced mobility of joints. Extra care should be taken in those patients with joint replacements, especially hip and shoulder. Injuries caused as a result of positioning include: peripheral nerve injuries, ocular injuries, and pressure sores.\textsuperscript{16}

Positions utilized in urological surgery include: supine, prone, lateral, flexed lateral, lithotomy. All these positions may also require a Trendelenburg tilt. It is important at the pre-assessment visit to consider the patient’s ability to tolerate specific positions, e.g. a patient with respiratory disease may not tolerate steep Trendelenburg for a laparoscopic prostatectomy.

**Lithotomy**

The commonest position in urology as this allows surgical access to the perineum. The patient lies supine, the lower limbs are flexed at hip and knee and both legs are simultaneously elevated and separated. The legs are then supported either with straps or devices designed to hold the legs which can be adjusted. The leg supports are padded.

Injuries occurring as a result of the lithotomy position include: injury to the common peroneal nerve and saphenous nerve as a result of the leg straps, obturator and femoral nerve damage as a result of excessive flexion of the thigh, and compartment syndrome of the lower limb.

The lithotomy position causes significant physiological disturbances in the elderly. The functional residual capacity (FRC), which is already reduced, falls further as a result of the increased intra-abdominal pressure resulting in hypoventilation, basal atelectasis, and hypoxia. Elevation of the legs increases venous return and may exacerbate heart failure. At the end of the procedure lowering of the legs leads to venous pooling, reduces venous return, and can result in hypotension. It is at this point that hypovolaemia as a result of intraoperative blood loss may be unmasked.

**Trendelenburg**

The patient lays supine and the operating table tilted head-down. This allows the viscera to gravitate cephalad and provides
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better exposure to the pelvis. This may be used in combination with lithotomy.

Physiological effects of Trendelenburg include: decreased cardiac output, heart rate, and blood pressure as a result of baroreceptor activation; decreased lung capacities and ventilation–perfusion ratio as a result of the abdominal contents obstructing the movement of the diaphragm. There is also an increased risk of regurgitation especially in the elderly who have poor airway reflexes. Trendelenburg also causes intracranial venous congestion and raised ICP.

Prone

In the usual prone position, rolls or pillows are placed under the chest and pelvis, this elevates the trunk. The roles need to be firm enough to maintain elevation of the chest and pelvis and cover a sufficient surface area to avoid pressure areas. In PCNL a roll is also placed under the lower chest to push the kidney upwards and aid localization. This can interfere with the excursion of the diaphragm.

Care must also be taken with the head and neck and to avoid pressure on the eye which can cause retinal artery thrombosis and blindness. Care should also be taken with pressure on the ears and nose as well as positioning of the neck (particularly in an elderly population).

Brachial plexus injury is possible and care should be taken when positioning the arms. Padding should be used to protect the ulnar nerve at the elbow. The head of the humerus can also stretch and compress the axillary neurovascular bundle. The shoulders should not be beyond 90° in any direction to minimize the risk of brachial plexus injury.

Physiological effects of the prone position include a decrease in cardiac output and blood pressure as a result of abdominal compression and a reduction in lung compliance.

Lateral

The patient is placed with the operative side upmost. The patient is stabilized by flexion of the thigh and knee of the bottom leg. A pillow is placed between the legs and a back support prevents the patient rolling supine. The upper arm is usually supported in a gutter with care not to put pressure on the brachial plexus or nerves of the forearm. The patient is kept in position by tapes over the hips and chest.

In any of the positions mentioned the operating table may be ‘broken’ such that there is hyperextension of the lumber spine to facilitate access to the pelvis, lateral extension of the spine to open up the renal angle and improve access to the kidney, or in the prone position flexion of the spine to facilitate access for a PCNL. All these positions exacerbate the physiological changes mentioned previously. They also have the potential to put a strain on the axial skeleton and exacerbate any mechanical back pain the patient may have. This will settle postoperatively as the patient mobilizes and returns to normal activity. The elderly often have relatively fixed deformities or reduced range of movement of the axial skeleton and due care should be taken with positioning. Patients should also be warned of the potential for increased back pain postoperatively along with instructions on how to best manage it (mobilize).

**Anaesthesia for urological surgery in the elderly**

The choice of anaesthetic technique for urological surgery will depend on both the individual patient and the anaesthetist. Regional anaesthesia, more specifically spinal anaesthesia, has been advocated in patients who are to be positioned in the lithotomy position, due to the avoidance of central nervous system depressant drugs which reduces postoperative confusion and allows early detection of TURP syndrome.

Spinal anaesthesia potentially offers some advantages over general anaesthesia in that it prevents postoperative inhibition of fibrinolysis, reducing the incidence of deep venous thrombosis as well as the haemodynamic effects associated with reduced blood loss in pelvic operations. In all cases the potential risks and benefits of regional anaesthesia should be discussed with the patient and documented.

Epidural anaesthesia can provide adequate anaesthesia for the majority of endoscopic urological procedures. Satisfactory blockade takes longer to achieve with epidural compared to spinal anaesthesia and the technique is technically more difficult. The extent of blockade with epidural anaesthesia is, however, more controllable and the placement of a catheter allows analgesia to continue into the postoperative period.

Not all patients or operations are suited to regional anaesthesia and many patients continue to have general anaesthesia for urological surgery. This can be due to patient factors, anaesthetic factors, or surgical factors. Patients with poor cardiorespiratory reserve or cough tolerate lithotomy poorly. Patient movement increases the risk of bladder perforation. Haemodynamic stability is easier to maintain with general anaesthesia and allows these patients to tolerate the surgery and remain still, creating a clearer surgical field. Patients on anticoagulants or who continue on antiplatelet therapy may also require general anaesthesia.

The length and type of surgery may also influence choice of anaesthesia. Prolonged periods in lithotomy may result in backache or pain in the lower limbs which could be attributed to regional anaesthesia if this has been performed. Laparoscopic surgery necessitates a general anaesthetic.

The effect of age on the pharmacology of anaesthetic drugs is described in more detail in Chapter 3.

For general anaesthesia the choice lies between spontaneous breathing on a laryngeal mask airway or IPPV with muscle relaxation and intubation of the trachea. Fit elderly patients can breathe spontaneously on a LMA. Patients with pre-existing respiratory or cardiovascular disease should be formally ventilated. Anaesthesia can be maintained either via propofol target controlled infusion (TCI) or via volatile anaesthetic agents, e.g. sevoflurane or desflurane. Patients should be ventilated to normocapnia.

In patients undergoing TURP there is no difference in perioperative mortality between those who had regional or general anaesthesia.

Postoperative analgesia is similar to that for any surgical procedure and with the same considerations to the normal age-related physiological changes. Care has to be taken when considering which agents to use and the potential risk of drug interactions as this group of patients are frequently on several medications.

As with any anaesthesia the aim has to be to maintain the patient’s physiology as close to their normal as possible whilst
providing optimal conditions for the surgery to progress. This is never more true than with an elderly population who have an normally reduced physiological reserve, have an altered response to medications (pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic), frequently have comorbidities, and may respond less predictably to our interventions. Positioning has to be balanced within the limitations set by the patient (fixed or reduced mobility). Postoperative and ward care requires as much attention to detail for the best outcome to be achieved.

**Conclusion**

Urological surgery ranges from minor ‘office type’ procedures to complex major operations with significant risks to fluid balance, temperature control, and from blood loss. As the population presenting for surgery continues to get older these considerations become all the more important. The need to place the patient into prone, lateral, or Trendelenburg positions and to have large areas of their trunk and abdomen exposed can be challenging for elderly patients with their reduced cardiovascular, respiratory, and renal reserves. Assessment, optimization, careful operative management, and attentive postoperative care are essential for satisfactory outcomes. As these procedures may be repeated frequently, detailed recording of their recovery and return to their previous quality of life becomes essential especially with regard to cognitive and functional ability. As with most interventions in the elderly, access to skilled and experienced practitioners, medical and nursing, is probably the most important determinant of reaching a successful outcome.
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Introduction
There are three dimensions in which the assessment of acute pain in the elderly has to be considered in a different light from that of younger patients subjected to similar operative or traumatic insult. It may be useful to remember at this point the definition of pain as formulated by the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP), which states that pain is ‘an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage’. The critical issue here, for our consideration of the elderly is the way in which pain is ‘described’ or ‘reported’.

◆ There are age-related alterations in the somatosensory system (see Chapters 5 and 11).
◆ There are differences in the affective and cognitive processing of the sensory information that are influenced by life experiences and these will be expected to increase with age.
◆ There may be changes in cognition, which mean that the normal ways of measuring pain and evaluating the response to intervention are either inaccurate or inappropriate. These may be a consequence of either normal age-related changes or disease.

Pain assessment in cognitive impairment
There are abundant data on pain and its treatment in elderly patients with cognitive disturbances. Understandably much of the literature on pain assessment and management in the elderly is derived from studies of populations residing in institutions such as nursing homes. The challenge of this chapter is to distil this data into a format which enables the practising hospital clinician to recognize and treat postsurgical or trauma pain when the normal assessment methods (self-reporting of symptoms) may be deemed to be unreliable.

The important issue is whether patients with cognitive disturbance can reliably report pain and if so, what tools may be of use. Which behavioural rating scales should be used in an acute hospital setting and whether it is more appropriate to listen to patients or observe their behaviour when assessing surgical or trauma pain.

The observation that simple analgesics can influence the restlessness of patients with dementia is reported\(^1\) and has recently received renewed attention in a randomized controlled trial. Husebo et al.\(^2\) investigated whether a simple stepwise protocol for pain management could reduce agitated behaviour in nursing home residents with dementia cared for in 60 different institutions. They assessed pain in 352 patients with a behavioural rating scale, the MOBID2, which had previously been validated for pain in dementia\(^3\) and described this population as showing clinically relevant pain in over 55 per cent of patients.

Institutions were randomized to provide normal care or to provide a stepwise protocol using analgesia for the treatment of agitation whilst keeping doses of antipsychotic drugs unchanged. They found a reduction in agitated behaviour with analgesia that was as good as any of the reported controlled trials of the antipsychotic risperidone the only drug licensed for this agitation in dementia. Furthermore, the treatment effect reverted to the baseline within 4 weeks of stopping the analgesics. While the sceptical might argue that analgesics have a non-specific sedative effect that might confound analysis, examination of the analgesic regimen refutes this objection. Over two-thirds of the intervention group needed no more than 3 g of paracetamol a day. A further quarter needed only low doses of opioids (up to 20 mg of morphine or 10 mcg/hour of transdermal buprenorphine). A small proportion (7 per cent) received the maximum medication (up to 300 mg of pregabalin a day). Furthermore, where drowsiness or other side effect was a problem (up to 5 per cent of the original intervention group), the patients were taken out of the study and not included in the analysis. The elegance of the study design is further highlighted by the use of the pain rating scale through the period of study to demonstrate the correlation between reduction in agitation and the reduction in pain. The message for practice is clear: agitated behaviour may reflect undertreated pain in demented patients and responds to simple analgesic measures that can be implemented easily on surgical wards.

In considering the implications of this study, the reader who wishes to become acquainted with the extent of the literature on pain in dementia is directed to the clinical review by Scherder et al.\(^4\) who, commenting of the state of the science of pain assessment in dementia, concluded that ‘a final step in the process is the use of an analgesic trial to help validate if potential behavioural indicators of pain do respond top analgesic treatment’. It would appear that in the case of the MOBID2 scale, that this has now been done, and furthermore, that clinically relevant changes in this tool
are mirrored with clinically relevant changes as measured with a tool to measure agitation.

We will now look further at the issue of the usefulness of pain behavioural rating scales versus self-reporting scales (verbal or other) in elderly patients with cognitive disturbance.

**Verbal and self-reporting**

In a review of 30 pain instruments 5 60 per cent were verbal. This might imply that even in the cognitively impaired the patient’s self-report of pain remains the most accurate. However, it was acknowledged that of these verbal rating tools none demonstrated excellent reliability or validity.

One early study examined the association between self-reported pain and cognitive impairment and concluded that verbal pain reports were no less valid in cognitive decline than those with no cognitive deficits.6 However, the same study also identified that a substantial proportion of the participants were unable to understand and answer simple yes/no questions. This appears to suggest that reports of pain are valid but not all cognitively impaired people are able to report their pain. Ferrell et al.7 suggested that pain reports in this population are reliable and valid: 83 per cent of those studied could complete one pain assessment tool and those who were unable to could identify pain presence by direct questioning. However, it was also acknowledged that those with moderate to severe impairment could not reliably or accurately communicate, which limits the applicability of their conclusions to the less severely affected.

The difficulty with interpreting the results of these studies is the poor correlation that seems to exist between the severity of dementia and the difficulty in reporting. A report of 154 participants described large numbers (a third of the group) who were unable to use any of four assessment tools but they could not identify a clear co-relation between difficulty and degree of dementia.8

Which self-rating technique works best for the elderly patients with a degree of cognitive impairment? Closs et al.9 assessed the value of five instruments:

- Verbal Rating Scale (VRS)
- Horizontal Numeric Rating Scale (NRS)
- Faces Pictorial Scale (FPS)
- Colour Visual Analogue Scale (CVAS)
- Mechanical Visual Analogue Scale (MVAS).

They described that VRS was followed by the NRS as having better overall completion rates but noted that repeated explanations of the tools increased the completion rates for those with higher levels of cognitive impairment. This observation may be of considerable clinical value. The VRS was outperformed in a similar type of comparative study10 by the McGill Word Scale, a tool which requires participants to choose a word to describe their pain. In addition to visual analogue and pain face scoring three ‘pain location’ instruments were also investigated: in this case by asking participants to describe pain with reference to a doll, a diagram or on themselves. Eighty-six per cent of the cognitively impaired participants were able to locate pain on their own body using one of these location instruments. Again, this could be a useful assessment strategy.

**Observational (or behavioural) rating scales**

For those people who are more severely affected by cognitive impairment, it is claimed that performing behavioural or observation based assessment is best practice.11 This is based upon observation of patients’ behaviour and function, providing an indirect, ‘objective’ measure of pain. Specific pain behaviours that have been identified in the literature include: rapid blinking and other facial expressions; agitation or aggression; crying or moaning; becoming withdrawn and quiet; guarding of a body part; noisy breathing; negative vocalizations and fidgeting.12 These pain indicators have been used to produce assessment instruments that may be useful for patients with severe cognitive impairment. However, these behaviours may be culturally determined and judgments regarding them may be subjective.

A systematic review has compared the usefulness of 12 such tools and concluded that none of the tools were convincingly appropriate or preferable for assessing pain in people with dementia.13

Facial expression has been claimed to be a reliable and consistent indicator of pain.14 One of the obvious difficulties in research is the ethical problem of causing pain sufficient to enable it to be assessed in this group of patients. This problem can be addressed by observing existing practice such as dressing a decubitus ulcer. Nurses and medical students can reliably identify pain from videotaped recordings of facial expression of demented patients undergoing a dressing change of ulcers. In a study of nine patients, the one patient whose expression did not suggest pain was using a fentanyl transdermal patch for analgesia.

The clinician who is faced with making an assessment of acute pain but is not completely familiar with the more subtle neuropsychiatric manifestations of the various causes of cognitive impairment may justifiably admit to a degree of confusion. Frontal lobe dementia might be characterized by more disinhibited pain responses.15 The expression of pain may be a consequence of the disinhibition of behaviour due to the disease process rather than because of an increase in pain. Non-facial behavioural cues may also be exaggerated responses of affective distress because of an inability to comprehend what is happening when challenged with a moderately noxious stimulus.16 Identified pain behaviours may overlap with symptoms of other states of discomfort and with syndromes such as delirium or depression whilst discomfort can be caused by other states such as thirst, hunger, frustration, loneliness, boredom, constipation, or infection.17 These behaviours therefore might only be attributed to pain when a known procedure has been performed or painful condition exists. Conversely physical limitations such as contractures or immobility may limit the behavioural response. It must be also considered that in some types of advanced dementia facial expression is muted.

The challenge for the clinician attempting to assess pain in the surgical setting is to know the value and limitations of observational techniques and how they compare with self-rating. There is evidence that observers may underestimate pain18 while family members may do the opposite.

Many behavioural pain assessment tools have been produced but there appears to be little research evidence to test validity and reliability and therefore support their introduction into clinical practice.13 Only eight studies have attempted to validate behavioural tools by comparing them to the gold standard of...
self-reporting (Table 26.1). The majority of the studies identified a poor to modest correlation between self-reporting and behavioural observation, which led to conclusions that they underestimate pain and that routine use of these tools could not be justified. One study aimed to assess the construct validity of three measures of pain. This compared self-reported pain to verbal tool. The third assessment was performed by the same nurse using the PAINAD behavioural tool. Interestingly, whilst there was poor correlation between self-report and the other assessments, the strong correlation between the nurse assessment and the behavioural tool questioned the value of using these tools at all.

However, one study suggested that the behavioural tool was able to highlight evidence of greater emotional distress and pain experience which was not evident on the self-report measure. By facilitating a programme of structured activity the researchers were able to compare the frequency of non-verbal behaviours such as grimacing, to the patients actual self-report of pain at that time. Correlation between the two assessments was poor leading to the suggestion that they measure very different parts of the pain experience and therefore should be used in conjunction as part of a comprehensive pain assessment. Alexander et al. observed pain behaviours over a 6-month period in an elderly unit and found that this directly influenced an increase in pain medication and a reduction in pain behaviours were noted over time. Acknowledging and acting upon the non-verbal displays of pain behaviour is important and the introduction of a behavioural tool increased awareness of staff.

Behavioural pain assessments are advocated by the British Pain Society and the British Geriatrics Society for use in people who are unable to self-report pain. They may also be beneficial, used alongside self-report, for all frail elderly with or without cognitive impairments. The Abbey Pain tool was created in Australia for people with end-stage dementia. The tool was built upon the results of two previous studies published in 1992 and 1995 using indicators that had previously shown some validity and modified by pain and geriatric experts using a Delphi study. It is considered to be a short and easy to apply scale, which takes 1 minute to complete. This had made it a popular choice for consideration of introduction into clinical practice. However, it has been identified that there are still some problems with reliability and validity and that it lacks conceptual clarity in that there is no distinguishing between acute and chronic pain characteristics.

**Specific analgesic drugs**

**Paracetamol**

The effect of a single dose of 1gm of intravenous paracetamol has been compared between the 80–90 age group and other age groups. The relationship between paracetamol concentration and time, expressed as ‘area under the curve’ (AUC) indicated a higher
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### Table 26.1 Studies which have compared behavioural rating scores with self reports of pain in elderly patients with cognitive impairment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krulwich et al 2000</td>
<td>VAS, PIS &amp; FPS vs Hospice Approach Discomfort Scale</td>
<td>PIS works</td>
<td>Poor correlation between pain and verbal reports of pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadjistavropoulos et al, 2000</td>
<td>CVAS vs FACS &amp; PBM</td>
<td>Sensitivity in variations of pain during different activities</td>
<td>Identified greater emotional distress associated with painful activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander et al 2005</td>
<td>CVAS vs pain target behaviours list</td>
<td>Most participants unable to use CVAS</td>
<td>Led to increase in pain medication and reduction in pain behaviours over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pautex et al 2005</td>
<td>HVAS, VVAS, FPS &amp; DOLOPUS-2</td>
<td>VRS better for more severe dementia</td>
<td>Underestimated pain when compared to verbal report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pautex et al 2006</td>
<td>VRS, HVAS, FPS vs DOLOPUS-2</td>
<td>Greater comprehension of VRS &amp; FPS</td>
<td>Underestimated pain when compared to verbal report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leong et al 2006</td>
<td>VDS vs Nurse report: VDS PAINAD</td>
<td>No correlation with nurse report or PAINAD tool</td>
<td>Strong correlation between nurse report and PAINAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horgas et al, 2007</td>
<td>NRS &amp; VDS vs PBM &amp; NOPPAIN</td>
<td>Strong correlation in cognitively intact participants</td>
<td>Recommends assessment using both verbal and behavioural tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horgas, et al 2009</td>
<td>NRS vs PBM</td>
<td>Cognitively impaired reported less intense pain</td>
<td>Strong correlation between verbal and behavioural tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Verbal Tools:** VRS – Verbal rating scale; NRS – Numerical rating Scale; VDS – Verbal descriptor scale; HVAS – Horizontal visual analogue scale; VVAS – Vertical visual analogue scale; PIS – Pain intensity scale. **Behavioural Tools:** FACS – Facial action coding system; PBM – Pain behaviour measure; NOPPAIN – Non-communicative patients pain assessment instrument; DOLOPUS-2 – A behavioural pain assessment scale; PAINAD – pain assessment in advanced dementia.
exposure to paracetamol in the older patients and the same was true for conjugates with glucuronide and sulphate that were also raised, the very elderly being exposed up to 1.5 as much metabolite as younger patients. After regular dosing steady state pharmacokinetics are observed even in very elderly patients on multiple medications with mild renal impairment (creatinine clearance of 42 ml/min ± 12 ml/min) at 5 days of dosing with 1 g three times a day.28 The effect of regular paracetamol dosing on plasma levels and hepatotoxicity has been investigated in an observational study comparing fit and frail elderly in-patients with a younger cohort.29 Patients received paracetamol 3–4 g/day. On the fifth day the plasma level of alanine transferase (ALT) and paracetamol was measured. Frail patients had higher concentrations of paracetamol, but this did not correlate with a rise in ALT. Indeed the abnormalities in liver function as assessed by ALT concentrations were restricted to the younger patients and the fit elderly. There was an inverse relationship between frailty score and ALT concentration.

In animal studies age-related muscle atrophy is characterized by increased oxidative stress, and the consequent loss of activity of two enzyme pathways involved in the mRNA translation of muscle protein. Paracetamol is able to reverse this effect of oxidative stress.30 It is noted that during exercise training in older adults, the concomitant use of paracetamol increases muscle volume. This phenomenon may reflect the role of cyclo-oxygenase pathways in regulating muscle protein turnover.35

**Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs**

This class of drugs is commonly used in the management of musculoskeletal pain and has historically relieved much of the pain and suffering associated with it. It is not surprising that elderly patients presenting for surgery may have been taking them for years. The drugs have a number of systemic side effects which mean that vigilance must be exercised in detecting gastrointestinal, renal, and cardiovascular side effects. The same is true for the so-called COXIB drugs, anti-inflammatory drugs with a specific action on the type 2 cyclo-oxygenase (COX) enzyme (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) act on both isozymes type 1 and 2 to different extents). Specific COX type 2 inhibitors have limited, but useful, gastrointestinal sparing properties but still have adverse cardiovascular and renal side effects. Creatinine clearance was reduced after intravenous administration of parecoxib but was unchanged in a similar group of elderly patients receiving paracetamol.31

Older patients have a higher incidence of gastrointestinal, renal, and cardiovascular pathology that may compound the presentation of symptoms of dyspepsia or haemorrhage, and renal or heart failure. Comorbidities such as atrial fibrillation may require the use of anticoagulants. The capacity of the gastric mucosa to protect itself is reduced with age: this being in part an explanation for the observation that age itself is an independent risk factor for complications of NSAID therapy.32 In an attempt to address the long-term effects on the health of elderly patients a Canadian Consensus on NSAID prescribing33 has produced guidelines on administration:

- Non-pharmacological or local therapies should be offered before considering NSAIDs.
- NSAIDs should be used with caution because of gastrointestinal risks.
- Creatinine clearance and blood pressure should be checked before starting NSAIDs or COXIBs.
- Proton pump inhibitor gastric protection is required if aspirin and NSAIDs are used together

The association between NSAIDs and cognitive impairment is of interest considering their widespread use in the elderly. It is tempting to argue that the link between dementia and non-use of NSAID is spurious, related to the fact that, in dementia, pain may be poorly treated and patients therefore receive less medication. However it is known that NSAID in vitro reduce production of beta amyloid, a protein that is associated with the pathological lesions of Alzheimer’s disease. The suggestion that NSAIDs do indeed reduce the incidence of dementia has been confirmed in a study of 3229 individuals over the age of 65.34 However the protection against dementia afforded by NSAID extends only to Alzheimer’s disease, not vascular dementia, and only to those individuals with a certain genotype (APOE epsilon 4) associated with the condition. Furthermore, the relationship between Alzheimer risk reduction and NSAID is not related to the specific beta amyloid inhibitory actions of particular NSAID (different NSAID varying in their ability to inhibit its production).

It may be very difficult, on compassionate and ethical grounds, to restrict access to NSAID during the perioperative period if patients are already taking them for co-morbid conditions such as arthritis, unless specific steps have been taken in the preoperative period to rationalize usage or to provide alternative analgesia. Mazurelli et al.35 investigated 197 elderly patients (mean age 80) with a history of heart failure and found that 22 per cent used NSAIDs. Of these, almost half were detected only after specific questioning designed to elicit the use of NSAIDs: the information was not offered during the initial consultation. It was possible to persuade two out of three patients to abandon NSAIDs after offering alternative treatments such as paracetamol and opioids.

Such a strategy may be useful for preoperative assessment clinics, and it is in these clinics that a detailed drug history is important, together with screening for the presence of gastrointestinal symptoms, or evidence of renal insufficiency, hypertension or heart failure that might indicate risk factors for the use of NSAIDs.

In surgical and anaesthetic practice the side effects of NSAIDs on gastrointestinal integrity are clearly important. Chronic blood loss leads to a patient presenting for surgery with iron deficient anaemia. The impact of a prolonged surgical stress, coupled with the routine use of anticoagulants for prophylaxis against deep venous thrombosis may precipitate a dangerous gastrointestinal haemorrhage in the patient who has already been exposed to NSAID.

The acute renal and cardiovascular side effects of NSAID are clearly of direct and immediate importance in the perioperative period, more so than the side effects on the gastrointestinal system. Inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis affects renal autoregulation and will result in a reduction of filtration when the renal afferent arteriolar pressure falls. The consequent stimulation of renin release leads to salt and water retention, with a reduction of urine output. The effects of NSAIDs are therefore compounded by falls in blood pressure due to hypovolaemia, major regional anaesthesia, or when cardiac output falls during general anaesthesia. The decision to deploy these drugs as part of a strategy of ‘balanced analgesia’ during the perioperative period may therefore be a difficult one, and the clinician needs to justify their use on an individual basis, depending on the circumstances and likelihood of complications.
Opioid drugs

The issues around the use of opioid drugs in the elderly surgical patient are multiple, complex and potentially serious. (For details on the pharmacology see Chapter 3.) Veering has summarized electroencephalographic data pertaining to the use of fentanyl, alfentanil, and remifentanil and concluded that the elderly brain is itself intrinsically more sensitive to these agents, irrespective of any pharmacokinetic considerations. Aside from the presentation of acute respiratory depression, side effects with opioids in the elderly include the propensity to provoke delirium. To this problem must be added the difficulty of making a specific diagnosis of the cause of delirium, the observation that untreated acute pain may itself be responsible for delirium and the fact that many patients present with painful conditions for which they are already taking opioids. There are a few valuable literature resources that can help us understand the problem.

Pethidine

The case for (or rather against) pethidine, can be simply put. In 1987, it was said to be the most widely used opioid in the United States for postoperative pain. The danger of delirium in young patients taking large doses was blamed on its anticholinergic properties and interaction with anticholinergic drugs. It was claimed to be reversible by substituting with morphine. A systematic review has confirmed the difficulties that pethidine poses as an analgesic. Hip fracture patients (mean age over 80) treated with pethidine had a higher incidence of delirium (43.2 per cent) compared with those who received morphine (27.1 per cent) (odds ratio 2.5) and it was suggested that patients should be switched from pethidine to 'low-dose morphine'. In a larger study of 541 fractures (65 per cent of the sample being over 80) pethidine was also associated with greater incidence of delirium. Pethidine was implicated in postoperative delirium when case notes of delirious patients were compared with case notes of matched patients who did not suffer this complication, even when it was given by the epidural route. The review concedes that the assessment of analgesia was inadequate in some of the studies, so it is hard to compare whether doses of different drugs were comparable. In summary, pethidine is an unsuitable analgesic drug for the elderly.

Postoperative surgical pain: techniques and factors in delivery

While the last two decades have seen a recognition of the importance of acute postoperative pain management, it is difficult to tease out specific lessons relevant to the elderly from the existing data as the age ranges under investigation are wide. Furthermore some study designs are frankly unhelpful, in that they have included an upper age limit, in some cases as low as 75. The extrapolation of the techniques under investigation to an age group outside that in the study may not be appropriate. Indeed it has been argued that ethical permission should be withheld from research proposals that seek to impose an unjustifiable age limit.

Many hospitals in the United Kingdom have adopted a model of an 'acute pain service' based on the leadership of a consultant anaesthetist supported by specialist nursing staff providing expert assistance to staff on general wards and specific clinical interventions in particularly challenging patients. It is of more than historical interest that the original description of a prototype UK acute pain service describes particular difficulties with older patients, such that they were not well served by the service as it existed. More recent evidence supports this conclusion. For instance, a different model of care in which elderly patients presenting for major joint replacement were assessed and 'optimized' beforehand by a team led by a geriatrician demonstrated a number of postoperative benefits, one of which was a reduction in the number of visits from the acute pain service. One of the ways in which this was achieved was by reviewing analgesic medication prior to elective surgery so that patients were able more easily to exercise and maintain muscle strength around a damaged joint prior to surgery. Recent work linking paracetamol analgesia to muscle turnover provides a possible mechanism to support the use of regular analgesia prior to surgery.

Such information is important when considering the recent media response to a report on the care of elderly surgical patients. The frame of reference of the 2010 NCEPOD report was to use the records from patients over the age of 80 who died within 30 days of a surgical procedure to ask questions about the quality of care and to make recommendations about future service provision based on questionnaires sent to institutions reporting a death. Of these institutions, a fraction, predominantly private sector providers and specialist surgical units reported that they did not have a formal 'acute pain service' as defined earlier. Such information, released in the public domain, provoked adverse media interest with newspaper headlines proclaiming that patients were ‘dying in agony’ for want of a service.

Clearly the role of the acute pain service has to be appropriately tailored to the specific needs of the elderly patient if it is to deliver the right sort of service. Like any other service, however, its effectiveness is hampered by the current evidence base. Evidence, or lack of it, aside the problems:

- Acute pain services provide and supervise safe delivery of high-technology controlled administration of drugs, including patient-controlled intravenous analgesia, epidural analgesia, and continuous plexus analgesia.
- Acute pain services have an educational and governance role that limits their personal responsibility to individual patients.
- There is currently no formal requirement for a member of an acute pain team, whether medically trained or not, to demonstrate understanding of the particular problems of elderly patients.

One way of addressing the problem of lack of data for the elderly is to consider specific procedures, such as surgery for hip fracture. There are several large studies which have specifically investigated postoperative pain after surgery for hip fracture. Their conclusions may usefully be applied to other older age groups undergoing different types of surgery.

Analysis of 117 elderly patients with hip fracture suggests that the type of operation performed is a factor for pain during mobilization, even when resting pain is controlled with an epidural infusion. Patients undergoing more extensive surgery such as dynamic hip screws or intramedullary nails have more postoperative pain than those undergoing lesser procedures such as hemiarthroplasty or parallel screw fixation. It is difficult to extrapolate these findings
to the more frail hip fracture patients, as the study patients were the most able bodied and cognitively intact patients of a total cohort of 981. The study, however, does demonstrate some of the difficulty in assessing the value of different analgesic regimens in isolation. As in many other types of surgery the type of operation performed has such an influence on postoperative pain.

The consequences of untreated pain after hip fracture are stated to be longer hospital stay, curtailment of physiotherapy sessions, delay in mobilization, functional disability (as measured by ability to negotiate past a bedside chair) and reduced mobility at 6 months. In this study of 412 patients pain at rest was not significantly associated with post-operative complications, the need for nursing home admission, or residual pain at 6 months. Nor was survival to 6 months affected. A further study by the same authors on 541 patients with and without delirium claimed that cognitively intact patients were very vulnerable to developing delirium if pain control was inadequate. Further evidence for this was the observation that patients who received less than 10 mg of morphine were more likely to develop delirium than those who received larger doses over the perioperative period.

The relationship between analgesia and acute cardiovascular events has been studied by randomizing hip fracture patients to either ‘standard’ or continuous epidural analgesia on arrival in the emergency department. In a study of 68 patients the ‘standard’ analgesia group sustained four fatal cardiac perioperative events and three other cardiac events. The epidural group were spared such complications. While this is evidence of the group’s ability to control pain, it must be considered that the ‘standard’ analgesic was pethidine, a drug with an established reputation for side effects in the elderly related to its anticholinergic action. Thus it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions about the specific value of epidural analgesia, as opposed to any other suitable analgesia, in these high-risk elderly patients.

Possibly of more value in answering this question is a systematic review looking at the effectiveness of analgesia after hip fracture surgery. In the search for literature published after 1990 the authors provide an up-to-date account which emphasizes the safety of modern general anaesthesia. Whilst systematic reviews have important influences on clinical practice, it is important to reflect on the difficulty that exists in interpreting the review, however rigorous the methodology may be. Only three trials, out of a total of 83 reviewed, compared different systemic drugs, and one of these trials had used pethidine. Almost half of the studies had explicitly excluded patients with cognitive impairment.

Fourteen studies that investigated the effectiveness of regional blockade in the treatment of postoperative pain are reported in the review. The nerve block techniques which contributed to the review are shown in Table 26.2 and Table 26.3.

The review concludes that nerve blocks reduce postoperative pain, and states that seven of the studies report reduced use of analgesic medication. Pain relief aside, improvement in delirium was noted, but no other complications could be reliably prevented by the use of nerve blocks. Mortality at 30 days and the incidence of cardiorespiratory complications were not influenced by the use of nerve block techniques.

Detailed examination, however, of this one promising area demonstrates the problems of extrapolating data from small studies into clinical practice. Take the studies reporting femoral nerve block for instance. A comparison between intravenous regional analgesia and continuous femoral nerve block excluded the over 80s: according to the statistics reported only six patients in each group would have been aged over 68 in the nerve block group or over 72.3 in the control group.

A 1995 study, on an older, more ‘typical’ sample, used a single dose of local anaesthetic administered onto the femoral nerve using anatomical landmarks. While the technique worked, reduced requests for analgesia and the number of respiratory complications its conclusions have to be considered in the light of the appropriateness of the methods used in the control group: pethidine and diclofenac are probably not useful drugs to use in comparison. Considering the implications of these two studies for today’s practice the technique of nerve location may be important in determining efficacy. Thus a 2006 study in which a nerve stimulator was used may provide more realistic conclusions: administered in this way at the right time, in this case in the emergency room, femoral nerve block reduces pain at rest and increases the range of painless movement.

### Table 26.2 Distribution of patients in trials of nerve block for pain relief after hip fracture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block type</th>
<th>n (intervention group)</th>
<th>n (controls)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:1 block</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epidural</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fascia iliaca block</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femoral nerve block</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoas compartment</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Combined techniques’</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from AbouSetta et al.

### Table 26.3 Patients in Tuncer’s study did not faithfully represent the age group of patients who undergo surgery for hip fracture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean age</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Age +1SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>continuous femoral nerve block</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patient controlled iv analgesia</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tuncer used an age group that did not represent the population at risk.

### Conclusion

Postoperative pain control is an important indicator of the quality of care. A seminal textbook on the subject of anaesthesia and the elderly patient published in 1988 provided the reader of the day with general advice on the management of postoperative pain limiting specific comparisons with younger patients to a discussion of the effect of age on opioid pharmacokinetics. A 1997 book devoted to the subject of pain in the elderly describes how and why the elderly may have atypical presentations of pain in acute conditions such as myocardial infarction and peritonitis. The conclusion is that the normal methods used in the assessment of acute pain are less useful in older patients as pain may be underreported. This conclusion is still valid today. Its implications affect all of us charged with alleviating pain in a group of patients which will increase in number in future years.
CHAPTER 27

Palliative care and the elderly

Shahla Siddiqui

Introduction

More people are living longer and the proportion of those living beyond 60 years has increased, and will continue to increase further until 2050. The very oldest people (e.g. those aged 85+) often experience multiple chronic diseases, and in developed countries, are often cared for in long-term care facilities such as nursing or residential homes. Palliative care patients are admitted increasingly to care homes if their prognosis is too prolonged for inpatient hospice care or acute palliative care beds. Although it is still a minority, a significant proportion of people die in these settings: ranging from 13 per cent in Austria, 20 per cent in England, to 39 per cent in Canada. When people move to a care home they frequently experience multiple losses: physical, mental, social, and spiritual. Although death may not necessarily be imminent, residents of care homes are highly likely to die there, making these settings where high-quality palliative care is needed.

Older people are often overlooked in the design of care provision, and yet they usually have the greatest and most complex needs. In this chapter we seek to understand and determine the needs of older people with progressive illnesses, and to assess interventional strategies to improve palliative care for this globally rapidly growing population. Palliative (from Latin palliare, to cloak) care, is a specialized area of healthcare that focuses on relieving and preventing the suffering of patients. Palliative medicine utilizes a multidisciplinary approach to patient care, relying on input from physicians, pharmacists, nurses, chaplains, social workers, psychologists, and other allied health professionals in formulating a plan of care to relieve suffering in all areas of a patient’s life. This multidisciplinary approach allows the palliative care team to address physical, emotional, spiritual, and social concerns that arise with advanced illness.

Medications and treatments are said to have a palliative effect if they relieve symptoms without having a curative effect on the underlying disease or cause. This can include treating nausea related to chemotherapy or something as simple as morphine to treat a broken leg. Although the concept of palliative care is not new, most physicians have traditionally concentrated on trying to cure patients. Treatments for the alleviation of symptoms were viewed as hazardous and seen as inviting addiction and other unwanted side effects. The focus on a patient’s quality of life has increased greatly during the past 20 years. In the United States today, 55 per cent of hospitals with more than 100 beds offer a palliative care programme, and nearly one-fifth of community hospitals have palliative care programmes. A relatively recent development is the concept of a dedicated healthcare team that is entirely geared toward palliative treatment: a palliative care team.

In a nutshell, palliative care is appropriate and possible regardless of which disease process a person has, what the prognosis is, or what cure-directed treatment choices a person makes. Palliative care should be interwoven concurrently with cure-directed treatment. It can either be used with treatment intended to cure or as the sole form of treatment. Palliative care (regardless of other treatment plans being used) optimizes quality of life and when your energies are not spent coping with pain, nausea, breathlessness, fatigue, and the immobility (among other things) resulting from this, there is more energy to cope with the manifestations of the disease. When a person is comfortable, they eat more, sleep better, are not as fatigued, not as depressed and at least have the possibility of enjoying their day. Jerant and colleagues,1 in “The TLC Model of Palliative Care in the Elderly: Preliminary Application in the Assisted Living Setting” published in the Annals of Family Medicine, describe five barriers to palliative care with the elderly who live in assisted living facilities. Basically, the five barriers to palliative care for them are: the perception that palliative care is only terminal care; palliative care is defined as mutually exclusive of cure-directed treatment; the decision, if palliative care should be the sole form of care, is not ‘. . . negotiated among patients, family members, and providers . . .’; making treatment choices is given more importance than discussing the reality of life with a chronic debilitating illness; and palliative care is treated as an either/or decision instead of an integrated part of the treatment plan.

Presently, palliative care in the elderly relies on three principles:

1. Fostering dignity for older people at the end of life

A study exploring the views on maintaining dignity of older people in care homes has broadly supported a model of dignity at the end of life developed for people with advanced cancer and canvassed their views and highlighted a number of challenges to conducting research in care homes for older people;2 ‘People respond to the way you treat them…dignity is a two-way thing.’

2. The effectiveness of interventions to improve palliative care for older people

There is a need to develop and evaluate more ways to improve palliative care for older people. There are several such initiatives currently underway around the world. Better Palliative Care for Older People3 is an example of such a publication which expresses
a European viewpoint but may reflect relevant issues in other parts of the world. It targets policy- and decision-makers within government health and social care, the non-governmental, academic, and private sectors, and health professionals working with older people. All these groups will need to work to integrate palliative care more widely across health services, and policy-makers need to be aware of the proven benefits of palliative care in the elderly. The booklet aims to provide information that will help this task.

3. Symptom burden and quality of life for older people in care homes and intensive care units (ICUs)

Although it is assumed that the symptom burden on older people in care homes and ICUs in high, there is relatively little good quality research on their symptoms, in particular psychological and spiritual problems, and their quality of life. The suitability of many standardized measures for older people in such places is not known.

Definitions

Palliative care

The World Health Organization’s (WHO) definition is ‘an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families facing the problem associated with life-threatening illness, through the prevention and relief of suffering by means of early identification and impeccable assessment and treatment of pain and other physical, psychosocial, and spiritual problems.’

Palliative care provides relief from pain and other distressing symptoms, affirms life and regards dying as a normal process, intends neither to hasten nor postpone death, integrates the psychological and spiritual aspects of patient care, offers a support system to help patients live as actively as possible until death, offers a support system to help the family cope during the patient’s illness and in their own bereavement, uses a team approach to address the needs of patients and their families, including bereavement counselling, if indicated, will enhance quality of life, and may also positively influence the course of illness.

It is applicable early in the course of illness, in conjunction with other therapies that are intended to prolong life, such as chemotherapy or radiation therapy, and includes those investigations needed to better understand and manage distressing clinical complications.

Geriatric palliative care

‘The approach to care for the chronically ill and frail elderly.’ The focus is on quality of life, support for functional independence, and centrality of the patient’s values and experiences in determining the goals of medical care. Geriatric palliative care is integrative using interdisciplinary delivery of care. The goal is to relieve pain and suffering and to improve the quality of life for elderly patients and their families. The core principles are a comprehensive, patient/family unit-centred approach that enhances functional independence and quality of life transitioning between levels of care.

Symptom management

‘Recognition and treatment of physical and nonphysical symptoms to prevent suffering and improve quality of life.’

Goal of palliative care

The goal of palliative care is ‘to prevent and relieve suffering and to support the best possible quality of life for patients and their families regardless of the stage of disease.’

Background of geriatric palliative care

Although people over the age of 80 years have fewer interventions for symptom management they are more likely to suffer and die from chronic illnesses preceded by a lengthy period of decline and functional impairment. Older persons are at higher risk for developing multiple chronic, life-threatening diseases (cancer, stroke, heart disease, respiratory diseases). Alzheimer’s disease is the 14th leading cause of death in older adults, yet 80 per cent of Medicare patients enrolled in hospice have cancer. Only 3 per cent have chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and less than 3 per cent of nation’s hospice census is made up of Alzheimer’s patients. Patients over 80 referred for palliative care consultation have fewer interventions for pain, nausea, anxiety, and other symptoms. Persons 65 years and over often have undertreated or untreated pain and other symptoms.

Markers for initiation of palliative care in geriatrics

1. Core end-stage indicators indicating terminal phase of chronic illness are physical decline, weight loss, multiple comorbidities, and a serum albumin of <2.5 g/dl. Dependence on assistance with most activities of daily living (ADLs) and a Karnofsky Performance score of less than 50 per cent. The Karnofsky Performance Scale Index allows patients to be classified as to their functional impairment from 0–100. This can be used to compare effectiveness of different therapies and to assess the prognosis in individual patients. The lower the Karnofsky score, the worse the survival for most serious illnesses.

2. Non-disease specific indicators such as:

Frailty—extreme vulnerability to morbidity and mortality due to progressive decline in function and physiological reserve. Frequent falls, disability, susceptibility to acute illness, and reduced ability to recover are examples of frailty.

Functional dependence—dependence on others to perform activities of daily life.

Cognitive impairment—changes in memory, attention, thinking, language, praxis, and executive function.

Family support needs—emotional support, information and educational support unique to each patient/family and/or caregivers.

3. Disease-specific markers: include symptomatic congestive heart failure (CHF), dementia, stroke, cancer, recurrent infections, and degenerative joint disease causing functional impairment and chronic pain.

Needs of the geriatric palliative care patient

For patients with active, progressive, far-advanced disease, the goals of palliative care are to provide relief from pain and other physical
Principles of palliative care

Palliative care incorporates the whole spectrum of care—medical, nursing, psychological, social, cultural, and spiritual. A holistic approach, incorporating these wider aspects of care, is good medical practice and in palliative care it is essential. The principles of palliative care might simply be regarded as those of good medical practice such as the following:

A caring attitude that involves sensitivity, empathy and compassion, and demonstrates concern for the individual, and ensures that there is concern for all aspects of a patient’s suffering, not just the medical problems. There is a non-judgemental approach in which personality, intellect, ethnic origin, religious belief, or any other individual factors do not prejudice the delivery of optimal care.

The consideration of individuality; the practice of categorizing patients by their underlying disease, based on the similarity of the medical problems encountered, fails to recognize the psychosocial features and problems that make every patient a unique individual. These unique characteristics can greatly influence suffering and need to be taken into account when planning the palliative care for individual patients.

Cultural considerations including ethnic, racial, religious, and other cultural factors may have a profound effect on a patient’s suffering. Cultural differences are to be respected and treatment planned in a culturally sensitive manner. The consent of a patient, or those to whom the responsibility is delegated, is necessary before any treatment is given or withdrawn. It is mostly the case that the majority of patients want shared decision-making although physicians tend to underestimate this, therefore having assessed what treatment is appropriate or inappropriate, this needs to be discussed with the patient. In most instances, adequately informed patients will accept the recommendations made.

The choice of site of care is also important. The patient and family need to be included in any discussion about the site of care. Patients with a terminal illness should be managed at home whenever possible.

Good communication between all the healthcare professionals involved in a patient’s care is essential and is fundamental to many aspects of palliative care. Good communication with patients and families is also essential.

The clinical context and appropriate treatment is also very important. All palliative treatment should be appropriate to the stage of the patient’s disease and the prognosis. Over-enthusiastic therapy that is inappropriate and patient neglect are equally deplorable. Palliative care has been accused of the ‘medicalization’ of death, and care must be taken to balance technical interventions with a humanistic orientation to dying patients. The prescription of appropriate treatment is particularly important in palliative care because of the unnecessary additional suffering that may be caused by inappropriately active therapy or by lack of treatment. When palliative care includes active therapy for the underlying disease, limits should be observed, appropriate to the patient’s condition and prognosis. The treatment known to be futile, given because ‘you have to do something,’ is unethical and where only symptomatic and supportive palliative measures are employed, all efforts are directed at the relief of suffering and the quality of life, and not necessarily at the prolongation of life. The provision of total or comprehensive inter-professional care for all aspects of a patient’s suffering requires an interdisciplinary team. Palliative care should deliver the best possible medical, nursing, and allied healthcare that is available and appropriate.

Consistent medical management requires that an overall plan of care be established, and regularly reviewed, for each patient as this will reduce the likelihood of sudden or unexpected alterations, which can be distressing for the patient and family. Coordinated care involves the effective organization of the work of the members of the interprofessional team, to provide maximal support and care to the patient and family. Planning meetings, to which all members of the team can contribute, and at which the views of the patient and the family are presented, are used to develop a plan of care for each individual patient. The provision of continuous symptomatic and supportive care from the time the patient is first referred until death is basic to the aims of palliative care. Problems most frequently arise when patients are moved from one place of care to another and ensuring continuity of all aspects of care is most important. Good palliative care involves careful planning to prevent the physical and emotional crises that occur with progressive disease. Many of the clinical problems can be anticipated and some can be prevented by appropriate management and the patients and their families should be forewarned of likely problems, and contingency plans made to minimize physical and emotional distress. The relatives of patients with advanced disease are subject to considerable emotional and physical distress, especially if the patient is being managed at home and particular attention must be paid to their needs as the success or failure of palliative care may depend on the caregivers’ ability to cope. Continued reassessment is a necessity for all patients with advanced disease for whom increasing and new clinical problems are to be expected and this applies as much to psychosocial issues as it does to pain and other physical symptoms.

Advance care planning

The principle of advance care planning is not new; it is common for patients aware of approaching death to discuss with their carers how they wish to be treated, however, these wishes have not always been respected, especially if the patient is urgently taken to hospital and if there is disagreement amongst family members about what is appropriate treatment.11

Criteria for hospice eligibility for persons with dementia

It is important for medical providers to be familiar with the criteria for hospice eligibility. Hospice is often under-utilized in end-stage dementia and often times not utilized until the last days or weeks of
life. In fact, less than 3 per cent of the nation’s hospice census comprises patients with Alzheimer’s dementia (the most prevalent form of dementia), according to the Virginia-based National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization (NHPCO).13

**General assessment and interventions in symptom management**

**Symptom management in palliative care**

Research indicates that people near the end of life, those who are frail, and those who have multiple chronic symptoms suffer symptoms of distress.6-8 Research also indicates that ageing persons are often undertreated if treated at all for distressing symptoms. Clearly, assessment and management of distressing symptoms is paramount for quality of life in ageing persons.

There is useful information available on the Internet to help with the assessment of these patients, usually with intervention strategies provided. These include the Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale,14 the Palliative Performance Scale,15, and the Karnofsky Performance Scale.11

The following are common symptoms in geriatric palliative care: dyspnoea, depression, fatigue, gastrointestinal symptoms: constipation, anorexia, dysphagia, and pain.

**Dyspnoea**

Dyspnoea is a subjective experience described as an uncomfortable awareness of breathing, breathlessness, or severe shortness of breath.17 It is one of the most common symptoms experienced by patients with all types of advanced lung disease, including cancer, interstitial lung disease, and particularly COPD. Dyspnoea is more common, and often more severe in the last few weeks before death.4 Dyspnoea, like pain, is a multidimensional experience with multiple layers of meaning: physiological, emotional, cognitive, behavioural dimensions. It is more prevalent in ageing persons and does not only occur only in the end stages of life. Research indicates dyspnoea is inadequately assessed at the end of life.16 Dyspnoea is a highly prevalent symptom in older adults and increases with age regardless of the type of illness or community in which they live.18

The potential causes of dyspnoea are many5 and include the following:

- Debilitating conditions associated with ageing such as anaemia, atelectasis, pulmonary embolism, pneumonia, emphysema, cachexia-anorexia syndrome, or weakness (asthenia),
- Those concurrent diseases often associated with increased age: COPD, asthma, CHF, acidosis, angina, respiratory infection, cancer complications, pleural effusions, bronchial obstruction, metastasis, superior vena cava syndrome, tumour replacing normal lung tissue, lymphangitis carcinomatosis, mediastinal obstruction, pericardial effusion, massive ascites, or abdominal distention.
- They may be complications of treatment for a primary disease such as CHF secondary to chemotherapy or constrictive pericarditis related to radiation therapy, radiation induced fibrosis, or anaemia secondary to chemotherapy,
- Finally they may be due to psychological disorders: anxiety, depression, panic disorders.19

**Assessment of dyspnoea**

Assessment should start with using the patient’s descriptor of how they are feeling, e.g. breathlessness, need to gasp or pant, unable to get enough air, feeling like suffocating,5,6 and asking the following questions: when was the onset (in days, weeks, hours)? Is it acute or more chronic, what makes it better or worse, what does it feel like? Do other symptoms occur with it: pain, chest tightness, palpitations, cough, fever, lightheadedness? How severe is it (using a scale such as a visual or verbal analogue scale)? How much does it interfere with daily life and function? When is it at its worst? Is it always present or does it come and go? Are there any temporal factors (night or daytime)?

If the patient is unable to answer ask a caregiver their observations for these questions. Review their past history for potential underlying causes of dyspnoea, e.g. COPD, CHF, renal failure, or lung cancer6 and review their list of medications. On physical examination note the general appearance including their mental status (is it different than normal?). Can the patient speak a complete sentence without stopping? Count the respiratory rate accurately, note use of accessory muscles or not, examine the skin, cardiac system (is there an S3 or murmur?), respiratory status (are breath sound decreased, crackles or rhonchi/is wheezing present?) and look for signs of infection or dehydration. Look at the oxygen saturation whilst resting and after walking (if able).

**Management of the symptoms of dyspnoea**

It is often helpful to reduce the need for exertion by arranging for readily available help (e.g. access to call light, caregiver at bedside), reposition, usually more upright position or with the compromised lung down. Improve air circulation: provide draft-fans, open windows. Adjust the humidity with humidifier or air conditioner. Identify and address situational components that trigger dyspnoea. Address anxiety (consider anti-anxiety agent) and provide reassurance. Discuss the meaning of symptoms and other patient and family concerns. Discuss family concerns about use of opioids to relieve dyspnoea and most importantly provide oxygen if there is a likelihood of mild hypoxia as many patients will feel better with a saturation of over 90 per cent.

It is important to offer a Foley catheter if there is dyspnoea with voiding or patient is on diuretics for dyspnoea. Purse lip breathing is an ominous sign pathognomonic of CHF. Complementary therapies include: imagery, massage, breathing exercises, therapeutic touch, music, aromatherapy, relaxation exercises.

**Specific causes and treatment**

**BREATHE AIR is a useful mnemonic:**

B: Bronchospasm—where appropriate treat with corticosteroids, bronchodilators, nebulized or inhaler delivered salbutamol, and/or oral steroids for COPD, asthma. If CHF is present a review of their medications, i.e. digoxin, antiarrhythmics, nitrates, dobutamine, antitussives, to help with cough would be warranted.

R: Rales—if volume overload is present, reduce artificial feeding or stop intravenous fluid, diuretics such as frusemide, are occasionally needed. If pneumonia is present, decide whether antibiotics will be effective or simply prolong the dying process. Patient and family participation in this process is essential.

E: Effusions—thoracentesis is effective and if the effusion recures and patient is ambulatory, chest tube pleurodesis or placing
an indwelling drainage catheter may be beneficial, paracentesis for severe ascites is also effective. If the patient is close to death then palliation with opioids and benzodiazepines may be more appropriate.

A: Airway obstruction—make sure that tracheostomy appliances are cleaned regularly. If aspirating food use pureed and thickened liquids. Instruct family on positioning patient during feeding and suctioning if necessary.

T: Thick secretions—if the cough reflex is still strong the use of nebulized saline and expectorants as needed may work. If the cough is weak and ineffective, drying the secretions with hyoscymine, or transdermal scopolamine or glycopyrrolate is useful

H: Haemoglobin—a blood transfusion may improve energy and reduce dyspnoea for a few weeks. Erythropoietin should be considered for patients who are likely to improve to a higher level of function. Haemorrhage or marrow failure may be part of the dying process and is best palliated with opioids, benzodiazepines, and other symptomatic treatments.

A: Anxiety—treat initially with a short-acting opioid, such as morphine, if that is less effective a trial of a short-acting benzodiazepine may be needed, for instance, lorazepam. If there is a tremor, reducing the dose of theophylline or adrenergic agents may help. If the patient is already being treated with an opioid, increase the dose by 25–50 per cent. If the dose is limited by drowsiness, reduce the benzodiazepine intake and increase the opioid. Antidepressants for anxiety related to depression may be beneficial

I: Interpersonal issues—there may be social and financial problems which contribute to dyspnoea. Counselling with social workers and other members of the interdisciplinary team may bring relief. When family relationships exacerbate the problem, a few days in an inpatient unit as respite from family may help to relieve the patient symptoms.

R: Religious concerns—some beliefs, such as ‘God is punishing me’ or ‘God will heal me if I have enough faith’ can precipitate or exacerbate symptoms. Taking time to listen may help and can offer other ways for the patient to explore to reconnect with God, higher being, self, others. Ensure that there is coordination between the various people offering spiritual advice, be they chaplains, counsellors, or other healthcare professionals and family members.

**Patient and family education and follow-up**

Leave clear instructions for the family and patient on non-pharmacological interventions and on possible signs and symptoms of exacerbations. Discuss how to prioritize activities whilst minimizing unnecessary activities. Maximize the usefulness of medications as far as possible and do not leave patients in distress alone. They should be able to monitor their self-care activities and know when and how to seek additional assistance.

**Depression in palliative care**

The overlap of physical illness symptoms with signs and symptoms of depression often affects the reliability of diagnosis. The incidence of depression increases with higher levels of disability, advanced illness and pain. Persistent feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, inadequacy, depression, and suicidal ideation are not normal at the end of life or in ageing and should be aggressively evaluated and treated. Amongst hospitalized geriatric patients, 10–20 per cent suffer from major depression, and 30 per cent from minor degrees of depression. In elderly communities depression coexists about 10–20 per cent in Alzheimer’s patients, 33 per cent with other forms of dementia, and 36 per cent in rehabilitation facilities.

In nursing homes 60 per cent of residents suffer from depression, especially those with cancer. Among patients with cancer and the terminally ill, 20–25 per cent of patients suffer from depression. Palliative care patients have a higher risk of developing depression because of their chronically deteriorating health, made worse with a recent diagnosis of a life threatening illness. The presence of chronic or life threatening illness may certainly cause increased dependence, helplessness, uncertainty, and a negative self-critical view.

**Assess for depression risk factors**

Factors such as uncontrolled pain, multiple comorbid issues and associated deficits—inability to walk, loss of bowel and bladder control, amputation, inability to eat or swallow, sensory loss, exhaustion—can all cause depression. Patients with a serious medical comorbidity such as cancer are at the highest risk, especially those that are diagnosed with oral, pharyngeal, or lung cancer. Other factors indicative of likely depression include recent family conflicts or a loss of significant relationship; prior episodes of depression or a suicide attempt; lack of social support and feelings of being a burden to family.

Assessment and screening tools for depression are available. Examples include the EPERC Fast Fact, or the Geriatric Depression Scale.

**Fatigue**

Fatigue is an overwhelming, sustained sense of exhaustion and decreased capacity for physical or emotional work. It is often described by the patients as feeling worn out, exhausted, sleepiness, tired, of low energy and by care providers as being lethargic or suffering from malaise. There has been no consensus on the definition of fatigue in palliative care; however the following criteria were delineated by Dean and Anderson: it is a subjective perception with alteration in neuromuscular and metabolic processes and a decrease in physical performance with deterioration in mental and physical activities.

Fatigue is often erroneously seen as inevitable and as a normal consequence of ageing by patients and care providers alike. It is often reported to medical providers because of this belief. It occurs in diseases that commonly afflict the older adult, such as cardiac failure or coronary disease. It is often difficult to ascertain whether the fatigue is due to the treatment or the chronic disease processes such as CHF or depression themselves. Many causes of fatigue can be treated and improve quality of life by teaching coping mechanisms and lifestyle changes.

**Gastrointestinal symptoms**

Constipation is common in those requiring palliative care and increases in prevalence with advancing years. Sixty-three per cent of the elderly in hospitals suffer from it as compared to 22 per cent of the elderly in the home as well as 95 per cent of people taking opioids.
**Causes**

Cancer-related causes may be directly related to the tumour site: bowel cancers, secondary bowel cancers, pelvic cancers. There may be hypercalcæmia, and surgical interruption of bowel integrity, inactivity, weakness and/or inability to reach toilet, poor nutrition, and dehydration related to nausea and vomiting, polyaemia, or fever are all likely causes. Hypocalcaemia causes decreased absorption leading to constipation. Concurrent diseases such as diabetes, hypothyroidism, hypokalaemia, diverticular disease, haemorrhoids, colitis, or chronic neurological diseases are all causes of constipation. Medication with opioids, anticholinergic effects, tricyclic antidepressants, antiparkinson medications, antihypertensives, antihistamines, antacids, diuretics, the vinca alkaloids, NSAIDs, or antidepressants are also likely to precipitate constipation.

Non-pharmacological interventions for constipation include increasing dietary fibre, improving mobility as much as tolerated, encouraging fluids and eliminating constipating drugs as feasible. Many studies do not recommend one specific treatment over another. Combinations of stimulant and softening laxatives have shown fewer adverse effects.

**Anorexia/cachexia**

A loss of appetite is common in the end stages of illness. However, it needs to be differentiated from potential reversible causes such as medication-induced constipation. Reversible causes should be evaluated in ageing people before adding more medication. Anorexia accompanies physical deterioration and frequently causes significant concern in patients and families. It also contributes to the cachexia syndrome (which is not due to inadequate food intake—see following sections). Weight loss often ensues before anorexia and the only treatment is to reverse the underlying cause where possible. Potential reversible causes include poor oral hygiene, mucositis or other oral problems, nausea, medications, dysphagia where treatment is beneficial and desired, depression and/or anxiety. It may simply be that the dietary choices available are not what the patient desires or likes.

**Dysphagia**

Dysphagia affected 12 per cent in one study of 800 palliative care patients and 30 per cent of these were not confirmed by assessment to have a direct physical cause and it was attributed to possible anxiety and poor appetite. A dry mouth or inadequate chewing in edentulous patients can also cause dysphagia when no obstruction or neuro deficit exists.

**Oral health**

Mouth problems left untreated can lead to further problems, including difficulties with nutritional intake, infections, pain, and in communicating. These problems may also include a dry mouth, infections, or mucositis (due to chemotherapy).

**Pain**

Pain is the most distressing and feared symptom near the end of life. Older people tend to underreport pain and are often undertreated for pain. In addition, ageing patients often have complications from treatment; however, pain can be relieved in the elderly if managed appropriately. Medical personnel have a moral obligation to provide effective pain relief and prevent unnecessary suffering, particularly in those at the end of life.

**Models of care**

There is no one right or wrong model for the provision of palliative care. The best model is determined by local needs and resources, in consultation with the local healthcare providers and authorities. It is important to differentiate between palliative care principles, which apply to all care, whatever the disease suffered by a patient, palliative techniques or therapies which include medical and surgical therapies (e.g. stenting, paracentesis, internal fixation of fractures and radiotherapy) that are employed to palliate symptoms and ease suffering but are only a small part of the spectrum of care known as palliative care, and specialist palliative care which in some countries is delivered in units operated exclusively for palliative care by doctors and nurses who are accredited specialists in palliative care. Whether such specialization is important or essential is something that can only be debated in the context of national needs and resources.

Palliative care services operate in one or more of the following ways, reflecting local practice and needs, but there is no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ type of service.

**Inpatient beds**

An inpatient palliative care unit may be part of an acute hospital or be an independent free-standing unit. A hospital unit may be either a special ward within the hospital or a separate unit built in the hospital grounds or may be physically separate from the hospital, but still be able to access its staff and services. Patients may be admitted for symptom management (physical or psychosocial), terminal care, short duration rehabilitation/convalescence as well as to provide a period of respite for family carers. In the UK, most units have few beds (6–30), an average length of stay of 2 weeks or less, and a discharge rate of 40–60 per cent. These figures vary greatly around the world and depend on local needs and resources, the relationship to other services.

**Community services**

There are various models for community-based palliative care services providing specialist advice and support for the family doctors and community nurses managing the patients. There are also services providing ‘hands-on’ nursing and allied health services to patients at home, in cooperation with the patient’s own doctor and comprehensive services providing medical, nursing and allied healthcare to patients and their families at home. In view of their dependence on care home staff for most aspects of their lives, it is not surprising that the perceptions of attitudes of care home staff impacts on residents’ sense of dignity. Care tenor is linked to other dignity themes, for example, attitudes that foster dignity are reflected when care home staff encourage independence, respect privacy, provide social support and care in such a way that residents maintain a sense of pride and do not feel that they are a burden.

**Day units**

These are known as day care, day hospice, day palliative care units and usually form part of a hospital or inpatient palliative care unit. They provide care, rehabilitation, support, and respite during the day for people under care at home, who are still well enough to be transported to and from the day care unit, often by volunteer transport.
**Hospital palliative care teams**

These operate in general and specialist hospitals and are staffed by doctors and palliative care nurses. Some also have a social worker or a pastoral care specialist to provide consultative advice on patients referred to them in any department of the hospital. They advise on every aspect of palliation, provide support for family members, and provide support and education for the staff. They also facilitate the provision of high-quality palliative care in all wards where the patient is familiar with the staff and surroundings without the need to be transferred to another unit; they also help educate the ward staff about matters pertaining to palliative care.

**Communication with patients**

Important and potentially difficult discussions are frequently necessary with palliative care patients who have active, progressive, far-advanced disease, regarding breaking of bad news, further treatment of the underlying disease, communicating prognoses, planning admission to a palliative care programme, artificial nutrition, artificial hydration, medications such as antibiotics and ‘do not attempt resuscitate’ (DNAR) orders. Decisions must be individualized for each patient and should be made in discussion with the patient and family.

- **Would you be surprised if this patient died of their disease within 6 months?**
  
  This may provide a better guide for decision-making, as attempting to prognosticate may be difficult and inaccurate. Alternatively, assess how much the patient’s condition has deteriorated in the last month or 6 weeks, using observations by the team and objective measures such as X-rays and biochemistry.

- **What specific therapies are available to treat the underlying disease?**
  
  Where known information on the percentage chances of significant clinical improvement and does that take into account the patient’s age and any other diseases/comorbidities? Is it known how long would the improvement last, is it likely to be days, weeks or months. What are the percentage chances of serious adverse effects and on balance, do the potential benefits outweigh the potential burdens?

**About the patient and family**

What is their understanding of the state of the disease and the prognosis? Do they understand the goal of any treatments to be discussed, i.e. palliative, not curative and do they understand the potential benefits and burdens of the treatment options? What are their expectations and what do you think their preferences are?

An appropriate setting should be chosen for these discussions and they should be held in person and not by telephone, except when face-to-face meetings are not possible for geographic reasons. Privacy and uninterrupted time must be ensured, preferably sitting down face to face with the relatives or the patient/resident. Enough time should be given for the discussion and appropriate (non-technical) language should be used, with an interpreter if necessary. It is important to get a feeling of what they understand and expect. Direct but open questioning is best, for example: ‘Tell me what you understand about your illness at the moment,’ ‘Tell me what you see happening with this illness in the future’, and ‘Tell me what things are important for you.’ Provide medical information, if necessary in a caring and sympathetic way, not abruptly or bluntly. Make it clear what treatments can be offered and the possible benefits and adverse effects of any treatments offered.

**Discuss realistic possibilities in the context of their view of the present and future**

Most research indicates that people prefer informed choices and decision-making rather than being incorrectly reassured. Discussing further active treatment for the underlying disease is important with a truthful discussion of what therapy is or is not available and the benefits and burdens of any therapies. Do not say ‘there is nothing more that can be done’ as patients interpret this to mean no treatment for anything. It is rarely true and patients and families will feel abandoned. Patients may be told there is no further therapy for the underlying disease, but the provision of continuing care and symptom control should be stressed. If further active therapy for the underlying disease is not appropriate, the positive aspects of symptomatic and supportive palliative care should be emphasized.

**Discussing prognoses**

The uncertainty in estimating an individual patient’s prognosis needs to be explained and precise prognostication avoided. It is recommended to give a realistic time range, provide realistic hope—helping them to achieve what is important for them, recommend that family relationships and worldly affairs be attended to, be prepared to answer questions about the process of dying, provide on-going support and counselling and provide reassurance about continuity of care.

**Discussing appropriate medical care**

Issues related to the appropriateness of artificial hydration and nutrition, antibiotics, and other medications are important and need clarification. It is advisable to explain the possible benefits and burdens (or futility) of any intervention.

**Discussing ‘do not attempt resuscitate’ orders**

Experts recommend introducing the discussion in the context of the patient’s view of their future. If necessary, futility of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) (chances of surviving to discharge), indignity of CPR, and being on a respirator in ICU and unable to communicate must be discussed. Of course it is essential to respond sympathetically to emotional reactions and reassure the patient that all other medical care will continue. If a patient clearly understands that they are dying and that the only care that they will receive is directed to their comfort, it may not be necessary to discuss DNAR orders. If this is the case, it must be recorded in case-notes.

Agree on a plan, with provision that it can be modified if circumstances change. Remember, death is the natural end to life and is not a failure of medicine.

**Advance care planning**

Advance care planning is a means for patients to record their end-of-life values and preferences, including their wishes regarding future treatments (or avoidance of them). Advance care planning involves a number of processes; including informing the patient, eliciting preferences, and identifying a surrogate decision maker—to act if the patient is no longer able to make decisions about their own care.
The principle of advance care planning is not new. It is common for patients aware of approaching death to discuss with their carers how they wish to be treated; however, these wishes have not always been respected, especially if the patient is urgently taken to hospital or if there is disagreement amongst family members about what is appropriate treatment.

The ‘Respecting Choices’ programme developed in Wisconsin is an example of advance care planning and employs trained personnel to facilitate the discussions and record the outcomes, which are in writing and signed, and kept in the front of the patient’s file. The surrogate decision-maker is involved in the discussions so that they have explicit knowledge of the patient’s wishes; otherwise they may feel burdened by the responsibility and there is less conflict between patients and their families if advance care planning has been discussed.¹²

Conclusion

A multicomponent palliative care service aims to improve the quality of life for people reaching the end of their life by providing relief from their pain and other distressing symptoms. They also help patients’ families cope with the illness and bereavement. Substantial shortfalls in the quality of palliative care of the elderly can be attributed to five fundamental flaws in the way end-of-life care is currently delivered. Firstly, palliative care is viewed as a terminal event rather than a longitudinal process, resulting in a reactive approach and unnecessary pre-terminal distress in elderly patients suffering from chronic, slowly progressive illnesses. Secondly, palliative care is defined in terms of a false dichotomy between symptomatic and disease-focused treatment, which distracts attention from the proper focus on healing illness. Thirdly, the decision about whether the focus of care should be palliative is not negotiated among patients, family members, and providers. Fourthly, patient autonomy in making treatment choices is accorded undue prominence relative to more salient patient choices, such as coming to terms with their place in the trajectory of chronic illness. Finally, palliative care remains a parallel system rather than an integrated primary and secondary care process.

Palliative care is appropriate and possible regardless of which disease process a person has, what the prognosis is or what cure directed treatment choices a person makes. Palliative care should be interwoven concurrently with cure directed treatment. It can either be used with treatment intended to cure or as the sole form of treatment.

Palliative care (regardless of other treatment plans being used) optimizes the quality of life and when patients are not having to cope with pain, nausea, breathlessness, fatigue and the immobility (among other things) resulting from this, they are more able to cope with the manifestations of the disease. When a person is comfortable, they eat more, sleep better, are not as fatigued, not as depressed and at least have the possibility of enjoying their day. Delivering palliative care to elderly, dying patients is a present and future challenge. In Germany, this has been underlined by legislation in 2009 implementing palliative care as compulsory in the medical curriculum. While the number of elderly patients is increasing in many Western countries, multiple morbidities, dementia, and frailty complicate care. Teaching palliative care of the elderly to an interprofessional group of medical and nursing students can help to provide better care as acknowledged by the ministry of health and its expert panels. Patient and family input, 24/7 access to key members of the team, and physician, social worker, and nurse collaboration in care plan development and review are hallmarks of interdisciplinary involvement in palliative care. Several such models exist globally; however, it is important not to let the patient or their family feel abandoned by the primary care team once palliative care is initiated.

A palliative care plan includes the periodic assessment, review and revision with regard to functionality (including ADL self-care and medication/treatment administration), falls risk, emotional and mental status, follow-up after hospitalization and new diagnoses, goals of care and realistic outcomes, arrangements for necessary interventions, staff education to implement the plan of care, and management of episodic instability or exacerbation.

There are multiple barriers to palliative care. Many patients with advanced disease do not receive palliative care because some are referred too late in the course of their disease to benefit from treatment. The reasons for this may relate to the physician, the patient, or to social factors. Physician factors include late referral due to prognostication or lack of communication skills for end of life issues, a reluctance to refer; or lack of understanding or belief in palliative care due to loss of control or financial loss; or lack of institutional standards for end of life. Patient factors include disbelieving their poor prognosis, unrealistic expectations of disease response, patient—family disagreement about treatment options and lack of advanced care planning. Social factors include ethnic minorities with language barriers, rural communities and groups that are poor or underprivileged which precludes them from access to costly treatment and medication. At present there may be no government subsidies for healthcare such as in developing countries, or major limitations in funding in even the most affluent countries.

Palliative care should be available to all as the most humane delivery of medical care.
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CHAPTER 28

Day case anaesthesia and the elderly

Uma Shridhar Iyer

Introduction

The geriatric population needs access to healthcare more frequently than younger age groups. According to the United Nations population division, the ratio of the elderly to children will rise to 1:2 by 2050 and the overall elderly population will rise to 32 per cent of the world population. This huge challenge to healthcare systems needs to be dealt with by advance planning to provide safe and effective healthcare to the ageing population. The most common operations performed on the elderly include ophthalmic surgery followed by urology, orthopaedics, and other surgical procedures.

All of these are being increasingly undertaken in the ambulatory setting. This group of patients presents challenges to anaesthetists due to the limited time constraints of ambulatory surgery and the elderly's vulnerability and fragile disposition.

Day surgery is not without its disadvantages. We are now seeing increasing claims in the elderly population, even under monitored anaesthetic care. Complications, especially of the severe nature are noted to be more frequent in the elderly patient. The needs of the geriatric patient are very different from the regular adult patient, and we need to tailor our practice patterns to adapt to the physiological, pathological, and psychological requirements of this subgroup of patients, with particular relevance to the ambulatory setting. We shall review the pathophysiology of ageing and the challenges of surgery and anaesthesia especially as day surgery, in this otherwise vulnerable population.

Day surgery

Surgical procedures

The scope of day surgery is constantly expanding. Patients with complex medical problems and elderly patients are being increasingly considered for day surgery. Economic factors are also tilting the scales in favour of day surgery with increasing pressure on the anaesthetist to balance the risk effectively and safely.

Benefits of day surgery are established and include lower risk of morbidity, mortality, and infection, greater efficiency, lesser waiting time, and lower overall procedure costs. Thus day surgery has clear benefits. For the geriatric patient, it offers an attractive prospect of less disruption from daily schedules. Same day discharge to the home environment reduces the impact of the procedure on daily activities and separation from the familiar home environment. The reduction in the incidence of infection is especially important to the geriatric patient as they may have a compromised immune system associated with ageing and day surgery may help avoid the devastating effects of a postoperative infection. Day surgery also encourages early resumption of regular activities and mobility which may be easily sacrificed in an inpatient setting.

The types of surgeries that can be undertaken in the ambulatory setting are expanding but follow the same underlying principle that the postoperative physiological changes must be minimal and recovery should be uncomplicated. Surgeries previously requiring large incisions are now being undertaken safely in the outpatient setting with the use of minimally invasive techniques and therefore less pain and physiological derangements. Surgery not associated with large fluid shifts, prolonged immobilization or severe postoperative pain is suitable for day surgery. Surgical duration of less than 90 minutes was one of the early requirements for suitability for day surgery, but now longer surgical times of 3–4 hours are also being undertaken. Common procedures undertaken in an ambulatory setting include cataract and other ophthalmic procedures, inguinal hernia repair, gynaecological, urological, orthopaedic, and general surgical procedures.

Patient selection

As the geriatric population is represented by a very heterogeneous population, specific guidelines are lacking and there is limited evidence for making generalized recommendations. A comprehensive preoperative assessment focusing on identification of coexisting diseases, its severity and extent, and determination of the existing functional reserve of the systems is crucial to safe and favourable outcomes. American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) Class 1, 2, and stable 3 patients are considered suitable for day surgery and it is being recognized that ASA status cannot be looked at in isolation to determine suitability for day surgery. Morbidity in ASA 3 patients has been shown to be no different from that in ASA 1 and ASA 2 patients and it is attributed to good patient selection, preoperative assessment, and perioperative planning. In addition, many patients understand their diabetes and chronic conditions better than a new doctor or nurse and hence are best left to manage their conditions independently. Even some ASA 4 patients are being operated upon in the ambulatory setting, under local anaesthesia safely, mostly cataract surgery or inguinal hernia repair surgery. It is important to bear in mind that not all procedures and patients are suitable to surgery in day surgery setting and some are best undertaken in the inpatient setting. They include those patients with unstable diseases, like unstable angina, brittle diabetes, morbid obesity complicated by cardiorespiratory problems, and those patients with...
Another problem noted frequently in the elderly is lack of medical and additional physiological challenges to the various organ systems.

The selection of patients for suitability for day surgery thus should be regardless of age. The biological rather than the chronological point of view as well. Some elderly patients live alone and therefore the suitability of the patient for day surgery from the caregiver’s scenario places the added burden of enhanced caring for an elderly elderly patients are cared for by elderly people themselves. Such a point of view. 16 A detailed assessment associated with ageing as described earlier, comorbidities are noted more frequently in the elderly patient. 16 A detailed assessment focusing on assessing the severity of the coexisting diseases, the physiological reserve and functional abilities is necessary. While the value of preoperative assessment few days prior to surgery has its distinct benefits of being able to critically assess, counsel and prepare the patient, there is a role for healthy patients undergoing surgical procedures of low risk or complexity to be seen on the day of surgery with the relevant information available for review in advance, should all concerned parties be comfortable with this kind of arrangement. 17 But high-risk patients scheduled for complex surgery will benefit from pre-anesthetic evaluation ahead of time. Common diseases in the elderly like cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, respiratory disorders, etc. need to be worked up and evaluated depending on their severity and the complexity of surgery, as with inpatient surgery. Metabolic equivalent testing to determine the cardiorespiratory fitness may be difficult to evaluate due to other motor disorders or joint afflictions and therefore pose diagnostic and therapeutic dilemmas. Diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia, and vascular diseases are associated with an increased risk of coronary artery disease. There is a need to be aware and screen at risk patients for evidence of ischaemia, even if it is rare for the patient to require further evaluation before day surgery. We have moved from an era of routine preoperative testing to indicated testing. In a randomized, single-blinded, prospective controlled pilot study, it was shown that the abnormal preoperative electrolyte values and full blood counts were not predictive of adverse outcomes postoperatively and hence should not be carried out on the basis of age alone, rather on the patient’s medical status. 18 In another study, Chung et al. all studied the incidence of adverse events in day surgery in 1061 patients with and without preoperative blood testing and found no increase in adverse events in the group that was not subjected to any testing. 19 But this was a pilot study with limited power and the exclusion criteria eliminated sicker and older patients and hence the results cannot be extrapolated to all patients undergoing day surgery for now.

Tests for assessing cognitive skills and any pre-existing cognitive decline with the use of questionnaires may be considered. Use of testing with questionnaires like Mini Mental State Examination, Sweet 16 or Confusion Assessment method are reproducible tests to assess the degree of pre-existing delirium or cognitive compromise. 10,21 Recognition of existing cognitive deficit is the first step towards preventing the occurrence and management of postoperative delirium and postoperative cognitive dysfunction (POCD) or at the least, reduces its severity and impact. In summary, preoperative assessment provides the opportunity to assess the patient, the need for investigations and carry out any necessary optimization.

After assessing suitability, the patients must be prepared for the surgery by explaining to them the information in a clear and simple format that is paced to their cognitive levels. Explanations may have to be provided to them in their own native language for improved comprehension. All the information should be provided to the patient and family members before surgery in a written format as patient comprehension may be compromised after surgery, especially those who received a general anaesthetic or a sedative. 22 Any written information that is provided may require use of larger fonts and further explanation. Audiovisual aids are greatly helpful in conveying information, but information in the forms of CDs or discs or URLs may be of little use to the less educated elderly who is not very familiar to newer technology. Information related to the risks and benefits of surgery and anaesthesia, the preoperative instructions, and likely complications must be thus conveyed to the patient. The consent for the procedure must include the surgical procedure, anaesthesia risk and the postoperative phase. The importance of assessing the cognitive level of the patients becomes imperative in order to be able to convey the information effectively. In the event of proven incapacity, the family and care givers must be detailed of all the details just mentioned. The possibility of POCD and delirium must be highlighted to the patient and their family as it impacts the care and support the patient will then require after surgery.

Preparation for day surgery

Preoperative assessment and preparation is the key to successful and safe outcomes. In keeping with the pathophysiological changes associated with ageing as described earlier, comorbidities are noted more frequently in the elderly patient. 16 A detailed assessment focusing on assessing the severity of the coexisting diseases, the physiological reserve and functional abilities is necessary. While the value of preoperative assessment few days prior to surgery has its distinct benefits of being able to critically assess, counsel and prepare the patient, there is a role for healthy patients undergoing surgical procedures of low risk or complexity to be seen on the day of surgery with the relevant information available for review in advance, should all concerned parties be comfortable with this kind of arrangement. 17 But high-risk patients scheduled for complex surgery will benefit from pre-anesthetic evaluation ahead of time. Common diseases in the elderly like cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, respiratory disorders, etc. need to be worked up and evaluated depending on their severity and the complexity of surgery, as with inpatient surgery. Metabolic equivalent testing to determine the
the anaesthetic plan to the proposed surgical procedure and patient preferences.

Local anaesthesia

This may be more suitable than general anaesthesia to enhance recovery profiles. Local anaesthesia is often combined with sedation (monitored anaesthetic care). But the possibility of complications and longer than anticipated depths of sedation achieved is a distinct reality and therefore sedation in the elderly cannot be taken lightly. Minuscule doses of sedatives may cause unexpected deep and prolonged sedation levels and occasional disinhibition. Careful calculation of drug doses with titration to effect is mandatory and strongly recommended as complications and litigation is often associated with sedation, especially in the elderly population. Administration of sedation requires expertise and most centres have guidelines in place for administering sedation, especially by non-anaesthetists. The need for training and licensing for administering sedation is increasingly being recognized. Commonly used drugs for sedation are propofol, midazolam, dexmedetomidine, remifentanil, or fentanyl singly or in combination.

General anaesthesia

Drug dose titration is imperative when general anaesthesia is planned. Laboratory studies indicate that general anaesthetic agents are toxic to nervous tissue and function. The evidence in favour of regional anaesthesia over general anaesthesia, at least in terms of cognitive impairment seems lacking. In a study by Williams-Ruso, a prospective study comparing the effects of epidural versus general anaesthesia in elective unilateral knee replacement, revealed an overall 5 per cent decline in cognitive function 6 months after surgery, but no statistical significant differences between the two anaesthesia groups. The lack of benefit may be attributed to the use of sedation in regional anaesthesia techniques thereby skewing results away from an expected benefit. Adequate preoxygenation is critical since the patients are vulnerable to hypoxia and hypoxia related cardiac events. As explained earlier, there is a need to calculate doses, reduction in median effective dose requirements for drugs, especially those acting on the central nervous system, regardless of the route of administration. In keeping with the reduction in minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) of inhaled anaesthetics with advancing age, by the age of 80 years, they require MAC one-third than that of a young adult. Concurrent use of different classes of sedatives or hypnotics requires further downward titration of doses. Use of short-acting agents like propofol, desflurane, and sevoflurane, in conjunction with Bispectral Index monitoring may result in early awakening and reduce recovery time. In addition to the need for reduced dosing, reduced cardiac reserve and output may lead to delayed onset of action of induction agents, prolonged induction times and lesser ability to compensate for any associated hypotension. The time required to recover from neuromuscular blockade is also increased, especially for drugs that rely on organs for clearance. Hence it may be advisable to use equipment to monitor neuromuscular blockade and recovery in the elderly patient when non-depolarizing neuromuscular blocking agents are used.

Regional anaesthesia

While this is an attractive option, it is important to bear in mind that elderly patients who receive a central or peripheral nerve block technique are at an increased risk of postoperative numbness or nerve injury. Nerve fibres are especially vulnerable to local anaesthetic agents in the elderly leading to prolonged motor and sensory blockade. Central neuraxial blocks are associated with higher levels of blocks for the same volume of drugs as well as a higher degree and incidence of hypotension and bradycardia. This may be of a grave concern in the elderly who have a compromised cardiovascular reserve to begin with. It is also this need for reduction in drug dosages and anticipated prolongation in its effects that makes rapid recovery profile of day surgery difficult. The technical skills required to administer a pain-free spinal to the elderly patient with an ossified spinal canal and interspinous spaces add to the challenges. Low-dose spinal anaesthesia with bupivacaine or lignocaine may be well tolerated for certain surgical procedures like transurethral prostatectomy, but bupivacaine is associated with significantly longer block duration and postoperative room stay. Recently, 2-chloroprocaine has generated considerable interest as a suitable local anaesthetic of choice especially in the ambulatory setting. Concerns of prolonged operating room time with regional anaesthesia have been quelled with efficient block room setups even in an ambulatory setting. The safety profile and economic benefits have shown to be favouring spinal anaesthesia with short-acting agent in comparison to general anaesthesia. Nerve blocks have the added advantage of providing prolonged postoperative analgesia.

Intraoperatively, meticulous attention must be adhered to positioning, avoidance of hypothermia, and hydration needs of the elderly patients. The fragile condition of their skin means that special care should be instituted when applying tapes and dressings and during positioning. Joints may be stiff due to arthritic joints and due considerations must be given to them mandating innovation in optimally positioning the patient. Surgical time also needs to be minimized to the best extent possible, since duration of surgery can affect the outcomes adversely. Minimally invasive techniques can decrease the metabolic response to surgery and facilitate faster recovery.

Postoperative care

It is important to appreciate that desaturation occurs faster in the elderly patients. Prophylactic oxygen supplementation is recommended after sedation or anaesthesia. Fast-track protocols may be used to improve efficiency and maximize resources without compromising patient safety, but elderly patients and sicker patients may not always be suited for fast tracking. In a recent study it was shown that general anaesthesia, in comparison to spinal anaesthesia, was associated with reduction in anaesthesia preparation time, length of surgery, start time of surgery, time to sit or walk, but time to fast track eligibility, phase 1 recovery time and discharge time were similar in both groups. Spontaneous voiding before discharge after neuraxial blockade may take longer to achieve and must be borne in mind when used in the outpatient setting. The inability to void and subsequent possible need for urinary catheterization after a spinal anaesthetic is higher in patients over the age of 60 years. While this criterion is relaxed in the day surgery setting occasionally, in the elderly it is recommended to ensure ability to void before discharge and maintain a high index of suspicion for the need for urinary catheterization. Male patients may be especially prone to urine retention due to concomitant prostatic hypertrophy.
Postoperative pain is often undertreated in the elderly though untreated pain has the potential to lead to tachycardia, hypertension, myocardial ischaemia, and adverse cardiac outcomes. Fear of side effects, drug interactions, or cognitive issues often leads to underdosing. Pain may be persistent for as long as 3 days after surgery, compromising the quality of life even longer. Multimodal approaches to pain management are recommended to reduce the dose of individual class of drugs. Local infiltration, nerve blocks in conjunction with paracetamol, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAIDs), opioids are commonly used pain management options. But caution must be exercised with the use of NSAIDs and opioids in the elderly. Among opioids, tramadol and oxycodone are widely used, but still mandate the anti-inflammatory drug (NSAIDs), opioids are commonly used to reduce the dose of individual class of drugs.

Fear of side effects, drug interactions, or cognitive issues oft en tension, myocardial ischaemia, and adverse cardiac outcomes. after surgery, compromising the quality of life even longer. Multimodal approaches to pain management are recommended a long way to manage pain and improve patient satisfaction. POCD is possible after day surgery and requires appropriate management. It may take several days for full recovery. It may reflect worsening of pre-existing subclinical compromise in cognitive status.

Postoperative follow-up after surgery must be detailed and carefully individualized. In addition to written postoperative instruction and telephonic follow-ups, home visits by trained personnel are ideal and must be considered in select patients. Audits on preoperative assessments, intraoperative and postoperative course and events are necessary to assess efficacy of current systems. This will lead to eventual improvement of care provided. A multidisciplinary approach incorporating surgeons, nurses, and clerical staff should also be encouraged to improve all round involvement and commitment in the care of the elderly.

Conclusion

Age is not a contraindication for day surgery. It is important to weigh the scales of risk and benefit. Day surgery appears to be more of an opportunity for the elderly patient than a danger. But assessment of physiological, psychological, functional, and social factors is crucial to ensure success and safety in this vulnerable population. The future holds a distinct possibility of increase in surgical care for the elderly in the ambulatory setting. With few newer anaesthetic options potentially available for better choice, the focus should be a better understanding of the pathophysiology of the ageing process, designing and implementation of protocols and multidisciplinary care for the elderly patient, and focused training in this important subspecialty.
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CHAPTER 29

Ophthalmic anaesthesia in the elderly

Chandra M. Kumar

Introduction

Patients requiring anaesthesia for ophthalmology in the elderly are challenging. These elderly patients have increased morbidity and they receive multiple drugs that make anaesthesia risky even for minor surgery. Eye surgical procedures range from simple cataract surgery to major procedures lasting several hours. It is essential to understand the intricate relationship between ophthalmic physiological and pathological changes associated with the ageing. The elderly may also receive drugs which can interact with drugs employed during anaesthesia. There has been a shift in the delivery of anaesthesia towards local anaesthesia with general anaesthesia being used for more complex cases. A careful preoperative assessment and preparation of these patients are important towards safe outcome regardless of technique. The choice and preferences for anaesthesia and techniques vary worldwide and several factors play an important part in choosing the type of anaesthesia. Routine postoperative care in a proper postoperative recovery unit is desirable.

There are many age-related physiological changes. Although the basic functions of most organs are largely unchanged, the functional reserve and ability to compensate for physiological stress is reduced. Decreased basal metabolic rate leads to an overall increase in percentage of body fat. Muscle mass decreases with time due to inactivity. Total body water decreases by 20–30 per cent with age resulting in decreased total blood volume. These age-related changes have a bearing on the anaesthetic management especially during general anaesthesia. These changes are covered elsewhere in this book see Chapters 1 and 5–11.

It is important to understand how the intraocular pressure (IOP), which can increase up to 40 mmHg during coughing and bucking, can affect anaesthetic management and vision. Injection of local anaesthetic agents behind the globe during needle based blocks is known to increase the IOP and the return of the IOP to baseline can take 5–10 min. An increased in arterial carbon dioxide tension (pulmonary arterial carbon dioxide tension) also increases the IOP. Spontaneous respiration with inhalational agent increases ends tidal carbon dioxide resulting in a clinically significant increase in the IOP. It is important therefore to assist or control ventilation in patients with raised IOP undergoing intraocular surgery to prevent a further rise. During clinical anaesthesia rises in IOP also occur with hypoxia, hypertension, and venous congestion. It is important to know that barbiturates, benzodiazepines and propofol decrease IOP. All inhalational agents including sevoflurane and desflurane are also known to decrease IOP during normocapnia. Non-depolarizing muscle relaxants do not have any effect on IOP.

Assessment and preparation

Preoperative assessment is carried out for all patients irrespective of the type of anaesthesia they are likely to receive. However, if the patient is to undergo general anaesthesia, a full preoperative assessment and investigations are performed as for any other major surgery. Investigations should be considered based on the relevant examination findings and national guidelines. Age, comorbidity (such as cardiorespiratory disease), and chronic drug treatments make routine investigations such as electrocardiogram, full blood count, and urea and electrolytes potentially useful tests. Multiprofessional teamwork is the norm and the Joint Royal Colleges guidelines (2012) offer appropriate guidance for patients undergoing local anaesthesia. If local anaesthesia is planned, investigations are usually reserved for very specific indications such as hypertension, ischaemic heart disease, diabetes mellitus, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Patients are not fasted and this especially helpful in managing patients with diabetes mellitus. They can therefore receive all of their normal medications and achieve better glycaemic control in the perioperative period. The blood sugar level must be checked. It is important that the preoperative preparation includes checking that these patients are able to lie flat for up to an hour without becoming uncomfortable, claustrophobic, and worse still hypoxic or suffering ischaemic cardiac problems. Patients receiving anticoagulants pose problems that are more relevant to the surgeon but the choice of local anaesthesia is limited to topical or blunt cannula based technique sub-Tenon’s block. Patients receiving anticoagulants and antiplatelet agents are advised to continue their usual medications unless told otherwise. Warfarin therapy is not considered an absolute contraindication to local anaesthesia provided that preoperative INR (international normalized ratio) values are in the therapeutic target range.

Choosing type of anaesthesia

Risks and benefits of the technique used include considerations of important factors such as the urgency of the procedure, the length of surgical procedures, age, American Society of Anesthesiology (ASA) status of the patient, surgical conditions, preferences of
the surgeon, and patient’s choice all influence the technique used. Local or regional anaesthesia is preferred in the elderly patients with comorbidities to reduce the stress response to surgery and avoid postoperative complications such as nausea, vomiting, confusion, and urinary retention. The duration of the procedure and the patient’s ability to lie still for a longer period is an important consideration. General anaesthesia is indicated for patient choice, and, for example, many ‘training’ procedures, poorly cooperative patients, or those with unpredictable movement disorders.

**General anaesthesia**

**Indication for general anaesthesia**

General anaesthesia is indicated in a patient who is unwilling or unable to tolerate local anaesthesia. The length and complexity of the operation is an important determinant influencing the surgeon’s and the patient’s requests. There are other more pressing reasons for general anaesthesia such as severe Parkinson’s disease, mentally challenged patients, and very claustrophobic patient. The list of indications for general anaesthesia is becoming smaller.

**Contraindications to general anaesthesia**

There is no absolute contraindications and it is not uncommon for patients with serious comorbidities, which are not improvable, to safely undergo general anaesthesia. However, it should be remembered that cardiovascular, respiratory, and neurological diseases increase in frequency with age and there is an increased incidence of adverse cardiac outcome, respiratory failure, and postoperative cognitive dysfunction. Although impairment or decline in cognitive function is feared in the elderly after general anaesthesia, there is little or no evidence of a difference between regional or general anaesthesia following cataract surgery.

**Induction agent**

A smooth induction is the goal and this is even more important during ophthalmic surgery. Coughing, straining, accidental increases in intrathoracic pressure, and venous congestion are to be avoided at all costs. Propofol has a number of advantages especially related to the ease of insertion of a laryngeal mask airway (LMA). Propofol has a greater depressant effect on IOP and blood pressure than thiopentone in equipotent doses. Ketamine probably has little effect on the IOP. Short-acting opioids such as fentanyl or alfentanil act synergistically with the induction agent and obtund responses to airway manipulation.

**Choice of airway**

The airway is likely to remain inaccessible during surgery and any need to adjust or reposition the airway during surgery could cause disruption to surgery with potentially sight-threatening consequences. Thus, the safest option is to secure the airway with an endotracheal tube and the use of a muscle relaxant if desired. A south facing Ring–Adair–Elwyn (RAE) or other preformed endotracheal tube is the best option, and together with mechanical ventilation provides ideal conditions for nearly all ophthalmic surgery. Intubation is associated with an increase in IOP related to coughing and bucking during induction, the pressor response to laryngoscopy and intubation, laryngospasm during extubation or coughing, as well as postoperative nausea and vomiting related to the use of reversal. These complications have much greater importance in open eye surgery.

LMA with propofol as the induction agent is popular, especially for short ophthalmic procedures. It reduces some of the risks but there is an increased risk of losing the airway if LMA is not secured or positioned properly in patients who are edentulous and covered under the surgical drape. Neuromuscular blocking agent aids LMA and makes mechanical ventilation easier but at the expense of increased risk of aspiration.

**Anaesthesia maintenance and postoperative care**

Volatile anaesthetic agents are commonly used due to their familiarity of use, controllability, and cost, and it has a dose-dependent effect on reducing the IOP. There is little academic difference between any individual inhalational agents.

Nitrous oxide use may depend on local availability of medical air and personal preference. The benefits of nitrous oxide are well known but it brings two particular risks. There is an increased incidence of postoperative nausea and vomiting as well as the potentially catastrophic rise in IOP when intraocular gas mixtures are used for vitrectomy. Total intravenous techniques are increasingly used but its use is limited to short surgical procedure such as phacoemulsification surgery.

The physiological challenge of most eye surgery can be considered to be low. Care should be taken in administering intravenous fluid in an elderly patient fasting too long for surgery and care should be taken not to be too liberal with intravenous fluids in case of overloading the myocardium or inducing urinary retention in the elderly population. The elderly are prone to hypothermia especially if the surgical procedure takes more than an hour. Venous thromboembolism prevention measures should be in place with mechanical compression device. In diabetic patients local euglycaemia protocols must be followed. Analgesia requirements are not usually a great problem postoperatively and intraoperative short-acting opioids usually suffice. Paracetamol and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs may be useful if there are no contraindications. Local anaesthesia injection in conjunction with general anaesthesia is particularly useful. Ophthalmic patients are particularly prone to suffer from nausea and vomiting despite the absence of long-acting opioid and prophylaxis with dexamethasone and/or ondansetron are useful.

**Local anaesthesia for eye surgery**

Local anaesthesia can be achieved in three ways: as topical drops, local infiltration, and nerve blocks.

**Topical anaesthesia**

If local anaesthetic drops are applied to the conjunctival sac they will anaesthetize the conjunctiva and corneal surface. This may be sufficient for minor surgical and diagnostic procedures, for instance, removing corneal foreign bodies or checking IOP’s or routine simple and non-complicated cataract extraction surgery. Various topical local agents are available which include amethocaine 1 per cent, oxybuprocaine 0.4 per cent, proxymetacaine 0.5 per cent, lidocaine 4 per cent, lidocaine gel 2 per cent. The anaesthesia will be short-lived but the effect of topical drops can be increased if a small
swab is soaked in the local anaesthetic agent and left for a minute on the conjunctiva.

Local infiltration

Local infiltration involves injection of local anaesthetic into the tissues to produce anaesthesia in the region where it is injected. This is the usual method of anaesthesia for surgery to the eyelids or conjunctiva. Lidocaine 1–2 per cent is the most popular agent. Simple cataract surgery can also be performed under this technique.

Orbital nerve blocks

Nerve blocks are performed by injecting the anaesthetic agent close to the main trunk of a nerve or its branches so that its sensory or motor function is blocked. This is the usual way of giving local anaesthesia for intraocular surgery. With a nerve block a relatively small injection can achieve a large effect. A detailed knowledge of the anatomy of the eye is of paramount importance before performing a block. A brief description of orbital anatomy is described here and readers are encouraged to read the full detail in authoritative textbooks of anatomy.5,6

The orbit is a four-sided irregular pyramid with its apex pointing posteromedially and its base anteriorly. The eye movements are controlled by six extraocular muscles: inferior, lateral, medial, superior recti, and the superior oblique and inferior oblique muscles. These muscles form an incomplete muscle cone. The optic nerve (II), oculomotor nerves (III containing both superior and inferior branches), abducens nerve (VI nerve), nasociliary nerve (a branch of V nerve), ciliary ganglion, and vessels lie within the cone. The ophthalmic division of the oculomotor nerve (III) divides into superior and inferior branches before emerging from the superior orbital fissure. The superior branch supplies the superior rectus and the levator palpebrae superioris. The inferior branch divides into three to supply the medial rectus, the inferior rectus, and the inferior oblique muscles. The abducens nerve (VI) supplies the lateral rectus muscle. The trochlear nerve (IV nerve) courses mostly supplies the superior oblique muscle. Squeezing and closing of the eyelids outside the cone are controlled by the zygomatic branch of the facial nerve (VII), which supplies the motor innervation to the orbicularis oculi muscle.

Tenon's capsule or bulbar fascia is a membrane that envelops the eyeball from the optic nerve to the sclerocorneal junction separating it from the orbital fat and forming a socket in which it moves. The capsule originates at the limbus and extends posteriorly to the optic nerve and as sleeves along the extraocular muscles. Tenon's capsule is arbitrarily divided by the equator of the globe into anterior and posterior portions. Anterior Tenon's capsule is adherent to episcleral tissue from the limbus posteriorly for about 5–10 mm and is fused with the intermuscular septum of the extraocular muscles and overlying bulbar conjunctiva. Posteriorly, the sheath fuses with the openings around the optic nerve.

Sensation to the globe is supplied through the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve (V). Just before entering the orbit, it divides into three branches: lacrimal, frontal, and nasociliary. The nasociliary nerve is sensory to the entire globe. Two long ciliary nerves give branches to the ciliary ganglion and, with the short ciliary nerves, transmit sensation from the cornea, iris and ciliary muscle. Some sensation from the lateral conjunctiva is transmitted through the lacrimal nerve and from the upper palpebral conjunctiva via the frontal nerve. Both nerves are outside the cone.

The superomedial and superotemporal quadrants have abundant blood vessels but the inferotemporal and medial quadrants are relatively avascular and are the safer places to insert needles or cannulae.

Selection of patients for orbital nerve block

Numerous published studies confirm the preference of ophthalmologists, anaesthetists, and patients for local techniques but the decision is largely made by the person performing the block. The decision is based on factors which influence the choice of a particular technique. The preferred technique varies from topical anaesthesia, cannula-based block to needle-based blocks. The technique chosen should depend on a balance between the patient's wishes, the operative needs of the surgeon, the skills of the anaesthetist, and the type of surgery.

Insertion of an intravenous cannula is good clinical practice and must be established if a sharp needle technique is planned.5 Full cardiopulmonary resuscitation equipment and trained staff should be immediately available. Appropriate cardiorespiratory monitoring should be used.

Orbital nerve blocks

The terminology used for ophthalmic blocks varies and terminology based on the anatomical placement of the needle is widely accepted.7 The injection of local anaesthetic agent into the muscle cone behind the globe formed by four recti muscles and the superior and inferior oblique muscles is termed as intracanal (retrobulbar) block whereas in the extraconal (peribulbar) block the needle tip remains outside the muscle cone. Multiple communications exist between the two compartments and the injected local anaesthetic agent diffuses easily across compartments and depending on its spread, anaesthesia and akinesia may occur.8 A combination of intracanal and extraconal block is described as the combined retro-peribulbar block.9 In sub-Tenon's block, local anaesthetic agent is injected under the Tenon's capsule10 and this block is also known as parabulbar block,11 pinpoint anaesthesia,12 or medial episcleral block.13 A detailed description of local anaesthetic technique is beyond the scope of this book and readers are advised to consult an authoritative textbook on ophthalmic anaesthesia.14

Complications of local anaesthesia

Topical anaesthesia is devoid of serious complication but this technique is not suitable for all patients. Complications of needle blocks range from mild to serious.15 It can manifest locally into the eye (globe or areas around the globe) or systemically. Complications arising to the globe and surrounding structures include failure of the block, corneal abrasion, chemosis, subconjunctival haemorrhage, orbital haemorrhage, globe damage, optic nerve damage, and extraocular muscle malfunction. These complications are very well documented. Systemic manifestations include local anaesthetic agent toxicity, brainstem anaesthesia, and cardio-respiratory arrest may occur due to intravenous or spread or misplacement of drug in the orbit during or immediately after injection.

Although the cannula block (sub-Tenon's) is considered a safe alternative to needle block, a number of complications, both minor and major, have been reported.16 Minor complications are frequent, such as pain during injection, reflux of local anaesthetic, chemosis, and subconjunctival haemorrhage. Subconjunctival haemorrhage
is considered unacceptable by many surgeons and arises more in patients receiving clopidogrel, warfarin, and aspirin.\textsuperscript{17} Occurrence can be reduced with careful dissection, application of topical adrenaline or controversially the use of handheld cautery.\textsuperscript{18,19} All major complications which have been reported following needle blocks can occur during sub-Tenon’s block but they are very infrequent indeed.

**Sedation during local anaesthesia**

Sedation is commonly used during topical anaesthesia.\textsuperscript{20} Explanation and reassurance are usually adequate but some patients may benefit from sedation. Short-acting benzodiazepines, opioids, or small doses of an intravenous anaesthetic induction agent such as propofol are favoured.\textsuperscript{21} The routine use of sedation is unnecessary because there is an increased incidence of adverse intraoperative events.\textsuperscript{22}

**Anaesthesia for specific procedures**

**Cataract surgery**

Surgical techniques for cataract have undergone recent changes and the surgery has become less invasive. Phacoemulsification surgery is increasingly performed with much smaller phaco probes. The procedure is increasingly performed under topical anaesthesia but many surgeons prefer a block technique. The use of sub-Tenon’s block is common and needle-based blocks which may have devastating complications are avoided. General anaesthesia is now administered for specific indications as described earlier.

**Glaucoma surgery**

Local anaesthesia is commonly used. If general anaesthesia is required many of the considerations are the same as for cataract surgery. Balanced anaesthesia technique requiring neuromuscular blockade and good anaesthetic control over IOP produces the best operating conditions.

**Vitreoretinal surgery**

Vitreoretinal (VR) surgery covers a range of intra- and extraocular procedures requiring a longer period of surgery, usually in a dark environment. The procedures are usually more frequently performed in younger patients with comorbidities but if the procedure is performed in elderly patients, they are likely to have serious comorbidities of relatively longer duration. Procedures are categorized as detachment surgery, anterior vitrectomy, and pars plana vitrectomy (repairing break in retina, peeling of membranes, use of gases for tamponading, firing of laser beams, cryotherapy and others). Detachment surgery can also be performed from outside the sclera. Buckling, bands, cryotherapy, and laser therapies are used to repair breaks. The eye requires a lot of surgical manipulation during these procedures and the oculocardiac reflex can be triggered. Vitrectomy removes the vitreous from the eye for the purpose of clearing cloudy or bloody vitreous, as well as to perform intraocular procedures on the retina. The cavity may then be filled with an air/gas mixture (commonly perfluoropropane or sulphur hexafluoride) or silicone. The use of a local anaesthesia block is common and both needle and cannula-based blocks are in use. General anaesthesia may be required in selected patients. The surgeon may make a decision on which of these agents to use for tamponade towards the end of surgery and as such it is sensible to avoid nitrous oxide use for vitrectomy surgery due to the fact that nitrous oxide in equilibrium in the eye cavity may diffuse out quickly leaving a lower pressure in the eye than surgically intended causing detachment or re-detachment of the retina. If nitrous oxide has been used it should be switched off well before the insertion of surgical gas into the vitreal cavity. Gases may persist for up to 3 months postoperatively, therefore a wrist band may be placed on the patient after surgery to alert any subsequent anaesthetist to avoid nitrous oxide for subsequent anaesthesia. Nitrous oxide may diffuse into the cavity faster than any nitrogen would diffuse out and the IOP could rise with serious consequences.\textsuperscript{23}

**Squint surgery**

General anaesthesia is the norm but in selected patients, the surgery can be performed under local anaesthesia. Airway considerations of head and neck procedures apply but a laryngeal mask is the most commonly chosen. Many surgeons request the avoidance of muscle relaxants if adjustable sutures are used. Long-acting opioids are not required and are only likely to increase an already high risk of postoperative nausea and vomiting.

**Dacrocystorhinostomy**

Dacrocystorhinostomy (DCR) is a procedure performed for watering eyes usually due to lacrimal duct stenosis. The surgical procedure involves exposure of the tear duct and a new opening is created into the nasal cavity. Surgery can be performed with an open technique or by nasal endoscopy. Usually general anaesthesia is requested although local anaesthesia (with or without sedation) has gained popularity.\textsuperscript{24} All normal ophthalmic anaesthetic considerations apply. There is a risk of blood in the airway during and immediately after the procedure hence endotracheal intubation and the safe use of a throat pack offer airway protection. Endoscopic laser DCR is another surgical operation and the anaesthetist should have additional training in the practicalities of laser airway surgery.

**Eye trauma**

A penetrating open eye injury can happen in any patient and the elderly are no exception. The extent of injury may be difficult to ascertain due to swelling and pain. An eye injury may be associated with other major injuries. As with any case of trauma there may be a short fasting time prior to the injury and subsequent delay in gastric emptying. If a penetrating eye injury is associated with other trauma, general anaesthesia is routine. Orbital regional anaesthesia has been used successfully in selected centres.\textsuperscript{25} The use of suxamethonium is considered essential to prevent aspiration pneumonitis especially in patients with full stomach but there is a risk of increased IOP associated with suxamethonium causing loss of eye contents. The overwhelming importance is to choose the anaesthetic technique that prevents aspiration most effectively throughout the perioperative period and that thought must also be given to reducing the IOP until the eye is made safe. Large retrospective studies of penetrating eye injury have not shown vitreous loss to be clinically significant.\textsuperscript{25}

**Other procedures**

These procedures include surgery relates to the lid, socket or adnexae. Many procedures are short and lid surgery is generally performed under local anaesthesia. Longer procedures such as enucleation and tumour surgery are generally performed under
general anaesthesia and appropriate measures are taken to control postoperative pain relief.

**Conclusion**

The practice of anaesthesia has seen preferences for local or general anaesthesia for ophthalmology swing in both directions. Currently the preference is firmly in favour of local anaesthesia considering age-related pathophysiological changes and their implications on ageing body.
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CHAPTER 30

Frailty in the peri-surgical context

Peter Crome and Frank Lally

Introduction

The proportion of the population aged over 65 years in the United Kingdom is projected to increase to 23 per cent by 2033. Surgery in this age group is now considered routine and in no way exceptional. However, although surgical and anaesthetic advances have reduced the risk from surgery in old age, this group of patients continue to have the highest mortality as well as longer hospital stays and more adverse health outcomes than those in younger people.

Much research has suggested that age in itself is not indicative of higher risk in surgical procedures, but if age does not increase surgical mortality in older people then what does? Several factors have been identified as important considerations in the context of surgery in the older population (Table 30.1).

All of these factors are clearly important in dealing with older patients in the perioperative setting but the last of these, frailty, is a concept that appears to be emerging as a new ‘geriatric giant’ and may in itself have an important and complex relationship to the care of the older person undergoing surgery.

Definitions

The word ‘frailty’ has many meanings in a general context and until relatively recently this was also true within the clinical setting. However, the ‘idea’ of frailty has clearly been around for quite a long time—Sheldon in his seminal work on the state of older people in the 1940s wrote ‘An even more incapacitating symptom of old age is weakness…Its nature and delineation from states such as heart disease are difficult and uncertain; but there is little doubt that it is true clinical entity’.

In the last few years frailty has attracted a great deal of interest within the geriatric medicine community not least because defining the term is challenging but also because it appears to be relevant to other specialities of medicine and has important clinical and financial connotations. It may also help define for which section of the older population geriatricians should take responsibility. A universally accepted definition of frailty has, however, yet to be established. This uncertainty is also reflected in the surgical literature where frailty is identified as a factor that can adversely affect surgical outcome but is defined in many different ways by different authors or on occasions given no definition at all. Table 30.2 illustrates this diversity by providing some definitions of frailty derived from the surgical literature. Physiological reserve is a common theme as a possible underlying factor. Palmer stated that ‘frailty, in which there is impaired homeostasis, is also common in older adults…may predispose older patients to severe and multiorgan system failure even from a relatively minor perturbation of surgery that would not affect the average younger patient’. While Christmas thought it was due to a ‘decreased physiologic reserve to handle stress’ and that this ‘ultimately may be shown to be an important independent risk factor for poor surgical outcomes in the elderly’. Equally Audisio et al. also believed that frailty was ‘representing the dependency of someone with poor physiological reserve who has a high occurrence of repeated chronic illness and hospital admissions and where there may be complex medical and psychosocial problems’. This has led to the use of scoring systems to try to quantitate the degree of frailty and the patient’s ability to manage their activities of daily living, for instance, Herrick used ‘a modified PPT [PPT: physical performance test] score between 12 and 28…requirement for assistance in one or more ADLs [activities of daily living]…’ as a definition of frailty and Makary et al. also used a validated frailty scoring system that included weakness, shrinking, exhaustion, low physical activity, and a slowed walking speed.

This chapter will provide an overview of frailty including epidemiology and how the medical community is attempting to define it in terms of the currently proposed models of frailty. In addition we will discuss the importance of frailty as a predictor of poor surgical outcome and the application of models of frailty in the clinical setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 30.1 Perioperative risk factors for adverse outcomes in older surgical patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Decreased reserve due to reduction in functional capacity of organs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Coexisting disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Confusion and can lead to cognitive deficit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Nutritional state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Heterogeneity of ageing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Physiological and pharmacological stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Frailty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What is frailty?

The term itself ‘frailty’ may be seen as having pejorative connotations and this has led some researchers, particularly in the social sciences, to prefer to describe the concept in terms of its opposite using words such as resilience, robustness, or vigour. However, frailty appears to have stuck, at least in the medical setting. We can begin to think of frailty in a medical context as a combination of factors that influence an individual’s physiological state in a manner that reduces reserve and increases vulnerability to external stressors, potentially leading to disability, cognitive impairment, hospitalization, institutionalization, and increased mortality.

Only a subset of older people are frail or are at imminent risk of becoming frail but these groups are important because of their potential for dependency and reduced life expectancy. Frailty also needs to be differentiated from multiple pathologies and from disability although both of the latter types of conditions can cause perioperative issues of their own. Participants in the Paralympics are by definition disabled but could in no way be described as frail.

Despite attempts to reach a consensus there is as yet no single internationally agreed definition of frailty. The majority view from the medical literature is essentially that frailty is the consequence of a collection of biomedical factors which influences an individual’s physiological state in such a way as to reduce their capacity to withstand environmental stresses and thereby become dependent. A person who is not frail, on the other hand, can withstand such a stressor without undue sequelae. A surgical procedure could constitute such a stressor. This bio-medical approach has been challenged by others who propose that psychological and sociological factors acting alone or in conjunction with biomedical factors may also lead to dependency. Fig. 30.1 illustrates the proposed pathways.

Models of frailty

Several models of frailty have been proposed but those most often cited in the medical literature are those by Fried and by Rockwood. In Fried’s model the presence of three or more of unintended weight loss, tiredness, weak grip strength, slow walking speed, and physical inactivity predicted a range of adverse outcomes including falls, disability, hospitalizations, and death. Fried refers to these elements as a ‘phenotype of frailty’ and operationalized it using data from the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS) (Table 30.3). Fried used follow-up data from the same cohort to validate the predictive ability of the model and another large prospective study supported the concept of the model as a predictor of poor outcomes. Fried reported that people who were categorized as frail using the criteria in (Table 30.1) were at increased risk of adverse outcomes such as falls disability and death. Further, Fried identified an intermediate group of pre-frail individuals who were at increased risk of becoming frail compared to non-frail counterparts. It is notable

---

**Table 30.2** Definitions of frailty from papers on surgery

- ‘Frailty, in which there is impaired homeostasis, is also common in older adults... Frailty may predispose older patients to severe and multiorgan system failure even from a relatively minor perturbation of surgery that would not affect the average younger patient.
- ‘...decreased physiologic reserve to handle stress... ultimately may be shown to be an important independent risk factor for poor surgical outcomes in the elderly’
- ‘It has been described as representing the dependency of someone with poor physiological reserve who has a high occurrence of repeated chronic illness and hospital admissions and where there may be complex medical and psychosocial problems.’
- ‘...a modified PPT (PPT: Physical Performance Test) score between 12 and 28... requirement for assistance in one or more ADLs.’
- ‘We measured frailty using a validated frailty scoring system based on weakness, shrinking, exhaustion, low physical activity, and slowed walking speed.’

---

**Fig. 30.1** Pathways leading to dependency and frailty.
Table 30.3 The Fried criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shrinking: weight loss, sarcopenia</td>
<td>Unintentional weight loss; ≥10 lbs, ≥5% body weight in prior year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakness</td>
<td>Grip strength, adjusted for gender and BMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor endurance and energy</td>
<td>Self-report exhaustion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slowness</td>
<td>Slowness: time to walk 15 ft adjusted for gender and standing height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low physical activity</td>
<td>Weighted score of kilocalories/week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 30.4 Indicators/criteria proposed in two alternate frailty measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hubbard et al.</th>
<th>Romero-Ortuna et al.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss ≥5 kg preceding year (PFI)</td>
<td>Weight loss—self report (PFI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strength ≤16 kg (PFI)</td>
<td>Grip strength—dynamometer (PFI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) Score ≤24 (CDI)</td>
<td>Exhaustion—self report (PFI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timed get-up-and-go (CDI) ≥17 s</td>
<td>Slowness—self report (PFI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV₁) ≤30% (CDI)</td>
<td>Low activity—self report (PFI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Derived from Fried’s phenotypic frailty index (PFI), Rockwood’s cumulative deficit index (CDI).


that the Fried criteria do not specifically include direct measurements of mental health or psycho-social status which are felt to be an important part of the definition by some clinicians18,19 and older people themselves20 and which in a subsequent paper,24 Fried and colleagues also suggested was related to frailty. In addition some clinicians believe that models/definitions of frailty also need to include association with ageing and inclusion of individual’s biological, clinical, and environmental factors.19,22,23 The ‘diagnosis’ of frailty by using defined cut-off values is attractive although the Fried criteria are difficult to apply to all groups, e.g. those who are acutely ill and those who are the most dependent. For example a small prospective study characterizing frailty in a clinical setting found that none of a group of continuing care patients (n=30) could perform timed get-up-and-go or 6-minute walk and 13 per cent could not be assessed for grip strength.24

An alternative model has been suggested by Rockwood and colleagues in which frailty has been defined as the accumulation of deficits and takes a mathematical approach.25,26 Essentially Rockwood and colleagues propose that the risk of becoming frail increases with certain deficits. These may be based on multisystem physiological or cognitive changes that need not necessarily reach disease status and can be drawn from clinical data such as symptoms, disease, and laboratory reports. The deficits are on a continuous scale and can be indexed, the more deficits that are present the higher the index and the greater risk of the individual becoming frail. Unlike the Fried model, the Rockwood model allows for mental health or psycho-social status which are felt to be an important part of the definition by some clinicians18,19 and older people themselves20 and which in a subsequent paper,24 Fried and colleagues also suggested was related to frailty. In addition some clinicians believe that models/definitions of frailty also need to include association with ageing and inclusion of individual’s biological, clinical, and environmental factors.19,22,23

Evidence that the Fried and Rockwood approaches may have similarities can be seen from an analysis of the Women’s Health and Aging Studies29 in which it was found that the number of abnormal physiological systems, based on the measurements of biomarkers (e.g. haemoglobin, inflammatory markers) was associated with an increased risk of frailty in the same way as Rockwood’s accumulated deficits.

Although the Fried and Rockwood models have both been validated as predictors of frailty in several studies neither has been entirely accepted. Indeed, Rockwood and colleagues themselves indicated that it may be too early to select one or the other but instead explore both as an aid to further understanding the concept.30 A study based on the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS) using a deficit index (DI) and a phenotypic frailty index (PFI)31 concluded that although the DI better identified susceptibility to death an integration of both indices may increase precision in vulnerable older people. Two studies have compared Fried’s PFI and Rockwood’s cumulative deficit index (CDI).30,31 The conclusions are that although each has good predictability for frailty Fried’s is easier in the clinical setting and Rockwood’s for indicating risk of death and the most vulnerable.

Other studies have proposed alternatives based on one or other of the Fried and Rockwood models but in keeping with clinical practice or geographical location. For example, a UK prospective study of frailty24 proposed an alternative frailty score consisting of five indicators drawn from the Fried and Rockwood criteria (Table 30.4). The study compared the proposed model with those of Fried and Rockwood in the same cohort. The authors of the study reported that the proposed frailty score correlated highly with both existing measures. Similarly, a recent study aimed at producing an instrument for identifying frailty in European primary care institutions was claimed by the authors to be a valid alternative to the Fried criteria.32

The authors of this study used the five Fried criteria but in a context that was suited to European primary care institutions and also gender orientated. This was also reported to be consistent with the results of the original Fried study. The outcomes of these two studies in terms of frailty prevalence are discussed briefly in the epidemiology section.

Epidemiology of frailty

Because there is a lack of consensus on what exactly defines frailty the epidemiology of frailty is also unknown accurately. In the original Fried study25 the overall prevalence of frailty was 6.9 per cent (7.3 per cent females and 4.9 per cent males) with a 4-year incidence
Assessment of frailty in the surgical context

The use of preoperative risk assessment scales such as the Society of Thoracic Surgeons Score (STS), assessment of fitness for anaesthesia and surgery (American Society of Anesthesiologists: ASA grade), and European System for Cardiac Operative Risk Evaluation (EuroSCORE) have been integrated into clinical practice. A criticism of these assessment systems is that they do not take physiological reserve into account leading to overestimated operative risks in healthy older people and underestimated operative risk in frail older patients. Several authors have suggested improving such scales by including biological information from patients or using scales aimed at identifying frailty.

Frailty and surgical outcome

There have been numerous publications reviewing the influence of chronological age on the outcome of surgical procedures. On the other hand, there have only been a few papers which have investigated the link between frailty and outcome. This is not surprising given the relative newness of the frailty concept and the unresolved issues that surround its definition. However, where frailty has been investigated it has been shown to influence outcome and may be a more powerful predictor than the more standard risk assessment scales mentioned earlier.

Dasgupta et al. examined the validity of the Edmonton Rating Scale as a predictor of postoperative complication risk in patients undergoing non-cardiac elective surgery (mainly orthopaedic). Frailty was assessed preoperatively using the Edmonton rating Scale which is a composite measure recording cognition, health status, function, social support, medicine use, nutrition, mood, continence, and mobility. The scale itself was developed in medical rather than in surgical patients. The scale runs from 0 to 17 with higher scores indicating worsening frailty. A potentially limiting fact was that postoperative complications were recorded by chart review rather than by direct observation of the patient. In a multiple logistic regression analysis only age and total Edmonton Frailty Score were associated with the chance of developing postoperative complications with ORs of 1.14 (95 per cent CI 1.05–1.24) and 1.22 (95 per cent CI 1.02–1.46) respectively. Both of these variables were also associated with being discharged to an institution and prolonged hospital stay. The authors also found that cut-off scores of 4 had utility for predicting both lower and higher rates of postoperative complications. The age-adjusted OR (95 per cent confidence intervals) for any complication for the two cut-off scores respectively were 0.27 (0.09–0.80) and 5.02 (1.55–16.25).

A similar composite approach to the recording of frailty was employed by Kristjansson et al. in their study of patients undergoing elective colorectal surgery for cancer. The domains included personal and instrumental activities of daily living, comorbidity, polypharmacy, nutritional status, cognition, and depression. Patients were then classified as fit, intermediate or frail based on whether they met cut-off scores in the individual domains. Details of complications were collected from case notes using a specific case report form and were supplemented by other sources of information as necessary. In bivariate analysis, comprehensive geriatric assessment but not ASA class or age were associated with increased frequency of both serious and any complications. In a multivariate analysis the adjusted odds ratio for severe complications in the frail group was 3.13 (95 per cent CI 1.65–5.92). The relative risk of type of complications including anastomotic leakage, delirium and readmission were also higher in the frail group. In a sub-group of this population, Rønning et al. studied the impact of inflammatory bio-markers on the development of postoperative complications. They found that of the biomarkers studied interleukin (IL)-6 was an independent predictor of severe complications (OR 2.4, 95 per cent CI 1.14–5.06) when adjusted for tumour location and comprehensive geriatric assessment score. They concluded that biomarkers may add validity to comprehensive geriatric assessment in assessing risk for older surgical patients. This topic is expanded upon in the section on immunosenescence.

Sündermann also used an augmented Fried approach to the quantification of frailty. These authors’ comprehensive assessment of frailty (CAF) score included the Fried criteria supplemented by measures of physical performance, albumin, creatinine, brain natriuretic peptide, and forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1). The primary outcome measure was 30-day mortality which was 21.7 per cent, 7.8 per cent, and 3.6 per cent in the severely frail, moderately frail, and not frail groups respectively. The authors commented that the accuracy of the CAF test was as good as but not better than the EuroSCORE and STS tests which were also measured.

A more limited approach to the definition of frailty was employed by Lee et al. who assessed the impact of any ADL impairment (measured by the Katz scale) or mobility restriction or the presence of documented dementia on the primary outcomes on both hospital and post-hospital mortality and institutionalization on adult patients undergoing elective or emergency cardiac surgery. The study centre was the only cardiac surgery centre in the Province and 85 per cent of patients were linked to a provincial database which allowed for post-hospital discharge mortality to be measured. Less than 5 per cent of the total study population were recorded as frail. Unadjusted in-hospital mortality, discharge to an institution and a range of secondary outcomes were all higher in the frail group. For example, unadjusted in-hospital mortality was 4.5 per cent in the non-frail group and 14.7 per cent in the frail group. The percentages of patients discharged home were 91 per cent in the non-frail group compared to only 51 per cent in the frail group.

In the largest of these studies, Makaray et al. classified patients as frail, immediately frail, or non-frail using the Fried criteria (weight loss, reduced grip strength, tiredness, low physical activity, and slow walking speed) as measured in a preoperative assessment clinic. Three other widely used risk indices (ASA, Lee, and Eagle) were also measured preoperatively. Outcomes were surgical complications, length of stay and discharge to a skilled or assisted-care facility in those previously living at home,
although it was not stated whether the latter was on a short-term or a permanent basis. Frailty was an independent risk factor for postoperative complications with odds ratios for intermediately frail patients being 2.06 (95 per cent CI 1.18–3.60) whilst for those classified as frail the odds ratio was 2.64 (95 per cent CI 1.78–2.13). Frailty also predicted length of stay, the odds ratios being 1.69 (95 per cent CI 1.28–2.23) equating to a 65–89 per cent increase in hospitalization. The predictive power for determining transfer to a supported environment was even greater with an odds ratio of 20.48 (5.54–75.68). Even allowing for the wide confidence intervals the predictive power of frailty in predicting place of discharge is impressive. Those who were intermittently frail had lower but still statistically significant increased likelihoods for these eventualities. The inclusion of frailty improved the predictive ability of the other risk indices (ASA, Lee, and Eagle) significantly.

One of the components of the Fried frailty model (slow walking speed) was assessed by Afilalo et al.41 as a potential predictive factor for poor outcomes in patients over 70 undergoing cardiac surgery. They found that a slow walking speed defined as taking 6 s or more to cover 5 m, was associated with poorer outcomes in terms of mortality, length of stay and discharge to a supported care environment. The odds ratio for a composite endpoint of postoperative mortality and major morbidity was 3.05 (95 per cent CI 1.23–7.54) after adjusting for the STS risk score. 43.2 per cent of patients with a high STS risk score and a slow gait speed experienced a major morbidity or death compared to only 18.9 per cent with a high STS risk score and normal gait speed.

It can be concluded from these studies that frailty appears to have validity as a concept for predicting outcome in surgical patients (Table 30.5).

**Immunosenescence and frailty**

As shown in Fig. 30.1, biomedical factors have been linked to frailty and may be important in both the initiation of the frailty process and its diagnosis. Proponents of the biomedical model have sought to identify diagnostic markers that may indicate predisposition to individuals becoming frail. Although other markers have been studied the main focus has been on the role of pro-inflammatory markers such as cytokines. However, the potential role of such compounds needs to be seen in the context of normal age-related changes to the immune system and any differences that there are between the frail and non-frail individuals.

There is now strong evidence from multiple sources to indicate that as people age there are associated changes to the immune system that may increase susceptibility to diseases and lower response to vaccines, see Weiskopf et al. for review.42 The term immunosenescence has been coined to describe the decreased responsiveness in the immune system of older people and it is proposed that viral infections in younger years may predispose to immunosenescence in later life.43 Interest has been generated by the observation that older people who are sero-positive for cytomegalovirus (CMV) appear to be more at risk of manifesting immune system disorders than CMV negative individuals of the same age group. Independent longitudinal studies of a population-based cohort of the very old in Sweden over a decade have led to the concept of an ‘immune risk phenotype’ (IRP)44 that may predict non survival in a similar way to the Fried frailty phenotype. Individuals with this phenotype had a poor proliferative response, reduced CD4 and increased CD8 lymphocytes (normally a ratio of 1). A similar CD4/CD8 inversion was reported in a UK healthy ageing study45 where it was associated with an increased risk of death (HR = 1.56) when adjusted for age but not gender. Interestingly, a Swedish follow-on study46 to the one just described, confirmed the findings of the original and also a prevalence (~90 per cent) of persistent CMV infection in those with the inversion.

IL6, an important pro-inflammatory cytokine, has been termed ‘a cytokine for gerontologists.’47 The reason for this is that from middle age on IL6, normally only detectable when there is infection, becomes detectable in serum in the absence of inflammatory stimuli and concentrations rise with increasing age.

Several studies have reported increases in the acute phase C-reactive protein (CRP) and pro-inflammatory tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα) in older people with or without obvious underlying pathology. However, this is more controversial than the IL6 findings since some studies have not been able to confirm these findings.48

The underpinning mechanism for the increase in these pro-inflammatory mediators with age is unclear however, several authors have suggested such factors as a reduction in sex steroids, growth hormones, and vitamin D levels as possible candidates since these may normally regulate IL6.

Taken as a whole, the weight of evidence indicates that there are one or more identifiable changes to the immune systems of older people; we will examine how these changes are associated with frailty. The association of IL6 and many diseases such as Alzheimer’s, cancer, and osteoporosis has been well documented.49 IL6 has also been related to functional decline,50 higher risk of mortality,51 and poor physical performance and loss of muscle strength in older people.52 Taken together these factors broadly fit either of the two main definitions (Fried and Rockwood) of frailty in that they may lead to multiple deficit accumulation and/or weight loss reduced muscle mass and lowered physical activity.

IL6 levels have been reported as being independently associated with frailty (Fried criteria) in two studies.53,54 CMV seropositivity and increased IL6 levels have also been associated with frailty.55 Increased CRP levels have been linked to frailty and as a predictor of postoperative complications in older people.56 Increased levels of IL6, CRP, and TNFα have also been reported with increasing levels of frailty using the Fried criteria.56 Increased levels of IL6, TNFα, and CRP have also been reported57,58 with associated declines in muscle mass and strength which have in turn been associated with frailty.

For these reasons increased levels of IL6, CRP, and TNFα amongst others have been actively studied in the frail population in recent years. Hubbard et al.59 reported that in three different populations of older people with increasing degrees of frailty, both CRP and IL6 significantly increased with greater frailty which in turn was associated with greater reliance on care.

There is an unanswered question surrounding presence of pro-inflammatory markers in older people. Ageing has been described in the literature as successful or unsuccessful. In successful ageing there are no obvious diseases or frailty and in unsuccessful ageing individuals are frail with multiple pathologies. But if there are pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL6 in the sera of all older people why are some more successful at ageing than others? For now there is no clear answer to this question but there have
been some suggestions offered. One is that lifestyle factors such as smoking, obesity and decreased physical activity may in some way leave an individual at risk of increased pro-inflammatory assault that may not occur otherwise. Another is that polymorphisms in pro-inflammatory alleles such as receptors involved in antigen recognition may be involved. So depending on the individual’s particular genetic profile successful ageing may occur or onset of disease such as Alzheimer’s or atherosclerosis which in turn may contribute to deficits leading to frailty.

**Treatment/management of frailty in the surgical setting**

There are no evidence-based treatments for the frailty phenotype per se. Any medical interventions are based on the identification of individual components of the syndrome or co-morbidities. These can be identified by comprehensive geriatric assessment as part of the preoperative assessment and, depending on the urgency of the surgical intervention, there may be opportunity to improve a patient’s frailty status.

More specific therapies have been suggested. Anti-inflammatory drugs may help to reduce the effects of frailty in cases that are thought to have inflammatory components although the use of these agents needs to be balanced against their increased risk in older people. There is no evidence that such an approach is effective and they cannot be recommended outside the specialist or research setting.

An anabolic approach such as that suggested for cancer patients may be beneficial for frail patients exhibiting low body weight and decreased muscle mass. This integrated approach has increased the chances of successful outcome in cancer patients and involves a triad of nutritional, hormonal, and exercise factors designed for the individual patient. It has also been suggested that a combined approach of anti-inflammatory agents and nutritional support may be beneficial in the treatment of frail older people with cachexia and warrants further study.

---

**Table 30.5** Summary of studies that have investigated the relationship between frailty and outcome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Number and age of Patients</th>
<th>Definition of frailty</th>
<th>Effect of frailty</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afifalo et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Canada and USA</td>
<td>Elective cardiac surgery</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>5-metre walking speed</td>
<td>Slow walking speed was an independent risk factor for a composite end point of morbidity/mortality (OR 3.05 95% CI 1.23–7.54)</td>
<td>Only used walking speed as a marker of frailty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasgupta et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Elective non-cardiac surgery</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>Edmonton Frailty Score</td>
<td>Independently associated with discharge to an institution and prolonged hospital stay</td>
<td>Age also associated independently with discharge to an institution and prolonged hospital stay Used chart review to record complications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristjansson et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Elective surgery for colorectal cancer</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>Fit, intermediate, or frail using criteria based on comprehensive geriatric assessment</td>
<td>Increased risk of serious complications 62% in frail group, and 33% and 36% in fit and intermediate groups respectively</td>
<td>Age and ASA classification not associated with complications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Elective cardiac surgery</td>
<td>3826</td>
<td>Fried criteria</td>
<td>Frailty was independent predictor of in-hospital mortality (odds ratio 1.8, 95% CI 1.1–2.2) and institutional discharge (odds ratio 6.3 95%CI 1.1–22)</td>
<td>Includes all ages. Post-discharge mortality also recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makary et al. (2010)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Elective surgery</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>Fried criteria</td>
<td>Frailty measured by Fried criteria improved predictive power of ASA, Lee, and Eagle score</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sündermann et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>Elective cardiac surgery</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Comprehensive assessment of frailty (Fried criteria with additional physical performance and laboratory measurements)</td>
<td>Mortality 21% in severely frail group compared to 7.8% and 3.6% in the moderately and not frail groups respectively</td>
<td>EuroSCORE and STS scores also measured</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, many studies on frailty have concluded that exercise can be beneficial for frail subjects. Exercise can help to increase lean muscle mass and improve balance. In addition exercise may also help to lower IL6 levels and so may have an anti-inflammatory component. Since exercise is cheap, efficacious, and readily available it should be part of any therapeutic approach that may be considered and may also be beneficial in postoperative recovery.

Conclusion

The principal driver for the study of frailty in the surgical context has been the concern that neither chronological age nor the existing prognostic scales were sufficiently precise for routine use in assessing postoperative risk. Incorporating measures of frailty, which have been shown to have validity in medical patients, seemed a logical next step for investigation. A range of new and established scales have been shown to predict both complications and mortality. Which, if any, of the scales is the most predictive of risk remains to be determined and it is possible that different frailty scales may be needed in different surgical populations. The incorporation of measures of frailty into preoperative assessment may help medical staff, patients and their families in decision making prior to surgery and to identify patients at greater risk of postoperative complications. In time it may be possible that more specific medical interventions, possibly related to immunological changes may also be developed. It is also important to review the continued validity of any particular frailty score in the light of developments in anaesthetic, surgical, and postoperative care. What may be a reliable prediction score now may not be in 10 years’ time. A key aim for the treatment of older people is always the reduction of risk in those identified as being at high risk rather than the identification of high-risk patients being used as continuing justification for non-intervention.
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Introduction

The global prevalence of obesity and overweight has reached pandemic levels. The standard Western diet is characterized by affordable, enticing, accessible and calorically dense food and this is combined with predominantly sedentary lifestyles. This cultural paradigm has been made possible by modern industrial advances, but it has resulted in unheralded imbalances between caloric intake and energy expenditure. Unfortunately, the human body does not have effective means of metabolizing and storing these excess calories. Increased adiposity is linked to the development of various chronic diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, coronary artery disease, and many more. It may be appropriate to consider obesity as a disease itself. A tremendous amount of healthcare services are dedicated to these problems. It has been estimated that the United States spends about $150 billion annually to care for obesity-related health issues. As populations continue to grow older, the prevalence of obesity in the elderly has also grown. In 1960–1962, the prevalence of obesity in people aged 65–74 in the United States was estimated at 10.4 per cent and this trend increased to 33.4 per cent between 1999 and 2002 according to the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES).

Assessing fat deposition in the elderly

The body mass index (BMI) or Quetelet index is an inexpensive and broadly accepted approximation of an individual's body fat based on height and weight. It was devised in the nineteenth century as a tool to conduct population-based studies, but has since crept into clinical practice. It is defined as weight (kg) divided by the square of height (m²). The World Health Organization (WHO) has stratified individuals to underweight (BMI ≤18.5 kg/m²), normal weight (BMI 18.5–24.9 kg/m²), overweight (BMI 25–29.9 kg/m²), obese class I (BMI 30–34.9 kg/m²), obese class II or morbidly obese (BMI 35–39.9 kg/m²) and obese class III or ultra/extreme obese (BMI ≥40 kg/m²) (see Table 31.1). It is a useful metric in the clinical setting because a male patient who is 5’3” (160 cm) and weighs 230 lbs (104 kg) (BMI 40.7 kg/m²) presents greater challenges to the anaesthetist than another patient of the same weight but is 6’2” (188 cm) (BMI 29.5 kg/m²).

Epidemiological surveys have shown a positive linear relationship with the prevalence of obesity and age from 20 to 60 years of age and then a subsequent decline after this period. In fact, the prevalence of obesity in 80 year olds is half the rate of those aged 50–59 years. These observational, cross-sectional studies are clearly influenced by a survival advantage for patients with a BMI less than 35 m/kg². Nevertheless, longitudinal cohort studies have shown modest declines in BMI as the elderly are followed over time despite concomitant declines in height due to vertebral body compression.

There are substantial changes in body composition and metabolism as a person ages. The basal metabolic rate declines in the elderly. This is partly due to decreased physical activity but also to other biological changes that occur with age such as decreased serum testosterone and growth hormone levels, decreased responsiveness to thyroid hormone and resistance to leptin. The elderly demonstrate a lower ratio of lean body mass to adipose tissue. After the age of 20–30 years old, lean body mass primarily from skeletal muscle progressively declines, with a 40 per cent decrease from 20 to 70 years of age. At the same time, fat mass increases with age and reaches its highest levels between 60 and 70 years of age. (See Fig. 31.1.) There are also marked changes in fat distribution with...
increased deposition of visceral fat (omental and mesenteric), subcutaneous abdominal fat, intramuscular fat and intrathoracic fat, which all increase the risk for insulin resistance and metabolic diseases. There are also gender differences with respect to age-related adipose accumulation as post-menopausal women tend to demonstrate a greater tendency to increase fat compared to men.

Returning to the use of BMI as a proxy for a person’s ‘fatness’, this index has been argued to be an unsatisfactory clinical tool, especially for the elderly. Age-dependent changes may reflect a lower mass, but increased adiposity leading to various metabolic problems that cannot be measured by BMI. In addition, studies have shown no increase in operative mortality in overweight and moderately obese elderly patients. 

Metabolic syndrome

The metabolic syndrome is a constellation of chronic health illnesses related to the abnormal accumulation of adipose tissue. There are several diagnostic criteria recommended by various organizations (see Table 31.2) but all incorporate the presence of insulin resistance, central obesity, dyslipidaemia and hypertension. The aetiology of metabolic syndrome is poorly understood. It has been described as a complex interaction involving high levels of circulating free fatty acids, the accumulation of lipid in non-adipose cells, increase in local and systemic inflammatory markers (CRP, TNF-α, IL-6, homocysteine) decreased insulin sensitivity with reduced function of adiponectin and leptin that are involved in insulin sensitivity and tissue fuel oxidation. In the latter, adiponectin levels become reduced, while leptin levels are increased due to resistance.

The development of the metabolic syndrome increases with ageing. In fact, in people aged 65 years or older, the prevalence of obesity defined by BMI ≥30 is estimated at 33 per cent while metabolic syndrome has been reported as >40 per cent. Metabolic syndrome, when compared to isolated obesity, has been associated with a greater risk of coronary artery disease, hypercoagulability, pulmonary dysfunction, and obstructive sleep apnoea.

Airway

Maintaining airway patency during all aspects of perioperative care is one of the major anaesthetic difficulties of patients with a large body habitus. Age greater than 55 years old and BMI ≥ 30 kg/m² are independent predictors of difficult mask ventilation. There is no consensus of agreement that BMI is an independent predictor for difficult intubation with some studies claiming an increased risk and others refuting one. This controversy may be related to positioning as the conventional ‘sniff’ position cannot be achieved in morbidly obese patients with excessive accumulation of fat tissue in the suboccipital and nuchal area. Instead, patients with a large body habitus should

### Table 31.2 Diagnostic Criteria for metabolic syndrome according to the International Diabetes Federation (IDF, 2006), National Cholesterol Education Program Adult Treatment Panel (NCEP ATP, 2001) and the World Health Organization (WHO, 1999)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Diagnostic criteria</th>
<th>Central obesity</th>
<th>Insulin resistance*</th>
<th>Lipid profile*</th>
<th>Hypertension</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDF (2006)</td>
<td>Ethnicity specific waist circumference values and ≥ 2 of the following:</td>
<td>Waist circumference: M≥94 cm, F ≥80 cm</td>
<td>Fasting glucose &gt;100 or diagnosis of diabetes mellitus type II</td>
<td>HDL M &lt;40, F &lt;50 or treatment of HDL dyslipidaemia</td>
<td>SAP &gt;130, or DAP &gt;85, or previous treatment of hypertension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCEP ATP (2001)</td>
<td>≥3 of the following:</td>
<td>Waist circumference: M≥102 cm, F ≥88 cm</td>
<td>Fasting glucose &gt;110</td>
<td>TG &gt;150, HDL: M &lt;40, F &lt;50</td>
<td>SAP &gt;130, or DAP &gt;85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO (1999)</td>
<td>Diabetes mellitus or insulin resistance and ≥2 of the following:</td>
<td>Waist-to-hip ratio M &gt;0.9, F &gt;0.85, BMI ≥30</td>
<td>TG &gt;150 and/or HDL: M &lt;35, F &lt;39</td>
<td>&gt; 140/90</td>
<td>Urine Alb &gt;20 mcg/min or Alb: Cr ≥30 mg/g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be positioned in the ‘ramped’ position with the head, shoulders and upper body elevated above the chest. In one series, patients presenting for bariatric bypass surgery undergoing direct laryngoscopy with a ramp have shown no relationship with BMI and difficult intubation.29 While an awake fiberoptic intubation may not be necessary, there is some suggestion that videoscopic intubation in obese patients provides a better visualization of the larynx and facilitates intubation.31 There is conflicting evidence as to whether morbidly obese patients are at a greater risk for gastric aspiration upon induction and intubation as various studies have refuted or demonstrated a higher rate of gastro-oesophageal reflux, increased gastric volume and decreased pH in the stomach.32–34 The decision to employ rapid sequence induction to reduce the risk of aspiration should be based on the preoperative evaluation of known factors such as gastro-oesophageal reflux or recent oral intake, rather than obesity alone. Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) is a common sleep disorder that is caused by occlusion of the airway by soft tissue when the negative pressure generated by inspiratory muscles exceeds the positive pressure from pharyngeal dilator musculature.35 OSA is diagnosed by physiological monitoring during sleep which may extend to full polysomnography, where, various measures factor into an apnoea/hypopnea index (AHI) that describe the total number of apneic (complete cessation of airflow lasting ≥10 seconds) or hypopneic (>50 per cent reduction of airflow lasting ≥10 seconds) episodes divided by the total sleep time. OSA can be classified as mild with an AHI of 5–15 events per hour, moderate 15–30 events per hour, or severe >30 events per hour. Increased AHI has been associated with age, BMI and waist:hip ratio among other factors. Men, especially with a BMI ≥35 typically demonstrate an increased risk during adulthood with respect to women, yet at age 60 years or older, obese men and women show a similar risk of OSA.36 With obesity, fat deposits may reduce the diameter of the airway and favour collapsibility and the elderly are predisposed to a reduced upper airway muscle tone. In addition, the inflammatory effects of adipose tissue have been speculated to contribute to the development of OSA. The influence of hypnotics, narcotics, and sedatives provide further depression of these airway reflexes.35 A related sleep disorder to OSA is obesity hypoventilation syndrome (OHS), which is characterized by the combination of obesity (BMI >30 kg/m2) and awake hypercapnia (PaCO2 >45 mmHg). The exact aetiology of OHS is not fully elucidated, but there is a blunting of the brainstem central chemoreceptors and diminished responsiveness to both hypercapnia and hypoxia. As a result, these patients may demonstrate a compensatory polycythemia and renal retention of bicarbonate.37 Most patients with OSA are undiagnosed and many have limited access to overnight physiological monitoring and therefore a clinical diagnosis and effective treatment. The ‘STOP-BANG’ questionnaire is a useful tool that asks patients about the presence of snoring, tiredness during daytime, observed apnoea, high blood pressure. This is then combined with the following factors; BMI >35 kg/m2, age >50 years old, neck circumference >40 cm, and male gender. The presence of three or more of these features is a sensitive indicator for a high probability for OSA (see Table 31.3).38,39 Preoperative care is centred on the use of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy that for at least a month before surgery is scheduled and that should be demonstrated to be both effective and that the patient is compliant. Immediate preanaesthetic management includes pre-oxygenation with either the home CPAP settings or pressure support with 10 cmH2O and positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) of 5 cmH2O and then intubation in the ramped position. There is no strong evidence to justify the routine use of awake fiberoptic intubation unless other signs of difficult intubation are present.39,40 More problematic complications present in the postoperative care as patients with OSA are at higher risk to hypoxaemia, ICU transfers and longer hospital stays.31 In particular, patients with OSA are very sensitive to the respiratory depressing effects of anaesthetic medications which are compounded in the elderly. It is important to reduce high doses of opiate use during the operative period, by utilizing a multi-modal analgesia.

### Table 31.3 STOP BANG Questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snore</td>
<td>Have you been told that you snore?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tired</td>
<td>Are you often tired during the day?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstruction</td>
<td>Has anyone witnessed an episode where you stopped breathing while you were asleep?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Do you have high blood pressure?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>BMI &gt; 35 kg/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Age &gt;50 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>Neck circumference &gt;40 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male gender</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Pulmonary

There are multiple age-related declines in pulmonary function that are further diminished as a result of obesity creating a tendency to oxygen desaturation and hypercapnia. This requires constant vigilance during all the stages of perioperative care. Obesity is a well demonstrated cause of restrictive respiratory physiology. There is a linear relationship between BMI and reductions in total lung capacity (TLC) and vital capacity (VC) and an exponential relationship with BMI and reductions in functional residual capacity (FRC) and expiratory reserve volume (ERV).42 In obese patients, TLC is reduced due to the limitations of inspiratory lung inflation caused by the static load of extra adipose tissue on the rib cage, abdomen, and thoracoabdominal viscera and when supine increased abdominal pressure preventing diaphragmatic excursions. FRC is determined by the equilibrium between the inward elastic recoil of lung parenchyma and the outward elastic expansion of the chest wall. In obese elderly patients, the compliance of both components is affected. With increasing age, diminished elastic recoil related to a decrease in elastic fibres and changes in crosslinking and fibre orientation leads to reductions of pulmonary compliance.43 In obesity, decreases in pulmonary compliance have been well demonstrated and it has been felt that this was related to an increase in total blood volume in the lung and closure of dependent alveoli.44–48 These studies have shown no or a small relationship with BMI and chest wall compliance but there are other studies that have shown that decreases in total respiratory compliance are a result of chest wall rigidity.48 Age, however, has been demonstrated to increase chest wall stiffness due to age-related changes in shape, calcification and articulations of the rib cage.49,50
In obese elderly patients, as FRC approaches residual volume, the external pleural pressure may be greater than internal airway pressure which leads to a tendency towards alveolar collapse. This process has also been described as an increase in closing capacity, where both elderly and obese patients are greatly predisposed to atelectasis and air trapping. In fact, the closing capacity may be increased (or described in another way, FRC reduced) to the point that atelectasis occurs with tidal volume breathing.51,52 Under anaesthesia, the loss of diaphragmatic tone and increased intra-abdominal pressure along with structural forces from the thoracic spine and rib cage places a greater load on the dependent lung regions.45 This decreased ventilation of persistently perfused lung segments leads to venous blood mixing and ultimately oxygen desaturation. In addition, as dependent segments close, there is a shift in regional ventilation as gas is preferentially distributed to the poorly perfused upper lung zones, leading to further ventilation-perfusion mismatch.53–55

Hypoxaemia occurs more frequently in obese patients despite preoxygenation.26 There are several approaches that may be taken to reduce desaturation upon induction. During pre-induction denitrogenation, the use of CPAP or pressure support ventilation with PEEP, as described for airway management of OSA, may decrease atelectatic lung tissue and has been shown to increase the non-hypoxic apnoeic time.56,57 Ventilator strategies employed to reduce atelectasis and pulmonary shunts have also been demonstrated. The use of room air to create a fractional inspired oxygen ratio of 0.3–0.4 may prevent the early formation of atelectasis.58,59 The ventilator should be set to achieve a tidal volume of 6–10 ml/kg of ideal body weight with a PEEP of 5–10 cm H2O.60–63 Atelectasis can be decreased in obese patients through alveolar recruitment manoeuvres, which is performed under manual ventilation mode by holding pressure on the bag with the pressure release valve partially closed to achieve static vital capacity tidal volumes for a certain period of time.58,61,64,65 The exact protocol for vital capacity manoeuvres varies between studies, but it has been suggested, and it is the practice at our institution, to hold 30 cm H2O for 30 seconds in normovolaemic patients.66

Postoperative care is complicated by the impaired work of breathing and respiratory drive associated with ageing and obesity. Obese patients have decreased power from their respiratory musculature that may be related to increased adipose tissue deposition and from overloading diaphragm muscle fibres leading to length-tension inefficiency.67,68 Age related declines in respiratory muscle function and decreased physical condition further diminish spontaneous negative pressure respiratory mechanics.69 As a result, the breathing patterns are typically characterized by an increased respiratory rate and decreased tidal volume. Obese and elderly patients are also particularly sensitive to the respiratory depressing effects of opiates, benzodiazepines, volatile agents, and paralytics and require careful dosing particularly at the end of a case. Patients should have monitored, full reversal of neuromuscular blocking agents and be weaned off of pressure support ventilation before being placed on spontaneous ventilation mode. Upon extubation and during recovery, the patient should be placed in the beach chair or reverse Trendelenburg position to allow for gravitational forces to assist in generating adequate tidal volumes. All patients with OSA should have their CPAP support from the time of extubation, with supplemental oxygen as required. There must be great vigilance in monitoring for signs of respiratory distress such as the use of accessory neck muscles or paradoxical chest movement. Aggressive chest physical therapy and a low threshold to employ CPAP or other non-invasive respiratory support are valuable strategies to employ during PACU care.62 Recommendations of perioperative airway and respiratory management are listed in Table 31.4.

### Cardiac

Obesity and ageing are linked to an increased risk of developing dyslipidaemia, coronary artery disease, cardiac arrhythmias, hypertension, cerebrovascular disease, peripheral vascular disease, and congestive heart failure.7 While the pathophysiology of these disease processes and their impact on anaesthetic care is well described, there are unique cardiac abnormalities specific to obesity. This includes obesity cardiomyopathy, the increase risk of sudden cardiac death and the increased survivorship phenomenon described as the obesity paradox.

Adipose tissue is metabolically active and demands significant vascularization. Obese patients have a rise in total body blood volume and necessarily, increased stroke volume and cardiac output from Frank–Starling forces due to an increased stretch of myocardial fibres. With a greater preload, there also comes an increased afterload as the link between obesity and hypertension is well known and exerts its effects from multiple pathways. The excessive mass of adipose tissue exerts a physical compression on the kidneys which leads to increased renal sodium reabsorption and may explain the associated risk of chronic kidney disease. In addition, by incompletely understood mechanisms, adipose tissue exerts a hormonal influence by activation of the sympathetic nervous system and renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system that further impacts pressure natriuresis.70–72

These physiological changes raise transmural stress placed on the left and possibly right ventricle leading to a dilation of tissue. Over time this may lead to a compensatory eccentric hypertrophy of the myocardium, which typically keeps ejection fraction within normal

---

### Table 31.4 Airway and respiratory management recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-induction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• High suspicion of OSA, use STOP-BANG questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• CPAP therapy in holding area or in operating room denitrogenation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Induction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Ramp positioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduce apnoeic time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Prepare for difficult mask ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unclear recommendations for routine fibreoptic or video laryngoscopes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maintenance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Use of 6–10 ml/kg of ideal body weight plus 5–10 mmHg of PEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use room air combination of gas with an FiO2 goal of 0.4 as tolerated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Perform alveolar recruitment manoeuvres periodically during case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extubation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Extubate in back up or reverse Trendelenburg position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wean off pressure support ventilation only after full reversal of paralytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Low threshold to use Boussignac CPAP mask in PACU or immediately after extubation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Aggressive monitoring for decreased respiratory drive due to residual anaesthetics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
limits if the level of hypertrophy keeps pace with the amount of dilatation. Adipocytes also influence serum hormone levels, such as various cytokines, angiotensin-II, leptin, resistin, and others which may further lead to myocyte hypertrophy and the development of interstitial fibrosis. This may result in a diastolic dysfunction, or if the hypertrophy is unable to match the increased wall stress, then systolic dysfunction with an elevation in pulmonary arterial pressures and/or central venous pressures. In addition, the effects of chronic hypoxia related to OSA and OHS elevate pulmonary vascular resistance which may lead to, or contribute to, right ventricular dysfunction. The development of these hypertropic changes has been described as obesity cardiomyopathy.

In addition to ventricular strain as evidenced by heart failure, there is an associated atrial dilation and this accounts for the higher prevalence of atrial fibrillation and other dysthymias found in obesity. In fact, it has been demonstrated that obesity increased the risk of atrial fibrillation by 49 per cent and that this risk shows a direct relationship with BMI. The ventricular pathological changes in addition to abnormalities in sympathovagal balance, leads to increased cardiac electrical excitability. Obesity is related to a higher heart rate and more frequent and complex dysthymias. In fact, the Framingham Heart Study has shown a 40 times higher rate of sudden cardiac death in obese patients.

It is quite clear that the accumulative effects of excessive adiposity and weight lead to a significant predisposition to cardiovascular morbidities. Yet, evidence from multiple observational studies has demonstrated surprisingly greater survival in overweight and moderately obese patients with hypertension, and coronary artery disease. This phenomenon has also been replicated in surgical patients undergoing coronary artery bypass surgery. It appears that this relationship between longevity and body habitus shows a U-shaped distribution with the underweight and morbidly obese having the poorest prognoses. This phenomenon has been described as the obesity paradox and it is clearly present in the elderly as well. Although it is quite possible this may be a statistical anomaly caused by the increased mortality in patients with unintentional weight loss from other morbid conditions, but it has generated speculation into a protective cardiovascular effect of obesity.

Currently, there are no specific recommendations for anaesthetic care to address cardiovascular abnormalities due to obesity in the elderly as an independent phenomenon. Nevertheless, during pre-operative evaluation, it seems prudent that anaesthetists should have a high index of suspicion for the presence of cardiovascular comorbidities.

**Renal**

While obesity related chronic diseases such as hypertension and type 2 diabetes are known risk factors for the development of chronic kidney disease, obesity in itself has been etiologically linked to renal damage. In fact, after adjusting for co-factors, obesity demonstrated a threefold increase in the risk of developing chronic kidney disease. The mechanisms of renal damage may be due to an increased excretory load due to the increased body mass leading to glomerular capillary hypertension, hyperinsulinemia leading to preglomerular vasodilation that worsens glomerular hypertension and lipotoxicity from excess adipose tissue. These adverse physiological adaptations are related to the development of proteinuria, glomerulomegaly, tubular interstitial nephritis and obesity-related focal segmental glomerulosclerosis. These effects are cumulative and elderly patients with a long history of obesity are more likely to manifest renal insufficiency. Kidney dysfunction also affects dosing frequencies of renally cleared drugs. Medications with renally cleared harmful metabolites such as meperidine should be avoided. In addition, the amount of crystalloid fluid administered should be carefully monitored to avoid fluid overload.

**Hepatological**

Obesity is associated with extremely high rates of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), which has been measured in up to 80–90 per cent of patients. NAFLD describes a spectrum of liver pathology from fat accumulation (hepatic steatosis) to the more advanced steatohepatitis which is characterized by inflammatory changes that can progress to fibrosis and cirrhosis. The gold standard for diagnosis is a liver biopsy, although imaging by CT scan or ultrasonography can be performed if abnormal synthetic liver function or elevated liver aminotransferases are present. Extensive liver pathology can affect the metabolism of certain medications and should be recognized by anaesthetists.

**Endocrine**

It has been thought that age is an independent risk factor for the development of type 2 diabetes mellitus and glucose intolerance; however data has demonstrated that this association is more specifically linked to abdominal obesity rather than healthy ageing. Obesity-associated type 2 diabetes is related to insulin insensitivity in the liver and skeletal muscles with a resultant increase in insulin synthesis that eventually fails to bring euglycaemia. Excessive adipocyte deposition in the liver and skeletal muscle is associated with chronic inflammatory cytokine production including tumour necrosis factor-α, interleukin-6 (IL6), and interleukin-1β (IL1β) that have been implicated in the decreased sensitivity to insulin. The subsequent hyperglycaemia leads to vascular and neural damage which increases the risk for myocardial ischemia, cerebrovascular infarction, renal ischemia and postoperative pain due to neuropathies.

**Musculoskeletal and neurological**

Age and obesity are well-known constitutional factors for the development of fractures, osteoarthritis and soft-tissue injury. The excessive loading from increased weight stresses bones and joints leading to the development of these orthopaedic disorders, however other poorly understood factors related to biomechanics and bone metabolism contribute to the predisposition of obese patients to the development of joint disorders. There is strong data demonstrating a positive relationship with body mass and bone mineral density and a decreased incidence of osteoporosis and hip fractures. This has been suggested to be related to both increased bone turnover and the hormonal influences through oestrogen conversion in adipose tissue. Recent studies have shown no statistically significant increase in mortality or complication rate from total hip replacements with morbidly obese patients based on BMI. However, other studies have identified age and increased BMI as risk factors for adverse events, but not in mortality.

With the increased incidence of musculoskeletal disorders in the obese and elderly, there exists a predisposition to pain, both
chronic and acute. In a cohort of elderly subjects, chronic pain was found twice as likely with moderate obesity (BMI 30–34.9) and four times with severe obesity (BMI >35). 104 While the source of pain is related to musculoskeletal degeneration, obesity also carries an increased risk for neuropathic pain, 105 and migraine headaches. 106

**Haematological**

Obesity and age are independent risk factors for the development of deep vein thromboembolism (DVT). 107–110 Patients who have limited physical activity, nursing home residents and those with symptomatic congestive heart failure have an added risk factor due to venous stasis. Surgery, particularly orthopaedic hip, knee, spine and oncological procedures are associated with a higher incidence of DVT. When clinically allowable, patients should receive mechanical compression stockings and prophylactic heparin therapy, either low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) or unfractionated heparin. 111 Dosing poses a particular concern in obese patients. LMWH uses weight-based dosing and in the severely obese weighing more than 190 kg, there is a theoretical concern that due to a non-linear relationship between intravascular volume and total body weight, these patients may pose an increased risk of bleeding. It has been considered reasonable to test anti-factor Xa activity 4 hours after administration. 112 It has also been suggested that for certain procedures, particularly orthopaedic, regional anaesthesia as an alternative to general anaesthesia may provide an additional protection against venous thromboembolism. 111 It has been recommended that with the diagnosis of a DVT, elective surgery should be delayed for up to 1 month and the patient placed on anticoagulant therapy in the interim. 113

**Pharmacology**

Obesity affects the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics primarily by alterations of the volume of distribution through increases in lean and fat body weight and increases in cardiac output and by alterations in drug clearance. Morbidly obese patients are typically excluded from clinical trials making little data available for optimal dosing. Dosing based on total body weight in obese patients may lead to excessive administration of anaesthetics that especially with elderly patients may lead to undesirable effects such as hypotension or respiratory depression.

Drug distribution is different in the morbidly obese as the fat tissue increases proportionally with total body weight (TBW), while lean body weight decreases proportionately despite an overall weight increase. Age-related changes further complicate this effect. While the use of an adjusted body weight (ABW) scale has been commonly used for dosing to correct for these metabolic changes, the estimation of lean body weight (LBW) has been demonstrated to be the optimal weight scale in morbidly obese patients. 114–116 The equations developed by Jannmahasatian et al. 117 have been the most verified in the extremes of obesity are shown as follows: 117

For males: LBW (kg) = 9270 × weight (kg) / 6680 + 216 × BMI (kg/m²)

For females: LBW (kg) = 9270 × weight (kg) / 8780 + 244 × BMI (kg/m²)

The use of routine anaesthetics should be approached with care in obese elderly patients. Midazolam has a twofold increased half-life and decreased total clearance in the elderly versus young individuals and obese subjects demonstrated a greater volume of distribution due to adipose deposition which further prolongs the half-life. 118 Propofol is highly lipophilic, but is has been shown that it does not accumulate in morbidly obese patients because clearance and volume of distribution were similar to lean subjects. It has been suggested that induction doses based on LBW be used while maintenance infusions should be based on TBW. 119 Studies have suggested that fentanyl, sufentanil, and remifentanil should be dosed based on lean body weight, but extra care should be taken to titrate the dose to patient need as obesity and advanced age predispose patients to postoperative hypoxia. For neuromuscular blocking agents, it has been suggested that succinylcholine be dosed based on TBW due to increased pseudocholinesterase synthesis, while non-depolarizing agents such as vecuronium, rocuronium, and pancuronium should be dosed on ideal body weight to avoid a prolonged duration of action. Cisatracurium could be dosed based on TBW. Obese patients have classically shown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Dosing</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Propofol</td>
<td>Induction: LBW Maintenance: TBW</td>
<td>When reaching steady state, clearance (hepatic metabolism) and VD correlate with TBW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midazolam</td>
<td>TBW</td>
<td>If used for induction, expect prolonged sedation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fentanyl</td>
<td>LBW</td>
<td>While the VD is increased, elimination half-life also increases which places risk for respiratory depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufentanil</td>
<td>Bolus: LBW Maintenance: LBW</td>
<td>There is increased distribution in excess body mass, however elimination half-time is increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remifentanil</td>
<td>Bolus: LBW Maintenance: LBW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succinylcholine</td>
<td>TBW</td>
<td>Plasma cholinesterase activity is increased with body mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vecuronium, Rocuronium, Pancuronium</td>
<td>LBW</td>
<td>Alterations of clearance may predispose to prolonged recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisatracurium, atracurium</td>
<td>TBW</td>
<td>Metabolism by organ-independent processes allows for unaltered dose per body weight dosing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TBW= total body weight, LBW= lean body weight.
increased emergence times due to increased fat tissue distribution of volatile agents. Desflurane has been suggested as the preferred inhaled anaesthetic due to its lower fat solubility and it has been shown that lean patients have similar recovery times as obese patients.\textsuperscript{120,121} Currently, there is insufficient evidence for dosing recommendations for ketamine, etomidate, dexmetomidine, and lignocaine.\textsuperscript{114,122} See Table 31.5.

**Conclusion**

Greater numbers of obese elderly patients are presenting for surgery, whether it is for elective bariatric, cardiac, orthopaedic procedures, or after trauma. While the anaesthetist usually considers the technical and physiological effects of obesity based on BMI, in elderly patients there must be a broader threshold for consideration of the multi-organ effects of adiposity. The metabolic alterations that lead to a lower lean body mass to fat tissue ratio and the accumulation of excess adiposity that come with ageing will affect the elderly more profoundly and the anaesthetic plan should reflect the wide-ranging effects even when the BMI is not excessively high.
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Introduction

In the United States alone the number of individuals over 65 years is expected to double from 35 million in 2010 to 78 million by 2050. Furthermore by 2030 the number of persons over 65 years will outnumber those aged 15 years or less by 2:1.

Within hospitals the number of older patients undergoing invasive procedures is also steadily rising. One-third of admissions following trauma involve older patients, and 40% of surgical procedures are performed on geriatric patients. Older patients are more likely to have complications, and have increased morbidity and mortality following emergency procedures (Table 32.1).

Despite these impressive numbers, it remains challenging to create a sustainable training programme covering the unique issues encountered in the elderly patient. The importance of competence for anaesthetists and other specialists in matters related to the elderly is readily acknowledged, but poorly executed. Integrating geriatrics into the curriculum at multiple stages of medical education has been recognized as critical to the success of an integrated ageing programme.1–4 Several individual programmes in geriatric anaesthesia have been successful at a local level, however the establishment of a widely disseminated, sustainable geriatric curriculum in anaesthesia remains elusive.

There are multiple reasons contributing to the difficulty in creating a lasting geriatric curriculum. The sheer number of geriatric patients actually fosters complacency in the surgical workforce. When presented with opportunities to receive additional education on geriatrics, specialists are often reluctant, commenting, 'I look after older patients already'. In addition, changes in medical education and healthcare have led to new challenges for medical educators in all fields. When considering these barriers, it is not surprising that geriatric education for the surgical specialist is under-represented compared with the demographics in healthcare in general.5

Undergraduate education

As stated in the introduction, the ageing population is an important part of our society and education in geriatrics starts in medical school. In the United States, the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) recently added multiple geriatric required competencies to the medical school curriculum.6,7 Graduating medical students must be ‘competent’ in these areas. The range of competencies is substantial including topics on medication management to discussion about end of life and the role of palliative care (Table 32.2). The addition of these competencies and other similar requirements in other countries provides a baseline of minimum knowledge all residents should have when entering specialty-training programmes. However, it is not clear that these competencies or types of changes in curricula lead to changes in outcomes for older patients or future engagement by the training physician in geriatric education in general.

Opportunities and resources for education in geriatric anaesthesia

Significant strides have been made in education on important age-related areas for anaesthesia and perioperative physicians in general. Delirium and postoperative cognitive function are excellent examples of important clinic geriatric syndromes that are clinically relevant to anaesthetists. In addition, these areas represent a major focus of both basic and clinical anaesthesia research.

Many advances in the area of geriatric anaesthesia have occurred through the development and cooperation of various funding agencies and societies. For example, the Society for the Advancement of Geriatric Anesthesia was established in 2000.8 This US-based society provides education on geriatric anaesthesia and represents a valuable networking opportunity for faculty. In the United Kingdom, a similar society, the Age Anaesthesia Association formed in 1987,9 hosts regular annual scientific meeting featuring key topics in geriatric anaesthesia.

The most significant US champions of geriatric education in the surgical specialties are the American Geriatrics Society, the John A Hartford Foundation, and the Reynolds Foundation (Table 32.3). These agencies, through collaboration with academic institutions and specialty societies, have established several excellent educational multidisciplinary programmes across many of the surgical specialties, including anaesthesia. However sustaining educational initiatives beyond the funding period has been a major challenge.2,3,10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commonly encountered challenges in geriatric care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneous population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High disease burden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical disease presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpredictable organ reserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergent procedures poorly tolerated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor complications can rapidly escalate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 32.2 AAMC geriatric competencies: relevance to anaesthesia

- Medication management: dose reduction, polypharmacy
- Cognitive and behavioural disorders: delirium, POCD
- Self-care capacity: outpatient assessment in the frail elderly
- Falls, balance and gait disorders: preoperative functional assessment
- Health planning and promotion: consent, 'do not attempt resuscitation' orders, healthcare proxy
- Atypical presentation of disease: cardiac and pulmonary complications, recognition of impaired cognition


Table 32.3 Goals of the Geriatrics for Specialists Project: also known as the Section for enhancing geriatric understanding and expertise amongst surgical and medical specialists4 (SEGUE).

- Improve the amount and quality of geriatric education medical and surgical residents receive
- Develop faculty leaders to promote geriatric training and research within their specialties
- Encourage and enable professional societies and their boards to recognize geriatrics as an important aspect of patient care

An example of a valuable resource for the clinician educator is the Portal of Geriatric Online Education (POGOe).11 This is a public website that has a substantial collection of geriatric educational materials. The educational products are frequently updated and provide easy to access teaching tools in many different formats. Examples of the types of products that can be downloaded for use include PBLDs, virtual patients, and didactic lectures. Submissions are also encouraged and can contribute to a trainee or faculty member’s educational portfolio. These products are not specific to anaesthesia and there is a wide range in the content of materials available.

In addition to the products available online through POGOe; the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) also has several products on geriatric anaesthesia. Examples of products include a curriculum composed of extensive literature recommendations and also a ‘Frequently asked question’ booklet addressing common problems for encountered in elderly patients by practising anaesthesiologists.12

Fortunately through the advocacy, dedication, and work of many ‘geriatric’ anaesthetists the number of textbooks and references devoted to geriatric anaesthesia and surgical specialties has steadily increased in the last decade.13–15 In addition most anaesthesia textbooks now include at least one chapter on the elderly patient. Sustainability of programmes in geriatric anaesthesia is one of the biggest challenges to overcome within anaesthesia, and hopefully the steady increase in educational materials and their broad distribution through the Internet will help establish geriatrics as an important area for education.

Postgraduate framework

In recent years there has been an increased regulation and oversight of postgraduate medical training. This has led to the establishment of national frameworks upon which post graduate and in some instances professional training are accomplished and maintained.

In the USA, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME)16 working together with the American Board of Anaesthesiology (ABA) has established required competencies and a broad programme anaesthesia curriculum. All residents must demonstrate proficiency within the curriculum, and training programmes are regularly reviewed to ensure appropriate educational standards are being upheld. Competency-based residency-training uses an outcomes based approach. Assessment and evaluation of trainees is a core component of a well-functioning competency-based curriculum. The relatively new shift towards outcomes has created new challenges for education programmes.17,18 These programmes tend to be resource heavy, especially for individual teachers. In addition outcomes-based programmes can be difficult to implement in an era of diminishing resources and financial constraints. One advantage for geriatric anaesthesia is the sheer volume of elderly patients, which can lend itself to these types of clinically intense education programmes.

Basic knowledge in ageing physiology, pharmacology, and evidence of management of elderly patients is required by both the ACGME (Table 32.4) and the ABA. However the actual requirements for education in geriatric anaesthesia are limited. Essentially the ACGME requires that residents receive appropriate didactic instruction and clinical experience managing geriatric patients. The ABA publishes content outlines for training programmes and this does include geriatrics pharmacology and ageing physiology. Canada has a similar competency-based requirements for curricula development, referred to as CanMEDS (Table 32.5).19 These competencies are slightly different than those proposed by the ACGME, but again provide a framework for postgraduate medical education. It is striking that both in the United States and Canada the ability of the current workforce to appropriately care for the growing elderly population has been questioned.

Irrespective of the actual framework in place, there is an opportunity to review current guidelines and make recommendations to include geriatrics as a required field of study for anaesthesia. The importance of establishing geriatrics as an important entity is the key issue.2,3,5,20

Developing a curriculum in geriatric anaesthesia

As more programmes embark on developing geriatric curricula it is important to consider which topics are important to cover.

Table 32.4 ACGME competencies

1. Patient care
2. Medical knowledge
3. Practice-based learning and improvement
4. Interpersonal and communication skills
5. Professionalism
6. Systems-based practice

Data from ACGME Program Requirements for Graduate Medical Education in Geriatric Medicine. ACGME Approved: September 28, 2004; Effective July 1, 2005. Editorial Revision: July 1, 2009. Revised Common Program Requirements Effective: July 1, 2011. ACGME Approved Categorization: September 30, 2012; Effective: July 1, 2013.
The most successful endeavours will focus on areas in which there is specific geriatric research and a depth of knowledge is required. For example, simply adding an older age to a case stem and discussing the management of myocardial ischemia in a 90-year-old patient does not in itself promote geriatric anaesthesia. However, a case discussion on myocardial ischemia in an extremely old patient that thoroughly explores the age-related changes in cardiovascular physiology that may mandate changes in care would be a valuable experience. The challenges and obstacles facing the integration of geriatrics into a curriculum are not unique to anaesthesia, surgery and others have faced similar problems. The following section contains recommended areas to cover when establishing a curriculum in anaesthesia. These should not be considered a final list and all curricula should be constantly evolving and changing as new evidence emerges.

**Physiology**
A geriatric anaesthesia curriculum must include material on expected age-related physiological changes and the potential impact of these changes on the administration of anaesthesia. Age-related changes contribute to the vulnerability of the older patient by reducing their basic reserve function even before the impact of comorbidities is considered. Although all systems undergo some degree of physiology decline, the key areas to include in a basic syllabus are the cardiopulmonary, central nervous, and metabolic/renal systems. The challenge is to make this an interesting topic, avoiding the temptation to present a ‘laundry list’ of age-related physiological changes. Cases-based discussion (CBDs) highlighting the impact of the underlying lack of physiological reserves can help to emphasize important physiology changes.

**Preanaesthetic assessment**
The growing trend in preoperative assessment is ‘less is better’. The elderly population provides a rich environment to teach appropriate and targeted preoperative assessments. The involvement of a geriatrician in the preoperative setting can also provide a multidisciplinary approach, adding additional expertise in complex elderly patients.

**Pharmacology**
The selection and administration of medications is central to the practice of anaesthesia. Inadvertent overdosing of an older patient due to a lack of appreciation of the pathophysiology can lead to devastating consequences in the frail older patient. Creative ways to emphasize the importance of appropriate using might be through the use of simulation, or case reviews. Information on appropriate dosing is readily available in several of the basic anaesthesia textbooks (see also Chapter 3).

**Pain control**
Pain control in the perioperative period presents a major challenge at all ages and the elderly are particularly vulnerable from developing complications related to either under- or overtreatment of pain. Involving pain and regional anaesthesia specialists in teaching pain control of the elderly patient may enhance the visibility of geriatrics within the anaesthesia curriculum.

**Perioperative cognitive dysfunction**
Central nervous system complications in the elderly are a significant source of morbidity and mortality. A curriculum for geriatrics must include a robust section on postoperative cognitive dysfunction and delirium. In addition to clinical material, this area is also an exciting area for both basic and clinical research by anaesthesiologists.

**Choosing the anaesthetic**
This is an incredibly important section for any curriculum. It will demand an appreciation of the common comorbidities and basic age-related changes. It should be used as an opportunity to review a wide range of geriatric issues and the impact on the anaesthesia delivery. For example, a discussion on the pros and cons of regional anaesthesia in the context of cognitive dysfunction can be used to highlight many key geriatric concepts. This area clearly lends itself to CBDs.

**Geriatric syndromes**
The geriatricians have identified several important ‘geriatric’ syndromes (Table 32.6). Syndromes refer to the presence of a collection of comorbidities that are common in older patients. These are not specific diseases and yet in many instances they are directly related to mortality. Although not all of these are relevant for anaesthesia, some of the concepts and new literature emerging are important for perioperative care. For example, ‘frailty’ is becoming increasingly recognized as an important predictor of poor perioperative outcomes in the older patient. Thus a greater understanding of geriatric syndromes such as frailty and impaired homeostasis, can lead to improved patient care and collaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 32.5 Canadian Medical Education Directives for Specialists (CanMEDS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Medical Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Communicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Collaborator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Health Advocate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Professional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from http://www.collaborativecurriculum.ca/en/modules/CanMEDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 32.6 Geriatric syndromes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Multiple comorbidities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cognitive impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Frailty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Malnutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Impaired homeostasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Chronic inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Sarcopenia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What tools to use during curriculum development

When developing a curriculum in geriatric anaesthesia it is especially important to acknowledge and respond to the needs of the audience. In stark contrast to geriatric medicine itself, anaesthesia is a fast-paced and highly procedural area of medicine. Technical expertise is highly valued and training technical prowess is a major focus of training; especially early in a programme. Without an appropriate understanding of the viewpoint of the anaesthetist or a proceduralist, a geriatrician may not engage the curiosity of trainees in anaesthesia. However, a geriatrician can offer significant value to an anaesthesia programme. For example, discussion on code status and advanced health directives can be complementary to critical care training. Similarly a discussion on polypharmacy can expand a trainee’s knowledge of preoperative medications and reinforce the important age-related changes surrounding geriatric pharmacology and physiology.

When designing a curriculum it is important to include popular and effective teaching venues. The integration of simulation into the anaesthesia curriculum has been both popular and effective. Simulation can be utilized to teach an array of skills from procedures to communication. Including geriatric issues in simulation sessions can be extremely valuable. For example, a simulation involving a delirious elderly patient in the post-anesthesia care unit can integrate both physiology and treatment. Using other creative teaching tools is also important, for example, CBDS, team training, interdepartmental sessions with surgeons and geriatricians to promote collaboration and shared expertise. Internet-based educational products are becoming more popular and allow interactive distant learning. Using different types of forum such as gaming can make the curriculum more engaging for residents and faculty.28–30

Barriers to establishing a sustainable geriatric anaesthesia curriculum

Geriatric medicine in crisis

When attempting to integrate geriatrics successfully into an anaesthesia or other surgical specialty curriculum, the first obstacle encountered lies within the practice of geriatrics itself. Geriatric medicine itself is a field that has struggled to maintain its identity and value in medicine. For example, in the United States geriatrics is one of the few fields where a practitioner will earn less upon completing a fellowship than they might have done without the specialized training. It is perhaps not surprising that only 44 per cent of available geriatric fellowship positions are filled and there is a marked shortage of geriatricians in the workforce. The lack of available geriatricians leads to difficulty with visibility to surgical specialists and accessibility for patients, resulting in lost opportunities for collaboration and education about ageing. A lack of understanding of the expertise offered by geriatricians adds to the barriers encountered in establishing geriatric anaesthesia as a significant part of anaesthesia education.1,31

Despite the lack of a powerful workforce, there is ample literature illustrating the utility of geriatric specific care. In the field of geriatrics there have been many advances in patient care including the identification of frailty as an important syndrome, the treatment of delirium, the risks and dangers of polypharmacy, and other commonly recognized geriatric issues. Multiple studies have demonstrated improved outcomes when a comprehensive geriatric assessment model is used in hospitalized elders. These multidisciplinary team approaches have reduced delirium and length of stay and mortality in vulnerable elderly patents. There are other multiple examples of programmes that bring value to elders. The Hospital Elder programme was able to demonstrate a decrease in the incidence of delirium, institutionalization, and hospitalization. Other programmes have focused on reducing falls in older patients, and treating depression appropriately. Unfortunately the value provided through collaboration with geriatricians is frequently overlooked.

The older patient

Geriatric medicine presents many challenges for all physicians. The patients are complex, have multiple comorbidities, and limited reserve function. Visits with patients can take longer due to difficulties with mobility and communication. Hospitalizations are often prolonged and complications can result in significant increases in length of stay, institutionalization, and mortality.

In anaesthesia, the older patient carries a higher risk, especially for major operations, even a small perioperative complication can lead to a dramatic increase in morbidity and mortality. Complex medical histories can make preoperative assessments more difficult, and procedures more complex. Some of the more ‘classic’ geriatric cases, such as cataract eye surgery and urological procedures may not be viewed by trainees as ‘exciting’ compared with ‘bigger’ cases such as lobectomies and craniotomies. This can lead to a perception that geriatric cases are not as valuable for education.

Financing

Limited reimbursement for taking care of older complex patients can create disincentives for physicians, especially those practising in fee for service areas that reward high-volume procedural-based practices. Geriatric patients can require more follow-up visits and experience more complications following a surgery or procedure. These and overall lower reimbursement rates can discourage physicians for making geriatrics a significant focus of a practice. As health care reform is embraced some of these finical disincentives may be removed as more countries move towards the creation of collaborative work forces.32

Leadership

A major obstacle facing geriatrics within the subspecialties and anaesthesia in particular is a lack of a geriatric champion within individual departments. Although on a national level in the United States, the AGS has created several leadership opportunities and grant funding for research for geriatrics, there are still not enough geriatric champions within the specialty of anaesthesia to guarantee high penetration across training programmes. The lack of leadership impacts the development of geriatrics for both trainees and for faculty. Faculty development in geriatric anaesthesia is needed.

Hours/competition in the medical curriculum

Medical education has changed substantially in recent years. In the past medical education was based largely on a didactic/apprenticeship model. Residents and house officers would spend a limited amount of time in didactic sessions and most of the learning was
In anaesthesia there has been tremendous growth in the field, with the addition of significant critical care training, expansion of pain and regional anaesthesia, the addition of transoesophageal echo-cardiography. These changes and the expanding curricula have led to significant competition amongst all specialists for time with the residents. The limited teaching time really emphasizes the need for a geriatric champion.

**Conclusion**

The specialty of geriatric anaesthesia should be considered an emerging field (Table 32.7). The importance of a sound knowledge and an understanding of the unique issues that pertain to the older person undergoing anaesthesia cannot be underestimated. As the demographics of our patient population age, there will be many opportunities to use the knowledge gained on the elderly in our operating rooms and intensive care units and pain clinics. There are many different approaches to educating our workforce; each situation may need to be handled differently. Every health care entity is unique and an important aspect developing a successful curricular geriatric anaesthesia will be playing the strengths of a particular department or institution.
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CHAPTER 33

Non-theatre environments (imaging, cardiac catheterization laboratory, and emergency department)

Naville Chia and Edwin Seet

Introduction

In recent times, and with increasing frequency, anaesthetists are expected to provide an integrated anaesthetic care service outside the traditional environment of the operating theatre. This may be due to advances in procedural techniques, demand for procedural sedation and anaesthesia for a widened spectrum of diagnostic and interventional procedures, cost-effectiveness, and patient preference for comfort and analgesia. These outside the operating theatre locations or non-theatre environments pose considerable challenges, as they do not often provide the anaesthetists and other healthcare providers with the support they are familiar with. Patients are at an increased risk of adverse outcomes, including oversedation, desaturation, and inadequate ventilation and even death.¹

The increasing diversity and difficulty of cases have also made it more challenging. For example, interventional radiological procedures such as endovascular repair of aortic aneurysm can now replace major surgical procedures, and transcatheter aortic valve implantation can substitute for open aortic valve replacement. The patient population has also expanded to include those who may not have been routinely considered previously. The acceleration of population ageing associated with sicker, more elderly patients further compounds this difficult journey of providing adequate and safe care in non-theatre environments. Because of this rapidly developing trend, this practice has attracted a great deal of attention from anaesthetists, proceduralists, and hospital safety task groups alike.

Anaesthesia for such procedures outside the operating theatre encompasses a wide variation in location, procedure complexity, and anaesthetic technique. To mitigate risk and maintain patient safety, there is a clarion call to standardize care and monitoring for anaesthesia or procedural sedation in non-theatre environments.²

The various procedures undertaken in non-theatre environments can be carried out under any of the following techniques:

- No sedation or analgesia (monitoring only).
- Light sedation and/or analgesia. It is defined as the level of anaesthesia at which patients are able to tolerate unpleasant procedures through relief of anxiety, discomfort, or pain and at which uncooperative patients are able to tolerate procedures that require that they not move.
- Moderate sedation and/or analgesia. It is defined as the level of anaesthesia at which the patient retains purposeful responses to stimulation, requires no airway intervention, and can maintain adequate ventilation and cardiovascular function.
- Deep sedation.
- General anaesthesia.
- Regional anaesthesia.

Most procedures conducted in non-theatre locations can be performed under minimal to moderate sedation/analgesia. Non-anaesthesia personnel may care for patients undergoing procedures that require minimal to moderate sedation/analgesia, provided that they are trained to rescue patients from deep sedation. Deeper levels of sedation, general anaesthesia, or patients with complex underlying conditions require the presence of appropriately trained anaesthesia personnel.

Safe sedation of elderly patients includes maintaining appropriate practice standards in all areas where sedative/analgesic agents are administered. Institutions should develop sedation policies and procedures and anaesthetists should be directly involved in the establishment of these hospital policies since they possess domain knowledge on sedation, anaesthesia and patient safety.

Non-theatre environment (remote location)

In the context of anaesthesia, a non-theatre or remote site refers to a location, which is distant from the main operating theatre complex. Remote sites can be classified as follows:

- A location not designed for the administration of anaesthesia (e.g. emergency department, psychiatric ward for electroconvulsive therapy, and wards where cardioversion is performed).
Many intrinsic features of the remote sites or non-theatre environment may render delivery of quality sedation and anaesthesia care difficult. These locations are frequently designed for their primary role, with provision for the requirements of anaesthesia being an afterthought.

**Concerns for the anaesthetists covering a remote location**

The concerns of anaesthetists covering a remote location can be related to monitoring, equipment, environmental, staff, patient, procedural, drug pharmacology, and radiological factors. Each of these will be dealt with in the following sections in the context of providing sedation and anaesthesia for the elderly patient.

**Monitoring**

Mandatory monitoring should be as for any location where anaesthesia is conducted. Monitoring at remote locations for the elderly should follow exactly the same standards as those observed in the main operating theatre complex. The prerequisites of safe care should include the monitoring of haemodynamics and respiration.

**Haemodynamic monitoring**

Basic hemodynamic monitoring includes an electrocardiogram (ECG) and non-invasive blood pressure (NIBP) measurement. A three-lead ECG is standard monitoring for any patient without a history of cardiac events or cardiac risk. Elderly patients who have a history of congestive heart failure, ischemic heart disease, or severe hypertension are recommended to have five-lead ECG monitoring with the ST segment analysis enabled. Every patient who is being monitored during a procedure should have an NIBP measured at least at 5-minute intervals. Difficulty or errors of measurement are encountered in patients with obese arms, use of inappropriately sized cuffs, uncooperative, moving or shivering patients, and patients with either a very high or low blood pressure. As more invasive procedures are being carried out in remote locations (e.g. endovascular stents, pacemaker/defibrillator insertions, or transjugular portocaval shunt), and the type of patients presenting for such procedures expected to have multiple comorbidities, the attendant procedural risk and/or the potential haemodynamic instability of such patients make it necessary to have an invasive monitoring of arterial blood pressure. Some of these patients may already have invasive blood pressure monitoring commenced in the intensive care units.

**Monitoring of respiration**

Respiratory depression is a significant concern in the elderly undergoing procedural sedation and anaesthesia as they are more sensitive to drugs than the younger patients due to altered physiology and pharmacokinetics. Recognizing hypoxia and hypercarbia early is imperative in these susceptible older patients. Monitoring by clinical means such as observing chest excursions and auscultation of breath sounds is imprecise and of limited value. A more accurate monitoring of oxygenation and ventilation is recommended. The measurement of inspiratory oxygen concentration should be coupled with a low oxygen concentration limit alarm. The pulse oximeter is used to measure the haemoglobin oxygen saturation ($\text{SpO}_2$). There are limitations to the use and accuracy of pulse oximetry, which include situations of vasoconstriction (e.g. shock, hypothermia), excessive movement, where synthetic fingernails and nail polish are used (not common among the elderly), severe anaemia and abnormal haemoglobins (e.g. methaemoglobinemia or carboxyhaemoglobinemia). Desaturation is more likely to occur in patients with reduced functional residual capacity such as the elderly. Supplemental oxygen during procedural sedation and anaesthesia should be administered; the anaesthesiologist must be cognizant that it could mask the early detection of apnoea.

End-tidal carbon dioxide ($\text{EtCO}_2$) or capnography monitoring aids the detection of apnoea in cases where oxygen administration fails to reveal it. Continuous capnography monitoring detects clinically occult hypoventilation. It constitutes an indispensable part of monitoring for patients undergoing deep sedation or general anaesthesia. For patients with significant pre-existing pulmonary disease, cardiac diseases, or obstructive sleep apnoea, $\text{EtCO}_2$ should be monitored even for light sedation. During mechanical ventilation, disconnection from the ventilator has to be monitored continuously.

Although capnography is not currently a worldwide standard requirement for sedation and/or anaesthesia in non-theatre locations, its importance is supported by several published studies. Soto et al. found that episodes of apnoea for at least 20 seconds are frequent during monitored anaesthesia care and these go undetected by even anaesthesia care providers. Qadeer et al. found that endoscopists who were blinded to capnography during moderate sedation with an opioid and benzodiazepine failed to recognize apnoea lasting more than 30 s in about two-thirds of the patients. Capnography identified all cases of hypoxia before onset; and the median time from capnographic evidence of respiratory depression to hypoxia was 1 minute. The Anaesthesia Patient Safety Foundation advises that capnography should be monitored for the detection of hypoventilation when supplemental oxygen is delivered.

**Temperature monitoring**

Remote procedural locations are typically air-conditioned for comfort and to avoid overheating of technical equipment. Elderly patients are less able to regulate their body temperature as a result of alteration in responses to changes in body temperature. Therefore, both sedation and anaesthesia compromise the physiological thermal homeostatic mechanisms and put the elderly patients at a greater risk of hypothermia. Moderate hypothermia may be harmful, causing coagulopathy, shivering, and patient discomfort. More significantly, hypothermia has been associated with severe perioperative adverse outcomes including increased incidence of blood loss, wound infection and even in-hospital mortality. Hypothermia, in addition to being more pronounced, lasts longer in the geriatric patients than it does in younger patients because of their low metabolic rate. For these reasons, any patient, especially the elderly, who is undergoing prolonged anaesthesia or
sedation should have temperature monitoring. This could take the form of a temperature probe in the nasopharynx or oropharynx or even integrated into a Foley catheter. The use of active warming devices for prolonged cases should be considered irrespective of the location.

**Brain function monitors**

Brain function monitors (e.g. bispectral index monitor) are currently being evaluated as a level of consciousness monitoring. The processed electroencephalography signal is quantitated and used as an indicator of sedation level or anaesthesia depth. By allowing the titration of sedatives, it may help to minimise the usage of agents, thus speeding up recovery time.

Summarizing the need for monitoring in the elderly patient—pulse oximetry, NIBP monitors, ECG, and capnography are minimum requirements for any location where anaesthesia or deep sedation is conducted. Where muscle relaxants are used, a peripheral nerve stimulator should be available. During prolonged procedures, a temperature probe is recommended. Brain function monitoring may be useful in avoiding delayed awakening in the elderly patient.

**Equipment**

The safe care of the elderly for sedation and anaesthesia at a remote location should include all appropriate and readily available equipment and anaesthesia support staff necessary for monitored anaesthesia care, deep sedation, general anaesthesia, and cardiorespiratory emergencies.

Equipment (e.g. the anaesthesia machine) should be regularly serviced with the valid service date indicated on them. The anaesthesia gas should be delivered with recognized safety devices such as oxygen analysers, indexed gas connection systems, reserve supply for oxygen, oxygen supply failure alarm, multiple gas analysers, a volatile anaesthetic agent monitor, a breathing system disconnection alarm, and a scavenging system. It is not uncommon for out of date but still functioning equipment to be used at remote sites. Where the anaesthetic machine or monitoring in not the same as used in the general operating theatre complex, users should be signed off as competent to use the available equipment before use. The monitors used should follow the same standard as in the operating theatre complex. Visible parameters coupled to sufficiently audible alarms with appropriate settings should be activated when limits are breached. The anaesthesia work cart should be stocked as per operating theatre standards—including anaesthesia drugs, self-inflating resuscitator bags, and a range of intravenous equipment. Face masks, endotracheal tubes, laryngeal masks, and adjuncts to difficult intubation should be available. A good and functioning suction apparatus should be present. Importantly, there should be a ready access to a defibrillator and a fully stocked emergency cart with emergency drugs.

**Environment**

The space should be adequate in size and uncluttered with good access to the patient. In some medical facilities, space may be a premium and it is not uncommon to find anaesthetic equipment tucked away in corners. Access to the patient could be restricted in the MRI and CT scan suites. This compromised proximity to the patient makes clinical observation, monitoring application, and airway management difficult in times of crisis.

In some MRI suites, long, extended breathing hoses or cables can be found on the floor as connections between the patient and the oxygen source or equipment need to take into account the distance travelled by the table during imaging so as to give adequate slack to prevent a disconnection. This could pose a danger of falls to healthcare worker. Since radiology tables are not specifically designed for anaesthesia, there should be an operating table, trolley or chair which can be readily tilted into Trendelenburg position when the need arises. All tables and trolleys should be able to allow effective cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) without undue time loss due to repositioning.

There should be sufficient electrical outlets including clearly marked electrical outlets connected to an emergency back-up source. All electrical equipment must be routinely checked to mitigate the risk of electrocution and burns. In the radiology suites, exposure to radiation is always a concern. Therefore, there is a need to protect oneself and the patient from the effects of ionizing radiation. Lead protection including aprons and thyroid shields should be available and worn by personnel within the radiation field. In addition, there should also be movable lead shield panels for those who might want to stand behind them for protection during imaging. Lastly, for recovery of the patient, a suitable clinical area with oxygen, suction, resuscitation drugs and equipment is required.

**Staff**

Healthcare workers should be trained in the pre-sedation and pre-anaesthesia clinical assessment of patients. They should also be trained and experienced in airway management and cardiopulmonary resuscitation and in the use of anaesthetic and resuscitation drugs and equipment, and must ensure that equipment is present and functional prior to induction. As in the operating theatre, they should be dedicated to the continuous monitoring of the patient’s physiological parameters and be vigilant at all times.

The non-anaesthesia staff should be appropriately trained to help deal with a cardiopulmonary emergency and be an assistant for the anaesthesiologist. Therefore, this person must be familiar with the anaesthetic procedures and equipment and also be able to help with the positioning of the patient. Provision should be made for the absence of anaesthesia personnel from the immediate vicinity of the patient if required for safety (i.e. in the presence of radiation hazards), provided that adequate patient monitoring is continued despite the physical separation of the anaesthesiologist from the patient. The staff should also be trained in post procedure observation and resuscitation.

One of the findings by the American Society of Anesthesiologists Closed Claims revealed that a higher proportion of patients in non-operating theatre anaesthesia claims underwent monitored anaesthesia care (58 per cent vs 6 per cent) and were at the extremes of age (50 per cent vs 19 per cent) than in operating theatre claims. Half of the non-operating theatre anaesthesia claims occurred in the gastrointestinal suite. Inadequate oxygenation/ventilation was the most common specific damaging event in non-operating theatre anaesthesia claims (33 per cent vs 2 per cent in operating theatre claims). The death proportion was increased in non-operating theatre anaesthesia claims (54 per cent vs 24 per cent). Non-operating
Sedation progressing to general anaesthesia is a continuum; therefore sedation has the potential to become a general anaesthetic at any point. Complications from oversedation, compromised oxygenation, and ventilation may be more frequent in the hands of inexperienced care providers. Therefore, anaesthetist-led anaesthesia care teams may be the safest method for providing such a service.8 Advance planning and effective communication with all involved personnel (including the procedurist and the anaesthetist) are important and necessary in providing safe sedation and anaesthetic care to patients in non-theatre locations. Finally, an emergency back-up call system should be prearranged to summon assistance from the main operating theatre complex in crisis situations.

Patient

The patients undergoing procedures outside the operating theatre are often older and medically higher-risk patients. It is estimated that in the latter half of the current decade 20–40 per cent of anaesthetic cases may be performed outside the operating theatre, with surveys showing the elderly preferring more ambulatory settings. This expansion of outpatient procedures for the elderly must be viewed with caution because perioperative complications may increase with age, most likely as a function of associated concurrent diseases. Ambulatory surgery for the elderly patient has to also be weighed against patient-cum-family comprehension and caregiver availability.9,10

One must be cognizant that geriatric patients have limited physiological reserves.11 There is less heart rate responsiveness in response to hypotension. Ventilatory responses to hypoxia and hypercarbia are attenuated, with greater apnoea risk. Thermoregulation is impaired and water balance limited leading to an increased vulnerability for hypovolaemia and hypothermia. Changes in volume of distribution, bioavailability, and receptor sensitivity lead to alterations in drug pharmacodynamics. Limitations in renal clearance and hepatic and hepatic function require reduction of dosage. Since many elderly have prolonged circulation time, longer periods are required for interval dosing. Titration to effect is an important principle.

Postoperative cognitive dysfunction and postoperative delirium occur in a high percentage of elderly surgical patients. Despite its prevalence, these conditions are often undiagnosed and may be associated with higher morbidity and even mortality rates.12 Procedures in remote locations often have anaesthetic requirements that rival many operating theatre procedures. The risk of delirium may be increased with agents such as midazolam, pethidine, and anticholinergics. Immobilization and prolonged fasting status are prominent contributing factors for peri-procedure delirium. As with most elderly patients, pethidine has little to recommend it in this setting. See Chapter 26.

When sedating the geriatric patient, the agent of choice should have a short half-life, with minimal active metabolites and limited side effects. By avoiding pre-calculated dosing based on a weight basis and by slower administration of an agent to allow more time for peak effects, the desired end points could often be achieved with smaller quantities of drugs. Several novel approaches to sedation have evolved, and a few may prove useful in enhancing the care of geriatric patients undergoing procedures in remote locations. Similar to patient-controlled analgesia, the concept of patient-controlled sedation is being explored. Studies have demonstrated its safe and efficacious use for conscious sedation in colonoscopy patients.13

Among various other logistic considerations, geriatric patients take longer to accomplish tasks. More time must be allocated for pre-procedure preparation. The older patient’s skin may be fragile, so adhesive tape should be used with caution to avoid torn skin. Extra padding should be used on procedure tables to prevent compression sores. The elderly are less agile and may require equipment aids (e.g. chair raiser or footstools). Many elderly are hearing impaired, so verbal and written post procedure instructions may foster comprehension.

Older studies have documented that perioperative complications increase with age. A large prospective study by Tiret et al. surveyed the outcomes of approximately 200 000 anaesthesias in France from 1978 to 1982 and demonstrated an almost tenfold increase in the rate of complications specifically attributed to anaesthesia as patient age increased from 30 to 80 years old.14 This finding may not be surprising since the prevalence of significant comorbidities increase with increasing age. It is however still unclear whether the increased frequency of complications can be attributed to these comorbidities or whether age itself is an independent risk factor. Although the overall frequency of perioperative complications is increased in the elderly, it is still relatively low. In Tiret et al.’s study, the frequency of complications related to anaesthesia was 0.5 per cent in patients greater than 80 years old.14 These findings suggest that appropriate surgery should not be denied simply on the basis of age alone. It is also believed that the functional status of the elderly may play an important role in predicting risk. Functional status is defined as behaviours necessary to maintain daily life (e.g. activities of daily living) and includes social and cognitive functioning. These functional measures may be even more important or relevant in predicting mortality in hospitalized patients than the standard indices such as acute physiological scores.

The preoperative assessment of the elderly must therefore be aimed at identifying the presence of coexisting illness, and also at determining their ‘physiological age’. Specific scoring systems have been developed to assess risk in particular groups of patients, although their value in determining risk for an individual is disputed. Relevant questions about their normal activity levels may be of more use in this context. For example, it is well known that patients with chronic illness may increasingly limit their activity in order to prevent symptoms. Enquiring about the normal daily activities is thus a good way to determine their exercise tolerance. It is also important to bear in mind that disease in the elderly may present with a different spectrum of symptoms to those found in younger patients. A good history with regard to the patient’s daily activities can be extremely useful, as this can be expressed in terms of metabolic equivalent tasks. However, it needs to be borne in mind that activity in the elderly can be reduced by factors which limit mobility, such as arthritis or claudication, as opposed to poor physiological reserve.

Once the pre-procedural assessment is complete, the sedationist should judge the suitability of the patient for the proposed procedure with sedation and taking into account the possible risks. Any suggestion of excess risk may warrant the presence of an anaesthesiologist during the procedure. It may be advisable to either postpone
or defer the procedure; and even perform it in the main operating theatre where support is better.

**Sedative and analgesic medications**

Geriatric patients are sensitive to drugs, especially those used in the perioperative period. This increased sensitivity is due to altered pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics. The elderly patient has more adipose tissue, decreased muscle mass, and less body water than a younger patient. These factors increase the plasma concentration of water soluble drugs, whereas increased adipose tissue provides for binding of lipid soluble drugs, which might decrease the plasma concentration of a lipid soluble drug.

When administering anaesthetics, it is worth remembering that the geriatric patients are more sensitive to these drugs than the younger patients. The minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) has been shown to decrease with increasing age. For each year above 40 years, MAC decreases by about 0.6 percent. The anaesthetic concentrations needed to produce unconsciousness decrease during ageing. Elderly patients require approximately a third less inhalational agents to produce similar bispectral index levels when compared to younger patients.

Geriatric patients are also more sensitive to intravenous anaesthetics, such as propofol, etomidate and thiopental. Intravenous drug dosages should be reduced by up to 20–50 per cent in the elderly.

Combinations of sedative and analgesic medications such as midazolam and fentanyl are commonly used for conscious sedation. It is recommended that the drugs be administered individually and the doses carefully titrated to achieve the desired effect in a given patient while recognizing that combination of sedative and analgesic agents may cause more than additive respiratory depression. In the elderly, due to increased sensitivity and decreased clearance of these agents, smaller doses and more delayed increments must be used. The risk of delirium may also be increased with the use of midazolam in the elderly.

Remifentanil is an ultra-short-acting agent. It offers potent and rapid analgesia, but its rapid offset may prove a disadvantage in situations where postoperative analgesia is required. In the elderly, its use appears to be associated with an increased incidence of hypoventilation. While clearance is quite rapid and independent of age, the dosage required for clinical effect in the elderly is at most 50 per cent of the amount recommended for younger patients.

Propofol is a short acting induction agent with few side effects. Smaller induction doses in the elderly (approximately 1.5 mg/kg) produce a rapid onset of anaesthesia (<2 minutes) lasting 5–10 minutes. There is an age related decrease in propofol clearance, resulting in a decreased maintenance anaesthetic requirement in the elderly patient. Propofol produces dose-dependent cardiovascular and respiratory depression, leading to greater decreases in systemic blood pressure than thiopental when used for induction in elderly patients. This effect can be minimized by injecting propofol slowly to allow sufficient time for the achievement of the full effect, thereby decreasing the total dose. Nevertheless, propofol is a good choice for many elderly patients because it offers quick recovery with few side effects. The use of propofol can result in rapid onset of general anaesthesia; therefore propofol are best reserved for the use by persons trained in the administration of general anaesthesia.

**Imaging procedures**

The frequency with which complex procedures are carried out in the radiology suite is increasing. Radiological procedures that may require sedation/analgesia include a number of imaging modalities such as X-rays, ultrasonography, CT and MRI, as well as various interventions guided by the imaging modalities. Such interventions include percutaneous placement of tubes, catheters and drains in the chest or abdomen, placement of intravascular access catheters, thrombolysis, embolization of tumours or arteriovenous malformations and others.

During a radiological procedure, whether diagnostic or therapeutic, patients may be expected to remain still for a prolonged period. While the cooperative patients may be able to undergo the procedure with no or minimal sedation, the confused or uncooperative patients will require some form of sedation and/or analgesia. In some instances, because of anxiety, claustrophobia or pain, even the normally cooperative patients may require sedation and/or analgesia to better tolerate the procedure. The situation gets more complicated when dealing with elderly patients where communication could be lost due to hearing impairment, inability to understand or any form of disorientation.

Among the elderly, it is not uncommon to find patients, brought to the radiology suite, who may have severe underlying medical conditions such as cardiovascular, pulmonary or neurological disease, which in the first place have precluded them from surgical interventions. Not surprising, anaesthesiologists on many occasions have been called to assist at a relatively late stage after failure of sedation/analgesia by the radiologist or non-anaesthesia personnel. The unfamiliar work environment in the radiology suite compounds the problem further. Clearly, this situation is unacceptable from a patient safety perspective, and open communication between the departments of radiology and anaesthesia is important. Familiarity of the anaesthesia personnel with the environment in the anaesthetizing location of the radiology suite is essential to providing safe patient care.

**Radiation hazard safety**

A real concern in the radiology suite is the hazard of radiation exposure. Anaesthesia personnel must be aware of radiation safety and take precautions when possible to avoid unnecessary radiation exposure. Ideally, dosimeters should be worn to monitor exposure. The maximum permissible radiation dose for occupationally exposed persons is 50 millisieverts (mSv) per year. Radiation exposure can be limited by wearing appropriate lead aprons with thyroid shields, using movable leaded glass screens, and allowing remote conduct of anaesthesia—with video monitoring and remote mirroring of monitor data.

**Iodinated contrast media**

Iodinated contrast agents are often used in diagnostic and therapeutic radiological procedures such as CT to assist imaging. X-rays are absorbed by the soluble contrast agents using iodine (atomic number 53). As older ionized contrast media were hyperosmolar and relatively toxic, non-ionized contrast media with low osmolality and improved side effect profiles are being used increasingly. Adverse reactions to contrast media range from mild to life threatening. The causes include direct toxicity, idiosyncratic reactions,
and allergic reactions—either anaphylactic or anaphylactoid. Predisposing factors include a history of bronchospasm, history of allergy, underlying cardiac disease, renal dysfunction, extremes of age and medications such as β-blockers, aspirin, and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Notably, elderly patient commonly have several of these predisposing conditions. Treatment is symptomatic such as the administration of oxygen and bronchodilators, and in severe cases, adrenaline administration. Corticosteroids and antihistamines may also be given to symptomatic patients assuming an immunological basis for the reaction.

Contrast-induced nephropathy is a significant complication of radiological procedures and a leading cause of hospital-acquired acute renal failure. High osmolality contrast agents are associated with greater nephrotoxicity than low osmolality agents. Most of these cases are self-limiting, resolving usually within 2 weeks although in some patients, dialysis may be required. Prevention of renal dysfunction includes hydration before, during and after the procedure, the use of low-osmolality contrast media and the administration of acetylcysteine or ascorbic acid. In view of the possibility of life-threatening lactic acidosis, extra care is needed when patients taking metformin receive contrast media.

Other issues confronting the anaesthesiologists in the CT scan room include inaccessibility of the patient during the procedure and control of movement artefact. Care needs to be taken to ensure that the sides of the scanning tunnel do not occlude or dislodge the breathing circuit or monitoring leads during the procedure. Dealing with difficult airways, whether anticipated or not, can be problematic outside the operating theatre. It is recommended that such anticipated difficult intubations be performed in the operating theatre to take advantage of the skilled assistance and specialized equipment. Once the airway is secured, the patient can be transferred to the site of the planned procedure. Even then, equipment for induction, maintenance and emergence from routine general anaesthesia should be available at all times in the radiology suites and of similar quality to that available in the main operating theatre complex. Tables in the radiology suite do not tilt into a head-down position. Therefore, the patient may require induction or emergence from anaesthesia on a tipping trolley.

**Magnetic resonance imaging**

Complex imaging technology such as the MRI has dramatically improved diagnostic capabilities but it has given rise to new challenges in ensuring safe patient care. Advantages of MRI includes the ability of obtaining transverse, sagittal, coronal, or oblique sections, provision of excellent soft tissue contrast, minimal preparation requirements, and that MRI does not produce deleterious ionizing radiation.

**Concerns during MRI: limitations and hazards**

MRI imaging takes time, anywhere from 20 minutes to more than 1 hour. Patient movement can affect imaging by producing artefacts. Patient’s access and visibility is also limited because of the depth of the magnet of nearly 2 metres. This makes it near impossible to visualize the patient’s face and chest for adequacy of ventilation during scanning. Though acceptance of MRI examination is generally high among patients, keeping still for long periods inside the narrow confines of the magnet (50 to 65 cm in diameter) can trigger a sense of claustrophobia in the already nervous or unprepared patient, and in the obese. The loud noises (>90 dB) produced, equivalent to light road work, during scanning could further unsettle such patients. Therefore, hearing protection in the form of ear plugs is necessary for both the patient and healthcare personnel who must be in the room. Sedation/analgesia may also be required in the uncooperative elderly patient. Anaesthesia personnel should preferably be on hand to decide when it becomes necessary to protect the patient’s airway and control the ventilation if sedation fails. This conduct is fraught with difficulties given the unfamiliarity of the environment, the suitability of equipment used and the limited access to the patient.

The most significant hazard in the MRI suite is the magnetic field generated by the imaging equipment itself and its effect on ferrous objects. Although newer MRI machines are shielded so that the effects of the field decrease significantly, it is strongly advised that no equipment be brought into vicinity of the MRI without approval from the biomedical engineering department. At the 30–50 gauss line, some ferromagnetic equipment may be used safely.

Dislodgement and malfunction of implanted biological devices or objects containing ferromagnetic material also pose real concerns. The list of items includes vascular clips and shunts, pacemakers, automatic implantable cardioverter defibrillators, mechanical heart valves, implanted biological pumps and others. Death from torque of a vascular clip within the MRI field has been reported. More commonly, small frequently used items become projectiles including scissors, forceps, pens and so forth. Not only are injuries to patients and personnel reported but the magnet might need to be turned off to remove the items from the magnetic bore. Restarting the magnet might take several days and at a great cost. For this reason, the MRI suite is divided into four zones. Barriers to access have been identified for zones III and IV (the scanner room) where the magnetic field is apparent. The introduction of ferromagnetic objects within these zones may be hazardous.

Although heating of the whole patient is not quite a concern, the potential exists for heat generation within monitoring wires from electromagnetic induction, circuit resonance, or an ‘antenna effect’. Injury from such manner of heating has been reported in the area of ECG electrodes and pulse oximeter probes. For this reason, coils in wires should be avoided and conductors should not touch the patient at more than one location.

MRI seems to be intrinsically safe for patients from the standpoint that no adverse biological effects of the MRI field have been known to occur; however, other hazards and risks from MRI scanning exist. Suffice to say that adherence to standard monitoring recommendations for only MRI compatible equipment from ventilators, ECG electrodes, pulse oximeters to infusion pumps, and being familiar with the environment and the patient, and being vigilant in attending to the patient, whether from the annexed room or the scanner room during the procedure, are essential for ensuring safety for elderly patients requiring sedation or anaesthesia in the MRI suite.

**Cardiac catheterization laboratory**

See also Chapter 21.

The expanding role of interventions in the cardiac catheterization laboratory has resulted in anaesthesia teams having to conduct anaesthesia in remote or non-theatre environments, which demand
Transcatheter aortic valve implantation

TAVI is an increasingly routine option for treatment of significant and limiting aortic valve stenosis in a patient population who, owing to advanced age in combination with either extreme co-morbidities (logistic EuroSCORE >20 or Society of Thoracic Surgeons Predicted Risk of Mortality Score-STS - PROM >10) or other factors (e.g. porcelain aorta, previous sternotomy; significant cirrhosis, severe kyphoscoliosis, or extensive mediastinal therapy), are at too high a risk to undergo an open heart operation and traditional aortic valve replacement. Contraindications include life expectancy of less than 12 months, existing mechanical aortic valve or endocarditis, severe organic mitral regurgitation, coronary artery disease requiring surgical intervention, and no suitable access route.

TAVI is a less invasive therapeutic alternative when surgical aortic valve replacement is contraindicated because of technical limitations or when comorbid states amount to prohibitive surgical risk. The current technique of TAVI is now well established using two devices—the balloon-expanded Edwards SAPIEN® valve stent (Edwards Life Sciences, Irvine, CA, USA) and the self—expand ing Medtronic CoreValve ReValving® system (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA). The former consists of a metal stent (made of steel or cobalt-chromium) which secures the device in its intended position inside the valve and valve leaflets (made of biological material derived from cows) to direct the flow of blood out of the heart. It is commonly undertaken using a retrograde approach via the femoral or other major artery, or by an antegrade transapical approach through the apex of the left ventricle via an anterolateral thoracotomy. Implantation involves crossing the stenosed native aortic valve with a wire followed by balloon valvuloplasty and then deployment of the bioprosthesis within the annulus.

In the majority of TAVI cases, general anaesthesia is administered. A possible alternative is the use of local anaesthesia with sedation for the transfemoral approach. With either technique, a detailed cardiovascular preoperative assessment of the patient is crucial to evaluate whether TAVI is possible and which of the two techniques for TAVI (transfemoral or transapical route) is more suitable.

Preoperative investigations may include an ECG, angiogram, blood tests, chest X-ray, and CT scan. Determination of renal function is important as nephrotoxicity from intravenous fluoroscopic contrast is a potential complication, especially in elderly patients with pre—existing compromised renal function. Further investigations relevant to the intervention itself include measurement of the aortic valve annulus, distance between the aortic valve and the coronary ostiae and screening the extent of possible atherosclerotic arterial disease both peripherally in the femoral and iliac vessels and centrally in the ascending aorta and aortic arch. It is also important to exclude a recent stroke. Convening a discussion with all medical specialties involved; explaining the approach, the possible complications, and the course of action to take in the event of an acute life threatening complication during the procedure can facilitate teamwork during the actual procedure and avoid delay and confusion during a crisis. TAVI is ideally undertaken in a hybrid operating cum angiography suite with the patient in a supine position with arms by the side and the left chest slightly elevated if a transapical TAVI approach is used. Theatre personnel usually include a cardiac anaesthetic team, surgical team, perfusionist, and an echocardiographer.

Standard monitoring equipment may include five—lead ECG, invasive arterial line, central venous line, transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE), temperature probe, urine catheter and ACT monitor. Procedure specific equipment may include cardiac angiography table with mobile gantry, large—bore intravenous access, rapid infusion warming device, pacemaker, cell saver, heated blanket device, and external defibrillation pads.

Anaesthesia for TAVI

TAVI is still in its infancy in many parts of the world. Experienced anaesthetic involvement is critical to reduce patient morbidity and mortality.

Although the transfemoral TAVI could be attempted under local anaesthesia with sedation to minimize haemodynamic instability and shorten procedure times, it makes patient immobility during valvuloplasty and valve deployment less reliable, managing major complications more difficult, and the use of echocardiography during the procedure more challenging. Emergency conversion to anaesthesia must be planned for. For transapical TAVI, patients frequently receive perioperative anticoagulation with aspirin, clopidogrel, and heparin, and the procedure is performed under general anaesthesia with a single—lumen tracheal tube.

Before induction, large—bore intravenous access is obtained, a rapid infusion warming device connected, and an arterial line in place. As the cardiac catheterization suite does not usually install waste gas scavenging systems, a total intravenous anaesthesia technique is performed with propofol and remifentanil.

After induction, central venous access is obtained, a TOE probe introduced and external defibrillation pads are placed. The temperature of the patient is maintained with heated blankets and air warming devices. A cell saving equipment should be readied for use and a perfusionist is on standby with extracorporeal circulation equipment.

In both approaches, a pacing wire is first introduced and connected to a pacemaker under the control of the anaesthetist. The native aortic valve is dilated by balloon valvuloplasty and the transcatheter aortic valve subsequently placed under the conditions of rapid ventricular pacing and a cessation of ventilation. During TAVI, temporarily minimizing cardiac motion and reducing left ventricular output with rapid ventricular transvenous pacing aids device positioning and minimizes displacement during balloon valvuloplasty and device deployment. Haemodynamic complications of rapid ventricular pacing are minimized by ensuring adequate
pre-pacing arterial pressure and pre-emptive vasopressor in particularly fragile patients. During transapical TAVI, echocardiography is used to identify the left ventricular apex, a small incision made and the left ventricular cavity accessed with a Seldinger technique. In emergency cases or in patients with an ejection fraction less than 20 per cent, consideration of initiating elective femoral–femoral bypass should be discussed because significant haemodynamic instability should be expected. A plan for initiation of rescue cardiopulmonary bypass or open heart surgery should be rehearsed by the perioperative team.

**Perioperative concerns and management**

Hypovolaemia, hypotension, cardiac ischaemia, and arrhythmia are all poorly tolerated and must be vigilantly observed. Resuscitation should include early identification of the cause and consideration of emergency cardiopulmonary bypass. Arterial injury can include tearing or avulsion near the access point, aortic dissection, or annulus rupture. Manipulation of wires can interfere with the mitral valve apparatus or cause poorly tolerated arrhythmias or tamponade. Neurological events including delirium, seizure and stroke, caused by atheroma, calcific or air embolization, dissection or hypotension are more easily assessed with awake patients.

The majority of patients undergoing TAVI will be extubated at the end of the procedure and may be able to return to a cardiac ward or a high dependency unit. Patient-controlled analgesia, intercostal blocks, and paracetamol all provide satisfactory analgesia. Recently, hybrid operating theatres have been developed to facilitate direct open heart operations with use of cardiopulmonary bypass in the same location as cardiac catheterization. If the two locations remain distinct, transport and relevant logistical problems will have to be negotiated to transfer the patient to the operating theatre. Meticulous planning is essential to ensure a smooth workflow. Periprocedural mortality from TAVI may be about 6 per cent. Following TAVI, 30-day mortality rate was about 8–12 per cent, and serious morbidity was reported as occurring in about 24–32 per cent of patients.

**Coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention**

The great majority of percutaneous coronary diagnostic and intervention procedures take place without the presence of an anaesthesia team. However, performing the procedure in patients in cardiogenic shock following an ischaemic event oft en requires endotracheal intubation to secure the airway and optimize oxygenation and ventilation and to some extent, aid a failing LV by reducing LV afterload. It may even be appropriate to consider the implantation of an intra-aortic counterpulsation device to optimize coronary perfusion and decrease the afterload of the failing LV or the percutaneous implantation of ventricular assist devices for refractory shock to inotropic therapy.

The role of the anaesthesia teams in the care of patients in cardiogenic shock is challenging owing to the acute and emergent nature of the situation. The conditions are less than optimal for safe patient care, effective resuscitation and coordinated teamwork. Centres offering an acute coronary interventional service should ensure that anaesthetic equipment is readily installed and drugs are promptly stocked and easily available.

**Limitations of the cardiac catheterization suite to anaesthesia**

There are certain differences between a cardiac catheterization suite and a standard operating theatre which makes the environment in the former far less conducive to anaesthesia practice. The presence of the large C-arm of the fluoroscopy equipment may limit access to the patient and adds the risk of ventilation tubing and airway dislodgements. Central venous access may be difficult to obtain as the cardiac table can often not be placed in the Trendelenburg position. Access may be facilitated though by the use of ultrasound. Connections to pressure lines and intravenous pumps may also have to be extended to allow for the lack of space in the vicinity. The potential lack of space around the patient also limits the work environment of the anaesthesia team. Such issues can be greatly improved by the development of hybrid operating theatres which give room for the increased number of staff and equipment necessary during such procedures.

The complex nature of the cardiac patient and intervention procedure demands meticulous planning by all involved to ensure a reasonable plan for the anaesthesia, monitoring, venous access, additional equipment, and complications anticipation. The formulation of a prearranged plan detailing potential emergency actions in the event of complications may greatly improve teamwork during the procedure itself.

**Emergencies**

Anaesthesia and airway management in emergency situations may save a life in critically ill or injured patients. However, it may also increase morbidity and mortality if not performed properly. This is more so in the context of elderly patients. In some countries, emergency airway management and ventilatory support start from the prehospital phase when transfer time to the next hospital is undesirably long. An important consideration is the airway management skills of the attending healthcare personnel. In the event that the first medical rescuer is not adequately trained in tracheal intubation, the patient may benefit from a supraglottic airway device such as the laryngeal mask airway or non-invasive ventilatory support with a positive airway pressure mask.

**Prehospital phase**

See also Chapter 16.

Emergency physicians experienced in airway management in France had problems in only approximately 3 per cent of prehospital admissions. However, in Miami, it was reported that paramedics encountered intubation difficulties in 31 per cent of patients. In a German study observing prehospital intubations performed by primary emergency physicians, an approximately 15 per cent rate of bronchially and oesophageally positioned tubes were reported. The incidence of unrecognized oesophageal intubation was associated with a high mortality rate. As illustrated here, the incidence of difficult prehospital intubation may vary from country to country and according to the varying experience of the healthcare personnel involved in the intubation attempt. As a result, the Association of Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland recommended
prehospital anaesthesia only for appropriately trained and competent practitioners. 24

A three-level airway management skills model has been suggested by Braun et al. 20 in a recent review article, which could serve as a decision guide for a given rescuer. For instance, a highly skilled ‘gold’ level rescuer could decide freely how to oxygenate and ventilate a patient. A moderately skilled ‘silver’ level rescuer could attempt endotracheal intubation twice and then switch to an alternative supraglottic airway device or bag-valve-mask ventilation. A less skilled ‘bronze’ level rescuer should completely refrain from endotracheal intubation and try to optimize oxygenation, hasten hospital transfer and employ a supraglottic airway device or bag-valve-mask ventilation only in patients in life-threatening situations. 20

According to Braun and colleagues, the decision as to whether a patient should be anaesthetized in the field or later in the hospital’s emergency department depends on several parameters. Indications for prehospital anaesthesia include gold level rescue with experienced team members, in patients who have severe head trauma or have fast deteriorating respiratory failure, when long transport time to the hospital is anticipated, and where good equipment is available in a safe and appropriate environment (e.g. terrain, temperature, and light).

Emergency department anaesthesia and airway management

Patients requiring anaesthesia in the emergency department are frequently critically ill, severely injured, or in extremis. Their pathophysiological changes, sensitivity to anaesthetic drugs, together with the potential for increased difficult intubation, require the presence of a trained airway specialist. In most places, this role would be delegated to the anaesthetist, who has the competence to manage these challenges in a timely and effective manner. The College of Emergency Medicine has also recognized that emergency physicians should have the requisite skills to manage an airway in the first 30 minutes of admission. 25 Many emergency patients are initially managed with rapid sequence induction and intubation. This procedure should only be undertaken by doctors with adequate training and experience in anaesthetic agents and airway management. For instance, if bag mask ventilation should prove difficult in the elderly such as in the edentulous or those with sunken cheeks where mask fit may not be optimal, desaturation can easily set in.

The National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death reported in 2007 that inexperienced doctors may compromise care for the critically ill or injured patients. This may be compounded by lack of trained assistance, inadequate supervision, and problems with drug and equipment availability. 26 Failed intubation is more common in the emergency department. There should be a particular focus on adequate preoxygenation, the availability of difficult intubation equipment (e.g. intubating laryngeal mask airways and video laryngoscopes), capnography, and training for the management of the emergency surgical airway. Therefore the safe management of these vulnerable emergency patients depends on close collaboration between emergency physicians and anaesthesiologists to ensure that clear institutional policies and procedures are in place, and that audit and discussion of complications are undertaken regularly. A designated consultant anaesthesiologist should be responsible for ensuring that services meet the recommendations laid out in the hospital policies.

Drugs for sedation and anaesthesia in the emergency department

The emergency department has its own sedation practice governed by the Academy of Emergency Medicine. Although their experience with drugs such as propofol, ketamine, and various analgesics (fentanyl and morphine) is extensive, adverse events can still occur in the most versatile of settings. A good understanding of the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of such agents by emergency physicians in the elderly is important. An overzealous administration of drugs without due consideration for the differences between the elderly and the adult could lead to a disastrous fall in blood pressure and prolonged apnoea. Reversal agents including flumazenil and naloxone have to be within easy reach.

Hospitals need to ensure that their anaesthesia and/or intensive care services are staffed to a level which allows them to respond in a timely manner to care for emergency patients in the emergency department. The Royal College of Anaesthetists Audit guidelines make recommendations about response times for anaesthetists to the emergency department. 27 Institutional response times should be audited and standards set.

Conclusion

Anaesthesia and sedation by anaesthesiologists in non-theatre environments are poised to rise exponentially on the backdrop of procedural advancement in technology and call for greater patient safety. Advanced diagnostic imaging, interventional radiology, and cardiac catheterization laboratory procedures will contribute to the increasing numbers. Adverse outcomes may occur without proper institutional procedures, healthcare personnel education, and training. Minimum monitoring standards, availability of equipment, trained healthcare workers, institution-specific guidelines, and appropriate patient selection are the components necessary to mitigate these risks and promote patient safety for sedation and anaesthesia in non-theatre environments.
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**Introduction**

The number of elderly patients presenting for complex and protracted surgical procedures has been rapidly increasing. Elderly patients with their often compromised physiology and comorbidities have to endure longer hospital stays, costs, and complications as compared to younger patients. Thus, the focus of optimal anaesthesia care in this population is to ensure that preventable intraoperative events do not contribute significantly to the patient’s recovery in the postoperative period.

Hyperthermia, as well as hypothermia, more commonly affect the elderly patient, the latter being the most common heat disturbance that we are likely to encounter during the perioperative period which may lead to increased morbidity. Alterations in physiology, environmental factors of the operating room, and the conduct of anaesthesia and surgery have a profound impact on heat regulation in an elderly patient. While maintenance of normothermia is desirable, this may not always be easily achieved and hence elderly patients may be subject to differential body temperatures while undergoing surgery.

**Physiology of heat regulation**

**Normal body temperature regulation**

The human body maintains a stable core temperature independent of external influence. This is essential for the metabolic and enzymatic processes within the body. Normal core body temperature can vary between healthy individuals, with differences between measurement sites. The observed normal range for oral temperature is 33.2–38.2°C (92–101°F), for rectal 34.4–37.8°C (94–100°F), for the tympanic cavity it is 35.4–37.8°C (96–100°F), and for the axilla it is 35.5–37.0°C (96–99°F). It is unclear if the baseline core temperature is decreased in the elderly, with some reports supporting this observation while others indicate that a temperature decrease does not occur. However it is well known that the elderly are susceptible to the deleterious effects of swings in temperature.

External and internal heat sources influence body temperature. Heavy exercise, illness, and hot and cold environments alter body temperature. Ambient temperature, humidity, air movement, and radiant heat from the sun, as well as warm and cold surfaces, contribute to climatic heat stress.

Heat exchange between the body and the surrounding environment occurs in unidirectional and bidirectional routes. Unidirectional routes imply that only either heat gain or heat loss can occur, but not both during that process. Examples of these are heat production within the core compartment by metabolism and heat loss from the skin by evaporation. Bidirectional heat exchange allows for heat to be gained and lost through that particular route. Examples of this are convection, conduction, and radiation.

Heat is produced within the body as a product of the various metabolic reactions within. Heat production from metabolic energy occurs almost immediately. Several factors determine the rate of heat production.

- Basal rate of metabolism of all the cells of the body.
- Metabolism caused by muscle activity, including muscle contractions caused by shivering.
- Metabolism caused by the effect of substances like thyroxine, and catecholamines, and the effect of meals.

About 70 per cent of energy production at rest occurs in the ‘body core’, which is the trunk and the brain. Most of the heat requirements of the human body are produced at these sites and this is effective in maintaining normal temperature when the ambient temperature is comfortable. The ratio of metabolic rate to surface area is highest in infancy and declines with age.

**Heat exchange**

Four mechanisms are responsible for heat exchange at the skin surface.

**Conduction**

Conduction has a minimal effect on body heat transfer, as it depends upon direct contact between the skin and a cooler object. This process accounts for about 5 per cent of the heat loss in the perioperative period and is proportional to the area of the body exposed, the relative difference in temperature between the mediums or surfaces, and the thermal conductivity of these. Heat loss by this method is quite negligible in the operating room as most patients are usually insulated or in contact with materials that are poor thermal conductors (gowns, sheets, etc.).
**Convection**

Convection is responsible for transferring heat from working muscles and the skin surface. In operating rooms with laminar flow, the air around the body is in constant motion and it sweeps away the warmed air molecules close to the skin surface. This results in about 25 per cent of the heat loss in the operating room environment. It is dependent upon the temperature differential between skin and the environment and the heat transfer coefficient, which varies with available body surface area and wind velocity. Heat loss by convection could be accentuated in ultraclean operating rooms where the air changes can be high as 300/hour (as compared to 20–25 in plasma type rooms).

**Radiation**

Radiation is the primary method for discharging the body’s excess heat at rest. Every surface emits energy as electromagnetic radiation. Losses via this mechanism are related to surface property (emissivity) and the difference to the fourth power of exposed skin and wall temperature (in degrees Kelvin). Since each body emits radiation with an intensity that depends on its temperature, the net heat flow is from the warmer to the cooler body. The heat is given off in the form of infrared rays. Radiation heat loss or gain depends upon the temperature gradient between the skin and the environment. Radiation accounts for 60 per cent of heat loss in humans. Loss of radiant heat is generally dependent on cutaneous blood flow and the body’s exposed surfaces to the environment.

**Evaporation**

Evaporation normally occurs when the ambient temperature is hotter than the skin, and this phenomenon results when the environment is warmer than 36°C. However, in the operating room environment, heat loss by evaporation may not contribute significantly to hypothermia. Heat loss by evaporation can occur during normal or controlled respiration (respiratory heat loss). Skin disinfection with antiseptic solutions prior to surgery can also contribute (minimally) to evaporative heat losses. It can also occur in operations where the skin incision is large and prolonged exposure contributes to heat and moisture loss. Lamke showed that the surface temperature of the bowel fell by 3.5°C in major exposure operations. More recently, it was shown in simulated study that the heat lost through the surgical wound in orthopaedic procedures was 6 per cent. Heat loss may increase up to 280 per cent if contact with wet surgical drapes moistens the skin.

Maintenance of body temperature can thereby be represented by the net heat storage formula:

\[ S = M + C_v + C_d + R - E \]

where \( S \) = net heat storage, \( M \) = metabolic heat, \( C_v \) = convection, \( C_d \) = conduction, \( R \) = radiation, and \( E \) = evaporation.

When the net heat storage (S) is positive, body temperature will rise and will reduce when negative.

**Neural regulation of temperature**

Homeothermy is maintained in the human body by a complex system of afferent inputs, central processing, and eff erent responses.

**Afferent system**

The afferent system conducts warm and cold impulses to the central thermoregulatory system. Warm signals are transported through non-myelinated C fibres while cold signals are conducted through the thinly myelinated A-delta fibres. Signals from these fibres ascend through the spinothalamic tract in the anterior spinal cord. Early processing of the signals may begin to occur at the level of the spinal cord.

**Central thermoregulation**

It has been known for more than a century that the hypothalamus is the central structure within the brain that is involved in thermoregulation. The preoptic area that contains the anterior hypothalamus, the medial and lateral parts of the preoptic nucleus, and the septal regions are synaptically linked to the brainstem. Preoptic cooling can produce shivering, an increase in heat production, as well as non-shivering thermogenesis. Preoptic warming may elicit responses that are helpful in heat loss, such as sweating, panting, and cutaneous vasodilation.

In a completely intact nervous system, the modulation of the thermoregulatory response is precise as compared to a system where there is a lesion interrupting the pathways. The spinal cord and neuraxis may also provide outputs to the efferent response system if there is disruption of the normal pathways.

**Efferent response**

Thermal disturbances elicit varied responses that are dependent on the type of temperature change.

**Hyperthermia**

The eccrine (sweat) glands, which are distributed over nearly the entire body surface, are primarily responsible for thermoregulatory sweating in humans. Postganglionic non-myelinated C fibres pass through the grey ramus communicans, combine with peripheral nerves, and innervate sweat glands. Sweating allows for evaporation which cools the skin surface. Additionally, heat transfer from deeper tissues to the surface occurs by capillary vasodilatation.

**Hypothermia**

The normal responses to hypothermia include initial vasoconstriction and subsequent initiation of shivering. Shivering is only initiated when the body temperature drops 1°C below the temperature required to initiate vasoconstriction. Vasoconstriction is a highly effective method of heat conservation which restricts blood flow into the peripheries, thereby minimizing heat loss. Vasoconstriction of the superficial limb veins diverts venous blood to the deep limb veins, which lie close to the major arteries of the limbs and do not constrict in the cold. As blood traverses in close proximity to the warm major arteries, it picks up heat which is transported back to the core. The marginally cooled arterial blood thereby loses less heat as it circulates closer to the surface. This mechanism is known as ‘counter current heat exchange.’ The reverse of this phenomenon occurs when the body attempts to cool itself. Together, these are important methods of non-shivering thermogenesis.

As vasoconstriction peaks and the core temperature drops, shivering is initiated. Shivering is an involuntary, oscillatory muscular activity that augments metabolic heat production. Shivering in adults can double metabolism at rest and subsequently increase it to more than 600 per cent and may provide up to one-third of the heat production during cold exposure. When the hypothalamus is cooled, thermally induced changes in neuronal activity in the mesencephalic reticular formation and the
dorsolateral pontine and medullary reticular formation increase muscle tone. Spinal α motor neurons and their axons are the final common path for both coordinated movement and shivering.

**Variations in the elderly affecting heat regulation**
There is evidence in the literature that the effects of hypothermia may contribute to adverse outcomes in this age group both within and outside the hospital settings. It is important to understand changes in the elderly which may affect temperature regulation and then consider other factors.

**Thermal tolerance**
In the elderly, the response to heat challenges may be impaired. Deterioration in thermal toleration does not seem to occur linearly with age, but may be most pronounced in individuals over the age of 80.

**Changes in skin structure**
With age, the number of eccrine (sweat) glands in the skin is markedly decreased along with the response in sweat output per gland. These results in an overall decrease in sweat production thereby impairing the principal cooling mechanism activated during hyperthermia.

**Loss of perception**
Cognitive decline may influence behavioural responses towards cold. Behavioural responses are absent under general anaesthesia or reduced under sedation. It may be of value to the clinician using regional anaesthesia as an indicator of thermal comfort (e.g. patient attempting to cover himself with the blanket during surgery).

**Loss of skeletal muscle mass**
The loss of skeletal muscle mass with ageing (sarcopenia) may affect body temperature and thermoregulation in both hot and cold environmental conditions. Sarcopenia alters the thermal properties of the body due to differences in water content, and thus specific heat, of muscle and adipose tissue. Loss of muscle mass may also contribute to reductions in insulator properties. There is an increased reliance on peripheral vasoconstriction to minimize heat loss which may already be affected in the elderly individual. These changes may lead to relatively lower body temperatures and an increased risk of hypothermia during cold stress.

**Effect of medications**
Some pharmacological agents, including the barbiturates, tricyclic antidepressants and benzodiazepines, can cause central thermoregulatory failure. Phenothiazines can impair central thermoregulation and inhibit peripheral vasoconstriction to cold by their alpha-blocking activity. Prazosin, an alpha blocker, can cause hypothermia, especially in the elderly. Alcohol consumption can lead to peripheral dilatation, impaired shivering, hypoglycaemia and environmental exposure to cold, as well as having a direct effect on the hypothalamus, by which it lowers the thermoregulatory set point, resulting in a fall in core temperature.

**Coexisting illnesses**
Certain medical diseases, commonly found in the elderly can impair central thermoregulatory control. Of particular note are neurological conditions such as stroke, central nervous system (CNS) trauma, infection, tumours, haemorrhage, Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, and Wernicke’s syndrome. Sepsis may predispose to hypothermia by causing failure of vasoconstriction or by causing an abnormal hypothalamic response. Long-term diabetes can cause autonomic dysfunction impairing the peripheral vasculature thereby disrupting normal thermoregulation. Endocrine disorders such as hypothyroidism, hypoadrenalism, and hypopituitarism, and hypoglycaemia alone can predispose to hypothermia. Age- or disease-related hepatic and renal impairment can reduce the clearance time of anaesthetic drugs in the elderly, prolonging the risk of hypothermia.

**Anaesthetic influences on thermoregulation**

**Heat loss under anaesthesia**

**Phase 1**
On induction of general anaesthesia, there is an initial rapid decline in core temperature during the first 30 minutes. The accompanying vasodilation and hypothalamic influences produced by the anaesthetic drugs causes redistribution of the body heat from the warmer core to the cooler peripheries. Redistribution under anaesthesia occurs when there is inhibition of tonic thermoregulatory vasoconstriction. This allows heat to flow from the relatively warm core thermal compartment to cooler peripheral tissues. Redistribution is the most important form of heat loss under anaesthesia.

**Phase 2**
After about 1 hour, with the gradual suppression of metabolism (which is a constant source of heat production), the core temperature begins to decline at a slower rate causing heat loss by eventual radiation from the skin. Heat loss occurs faster than heat production. Core temperature may drop by 1–2°C at this time and this phase may extend for 2–3 hours.

**Phase 3**
After about 3–4 hours, the body temperature drops to a level where it equals that of heat production, causing the core temperature to plateau. The plateau phase may be achieved in patients who are relatively warm (thereby maintaining a steady thermal state) as well as those with continually declining temperatures. As core temperatures reach 33–35°C, peripheral thermoregulatory vasoconstriction occurs. This mechanism attempts to decrease cutaneous heat loss as well as heat exchange between the core compartments. Body heat produced in the core compartments does not get redistributed outwards, thereby maintaining the plateau. However, cooling at the peripheries continues to occur.

**General anaesthesia**

General anaesthesia causes an increase in warm response thresholds and a decrease in cold response thresholds. Modern volatile anaesthetics decrease the vasoconstriction and shivering thresholds. The thresholds for warm responses like sweating and vasodilation are increased by inhalational anaesthetics. These responses
are further exaggerated in the elderly by as much as 1°C. Nitrous oxide's effects on vasoconstriction and shivering thresholds are marginal when compared to that of other inhalational agents. Propofol can cause vasodilation that is significant enough to produce core hypothermia, and to a greater degree when compared to sevoflurane. Opioids promote heat loss by vasodilation as well as a direct influence on the hypothalamus. Opioids may influence the thermoregulatory set point. Incidentally, it is this mechanism of action that is taken advantage of when meperidine and tramadol are used to treat postoperative shivering. Clonidine, ketanserin, nefopam, and doxapram also have similar effects.

Midazolam alters thermoregulatory control, but to a lesser degree when compared to the other agents. Muscle relaxants do not influence the thermoregulatory centre but suppress shivering due to their obvious effects. Premedication with anticholinergics including glycopyrrolate and hyoscine can increase the incidence of shivering.

General anaesthesia is the most powerful inhibitor of the thermoregulatory centre. So much so that these drugs may be used to induce hypothermia in some clinical situations.

Regional anaesthesia
Regional anaesthesia does not appear to directly inhibit the central thermoregulatory centres. Regional anaesthesia interferes with the afferent and efferent pathways thereby contributing to hypothermia. Regional anaesthesia may contribute to hypothermia to the same extent as general anaesthesia in the elderly. Both epidural and spinal anaesthesia can decrease the triggering thresholds for vasoconstriction and shivering by about 0.6°C at levels above the block. The administration of additional drugs may contribute to hypothermia by influencing thermoregulatory control. The disproportionate blockade of afferent signals from the cold peripheries influences the hypothalamus to receive predominantly warm signals. Skin temperature contributes 5–20 per cent to the thermoregulatory control. Increased apparent temperature produces a complementary decrease in the core temperature triggering thermoregulatory shivering. This may be the reason why some patients manifest with shivering despite having a sensation of warmth after initiation of epidural anaesthesia. Furthermore, the efferent responses to cold are lost and vasoconstriction and shivering do not occur below the level of the block. The level of the block can also influence the degree of hypothermia that may result. More core hypothermia is to be expected during higher levels of blockade.

In the postoperative period, the core temperature recovers in a much slower manner than after general anaesthesia due to the residual sympathectomy and the associated heat loss. Despite comparable heat loss experienced during regional anaesthesia, temperature monitoring is frequently not performed by clinicians as an awake patient is assumed to remain normothermic or exhibit behavioural thermoregulation. Hypothermia in these situations may go unnoticed.

Combined regional and general anaesthesia
Combined regional and general anaesthesia techniques can cause the greatest drop in temperature as compared to either technique alone. Peripheral thermoregulatory vasoconstriction during combined regional/general anaesthesia is triggered at a core temperature approximately 1°C lower than during general anaesthesia alone. Once triggered, vasoconstriction produces a core temperature plateau during general anaesthesia alone but not during combined regional and general anaesthesia. The result is that core temperature during combined regional and general anaesthesia continues to decrease throughout surgery. This highlights the importance of thermal management while using such anaesthetic techniques.

Implications of hypothermia

Neurological protection
Hypothermia may provide neurological protection in times of transient reductions of blood flow to the brain and spinal cord (Fig. 34.1). For every 1°C reduction in temperature, the metabolic rate drops by 6–7 percent. Apart from reducing the metabolic rate, mild hypothermia may suppress free radical production and the release of excitatory amino acids or calcium shifts which are associated with reperfusion and may lead to cell death. Whether this mechanism is applicable to clinical practice remains controversial as a recent trial on 1001 patients found no benefit of hypothermia in patients undergoing cerebral aneurysm clipping. Mild induced hypothermia (32–34°C) appears to have some benefit in the neurological protection of patients resuscitated from cardiac arrest and is currently being investigated at various levels.

Shivering
Shivering is the most common and easily identifiable indicator of a hypothermic disturbance. Shivering is also an unexpected and unpleasant sensation for the patient. Most patients appear overly anxious when they are subject to a shivering episode. Earlier studies reported an increase in oxygen consumption of 100–730 per cent during a shivering episode. More recent data suggests that the actual figures may be between 40–100 per cent in younger patients. This value may be further reduced in the elderly because, due to lower vasoconstriction thresholds, they do not shiver as much. This impaired thermoregulatory response results in an increase in oxygen consumption by about 38 per cent in the elderly.

Shivering is more likely if the initial core temperature is high and affects males more than females. It was previously believed that such large changes in oxygen consumption could result in myocardial ischaemia if oxygen demands were not met. Intraoperative hypothermia can contribute to perioperative ischaemic events, especially in the premorbid elderly. However, a figure of around 38 per cent represents a modest increase in demand and shivering may not be the actual mechanism contributing to myocardial ischaemic events in the elderly.

Effects on the cardiovascular system
Frank et al. showed that a reduction in core temperature to less than 35°C increases the risk of postoperative myocardial ischaemic events in premorbid patients undergoing vascular surgery. Rewarming a premorbid and hypothermic patient during and after surgery reduced myocardial ischaemic events by 55 per cent. Shivering does not contribute to myocardial ischaemia and the
cause of these effects likely to be due to the adrenergic response and a catecholamine surge. Frank et al. found that there was a significantly higher concentration (pg/ml) of noradrenaline in patients who did not receive forced air warming therapy intraoperatively compared to those who did (480 ±70 vs 330 ±30, P = 0.02) and at 60 min (530 ±50 vs 340 ±30, P = 0.002), and 180 min (500 ± 80 vs 320 ±30, P = 0.004). This also resulted in higher systolic, mean, and diastolic blood pressures, along with increased risk of arrhythmias.

**Effect on the respiratory system**

Hypothermia blunts the ventilator response to CO₂. Hypothermia also causes a leftward shift of the oxygen dissociation curve. There is an increase of the affinity of oxygen to haemoglobin thereby affecting the unloading of oxygen at the tissue level.

**Effect on coagulation**

The contribution of hypothermia to coagulopathies is often overlooked as most coagulation testing is done in the lab at 37°C. Several studies have indicated that elderly patients have differences in coagulation function as compared to their younger counterparts. Rohrer studied the effect of hypothermia on prothrombin time and partial thromboplastin time. Mean prothrombin time results increased from 11.8 ± 0.3 (SD) seconds at 37°C to 12.9 ± 0.5, 14.2 ± 0.5, and 16.6 ± 0.2 seconds at 34°C, 31°C, and 28°C, respectively (p ≤0.001 for each). Partial thromboplastin time determinations increased from 36.0 ± 0.7 (SD) seconds at 37°C to 39.4 ± 1.0, 46.1 ± 1.1, and 57.2 ± 0.6 seconds at 34°C, 31°C, and 28°C, respectively (p ≤0.001 for each).

Hypothermia influences coagulation in three ways:

- Reduction of thromboxane B2 levels: this directly influences platelet function at the surgical site. This phenomenon reverses on warming. Interestingly, the use of aspirin does not significantly augment this activity and bleeding in hypothermic patients on aspirin is similar to those not on it.

- Fibrinogen: hypothermia causes a potential deficit in fibrinogen availability and a delay in thrombin generation, consequently inhibiting coagulation function.

- Effect on the coagulation cascade: hypothermia influences the enzyme systems of the coagulation cascade which are sensitive to temperature changes.

Some studies have shown that hypothermia does not significantly influence blood loss during surgery. However, a meta-analysis on this subject confirmed that mild hypothermia significantly increases blood loss by an estimated 16 per cent.

**Effect on immune function**

Thermoregulatory vasoconstriction brings about a reduction in the partial pressure of oxygen in tissues. This in turn influences oxidative killing of organisms by neutrophils. Immune functions, such as the chemotaxis and phagocytosis of granulocytes, macrophage motility, and antibody production are also affected. Collagen formation in hypothermic patients is also limited as the formation of scar tissue requires adequate oxygen to be present to complete the hydroxylation reaction. Kurz et al. investigated the effect of hypothermia on patients undergoing elective colon surgery and found that intraoperative core temperatures 2°C below normal triples the incidence of wound infection. They also showed delay in healing of the scar wounds in patients belonging to the hypothermic group.

**Effect on drug metabolism**

Hypothermia may bring about as much as a 5 per cent reduction in minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) per 1°C reduction in temperature with halothane and isoflurane anaesthesia. These effects...
may be due to the increased lipid solubility of gases with reduced temperature. Further reduction in temperatures may directly depress CNS function causing further reduction in MAC. Nitrous oxide lipid solubility is only marginally affected since its lipid solubility is largely unaffected by hypothermia. The duration of action of vecuronium is nearly doubled at 34°C. The duration of atracurium is also increased by hypothermia. Hypothermia also increases steady state plasma concentrations of fentanyl by approximately 5% per°C. Plasma concentrations of propofol are increased by 30 per cent with a 3°C drop in temperature.

These findings are of particular importance in the elderly where MAC requirements are already reduced. Slower clearance of anaesthetic agents may further delay recovery from general anaesthesia in the hypothermic patient.

Clinical monitoring

Temperature monitoring is mandatory in many countries around the world. In general, patients having surgery exceeding 30 minutes under general anaesthesia should have continuous temperature monitoring. This may also be followed in elderly patients undergoing surgeries under regional anaesthesia where hypothermia may be expected. Core temperature is usually measured at the tympanic membrane, nasopharynx, or the oesophagus. When measured, skin temperatures vary from that of the core, but when corrected, are reasonably accurate.

Pharmacological management of shivering

After the ingestion or infusion of certain nutrients, there is an increase in energy expenditure. Proteins or amino acids have been postulated to stimulate heat production. Preoperative amino acid infusions have been used to prevent hypothermia and postoperative shivering with both general and regional anaesthesia. Amino acids increase the threshold core temperature for thermoregulatory vasoconstriction as well as increase energy expenditure. Fructose also exhibits similar action.

Certain drugs influence the thermoregulatory control causing reduction in symptoms (most notably shivering) and thereby greatly increasing thermal comfort. When hypothermia has already set in, these drugs may be used to rapidly comfort a symptomatic patient while other measures to correct core hypothermia are initiated.

Of the available medications to treat shivering, opioids appear to be the most effective. Intravenous meperidine (pethidine) has been extensively studied and used for this purpose. Meperidine decreases the shivering threshold almost twice as much as the vasoconstriction threshold. The antishivering action of meperidine may be partially mediated by δ-opioid receptors and also its effects on biogenic monoamine reuptake inhibition, N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonism, or stimulation of α2 adrenoceptors. Meperidine is usually given as a dose of 0.5 mg/kg for the treatment of shivering or as a 25 mg bolus in adult patients.

Tramadol is an antishivering drug which inhibits reuptake of serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine: 5-HT), noradrenaline, and dopamine, and, facilitates 5-HT release. Cerebral α2-adrenoceptors are also thought to play a role in the attenuation of postoperative shivering by tramadol. The dose of intravenous tramadol for the treatment of shivering is 1 mg/kg.

Clonidine in the dose of 1.5–3 mcg/kg has also been used to prevent postoperative shivering.

The other drugs that have been studied to manage shivering with significant results include ketanserin, doxapram, alfentanil, nefopam, ketamine and magnesium.

Pharmacological interventions may have inadvertent adverse outcomes in the elderly as most of the discussed drugs have other effects. There is insufficient evidence regarding their safety profile in the elderly. In this regard, gradual dosing, titrated to response and effect, may be prudent in the elderly.

Warming strategies and equipment

Numerous warming devices are available and various techniques for warming have been employed with varied results. The efficacy of these devices and methods often depend upon the amount of body surface area available to warm and this is dependent on the type of surgery. Efforts must be made to keep the core temperature above 36°C.

It may be beneficial to know if there are predictors of intraoperative hypothermia so as to identify which patient is at risk and intraoperative warming could be employed as soon as possible. Kasai et al. in a retrospective analysis studied preoperative risk factors in patients who became hypothermic. They concluded that patients with increased age, lower weight, increased height, lower systolic blood pressure and heart rate developed hypothermia more easily. They developed a probability equation with a specificity of 83 per cent to predict which patients may become hypothermic, thus suggesting that more aggressive warming methods may be needed in these patients. Operating room environmental standards vary between countries and on average seem to be between 19–23°C, with humidity levels under 50 per cent. Temperatures in the lower range and laminar airflow patterns are recommended for orthopaedic, transplant, and cardiac surgeries to prevent airborne infections. Lower temperatures also enhance comfort for operating room staff working for long periods under operating room lights wearing surgical gowns and radiation shields. Ambient temperature may not be responsible for the initial drop in core temperature which is due to redistribution of heat, but will eventually contribute through convective heat losses in a poorly insulated patient during longer surgeries. Large air changes seen in laminar flow theatres further compound this problem. Convective and radiant heat losses may be managed by insulating the patient and providing active warming.

Thermal insulators

The simplest example of a thermal insulator is a blanket. Thermal insulators reduce heat loss by convection and radiation. This occurs by trapping air (still air). Still air is an effective insulator and can reduce heat loss by 28–45 per cent depending on the type of insulator used. Thermal mass insulators (cotton surgical drapes, commercially available disposable drapes, hospital duvets) all provide a similar quality of insulation. Another type of commercially available insulator is the radiant insulator which is a metalized plastic reflective sheet. This insulator reflects back radiant heat to trap it in the layer of still air under it. Radiant insulators offer better heat trapping effects as compared to mass insulators. Additional layers over the first layer of insulation do not significantly improve heat trapping. Prewarmed blankets do not provide any additional benefits as compared to unwarmed ones.
Another method that has been used to provide more effective heat entrapment is the ‘Hibler’s method’, which involves a vapour trapping layer (plastic based wrap) and an additional dry insulating layer (blanket) on top. This may be useful in settings where forced air warmers are not available.

**Active warming devices**

Circulating water mattresses and under body warmers placed under the patient have been marketed for prevention of hypothermia in paediatric and adult patients. There are reports that circulating water mattresses warmers may be largely ineffective when used alone because heat loss occurs from the anterior exposed surface of the body, and the posterior surface which lies on the mattress is not exposed to convective and radiant heat loss systems. Burns have also been reported on its usage.

Forced air warmers are among the most popular and effective heat management systems available today. They are effective in limiting heat loss via convection and radiation. Forced air warmers can bring about an increase in core temperature. They ensure that the air surrounding the patient stays warm. Unlike normal blankets which require body heat to warm the air surrounding the patient, forced air warming blankets provide an external heat source. With a continuous supply of heat over the patient’s skin, heat loss is reduced. Additionally, heat can be gained through convection into the patient.

Resistive warmers are similar to electric heating blankets which are as effective as forced air warmers. Forced air warmers may potentially interfere with the pattern of airflow systems inside the operating theatre, thereby increasing the chance of infections but other studies report that this is unlikely to be true. Resistive warmers offer the additional benefit of not contributing to operating room noise.

Negative pressure warmers apply low vacuum and heat to the patient’s extremity (hand and forearm), to conductively warm blood in the extremity which is then delivered directly to the body’s core by the patient’s own circulation. However, the efficacy of these warmers has been questioned.

**Prewarming**

Prewarming a patient is a simple and effective method to preserve intrinsic heat and delay heat loss when the patient is eventually subject to anaesthesia and surgery. Prewarming a patient decreases the core–peripheral temperature gradient and reduces heat loss caused by redistribution. Prewarming also causes centrally activated vasodilation which is not affected after the induction of anaesthesia. These effects help in maintaining normothermia during surgery. Prewarming must be done for 30–60 minutes prior to surgery to be effective. Warming a patient for longer may provoke thermal discomfort and elicit sweating, which may abolish the beneficial effects of prewarming.

**Warmed fluids**

Warmed intravenous fluids do not actively warm patients, but may slow down heat loss in patients who are being warmed by other alternative methods. Intravenous fluids that are at ambient temperature may contribute to hypothermia by reducing body temperature by 0.25°C for every 1 L. The warming of fluids may be helpful in prolonged surgery where large amounts of fluids are given.

**Humidification of airway gases**

The respiratory tract accounts for less than 10 per cent of the total heat loss. This small amount is lost in warming and humidification of the inspired gases. There seems to be no apparent benefit in thermal management by active heating of the inspired gas flow even in longer operations as the losses are miniscule.

**Conclusion**

Thermal disturbances and their management are often neglected in the elderly as the clinician is often drawn to other existing problems. While the influences of hypothermia are not dissimlar when compared to younger adults, its effects may be more pronounced in the elderly who may have impaired thermoregulatory mechanisms. It is imperative that we monitor and treat hypothermia as is done for pain or any other clinical parameter.
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**CHAPTER 35**

**Infections in the elderly**

Diane Monkhouse

**Introduction**

Providing quality healthcare for the elderly is a major challenge to all clinicians. Despite advances in clinical practice and antibiotic therapy, infectious diseases continue to be a major cause of mortality in the aged. In comparison with the general population, infections tend to be more frequent and severe in the elderly. Reasons for increased susceptibility include epidemiological factors, immunosenescence, and malnutrition coupled with an abundance of age-related anatomical and physiological changes. Atypical presentation often delays diagnosis and the presence of age-related comorbid conditions with dysfunction of host defence makes management complex and challenging.

**Factors which predispose to infections in the elderly**

**Altered immunity**

Studies suggest that although changes in immunity with healthy aging (termed immunosenescence) occur rapidly, it is the confounding effects of age-related diseases and environmental factors which produce a state of immune dysfunction. This combination accounts for the increased risk of infection in older adults. Immunosenescence is a predisposing condition which contributes only a small risk. However, this risk increases as the immune system is further impaired as a result of chronic illness, malnutrition, long-term residential nursing care, or immunosuppressant drug therapy.

Age-related decline in immunity is seen at a functional level by increased susceptibility to specific infections and poor vaccination responses. Atrophy of the thymus (the source of new T cells) and concomitant expansion of the memory T-cell population are key factors in the reduction seen in adaptive immunity and vaccination responses. There are also dramatic changes to the innate immune system with age, including reduced neutrophil bactericidal function and an increase in the constitutive circulating level of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), interleukin (IL)-6 and IL1β (inflamm-aging). The latter contributes to the development of several diseases including cardiovascular disease. Immunoglobulins (Igs) also change with age. The IgM memory cells which are responsible for protection against encapsulated bacteria, such as *Streptococcus pneumoniae*, diminish with age. In addition, there is a decline in splenic function which increases risk of infection by encapsulated organisms.

The major immunological changes associated with aging are summarized in Table 35.1.

**Anatomical and physiological factors**

Although the immune system has a central role in defence against infection, many other elements have an important role (Table 35.2). Epithelia from the skin, bronchi, and digestive tract form a physical barrier to prevent invasion of micro-organisms. The efficiency of the mucociliary escalator, maintenance of gastric acidity, and the ability to produce rapid urine flow are all protective mechanisms designed to prevent bacterial invasion. The efficiency of each diminishes with age.

The risk of pneumonia is increased by a blunting of airway protective reflexes, a decrease in mucociliary clearance, a reduction in T cells and immunoglobulin in respiratory secretions, and a reduction in gastric acid production.

Urinary tract infection is more common in the elderly because of urothelial changes which promote bacterial adherence, reduced bladder capacity, uninhibited contractions, decreased urinary flow, and significant residual volumes of urine post-voiding.

Gastroenteritis and colitis are more common in the elderly. Age-dependent factors contributing to this include reduced gastric acidity, decreased intestinal motility, alterations in intestinal mucus, and bacterial flora. The latter is exacerbated by frequent antibiotic use.

**Chronic diseases**

The impact of chronic disease states upon susceptibility to infection in the elderly cannot be underestimated. Factors contributing to increased risk are summarized in Table 35.3.

**Table 35.1 Age-related changes in the immune system**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element of the immune system</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innate immunity</td>
<td>Normal neutrophilia during acute phase with some decrease in phagocytosis and killing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase in pro-inflammatory cytokine production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced natural killer cell function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific immunity</td>
<td>Involution of thymus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T lymphocytes</td>
<td>Impaired T-cell proliferation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B lymphocytes</td>
<td>Decreased Th1 response with increased Th2 response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased production of specific antibodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased generation of autoantibodies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 35.2  Age-related anatomical and physiological changes which predispose to infections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ system</th>
<th>Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory tract</td>
<td>Loss of elastic tissue and tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased risk of lower airway collapse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weakened cough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced effectiveness of mucociliary escalator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colonization with multi-resistant bacteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal tract</td>
<td>Reduced saliva production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced oesophageal motility increasing the risk of aspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Achlorhydria—linked with increased risk of <em>E. coli</em> infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary tract</td>
<td>Any condition resulting in urinary retention can cause chronic bacteriuria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For example, neurogenic bladder, long-term catheterization, and prostatic hypertrophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decline in renal function impairs the ability to acidify and concentrate the urine which are protective against urinary infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>Loss of elasticity and hydration with age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More susceptible to shearing forces and rearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced barrier to infection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 35.3  Chronic disease states which increase infection risk in the elderly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronic diseases which increase infection risk in elderly</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>Neutrophils, monocytes, and lymphocytes demonstrate decrease in adherence, chemotaxis, and intracellular killing Reduced cell-mediated immunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
<td>Colonization with multi-drug resistant pathogens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immunosuppressive effect of steroid therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic kidney disease</td>
<td>Defects in neutrophil function, chronically decreased proliferation of immune system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>Loss of airway protective reflexes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased risk of aspiration of gastric contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diminished cough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bulbar insufficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignancies</td>
<td>Lack of immunoglobulin G, defects in cell-mediated immunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoimmune diseases</td>
<td>Lack of complement components, immunosuppressive therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic infections</td>
<td>Chronic immune activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High levels of circulating cytokines such as TNFα which induces muscle weakness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Malnutrition

Infection and malnutrition have always been intricately linked. Ten to twenty-five per cent of nursing home residents have significant nutritional deficits. This figure may increase to almost 50 per cent in those admitted to hospital for treatment.

Malnutrition may present as a global caloric deficit or as protein and/or micronutrient deficiency. It can create a vicious cycle of problems in that malnutrition increases the risk of infection and subsequent infection exacerbates the nutritional deficit. The severity and chronicity of infection are important as there is a huge metabolic demand placed upon an elderly individual with limited nutritional reserve. Poor nutritional status can be exacerbated by diarrhoea, malabsorption, anorexia, and diversion of nutrients to mount an immune response. In addition, fever increases both caloric and micronutrient requirements. An inadequate dietary intake leads to weight loss, decreased immunity, mucosal damage, and increased risk of invasion by pathogens.

Global malnutrition, reduced intake or increased requirement for calories and protein, is the most common nutritional deficit in the elderly population. However, micronutrient deficiencies (vitamins and minerals) can occur in up to 40 per cent of elderly hospitalized patients.

Clinical manifestations of malnutrition in older adults include low body weight, muscle wasting, dermatitis, angular stomatitis, poor wound healing, and peripheral oedema. Assessment of body mass index (BMI) is a simple screening test. Thorough assessment of nutritional status in the elderly is required if BMI is less than 22, if there is weight loss in excess of 5 per cent of body weight in a month or if body weight is more than 20 per cent below ideal body weight. Early nutritional assessment accompanied by measurement of lean muscle mass and biochemical markers should be encouraged with early intervention from a dedicated dietetic service.

Environmental factors

The vast majority of people institutionalized in long-term care facilities such as nursing homes are frail, elderly, physically dependent, and often have a degree of cognitive impairment. Nursing home residents have increased vulnerability to infection because of their frailty, significant physical comorbidities, and altered host resistance. In addition, the closed institutionalized environment allows regular exposure to pathogens because of contact with other residents, staff, and visitors. Healthcare-associated infections, emergence of resistant organisms, and outbreaks (particularly respiratory and gastrointestinal infections) are all major causes for concern in long-term care facilities. Poor oral hygiene is very common in nursing homes, increasing the risk of colonization of the oral cavity. An aggressive approach to oral hygiene has been shown to decrease bacterial load.

Clinical presentation and investigation

Fever and the cardinal manifestations of infection may be absent or blunted in elderly patients with serious or life-threatening infections. The diagnosis of infections in elderly patients may be delayed because of an atypical presentation. A sudden onset of confusion, behavioural disturbance, lethargy, loss of appetite, dizziness, and...
falls may be the only clinical features even in severe life-threatening infections. It should also be emphasized that vague clinical presentations are characteristic of many non-infectious diseases which further increases the diagnostic difficulty.

Studies of pyrexia of unknown origin in the elderly demonstrate that, unlike in the young, a precise diagnosis can be made in around 90 per cent of cases. Most frequently, it is the result of an atypical presentation of a relatively common disease. Tuberculosis, temporal arteritis, polymyalgia rheumatica, and malignancy should be considered in the differential diagnosis.

The triad of leucocytosis, neutrophilia, and left shift lacks sensitivity in the elderly. Serum C-reactive protein (CRP) is a sensitive marker of infection but unfortunately lacks specificity in the elderly patients. As a diagnostic biomarker, procalcitonin (PCT) has several advantages over other inflammatory markers such as CRP. PCT shows a prompt increase in response to initial infection within 6–12 hours. Circulating PCT levels halve daily when the infection is controlled by host immune response and antimicrobial therapy. Its role in the elderly still lacks a substantial evidence base.

### Important infections in the elderly

**Pneumonia**

For centuries pneumonia has often been seen as the terminal infectious disease of the elderly. In 1888 William Osler noted that 'Pneumonia remains now, as then, the most serious acute disease with which physicians have to deal; serious because it attacks the old, the feeble…persons who are not able to withstand the sudden sharp onset of the malady.'

Pneumonia in elderly patients is associated with significant morbidity and mortality compared with younger adults. It is the fifth most common cause of death in the United Kingdom. Elderly hospitalized patients have a mortality of 12 per cent. Mortality rates exceed 30 per cent in those requiring ventilatory support in critical care.

In general, there are three types of pneumonia: community-acquired, nursing home-acquired, and nosocomial pneumonia. Kaplan and co-workers reported an incidence of 18.3 per 1000 population older than 65 years with a mortality rate of 10.6 per cent. The incidence rose fivefold and mortality doubled as age increased from 65–69 to over 90 years. The predictors of fatal outcome in the community-acquired pneumonia are included in Table 35.4.

Patient outcome is dependent upon early recognition of the severity of pneumonia with prompt treatment in an appropriate environment. A number of prognostic scoring systems have been developed to predict mortality risk. The CURB-65 is a modification of the British Thoracic Society guidelines and incorporates age greater than 65 as a risk factor. The CURB-65 score (Table 35.5) can be used to stratify patients into three different management groups. Group 1 (score 0 or 1) have a low mortality and can be safely managed in the community. Group 2 (score of 2) have an intermediate mortality risk and should receive inpatient treatment while group 3 (score of 3 or more) have a high mortality and should be considered for critical care management. Subsequent work performed by Myint and co-workers suggested that oxygenation was the most sensitive predictor of outcome in the elderly while confusion and high urea are both relatively common and insensitive, and add little to the predictive model. The SOAR (systolic blood pressure, oxygenation, age, and respiratory rate) prediction tool was developed as an alternative to CURB-65 (Table 35.6).

The classic features of pneumonia including fevers, rigors, productive cough, and shortness of breath may be absent in the elderly population. Atypical manifestations such as delirium, worsening chronic confusion, lethargy, and falls may be apparent. The non-specific symptoms may contribute to delayed diagnosis and treatment and subsequent increase in mortality.

### Table 35.4 Predictors of fatal outcome in community-acquired pneumonia in the elderly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors of fatal outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bedridden before the onset of pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature &lt;37°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallowing disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory rate ≥30 breaths/minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute kidney injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilobar involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunosuppression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) score ≥22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 35.5 CURB-65 scoring system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURB-65 scoring system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confusion (defined as a Mental Test Score of 8 or less, or new disorientation in person, place or time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urea &gt;7mmol/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory rate ≥30/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure (systolic &lt;90mmHg or diastolic ≤60mmHg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &gt;65 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be difficult. Pneumococcal urine antigen test should be performed for all patients with moderate or high severity pneumonia.

Although *Streptococcus pneumoniae* remains the most important cause of pneumonia in the elderly, pneumonia due to *Staphylococcus* and Gram-negative organisms is increasingly common in older adults especially amongst the hospitalized or residents of long-term care facilities with complex comorbidities. *Legionella* and atypical infections such as *Mycoplasma* are less commonly seen in the elderly. Although viral pneumonia is less common, the risk of morbidity and mortality from secondary complications of influenza is increased.

Initial empirical antimicrobial therapy for pneumonia in the elderly should be guided by the severity of illness, host factors such as comorbidities, residential status, length of hospital stay, and drug allergies in conjunction with local antimicrobial prescribing guidelines. The route of administration needs careful attention. The parenteral route is recommended in severe pneumonia, by Gram stain and culture. Parenteral therapy is advised for elderly, hospitalized patients who are systemically unwell. If Gram-negative organisms are seen on staining, a broad-spectrum β-lactam agent or a fluoroquinolone should be prescribed. If Gram-positive organisms are identified, vancomycin would be an appropriate choice of treatment. For patients at risk of infection from multiply resistant Gram-negative organisms, a carbapenem plus aminoglycoside combination should provide effective cover. Unfortunately, polymicrobial infections occur in approximately 30 per cent of patients and more frequently in patients with long-term indwelling catheters. Catheters contain stagnant urine promoting development of a biofilm on the interior surface which can harbour a large number of micro-organisms. In these patients, broad-spectrum antimicrobial therapy may be necessary. De-escalation of antibiotics to narrow-spectrum agents should be performed as soon as culture results are available. There is also evidence that simply changing the catheter may improve clinical symptoms.

Relapse of infection arises from inadequate eradication of infection with recurrence of infection with the same organism after discontinuation of antimicrobial therapy. This should prompt a thorough investigation of the entire urinary tract. Reinfection refers to the development of another infection with a different organism and is usually due to chronic conditions preventing free flow of urine or poor hygiene.

**Urinary tract infections**

Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are the most common infection amongst the elderly population both in the community and institutional settings. Most infections are asymptomatic with the prevalence of 15–30 per cent in men and 25–50 per cent in women, depending upon underlying disease and residential status. This age-dependent increase in asymptomatic bacteriuria is paralleled by an increase in symptomatic UTI. Factors contributing to increased risk of bacterial colonization and infection of the urinary tract in the elderly include chronic comorbid conditions particularly cognitive dysfunction, incontinence, and chronic degenerative neurological conditions associated with neurogenic bladder (such as Parkinson’s and cerebrovascular disease) Instrumentation of the bladder, urethral catheterization, prostatic hypertrophy in men, and hormonal changes in postmenopausal women may also contribute.

For elderly patients, routine screening and treatment of asymptomatic bacteriuria are not recommended. It is only recommended in older persons before transurethral resection of the prostate and before urological procedures in which mucosal bleeding is anticipated.

The diagnosis of UTI requires significant bacteriuria associated with genitourinary symptoms. Among institutionalized elderly individuals, many of whom are cognitively impaired, distinguishing asymptomatic bacteriuria from UTI can be very difficult. The only clinical manifestations may be nausea, vomiting, confusion or offensive urine. Eighty per cent of UTIs in the community are caused by Gram-negative organisms (predominantly *Escherichia coli*) and 20 per cent Gram-positive organisms such as *Enterococcus*. Amongst elderly hospitalized patients, *E. coli* is still the most common pathogen isolated from the urinary tract but nosocomial pathogens such as *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, vancomycin-resistant *Enterococcus*, Candida species, and non-*E. coli* Enterobacteriaceae are often identified.

Asymptomatic bacteriuria requires no treatment. Inappropriate initiation of antimicrobial therapy tends to increase the risk of super-infection with resistant organisms and adverse side effects of antibiotics.

Treatment of UTIs should be directed at the organism identified by Gram stain and culture. Parenteral therapy is advised for elderly, hospitalized patients who are systemically unwell. If Gram-negative organisms are seen on staining, a broad-spectrum β-lactam agent or a fluoroquinolone should be prescribed. If Gram-positive organisms are identified, vancomycin would be an appropriate choice of treatment. For patients at risk of infection from multiply resistant Gram-negative organisms, a carbapenem plus aminoglycoside combination should provide effective cover. Unfortunately, polymicrobial infections occur in approximately 30 per cent of patients and more frequently in patients with long-term indwelling catheters. Catheters contain stagnant urine promoting development of a biofilm on the interior surface which can harbour a large number of micro-organisms. In these patients, broad-spectrum antimicrobial therapy may be necessary. De-escalation of antibiotics to narrow-spectrum agents should be performed as soon as culture results are available. There is also evidence that simply changing the catheter may improve clinical symptoms.

Relapse of infection arises from inadequate eradication of infection with recurrence of infection with the same organism after discontinuation of antimicrobial therapy. This should prompt a thorough investigation of the entire urinary tract. Reinfection refers to the development of another infection with a different organism and is usually due to chronic conditions preventing free flow of urine or poor hygiene.

**Surgical site infections**

Surgical site infections (SSIs) are one of the most important healthcare-associated infections seen in clinical practice (Fig. 35.1). A prevalence study reported that up to 8 per cent of patients in UK hospitals have healthcare-associated infections, of which 14 per cent could be attributed to SSIs. Not only does this contribute to significant morbidity and mortality, SSI can double the length of inpatient stay and increase hospital costs. Depending upon the type of surgery and the severity of infection, additional attributable costs may be between £814 and £6626.

The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) definition describes three levels of SSI:

- **Superficial incisional** affecting the skin and subcutaneous tissue and characterized by localized signs of infection such as redness, pain, or swelling at the site of infection or by drainage of pus.
- **Deep incisional** affecting the fascial and muscle layers and characterized by the presence of pus or an abscess, fever with wound tenderness, or separation of the wound edges exposing deeper tissue layers.
- **Organ and space infection** involves any part which is opened or manipulated during the course of the surgical procedure (e.g. the
peritoneum or joint), and are characterized by abscess formation detected by radiological examination or during re-operation.

Advances in surgical and anaesthetic techniques have resulted in patients who are at high risk of SSIs being considered for surgery (Table 35.7). Surgical wounds are likely to become contaminated by resident skin or visceral bacterial flora. Progression from wound contamination to clinical infection is determined by the adequacy of host defence. Advanced age, obesity, blood transfusion, and use of steroids or other immunosuppressive agents have all been reported to increase the risk of SSI. Frequently these factors cannot be modified in the preoperative period. However, appropriate use of antibiotic prophylaxis, proper choice of operation, and meticulous surgical technique can reduce the incidence of SSI. From the anaesthetist’s perspective, maintenance of blood volume, haemostasis, normothermia and oxygen carrying capacity with adequate analgesia improves tissue perfusion and helps reduce the risk of SSI.

Table 35.7 Factors influencing risk of surgical site infections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient factors</th>
<th>Anaesthetic factors</th>
<th>Surgical factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced age</td>
<td>Adequate tissue oxygenation</td>
<td>Preoperative preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity of underlying disease</td>
<td>Normovolaemia</td>
<td>Hand hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple comorbid conditions</td>
<td>Normothermia</td>
<td>Site and timing of surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malnutrition</td>
<td>Normoglycaemia</td>
<td>Surgical technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunosuppressive agents</td>
<td>Adequate pain control</td>
<td>Duration and extent of surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>Blood transfusion</td>
<td>Blood loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prophylactic antibiotics should be considered for clean procedures involving placement of prosthesis or implant, clean-contaminated or contaminated surgery. The timing of delivery of antimicrobial prophylaxis should take into account the drug half-life, drug infusion time, and the need for a repeated dose depending on duration of surgery. There is evidence that administration of antibiotic prophylaxis up to 2 hours preoperatively is associated with the lowest rates of infection in clean and clean-contaminated surgery. Consideration should always be given to the adverse effects of antibiotics and use of local antibiotic prescribing guidelines based on potential pathogens, patterns of infection, and antibiotic resistance.

Perioperative inadvertent hypothermia can directly impair immune function. Mild hypothermia has been shown to increase the incidence of SSIs, delay wound healing, and lengthen hospital stay. The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence recommends that patients undergoing surgical procedures lasting longer than 30 minutes should receive active warming and monitoring of core temperature.

Enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) is an increasingly utilized approach to perioperative management emphasizing patient pre-optimization, minimal access surgical techniques, multi-modal opioid-sparing analgesia, early nutrition, and mobilization. The aim is to achieve earlier hospital discharge and return to normal functional status with the potential benefit of reducing postoperative infection rates.

**Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhoea**

Clostridium difficile is an anaerobic, Gram-positive, spore-forming bacterium and is the most common cause of nosocomial diarrhoea in hospital and long-term elderly care facilities. More than 80 per cent of reported C. difficile infections occur in hospitalized or institutionalized adults aged 65 years or over. It can cause a spectrum of disease ranging from mild diarrhoea to potentially fatal complications such as pseudomembranous colitis, toxic megacolon, bleeding, and colonic perforation. The clinical manifestations are due to the production of two exotoxins, toxins A and B, which have enterotoxic and cytotoxic properties. The main risk factor is exposure to broad-spectrum antibiotics, particularly cephalosporins, fluoroquinolones, and clindamycin. However, the age-related reduction in gastric acid, reduced immune function, malnutrition, and the presence of chronic underlying pathology also contribute.
Clinical features include crampy abdominal pain, offensively smelling loose stools, fever, leucocytosis, and hypoalbuminaemia. Laboratory confirmatory tests include enzyme immunoassays to detect toxins A and B. An alternative is the cell cytotoxicity assay which is more sensitive and specific but it is more expensive, more technically demanding, and has a slower turn-around time.49 The first step in treatment is to withdraw antibiotics wherever possible. The second step is the administration of either oral metronidazole or vancomycin for 10–14 days.

A patient who is affected excretes large numbers of spores in liquid faeces. The spores can contaminate the general environment including mattresses, toilet areas, and commodes. Spores can survive simple disinfection procedures and use of chlorine-based compounds is advocated.50 There are five key measures that hospitals need to employ to minimize risks posed by C. difficile:

- Rapid isolation of the patient with new-onset diarrhoea.
- Scrupulous hand hygiene to prevent person-to-person transmission of spores. Handwashing with soap and water is recommended.
- Personal protective equipment.
- Enhanced environmental cleanliness to reduce the level of spore contamination and the likelihood of further transmission to other patients.
- Prudent antimicrobial prescribing with rapid de-escalation where appropriate

**Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus**

Methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) presents a major problem to elderly patients, particularly those who are long-stay inpatients or nursing home residents. Elderly patients who are colonized with MRSA are at increased risk of systemic infection and tend to have a poor functional status.1 The most common reservoirs for MRSA are the nasal mucosa and oropharynx. Routine preoperative screening for MRSA is common in surgical units. Mupirocin topical nasal eradication therapy and chlorhexidine skin wash are recommended for MRSA carriers to reduce the shedding of MRSA.51 Prevention of MRSA transmission is vital. Thorough hand washing and isolation of infected patients with appropriate handling of bodily secretions are essential to minimize spread. While colonization by MRSA does not require routine treatment, active infection requires intravenous antibiotic therapy. Vancomycin or teicoplanin are suitable, effective antimicrobial agents. Elderly patients require dose adjustment depending on renal function and therapeutic drug monitoring may be required.

**Antibiotic therapy**

Antibiotic administration in elderly patients is not without risk. The age-related physiological decline in renal and hepatic function decreases the rate of excretion of numerous antibiotics. This predisposes elderly patients to a risk of antibiotic-induced toxicity highlighting the need for careful drug selection and clinical and laboratory monitoring. In addition, elderly patients often have multiple comorbid conditions and receive polypharmacy. Concurrent use of antibiotics may increase the risk of drug interaction. Specific examples of adverse antibiotic-related events which occur more frequently in the elderly include:

- Aminoglycoside-induced nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity.
- Antibiotic-associated pseudomembranous colitis.
- Trimethoprim and sulfamethoxazole-induced blood dyscrasias and hyperkalaemia.
- Quinolone-related seizures.

There are a number of ways to prevent the development of antibiotic-related adverse reactions. The most effective method is judicious use of antimicrobials with meticulous surveillance. It must be emphasized that not all clinical or functional changes in the elderly should be attributed to infection. Antibiotics should only be administered where there is evidence to indicate potential benefit. Treatment duration should be confined to accepted practice guidelines. When a specific pathogen is isolated and sensitivities are available, de-escalation from broad-spectrum to narrow-spectrum agents is recommended.52

**Conclusion**

Infection in elderly patients may be asymptomatic and of little significance to their normal daily life or they may be life-threatening and life-changing events. The diagnosis of infection may be difficult because of atypical presentations and signs with advancing age and routine investigations such as a chest X-ray may be misleading. Some infections become more common with prolonged stay in hospital and pose serious risks to the frail elderly patient. Treatment with appropriate antibiotics, based on culture and sensitivity remains the most appropriate therapy for bacterial infections although vaccinations against influenza and pneumococcus have proved to be effective.

It is important to remember that an overwhelming infection may be an end-of-life event and in the very frail, ill elderly it is prudent to have ascertained their wishes with regard to major medical interventions, such as controlled ventilation, before escalating treatment.
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CHAPTER 36

Introduction

Life expectancy is lengthening at a rate previously unanticipated. Society needs to provide for and protect the elderly. By 2031 the British population over 75 years of age will increase to 8.2 million.\(^1\) By 2035 the number of people aged over 85 is projected to be 2.5 times larger than in 2010, numbering 3.6 million and amounting to 5 per cent of the population. Dementia affects one person in 20 above the age of 65 and one person in five over 80.

The Mental Capacity Act 2007 which came into force in the UK on 1 October 2007, was designed to consolidate the law on capacity, consent, and best interests as well as bringing changes to protect vulnerable persons and enable medical practitioners to deal with many sensitive legal and ethical issues involved in treating the elderly.

The Human Rights Act has also emphasized the concentration of our laws on the basic human rights of individuals. The culture of complaints and the increasingly compensation-centred focus of society require that anaesthetists ensure full compliance with legal obligations and guard against situations where complaints and claims may arise. Anaesthetizing the elderly requires constant awareness of questions of capacity and consent.

Ethical issues

Law should be consistent with the ethics of the society in which it operates. In the practice of anaesthesia as with many activities, there are wide discretions within which judgement is exercised. This will involve ethical, moral, and religious factors. Medical ethics principles in relation to treatment include:

Beneficence and non-malfeasance

The aim must be to do good and not to cause harm. The cost/benefit analysis of medical treatment for older patients is much more difficult than for younger patients. The risk of harm is often greater and the likelihood of benefit is less certain. Hospitalization and treatment can result in other risks for the elderly including confusion, disruption to daily life, risks of falls, risk of pulmonary embolism, and bronchopneumonia. There will be greater problems in coping postoperatively with a higher risk of cognitive impairment after major surgery.

Autonomy

All patients should be assisted to exercise their autonomy. This is enshrined in the Mental Capacity Act. There is a greater tendency for the elderly to acquiesce in decisions and to place an over-reliance on the judgement of doctors. The elderly may also be at risk of undue influence from relatives, carers, and religious groups. In considering the autonomy of the patient it is essential that sufficient time is spent assessing the patient's level of understanding and ability to make appropriate decisions. This is guided by the tests under the Mental Capacity Act.

Justice

Various approaches may be adopted to reach a conclusion as to what is just for the patient.

Utilitarian approach

Healthcare resources should be allocated to do the most good for the largest number of people. This is difficult to judge and involves considerations such as how many quality years would be provided by the delivery of treatment to one patient rather than another. A younger patient will have more quality years. Treatment may assist him or her in getting back to work.

Idealistic approach

Resources being allocated to help the people whose need for healthcare is greatest. The elderly will require disproportionately more healthcare and can argue that they have paid more into the UK National Health Service (NHS) by way of tax over many years. Society may not tolerate an over-emphasis on such an approach.

Compromise

Expectation that allocation of health resources will be undertaken to benefit the most needy as well as the largest number of persons in a proportionate manner and with an evidence base. The law will rarely interfere with the NHS allocation of resources provided that a proper process has been followed and the allocation is not bizarre.\(^2\) Treatment of the elderly may be more expensive, with the need for provision of intraoperative equipment such as warming devices and antipressure sore apparatus. Anaesthesia is more risky. Recovery time as an inpatient may be longer and a higher nursing ratio required.

Sanctity of human life

The Human Rights Act 1998 incorporated the European Convention on Human Rights into English law. Article 2 (Right to Life), Article 3 (A Prohibition against inhuman and degrading treatment), and Article 8 (Respect for Private and Family Life) are often argued in support of a claim for medical treatment. However there is no basic human right to demand medical treatment, even where there is a known and available treatment and a patient will die without it. Health resources are finite. Every patient in need cannot receive every available treatment. A reasonable compromised allocation is necessary, and is central to the role of the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence.
Ethical clinical decision-making

For decisions to be made in an ethical manner, they should not be left to one individual who will be affected by personal views, ethics, and standpoints. It is implicit that decisions should be made on a multidisciplinary team basis. This involves following guidelines from the General Medical Council (GMC), British Medical Association, The Royal College of Anaesthetists, and the Association of Anaesthetists of GB and Ireland, lessons learned from audit, peer review, and, where necessary, legal advice.

Whether decisions have been made on an ethical basis is relevant in relation to medico-legal claims, to ensure that the standard of care applied is in accordance with the legal standard. In complex cases applications should be made to the Court to determine whether treatment should proceed.

Preoperative assessment for surgery

This involves an ethical approach. Age itself is not a good predictor of surgical risk. Physiological age-related changes increase the risk of surgery and anaesthesia. Comorbidities also increase with age. The purpose of the assessment is to identify within the patient the integrated responses which are clinically reduced and to review individual organ systems for functional reserve. This involves a consideration of issues such as ischaemic heart disease and valve dysfunction, the likelihood of chest infections and pulmonary complications and the steps which will be required to reduce the risk of bronchopneumonia and deep vein thrombosis (DVT). The increase of delirium and confusion with high risk of postoperative cognitive impairment argues against general anaesthesia.

The role of anaesthetists is crucial in undertaking preoperative assessments of the elderly. Can the patient withstand anaesthesia or the length of the surgery? Is the proposed operation heroic but futile? Should the emphasis be on palliation and achieving what may be an acceptable quality of life?

An adverse outcome or death may result in a complaint, claim or coroner’s inquest, as to whether the preoperative assessment was appropriate, adequate, realistic, and competent and whether it justified the decision to proceed. The need for full records is essential.

Consent to treatment

It is fundamental to the doctor/patient relationship that consent is obtained from the patient for all treatment. Where consent cannot be obtained, law and practice provide safeguards and identify enquiries to be made prior to determining that treatment should proceed without consent in the patient’s best interests.

Respect for a patient's autonomy and the right to self-determination have been long established and are set out in the words of Cardozo J in Schloendorff v Society of New York Hospital:

Every human being of adult years and sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done with his own body: and a surgeon who performs an operation without his patient's consent commits an assault.

The Mental Capacity Act 2005

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 (MCA) was enacted after many years of consultation. The purposes of the Act included clarifying the test of capacity and how it is to be assessed as well as elucidating the meaning of ‘best interests’ and the factors to be taken into account in assessing it. The Act also introduced empowerment for patients to make decisions for the future and to appoint individuals to exercise decision-making on their behalf, as well as requiring an advocate to be involved in decisions. The Act is the guide as to whether it is acceptable, lawful or appropriate to proceed to anaesthetize an elderly patient.

Any interference with a patient without appropriate consent amounts to an assault or battery. If the patient comes to serious harm or dies, there is the spectre of serious criminal action, professional disciplinary action and compensation claims.

Five key principles underpin the MCA

- A person must be assumed to have capacity unless it is established that they lack capacity to make a specific decision (i.e. lack of capacity may not apply to all decisions).
- A person is not to be treated as unable to make a decision merely because he makes an unwise decision.
- An act done, or decision made, under the Act for or on behalf of a person who lacks capacity must be done, or made, in his best interests (as defined in the MCA) including taking into account what the person might have wanted if capable of making a decision.
- Before an act is done or the decision is made, regard must be had as to whether the purpose for which it is needed can be as effectively achieved in a way that is less restrictive of the person’s rights and freedom of action.

The legal and clinical framework provided by the MCA is to be used by professionals when assisting individuals to make treatment decisions in advance if they have capacity to do so, or to make decisions which respect the individual's known beliefs, values, and opinions if professionals are acting according to best interest principles.

Assessment of capacity

Under Section 2 of the MCA:

A person lacks capacity in relation to a matter if at the material time he is unable to make a decision for himself in relation to the matter because of an impairment of, or a disturbance in the functioning of, the mind or brain.

The disturbance may be permanent or temporary. Lack of capacity is not established merely by reference to a person's age or appearance or their medical condition; nor is it established because of behaviour which may lead others to make unjustified assumptions about capacity. Accordingly a doctor must not assume lack of capacity based upon the assessment of another. An anaesthetist prior to proceeding, must form a clear view by carrying out the assessment under the MCA.

A person does not have capacity to make a decision if he cannot:

- Understand information relevant to the decision.
- Retain that information
- Use or weigh that information as part of the decision-making process, or
- Communicate the decision (by speech, sign language or other means).
The patient does not have capacity unless he can comply with all of points listed. In particular it must not be presumed that a patient is incapable because of advanced age or because of a diagnosed condition such as dementia. A patient may have capacity if able to retain information relevant to a decision for a short period of time even if it may then be forgotten. The ability to communicate may be by talking, using sign language, or simple movements such as blinking an eye or squeezing a hand. Interpreters must be used where necessary.

Patients may have capacity to consent to some interventions but not others. Capacity may fluctuate. The assessment by the healthcare professional should be in relation to the decision in question. Details of the assessment and the conclusions made must be recorded in the patient’s notes.

The issue of capacity should not be confused with a healthcare professional’s assessment of the reasonableness of a person’s decision. One of the principles of the Act is that a patient is entitled to make an unwise decision which is considered by others to be irrational. If on the other hand the decision is irrational because it is based on a lack of ability to perceive the true situation then it may be the patient does not have the capacity to comprehend or make use of the information.

**Voluntariness of consent**

Consent is only valid if it is given voluntarily and freely and not as the result of pressure or undue influence being exerted on the patient to accept or refuse treatment. Pressure of this kind may come from partners or family members and this is a particular risk in the case of elderly patients. It may also be exerted by members of a religious sect. Doctors should be alert to this possibility where there is pressure on the patient to proceed or not to proceed with treatment. It is always advisable for practitioners to see the patient alone in order to ensure that the decision which they make is their own decision. Anaesthesia should be considered separately from the surgery itself.

**Communication of information**

For consent to be valid the patient needs to understand the nature and purpose of the procedure. Important information must not be withheld. Full details of the anaesthesia to be given including the nature and route of it, the drugs to be used, and the risks and possible side effects must be communicated.

Informing a patient of the nature and purpose of a procedure may secure valid consent but may not be sufficient to fulfil the legal duty of care. Failure to provide full information may expose a practitioner to a claim for negligence if the patient suffers harm as a result of the treatment.

In the Sidaway case the House of Lords held that the legal standard to be used when deciding whether adequate information had been given to a patient is the same as that used when judging whether a doctor had been negligent in the treatment. This is the Bolam test. A doctor is not negligent if his practice conforms to that of a responsible body of medical opinion held by practitioners skilled in the field in question. The information which should be given to a patient regarding anaesthesia is that information which a responsible body of anaesthetists would regard as appropriate in the circumstances of the individual patient. It is important to stay within acceptable peer standards.

There are some cases where a Court may be critical of a practice even if a ‘responsible body’ of medical practitioners holds it. In Chester v Afshar the House of Lords held that a neurosurgeon who failed to warn a patient of a small risk of injury inherent in surgery was liable to the patient when that risk materialized, even though the risk was not increased by the failure to warn and even though the patient would have had the operation if she had known of the risk. The patient was entitled to make an informed choice, whether and if so when and by whom, to be operated on.

In the light of Chester v Afshar health professionals should give details of all significant possible adverse outcomes and record the information given.

**Consent forms—Department of Health reference guide for examination or treatment 2009**

The standard Department of Health form of consent to treatment should always be fully completed although the validity of consent does not in fact depend upon such a form. The advantage of it is as evidence of the discussion with the patient, the communication of the nature and purpose of the treatment, and the identification of the risks inherent in it. It should also be evidence that the patient has understood what has been communicated. The presence of the signature on the form does not in itself prove that the assessment of the patient’s capacity has been properly undertaken or that the patient fully appreciates and understands all of the information which should have been conveyed. This should be recorded separately in the notes.

Elderly patients may have poor recollection of what they are told about anaesthesia. Relatives may complain that the patient could not or would not have understood or consented.

The taking of consent should be undertaken at a senior level, by the anaesthetist who will undertake the procedure and is able to answer questions about risks.

**Refusal of consent**

Where a patient has capacity and makes an informed decision to refuse treatment, whether at the time or in advance, then that decision must be respected. Similarly a patient with capacity is entitled to withdraw consent at any time even during the performance of a procedure. A judgement must be made as to whether stopping the procedure at a particular point may put the life of a person at risk, in which case the practitioner may continue until that risk no longer applies.

**Advance decisions to refuse treatment**

Prior to the Mental Capacity Act persons could make advance decisions known as ‘living wills’, indicating that they wished to refuse certain treatments which might be given to them at a future time when they may lack capacity. These previously had no formal legal standing under English law although in the Tony Bland case the House of Lords indicated that such a living will would be given some weight if it existed.

The MCA gives legal enforceability to advance decisions to refuse life-sustaining treatment. In order to be valid, they must be signed...
and witnessed and must expressly state that the refusal of treatment is applicable even if it places life at risk.\textsuperscript{11} Healthcare professionals must follow an advance decision if it is valid and applicable, even if this may result in the patient’s death. Legal advice should be taken as to the validity. The MCA protects health professionals from liability where they continue to treat a patient in that person’s best interests\textsuperscript{12} until such time as they have clarified the validity of the advance directive. In rare cases the matter is referred for determination to the Court of Protection.

It is important to check that an advance decision by an elderly patient has not been the result of coercion or undue influence. Conflicts of interest may raise suspicions as to the validity.

The advance decision will not be valid if the patient has previously withdrawn it or taken any action inconsistent with it or where the circumstances which applied at the time the document was signed have changed. There may also be a change in circumstances which the patient could not have anticipated.

Increasingly elderly patients may have made advance decisions which indicate the treatment they will not accept. Doctors must check in every case whether the patient has made an advance decision and record in the notes why they consider that it is applicable and what steps they have taken to follow it. If they decide that the advance decision is not binding it can still be taken into account as a statement of the patient’s wishes. Documents which merely set out treatment preferences as in the previous type of ‘living will’ are not legally binding.

**Lasting powers of attorney**

Since the implementation of the MCA a person can complete a personal welfare lasting power of attorney (PWLPA)\textsuperscript{13} under which a donor with capacity may appoint a person (the donee) to make personal welfare and medical decisions on the donor’s behalf when the donor loses capacity.

An increasing number of such documents will now be in existence and they must be carefully checked by health professionals as to their validity. A donee under a PWLPA cannot refuse life-sustaining treatment unless the PWLPA expressly authorizes this. The PWLPA can give consent for DNAR designation.

**Adult patients without capacity**

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 clarifies the arrangements for dealing with the situation where adult patients do not have the capacity to consent to medical treatment.\textsuperscript{14} The Act is augmented by the detailed guidance set out in the Code of Practice.\textsuperscript{15}

Under English law no person can give consent to the examination or treatment of any adult who lacks capacity to give consent for himself, unless they have been authorized to do so under a lasting power of attorney or have authority as a deputy appointed by the Court. Accordingly parents, relatives and members of the healthcare team have no right to consent on behalf of such a patient. Family members of elderly patients often believe they have a right to consent to treatment or to refuse it. This is not so even if they are identified in the notes as ‘next of kin’ or if they are named as executors in a will.

The traditional position has always been that where consent cannot be given, the doctor can proceed in what he considers to be the ‘best interests’ of the patient. The Act sets out clear criteria which must be applied in order to determine whether the intended treatment is in the best interests of the patient:

- Whether it is likely the patient will regain capacity to make the relevant decision and if so when that is likely to be and whether the decision could be postponed until then.
- So far as reasonably practicable the patient must be allowed and encouraged to participate in the decision as fully as possible.
- Where the determination relates to life-sustaining treatment, a decision must not be motivated by desire to bring about the patient’s death.
- The professionals must so far as reasonably practicable consider the patient’s past and present wishes and feelings including in particular:
  - any written statements made by him when he had capacity
  - the beliefs and values (e.g. cultural and religious) that would be likely to influence a decision if he had capacity
  - the other factors which he would be likely to consider if he were able to do so.

If it is practicable and appropriate professionals must consult with persons named by the patient, carers, including paid carers, a donee under a lasting power of attorney or a deputy appointed by the Court.\textsuperscript{16} These principles emphasize the need to concentrate on the interests, needs, and wishes of the individual patient whose autonomy must be respected. An appropriate entry must be made in the medical notes to indicate that the best interests test and the test of capacity under the Act have been properly applied. Health professionals are protected under the MCA from liability for giving or withholding treatment where they have a reasonable belief that the patient lacks capacity and the treatment or its omission is in the patient’s best interests.

**Independent medical capacity advocates**

The Mental Capacity Act imposes a duty on NHS bodies to instruct an independent medical capacity advocate (IMCA) before ‘serious medical treatment’ is given, if the health professionals are satisfied that there is no one appropriate to consult in determining the patient’s best interests.\textsuperscript{17} This would also arise where relatives have abused an elderly patient or where family members themselves are in such conflict with the patient or each other that it is not felt appropriate to consult with them.

IMCAs are appropriately trained. The duties of an IMCA are not to make decisions but to support the person who lacks capacity and to try to represent their views and interests to the decision-maker. They should also obtain and evaluate information through interviewing the patient, look at relevant records and documents and obtain the views of professionals providing treatment. They should identify alternative courses of action and if required obtain further medical evidence and prepare a report for consideration by the decision-maker.

For these purposes ‘serious medical treatment’ includes the withdrawal or withholding of treatment. It is not only treatment which
has serious consequences for the patient but also where the benefits, risks and burdens are finely balanced.

The list of treatments which come within the definition of ‘serious medical treatment’ is set out Chapter 10.44–50 of the Code of Practice and is extensive. Examples are treatments causing protracted pain or side-effects, heart surgery or treatment impacting on life choices. With particular relevance to elderly patients are amputations and the withholding or withdrawal of artificial nutrition and hydration. 18

Where a serious medical treatment is required ‘urgently’ there is no need to request an IMCA but the reasons for not doing so should be documented.

**Court of Protection**

The Court of Protection is a specialist part of the High Court which can make decisions in individual cases on issues regarding capacity or the treatment of an individual. Such decisions can be made at very short notice. 19

The significance of decisions made by the Court as to lawfulness of treatment is not to order a doctor to carry out any particular treatment but to declare that if the doctor decides to proceed then such treatment will be considered to be in the patient’s best interests and will be lawful.

Circumstances where it is appropriate for referral to the Court for a ruling on lawfulness before the procedure is undertaken:

- Withholding or withdrawal of artificial nutrition and hydration (ANH) from patients in a persistent vegetative state.
- Organ, bone marrow, or peripheral blood stem cell donation by an adult who lacks the capacity to consent.
- Proposed non-therapeutic sterilization of a person who lacks capacity to consent.
- Other cases where there is a doubt or dispute about whether a particular treatment will be in a patient’s best interests.

The Court of Protection has power to appoint deputies to make ongoing decisions for health matters.

**‘Do not attempt cardiopulmonary resuscitation’ decisions**

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) has a low success rate (particularly where a patient has a serious condition and is in poor general health). Chest compressions, clinically assisted respiration and defibrillation carry risks of complications and harmful side effects. CPR may prolong the dying process and suffering of a seriously ill patient and may be regarded as degrading and undignified. Cardiac or respiratory arrest may be the terminal event at a time when attempts to resuscitate may be futile and of no overall benefit to the patient.

The question of whether CPR should be attempted in the event of an arrest should be considered as early as is reasonable and after careful consideration of all of the relevant factors. These include the likely clinical outcome, the patient’s known or ascertainable wishes, the patient’s human rights, the likelihood of the patient suffering severe unmanageable pain, or other distressing side effects and the patient’s level of awareness.

Where the patients lack capacity, the views of the healthcare team should be taken as well as family members and carers.

A judgement must be made as to what to say to the patient about the do not attempt CPR (DNACPR) decision. Communicating that CPR would not be clinically successful may be burdensome to the patient. Such matters must be dealt with compassionately but still with respect to all of the issues with regard to consent and the involvement of others as set out in the MCA. Regard must also be had to any advance decision made by the patient.

The decision to record DNACPR in the notes must be taken by a senior clinician and should be reviewed regularly and the reviews recorded in the notes.

**Deprivation of liberty safeguards**

The Mental Capacity Act deprivation of liberty safeguards came into force on 1 April 2009. 20 These safeguards provide a legal framework for hospitals and care homes to obtain authorization to lawfully deprive people who are using their services of their liberty. Such issues will often arise where elderly patients are being treated.

In 2008 the Government published a Code of Practice to supplement the Mental Capacity Act 2005. This identifies the difference between deprivation of liberty (for which authority must be obtained from a supervisory body—the Primary Care Trust or Local Authority) and restriction of liberty (which does not require such authority). Deprivation may apply where physical restraint is used, complete control is being exercised over a patient’s care or movements or medication is given forcibly against a patient’s will. It may also arise where a hospital is taking responsibility for deciding if a patient can be released into the care of others. It is necessary to have in mind whether a deprivation situation arises and to ensure that the hospital policy is scrupulously followed.

The situation must be contrasted with the position where a patient is sectioned under the Mental Health Act 1983. Such sectioning is to enable patients to be restrained for treatment for their mental health, but this does not enable doctors to treat physical complaints.

**End of life care**

Section 4(5) of the Mental Capacity Act 2005 provides that where the determination of a patient’s best interests relates to life-sustaining treatment, the decision-maker must not, in considering whether the treatment is in the best interests of the person concerned, be motivated by a desire to bring about the patient’s death. Steps taken by a doctor to bring life to an end are absolutely unlawful. 21 Whether English law will change to permit euthanasia remains highly contentious. Clinicians may rely on the double-effect principle where giving therapeutic treatment is justified even if it is known that it may also have a secondary adverse effect.

The GMC guidelines on end of life treatment and care 22 were challenged in the case of *Burke v The General Medical Council*. 23 The Court of Appeal held that the GMC guidance was lawful in establishing that a patient cannot demand a particular treatment. Health professionals must take account of a patient’s wishes when making treatment decisions. If a patient with capacity indicates his wish to be kept alive by the provision of ANH the doctor’s duty of care will require him to provide ANH for so long as the treatment continues to prolong life. If the patient lacks capacity then all
reasonable steps which are in the patient’s best interests should be taken to prolong their life. Although there is a strong presumption in favour of providing life-sustaining treatment, there are circumstances where such treatment is no longer clinically indicated.

Mr Burke failed to obtain an injunction to prevent doctors from withdrawing ANH at some future time, when he lost capacity as a result of his terminal condition. The Court of Appeal reinforced the view that doctors, having taken into account the views of the patient, family members, and others close to the patient, were in the best position to make the judgement as to whether continuing treatment was in the best interests of the patient. This position is incorporated into the Mental Capacity Act.

Intensivists, who are regularly faced with the issue of withholding treatment or moving to palliation must take into account the need for patients to be allowed to die with dignity.

Withdrawal of artificial nutrition and hydration, where it is known that death will result, is a responsible decision if ANH is no longer in the patient’s best interests. This amounts to an omission and is therefore not an intentional deprivation of life by the state contrary to Article 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights. The death of a patient in those circumstances is a result of the illness or injury from which the patient suffered and is not a breach of the right to life.

The withdrawal of treatment considered futile, does not amount to torture, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment contrary to Article 3 of the European Convention. Anything considered necessary on a therapeutic basis, cannot be said to be either inhuman or degrading.

Clinical negligence

Medical or clinical negligence claims depend upon a Claimant (or those acting on his behalf) establishing the legal tort of negligence. This involves:

- A legal duty to take reasonable care.
- Breach of that duty by the Defendant.
- Damage caused to the Claimant as a result.

All healthcare professionals treating a patient owe him a duty of care. Breach of the duty is proved by a failure to treat the patient in accordance with the standard of care which is considered necessary. The standard test is that set out in the well-known case of Bolam v Friern Hospital Management Committee24 in which McNair J said:

A doctor is not guilty of negligence if he has acted in accordance with a practice accepted as proper by a responsible body of medical men skilled in that particular art...putting it the other way round, a doctor was not negligent, it he is acting in accordance with such a practice merely because there is a body of opinion that takes a contrary view.

The relevant standard of care is accordingly set by doctors. This can change as time goes on.

In Bolitho v City and Hackney Health Authority25 the Court held that it was entitled to find in a rare case that professional opinion was not capable of ‘withstanding logical analysis’. In such cases a Judge is entitled to hold that the body of opinion supporting the medical treatment in the case was ‘not reasonable or responsible’. This enables a Court to reject what would otherwise be regarded as acceptable and therefore non-negligent practice. As a general rule, doctors should hesitate long before departing from established professional practice or guidelines or codes of professional conduct. Anaesthetists must recognize and work within the limits of their competence.

Anaesthetizing the elderly is covered by the same test of clinical negligence as other types of medical treatment. The following are areas to which attention is particularly drawn:

- Whether an adequate preoperative assessment has been undertaken?
- Should the operation or procedure have gone ahead?
- Was the patient likely to tolerate the anaesthetic?
- Was the type and dose of anaesthetic drug given reasonable?
- Was due account taken of comorbidities?
- Was anaesthesia appropriately maintained?
- Were appropriate reversal agents used?
- Was the patient protected from harm during anaesthesia?
- Were foreseeable risks including infection, DVT, paralysis suitably considered and protected against?
- Was the patient maintained in the appropriate regimen postoperatively?

The likelihood of claims is always reduced by full and effective communication with the patient and where appropriate with the patient’s family. Taking time to explain treatment at all stages in a patient and compassionate manner may well remove queries and uncertainties which can be the basis of a claim.

Family involvement in decision-making

Whilst it is a fundamental principle enshrined in common law and the MCA that patients have autonomy and that it is the patient who must be allowed to make decisions and assisted in doing so, the input of relatives is also recognized. Clinicians must inform elderly patients that they are free to involve their relatives in consultations if they wish.

Clinicians must be alert to the possibility that family pressure may amount to undue influence. There can be situations where relatives can manipulate patients indirectly to make decisions which serve interests other than those of the patient. This is a particular risk with elderly patients.

Relatives may themselves be directly affected by the treatment decision which is to be made and need to understand the options and the consequences of the decision the patient may take. Relatives may need to specify their ability to provide aftercare and support which may be required. They can assist in decision-making at a time when a patient may be distressed or making a decision from a wish not to be a burden on family members.

In most cases relatives’ motives are genuine and directed by a desire for the best outcome for their loved ones. It is good practice to involve relatives in decisions made about medical treatment as well as end of life decisions. It is for clinicians to be alert to the positive advantages of relatives playing a full part in the decision-making process but to guard against the risk of conflicts of interest and undue influence.

Lord Donaldson in Re: T26 stated that the test is whether ‘the patient really means what he says or is merely saying it...to satisfy
Research

Particular care must be taken where involving elderly patients in research which may not be therapeutic. Research projects involve clear requirements to ensure that patients participating in any research project have given valid consent. Patients must not be pressurized or made to feel that they will receive inferior care if they decline to be involved.

A detailed legal framework is set out in the Mental Capacity Act for involving people who lack the capacity in research, by ensuring that their wishes and feelings are respected. Full particulars are set out in Chapter 11 of the Mental Capacity Act (2005) Code of Practice. However this does not include clinical trials which are governed by the Medicines for Human Use (Clinical Trial Regulations) 2004.

The MCA requires that a family member or unpaid carer must be consulted on any proposal that a person lacking capacity takes part in research. If such a person is not identifiable then it would be appropriate to involve an IMCA. Past and present wishes, feelings and values are important to decide whether the patient should take part in the research or not.

Coroners and inquests

Coroners have a duty to enquire into deaths if the body of the deceased lies within their jurisdiction, and if the death was violent, unnatural, or sudden with cause unknown.

Doctors must comply with the requirements to report deaths to the Coroner. This includes deaths during or as an apparent consequence of an operation, or related to the effects of an anaesthetic. They are also reportable if the death was unexpected or related to treatment or drug therapy. All deaths within 24 hours of admission to hospital or after any procedure, operation, treatment or anaesthetic or discharge from hospital should be reported. This will include deaths due to or contributed to by fractures or falls or deaths related to a defect or failure of a system or procedure or where dementia is involved. Cases where there have been medical mishaps or inappropriate treatment or a critical incident must be reported, as well as late diagnosis or treatment, cases where there has been neglect, self-neglect, malnutrition, hyperthermia, or apparent suicide. Furthermore deaths caused or contributed to by unusual diseases, occupational injury, or disease must be reported.

The Coroner will usually order a postmortem if there is any uncertainty over the medical cause of death.

Where it is unclear whether a death should be reported, contact should be made with the Coroner’s Office for advice. Where there are concerns in relation to end of life care and the withdrawal of treatment it is prudent to discuss with the Coroner. The same applies where there is any doubt with regard to the use of organs following death.

In the leading case of Tony Bland, a Hillsborough survivor, who had been in a persistent vegetative state for some years, doctors were intending to withdraw artificial nutrition and hydration with the agreement of the patient’s family. This was reported to the Coroner in Sheffield who indicated that if this was done he would refer the matter to the Police with a view to the doctors being prosecuted for murder. The High Court decision established guidelines whereby ANH can be withdrawn following a suitable referral to the Court.

A Coroner must hold an inquest where he has concerns as to the medical cause of death or the circumstances arising or where the family of the deceased raise concerns. He will require reports from clinicians and nursing staff. The procedure is inquisitorial and not adversarial. It is up to the Coroner to decide which witnesses must attend. He will expect hospital clinicians to provide detailed reports promptly, covering issues which he feels require explanation. The Coroner’s Inquest is often used by relatives of a deceased to obtain answers to questions which have not been satisfactorily resolved and may be used as an opportunity to gather evidence for use in a subsequent claim.

Good communications with the patient during lifetime, accurate and full reporting in the notes and good communication and explanation in a compassionate way with relatives both before and after death are crucial to avoid an acrimonious Inquest and reducing the risk of a claim.

Where a death has occurred in relation to medical treatment Coroners are increasingly entering narrative verdicts rather than a verdict of ‘misadventure’. A typical narrative verdict is that ‘Death was the unexpected outcome of a necessary operation’. Such a verdict is not a finding of fault. Coroners are specifically precluded from entering a verdict which holds any individual or organization responsible for the death. He does have the right to suggest that death was aggravated by lack of care. A verdict of unlawful killing may be entered in an extreme case.

The Coroner will wish to know why particular treatments were undertaken, whether they were justified and whether valid consent was given. He will explore how decisions were taken with regard to treatments or the withdrawal or withholding of treatment.

It is part of the Coroner’s role to identify acts or omissions which caused or contributed to the death and to make recommendations in order to prevent similar deaths occurring in the future. Formal recommendations of this kind may be sent in a letter under Rule 43 of the Coroners’ Rules requiring a Hospital Trust, for example, to reply to say what steps they have taken or will take in relation to the concerns expressed. It is prudent to anticipate the Coroner’s concerns by showing action has been taken in advance of the Inquest hearing. This may discourage a Rule 43 letter.

Coroners tend to be sympathetic towards health professionals provided there has been openness and no attempt to withhold information or disguise what has occurred.

Death certification

A medical practitioner should not sign a death certificate unless he has attended the patient for the last illness, seen the patient within 14 days before death and seen the body after death. He must be satisfied as to the cause of death and that it is wholly from natural causes and not otherwise reportable to the Coroner.

In certifying death it is important not to confuse modes of dying (cardiac arrest, renal failure, shock, etc.) with the pathological cause of death. The words ‘possible’ or ‘probable’ should not be used.

Under the Coroners’ and Justice Act 2009 brought into force in 2012 changes have been made in relation to death certification.
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CHAPTER 37

The future: a commentary

Bernadette Th. Veering and Chris Dodds

Introduction

It is clear that anaesthetists will be providing anaesthesia care for increasing numbers of elderly patients for generations ahead. The majority of techniques we currently use were not scientifically proven or at least the science behind them was not developed, researched, or taught in this age group but in much younger patients. The data available for those patients over 90 years of age does not even include normative values. There has been a change in attitude towards caring for the elderly over the 25 years since the first anaesthetic specialist society was formed in the United Kingdom (Age Anaesthesia Association, 1988) but there is still a very long way to go before we can claim to be able to tailor anaesthesia care to their specific needs.

What is very reassuring is that there are international experts in all fields of anaesthesia caring for the elderly patient and researching into the complex problems faced by this cohort of patients. However, if there is any unifying theme throughout the preceding chapters it is the lack of a large body of evidence on which to base considered and safe anaesthetic care for the most vulnerable group of patients we will encounter. Their complexity combined with their often invisible lack of functional reserve is daunting yet all too frequently poorly explored before surgery which is then followed by unacceptable outcomes.

There are major questions that must be answered before we can develop our own practice and then develop appropriate training schemes to teach others the best anaesthetic practice for the elderly patient. Firstly we need to actually know what an average response is of patients in their 8th, 9th, and 10th decades undergoing anaesthesia and surgery. There are simply no normative data against which to judge outcomes. Very few of the anaesthetic agents in use today have been evaluated in the very elderly, and usually not in large enough studies to give confidence in their conclusions. We have minimal information on the regional or national variations of response to these drugs and rather unthinkingly extrapolate the reported conclusions into the population we are caring for.

Preoperative preparation

The reduction in reserve across many organ systems and the greater incidence of chronic diseases means that preoperative assessment has to be far more searching than for fitter younger patients. Protocol-based assessments do provide a starting point but cannot probe the degree of behavioural adaption present that allows the elderly patient to function in society. A review of prescribed and ‘over-the-counter’ medication is imperative as is an estimate of compliance. Teaching of these skills and the evaluation and assessment of the trainee is yet to be embedded into many national anaesthetic training schemes.

Choice of anaesthetic technique

Despite over 60 years of study we still lack a clear answer on whether a general or regional anaesthetic technique is safest. Separating expertise at the techniques is difficult as is trying to achieve consistent drug usage. Detailed in vitro testing and animal modelling of the effects of various anaesthetic agents has often produced conflicting results, and clinical studies are almost impossible to recruit enough patients to effectively power them appropriately. This does not mean that we should not try but until the underlying causes of the major complications are untangled we are unlikely to be able to identify which is the better option and in which circumstances.

Outcome measures

All known major complications of surgery and anaesthesia occur more frequently in the elderly. Indeed some of most damaging complications still occur with the same incidence as when they were first described over 60 years ago. They are so common that they risk becoming ‘normal for their age’ and no further consideration given to trying to understand the causes of these awful complications. Beyond the impact of these frequent and disabling problems lie the true benefits to the elderly patient of, often heroic, surgery that may transform their lives proportionately more than younger patients. With the exceptions of most cardiac and some orthopaedic and vascular surgery we are handicapped by a lack of detailed audit of outcomes and of clinical practices. This is improving slowly.

Specific complications

Postoperative cognitive dysfunction

If any complication occurred in younger patients with the frequency that postoperative cognitive dysfunction does in patients over 70 years of age there would be a national outcry and public enquiries demanded to resolve the issue. It is a damming indictment of our populations that this has not happened. No other condition that affects one in four over 70s undergoing major abdominal surgery exists with so little press and public interest. Until recently the same was true for major research funding bodies and it is only in the last few years that appropriately funded research is staring to unravel the potential causes for postoperative cognitive dysfunction. Hopefully this will allow strategies to be developed that will minimize the risk and incidence of the dreadful complication.
Delirium
This is the commonest acute complication in the elderly, more importantly reaching to nearly 75 per cent of elderly cardiac surgical patients. Even non-surgical patients have an incidence that reaches up to 35 per cent. There are markers that can be used to indicate which patients are at an increased risk of developing delirium and treatment provided though multidisciplinary teams does help reduce the impact on their recovery. Even the most useful sedative medication (haloperidol) is not licensed for use in delirium in most countries!

However, this reactive approach highlights our limited understanding of the causes and possible preventative strategies that may reduce or even eliminate this complication.

Pain: assessment and management
We understand that the elderly patient handling of opioid analgesics differs from younger patients but instead of enabling practitioners to tailor effective analgesia for the elderly all too often the elderly are denied analgesia despite recognition of the pain they are suffering. This inhumane management is unacceptable.

Part of the problem is that we have relatively few reliable and easily used pain measurement scales and they are not in common usage across the globe. Even where pain is effectively scored the use of such tools as the pain escalator, which may be valuable in younger patients, is too rigid for the management of this cohort whose only consistent feature is their interindividual variability.

Fluid balance
The original NCEPOD audit of causes of death in those over the age of 80 (National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death. Extremes of Age, The 1999 report of the National Confidential Enquiry into Peri-operative Death. London: NCEPOD, 1999) identified that one of the most common avoidable culprits was poor fluid management. Both extremes were present with some post-operative patients being completely dehydrated and others overloaded, usually following central neuraxial blockade. Over 10 years later the repeat audit in 2010 (Elective & Emergency Surgery in the Elderly: An Age Old Problem: <http://www.ncepod.org.uk/2010ees.htm>) found no change in this situation. As this problem lies before all doctors and nurses caring for the elderly, surgeons, physicians, geriatricians, as well as anaesthetists there is clearly a need for a much broader intervention, perhaps during the early medical school or pre-registration years.

Training priorities
In common with training in geriatric medicine at large there has been very little focus on the specific problems, diseases, and management of the elderly patient in anaesthesia and critical care. This has gradually been improving with specific sections in training curricula and national assessments, but local training is still limited. In the United Kingdom one recommendation of an identified consultant with a specific interest in caring for the elderly has not yet achieved complete implementation.

Conclusion
Is all doom and gloom? Certainly not! The whole field is far more dynamic and productive than could have been imagined even 10 years ago. However, there is still so much to learn and then teach that we have little scope for self-congratulation. We hope this textbook will provide as much useful information as is possible on the fundamental changes with ageing that impact on organ systems and specific diseases that are more common in the elderly. Developments in surgical fields and critical care will continue to challenge us to expand our practice, and advances in anaesthesia will fuel even more innovation from our surgical colleagues.
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infections 288, 289
palliative care 231–2
gastro-oesophageal reflux 143
gate control theory of pain 81, 82
gene therapy, age-related macular degeneration, 30
genetics, see anaesthesia for specific conditions

general anaesthesia. see anaesthesia for specific conditions

heart disease. see cardiovascular disease
heart transplantation/mechanical assist devices 180–1
heart valves 43. see also cardiovascular ageing
heat exchange 280–1. see also thermoregulation
heavy metals 88
hepatic glucose production (HGP) 66–7
hepatic regeneration 65, 66, 68. see also liver function
hepatitis C 68
hepatobiliary surgery 204
hepatocellular carcinoma 68
hepatoxins 65, 66
hESC (human embryonic stem cells) 30–1
Hibler’s method, warming devices 286
HIF (hypoxia-induced factor) 42
High Performance Computing Act (1991) 27
High Performance Computing and Communications Program (HPCC) 27
high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) 105
hip arthroplasty 162–3
hip fracture 163–4, 224
Hip Fracture Peri-Operative Network 165
Hip Osteoarthritis Outcomes Scale (HOOS) 115
hippocampus 37–8, 42
histamine 81
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abdominal surgery 201
conscious sedation 210
intensive care medicine 147, 147
perioperative assessment 113–16
homeostasis

cardiac surgery 172
geriatric syndromes 267
thermoregulation 280
Horizontal Fracture Peri-Operative Network 165
Glucosamine Peri-Operative Network 165
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hydration. see fluid management
humancapacita/hypercarbina 57, 137, 143, 271, 273
hyperphosphorylated tau 73
hypertension 41, 144. see also diastolic blood pressure; haemodynamic instability; intracranial pressure; systolic blood pressure
cardiac surgery 169
dementia 88
diagnostic criteria 255
obese patients 254, 257
renal excretion 14
stroke 89
vascular ageing 42, 95
vascular dementia 87
hyperthermia 280, 281. see also thermoregulation
hypervolaemia 213, 214. see also haemodynamic instability
hypocalcaemia. see calcium homeostasis

HADS (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Score) 115
haemodynamic instability. see also hypervolaemia; hypovolaemia
abdominal surgery 201
cardiac surgery 178
carotid endarterectomy 158
neuroanaesthesia 191–3
non-theatre environments 271, 273, 277
anaesthesia for specific conditions

functional status 138, 173
future directions. see geriatric anaesthesia

FVC. see forced vital capacity
hypoventilation \( \text{see also obstructive sleep apnoea} \)

hypothetical heart \( \text{see also parasympathetic nervous system; sympathetic nervous system} \)
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obesity paradox 258
observational scales, pain 220–22, 221
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occupational therapy 120
off-pump coronary revascularization (OPCAB) 172, 175, 176, 178, 180
Old-Age Pensions Act (1908) 11
olfactory dysfunction 38–9
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opioid receptors 14
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- outcome measures 146
- cardiovascular system 47
- frailty 249–50, 251
- future directions 303
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- oxidative stress 3
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